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CONSTITUTION
OF THE

South African Association for the

Advancement of Science.
[As Amended at the Ninth Annual Meeting at Biilaivayo, IQII.]

I._OBIECTS.

The objects of the Association are :—To give a stronger

impulse and a more systematic direction to scientific enquiry ; to

promote the intercourse of societies and individuals interested in

Science in different parts of South Africa; to obtain a more
general attention to the objects of pure and applied Science, and
the removal of any disadvantages of a public kind which ma\-

impede its progress.

IL—MEMBERSHIP.
(a) All persons interested in the objects of the Association

are eligible for Membership.
{b) The Association shall consist of (a) Life Members, (b)

Ordinary Members (both of whom shall be included under the

term "Members"), and (c) Temporary Members, elected for

a session, hereinafter called " Associates."

(c) Members and .\ssociates shall be elected directly by the

Council, but Associates may also be elected by Local Committees.

Members may also be elected by a majority of the Members of

Council resident in that centre at \vhich the next ensuing session

is to be held.

(rf) The Council shall have the power, by a two-thirds vote,

to remove the name of anyone whose Membership is no longer

desirable in the interests of the Association.

IJL—PRIXILEGES OE MEMBERS AND ASSOCLATES.

(a) Life Members shall be eligible for all offices of the

Association, and shall receive gratuitously all ordinary publica-

tions issued by the Association.

(b) Ordinary IMembers shall be eligible for all offices of the

Association, and shall receive gratuitously all ordinary publica-

tions issued by the Association during the year of their admission.

and during the years in which they continue to pay, ivithout inter-

mission, their Annual Subscription.

ff) Associates are eligible to serve on the Reception Com-

mittee, but are not eligible to hold any other office, and they are



PRIVir.F.GES OF MEMUKRS AND ASSOCIATES. Ul

not entitled to receive gratuitously the publications of the Asso-

ciation.

(d) Members may purchase from the Association ( for the

purpose of completing their sets) any of the Annual Reports
of the Association, at a price to be fixed upon by the Council.

TV.—SUBSCRIPTIONS.

(a) Every Life Member shall pay, on admission as such, the

sum of Ten Pounds.

( b) Ordinary Members shall pay, on election, an entrance

fee of One Pound and an Annual Subscription of One Pound
Subsequent Annual Subscriptions shall be payable on the first

day of July in each year.

(c) An Cn-dinary Member may at any time become a Life

Member by one payment of Ten Pounds in lieu of future Annual
Subscriptions.

(d) The Subscription for Associates for a Session shall be

Fifteen Shillings.

V._MEETINGS.

The Association shall meet in Session Annually. The place

of meeting shall be appointed by the Council as far in advance

as possible, and the arrangements for it shall be entrusted to the

Local Committee, in conjunction with the Council.

\'I.—COUNCIL.

(a) The Management of the affairs of the Association shall

be entrusted to a Council, five to form a. quorum.
(b) The Council shall consist of the President, Retiring

President, four A'ice-Presidents, two (general Secretaries and a

General Treasurer, together with one Member of Council for

every twenty Members of the Association.

(c) The President, \"ice-Presi<lents. (leneral Secretaries and
( icncral Treasurer shall be nominated at a meeting of Council not

later than two months previous to the Annual Session, and shall

be elected at the Annual (leneral Meeting.

( d ) Ordinary Members of Council to represent centres

having more than 20 Members shall, not later than one montli

prior to the Annual Session of the Association, be elected by each

such Centre, in the proportion of one representative for every

twenty Members. The Annual General fleeting shall elect other

Ordinary Members of Council, in number so as to give, together

with the Members of Council already elected by the Centres, in

all, one Member of Council for every twenty Members of the

Association.

(c) The Council shall have the power to co-opt Members,
not exceeding five in number, from among the Members of the

Association resident in that Centre at which the next ensuing
Session is to be held



IV CdNSTITl'TIOX.

(/) In the event of a vacancy occurring in the Council, or
among the Officers of the Association, in the intervals between
the Annual Sessions, or in the event of the Annual Meeting leav-

ing vacancies, the Council shall have the power to hll such
vacancies.

(g) Dm-ing any Session of th.e Association the Council shall

meet at least twice, and the Council shall meet at least six times
(luring the year, in addition to such Meetings as mav be necessarv
during the Annual Session of the Association.

( h I The Council shall have the power to pay for the services

of Assistant General Secretaries, for such clerical assistance as it

may consider necessary, and for such assistance as may be needed
for the publication of the Association Report or Journal.

( / ) The Council shall have power to frame Bye-laws to facili-

tate the {practical working of the Association, so long as these

P>ye-laws are not at variance with the Constitution.

\-]I._TX)CAL AXD RECEPTION COM^^flTTEES.

(a) A Eocal Committee shall be constituted for the Centre

at which the Annual Session is to be held, and shall consist of the

Members of the Council resident in that Centre, with such other

Members of the .\ssociation as the said ^lembers of Council may
elect.

(//) The Local C'ommittee shall form a Reception Committee
to assist in making arrangements for the reception and entertain-

ment of visitors. Such Reception Committee may include per-

sons not necessarilv Members or Associates of the Association.*

I c) The Eocal Committee shall be responsible for all ex-

penses in connection with the Annual Session of the Association,

Vni._HEADOUARTERS.

The Headquarters of the .Vssociation shall be in Cape Town.

IX.—EINANCE.

( a ) llie h'inancial Year shall end on the 30th of June.

(b) All sums received for Life Subscriptions and for

Entrance Fees shall be invested in the names of three Trustees

appointed bv the Ccxmcil, and only the interest arising from such

* The Reception Committee should make arrangements to provide :

—

(1) A large hall for the delivery of the Presidential Address and evening

lectures.

(2) A large room to be used as a Reception Room for members and others,

at which all information regarding the Association can be obtained, and which

shall have attached to it two Secretaries' Offices, a Writing Room for members
and others, a Smoking Room, and Ladies' Room.

(1) Four rooms, each capable of accommodating about 30 or 40 people, to be

used as Sectional Meeting Rooms, and, if possible, to have rooms attached, or in

close proximity, for the purpose of holding meetings of Sectional Committees.

(4) Other requirements, such as office furniture, blackboards, window blinds

to darken sectional meeting rooms for Lantern lectures, notice boards, etc.
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investment shall be applied to the uses of the Association. cxce]:)t

by resolution of a (General ^Meeting.

(c) The T.ocal Committee of the Centre in which the next
ensuing Session is to be held shall havt the power to expend
money collected, or otherwise obtained in that Centre, other than
the subscriptions of Members. Such disbursements shall be

audited, and the financial statement and the surplus funds for-

warded to the General Treasurer within one month after the

Annual Session.

id') All cheques sliall be signed by the General Treasurer and
a General Secretary, or by such other person or persons as may
be authorised by the Council.

(e) Whenever the balance in the ' hands of the Treasurer
shall exceed the sum requisite for the probable or current ex-
penses of the Association, the C(^uncil shall invest the excess in

the names of the Trustees.

(/) The whole of the accounts of the Association, i.e., the
local as w'ell as the general accounts, shall be audited annually by
an auditor appointed by the Council, and the balance-sheet shall

be submitted to the Council at the first meeting thereafter, and
be printed in the Annual Report of the Association.

X.—SECTIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The Scientific \Vork of the Association shall be transacted
under such sections as shall be constituted from time to time by
the Council, and the constitution of such Sections shall be pub-
lished in the Journal.

The Sections shall deal with the following Sciences and such

others as the Council may add thereto from time to time :—Agri-

culture ; Anthropology and Ethnology . Archaeology ; Architec-

ture ; Anatomy ; Astronomy ; Bacteriology ; Botany ; Chemistry
;

Education ; Engineering ; Eugenics ; Geology and Surveying

;

(jeography, Geology and Mineralog}^ ; Irrigation; Mathematics;

Mental Science ; Meteorology ; Philology ; Physics ; Physiology

;

Political Economy; Sanitary Science; Sociolog}- ; Statistics,

Zoology.

XL—RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

(a) Grants may be made by the x-Yssociation to Committees or

to individuals for the promotion of Scientific research.

(b) Every proposal for special research, or for a grant of

money in aid of special research shall primarily be con.sidered by

the Sectional Committee dealing with the science specially con-

cerned, and if such proposal be approved, shall 1)e referred to

the Council.

(c) A Sectional Committee may recommend to Council the

appointment of a Research Committee, composed of Members of

the Association, to conduct research or to administer a grant in

aid of research.
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t (d) In recommending the appointment of Research Com-
mittees, the Sectional Committee shall specifically name all Mem-
bers of such Committees ; and one of them, who has notified his

willingness to accept the office, shall be appointed to act as Secre-
tary. The number of r^Iembers appointed to serve on a Research
Committee shall be as small as is consistent with its efficient

working.

(e) All recommendations adopted by Sectional Committees'
shall be forwarded without delay to the Council for considera-

tion and decision.

(/) Research Committees shall be appointed for one year
Duly, but if the work of a Research Committee cannot be com-
pleted in that year, application may be made, through a Sectional

Committee, at the next Annual Session for re-appointment, with

or without a grant—or a further grant—of money.

(g) Every Research Committee, and every individual, to

whom a grant had been made, shall present to the following

Annual ]\Ieeting a report of the progress which has been made,
together with a statement of the sums which have been expended.

Any balance shall be returned to the General Treasurer.

(h) In each Research Committee, the Secretary thereof shall

be the only person entitled to call on the Treasurer for such por-

tions of the sums granted as may from time to time be required.

XII.—SPECIAL COMMITTEES.

The Council shall have power to appoint Special Committees
to deal with such subjects as it may approve, to draft regulations

for any such Committees, and to vote money to assist the

Committees in their work.

XIII.—SECTIONAL COMMITTEES.

(a) The Sectional Committees shall consist of a President,

two Vice-Presidents, two or more Secretaries, and such other

persons as the Council may consider necessary, who shall be

elected by the Council. Of the Secretaries, one .shall act as

Recorder of the Section, and at least one shall be resident in the

Centre where the Annual Session is to be held.

(b) From the time of their election, which shall take place as

soon as possible after the Session of the Association, they shall

form themselves into an organising Committee for the purpose

of obtaining information upon Papers likely to be submitted to

the Sections, and for the general furtherance of the work of the

Sectional Committees.
(c) The Sectional Committees shall have power to add tn

their number from among the Members of the Association.

(d) The Committees of the several Sections shall determine

the acceptance of Papers before the beginning of the Session,

keeping the General Secretaries informed from time to time of

their work. It is therefore desirable, in order to give an oppor-
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timity to the Committees of doing justice to the several communi-
cations, that each author should prepare an Abstract of his Paper,
and he should send it, together with the original Paper, to the

Secretary of the Session before which it is to be read, so that it

may reach him at least a fortnight before the Session.

(e) Members may communicate to the Sections the Papers
of non-members.

(/) The Author of any Paper is at liberty to reserve his right

of property therein.

(g) The Sectional Committees shall meet not later than the

lirst day of the Session in the Rooms of their respective Sections,

and prepare the programme for their Sections and forward the

same to the General Secretaries for publication.

(h) The Council cannot guarantee the insertion of any
Report, Paper or Abstract in the Annual \^olume unless it be
handed to the Secretary before the conclusion of the Session.

(i) The Sectional Committees shall report to the Council

what Reports, Papers or Abstracts it is thought advisable to

print, but the final decision shall rest with the Council.

XI\'.—ALTERATION TO RULES.

Any proposed alteration of the Rules

—

(7. Shall be intimated to the Council three months
before the next vSession of the Association.

b. Shall be duly considered by the Council and com-
municated by Circular to the Members of the

Association for their consideration, and dealt with
at the said Session of the Association.

XV.—\T)TING.

In voting for Members of Council, or on questions con-
nected with Alterations to Rules, absent Members may record

their vote in writing.

RULES FOR THE AWARD OF MEDALS.

A. The South Africa Medal.

I.

—

Constitution of Committee.

(a) The Council of the South African Association for tlie

Advancement of Science .shall, annually and within three months

after the close of the Annual Session, elect a Committee to be

called "the South Africa Medal Committee" on which, as far

as possible, every Section of the Association and each Province

of South Africa shall have fair representation.

(b) This Committee shall consist of eight Members elected

from amongst Council ^Members, together with four other Mem-
bers, selected from amongst Members of the Association who
are not on the Council.
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(f) The Chairman of the Committee shall be appointed
annually by the Council from amongst its Alembers.

(d) Any casual vacancy in the Committee shall be filled by
the Council.

II.—DUTIKS.

I a) The duties of th? Committee shall be to administer the
Income of the Fund and to award the Medal, raised in com-
memoration of the visit of the British Association to South
Africa in 1905. in accordance with the resolution of its Council.

(b) This resolution reads as follows:

—

(i) That, in accordance with the wishes of subscribers,

the South Africa Aledal Fund be invested in the
nantes of the Trustees appointed by the South
African Association for the Advancement of Science.

(2) That the Dies for the Medal be transferred to the
Association, to which, in its corporate capacity, tire

administration of the Fund and the award of the

Medal shall be, and is hereby, entrusted, under the
conditions specified in the Report to the ]\Iedal

Committee.

(c) The terms of conve}ance are as follows:

—

( I ) That the Fund be devoted to the preparation of a

Die for a Medal, to be struck in Bronze, 2J inches in

diameter ; and that the balance be invested and the

annual income held in trust.

(2) That the Medal and income of the b^ind be awarded
by the South African Association for the Advance-
ment of Science for achievement and promise in

scientific research in South Africa.

( 3 ) That, so far as circumstances admit, the award be

made annually.

(d) The P)ritish Association has expressed a desire that the

award shall be made only to those persons whose Scientific work
is likely to be usefully continued by them in the future.

III. Aw.\Rl)S.

(a) Any individual engaged in Scientific research in South

Africa shall be eligible to receive the award.

{b) The Medal and the available balance of one year's

income from the Fund shall be awarded to one candidate only in

each year (save in the case of joint research) ; to any candidate

once only ; and to no member of the Aledal Committee.

(f ) Nominations for the recipient of the award may be made

by any member of the South African Association for the

Advancement of Science, and shall be submitted to the Medal

Committee not later than six months after the close of the

Annual Session.
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(d) The Medal Committee shall recommend the recipient

of the award to the Council, provided the recommendation is

carried by the vote of at least a majority of three-fourths of its

Members, voting verbally or by letter, and submitted to the

Council at least one month prior to the Annual Session for con-

firmation.

(c) The award shall be made by the full Council of the
.South African Association for the Advancement of Science after

considering the recommendations of the Medal Committee, pro-
vided it is carried by the vote of a majority of its Members,
given in writing or verbally.

(/) The Council shall have the right to withhold the award
in any year, and to devote the funds rendered available thereby,

in a subsequent award or awards, provided the stipulation con-

tained in the second term of conveyance of the British Associa-
tion is adhered to.

(g) No alteration sliall be made in these Rules except under
the condition specified in Rule XI\". of the Association's Con-
stitution, reading:

—

.Any proposed alteration of the Rules

—

(7. Shall be intimated to the Council three months before

the next Session of the Association.

b. Shall be duly considered by the Council, and be com-
municated by circular to the ]\Iembers of the Associa-

tion for their consideration, and dealt with at the said

Session of the Association.

(h) Should a Member of the Medal Committee accept

nomination for the Award or be absent from Sotith Africa at

any time within four months before the commencement of the

ensuing Annual Session, he will if^so facto forfeit his seat on the

Committee.

B. The Goold-Adams Mi-:dai,s.

(a) The Medals shall be awarded on the joint results of the

Matriculation and University Senior Certificate Examinations

of the University of the Cape of Good Hope.

(h) One Medal shall be awarded to the student who has

taken the highest place in each of the seven Science subjects

;

(1) Physics, (2) Chemistry, (3) Elementary Physical Science.

(4) Botany. (5) Zoology. (6) Elementary Natural Science, and

(7) Mathematics, as set forth in the University ]\Iatriculation

Examination and the University Senior Certificate Examination.

((•) The standard of marks shall l)e not less than 65 per

cent, of the maximum.

id) The Medals shall be struck in bronze.

( c ) The first awards shall be made on the results of the

1910 examinations.
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Xll PRESIDEXTS AND SKCRKTARIF.S OF THE SECTIONS.

Presidents and Secretaries of the Sections of the Associatio)i.

Date and Place. Prosidcnts.
j

Secretaries.

SECTION A.—ASTRONOMY. CHIuMISTRV. AlATHK^rATICS.
METEOROLOGY AND PHYSICS.

1003- Cape Town .. Prof. P. D. Halm. :\r.A.. Prof. L- Crawford.
Ph.D.

lOO.i. Johannesburg* J- R. WilHanis, M.f-M.M.. \V. Cullen. R. 1". A. Innes.

AI.Amer.I.M.E.
1906- Kimberlev . . J- R- Sutton, M.A. W- Gasson, A. H. T- Bourne-
IQ07- Natalf '.

. . . E. N- Neville, F.R.S.. D. P. Rcid. G. S- Bishop.

F.R.A.S., F.C.S.
I0o8. Grahanistown A. W. Roberts. D-Sc, D- Williams, G. S- Bishop.

F.R.A.S.. F.R.S.E.

ASTRONOMY. MATPIEMATICS, PHYSICS. iMETEOROLOGY,
GEODESY, SURVEYING, ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE AND

GEOGRAPHY.

1909. Bloemfontein Prof- W- A. D. Rudge, II- 1!. Austin,, b". Masev.
AI.A.

19TO. Cape Town t Prof. J. C- Beattie, D-Sc., A. H- Reid. I'^ Flower^.

F.R.S.E.
]()ii. Bulawavo .. Rev- F- Goatz, S-J-, ,

A- H- Reid. Rev- S- S- Dor-
M.A.. I-.R.A.S. nan.

SECTION H—ANTHROPOLOGY. l-rrilNOLOGY. BACTERIOLOGY,
BOTANY. GEOGRAPHY. GEOLOGY, }.HXERALOGY AND ZOOLOGY.

1903. Cape Town . .
' R. Marloth, M.A-. Ph.D. Prof. A. Dendv.

1904. Johannesburg G- S- Corstorphine. B-Sc,
j

Dr. W. C C- Pakes. W. IT.

Ph.D., F.G.S. Jollyman.
1906. Kimberlev .. Thos. Quentrall, C- F. \(ld.'nns, H. Simpson-

M.I.ATech.E., F.G-S.

CHEMISTRY. AIETALLURGY, MINERALOGY, ENGINEERING.
MINING AND ARCHITECTURE.

1907. Natal C. W. Methven, M-LCE..
F.R-S-E., F.R.I.B.A.

1908. Grahamstown
I Prof- E. H. L. Schwarz,
I

A.R.C.S-, F.G.S-

R. G- Kirkby. \V. Paton.

Prof. G- E. Cory, R- \V.

Ncv^man. J- Muller-

CHEiMISTRY. BACTERIOLOGY, GEOLOGY. BOTANY, MINERALOGY,
ZOOLOGY, AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, SANITARY SCIENCE.

1909- Bloemfontein
, C F. Juritz, M-A., D-Sc- Dr- G. Potts. A. Stead.

I F.I.C 1

"• Metallurgy added in 1904.

T Geography and Geodesy transferred to Section A and Chemistry and

Metallurgy to Section B, in 1907-

t Irrigation added in 1910 and Geography transferred to Section B.
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Date and Place- Presidents. Secretaries

CHEMISTRY. GEOLOGY. .METALLURGY. ^riNERALOGY AND
GEOGRAPHY.

1910. Cape Town
. .

{

A. W. Rogers. M-A.,
|

J. G- Rose. G. F. Avers.
ScD.. F.G.S.

I

1911. Hulawayo .. A. J. C- Molyneux,
j J G- Rose. G. X- RIackshaw

F.G.S., F.R.G.S.
I

SiiCTlON C—AGRICULTURE. ARCHFrECTL^RE. EXGINEERIXG,
GEODESY,. SURVEYIXG. AND SANITARY SCIENCE.

[yo,^ Cape Town
. . ' Sir Chas- Metcalf_\ Bart.. ' \. H. Rcid

.M.I.CE..
I

IQ04. Johanneshnr<v'' Lieut.-Colonel Sir Percy
j

G. S- Burt Andrews V T

Gironard. K.C.ALG.. Laschinocr-
n.s.o. I

[906. Kimberley ..
!

S- J- Jennings, CE.. ^ D. W. Greathatch \V Yew
i

.M.Anier.lAl.l-:.. M.I.M.E.
, digate.

" •^''

PiACTERlOLOGY. BOTAXy, ZOOLOGY. AGRICULTURE AXD
I-ORESTRY. PHYSIOLOGY. HYGIENE.

(j(>;. Xalal Lieut. -Colonel H. Watkins W. A. Squire. A. AI. Neilson
Pitchford, F.R.C.V.S. Dr. J. E. Duerdcii.

908. Grahanistown Prof. S. Schonland, ALA.. Dr. K P.ruce Bays V
Ph.D..F.L.S..C.AI.Z.S. Robertson, C \V. ^Mall"

Dr. L. JL Gough.
910. Cape 1 own t '

Prof- H. H. W- Pearson. W. D. Severn. Dr. I \V 1!

ALA.. ScD.. F.L.S. Gunning.
9Tr. Bulawayo .. F. Eyles. F.L.S., ALL.C. > W- T. Saxton, H. G. Alundy-

ShCTIOX I).—ARCHAEOLOGY. EDUCATIOX, AIEXTAL SCIEXCE,
nilLOLOGY, POLITICAL ECOXOAIY. SOCIOLOGY AXD STATISTICS.

903. Cape Town .. ' Thos. Aluir, C.ALG-, ALA., Prof. H. E. S. Fren^antle.
LL.D.. F.R.S., F.R.S.E.

904. Johannesburg (Sir Percy Fitzpatrick,
;
Howard Pini, J. Rol inson.

AI.L.A.), E. B. Sargant,!

ALA. ( Acting

V

906. Kinilierlcv . . A. H. Watkins, ALD.. E. C. Lardner-Burke. F. W.
'' M.R.CS. . Atowbrav.

EDUCATION, PHILOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY, HISTORY. ARCHAE-
OLOGY: ECONOAIICS AND STATISTICS. SOCIOLOGY.
ANTHROPOLOGY AND ETHNOLOGY.

507. Natal R. D. Clark, ALA. R. A. (lowthorpe, A. S.

Langley. E. A. Belcher.

~ P'orestry added in 1904.
t Sanitary Science added in 1910-
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i
Secretaries-Date and Place F residents.

EDUCATION. PHILOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY. HISTORY AND
ARCHAEOLOGY.

1908. Grahanistown j
E. G- Gane. ATA-

,

Prof. W- A. .Macfadyen. \\ •

'

I
D. Ncilson-

ECONO.MICS AND STATISTICS, SOCIOLOGY. ANTHROPOLOGY
AND ETHNOLOGY.

1908. Grahamstown
i

W- Hammond Tooke- Prof. A- S- Kidd

ANIHROPOLOGY. ETHNOLOGY, EDUCATION. HISTORY, AIENTAL

SCIENCE, PHILOLOGY. POLITICAL ECONOMY, SOCIOLOGY

AND STATISTICS.
G. C Grant. Rev- W- A.

Norton.

G. B. Kipps. W. E. C Clarke.

G. B. Kipps. W- J. Shepherd-

1909. ©loemfontein Hugh Gunn, M-A-

1910- Cape Town
iQii. Bulawayo

Rev. W. Flin^. D-D.

G. Duthie. M.A.. F-R-S-E.

EVENING DISCOURSES.

Date and Place. Lecturer.

1903- Cape Town .

1904. Johannesburg

1906- Kiml)erley

1907. Maritzbr.rg .

Durban . . .

1908. Grahamstown

1909. Bloemfontein

Maseru
1910. Cape Town
1911- Bulawayo

' Prof- W- S- Logcman,
L.H.C-. B-A-

: : :.; '

}
'

H- S- Hele-Shaw, LL-D-,

F.R.S-. M-I-CE-
Prof. R- A- Lehfeldt. B-A-,

D.Sc-

W. C C Pakes, L-R-C-P.,

M-R-C-S- D-P-H- F.T.C-

R. T- A. Imics, F-R-A-S-

Prof. R- B. Young, M-A-,

B-Sc. F-R-S-E.. F.G-S.

Prof- G. E- Cory, M-A-

A. Thciler, CM.G-. M-D-

C- F. Juritz. M.A-. D-Sc,
F-I-C

W- Cullen-

R- T- A- Innes, F-R.A-S-

Prof- H. Bohle. M.LE-E.

J. Brown. M-D-. C-M..
F-R.CS- L-R-C-S-E.

W. II- Logcman. ]\I..\.

Subject of Discoursc-

The Ruins of Perscpolis and

how the Inscriptions were

read-

Road Locomotion — Present

and Future-

The Electrical Aspect of

Chemistry.

The ImmunisatitMi against

Disease of Micro organic

Origin-

Some Recent Problems in

Astronomy.
The Heroic Age of South

African Geology-

The History of the Eastern

Province-

Tropical and Sub-tropical

Diseases of South Africa

their Causes and i'ropaga-

tion-

Celestial Chemistry.

Explosives: their Ivlanufac

ture and Use-
Astronomy.
The Conquest of the Air.

Electoral Reform — Propor
tional Representation.

The Gyroscope-
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GENERAL MEETINGS AT BULAWAYO.

On Monday, July 3, at 4.30 p.m. Memibers attended an
"At Home " held by Mr. and Mrs. Percy S. Inskipp at (iovern-

nient House.
At 8.15 p.m., the Association was officially welcomed by

His Worship the Acting Mayor (Mr. A. Eraser ) in the Hall

of the Grand Hotel, after which Professor P. D. Hahn, M.A.,
Ph.D., took the chair as President, and delivered an address,

for which see page i. A vote of thanks was accorded to the

President by acclamation, on the motion of Sir Joseph Vmtcent,

Kt., B.A., LL.B.
The President then presented the South Africa Medal and

j;rant to Dr. L. Peringuey, F.E.S., F.Z.S. For the proceedings

see page xxiii. This was followed by a reception given by the

Ijocal Members of the Association.

On Tuesday, July 4, at y.30 a.m.. Members of the .Vssocia-

lion proceeded on an excursion to the Matoppos, where Rhodes's

grave, the Shangani ^Memorial and the Bushman Caves were
visited.

At 8.15 p.m., in the Library Board Room, Dr. J. Brown.
C.M., F.R.C.S., L.R.C.S.E., delivered a discourse on " Electoral

Reform—'Proportional Representation," His Worship the Acting

Mayor presiding.

On Wednesday, July 5, at 2 p.m.. Members of the Associa-

tion visited the Khami Ruins under the conductorship of Mr.
R. N. Hall, F.R.G.S.

At 8.15 p.m. Members were entertained at a Proonenade

Concert in the Central Park by the full regimental band of the

Southern Rhodesia ^'oilunteers, Western Division.

On Thursday, July 6, at 2 p.m.. Members proceeded on
excursions to Bushman's Haunt, Matjemehlope Kopjes, and

the Old Nic Mine.

At 8.15 p.m., in the Library Hall, Mr. W. H. Logeman,
M.A., delivered a discourse on " The Gyroscope,"' His Worship
the Acting Mayor presiding.

On Friday, July 7, at 9.30 a.m., the Ninth Annual General

Meeting was held in the Eveline School, for minutes of which
see page xvii.

At 12.30 p.m. Members proceeded on an excursion to the

X'ictoria Falls.



OFFICERS OF LOCAL AND SECTIONAL
COMMITTEES, BULAWAYO. 1911.

LOCAL COMiMITTEE.
Chairman, A. J. C. Molyneux, F.G.S., F.R.G.S. ; Locah

Secretary, (i. X. Bromehead ; G. N. Blackshaw. B.Sc, F.C.S..
F. P. Alennell. F.G.S., Sir Charles Metcalfe. Bart., M.I.C.E..
H. L. Moffat, E. A. Nobbs, B.Sc. Ph.D.. S. F. Tovvnsend.
C.E.. iM-ankliii Wliite.

RECEPTION COMMITTEE.
Chairman, His Worship the Acting Mayor of Biilawayo

(Alex. Eraser, Esq.); Hon. Secretary, G. N. Bromehead;
A. H. Ackermann, R. Asermann, W. J. Atterbury, J. W. Ayling.
R. Bannatyne, Rev. Father P>arthelemy. Major Baxendale.
F. R. Barnes, E. C. Baxter, Captain W. B. Bucknall, Geo.
Carroll, Sir Charles Coghlan, M.L.C., J. Campbell Rogers, Rev.
M. I. Cohen. B.A., Dr. W. G. Clark, C. Comer, W. Currie, C.

Davis, Rev. S. S. Dornan. M.A., F.G.S., W. E. Dowsett, Capt.

C. Duly, D.S.O., Dr. Eaton, C. R. Edmonds, M.R.C.V.S.,
A. S. Fletcher, P. Fletcher, R. A. Fletcher, Yen. Archdeacon
Foster, A. M. Eraser, G. S. D. Forbes, C.M.G., D.S.O., M.L.C..
H. W. Garbutt, Rev. Father Gardner, Rev. E. Goetz, S.J.,

F.R.A.S., J. Goldberg, Rev. C. E. Greenfield, R. N. Hall,

F.R.G.S., Lieut.-Colonel Hevman, M.L.C., H. S. Hodge^ Capt.

A. G. Hendrie, E. A. PIull, P. S. Inskipp. W. W. Jenkins,

P. L. Jenkins. G. Johnson. Major D. Judson, Capt. Jesser-Coope,
\. G. Keith. L. Landau, Dr. Le Feuvre, R. A. Letts, J. Laughton.

J. G. Macdonald, D. MacGillivray, Major MacGlashan, J. D.

McKenzie, Major Macqueen, W. ¥. Miolee, G. Mitchell. M.L.C..

R. E. Murray, Rev. Father Nicot, R. M. Nairn, I. Nicholson,

Major Purcell, D.S.O., L. G. Puzey, H. A. Piper, S. Redrup,
E. R. Ross. I. P. Sampson, A. W. Seccull, G. H. Sessel, J.

Shiel. J. W. Sly, Rev. J. W. Stanlake. G. Stewart, C. J. Sym/e,

Dr. E. H. Strong, L. Thomas, Dr. Yigne, D. Yincent, Sir Joseph

Yintcent. B.A.. LL.B.. P. B. S. Wrev. C. F. de B. Winslow.
A. B. Webb.

SECTIONAL COYIMITTEES.

Section A.—ASTRONOMY. MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS.
METEOROLOGY, GEODESY. SURVEYING, ENGIN-
EERING, ARCHITECTURE AND IRRIGATION.

President. Rev. E. Goetz, S.J., M.A., F.R.A.S. ; J. R.

Sutton, M.A.. Sc.D., A. W. Roberts. D.Sc. F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E..

E. N. Nevill, F.R.S.. F.R.A.S., F.I.C., Sir Charles Metcalfe,

Bart.. M.I.C.E., Prof. W. A. D. Rudge. M.A., Pro-'. J. C.

Beattie, D.Sc. F.R.S.E. (ex-officio) \ S. F. Townsend, C.E.,

W. G. R. Macmuldrow. R. A. Fletcher. D. MacGillivray: Hon.
Secretaries, Arthur H. Reid. F.R.I. B.A. (Recorder), Rev. S. S.

Dornan, M.A.. F.G.S.
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SectioxN B.--CHEAIISTRY. GEOLOGY, METALLURGY,
MINERALOGY AND GEOGRAPHY.

President, A. J. C. Molyneux. F.G.S., F.R.G.S. ; Vice-

President, F. P. Mennell, F.G.S. : Prof. P. D. Hahn, Ph.D..

M A., G. S. Gorstonphine, B.Sc, Ph.D., F.G.S. , Prof. E. H. L.

Schwarz, A.R.C.S.. F.G.S.. C. F. Juritz. M.A., D.Sc. F.LC.,

A. W. Rogers, M.A.,' Sc.D., F.G.S. (e.v-officio) ; Franklin

White. H. P.. Maufe, F.G.S., H. A. Brett, A. E. V. Zealley,

F.G.S., A.R.C.S. ; Hon. Secretaries, J. G. Rose, F.G.S. , Cape

Town (Recorder) ; G. N. Blackshaw, B.Sc, F.G.S.

Section C—BACTERIOLOGY. BOTANY. ZOOLOGY.
AGRICULTURE. FORESTRY. PHYSIOLOGY. HY-
GIENE AND SANITARY SCIENCE,

President, F. Eyles. F.L.S., M.L.C. ; R. Marloth, M.A.,

Ph.D., Lieiit.-Colonel H. Watkins-Pitchford, F.R.C.V.S., Prof.

S. Schonland, M.A., Ph.D., F.L.S., C.M.Z.S.. Prof. H. H. W.
Pearson. M.A.. Sc.D., F.L.S. (ex-officio), L. Peringuey, D.Sc.

F.E.S.. F.Z.S.. R. lack. F.E.S.. L. E. W. Bevan. M.R.C.V.S.;

Hon. Secretaries, W. T. Saxton. M.A.. F.L.S. (Recorder),

H. G. Mundy.

Section D.—ANTHROPOLOGY, ETHNOLOGY, EDUCA-
TION. HISTORY, MENTAL SCIENCE, PHILOLOGY,
POLITICAL ECONOMY, SOCIOLOGY AND STA-
TISTICS.

President, G. Duthie, M.A.. F.R.S.E. ; Vice-President,.

R. N. Hall, F.R.G.S.; Dr. A. H. Watkins, M.R.C.S., E. G.

Gane. M.A.. W. Hammond Tookc. Hugh Gunn. M.A., Rev.

W. Flint. D.D. (e.v-officio), W. E. C. Clarke, M.A., Ven. Arch-
deacon Foster, M.A., Rev. S. S. Dornan, M.A.. F.G.S., E. M.
Foggin ; Hon. Secretaries, G. B. Kipps. F.R.G.S. (Recorder),

W. J. Shepherd.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NINTH ANNUAL
MEETING OF MEMBERS.

(Held in the Eveline School, Bulazcayo, on Friday, July 7, iQi i.)

Present: Professor P. D. Hahn, M.A., Ph.D. (President)

in the chair; Dr. Moir, Dr. Peringuey. Professor R. F. \.

Hoemle. Professor W. S. Logeinan. Professor T. V. Kent

;

Messrs. A. J. C. Molyneux. H. E. Wood. G. N. Blackshaw,
F. Eyles, M.L.C, J. D. Stevens, F. P. Mennell, T. N. Leslie,

E. Collins, W. T. Miolee, G. Duthie, Rev. S. S. Doman, Mrs.

E. Collins, Miss S. B. Leiter, Miss J. E. Minor and Mr. G. F.

Britten (Assistant General Secretary).
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Minutes.—The Mintites of the Eig'hth Annual General
Meeting held on November 4, 1910, printed in the Report of
the Cape Town Session, were confirmed.

Annual Report of Council.—The Annual Report of the
Council having been suspended for three days previous to the

meeting, was taken as read.

Mr. H. E. Wood (Johannesburg)', moved to delete the

second portion of paragraph 7 of the Report, and to substitute

therefor, " Your Council trusts that they will ibe resumed in

1912." This was seconded by Dr. Moir (Johannesburg), and
carried.

On the motion of Dr. Moir, seconded by Prof. Ifoemle,

rtie Report as amended was adopted (see page xx).

Report of the Hon. Treaslirer and Statement of
Accounts for 1910-1911.—Owing to the proximity of the

Annual Meeting to the close of the financial year, and on account
of the absence in England of the Honorary Treasurer, it was
found impracticable to submit a financial statement and leport.

Amendment of Constitution.—Mr. T. N. Leslie m^oved

:

" That the amendments to the Constitution as proposed by
Council having been duly circulated, the Constitution as amended
be adopted." This was seconded by Prof. Hoernlc and carried.

Election of Council for 1911-1912.—The following
officers were elected for 1911-1912:

—

President, Dr. A. Theiler, C.M.G., M.D. ; Vice-Prestdents,
Prof. L. Crawford, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., Dr. J. Moir, M.A.,
F.C.S., Mr. A. J. C. Molyneux, F.G.S., and Mr. W. Arnott

;

General Secretaries. Mr. R. T. A. Innes, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E.,

Dr. C. F. Juritz, M.A., F.LC. : General Treasurer, Mr. A.
Walsh. (the retiring President, Prof. P. D. Hahn. M.A.;
Ph.D., is a member of Council, c.v-officio.)

The following were elected as Members of Council for

1911-1912:

—

I. Transv.'iAl.—Witzvatcrsrand: Mr. E. A. E. Collins,

Mr. F. Flowers, F.R.G.S., F.R.A.S., Mr. J. A. Foote, F.G.S.,

Mr. A. Heymann, M.Ph., M.Ch., M.A., Prof. J. Orr, B.Sc.
A.M.I.C.E., Prof. G. H. Stanley, A.R.S.M., M.I.M.E.. Prof.

J. A. Wilkinson, M.A., F.C.S., Mr. H. E. Wood, M.Sc..
F.R.Met.S. Pretoria: Mr. W. E. C. Qarke, M.A., Mr. A L.
Hall, B.A., Mr. G. W. Herdman. M.A., M.I.C.E.

n. Cape Province.—Ca/j^? Peninsula: Prof. J. C. Beattie,

D.Sc, F.R.S.E., Prof. H. Bohle, M.I.E.E., M.V.D.E., Prof.
R. F. A. Hoernle, M.A., B.Sc, Mr. T- M. P. Muirhead, F.S.S..

F.R.S.E., Prof. H. H. W. Pearson," M.A., Sc.D., F.L.S., Mr.
A. H. Reid, F.R.I.B.A., F.R.San. I. KingzinUiamstown : Dr.
A. W. Roberts, F.R.A.S.. F.R.S.E. Grahamstozmi: Prof. A.
Ogg. M.A., B.Sc. Ph.D. Kimbcrlcy: Dr. A. H. Watkins.
M.R.C.S.. M.L.A. Onccustnz.'n: Mr. W. B. Brown. M.A.
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Stellenhosch : Prof. B. de St. T- van der Riet, Ph.D., M.A. East
London: Dr. G. Rattray, M.A., F.R.G.S.

III. Orange Free State.—Bloemfontein: Dr. W. Johnson,
L.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.. Mr. C. C. Robertson, M.F., Prof. W. A. D.
Rudge. M.A.

IV. Natal.—Marit:;burg: Prof. E. Warren, D.Sc.

Durban: Dr. A. McKenzie. CM., M.R.C.S.

V. Rhodesia.—Bulazvayo : Mr. Franklin White. Salis-

bury: Mr. G. N. Blackshaw', B.Sc, F.C.S.

VI. Ba.sutol.\nd.—Rev. E. Jacottet.

It was decided that two additional members of Council for

Witwatersrand should be elected at a later date. The Council

was also authorised to fill the vacancies in the representation

of the Potchefstroom and Port Elizabeth centres.

Grants for Research.—A telegram was received from
Dr. A. W. Roberts expressing regret that illness prevented his

submitting a report, which would, however, be forwarded later.

Annual Session in 1912.—The President announced that

an invitation had 'been received from the Mayor of Port Eliza-

beth to hold the next Annual General Meeting in Port Elizabeth,

and it was unanimously agreed to accept the invitation.

Votes of Thanks.—Prof. Hoernle moved the following

votes of thanks, which were carried by acclamation :

—

To the Honourable the Legislative Council of Rhodesia
for the grant of fioo; to His Worship the Deputy Mayor
of Bulawayo; to the Department of Education and the

Trustees of the Public Library for the use of their 100ms ;

to the South African, Beira and Mashonaland and Rhodesia
Railways Administrations for travelling facilities granted;

to the ^lunicipality of Bulawayo for illuminations and
concert in the Park; to Mr. and Mrs. Percy S. Inskipp ; to

the respective Secretaries and Members qf the Reception
ComJmittee, the Excursions and Entertainments Committee,
the Hospitality Committee, the Press and Publications

Co'mmittee, the Finance Committee, and the several Sec-

tional Committees ; to the Bulawayo Club for the privilege

of honorary membership ; to the Bulawayo Golf Club for

the hospitality of the golf greens : to all who have so kindly

given hospitality to visitors : to the Honorarv Auditors

:

to the Press for publicity given to the Association's pro-

ceedings : to Mr. R. N. Hall for books provided, for con-
ductorship to the Khami Ruins, and for invitations to the

Bushman's Haunt ; to Mr. Dowsett for conductorship at

the World's A^iew : to Mr. Moflfat for privilege of visiting

the Old Xic Mine; and to Mr.' G. N. Bromehead, Tx)cal

Secretary.

Mr. A. T. C. Molyneux moved a vote of thanks to the

Retiring President; this was also carried by acclamation.

The meeting then closed.
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL FOR THE YEAR ENDED
30Tn June, 191 i.

1. Your Council, in submitting the following report on the

work of this zAssociation for the twelve months, July ist. 1910,

to June 30th, 191 1, ventures to draw attention to the difficulty of

preparing a report for submission within a week after the close

of the year covered thereby, and asks for indulgence owing to

the obvious impracticability of placing the present report hefore

members at the commencement of the present session

2. The Late Dr. Bolus.—Your Council records with the

deepest regret the decease of Dr. H. Bolus, F.L.S., to wnom, at

the Bloemfontein meetmg of the Association two years ago.

the second award of the South Africa Medal was made. To
botanical science, and especially in connection with the South
African flora, Dr. Bolus had rendered great and lifelong service.

3. Membership.—During the year now closed the mem-
bership of the Association has slightly increased. At the close

of the previous year there were 693 members on the Associa-

tion's books; since the 1st July, 1910, 69 new members have
been admitted ; on the other hand, 6 members have died, and

^y have either resigned or were removed from the roll o'^ mem-
bership owing to other causes. The memibership at the close

of the year now under report was, therefore, 719, 31 of these

being life miembers. The provincial distribution of these mem-
bers was as follows :

—

Transvaal 276
Cape Province 253
Orange Free State 53
Natal 36
Rhodesia 34
Basutoland 12

Mozamhique 7
Swaziland i

German South-West Africa i

Resident Abroad 27
Residence Unknown 19

Total . . 719

4. Report of the Bloemfontein Meeting, 1909.

—

Publication of the Association's sixth Annual Volume has now
been completed, and steps have been taken for binding the loose

parts on behalf of any members who may be so desirous The
voluine as complete comprises in all 535 pages.

5. Report of Cape Town Meeting, 1910.—The printing

of the records of the last Annual Session is not yet complete,

having been considerably delayed by the Printers' Strike during
the last few months. Eight monthly parts have thus far been
issued, and it is hoped to complete the Seventh Annual \'olume
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by the issue of two more such parts. It will theretore be
somewhat smaller in size than the Bloemfontein Report.

6. South Africa Medal Fund.—^On the reoonDmcadation
of the South Africa Medal Committee, consisting of Mr. S. S.

Hough, M.A., F.R.S., Prof. S. Schonland, M.A., Ph.D.. Mr.
T. Reunert, Dr. G. S. Corstorphine, Dr. C. F. Juritz, Mr W.
Cullen, Dr. A. Theiler, C.M.G.. Mt. E. N. Nevill. F.R.S., F.T.C..

Prof. G. Potts. M.Sc. Ph.D.. Prof. T. C. Beattie. D.Sc.
F.R.S.E.. Prof. L. Crawford. D.Sc, F.R.S.E., and Dr. J. R.
Sutton, the fourth award of the South Africa Medal, together
Avith a grant of £50. has been made to Dr. Louis Peringuev,
F.E.S., F.Z.S.

The 'Medal Fund (exclusive of the above £50) now amounts
to ii,4o8, of which £1,376 is invested in a Cape Treasury Bill

and bears interest at the rate of four per cent, per annum.

The difficulty of obtaining votes from members of the

Medal Committee when the time for the annual award draws
near and those members are absent from the Union, impressed
upon your Council the necessity of amending the rules regu-

lating the award. The amendments referred to in the last

Annual Report were unfortunately precluded from consideration

at the Cape Town meeting last year. They will now again be

submitted to you.

7. Constitution.—Other difficulties have also been ex-

perienced by Council in its desire to adhere in all points to the

spirit, if not in the letter, of the Constitution, and the mandate
which you placed upon the Council last year, to appoint a

special committee for the purpose of considering amendments
to the Constitution, has been given full efifect to. The Com-
mittee's report has been duly weighed by your Council, and
the amend:ments wbich will be submitted to you are the result

of Council's most careful consideration.

8. Lectures.—The South African Lectures have been
intennitted for the present year. Your Council trusts that they

will be resumed in 191 2.

9. Grants for Research.—Your Council has not yet been
enabled to consider any applications for iresearch. In this

connection it may be mentioned that at the Cape Town Session

of the Association a paper was submitted by Dr. A. W. Roberts
on " The Period of the Variable Star S Arae." This paper

has been printed in the Association's Journal. Dr. T- Stuart

Thomson, to whom this Association had made a grant of £20.

has laid before the Association a copy of a paper on " South
African Alcyonaria," which was printed in the Transactions of
the Royal Society of Edinburgh as the first of a series of papers

which he intended submitting on the subject.

10. Standing Committees.—There still exist Standing

Committees on Education, Anthropology and Forestry, but three

years have elapsed since last a report was made by any of them.

The subject of such committees has been specially dealt with
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by your Council in the amendments to the Constitution aibove

referred to as albout to be submitted for your consideration.

11. GooLD-Adams Medals.—^The first instalmient of these

medals has been received, and awards have been made in accord-

ance with the rules already adopted, to the following successful

candidates at the last Matriculation and Senior Certificate

Examinations of the Unviersity of the Cape of Good Hope.

Phvsics: C \\ von Abo, Boys' High School, Upper
Paarl.

Chemistry : Morris Schwartz, Marist Brothers' School,

Johannesburg.
Elementary Physical Science : George H. Duggan, Boys'

High School, Kimberley.

Botany : Lilian E. Carver, Gids' High School, Pretoria.

Zoology : Donald H. Saayman. private study. Rivers-

dale.

Mathematics: Pieter J. Louw, High School. Caledon.

12. Associ.\tion's Office.—During the current year your
Council was successful in acquiring more suitable and centrally

situated ofiices for the Association, in the Cape of Good Hope
Savings Bank Buildings. St. George's Street, Cape Town. It

has now, for the first time, been possible to make adequate pro-

vision for the Association's Library, and in addition to indi-

vidual books available for reference by members, regular files

are now kept of eight-seven scientific periodicals, memoirs, and
transactions of learned societies and associations, who are good
enough to supply their own publications in exchange fo" those
of this Association, and to whom collectively and individually

your Council feels much indebted.

13. Meeting in 1912.—Arrangements for the 1912 Meeting
are not yet completed, and it is suggested that the incoming
Council be authorised to deal with the matter as may seem
desirable in the interests of the Association.

14. The New Council.—On the assumption that your
Council's recommendation to allow a quota of twenty members
of the Association for each member of Council, will be accepted,

it is suggested that the distribution of Members of Council for

the ensuing year be as follows :
—

Transvaal:

Witwatersran<l lO

Pretoria 3
Potchefstroom i

Cape:
Cape Peninsula 6
Stellenibosch i ;

Kingwilliamstown i

Grahamstown i

Kimberley i

Queenstown i

Port Elizabeth i

East London i
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The South Africa Medal.
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Orange Free State:

Bloemfontein 3

Natal:

Pietermaritzburg i

Durban i

Rhodesia:

Bulawayo i

Salisbury i

Basutoland i

SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL AND FUND.

{Raised by Members of the British Association in commemora-

tion of their visit to South Africa in 1903.)

After tbe conclusion of the Presidential Address in the

Hall of the Grand Hotel, Bulawayo, on Monday, July 3, the

President, Prof. P. D. Hahn, handed the South Africa Medal
and grant of £50 to Dr. L. Peringuey, F.E.S., F.Z.S., Director

of the South African Museum, Cape Town. In doing so the

President said that it was usual for the Association, at its Annual
Session, to present this medal, which was bestowed for achieve-

ment and promise in scientific research in South Africa, and

was awarded to persons whose scientific work is likely to be

usefully continued by them in the future. This year it had been

decided to award the medal to Dr. Peringuey. Dr. Peiinguey

had for many years conducted entomological research in South
Africa ; in fact, his work in that department had been so impor-

tant that he might well be called the father of South African

entomology. It was, moreover, of such importance that the

University of the Cape of Good Hope had bestowed upon him
the honorary degree of Doctor of Science. He had pleasure in

presenting Dr. Peringuey with the medal, together with the grant

which accompanied it. in recognition of the valuable services

which he had rendered to science in South Africa.

Dr. Peringuey expiressed his thanks in suitable terms.

Previous Recipients.

1908. Grahamstoivn.—Arnold Theiler, C.M.G., M.D., Bacterio-

logist to the Transvaal Government, Pretoria.

1909. Bloemfontein.—Harry Bolus, D.Sc, F.L.S.. of Sherwood,
Kenilworth, Cape Division.

1910. Cape Town.—John Carruthers Beattie, D.Sc, F.R.S.E.,

Professor of Physics, South African College,

Cape Town.
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ASSOCIATION LIBRARY.

The following publications are regularly filed at the otifice

of the Association, Cape of Good Hope Savings Bank Buildings.

St. George's Street, Cape Town, and are available for perusal

by memibers daily between the hours of 9.30 a.m. and

12.30 p.m. :

—

General Science.

Memoirs of the Royal Society of South Australia.

Transactions of the Ro^-al Society of South Australia.

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria.

Proceedings oif the Royal Institution of Great Britain.

Proceedings of the Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow.

Journal of the Royal Society of Arts.

vSitzungsberichte der Koniglich Preussischen Akademie der

Wissenschaften.

Servian Royal Academy of Sciences : Comptes rendus.

Servian Royal Academy of Sciences : Year Book.

Atti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei, Roine.

Kungl. Svenska Vetenskapsakademiens Handlingar.

Kungl. Svenska Vetenskapsakademdens Arsbok.

Verhandelingeii der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen.

Amsterdam.
Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, Amsterdam: Pro-

ceedings of the Section of Sciences.

Revista de la Real Academia de Ciencias de Madrid.
Report of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science.

Report of the Australasian Association for the Advancennent
of Science.

Atti della Societa Italiana per il progresso delle Scienze.

Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Memoirs and Proceedings of the Manchester Literary and
Philosophical Society.

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society.

University of Virginia: Philosophical Society Bulletins.

Annals of the New York Academv of Sciences.

Proceedings of the American Academy of .\rts and .Sciences.

Proceedings of the Californian .\cademy of Sciences.

Transactions of the .Academy of Science of St. Louis.

Proceedings of the .Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadel-

phia.

Archives Neerlandaises des sciences exactes et naturelles.

Annaes scientificos da .Academia polytechnica do Porto.

Proceedings of the Rhodesia Scientific Association.

Memoires de la Scx^iete de physique et d'histoire naturelle de
Geneve.
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Comptes rendus des seances de la Societe de physique et

d' histoire naturelle de Geneve.

Sitzungsberichte der Gesellschaft naturforsdiender I^'rtunde,

Berlin.

Vierteljahrsschrift der naturforschenden Gesellschaft. Zurich.

Bulletin of the Imperial Institute.

Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute.

Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution.

Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution (United States

National Museum).
Annals of the Transvaal Museum.
Annals of the Natal Museum.
Field Museum of Natural History Publications.

University of Pennsylvania Museum Journal.

Bulletin of the Public Museum of Milwaukee.
Records of the Albany Museum.
Knowledge.

Chemistry, Metallurgy, and Geology.

Journal of the Ohemical, Metallurgical, and Mining Society of

South Africa.

Kungl. Svenska Vetenskapsakademien ; Arkiv for Kemi,
Mineralogi, och Geologi.

Transactions of the Geological Society of South Africa.

Records of the Geological Survey of New South Wales.

M^emoirs of the Geological Survey of New South Wales.

Bulletins of the Geological Institution of Upsala. .

Abstracts oi Proceedings of the Geological Society. London.
Bulletins of the United States Geological Survey.

United States Geological Survey. Professional Papers.

United States Geological Survey. Annual Reports.

Meteorology.

Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society.

Agriculture.

Annali della Regia Scuola superiore agricoltura di Portici.

International Institute of Agriculture. Rome: Bulletin of Agri-

cultural statistics.

International Institute of Agriculture, Rome: Bulletin of the

Bureau of Agricultural Intelligence and of Plant

Diseases.

Biology and Physeology.

Bulletin de la Societe Imperiale des naturalistes de Moscou.
Kungl. Svenska Vetenskapsakademien: Arkiv for Botanik.

Kongl. Svenska Vetenskapsakademien : Arkiv for Zoologi.

Journal of the Linnean Society.

Bulletin of the Wisconsin Natural History Society.

Transvaal Medical Journal.
University of California: Publications in Botany.
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Smithsonian Institution (United States National Museum) :

Contributions from the United States National Her-
ibarium.

Entomologv.

Report of the South African Central Locust Bureau.
Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Insektenbiologie.

.\STR0N0.\1V, M.VrHEMATlCS AND PhYSICS.

Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society.

Alonthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical .Society.

Transvaal Observatory Circulars.

Observatoire Royal de Belgique ; amiuaire astronomique.

Journal of the British Astronomical Association.

Memoirs of the British Astronomical Association.

Kungl. Svenska Vetenskapsakademien : Arkiv for Matematik,
Astronwni och Fysik.

Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society.

Die Tatigkeit der physikalisch-technischen Reichsanstalt, Char-
lottenburg.

Report of the National Physical Laboratory, Middlesex.
National Physical Laboratory : Collected Researches.
Proceedings of the Physical Society of London.

Political Economy and Social Science.

LTnited Empire.
International Institute of Agriculture, Rome: Bulletin of the

Bureau of Economic and Social Intelligence.

Geography, Oceanography and Hydrography.

Societa Italiana per il progresso delle Scienze : BoUettino del

Conaitato talassografico.

The Geographical Journal.

Bulletin of the American Geographical Society.

United States Geological Survey: Water Supply Papers.

Engineering.

Proceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Journal of the South African Institute of Engineers.

Transactions of the South .\frican Institute of Electrical

Engineers

Technology.

Patents for Inventions : .Vbnidgments of Specifications.
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ADDRESS

BY

Professor PAUL DANIEL HAHN, M.A., Ph.D.,

PRESIDENT.

I must thank the Council of this Association for the honour
of having been elected President of the Association for the

current year. Having been engaged for over thirty-five years

in teaching Science and in propagating and spreading scientific

knowledge, I consider my present position a compliment to the

profession to which I have the honour to belong. At the Annual
Meeting of the South African Association for the Advancement
of Science a revicAv of the progress, advancement, and present

condition of teaching of Science in our colleges is certainly a

very appropriate subject for a presidential address: more so

because I find that this important suibject has not been dealt

with by my predecessors in their presidential addresses. Last
year Dr. Muir, Superintendent-General of Education in the Cape
Province of the Union of South Africa, referred to " the State's

duty to Science." Amongst other interesting stateanents Dr.
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Muir gave us a sketch of the organisation of the teaching" of
Science from the lower schools to the University. He said :

—

" The lirst great duty of the State towards Science is to provide an
effective and comprehensive system of national education. In the lower
stages of the system direct and formal instruction in Science need not

bulk very largely. What is essential is that the pupil shall throughout
his course be trained to observe, to think, and to reason. In the
middle stages—the stages covered by secondary schools of all classes

—

tlie actual study of Science, and especially of scientific method, must
form a larger and ever increasing part of the curriculum."

Withotit going into details under these heads Dr. Muir con-

tinued :

—

" It is sufticient for our present purpose to insist in connection with

lK)th on the desirability (i) of fostering rather than repressing the

natural curiosity of the young; (2) of constantly recurring to the study

of things in supplement to that of words; (3) of training the hands
in the use of appropriate tools other than the pen ; (4) of gradually

introducing research methods into class-room work. It is the neglect

of this advice that has been a main cause in the retardation of Science.

It has also helped to make school-life a byword for dulness, and in

many cases made the after-life unintellcctual and even trivial. When we
come to the higher stages—the stage of the University, and more prac-

tical institutions co-ordinate therewith—the interest in our subject

naturally increases, for there we look not only for instruction in Science

and training in scientific method, but for a steady How of fresh con-

tributions to the stock of human knowledge. That this last is a legiti-

mate expectation is now the received opinion throughout the whole
civilised world."

At the outset let it be understood that what Dr. Muir
sketched in the passages which I have quoted from his address

is an ideal organisation of the teaching and study of Science for

schools and University colleges, which 1 regret to say is not in

existence in South Africa at the present time. We are now only

striving and struggling towards the realisation oi this ideal or-

ganisation, but I firmly hope that the time is not far when we
shall have attained this object at least in connection with the

University colleges, considering the progress which the teaching
and studying of Science has made in our colleges during the

last forty years.

The University of the Cape of Good Hope was called into

existence by the University Incorporation Act passed -by the

Cape Legislature in 1873. The calendars of the University
puiblished during its first years give us accurate information as

to the Science subjects which figured in the svllabuses and in

the papers of the two examinations which in those days were
the two principal examinations conducted by the University, z'i::..

the Matriculation Examination and the Bachelor of Arts Examina-
tion. The teaching of Science subjects in the colleges vvhere

the candidates preparing their examinations were studying
was, of course, limited to what was prescribed in the University
Calendar. I may here already remark that at that time the
students for the Matriculation Examination were almost ex-
clusively prepared at the colleges, whereas at the present time
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none af the colleges of the Union has Matriculation classes,

the entrance to the colleges being now the Matriculation Ex-
amination or its equivalent, as is the case in the Universities of
England.

In the syllabus for the Matriculation Examination f Calen-

dar, 1876, page 50) it is stated:

—

Candidates for Matriculation shall be examined in the followin^^

subjects :— "

1. Languages, Literature and History.

(i) The English Language and its History.

(2) The History of England and Modern Descriptive

Geography.

(3) The Greek and Latin Languages.

(4) Modern Languages—Dutch or French or German.

2. Mathematics.

(i) Arithmetic.

(2) Elementary Algebra.

(3) Plane Geometry, the first Four Books of Euclid.

3. Physical Science, vis., Physical Geography or Geology or
Chemistry, as may from time to time be notified by the

Council.

From this syllabus it appears that in those days the literary

and mathematical stibjects were predominant and compulsory,

but it is satisfactory to note that at least one Science subject

was amjongst the compulsory subjects. A footnote informs us

that for the year 1876 The Elements of Inorganic Chemistry
were prescribed. In subsequent Calendars we find the footnote,
" Chemdstry or Geology, at the option of the candidate."

In 1896. however, the Science subject was relegated to the

rank of an optional subject, the University Cotmcil being evi-

dently of opinion that some knowledge of the English Language
with one Modern Language, the Latin Language, Arithmetic,

Geometry and Algebra is sufficient to start a voung man in life,

and this in our times, in which all and every progress which the

civilised nations o'f the world make depends directly or indirectly

upon the progress of pure and applied sciences.

This deplorable condition in which the Science subjects had
been placed lasted fourteen years, and only recently, in 1909,

the Science subjects were reinstated in their proper place in

the Matriculation Examination, and at present the regula-

tions for this examiination require a candidate to show a com-
petent knowledge of either Chemistry or Physics or Botany or
Zoology. It is true that the standards in these subjects are not

very high, but considering that the candidates for the Matricu-

lation are at present prepared at the High Schools, which have
only a very scanty outfit of apparatus and material for teaching

these subjects experimentally, we cannot make such sfreat de-

mands at the present time. If we compare the examination
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papers in the Science subject, Chemistry, of to-day and of the
early years of the University, it is evident that no progress has
been made, but that the standard in the Science subject in the
Matriculation Examination is now lower than in the first period
of the University's existence. Whilst the Matriculation candi-
date had formerly the option of Chemistry or Geology, he has
now the option of Chemistry. Physics, Botany or Zoology.

The B.A. Degree in the early days of the University was a

so-called mixed degree. The regulations stated:

—

"Candidates shall be examined in the following subjects:

—

:. Languages, Literature and History.

(r) The Constitutional History of England.

(2) The English Language and Literature.

(3) Modern Languages—Dutch or German or French.

(4) The Greek and Latin Languages.

(5) Ancient History.

(6) Outlines of Logic.

2. Mathematics.

(i) Arithmetic.

(2) Algebra.

(3) Plane Geometry.

(4) Plane Trigonometry.

(5) Plane Co-ordinate Geometry.

(6) Elementary Mechanics.

3. Physical Science. .\ny one of the following subjects to be

selected by the Candidate :

—

(i) Chemistry—Inorganic Chemistry.

(2) Light and Heat.

(3) Electricity.

We are surprised to find so large a number of subjects for

one examination, and do not expect that in all these subjects the

standard was very high. For example, in Chemistry it was
only Inorganic Chemistry, of about the standard of Cliemistry

in the present Intermediate Examination, less the practical

laboratory training which the candidates for the InteiTnediate

Examination are nowadays expected to have gone through.

The former B.A. candidate was not expected to have had
any practical lalboratory. teaching ; at the colleges he had in

the Science sitbjects merely blackboard instruction, and at home
book study.

A radical change was made in connection with the B.A.
Examination in 1883, when a new examination, the present
Ititermediate Examination, was interposed between the Matricu-
lation and the B.A. Examination, and the B.A. Examination
itself divided into two branches:

—

1. Literature and Philo.sophy.

2. Mathematics and Natural Science.
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The standard of all the various branches of Natural Science

was considerably varied. They comprised at first :
—

1. Cheinistry : Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry.

Agricultural Chemistry and Chemical Analysis.

2. Physics: Light, Heat, Sound, Electricity and Magnetism.

3. Geology: Petrography, Mineralogy and Crystallography.

A candidate for the B.A. Degree had to study one of these

three su'bjects, and, in addition, the various subjects mentioned
under the heading of Mathematics.

The syllabus for the B.A. Science Examinations subsequently

underwent further changes, all in the direction of extending

the study of the Science subjects and of requiring every student

to have undergone a thorough practical training in the labora-

tories, the latter forming a prominent part in the final exainina-

tions. It is impossible to give you to-day a full account of the

syllabus of the Science subjects for the B.xA.. Examination as

they are at present. They occupy twenty-five pages of close

print in this year's Calendar. It may suffice to say that the

standards for the Pass and Honours Examinations in all the

Science subjects for the B.A. in the University of the Cape
of (iood Hope are not below the standard of these subjects in

the . corresponding University examinations in England, the

States, and the Continent. The colleges in South Africa, where
our students are devoting themselves to the study of one or more
branches of Science, are doing—or are attempting to do—real

Higher Education in Science. The requirements in these sub-

jects for our Honours B.A. Degree are fully equal to those for

the Prussian examination pro facilitate docendi, which qualifies

for the teaching in the German Gymnasium. The candidates

enter this examination after a three or four years' course of

study in a German University.

It is frankly admiitted that the L'niversity of the Cape of
Good Hope, which is only an examining and degree-conferring

body, has done much to encourage and promote the study of

the various branches of Science amongst the rising generation
in South Africa, and has thus considerably advanced the cause
of Science in South Africa. The last sixteen years have wit-

nessed in South Africa the establishment of institutions, which
prepare and train our young men for the practical and technical

professions. I refer to the School of Mines, the Engineering
Department of the South African College, and the Agricultural

.Schools in dififerent parts of South Africa.

In 1894 the Council and Senate of the South Afirican

College, Cape Town, took the initial steps for the estabHshment
of a South African School of Mines. With the co-operation
of De Beers at Kimberley, and of the Chamber of Mines at

Johannesburg, the Council of the South African College started
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the School of Mines in 1896. The preliminary scientific training

was given at the colleges lin the Cape Colony, the first part of

the practical training at Kiimberley, and the second part of the

practical training at Johannesburg. The University had made
the necessary arrangements for conducting the examinations,

and all went well until the War broke out in 1899. It was
only natural that when peace was restored, the School of

Mines, under the new order of things, should gravitate to the

centre of the mining industry, to Johannesburg. After some
changes and further developments in Johannesburg it exists

now as the South African School of Mines and Technology,

with a large staff of Professors, Lecturers, Demonstrators and
Instructors. Under agreement wth the Council and Senate of

this institution, the South African College, and the other col-

leges which possess the necessary equipment and facilities,

continue to prepare students in the Science subjects of the first

and second years" mining course, after which the students

proceed to the Johanneslburg School of Mines and Technology.

A very large numiber oi young South Africans have gone
through this School, and it is most gratifying that the young
men who have received their theoretical and practical tiaining

in this School have been subsequently very successful in obtaining

good position's, and in holding their own. professionally and
otherwise, against all-comers. The mining profession evidently

appeals to the South African youth, l>ecause the number of

students joining this course is not decreasing.

In consequence of the success which accompanied the de-

velo])ment of the School of Mines, the Council of the South
African College decided to miake further |>rovision for scientific

and technical training, hy establishing an Engineering Depart-
ment in connection with the South African College. After the

erection of suitable building's, and the appointment of Professors

and Demonstrators, this Department conTmenced operations in

1904. According to its present organisation, it provides, in a

four years" course^including one preliminary year—a complete

training for the profession of Civil and Electric Engineering.

A special feature of the training of students in this Engineering
Department is the regular excursions and greater tours in

the vicinity of Cape Town, and through the. more distant parts

of the country, under the guidance of one or more professors,

for the purpose of inspecting the larger irrigation works and
technical and industrial establishments. This engineering course

is very well laid out and carried out, a fact which is confimied
by the recognition of the Diploma of the Engineering Depart-

ment of the South African College by the Institute of Civil

Engineers in England. The Department is well attended. After
having successfully passed the final examination, many have
received the diploma and are now engaged in irrigation works
and railway construction throughout the L'nion, and even to

the north of the Zambesi. Thev are the recruits for the officers
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in the Railway and Public Works Departments of the Provinces

of the Union and of Rhodesia.

Another important development in the direction o'f teaching

Science is the establishment of a Medical School for Soujth

Africa. It is difficult to understand why South Africa had not

its Aledical School long ago, considering that Australia and New
Zealand have their own Aledical School, and that the Dominion
of Canada possesses many Medical Schools. For some years

past, students, who intended studying medicine, took the first

year's subjects—P)Otany, Zoology, Physics and Chemistry—at

the South African College, and some of the other colleges which
could provide the teaching in all these subjects. The students

then proceeded to England, and were at once admitted to the

first professional examination. This examination, at the end
of the first yeair's medical course, is now held by the University

of the Cape of Good Hope, and is recognised 'by the Medical
Faculties of the Scottish Universities. The Council of the

South African College 'has now taken a further step in connec-
tion with the establishment of a Medical School for South Africa

by appointing Professors of Anatomv and Physiology, and by
erecting suitable buildings for the Anatomical and Physiological

Institute. When this is comiplete the South African Medical
student will be able to take the first two years of the medical
course in South Africa, and then ])roceed to Europe for the

study of the clinical subjects. lUit 1 have no doubt that it will

not be many years before we shall have in South .\frica a fully

equipped and efficient Medical School, which will bear com-
parison with any of the Medical Schools in the other Dominions
of the Empire.

T cannot conclude this part of my address without reterring

to the Agricultural Schools which have, of late, been called into

existence, and in which those sciences are taught on which the

intelligent study and practice of agriculture depend.

The first attempt to establish an Agricultural School was
made in Stellenibosch. and the first imjpetus was given in con-

nection with the festivities at the bicentenary- birthday of that

beautiful village. It was at first intended to 'lave this Agri-

cultural School in connection with the Stellenbosch College.

After some changes it has now developed into an independent
Agricultural School, and is located on the farm Elsenbu rg, neriv

Stellenbosch. Other agricultural schools have been founded at

Middelburg in the Cape Province, and at Potchefstrooni in the

Transvaal, and it is to be hoped that in every province of the

Union—and in Rhodesia—a numllDer of Agricultural .Schools will

be founded, according to the words of our Minister of Education,

^Ir. Malan:—
' We must have more .\gricnlture in Education and more Education

in .Agriculture."
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The principal industry in South Africa will always be
Agriculture in all its branches, and we cannot ijcstow a greater

benefit on the coming generation than by spreading scientific

principles and methods, combined with intelligent 'practical

application , amongst the farming community. This should
be done not only at the Agricultural Schools, but at all first

and second-class schools, by introducing into the curriculum
of the Government Schools Elementary Agricviltural Science.

It is not intended to transform the boys at their schools into

Analysts, Botanists or Zoologists, but tliey should receive

so much intelligent instruction in the Elementary Agri-

cultural Sciences as to enable them to profitably read and
understand, and turn to use, the valuable information which
appears in our agricultural journals in the Union as well as in

Rhodesia. The value of the teaching of Science to the State

and to the general social conditions of the people is perhaps

best illustrated in Germany. According to Professor Wilhelm
Ostwald of Leipzig, who is a great authority on the subject, the

spreading of the principles of Agricultural Science in Germany
has had the effect that that country can now produce foodstuffs

for three times the numiber of people it had before elementary

Agricultural Science had become part and parcel of the edu-

cation of the people. It is true that at present large areas of

arable soil in South Africa are not yet cultivated, 'but it s^hould

be rememibered that profitable agricultural farming does not

depend upon getting small returns from large areas, put under
cultivation with much labour, 'but upon obtaining the maximum
yield from a limited area 'bv skilful cultivation.

1 think tliat I have satisfactorily jjroved that the teaching

of Science has been considerably advanced during the last forty

years. There was no professorship or lectureship for any branch
of Science in existence, in any of the schools or colleges of

South Africa, forty years ago, whilst at the present time we
have over sixt}' professors and lecturers appointed to teach

certain branches of Science in our Colleges and Technical and
Agricultural Schools.

It has been frequently asked : Are the colleges and technical

schools in a position to carry out in a satisfactory manner the

programme which they have put before themselves? Have
their institutions a sufficient staff and a proper equipment of

apparatus, materials, and practical means of instruction for

teaching all the branches of Science, not mierely by blackboard

instruction, but ]^ractically and experimentally, which is ad-

mittedly the only efficient means of teaching a scientific subject?

Before 1 answer these questions I beg to draw your atten-

tion for a moment to a few figures, which 1 'have taken from
the annual reports issued by the Superintendent-General of Edu-
cation of the Colony from 1894 to 1909. I must limit myself
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to Cape Colony, because I had no access to the reports issued

in the other provinces :

—

THE VOTE EOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE CAPE COLONY
IN THE YEARS 1894 TO 1909.

Total Vote for Vote for Higher Percentage of
Education. Education.* Total Votes.

1894 £176,189 £8,964 . . . . . . 5.03 per cent.

1895 181,370 9'093 . . . . . . 5.01

1896 197,608 10,600 5.3

1897 204,947 10,492 5.1

1898 235,022 11,608 4.9 ,,

1899 270,758 15,599 5.7

1900 272,206 13,089 4.8

1901 278,049 16,390 5.8

1902 287,855 20,539 71
1903 314,056 19,229 6.1

1904 378,680 20,913 5.5

1905 447,796 24,765 5.5

r9o6 482,671 2-7r:sil 5-7
T907 537-836 23,455 4-3

1908 578,528 22,924 3.9

1909 521,687 25,535 4-8

These figures give the total expenditure for education, and
the amount apportione,d to Higher Education. Considering that
about one-half of the vote for Higher Education falls to the
Chairs and maintenance of Science subjects, and about one-half
to the Chairs and maintenance of the Literary subjects, we
arrive at an approximate estimate of how the State has discharged
its duty towards Science, or rather to the advancement of Science
in the colleges. It appears from these statistics that the vote for

Higher Educaticju in the years 1899 to 1906 was between 5 and
6 per cent, of the total vote for Education ; in two years ( 1902
and 1903") it was a little above 6 per cent., and in two other years

(1896 and 1898) it was a little under 5 per cent. During the

last three years, 1907. 1908, 1909. the vote for Higher Education
in the Cape Colony was only 4.3 per cent., 3.9 per cent., and 4.8

per cent, respectively, of which about one-half is apportioned
to the Chairs and maintenance of the Science subjects, that is

2.15 per cent., 1.95 per cent., and 2.4 per cent.

] think these figures help us to understand the fact, that

whatever has been done for the advancement of Science and
teaching of Science in the colleges has been done on the initiative

of the governing bodies of these colleges, and not on the

initiative of the Government, except the establishment of the

Agricultural School at Middelburg, which has been called into

existence through the efforts of Mr. Malan, the present Minister

of Education of the l^nion. These governing bodies of the

colleges deserve the thanks of the people of South Africa for

*' This includes the vote for the University.
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what ^ they have done to advance the cause of Science in the

colleges of the country.

I can now proceed to answer the question as regards the

suitable equipment of the colleges for the efficient teaching of

the Science subjects. To the best of my knowledge, there is not

one college at the present time in the Union of South Africa

which is supplied with the necessary amount of scientific

apparatus, materials and practical means of instruction for the

efficient experimental and practical teaching of all their students

in all those subjects which are contained in the syllabuses of the

Intermediate and B.A. Examinations. In this respect—that is

to say, in the supply of the necessary apparatus, materials, and
practical means of instruction—all our colleges are at present

deficient and in a starving condition. Mr. ]\Ialan, our Union
Minister of Education, is fully aware of this condition, but

unless he has the co-operation of his colleagues in the Ministry

and the support of Parliament, he is not able to materially assist

the struggling colleges in advancing the cause of Science.

Notwithstanding the indifferent attitude of the Government
of the Cape Colony during the la.st fourteen years, which mani-
fested itself in the scanty and inadequate provision made for

the teaching of Science in the colleges, it must be admitted,

that some progress has been made, and that the country has
derived some benefit from the increased facilities which have
been provided by the governing bodies of the colleges for teach-

ing and studying Science. Whilst formerly most of our young
men studied Law, or Medicine, or joined the Church, at present

a considerable proportion of the matriculated students proceed

to the technical walks of life, taking up some branch of engineer-

ing, or they devote themselves entirely to the study of some
iiranch of Science, such as Geology, Biology, Metallurgy,
Q^e,-niVj,| Technology, and others. We must look to these men
particularly for carrying on research in their respective sciences.

Owing to the fact that at the ]:)resent time a large proportion of

students follow the technical or purely scientific courses, the

three professions, which were formerly the only choice for the

ambitious Scnith African student, have been considerably

relieved, and in this respect the growth and development of

the sciences at our colleges have had a most beneficial effect

on the social condition of the people. What has been done up
to the present is merely the beginning of a new development in

our system of Higher Education. Much more remains to be

done. The South African youth should receive in South Africa

such scientific and technical training as to enable him to take

his share in the development and in the scientific exploration of

his native land, this large and beautiful country. South Africa.

But besides this growth of the Science Departments in our
colleges, there are many signs, hopeful indications, of the steady

progress and advancement of Science in South Africa. Is not
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the fact that we meet here to-day in Bulawayo. the geographical
centre of South Africa, the most tangible proof for the advance-
ment of Science- irr South Africa? Forty years ago this coun-
try was under the sway of a barbarian ruler, and now, this year,

your town is the place of meeting of the South African Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science. You have schools, a

museum, an observatory of no mean order, your Rhodesia
.Scientific Association, chemical laboratories—in short, everything
that indicates that Science has found a home in the centre of
this southern part of the Dark Continent. I have always read
with the greatest interest the records of the Rhodesia Scientific

Association, and of the Rhodcsian Agricultural Journal pub-
lished by your able Director of Agriculture, Dr. Eric Nobbs. The
value of the scientific work done by your Agricultural Department
cannot be overrated, and should receive every encouragement
and support at the, hands of the Government. Also in Rhodesia,
notwithstanding its mineral wealth, agriculture in all its

branches, which can be carried on under the climatic conditions

of the country, will ever be the principal industry of this part of

.South Africa. The Agricultural Department of Rhodesia, as

well as the Agricultural Departments in the several Provinces
of the Union, should be in a position to advise the new settlers

as to the most suitable crops to grow and the proper mode of

cultivating these crops. In order to do this the Agricultural

Departments in all the countries of South Africa should have
iinder their control a large number of agricultural experimental

stations, at which systematically arranged experiments should

be carried out. the results of which would immensely help the

new settler and spare him much disappointment and loss of

money and time in his endeavours to obtain a footing and living

in the new country. My colleague, Dr. Pearson, Professor of

Botany in the South African College, delivered an extremely

able address at last year's meeting of the Association in Cape
Town on the subject of estalilishing National Botanic Gardens
in the various climatically different parts of South Africa, in

which such work is carried on as in an Acclimatization Garden.

T much regret that up to the present, so far as I know, no action

has been t^ken to carry out this suggestion. The colonies of

Germany are but small as compared with those of the British

Empire, but the amount of energy and money which is devoted

by the Colonial Department in Berlin to the experimental agri-

cultural work done in Togo, the Cameroons. East Africa and

Samoa, with a view to testing the suitability of these countries

—

soil and climate—ras to the production of crops such as Cotton,

Hemp. Cofifee. Tea, Tobacco and other tropical and subtropical

plants is vastly greater than what we do in our newly acquired

tropical and subtropical countries. T beg to refer you on this

occasion to Dr. Pearson's address on National Botanic Gardens,

to which he has added a paper on " A State Botanic Garden,"

which appeared in ,the periodical The State of May this year.
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He very forcibly proved that the case for the establishment of
a State Department of Botanical Research with the Botanic
Garden as a fundamental part of its organization rests upon an
economic basis. Now this should appeal to any Government
which has the betterment of the economic conditions of the
people and of the country at heart. We have the men in South
Africa who can advise the Government in the organization of
the agricultural and experimental stations and the National
I)Otanic (jardens. There exists, therefore, no cause for delaying
any longer this work, without which our Agricultural Depart-
ments are not of so much use for promoting and consolidating

agricultural enterprise in South Africa as they would be if they
could point out to the new settler their own experience obtained
in the experimental agricultural stations.

On this occasion it is impossible to give a review of the

])rogress of the various branches of Science during the last

years ; this must be left to those who have prepared papers in

the several sections of this year's meeting. Tliere is, however,
one subject which has more than any other in recent years
engaged the attention of men of Science, as well as of those

who are not in the inner circle. It is the study of radium and
of radioactive substances. Ever since the days of Lavoisier and
of his contemporary workers in the field of Inorganic Chemis-
try, nothing has done more to widen and consolidate our know-
ledge of Inorganic Chemistry than the study of Mineral
Chemistry. The great Swedish chemist, Jacob Berzelius, who
advanced our knowledge of this subject more than tlie labour^

of others in the same field of research, gave a definition of a

mineral which we may to-day accept without reserve. Berzelius

stated that a mineral was simply a chemical compound occurring
in nature. In devoting the greater ]:)art of his life to the

investigation of the composition and constitution of these
" chemical com])oimcls occurring in nature." Berzelius had dis-

covered a large number of elements new to Science. Others
who followed the example of Berzelius have also enriched our
knowledge in this field of research, and the study of the chemical
and physical properties of the elements and of the mutual
relations existing between the elements and their compounds of
similar constitution has supplied that broad basis on which
modern Inorganic Chemistry is founded. During the second
half of last century the study of Organic Chemistry, and more
particularly of the synthetical preparation of Organic Substances,

was considerably advanced, in some centres of Germany to such

an extent that the study of Inorganic Chemistry undoubtedly
sufifered. Only recently more attention has been given to the

study of Inorganic Chemi.stry, and in many continental Universi-

ties and Technical High Schools separate chairs of Inorganic

Chemistry and of Organic Chemistry are established with

separate laboratories.
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Towards the end of last century the study of Inorganic
Chemistry and of Mineral Chemistry received a new impetus
through the discovery of radium by Madame Curie in Paris,

and of the radio-activity of thorium—a rare metal—and of
thorium compounds by Professor Schmidt of Erlangen. Since
the discovery of radium we have from time to time read of new-
discoveries in connection with radium and the constitution of
matter, of the atoms composing matter, of the transformation
of matter, of the wonderful physiological action of radium and
radium emanation. The latter subject is of great interest to the

general public. No doubt our medical men will have read with

the keenest interest in the British Medical Journal the articles

of Professor His of Berlin on the cures effected by the applica-

tion of radium emanation in cases of gout and rheumatism, and
of Dr. William Armstrong on Radium Water Therapy. This
subject, the study of Radium Water Therapy, is still in its

infancy, but will no doubt be followed u]) assiduously, and the

results hitherto obtained are surprising and marvellous.

\ shall not detain you longer with the subject of Radium

;

suffice it to say that I have found the springs at Montagu and
Aliwal North distinctly radio-active, due to the presence of

emanation, and that this emanation is radium emanation and not

thorium emanation. The radium is associated in minerals princi-

pally with uranium. T have been searching now for four vears

for radium in South African minerals, but up to the present with

only negative results. But since pitchblende, the principal

source of radium, is found so far north as German East Africa.

and since some of our mineral waters contain radium emanation,

I cannot help thinking that radium-containing minerals do occur

also in South Africa, and will eventually be found. At all

events, T intend continuing the search for radium in South

Africa.

In connection with the study of the radio-active minerals

and elements a very important discovery was recently made by

Professor Dr. Otto Hahn, of Berlin, of two radio-active sub-

stances, mesothorium and radiothorium. These two substances

are formed from thorium in a similar manner to that in which

radium is derived from uranium. Thorium oxide is largely

employed for making the mantles of incandescent lamps, and

is almost exclusively prepared from the monazite sands occurring

on the coast of Brazil. The bye-products in the manufacture

of thorium oxide mostly contain mesothorium and radiothorium.

and were used by Professor Otto Hahn for the preparation of

these two new elements, which emit the same rays as radium

and act in the same manner. The life of these two elements is,

however, not of the same duration as the life of radium, since

they break up after ten to twenty years into non-radio-active

substances, the nature of which is, however, at present little

known. Mesothorium and radiothorium can, however, be
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obtained in larger quantities than radium, and are much cheaper.
It may be of interest to learn that quite a number of radio-active
minerals occur in South Africa, viz.:—Monazite from Embabaan
in Swaziland, fergusonite and aeschynite from the same locality,

monazite from Houtenbek in the Transvaal, and orthite from
Little Namaqualand. The radio-activity of all these minerals
is, however, not due to the presence of radium, but to the pre-
sence of thorium, mesothorium and radiothorium, which could
be prepared from these minerals.

Here in Rhodesia many minerals occur, and are even
worked, which, according to the paragenisis of minerals, are

associated with the thorium and uranium containing minerals.

There is at present a considerable amount of chrome iron ore.

of wolframite and scheelite, exported from Rhodesia, minerals
which are met with in Europe and in the Ural Mountains in the

same formation as the uranium and thorium minerals.

I shall not Ije surprised if Rhodesia will also be before long

a producer of radio-active minerals.

Whatever the constitution and scope of work of the New
Teaching University of South Africa will be. I trust that ample
provision will be made, for research in mineral chemistry, which
has hitherto received only little attention in South Africa. I

feel confident that research in mineral chemistry in South Africa

will reveal anrl bring to light facts of great scientific interest and
of practical and economic value.

There is something fascinating in research of this kind, by
which new facts and new truths are brought to light. And
those who have ever discovered a new truth by striving after

truth will have undoubtedly had the reward which is expressed

in the words of Frederick the Great :

—

•' Das lebhafteste Vergniigen, das ein verniinftiger Mensch in der Welt haben

kann, ist, neue Wahrheiten zu entdecken ; das nachste nach diesem ist, alte

Vorutheile los zu werden-"'

(The greatest and noblest pleasure which men can have in

this world is to discover new truths ; and the next following this

is to shake ofif old prejudices.)
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Section A.—ASTRONOMY. MATHEMATICS. PHYSICS.
METEOROLOGY, GEODESY, SURVEYING, ENGI-
NEERING, ARCHITECTURE. AND GEOGRAPHY ^

V/
President of the Section.— Rf;v. E. Goetz. S-T-. M.XS^

F.R.A.S. /^^

WEDNESDAY, JULY ^.

The President delivered the following address :

—

"'"^s^

WEATHER FORECASTING.

L should have liked to give you a presidential address on the
Meteorology of Rhodesia. But you have given us such short
notice of your desire to hold your ninth Annual Meeting in

Bulawayo that I have not been able to get through the amount
of material work such a paper ])resupposes. I have, therefore,
chosen a subject of more general interest, that of Weather Fore-
casting. This subject has, besides, a certain actuality. The
Transvaal Meteorological Department has had a forecasting
service for some years, and its success shows that this service

should now be extended to the rest of South Africa.

It may be said that it was only during the second half of last

century that the art of forecasting the weather, an art apparently
as old as the world, was put on a scientific basis, when the close

connection between the distribution of pressure over large areas

and the weather in general was established as an undoubted fact.

This connection had been suspected long before, and as far back
as 1780 Lavoisier tried to establish a kind of meteorological

service, based chiefly on the simultaneous observation of pres-

sure at places as far apart as possible. This idea was taken up
about the same time in a more systematic way by the Mannheim
Meteorological Society, the oldest of all such societies, and a

vast amount of data was collected by its members and others all

over the west and centre of Europe. These attempts were not.

however, successful owing partly to the disturbed state of the

political world at the end of the eighteenth and the beginning

of the nineteenth centuries, but chiefly, no doubt, to the lack of

the rapid system of communication which the invention of the

telegraph was to give us half a century later. From the twelve

folio volumes of the Mannheim Society's Proceedings. W. H.
Brandes. in 1820, extracted the data for a discussion of the

weather day by day over Western Europe for the year 1783.

This work of Brandes may be considered as the dawn of modern
meteorology. He constructed weather maps for successive days,

maps which he did not publish, but which may be reconstructed

from the data he gives for them, and their discussion led him to

the following conclusions : The wind direction is determined by
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the distribution of the pressure, the movement of the air being
towards the centres of areas of low pressure. The weather in
general is connected with the variations of pressure. The areas
of low pressure have a general movement from West to East
over Europe. These conclusions, which we now accept as exact,
were not accepted in Brandes' time, for he was ahead of his
generation. His thesis could not be reconciled with the theories
then prevalent among meteorologists. The same ideas were
revived later, owing especially to the study of tropical cyclones
by Piddington in India and Redfield in America, and to the
works of the great American investigators Espy and Loomis, on
the disturbances of the Temperate Zones.

It is to Le V^errier chiefly that Meteorology owes the impulse
that determined its start and progress on new lines, and brought
it definitely into the realm of e.xact sciences. In November,
1854, fluring the Crimean War. a disastrous storm burst upon
the Allied fleets in the Black Sea, and caused the loss of one of
the French men-of-war. Le Verrier was commissioned by his

Government to investigate this storm and to report on it. In

his report he showed clearly that an atmospheric disturbance had
crossed Europe from north-west to south-east in about four

days, and that an organised meteorological service could have
detected this before it reached the fleets, and given them timely

warning. In conclusion, he strongly advocated the con.stitution

of a regular daily service of meteorological information, tele-

graphed to Paris from a certain number of stations distributed

throughout Europe. Both the (lOvernment and the public in

general fell in with his plan, and in the course of a year Le
X'errier had organised the first international service of more or

less simultaneou.s observations. Synoptic charts were drawn
up regularly and a bulletin published. His initiative was fol-

lowed by Fitzroy in England and Buys Ballot in Holland. The
aim of T.e X^errier was to organise a weather prediction service.

But the material difficulties which he encountered, and especially

the slackness of the Government in supplying the necessary

funds when once the first enthusiasm had cooled down, robbed

him of the honour of being first in the field. His rivals abroad.

Fitzroy and Buys Ballot, had been before him. It is interesting

to note that Le Verrier met with rather strong opposition in the

scientific circles of the day. The great physicists Biot and
"Regnault. for instance, energetically opposed his plans. One can

easily understand Regnanlt's attitude. With his refined methods
of investigation, which have been the bugbear of our schooldays,

Regnault was perhaps ill-prepared to see what results could be

obtained from the cruder methods of meteorological investiga-

tion. Le Verrier, however, by the force of his genius, the

tenacity of his will, and, we may add, perhaps also by the dread

which his none too sweet temper inspired, bore down all resis-

tance, and the results he obtained very soon showed the accuracy

of his views.
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As soon as the synoptic daily charts covered a sufifiiciently large
area, and extended over even a comparatively short period of
time, it became evident that there existed certain definite sys-
tems of atmospheric pressure, for the isobars or lines drawn
through points of equal pressure afifected day after day certain
well-defined forms. An isobaric chart presents most of the
features of a hypsometric map. It has, for instance, closed
areas of more or less circular isobars with figures decreasing to

a central minimum, others with figures increasing to a central
maximum ; \'-shaped isobars with figures decreasing or increas?-

ing inwards, like the contour lines of valleys or mountain spurs

;

and so on. Each system of isobars, as it recurred, was found to

be accompanied by the same general features in the weather
Storms, for instance, invariably corresponded to a system of

closed isobars with low central pressure, whilst continued fine

weather corresponded to a system of closed isobars with central

liigh pressure. These areas of closed isobars were, therefore, the

c-'irliest objects of methodical research.

The first fact to be well established was that the winds had
a clearly defined system of circulation round the closed areas

of pressure, clockwise round the areas of high pressure, and
counterclockwise round those of low pressure. The same was
found to hold for the southern hemisphere with the direction of

rotation reversed. This circulation was briefly formulated by
F)uys Ballot in the following words:

—

' Put your l)ack to the wind, and you have the low pressures on
your left in the northern hemispliere. and on your right in the southern."

It is easy to see what importance this law. which we may
consider as the fundamental law in modern meteorology, had in

his day when steam navigation was still in its infancy. It soon

became also evident that the force of the wind^—as well as its

direction—was in close connection with the shape of the isobars.

Strong winds almost invariably corresponded to a system of

closed i.sobars. and patient investigation gave a rough determina-

tion of the relations between the strength of the wind and the

closeness of the isobars. These discoveries were the first to be

applied to the prediction of storms, for about t86o we already

find storm warnings sent to many ports in Europe.

The general connection of the weather with the pressure

systems was. of course, detected at the same time, but progress

in this direction has been considerably slower. There are many
influences to be taken into account in following the variations

of the weather with those of the pressure from day to day. An
army of investigators ha.s been at work for the last fifty years

in unravelling this tangle. On the whole, it may be said that the

weather in general depends on the presence of high and low

areas, and its changes on their movement. A low area, in-

diflferently called cyclone or depression, is characterised by cloudy

and rainy weather. In front of the depression there are no
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permanent rains ; as soon as the depression approaches a certain
area, high feathery clouds, cirrus clouds, appear, soon to be
followed by lower stratified clouds. The sky gets dirtier, the
air muggy, as the centre, or rather the central trough, of the
depression gets nearer. Rain sets in, persistent rain covering
large tracts of land. The cloud and rain areas are roughly con-
centric with the pressure area, .\fter the passage of the central

trough of low pressure, the rains are more in the shape of
showers, and the clouds are broken up by patches of blue. When
thie depression has passed fine weather sets in again as a rule.

Thunderstorms, according to the season of the year, are asso-

ciated with the passage of these depressions, and are generally
located in a special quarter—the south-western quarter of Europe.

Higli-pressure areas or anticyclones bring cloudless and dry
n'eather with light winds. They are of a more permanent
character than the preceding ones, hanging longer over the same
regions. The cyclones as a rule bring warm, the anticyclones

cool, weather. The seasons, however, have here to be taken into

account. An anticyclone in winter will bring periods of intense

cold, nights especially with very low temperatures owing to

intense nocturnal radiation under a clear sky. In summer, on
the contrary, owing to their permanency over the land and the

]3rotracted absence of clouds, anticyclones may produce intense

heat, but in this case it is a dry heat, very different from the

oppressive heat of the summer cyclones. A cyclone gives mild

or oppressive heat according to the season. There is a distinct

difference in the temperature of the dift'erent parts of a cyclone.

The front is warmer than the rear. In winter, of course, the

north-western quarter in America and the eastern in Europe may
be intensely cold, as they draw into the cyclone the air from land

areas which may at the time be subject to very low temperatures

I cannot here describe, the other pressure systems. There
is only one to which I will allude, as it has apparently a certain

importance in South Africa. It is the one represented by a V-
shaped system of isobars, with pressures decreasing inwards.

This system sweeps over the land broadways from west to east.

Tn South Africa its apex is directed northwards, and reaches to

the tropics. I have reason to believe that it occasionally reaches

right into Rhodesia. It is characterised by winds of a northerly

direction in front, and of a southerly direction in the rear. When
the middle line of the trough passes over a region there is a

>^U(lden calm, lasting for a comparatively short time. The wind,

which had been northerly before, springs up suddenly from a

>^outherly direction, bringing with it duststorms, and in summer
terrific thunderstorms, with heav\' rains.

This may be sufficient to give a summary idea of the basis of

modern weather forecasting.

If we now pass to the practice of weather forecasting, we
have to deal with a far less satisfactory branch of meteorology.
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The problem which tlie forecaster has to solve every day is the
following: Given the isobaric chart of to-day, to construct the
isobaric chart of to-morrow. The degree of certitude of the
forecasts is, if not equal, at least largely proportional, to the
degree of certitude with which this problem can be solved. It

must be confessed that we have no solution of this problem. It

is sometimes said that meteorology still awaits its Newton. I

am afraid that meteorologists have no such ambition. To solve

the problem of the weather by analytical methods seems beyond
our limitations. The problem is chiefly one of hydrodynamics. A
great deal has been done by mathematical physicists in

hydrodynamics ; but when it comes to applying their theories to

the atmospheric circulation, the problem Ijecomes a singularly

complex one. The physicist, in his theoretical investigation,

deals with masses subjected to determined conditions of tempera-

ture, pressure, humidity, friction, viscosity, etc. If he introduces

variations in the conditions, he fixes the law of these variations.

He can then deduce the laws of the motion of fluids, laws which

he can even verify by laboratory experiments. But when he

turns to the atmosphere, he finds that he has to deal with masses

out of all proportion with those he can control in his laboratory

experiments. He has to deal with masses that are subjected

to no very definite conditions of pressure, humidity, temperature

or friction, in which, moreover, these conditions change accord-

ing to laws about which he knows little or nothing. He has.

therefore, to solve what we may consider tbe most difficult pro-

blem of mathematical physics. He can only build up the edifice

of his theory by sections, and when he has built up his sections,

to go on with our metaphor, he finds that to fit them together is

worse than any Chinese puzzle, for the sections are not to be

juxtaposed since they compenetrate one another; to use the

words of one of the leading meteorologists of the day

:

' The atmosphere has no simple circulation, cyclonic or anticyclonic.

1)Ut is a mass of interlacings of currents.''

Although the analytical method has been used with brilliant

success ditring the last fifty years or so, it cannot be said that it

has been pushed far enough to give us hopes that we will even-

tually find the solution of the weather problem in this way.

We have, therefore, to turn up the inductive method, based

principally in this case on statistics and averages, a method which

may perhaps help us to find the laws without, however, telling us

anything about their nature or about the way in which they are

appHed, as the preceding method would do. Statistical methods

are subject to a great deal of distrust. " You can prove any-

thing with statistics," is sometimes said. But this is not true if

statistical methods are properly applied. Statistics are to be

applied within limits imposed by the nature of the subject and

the nature of the observations, or you may come to absurd con-

clusions. It would be easy, by statistics and averages, to prove
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that the mean path of cyclones is over the equatorial regions
where, in fact, they do not occur. Statistics are to be applied
to reliable documents, which, needless to say, is very often
neglected. They are to be applied to a large number of observa-
tions if the results are to represent a physical fact, and not
merely a meaningless arithmetical result. But, above everything,
one must have, in applying the statistical method, an open mind

—

that is, one must try to find only what statistics really give, not
what one wants to get out of them. If properly applied, this

method can either give the law we look for, or show us in what
direction we have to look for it, for the underlying philosophical

principle is that an effect which reciu's with a certain constancy
is not due to mere chance, but to some cause which produces it.

The first fact on which weather predictions may be based is

that, in general, pressure systems move from west to east. This
is especially true for the cyclones and also for the anticyclones

in North America and South Africa. For the European anti-

cyclones the question is not so clear. There are exceptions,

however. Cyclones are known to move westwards, others are

stationary. The next consideration is their rate of displacement.

Here we have a less satisfactory state of things. Anticyclones,

as a rule, move slowly and hang over the same regions. To the

cyclones we can assign an average rate of displacement deduced
from a large number of observations. But here the averages are

deduced from velocities ranging from zero to a hundred miles or

more.

Another important consideration is that of the tracks

followed by the various pressure systems. Here we are on still

less certain ground. In North America the cyclones and anti-

cyclones follow one another fairly regularly, and move also with

a fair regularity along certain mean tracks, which change, how-
ever, with the seaons. The same may be said of the tropical

cyclones in the West Indies, Mauritius, and the Far East. In

Europe, however, it has l)een practically impossible to find a

system of tracks that can be of any great use in weather forecast-

ing. Koppen, Van Bebber, Rykatchew, who especially investi-

gated this point, find from five to ten mean tracks over Europe.

The solution of the pressure transformation has been tried

in another way also. From the study of the daily charts a series

of weather types has been deduced, and their formation and

transformation carefully studied. The possible influence of large

areas of heat, rain or snow, on neighbouring pressure systems

has been patiently investigated, and rules for forecasting trans-

formations or displacements in these systems deduced therefrom.

When, by some such consideration, the forecaster has decided

upon the probable transformation of the existing system of

pressure, he has to pass to the transformation of the existing

weather. Here, besides the general correspondence of pressure
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and weather, he has to take into account the seasons of the v.'ar.

the geographical position of the pressure systems, as well as the
position of the Kx^alities for which his forecasts arc made, in

regard to probable tracks of the pressure systems.

A few examples will show how he may apply his knowledge.
The pressure chart shows, for instance, to the' American fore-
caster, a depression over Texas with very close isobars in the
western half, and a high area over British Columbia. There
will, therefore, be a strong movement of air from the front of
the anticyclone, where winds are from the north-west, to the
rear of the cyclone, where winds are north-westerly also. If

this occurs in the winter season, he can with confidence predict
a cold wave from the north-west over the Central States, and.
as the probable track of the Texan cyclone, as well as its probable
rate of displacement, are fairly well known in North America,
he can for two or three days beforehand predict a cold wave over
the Eastern States. If positions are reversed, in summer for

instance, and an anticyclone has persisted for some time over
the south-east, Florida, Cuba, etc., he can, if he sees a depression
forming in the north-west with a steep gradient, predict for

similar rea'^ons a hot wave over the Central States, which will

move from east to west, and give notice of it one or two days
beforehand. The Californian fruit-grower who has a consignment
of fruit on the road to the East can telegraph suitable instruc-

tions to his agents along the line for the preservation of his

cargo. In the same way a forecaster in Central Europe can

foresee floods in the spring when he sees a cyclone coming from
the west towards the Alps with close isobars in the front. There
will be a strong movement of air from the Alpine region towards
the advancing depression. The air, although coming from the

cold regions of the Alpine ridge, will, in its descent to the lower
levels of the valleys and central plains, become warmer and
usuallv melt, in one day, more snow in the valleys than would be

melted in a fortnight under ordinary circumstances. A higli

barometer over the vSahara and a low barometer over the

^Mediterranean will, for similar reasons, allow him to forecast

the dry hot sirocco over the northern part of Africa. For

.South Africa Mr. Wood, who is in charge of the Transvaal fore-

casting service, gives the following typical cases :—There is a low

barometer inland, and a high barometer is forming in the west.

If this high barometer is ofif the West Coast, it will, in the course

of a day or two, invade the Southern tableland, and form an

anticyclone over Bechuanaland, Southern Rhodesia, and the

Transvaal, bringing with it the usual anticyclone weather, which

for us here means south-east wind, with a period of unpleasant

cold weather, followed by some days of fine, dry weather. In

summer this invariably breaks up a period of rainy weather in

Southern Rhodesia. If the high pressure appears in the south-

west of the Cape, it usually skirts around the inland depression,

and forms a system of steep gradients from the sea to the land.
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In tliis case in summer we maj forecast extensive rains inland.

A third common type is the one I have alluded to before. A \'-

shaped depression appears in the south-west, and graduallv
sweeps over Soutli vVfrica from West to East, with a line of
duststorms in winter and thunderstorms in summer.

Examples might be multiplied indeimitely. These are, I

think, sufficient to show, that although weather forecasting is

based on a sound, scientific basis, it is in practice an affair of
experience supplemented by that inborn and hardly-acquired gift

which in doctors is called the gift of right diagnosis. We may
say that, as far as weather ])redictions are concerned,
meteorology is in the position in wdiich medicine was before

Pasteur. The wonderful progress of physiology, chemistry, and
other sciences in the first half of the nineteenth century had put

medicine on a sound, scientific basis. The ailments we are sub-

jected to had been carefully studied and described in their various

phases, but when it came to ])ractice it was found that after all

a doctor, however well grou.nded in general knowledge, had to

rely mainly on experience, and had to trust a great deal to his gift

of intuition. By the discoveries of Pasteur, medicine has made
enormous strides forward ; it has certainties now where before

it had only probabilities, and in many cases can point to 90 and
even 90 per cent, of successes, when before the proportion was
often reversed. Will meteorology ever find a solution to this

problem of the transformation of pressure systems, which, as far

as meteorology is a ])ractical science, constitutes its chief end?

Some have hopes that the solution is not far oft', and that

generations to come will find it hard to understand how we could

live comfortably without ever being certain of the weather of the

morrow. Others are not so sanguine. Professor Pernter. in an

address to the Austrian Association for the Advancement of

Scientific Knowledge some years ago, said

:

" To predict the weather with certainty is the uhimate aim of

meteorological science, Init we arc at present so far removed from it

that we have many well-fonnde'l doulits as to vvhetlicr this object will

ever be attained.''

In spite of the difiiculties inherent in this part of meteorology,

the various weather bureaux are fairly successful in their weather
forecasts. Their successes vary from 80 to 90 per cent. In some
cases they are even more successful. The American Weather
Bureati, for instance, can boast that for years no storm struck the

East Coast of the States without timely warning of its approach

having been given, and—what in some respects is even more im-

portant—that for several }'ears no wrong warnings have been

given, every storm they had predicted having been courteotis

enough to keep the appointment.

A new method of weather forecasting has been brought

forward within the last few years, and has attracted a great denl

of attention. It has its opponents and its sympathisers in

meteorological circles. It rests on principles that are most of
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tliem new either in substance or in form, and certainly new in the
way in which they are ajipliecl. it cannot be passed over now,
for if it be proved correct, it will certainly be the most important
step forward which meteorology has made within the last fifty

years. ."^ix years ago the Belgian [Meteorological Societv
organised an international forecasting competition, and oft'ered

a substantial prize to any scientist who could bring some notable
improvement to the methods then in use for weather predictions.

The conditions imposed by the Society were such as to exclude
all weather quacks, for the question was practically restricted to

tlie following: Predict from given weather charts the barometric
variations over the whole of Europe for the next twenty-four
hours, the path of the depressions, the birth and dislocation of
cyclones and anticyclones. The candidates had besides to write

a memoir explaining their method of forecasting. Some of the

leading meteorologists of the day, Lawrence Rotch, Teisserenc
de Bort, Dr. Polis. Professor B.runhes, consented to be on the

Board of Examiners. The jury unanimously awarded the prize

to ]\lr. Gabriel Guilbert. the secretary of the IVIeteorological

."Society of Caen in Normandy, because, as Professor Brunhes
]iointed out in his report

:

' The method this gentleman employs enables him to foresee with
precision the displacement and variations for the centres of high and
low pressures over Europe. Although this method does not give us
an absolute certainty, it has been efficient in forecasting complete trans-
formations which no other method so far has been able to predict."

I'rofessor Brunhes has since taken u]) this question theoreti-

cally, and shown that this method was in accordance with the
theory of vortices as expounded by Helmholtz, Kelvin, and
Bjerknes. He even confirmed his deductions by a series of very
neat laboratory experiments.

I can give only a brief outline of the method. The funda-

mental idea is that the surface winds alone have a d'ecisive in-

fiuence on the variations of barometric pressure. Neither
temperatures, nor areas of precipitation, nor geographical

configurations, have to be taken into account. The chief points

to be considered on a weather map for predicting pressure

variations for tbe next twenty-fotir hours are those where the

winds are " abnormal." To grasp the method we must consider

what the author understands by abnonual winds. We have seen

already that there is a normal systeiu of wind circulation round
tlie areas of high or low pressures. Considering the northern

hemisphere only, since the author has so far applied his theory

to European weather only, we have, if we go from west to east

through the south round a cyclonic area, the following sequence:

North-west Avinds in the rear, then west, south-west, south and
south-east in the front. In an anticyclone the sequence would
be reversed : w^e would start with south-east in the rear, to end
with north-west in the front after passing through south, south-
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west, and west. Any wind direction differing from these will

be more or less abnormal according to the degree of divergence.

The winds may be abnormal also in strength or velocity. T

have mentioned before that there exists an evident relation

between the force of the wind anrl the closeness of the isobars.

To get an idea of this relation, we must have some means of

measuring the force of the wind on the one hand and the degree

of closeness of the isobars on the other. The force of the wind
on the weather charts is generally estimated on a scale (the

IJtaufort scale) ranging from o to lo. o standing for calm and
lO for hurricane winds. The degree of closeness of the isobars

is measured by the barometric gradient. If the distance between
isobars drawn through points which differ by one millimeter in

pressure is 60 geographical miles, the gradient is i, if the isobars

are twice closer the gradient is 2, and so on. From the analysis

of a vast number of observations meteorologists have found that

on the West Coast of Europe the normal wind for a given

gradient is denoted on the Beaufort scale by a number which is

twice the gradient; a gradient 2, for instance, gives normally rise

to a wind force of 4, a gradient 3 to a wind force of 6, etc. Wind
forces differing from this proportion are. according to Air.

Guilbert's way of speaking, abnormal, either by excess or by
deficiency, as the case may be.

Mr. Guilbert's rules, twenty-five in number, may all be

derived from the following, which may be said to be absolutely

new. If in a depression we have winds abnormal in excess with

regard to the gradient, the winds will produce a rise in the pres-

sure, the propagation of the rise being from the right to the

left. (In the southern hemisphere, of course, the propagation

would be from left to right.) In other words, put your back

to the wind that is proportionally too strong, and you will find

the high pressures gradually encroaching on the low pressures

from right to left. If this principle be correct, and Mr. Brunhes's

investigations lead us to consider it so, we have a most important

principle for solving problems of pressure transformation. Take,

for instance the case where, on going all round a depression, we
find evervwhere winds too strong in proportion to the gradient.

In this case the pressure will rise everywhere from right to left

—

that is, towards the centre, the depression will be filled up in a

short time, and be replaced by a high-pressure system, explaining

thus the puzzling phenomena of the sudden vani.shing of a storm

area and the substitution of a fine weather system.

A cyclone has, generally, a more complex system of wind
circulation. If at one point we have winds abnormally strong,

we have usually also at others winds abnormally weak. In this

case the cyclone will deepen and move on towards the regions

of least resistance. Regions of least resistance are precisely

:those where the winds are abnormal by deficiency, and more
especially those where the winds are abnormal in direction.
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If \vc apply these rules to some weather charts, we cannot
fail to remark that they certainly answer in many puzzling cases.

Abercromhy, among- the various weather types which he examines
in his book on the " Weather." mentions one which is the despair
of the forecaster in Western Euroije. It is the one in which
cyclones seem to hang over England, producing violent easterly

gales, and are finally dislocated or driven westwards. He gives

a series of weather charts for four consecutive davs to illustrate

this weather type. If we examine them in the light of these

rules, we see that the pressure sequence can be explained, and
that tlie stationary character of these cyclones or their drift west-
wards could be foreseen. In his maps a group of depressions

liangs over Western Europe extending from the Baltic to the

Azores. In front of this cyclonic area there is an anticyclone

over Scantlinavia in the rear, and an anticyclone over the Mid-
Atlantic. The winds in front of the cyclone are south-east; so

are also those in the rear of the Scandinavian anticyclone. The
c}clone is therefore in contact with a part of the anticyclone

where the winds are normal in direction in regard to cyclonic

circulation ; the cyclone finds, therefore, in that region a barrier

to further progress. This combination is likely to produce a

wind force larger than the normal. Abercromhy gives no indica-

tion about the force of the wind on his charts, but he mentions
that this type of weather gives very violent gales over the East
of England. If we put our back to the south-east wind over the

North Sea. we see that, according to Guilbert's rules, the

vScandinavian anticyclone is to encroach on the cyclone and drive

it westwards. A similar reasoning would show that the anti-

cyclone of the Azores would encroach from the south-west to

tiie north-west. The cyclone is. therefore, wedged in between

these two anticyclones, and obliged to be stationary and undergo
gradual compression^—-a process which can be clearly followed

on the charts given by Abercromhy.

Whatever may be the value of these rules for general fore-

casting, it seems certain that they may be used with great advan-

tage in countries which are subject to sudden storms that cannot

be forecasted owing to the lack of communication with the

regions where they originate. Mr. Guilbert has given many
instances of storms w'hich have burst upon Europe and caught

all the meteorological office-^ unawares. He had a little pre-

diction service of his own for the use of the members of the

meteorological society of which he is secretary. He has pro-

duced authentic documents to prove that in his forecasts he has

I)redicted storms, and even given to the millimeter the drop of

the barometer, in cases where official meteorology had been

altogether at fault. The sudden storm which burst upon Wes-
tern Europe on the 12th of March of this year gives a good illus-

tration of this. On the weather map of March 12th, at 9 a.m..

we have two cyclones with feeble gradients, one .ofif the coast of

Scandinavia and one over the Bay of Biscay. The wind system
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of the West of Europe is regulated by these two cyclones. Tliere

is no indication that a serious depression is forming- over the ocea?".

If a depression the centre of which would be over the Channel
within twelve hours were in the west, in ordinary circumstances,

all the barometers on the west coast would liava been falling

rajiidly during the night. The only one which showed a fall of

a quarter of an inch was that at \'alentia. The winds of the

West of Europe woidd. in ordinary circumstances, have Ijeen

already for some time regulated by the coming cyclone, and
would have ranged from south-west to east, being winds Ijelong-

ing to the front of a cyclone. On the contrary, they were
practically all different from the directions they ought to have,

as they mostly ranged from north to north-west. They were
therefore strongly abnormal with regard to the coming cyclone,

and there was nothing to indicate a coming storm, and no

meteorological ofifice gave warning; yet before night a terrific

storm had burst U])on the \\'est of Europe.

Applying Guilbert's rules, we hnd that the fall of the

barometer at Valentia, which indicated the existence of a
d'epression over the Atlantic in the west, was sufificient to show
that a serious storm was likely to burst over Western Europe.
Eor this depression had in front of it nothing but winds tliat

were strongly abnormal ; it would, therefore, deej^en rapidly and
progress with great velocity as it found no resistance in front

of it. The track it would follow would be along the line of

junction over the two existing cyclones—the one off the Scan-

dinavian coast, the other over the Bay of Biscay—as that woukl
be a line of weakness. That this is a line of weakness is a clear

deduction from j\Ir. Guilbert's theory of the abnormal winds.

Along such a line the winds generally diverge from one another,

as one set belongs to one part of the cyclone A, and the other

set to the opposite part of the cyclone 15. and both sets of winds
will be abnormal in regard to the coming cyclone. On the map
of the 1 2th iNIarch this line of diverging winds was clearly

shown to pass from the entrance of the Channel through Xorth-
Eastern Erance into Belgium. This, therefore, is the line which
the centre of the coming cyclone would follow. In its course

it would absorb the two existing cyclones, and the depth of the

new depression would be, at least, ec[ual to the sum of the

depths of the component cyclones. This is exactly what hap-

pened. The cyclone passed over the Scilly Islands on the after-

noon of the I2th, and was over Brussels on the morning of the

13th. The barometer had dropped 25 mm. since the preceding

day. The velocity of its translation must have been over 1,000

miles in twenty-four hours, about three times the averagfe"

velocity; its violence was unusual, as winds of over sixty miles

an hour were registered in Paris during its j^rogress. The two
other depressions had been absorbed.

This method has been carefullv discussed by some of the

leading meteorologists of the d^y. The j^rinciple of the normal
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wind is accepted as without doubt correct l)v Xil> Mlkolni

and Koppen, as far, at least, as fast moving cyclones are con-
cerned. It seems to me, however, that in the application of the
normal wind there lies a real practical dit^culty. The figures

agreed upon as representing the normal wind for a certain

gradient are far from representing the exact value of the normal
wind. This value has not been derived from theory, but from
the discussion of a vast amount of statistics. But the discussion

of the statistics shows that tliis value can only be taken as a

general guide, and cannot be taken as the basis of very exact
determinations. For we get different values and sometimes
vastly ditferent values, for the normal wind in different quad-
rants of a cyclone, for different seasons, and very dift'erent

values also for the high seas, the coastal regions, and the main-
land. From the figures given by Loomis I suspect that we will

also find very different values for the normal wind for a given
gradient in cyclones and anticyclones. It seems, therefore.

that the judgment of the normal wind is largely an affair of

experience, and that the application of these rules will take time.

It is particularly difficult to apply them where investigations

bearing on the normal wind have not been made. Hitherto such

investigations have been mainly confined to Europe. Clement
Ley. Sprung, Koppen, Kassner, and others have analysed a vast

amount of data, but it cannot be said that the results they arrived

at are sufficiently uniform to allow a purely mechanical appli-

cation of Air. Guilbert's system. Time will prove whether this

system can do all that it claims, but whatever may be the ultimate

result, from what I have said it seems evident that it deserves

careful consideration.

Whatever method be adopted, it is clear that weather fore-

casting, to be efficient, can be vmdertaken only by a central

organisation which can control observations over a large area.

Let us hope that the time is not far off when South Africa also

will have a Weather Bureau to centralise the observations taken

in as many stations as possible south of the Equator. The
most certain fact in South African weather conditions is the

general i)rogression of pressure .systems from west to east. At
the present moment the western half of South y\frica is really

a " dark continent " as regards meteorology, and we know
scarcely anything as to weather changes taking place there. The
South African weather problem will never be solved

with such an unknown region lying to our west. \\'e must be

able to connect up movements of the barometer at Swakopmund
and Port Xolloth with subsequent movements at Kimberley and

Bloemfontein, and to this end there must be a chain of stations

across the continent. This is, perhaps, according to the ex-

perience of the Transvaal forecasting department, the most
important need in South African meteorology' at the present

moment.
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Xor is it for the success of weather forecasting only that
a centra] meteorological office is greatly needed for South Africa,

but even more for the progress of the general meteorology of

this sub-continent. Individual investigators have done great

work in meteorology during the last century, but they would
have done very little if the material on which they mostly
worked had not been collected and prepared for discussion by
the various central meteorological offices. There are many
problems in tlie South African weather which await solution,

and which have not even been tackled. Yet their solution would
be of great economic value to South Africa. We have read lately

in the press of a controversy in political circles on the expediency
or inexpediency of encouraging emigration to South Africa. The
political side of the ([ues'tion does not come within the scope of

Section A, but there are other sides to the c^uestion. If immi-
gration is to help us to make South Africa one of the great

nations of the Southern Hemisphere, we must expect that the

stream of immigrants will be directed towards the vast tenant-

less hinterland in which, according to Rhodes, lies the future of

South Africa. ^'ou have come through a great part of this

hinterland, h^rom tlK> \'aal River to Eulawayo you have come
through 700 miles of it ; to the Zambesi you will travel through

another 300 miles of it. In this long stretch of 1,000 miles you
do not see a drop of water, and you might go miles east or miles

west and find practically the same state of things. We ho])e

to see one day a ])rosperous population along this branch of the

Cape to Cairo line, but meanwhile we must not forget that many
a farmer has been ruined and nearly starved on farms averag-
ing from five to ten sc|uare miles in this very hinterland through
whicli the railway passes, and that because the farmer's chief

enemy in Central South Africa is the climate. For six months
or more he can do next to nothing; the climate renders his

efi'orts practical!}- useless. The earth does not under our sky

recui)erate its strength during the winter months, absorb
moisture, store it up to have it ready for useful work at the

dawn of spring. Xo, for six months it undergoes an uninter-

rupted process of exhaustion, and when our spring comes there

is in the greater part of the hinterland no apparent trace of
moisture left in the soil for several feet below the root level of
the yearly plants, often not even on the banks of what on the

maps are marked as rivers. The farmer has to make his living

ancl his profits out of the five or six rainy months. And what
can he be told about this season ? He can be told that he may
on an average expect 25 inches of rain during the season, but

that this ma}' mean anything between 12 and 35 in the same
region. And if he asks what he may reckon on for this season,

lie must be told that nobody can know. He may be told that the

rains may be expected to start at the end of October, but he
must be warned, at the same time, that years have been known
with no useful rains before December, January, and even
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February. He may Ik- told that he ninst expect s]:)ells of ch-ought,

more especially tcnvards the middle of the season, but that thev
have been known to occur at any time during the season, and
that they may last anything from a fortnight to six weeks. If

these vague indications do not seem of any great use to him. he
can only be told that his questions suppose that we know
something definite about the conditions which govern
South African weather—conditions about which we know
very little and about which we shall go on knowing nothing
or next to nothing as long as the South African Governments
do not give us a central meteorological organisation that controls

observations over as large an area as possible, over the wliole of

the Southern continent if possible, for the laws that govern our
climate know of no political boundaries. The Indian

Meteorological Service for its monsoon forecasts has to study

the weather conditions not only of India, but also of Siberia,

Egypt, Mauritius, South Africa, and even of its antipodes. South
America.

A start in the right direction was made by the Transvaal
Government after the War, and the Responsible Government
that succeeded intelligently promoted what had been begun
before. Are they going to extend to the rest of South Africa

the benefit of what they have done in the Transvaal now that

their sphere of influetice has extended over a large part of the

sub-continent? It is to be hoped that in this matter they break

away from the traditions of the former Governments, who
seemed to have looked upon the study of South African weather
as useless, or at most as a scientific hobby which had to be en-

couraged a little, apparently because the Governments of the old

world, for some unknown reason, chose to do so. Our cousins

across the North Atlantic have the reputation, merited or not,

of judging everyt^ing by its money-producing value. The
American Government maintains the most perfect meteorological

organisation in existence. It is one of the great departments

of the Federal Government. The Central Weather Bureau in

Washington, magnificently equipped, stafifed by a small army of

over 200 officials, controls some 200 meteorological offices witli

QOO auxiliary stations. Its staff of paid officials is over 1,600

strong, and is supplemented by several thousand voluntary

observers, who bring the numerical strength of the Bureau to

something over 7,000. In salaries alone the expenditure exceeds

£300,000 a year. At the same moment every morning—that is,

at 8 o'clock of the 75th Meridian time, which means 8 on the

east coast and 5 on the Pacific coast—observations are taken at

some 200 stations, and telegraphed at once to Washington. As
these messages are privileged messages on the wires, they are

all handed in at the Weather Bureau by half-past eight. The
data are classified and charted at once in half a dozen dift'erent

ways, and before half-past ten, as a rule, the forecasts for the

next twenty-four or thirty-six hours are made, and the daily
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weather charts uitli the forecasts ])rinte(l are ready for distribu-

tion. Tlie number of post offices or addresses receiving in 1907
a daily report by mail direct from the central office was 78,109.
and the grand total of addresses to which daily forecasts were
sent through the offices which the Washington Hurcau controls

was 2.141,151, and that inde])endently of the people who were
reached by the ne\vspa])ers. which most of them publish the daily

forecasts of the Weather Bureau. Tliousands of weather tele-

i^ranis arc sent daily at Government expense, for the telegraph

lines in the States belong to private companies. Railway, com-
panies have special code signals affixed to the guards' vans.

'^j)ecial alphabet of locomotive whistles, that people in the

coinitry districts may see or hear the weather report as the train

rushes by ; thousands of telephone companies receive a daily

weather telegram, the contents of which they telephone at stated

lioiu-s to all their subscribers, and I don't know how many other

means arc used, or have been tried, to disseminate these fore-

casts daily througli tlie most inaccessible j)arts of the Union. Tf

tlie hard-headed American politician, if railway, telegraph, and
leleplione companies, if farmers in the prairies of the Far West
take this dailv interest in the work of the U.S. \\'cather

lUneau merely to encourage a hobljy of a dozen scientists in

Washington, we must admit that the average American is a

strange being, stranger even than the conventional American of

the European novelist.

Meanwhile, whatever others may think or do or not do, the

American statesman is fully aware of the great benefits his

country derives from the Weather Bureau. He sees that, owing
to the intelligent su])port of its government, the Bureau is al)le

today, to mention one only of its numerous works of public

utility, to ])redict the river floods days and even weeks in advance,

give the rise of the water in various parts o^the river course to-

tlie nearest foot ; that the value of property thus saved every

vear often by one single i)rediction represents several times over

the whole appropriation for the meteorological service. The
farmer in the dry lands of the West knows, or may know if he

cares to inquire, that it is owing a great deal to the practical"

interest which his Government takes in the work of the American
scientist that he can even to-day land his maize at any South

African port as cheap, and often cheaper, than the farmer in a

great part of the South African hinterland can land his at his:

nearest railwav station.
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The President delivered the following address :

—

SOME PROBLEMS PRESENTED BY THE KARROO
SYSTEM LN RHODESIA*.

In considering the subject for the address that is expected
of me as President of this section, I am somev\diat daunted by
the variety of the sciences that it embraces—matters that

are of no little interest in a coinitry such as Rhodesia, where
geographers of classic renown have mapped and hunted, where
the rock structure has so much tu do with the distribution of
its metals, industries and farming, and where the complex pro-

blems of its ore deposits demand the continued research of the

metallurgist and chemist.

Where we may have seen some apparent incongruity in the

grouping of the section, it becomes comi)atible if we sub-divide

it into two groups. In the objects of one, geographical and
geological research become condensed into that of a science

which deals with the ap])ortionment of the matter which makes
up the face of the earth and the distribution of the veil of

vegetation and its inhabitants, while in the other we attempt the

analysis of such matter, or the reduction of its accessory minerals

and ores so that they may l)e of benefit to mankind.
At this Congress, where, besides the discussion of general

science, there is a desire to learn something of and consider the

features of the country that is being visited, it may not be sur-

prising if my address flavours of Rhodesia, and if I therein

treat, my subject as it affects, or is influenced by, this part of

Soutli Africa.

A general summary of the discoveries and results of the

year made by workers in those sciences of which we are the

foster section I do not propose to attempt—partly because it

would be impossible to do justice to even tlie research of South

Africans, and also for the reason that each of the sci^ences

* References: "Catalogue of the Glosso/^fcris Flora" (British

Museum, 1905) : E. A- Newell Arljer. "The Face of the Earth"': Suess

;

Sollas"s translation. Geology of the Cape Colony." 1909: Rogers and Du
Toit- and the chapter therein on the " Reptiles of the Karroo," by R-

Broom- Dana's "Text-Book of Geology"- Dr- D. IMawson on the

objects of the proposed Australian Antarctic Expedition, in the Gco-

i^raphical Journal of June, 191 t.
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embraced has its own wealth of journals that distribute such
knowledge periodically.

My work, for many years past, has led me into those
distant parts of the country in which occur large terrains of
rocks of the Karroo System and their associated coal deposits

—

areas that make up nearly one-third of the whole of Southern
Rhodesia. In these solitudes the geological problems that are
suggested by the mountain ranges, river gorges and rolling
plains of the varied scenery constantly appeal to one's reasoning
powers, and it is to some of these problems that I wish to draw
your attention to-day.

I should like, at the outset, to deal with two matters that
lire appropriate to the subject of my address, the first being the
establishment, in Rhodesia, of a geological survey, and the
provision for similar field work in the Mozambique province of
Portuguese East Africa. Nyassaland has already been geologi-

cally mapped by Messrs. Andrew and Bailey in 1908, while,

thanks to Mr. F. E. Studt, the rock systems of the Katanga
or south-east corner of the Congo State have been worked out
in much detail.

Important geological research is thus Ijeing extended around
us, and soon we may hope to understand the intricacies of the

metamorphic rocks and their relationship to those of the neigh-

bouring states. Rhodesia is to be congratulated on obtaining

the services of Mr. H. B. Maufe as the Director of its Survey,

for his research among the arch?ean rocks and work on the

Geological .Survey of Scotland, and his experience of African

conditions in Uganda, stamp him as one thoroughly capable of

handling the problems of Rhodesian geology.

As geographers we are probably giving some attention to

what has inaptly been called the " race for the South Pole,"

now in full gallop. \\'ithin the Antarctic Circle, partly walled

in by an almost continuous barrier of ice, lies a great land mass

of elevated plateaux of an area of some 5,000,000 square miles.

With the discovery of the North Pole Arctic exploration lost

much of its relish, and noted leaders are now engaged in attempts

to reach the centre of the southern continent. By some arrange-

ment this was divided into four. Captain Scott being allotted the

Victoria Quadrant, or from 90° to 180° East Longitude, the

Germans taking those east and west of the Greenwich Meridian,

known as the Enderby and Weddell Quadrants. Dr. Mawson's
projected Australian Antarctic Expedition will also operate in

Scott's quadrant.

Captain Scott has already arrived at Cape Evans and estab-

hshed winter quarters there.

Depots are now being laid down by him along the land route

for use in the great attempt to reach the Pole next summer.
These results we cannot hear until well into our next winter,

yet we may feel assured that every resource of the gallant party

will be taxed in order to secure success. The German ship
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Dcntschlaiid, with the party which Lieutenant Filchner will
command, left Bremerhaven on the 8th May, and will proceed..
I'ia Buenos Aires, to its allotted sphere Of exploration.

It must have been with no small surprise that Captain
Scott, who, when he left Europe, had heard of the preparations,
for another North Polar Expedition, under Captain Amundsen,
found the latter's ship, the Pram, going into winter quarters in

the I'ay of Whales, not far from his own base. Amundsen has
explained that the change of plans was due to the discovery of
the North Pole by Commander Peary. " which spelt ruin to his

own undertaking." and that he made up his mind in September.
IQ09, to undertake the onlv proljlem left—to reach the South
Pole.

One cannot help thinking that Antarctic research has more
to attempt than the one sublime idea of the Pole, and that, with
so much of the conditions of that continent unknown, Amund-
sen's undoubted energies might have attacked some other part
of tlie coast. Still, as the President of the Royal Geographical
Society has so well said, " no exi)lorer obtains any vested right

merely by exploration,'' and we should, in our desire for know-
ledge, welcome all who care to seek.

Dr. Douglas Mawson's project is one that is greatly appeal-

ing to the people of Australia and New Zealand, for less than

1,200 miles separates them from the new continent, and the

climatic, geological and geographical conditions of such near
neighbours must have much in common. The expedition is now
being equipped in London, and assumes a national aspect, as its

scientific personnel will be chiefly recruited from the

L^niversities of Australasia. It will explore the great coastline

of 2,000 miles between Cape Adare and Gaussberg, and it hopes

to have permission to add that portion of the new continent

opposite Australia to the Empire.

No less than in benehting Australia, many problems of

meteorology, physics, bi.ology and geology will be clarified by
a greater knowledge of this great neighbouring land mass, and
as scientists we shall await the results of one and all of the

explorers with interest and admiration at their intrepidity. The
influence of such research on South African geology I refer to

in a later part of my address, and it is for this reason that I

have sketched the plans of the various expeditions now engaged

in Antarctic exploration.

The Karroo System.

I shall now return to the subject proper of my address. The
Karroo system occupies all the central elevated plateaux of Cape
Colony, the Free State and Basutoliind, and high veld areas

occur in Natal, the Transvaal and P.echuanaland.

In Rhodesia areas of these rocks occur in the low-lying

valley of the Limpopo and the middle Sabi river. Karroo

lavas are to be seen near Charter. The largest terrain is that

of the middle Zambesi valley, with branches up the Luangv a and
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I.Aisenfwa valleys. (Jutposts and outliers are presented by -mail
patches on the Northern Rhodesian plateau, in the hook of the
Kafue. and, still further north, Mr. Studt maps another on the
Lualaba in the Katanga region of the Congo.

As it now remains, the system here is represented by
vestiges of a previously widely-extended distribution, and there
is no doubt that it formed jiart of that great and ancient continent
of Gondwanaland, that is now partly lost under the waters of
the Indian and South Atlantic Oceans, but whose boundaries
included the whole of Australia, I'orneo, India. East and South
Africa, and the Argentine Republic of South America. It is

significant to add that the small areas on the Kafue and Lualaba
suggest a further extension of the boundaries of the ancient

continent, and Mr. Studt describes so well the great escarp-

ments that face the Congo IJasin (a feature of some similarity

to the Drakensberg that faces the Indian Ocean) that it mav
be found that region is but another partly depressed area of

Karroo rocks, and that the northern boundary crossed Africa to

include the Congo, and so across the Atlantic to Brazil. Of
its southern extension none can say at ])resent, but we look to

the geologists of the South Polar expeditions to say if the coal

known to exist in Antarctica was due to the same continental

flora, and whether that great land mass may be considered as

another province of (iondwanaland.

In Permo-Carboniferous times there were two great land

masses in the world almost completely -cparated from each

other. The southern, in which the (ilossof^fcris flora grew and

flouTi.shed as a vegetation, distinct from the northern, was
named by Suess Gondwanaland, parts of which I have already

referred to. The term is derived from the great series of fresh-

water sediments in India to which ]\ledlicott gave the nam-e of

Gondwana.
The long chain of reasoning l)y which this ancient conlineiit

was discovered, and by which we know something of its

boundaries and ])hysiogra])hy, mountains and lakes and deserts.

weird animals and jimgle gnnvth, glaciers and climate, is one of

the most remarkable triumjihs of geological research.

Investigators in each of the provinces named had found

that certain rocks there contained fossils of the fern-like jjlants

of the Glossopfcris flora, an assemblage of ])lants of distinct

characteristics, and remarkably different to the Carboniferous

flora of the Northern Hemisphere. ]')rongniart described the

first from India in 1828, and recognised similar species among
fossils that had been sent from Australia. Feismantel in 1876

entered the field, and from that time until 1890 described speci-

mens from India, New South \\'ales, N'ictoria. Tasmania, and

published his monumental work on the (iondwana flora. The
correlation of the beds 0/ these regions was thus recognised,

and the Glossoptt'ris-hesinng rocks received much attention, as

Air. Newell Arljer's list of literature will show.
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Further evidence was apparent in the discovery of remark-
able boulder de])osits at the base of these sediments in Australia

and India, now known to be the result of glaciation. This was
confirmation rather by reason of similar conditions of deposition,

but the idea that they originated in a common continental mass
also took root, and " helped materially in the correlation of the

rocks " of the two provinces.

It was, however, some years before the actual horizon of

Clossof^fcris-heanng beds could be correctly placed in the

geological record. The remarkable difference to the plants of

the north led to the belief that this flora was of a later period

of development, and leading investigators assigned to it an age
as late as Jurassic. But by a study of the fossils of a marine
incursion into the Aluree series in New South Wales ( com-
parable with our Dwyka jjeriod), and the recognition liy means
r>i its carboniferous mollusca, some early GIossoptcris-csLrrying

beds were placed as Carboniferous. In India, also, marine beds

of Permian and Upper Carboniferous age overlie the basal

boulder beds.

The Glossopfcris flora has thus been assigned to the Permo-
Carboniferous period—a correlation borne out by its mollusca,

Crustacea, fish and other fossil remains.

Meanwhile South African geologists were at work, and
Rubidge in i^S9 ^''""^ discovered specimens of the same flora

at Bloemkop. which he compared with those occurring in India.

Discoveries of other species followed which were identified by
such noted botanists as Tate, Griesbach, Zeiller and Feismantel.

Correlation was thus established with the systems of the Intlian

and Australian, and recognised by Stow, our distinguished

geologist, who wrote in 1871 a paper " On the Probable Exis-

tence of an Ancient Southern Continent."

.As in India and Australia, South Africa has deposits at the

base of its Karroo that occur in a very similar position with

regard to the (rlossoptcris-hea.\'mg beds, and a recognition of the

glacial origin of the Dwyka Conglomerate is further evidence

of the widespread land conditions found in the three continents.

Discoveries of areas of rocks of the Karroo system, with

fossils peculiar to that age (found by Penning, 1884, and other

evidence due to ^Ir. Leslie's keenness and Mr. Seward's
identification), led to the inclusion of the Transvaal, Rhodesia
in 1903, Tete on the Zambesi (described by Zeiller in 1883, who
also drew attention to the northern type existing in this locality),

and German East Africa and the Portuguese Provinces.

jVIessrs. i\ndrew and r>ailey give evidence that causes the inclu-

sion of Nyassaland.

From Brazil and the Argentine specimens were obtained
that led to the inclusion of a portion of South America as a
province of the ancient continent. In. 1891 Hettner announced
the discovery of representatives of the Glossoptcris flora, and
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Zeiller in 1895 pointed out their identity with members of the
same flora in India, and also that

"there is a remarkable association in Brazil, of such t\pical members
of the Glossoptcris flora as Gangainopicris and Ncuroptrridiuiii with a
common Upper Carboniferous plant of the Northern Hemisphere Lcpido-.
pJioics laricinus"

the significance of which will he dealt with later.

In Sontli Africa deposits that are homotaxial with similar

beds in India and Australia are widely developed in the Karroo,
which gives a name to the system in this part of the world. The
maximmn thickness in the Cape Colony is given by Dr. Rogers
as 15,000 feet, including the volcanic beds outpoured during
tl]e concluding phase of the .Karroo S3'stem.

Compared witli the periodic arrangement of the Northern
Hemisphere, deposits began to accumulate in Upper Car-

boniferous times, were gaining in thickness during the whole of

the Permian, covered the Rhcetic, and closed in Lower Jurassic

times : the Karroo age thus embracing several of the periods of

the northern world, and shewing it to be of great duration in

time. Professor R. IJroom estimating it at two million years.

What of the floor upon which the Condwana continent was
built up? It varies much in structure from the Cape coast to

tlie Zambesi, and \vhile in the former locality there are older

formations that have been investigated by Dr. Rogers and the

meml)ers of the Cai:)e Survey, in Rhodesia we have not yet

worked out the component systems of the great mass of pre-

Karroo rocks—a problem that awaits elucidation. Some masses

are metamorphic and folded, others shew no sign of alteration,

but between their deposition and the oncoming of the lowest

Karroo rocks there is a bridge that may span many chapters of

the geological record. There is no evidence to show that

Rhodesia had been submerged under the ocean since remote
geological periods, and even the deposition of the Karroo beds

on its surface does not imply a reduction to gea-level, but rather

continental conditions. The anti(|uity of this part of the con-

tinent is therefore extreme.

The geology of the Cape Colony afl:'ords some light on this

subject*. During the early Palaeozoic times marine conditions

prevailed over the southern portion, but the connection wath the

ocean became cut ofl:', the water shallowing to receive the sedi-

ments of the \\'itteberg and the lowest strata of the Dwyka
conformably. (jradually the land rose from the level of the

barricaded ocean for the last time after the oscillations of pre-

vious ages.

This emergence was probably due to a spreading elevation of

the Antarctic Continent to embrace the area of the South
Atlantic Ocean, Australia, the Indian Ocean and the Cape. In

the latter area the lanrl. after emergence, formed a great inland

l)asin or lake. ]Mountain ranges existed beyond the Orange

-'
.Sl'c 'riie Gcologv of llie Cape Colonv." Rogers and Du Toit,

1909.
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River, and perhaps elsewhere, towards Rhodesia. A geographi-
cal change like this. Dana thought, would certainly bring about
a refrigeration of the climates of the continent, and thus affect

a very large part of the earth's surface. Ice sheets resulted,

and from these snow-clad regions glaciers brought down the
boulders and mud to form the Dwyka conglomerate. These
gradually filled the deepest depression in the south-west of the
Cape Colony to a thickness of i.ooo feet of glacial debris.

Glacial striae show that this came from the great areas of
pre-Karroo rocks in the north, and it is possible that high
plateaux, long raised from sea-level, existed in this direction,

and would be planed down by the action of the ice. How
far north this snow-sheet extended is hard to determine in the

absence of evidence of glaciation, and the answer may be foiuifl

in North-Western Rhodesia.
The present configuration of that province suggests some

such planing action in early Karroo times. The landscape that

resulted was much as we now find it there—wide rolling plains,

dotted by isolated hills of 200 feet in height, flat distant horizons,

and sluggish rivers. There is good reason for believing that

much of that country was afterwards covered by some one or

other member of the Karroo deposits, that have since and com-
paratively lately been removed by denudation.

The growth of Gondwanaland commenced with an accumu-
lation of great boulders of the contiguous rock masses. Glacial

origin is assigned to these deposits in the Cape Colony and Trans-
vaal (Dwyka), and to those in lower Talchir stage in India,

the conglomerate in Queensland, Tasmania, West Australia, and
at the base of the Muree Series in New South Wales, the

Bacchus Marsh boulder beds in Victoria, the Orleans con-

glomerate of the corresponding Santa Catherine system in

Brazil, and the Falkland Islands, all showing how widespread

were the causes of ice movement. Boulder beds occur in a

corresponding position in the Karroo beds in North-Western
Rhodesia and North-Eastern Rhodesia, among which there is

so far no definite evidence of glacification, but they point to an

origin in storm deposits, screes and surface litter among hilly

regions.

The conditions, which followed, led to the accumulation of

the Beaufort beds, of coarse sandstone, as storm deposits, then

the Stormberg series of fine sandstone and shale. The highest

series is the Volcanic, forming the flat tops of the mountains,

and reaching as great a thickness as 4,500 feet in Basutoland,

sometimes interbedded with sandstones and tuffs.

Here again is a coincidence with other Provinces of the

continent, for volcanic rocks now form the summit of the sys-

tem in Brazil, Rhodesia and India—tlie Deccan trap.

It is surmised from an examination of the grains of the

forest sandstones in Rhodesia that desert or sterile conditions

occurred towards the close of the age. Some of these. beds are

remarkably fine, and resemble marls, though they are highly
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siliceous. As a consequence the overflowing lava sheets con-
verted them into vitreous quartzites containing agates and
chalcedony in geodes. Pipes and kernels are numerous under
the effusions, and at Tabas Induna a root-like silicification, some
14 inches long, now in the Bulawayo Museum, suggests tree life

and a land surface. The frequency of silicified wood-branches
and tree-trunks among unaltered sandstones points to hydro-
thermal action originated by the lava flows, for the vegetable
tissue would be decomposed and replaced by heated siliceous

waters. Flinty fossil casts of the shells of limnea and other
land gastropods have been found among sandstones, but whether
these were buried at the time of deposition, or lived recently and
became buried in surface sand, since indurated, is a matter that

requires some further attention.

The silicification of all remains of organic origin may lead

to the discovery of remains of reptiles in Rhodesia such as are

found on the Karroo.
During the middle Karroo period earth movements began.

To the south-east of the coast monoclinal bends, which
Suess thought were great fault deplacements—especially the

scarp of the Drakensberg. which he considered as the fractured

edge of a tableland—have resulted in a considerable region of

the rocks that were formed in the Karroo basin being immersed
imder the ocean. In the Transvaal the Karroo strata east of the

great axis are bent in a flexure down from the plateau altitude

to nearly sea-level. West of this axis or on the continental side

the strata remain horizontal, and rest as a transgression on the

rocks of older formations.

In construction, flora and fauna of the Karroo basin, and
in the breaking down of its southern edge, Suess saw an un-

deniable resemblance to the Indian peninsula, and thought that,

with Madagascar, they bear in common the stani]) of a once
continuous tableland.

The movements of the crust in the south seem to have been

confined to folds along the margins of the axis—in Rhodesia
we have a series of great fault deplacements that have let down
areas of the Karroo into trenches in the older gneiss. The
Luangwa river runs in a canal-like cavity of some 500 miles long

by 30 miles broad, the floor being of Karroo rocks, which pro-

bably rested on the plateau to the south-east, but were turned
over its edge and cut oft' abruptly by the Machinga fault of

at least 5.000 feet and 500 miles long. A similar occurrence has

preserved the Lusenfwa valley. The Zambesi's middle course

runs along the axis of the extension of the Dekka fault.

Nearer the backbone of Africa, and in Nyassaland, are many
small patches of Karroo rocks faulted or bent down into cavities

among the older rocks, by which means they have been preserved
from denudation. The narrow lakes Nyassa and Tanganyika lie

between parallel trough faults that have let down the included

portion. This feature is common in India, where a great

denudation took place after these movements.
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To the north-west He masses of grit, and their western Hmit
forms a gr^at escarpment overlooking the Congo basin. Jt thus
leads to the extension of the continental area much further west
than anticipated. It repeats in a remarkable way the rift faults
and depressions of India and East Africa, and suggests some
explanation of the low-lying Congo basin and its connection with
I'razil.

The Pro]5lem of the Flora.

As the remarkable nature of the fossil flora of the period
under criticism was the means of arriving at a correlation of
the strata of such distant parts of the world, and as its distribu-
tion suggests problems of ancient geography that yet require
elucidation, it is advisable to ofl'er a short description of the
CJossopfcris flora of Gondwanaland. From Mr. Newell Arber's
work* I extract somewhat freely.

The early primary formations of the world show no fossil

plant remains—probably on account of the minuteness and
fragile nature of the first forms of vegetation, and also owing
to the alteration of the enclosing sediments. In Silurian age
occur the earliest known fossil plants, which were the precursors
of the Devonian and Lower Carboniferous flora, the latter

characterised by remarkable uniformity throughout the W'Orld.

even including some of the regions that subsequently developed
Clossof^fcn's.

In the succeeding Permo-Carboniferous deposits are found
l^lant remains that belong to another vegetable epoch, yet divided
into two well-marked botanical provinces, one existing in

Europe, North America, and North Asia contemporaneously
with a dissimilar type confined for the most part to India and the

parts of the Southern Hemisphere already alluded to, Australia,

South America, South, and we may now add Central, Africa.

" The flora of this province differed remarkably from that of the
northern province, and it is now g-enerally accepted that these two
types of Permo-Carboniferous vegetation flourished on two great conti-

nental regions for the most part, Init not entirely- isolated and widely
separated from each other." t

The Gondwanaland plants are characterised by the frequent

occurrence of Glossol^tcris—a fern-like plant from which the

flora takes its name.
The Lower Carboniferous and Devonian flora consisted of

the representatives of six great groups—Equisetales (including

Horsetails, and Calamites) and Lycopods (with the club mosses,

Sigillaria. etc.), the Sphenophyllales and Cordaitales. both of

which have been long extinct, and the fern-like plants Filicales

(true ferns') and Pteridospermse, which are numerous.

In Copper Carboniferous and Permian times the same six

groups were still dominant, whether in the north or south con-

tinents, but three nevv groups made their first appearance—viz.,

* The Glossoptcris Flora," British Museum Catalogue : E- A- Newell
Ar1)er. 1905.

t Xewell Arber. op- cii-. p- xvii-
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the Cycadophyta, including the modern Cycads, the Coniferales
and the Ginkgoales; but they did not become important, being
overshadowed by the six. ancient types.

The difference between Permo-Carboniferous and the older
flora does not lie in the types or classes of plants represented by
each, which are the same. The chief contrast
*' lies essentially in the Fern-like plants, whether they be true ]"crns or
Cycado-filiccs, in the members of the class Equisetales, as well a.s in

the absence of indigenotts representatives of certain groups."

To particularise : Among the Equisetales, Catamites do not
belong to the flora of Gondwanaland ; there are, in place thereof,

Schisoneura and Phyllotheca. The latter is found in all four
provinces of the ancient continent, and would seem to have
originated in Australia, and subsequently spread to India and
South Africa and even beyond the boimdaries of Gondwanaland
into Asia Minor and Russia.

Schiconenra is of a more distinct type, and grew commonly
in India, rarely in Australia, is represented in South Africa,

and has not been found in South America. Contrary to

Phyllotheca, Schhoneura thus originated in India and later

spread to more distant regions. In Triasso-Rhaetic times it had
spread beyond the limits of Gondwanaland to Europe and parts

of Asia.

An equally important plant is one among the Sphenophyllales—S. speciosum, which is more of a northern type, and its pre-

sence in India and absence in Australia point to a migration

from the northern continent of the period, with which there was
probably land connection between Europe and South Africa, as

the emigration of the Equisitales would also .show.

Of the Filicales, Glossopicris, the typical and peculiar genus

of the Gondwanaland flora, flourished abundantly everywhere.

Gangomopte'ris is another genus, and both travelled along the

land connections to Russia in Permian time.

The Lycopods afford the most interesting evidence of this

land connection. Those discovered are identical with northern

flora, yet they have been found associated with Glossoptcris in

South Africa, South America, and are entirely absent from
India and Austarlia. Mr. Newell x\rber says*: the occurrence

there

" is probably best explained by the assumption that land connection
existed in these [the two former] regions between the northern and
southern continents-"

I shall only refer to one more group—the Cordaitales

—

interesting to us because to it belongs the petrified wood so

frequently seen among the forest sandstones. Trunks of trees

as long as nine feet are not rare^ and fragments are common on
all coal-fields. wSo far as can be gathered, they may be referred

to Dadoxylon, the stem of Cordaites, common also in Australia.

* Op- cit; p. xxviii.
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Specimens of fossils found in the Karroo beds in Northern
and Southern Rhorlesia are Schiconcura goidzn'anc'iisis, Glosso-

pteris broK'fiiana, G. aiiipla, Vcrtcbraria (the rhizome of Glosso-
ptcris), Gangamoptcris sp. and Nopggcrathiopsis sp. A calamite-

looking stem was obtained from the Umsingwani coal-field (Tuli

district), while there is in the museum a well-defined specimen
of Sigillaria from the Sengwe. The occurrence of the two latter

specimens of the northern flora in Rhodesia is peculiarly

interesting, for Calamites, Cycadofilices and ferns of that type

have also been found at Tete on the Zambesi in association with

Glossoptcris, and the Luano coal-field of North-Western Rho-
desia has yielded ScIu^:onciira, also a migrant to Europe, and
Sphenophyllales, a visitor from the north. The land connection

with the northern continent may thus have been nearer to

Rhodesia than elsewhere—an inference strengthened by th?

existence of terrains of Karroo rocks on the middle Kafue and
in Katanga, and by the opinion of Mr. F. E. Studt that sand-

stones of the Kundelunga series, comparable with our Karroo
system, form the Congo basin. Search for fossils is a matter

which should be taken in hand with zest, for they will materially

aid to an understanding of the geography of the period, and
.show where and to ' what extent the overlap of northern and

southern floras existed.

From the dense vegetation among which the Glossoptcris

flora grew was formed the vast deposits of coal occurring in

Rhodesia. Of the formation of the coal beds there is much that

suggests a different genesis to that of the deposits of the Northern
Hemisphere. And they now form supplies of fuel under several

thousands of square miles of the area of Rhodesia, placed in

regions easily accessible by railway—supplies that are destined

to play an important part in the future economic development

of the country. It will thus be realised how much the flora of

this age deserve a close investigation by our paleobotanists.

Distribution of Karroo Fauna.

The fauna of the Permo-Carboniferous is of equal interest

to the flora.

The Karroo period, commencing at the close of the

Palaeozoic Age and running far into the Mesozoic_, presents

other interesting problems in its animal life. It saw the waning

of the age of the invertebrates, and watched the dawn and

waxing of a new creation—the age of reptiles and of fishes,

mammals and birds.

The lakes, swamps. and fern brakes of the newly growing

continent seem to have been especially favourable for the

development of these animals. Species and genera in great

number existed, which included the forebears of crocodiles and

lizards, and perhaps the first mammal-like animals. The
earliest reptile, mcsosaui'HS. lived here.

It is among the Karroo beds that the bones of these

individuals are found in great numbers, on which Owen and
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Huxley published their classic researches, and which have later

been studied so closely by Professor R. Broom. Some sixty-

four species of reptilia have been listed by Dr. Rogers.
All these genera swarmed the plains and jungles of Gond-

wanaland, and one South African reached India; other groups
developed new forms in transit—so that there is little difference

between the Indian and South African faunas. Some passed
along the isthmus to the north, for forms typically Karroo have
been found in Permian strata in Russia. Mcsosannis has been
found in Brazil.

Karroo reptiles are, however, absent from Australia, and
this may be due to break in the land connections to the east,

passable to plants but not to animals. Yet they visited Rhodesia,
for limestones on the Sengwe coal-field have yielded fragments
of their bones. Near Broken Hill very fragmentary remains
have been found in the later beds of the Luana coal-field, and
Professor Broom has kindly examined them for me. He says

that the deposit in which they are buried is not older than
Permian or younger than Upper Triassic. There are small

pointed teeth that may be those of either therocephalians,

cynodonts or carnivorous dinosaurs, the little evidence there is

being in favour of the deposit being either Upper Triassic

( Burghersdorp beds), Molteno or Stormberg.
Other evidences of fresh-water conditions of the Rhodesian

Karroo strata are the occurrence of the ganoid fishes (Acrolcpis)

and their scales, the little o.stracoid crustacean Esfhcria, and the

small bivalve mollusc palccomutelo—all referable to the Permo-
Carboniferous Age, and being represented in similar beds in

Russia. The evidence of the geographical link with the northern

Permian continent is thus complete, for any salt-water ])reak

would have been impossible to negotiate by the fresh-water

denizens.

Probable Extent of an Ancient Continent.

The geographical extent of Gondwanaland is thus attested

by fauna, flora, and general continental conditions, and though

the various provinces are now separated by stretches of the

deep, the vegetable and animal prototypes developed therein had
a remarkable influence on the descent of the species of the pre-

sent time, which possess a striking affinity in South America,

Australia and South Africa, of which birds of the ostrich type

are specially of notice. Diprotodont marsupials are represented

in South America as well as occurring as abundant fossil remains

in Australia, their dying out and disappearance from South
Africa suggesting an early break of the land bridge. Fossil

remains in Patagonia and Tasmania represent similar types, the

absence of which from India and South Africa suggest that their

distribution was by way of an even greater continental region

to the south.

The exploration of the Antarctic continent is thus of deep
interest to the South African geologist and geographer, and may
be again referred to in view of the problems confronting us.
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In this great land, opposite Cape Horn, Graham Land
stretches in a point to the north, and there is only a l)reak of
some 600 or 700 miles of sea-water between. It is remarkable
that a high range, called the Antarctic Andes, a continuation of
the Andean chain of South America, runs right across the con-
tinent from Graham Land.

Of the little known of its geology we can see some similarity

in tectonic relationship with the areas we have lately been dis-

cussing. Water-formed deposits associated with coal-bearing
strata, laid down before the oncoming of its Ice Age, have been
noticed, while volcanic activity attended the disruption from the
lands to the north.

Knowing of great oscillations of the surface that are fully

borne out by the geographical evidence of other periods and
continents, it is not incompatible with present information to

believe that this great land mass was at one time connected to

America, Australia and Africa. It was inhabitable to the early

types of the flora and fauna of Gondwanaland, and it is probable

that they originated there, to be subsequently driven north by
climatic change, such as has already given up Antarctica to

frost and snow. Development from the early types would then
follow in each continent, and survivors would again be pushed
northwards through Africa to India, and through both to Europe
and Asia. The former connection was probably along the east

coast of Africa along the belt of less deep water, past the Maldive
Islands and Seychelles. Madagascar was included, and although
the submergence of continental portions of the greater mass took

])lace before the Cretaceous period, this island was only cut off

from Africa in the Tertiary period.

It will thus be understood how much we have yet to learn

from the geologist of the South Polar expeditions of the rise and
fall of this great land mass and its connection with Gondwana-
land. It has been thought that the present zonal distribution

of climates of the world has always existed. Did glacial con-

ditions prevail there also in later Carboniferous times such as

levelled down the mountains and filled the depressions of the

Karroo and Gondwanaland ? What were its ancient flora and
fauna, and under what conditions of temperature and climate did

they exist? What were its climatic changes, or periods of heat

or cold, before the final onset of ice and snow that overwhelmed
all except the minutest forms of life?

These are some of the problems of the rocks that yet await

solution, and on which light may be shed by the worker in the

Permo-Carboniferous rocks of the Southern Hemisphere.

Effect on Rhodesian Physiography.

Before closing I have something to say about the forces that

are moulding the landscape of Rhodesia. It is fairly certain that

much of these plateaux were covered by some one or other mem-
bers of the Karroo sequence, of which the forest sandstone at

Tabas Induna, the Somabula deposits and the Charter Amygda-
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loids are vestiges, also at present undergoing erosion. It cannot
have been long, geologically, since this protective capping was
removed along the margins of these deposits, and thus a pre-

Karroo landscape has been, and is being, revealed, and is now
open to the sunshine after ages of burial.

We can thus gather some idea of the physiography of this

old land surface, and are struck by the remarkable evenness and
maturity to which it had been brought in pre-Karroo times.

This uniformity is evident in many places—between Tabas
Induna and llillside. for example. During vour visit to the

Bushman's paintings you will be near an outlier of forest sand-
stone that, in the form of loose sand, chips of agate and
chalcedony, covers the southern side of the Hillside kopjes.

From this position looking north can be seen Tabas Induna,
which is the receding edge of the Karroo covering, while in

between is the lately exposed pre-Karroo landscape.

In North-Western Rhodesia the open plain stretches mile

after mile, the horizon is as of the ocean, and the few hills, of
not more that 300 feet in height, emphasise this contrast all the
more.

The influence of the Karroo covering in shaping the features

of Rhodesia is supreme. As the mantle was gnawed back by
the Sabi and Umpopo river systems, erosion into the archaean
floor was commenced. On the north side of the plateau crest

the Zambesi basin still contains a great depth of clastic rocks,

the porosity of which tends to pass the water down through the

beds rather than over tlie surface.

During the middle Karroo and at its close, movements took
place by which the Zambesi and Limpopo basins arrived at a level

lower than the plateau ridge. The gentle nature of the resultant

anticline may be judged by the fact that there is but a fall of

fifteen feet per mile between Bulawayo and the Limpopo.
Dotted over the country are eminences and masses of rocks

that are slow of decay, and it is notable that nowhere do they
rise remarkably above each other. One might, as it were, place

a straight-edge along their tops and on the summit of the plateau,

and find that, with the allowance for the anticline above stated,

they would all approach a general level. I therefore look upon
these hills and mountains as bench-marks that indicate the level

of the old pre-Karroo land-surface—the flat areas between them
having been removed, by erosion subsequent to the removal of

the Karroo covering. All sculpture of the plateau has taken
place since that event, and thus we find that regions that were
earliest bared would now present a deeper incised appearance
(such as the Mazoe and Sabi rivers) than those near the margins
of the sandstone covering, as at Bulawayo and Gwelo.

As examples of my point we may take the Matopos. They
are of the same general altitude as the plateau summit near

Bulawayo, yet in between is the Malemu, which has eroded a

valley in the contact zone of granite and schist, and cleaves the

INIatopos in its passage to the south. Yet to do this it must at
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one time have run over tlie top uf a tiat region connecting the high

groimd that lies to the north of the Dam Hotel and the Alatopos

—otherwise along the revealed pre-Karroo plains.

Other illustrations occur in great numbers. The ]\Iolun-

gwane Mountains beyond Essexvale are of an altitude corres-

ponding with tlie Alatopos and Crombie's Ridge, with the Mssex-

vale granite basin in between. The rapid and recent reduction

of tliis circular basin is shown by the rapid fall of Fern Creek

—

almost a " hanging valley." The banded ironstone ranges of

llelingwe. Tabas In\;oga, Victoria, (jhoka, Insiza, Iron Mask at

.Mazoe, Simoona, Relingwe, and elsewhere, and the granite of

Hillside, AJatopos, Tabas, Inyoni', Shangani, and Victoria suggest

the same general principle.

The exceptions are those mountains of elevation tliat lie

along the axis of the spinal movements of the continent, such as

near Melsetter, Umtali and Inyanga and Fort Hill in North-

^Vestern Rhodesia.

The existence of the peneplane is supported by the courses

of many of the rivers. The Umniati passes in its middle course

over ground that still retains patches of Karroo rock ; beyond,

it cuts through ridges of quartzite ; and finally, before its con-

liuence with the Zam1)esi, cuts through a high range—a corner

of the Urungwe plateau—of gneiss and granite. Yet by a

course to the west the Sanyati (as it is then called) could have

passed round the mountains in softer Karroo sediments. Here
is evidence that its course was decided at a time that the Karroo
deposits situate in the region of its middle section were at a level

with the arch?ean ranges of its last section, the covering on the

latter being earliest removed, and thus, when the river cut down
into the underlying gneiss, it gradually drew off and eroderl. and

is eroding, the Karroo covering of its centre reaches.

Cases <uch as this are paralleled by the Gwai, Lubu, and

Sengwe and the Limpopo. Somewhat different, but showing

how they were directed in their courses over a higher surface,

are the Hunyani. which passes through a poort in the range of

hills next the railway, the Oueque poort. Sebakwe poort, the

Mazoe through the Iron Mask range, the Umfuli. the Kafue

through the Niga Nega hills and others, the Zambesi itself drawn

through the Kariba, Kebrabasa ,and Lupata gorges. The

Lusenfwa is another case from North-\\'estern Rhodesia.

If. then, the pre-Karroo landscape as now revealed was a

l)lain of denudation of remarkable evenness, and if the end of

the Karroo age saw another levelling up of all the depressions

caused by the partial tilting of the strata of the plateau, we have

other problems to face. Was the first the result of glaciation in

Rhodesia, as in the Cape Colony, by which the pre-Karroo high-

lands, where our plateaux now are, were ground down and their

debris carried to fill the depressions of the south? And in the

last phase were desert conditions so persistent that they too

exercised a levelling influence, and as effectively brought the

great final Karroo landscape to another plain of remarkaljle

uniformity?
D
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Section C—BACTERIOLOGY, BOTANY, ZOOLOGY,
AGRICULTURE. FORESTRY. PHYSIOLOGY , HY-
GIENE AND SANITARY SCIENCE.

President of the Section: F. Evles, F.L.S., M.L.C.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 5.

The President delivered the following address :

—

I cannot allow this occasion to pass without reference to the

sad loss which the botanical world has sustained by the recent

death of Dr. Harry Bolus, F.L.S. For a period extending over
more than forty years his study has been, as it were, the head
centre and clearing-house for workers in South African botany.

His library of unrivalled completeness and beauty, and his

herbarium of something like 30,000 sheets, have been at the ser-

vice of, and have been used by, the most famous visiting

botanists from all over the world. His unique knowledge of

South African flora has always been placed at the disposal of

young workers in the field, who have also received encourage-

ment from him in other ways. His work as a botanist needs

no words from me. and his labours as a systematist, specially in

orchids and Ericacccc alone, would be saifficicnt to ensure a lasting

monument to his memory. I am sure you will join with me in

deploring the loss to Science caused by his death.

Most men in civilized countries are under the necessity

to labour continuously in order to sustain existence. The
natural result is that knowledge, so far as it can be practically

applied to the acceleration of industrial processes, is highly

valued and highly paid. On the other hand it usually happens
that the pursuit of pure knowledge for its own sake is given a

secondary place, or is even treated with a measure of mild con-

tempt. There is nothing strange about this, for it is to be
expected that the daily struggle to secure the common necessities

of life should tend to obscure the true but not obvious source

whence have originated every one of the comforts and con-

veniences of modern life. The verv substance of civilization as

we know it will be found, upon examination, to be derived from
tlie " divine curiosity " of the elect few who in each generation

have assiduously fed the flame of knowledge, often without

reward, always faithfully handing on the luminous torch as a

sacred charge to their successors. Every new application of

Science to the large uses of humanity momentarily draws atten-

tion to the patient, silent, ceaseless work of the lovers of

knowledge for its own sake.

The discovery of the mysterious properties of radium, with

its revolutionary influence upon the theories as to the nature
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of matter and the whole philo.sophy of the universe, would have
attracted little general notice biit for the hope that radium might
he applied to the cure of certain previously incurable complaints
The discovery of the nature of malaria and other insect-borne

diseases, with its wide and growing significance relative to the

prevention and cure of numerous ills to which men and animals
are subject, for the time compelled acknowledgment of the value

of research in the field of pure Science.

But results quickly obscure causes. The fruits of hidden
and little appreciated research appropriated by the practical man,
soon appear as ameliorations and improvements of the conditions

of our existence, and become commonplaces of daily life. The
author of the new theory, or the discoverer of the new principle

or fact, is forgotten. Indeed, the rapidity w^ith which fresh

knowledge is to-day assimilated and utilized is both remarkable
and encouraging, and full of promise to the advance of the

human race. It may seem a matter of secondary importance
that every new stone added to the structure of civilization is

brought to the building by the so-called theorist, or, at least, is

quarried from a mine i^ointed out by him. He may care little

for the building himself, and his share may be overlooked, but

the fact remains that the supply of material depends upon the

continuance of his work. The persistence, the insight, and the

imagination of Darwin did not perish with him, nor do they Hve
only in his eternal fame as a man of genius. They survive to-

day in the operations of the stock-breeder wdien, as a matter of

course, he applies Darwinian principles to the improvement of

his herds ; while their latest and not least significant develop-

ment is seen in the birth of the new science of Eugenics.

Things which but a few years ago would have been

incredible, and, if considered at all, regarded as impossibilities,

are now accepted a,s accomplished facts and put to common uses.

Mankind, which benefits by discovery and invention, may forget

that each step in advance is initiated by, or made possible by, the

labour of pure scientists, but it is proper to stimulate the devotees

of science by reminding them of this truth, and we must not

neglect to instruct our statesmen so that they may realize that

no nation can keep in the van of progress unless research be

regularly and adequately endowed. Audible conversation at a

distance and the transmission of pictures by wire, marvellous

as each seemed in its turn, are now eclipsed in wonder and utility

by wireless telegraphy. The first sun-pictures were crude,

evanescent and artistically disappointing, and gave little indica-

tion of the perfection to which photography would attain. But

what shall we say of the more recent success in recording and

reproducing of life in movement, an art that lends itself not

only to amusement, but has also become the handmaiden, of

science in the study of animals in motion and the flight of birds?
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Twenty years ago who could have foretold that we should
live to see men as birds flying, not in cumbrous floating airships,

but using machines heavier than air, controlled by wings imitated

from the creatures of that element, and propelled by engines
that are a triumph of modern applied science.

Truly no limit can be set to human accomplishments, and
one must be very chary in using that foolish word " impossible."

Well may we be lost in astonishment at man's attainments, while

if, with prophetic imagination, we look into the future, we almost

hold our breath as we watch the rapidly accelerating rate of

progress, and wonder where we shall be by the end of this cen-

tury.

At the same time, the splendour and the promise of these

things, and the exhilarating sense of upward motion, will never

conceal from the thoughtful man the certain fact that the secret

spring of progress is always to be found in the study and the

workshop of the unadvertised searcher after truth. Not only

liavt the great advances of the past and the astounding attain-

ments of the present alike had their origin in the same humble
spot; all hope for the future also must be sought in the same
place. If it could be imagined that the select band of truth-

seekers now with us was the last, and that no successors could

be found to carry on their sacred, self-appointed task, then

mankind would come to a standstill, or nearly so. for all chance

of new discoveries and inventions would then depend entirely

on empiric work, and advance in civilization would be by inter-

Miittent jerks at irregular intervals.

I make this point to emphasise the dependence of practice

upon theory, because it cannot too often be brought home to

nations and to governments, in order that continual and sufficient

encouragement may be given to research work of all kinds. The
necessity for such encouragement exists everywhere, but it is

specially apt to be forgotten or overlooked in young countries

like Rhodesia. In reality the circumstances attending the open-

ing up of new territories for the occupation of civilized man
demand attention in this respect more urgently than is the case

elsewhere, for then we have to encounter fresh and untried

conditions as to climate, soil, inhabitants, diseases, animals,

minerals, products of the land and general mode of living.

Therefore, as soon as peace has been secured, government
established, and communications opened up, one of the next and
most pressing duties of the Government must always be to

encourage -and employ, so far as its means permit, a number of

highly qualified men in various branches of Science, who should

be freed from, administrative responsibilities, and allowed to

. de^^ote their ''whole time and energies to the study and elucida-

tion of- the problems peculiar to the locality.
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The Rhodesian Government has done remarkably well in

this matter, and has brought together a fine body of experts in

the sciences of zoology, botany, bacteriology, and mineralogy.

The trouble is that in a country of small population with limited

revenues it is necessary that nearly all of these men shall devote

the major part of their time to work of organization and
administration.' If it could possibly be arranged, it would be

^n immense advantage for each department, in addition to the

officers engaged in actual control, to have attached to it at least

one man whose sole duty and interest would be in the prosecu-

tion of research work. Taking the several branches of our
particular section in the Government Departments of this and
other countries, it, will generally be found that all the stafif is

fully occupied on the economic side of their special study,

whether it be bacteriology, botany, entomology, mineralogy,

or forestry. It may be said that research is not the function of

Government, and should be left to private enterprise or to institu-

tions specially endowed for that work. This devolution of

function may, and does, operate with some success in older

countries, but in young countries there are seldom to be found

any individuals of leisure qualified for and inclined to carry on
research work. It also rarely happens that a country in its

early stages of development possesses special institutions adapted

for this purpose. And yet, as I have said, in young countries

the need for research and investigation is much more urgent than

elsewhere, and therefore it follows, if my argument is sound,

that the endowment of research, on however modest a scale,

must in these circumstances devolve upon the Government.

Section- D.—ANTHROPOLOGY. ETHNOLOGY, EDUCA-
TION, HISTORY. MENTAL SCIENCE, PHILOLOGY,
POLITICAL ECONOMY, SOCIOLOGY AND STATIS-

TICS.

President of the Section.—G. Duthie, M.A., F.R.S.E.

THURSDAY, JULY 6.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE RAND BANKETS.

I'.v Professor Ernest H. L. Schwarz, A.R.C.S.. F.G.S.

The origin of the gold-bearing conglomerates of the Wit-

watersrand is still a matter of controversy. The question is

being attacked from the petrographical side and from the strati-

graphical side, but so far no attempt has been made to read

the riddle from a comparison with occurrences similar in nature

in other parts of South Africa. It is one of the most marked
features in South African geology that, throughout the period

covered by the sedimentary beds, conditions of deposition have

recurred several times, producing similar deposits ; and as the

story of the younger formations is tolerably plain and that of

the older obscured 'by metamorphism and from other causes,

such as the formations being only partially exposed by denuda-

tion, it may be of use to see whether we cannot apply what we
know about the conditions which produced the younger beds to

account for the older, and whether observations confirm the

analogy or otherwise.

There are three groups of facts connected with the Neo-

Afric beds in Cape Colony which I think have a distinct 'bearing

on the question of the Pal-Afric ibeds of the Transvaal, especi-

ally the Rand Banket. It is the purpose of this paper to des-

cribe them in detail and then to apply the principles to the

conditions which led to the laying down of the beds now existing

as the quartzites and conglomerates on the Rand. The three

groups of facts are :

—

The three-fold Cape System, consisting of two shore de-

posits (sandstones) with an intervening deep water deposit.

The Uitenhage System, consisting of a great gravel series

at the base ; then a fresh-water and sub-aerial series, consisting

of marls and blown sands ; and a marine deposit on top.

The System of Folds on the south coast, which has caused

the Table ^Mountain sandstone to be folded on itself several

times.

The Cape System.

The Cape System is made up of the three conformable
series: Table Mountain sandstone at base, non-fossiliferous ; the

Bokkeveld Series above, consisting of shale and a few sand-

stone bands, and containing lower Devonian fossils ; and the

Witteberg Series on top, consisting of fine-grained ferruginous

quartzites with subordinate shale bands, containing Lepido-

dendra, referred to the lower Carboniferous. As far as we can
make out. the land-surface which provided the sediments of the

Table Mountain sandstone lay to the north. There are con-

glomerates at Pakhuis Pass and on the w-est coast, but other-

wise the rock consists of coarse-grained sands markedly false-
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bedded and occasionally showing bands of white quartz-pebbles,

sometimes even odd boulders of considerable size. Towards
the top there is a wide shale-band, which in the north-west

contains glaciated boulders. The whole aspect of the series,

which at its fullest is 5,000 feet thick, is that of a deposit laid

down close in-shore, with turbulent and shifting currents. It has

been proposed, to account for the false-bedding, that it is a

sub-aerial deposit, as Tennison Woods proposed for the Austra-

lian Hawkesbury sandstones, which, in many respects, are

similar to the Table Mountain sandstone, but the shale-band

within the Table Mountain Series and the perfectly conform-
able junction with the Bokkeveld marine beds above negative

this conclusion; while the sand-grains are of the ordinary water-
worn variety, and are not rounded by wind action. There was
a southern land-surface which, however, only comes into actual

observation in the succeeding Karroo period ; it is usually regarded
as a long narrow peninsula like the Malay Peninsula, and, as

Madagascar is a remnant of this land-surface, it is conveniently
referred to as " the old [Madagascar ridge." Whether the expla-

nation of the false-bedding in the Table Mountain sandstone
can be helped by this ridge is a matter of opinion ; the turbu-

lence of the water flowing backwards and forwards through a

comparatively narrow strait would produce the intense false-

bedding. Until, however, the old Madagascar ridge rose still

further and formed the southern boundary of the great Karroo
lake we have no definite knowledge of its existence, hence any
explanation that implies its presence in previous times must be
merely speculative.

The northern shore of the Table Mountain sea then retreated

northwards, and over the shore deposits of that period were
laid down the deep-water deposits of the lower Devonian. We
are certain that these sediments were derived from a land-surface
to the north, because in the width of the exposure on the south
coast the beds on the north are interstratified with three great

bands of white quartzite, showing that the sea-floor was oscillat-

ing, and that every now and again it came within the reach of
littoral deposits; on the south, near the present coast, however,
these sandstone bands are only feebly developed, or are entirely

absent, indicating deeper water conditions. Where the now sub-

merged coastal plains existed in the period of deposition of the

Table Mountain sandstone, the littoral deposits of the Bokkeveld
beds w^ere laid down ; these consisted probably of sediments
dififering but little from those of the Table Mountain sandstone.
In the following period, the Witteberg, the shore-line again
crept southwards till it reached—'Or probably surpassed by a
little—the line it occupied in Table Mountain times : the loose,

recently formed Bookeveld littoral deposits were exposed to
the action of denudation, and became washed down by the rivers

and laid upon the deep-water sediments of the Bokkeveld. Hence
the sand-grains would suffer a double attrition, first after their

original disintegration from the rocks, granite, etc., of the old
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continent, and secondly after their being compacted into the

Httoral deposits of the Bokkeveld ; hence the grains would be on

the whole finer than in the Table Mountain sandstone. The
higher iron content of the Witteberg rocks as contrasted with

the Table Mountain sandstone is, I think, largely a secondary

efifect. The iron is frequently arranged in nodules and concre-

tions and along special layers in the rocks ; occasionally these

nodules are so rich that the earthy varieties are worked for red

and yellow ochre : these facts show clearly that the iron in

solution was actively circulating in the rock, and it is obvious

that since a finer-grained sandstone will have a larger pore-space

than a coarser-gramed one, so more iron would circulate in the

finer than in the coarser sandstone—in other words, the Witte-

berg would be more ferruginous than the Table Mountain sand-

stone. However the conditions of deposition may have rendered

the Witteberg beds originally more ferruginous, owing to the

fixing of iron in ironstone gravels on the surface of plains, such

as we see going on all over South Africa at the present day.

The loose littoral deposits of the Bokkeveld would rise from the

sea as a more or less featureless plain on which drainage was
imperfect. The roots of the Lepidodendra and other olants

which we find as fossils in the Witteberg rocks would yield

organic acids which would dissolve the iron from the rocks,

and the organisms in the soil would precipitate this iron as

moor-bed-stone beneath ; some such concentration of the iron

on the land-surface is quite probable, and on the final cutting

away of the plateau these beds of hard ironstone gravel would
help to enrich the sediments forming ofif-shore.

In the Transvaal System there is a similar three-fold system

consisting of the Black Reef below, made up of quartzites and
conglomerates ; then a dolomite series ; and the Pretoria series

on top, consisting of quartzites and shales, often highly fer-

ruginous. The same sequence in the nature of the deposits

signifies similar methods of deposition, the dolomite taking the

place of the deep-water Bokkeveld shales ; but the parallelism

otherwise is very striking: the quartzite bands in the Bokkeveld
series nearer the original shore are frequently copied in the

dolomite by bands of ferruginous quartzite appearing towards
the top of the series. The Transvaal System is represented on

the east in the escarpment facing the low country, and then

right through the breadth of South Africa to German Namaqua-
land ; much of this country is untraversed, so that it is impossible

yet to use the teaching of the Neo-xA.fric beds for the recon-

struction of the continent from which these Pal-Afric beds were
derived. It is significant that they form a broad band, longer,

it is true, than the Cape formation is known to extend, but of

a similar nature, and that further north, although there are

Waterberg and Karroo beds, as at Lake Tanganyika, the area

shows continental conditions during the deposition of the Trans-
vaal Formation.
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The Uitenhage System.

The basement series of this system consists of gravels known
as the Enon Conglomerate. At the base there are some 1,500
feet. of red conglomerate, followed by some 500 feet of white
conglomerate. The pebbles are of white quartzite, averaging
in the Red Enon about the size of a duck's egg, but occasionally

being as large as one's head ; the pebbles of the white Enon are

sometimes the same as those of the red, 'but occasionally are,

over wide areas, very much larger. The matrix is gypsiferous

clay, in the red variety stained with iron. This enormous de-

posit of gravel is the direct result of the folding of the coastal

ranges of mountains. So far it has only been found on the

sea-ward side of them, but it is possible, as it is found in the

valleys between the ranges, that it may have been formed on
the landward side as well, but has subsequently been swept away
by denudation. It is found from Uitenhage to Worcester, a

distance of 550 miles, and though showing considerable varia-

tions, is in the main characterised by the same features. Usually

the gravels are water sorted, with pebbles of equal size arranged
in layers which may be separated by banks of sand ; at other

places, as at Knysna, the Conglomerate may consist of all sizes,

mixed with a considerable amount of sandy matrix between,

such as in the material formed by avalanches in the Alps. The
conditions of deposition are as follows : The coastal ranges had
'been recently folded up ; the rocks participating in the folds

were the Cape formation, and at any rate the lower members
of the Karroo .beds, as these are found on the seaward side of
the mountains ; the more superficial rocks were structurally weak
from the intense bending, and the mountains were high, pos-

sibly snow-capped, and plentifully supplied with water, hence

great masses of debris were washed down the sides of the moun-
tains. Beneath, there was a flat coastal shelf. The water of

the torrents carrying great burdens on the slope, owing to the

energy given to the water by the steep descent, was suddenly

spread out on the flat at the foot, and the carrying capacity of

the water was reduced very considerably ; hence, although the

water was sufficient to carry away the finer material from the

debris, the larger boulders were left behind. The mountains
presently became lower ; water became more scarce, land over the

surface of the gravels the rivers carried only sand and mud,
frequently ending in lakes, drainage from which was through

the conglomerate below. The surface of the gravel was little

below sea-level. Hence were formed the lacustrine deposits,

aeolian sands and estuarine marls of the second member of the

Uitenhage series, the Wood bed. The surface of the land sank

still further, and over the whole were laid down the Marine
beds, containing abundant ammonites and trigonias, which suffi-

ciently date the deposit as Neocomian. On the rising of the land

the whole of this loosely compacted series of rocks would have
l)een srwept away, as those forming the littoral deposits of the-
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Bokkevelcl were, but fortunately a number of fault-ipits were
formed, which let down portions of these Cretaceous beds in

basins surrounded with rims of harder, older rocks. Thus por-

tions of the Uitenhage Series have been preserved. That the

deposit was originally continuous we know from the fact that

from fault-basin to fault-basin the rocks are, to all intents and
purpose*, identical.

The main interest in the Enon Conglomerate in South Afri-

can geology is that we have a fluviatile deposit between 500 and

600 miles long and some 200 miles broad ; there is no difficulty,

then, in ascribing the Rand Banket to fluviatile origin, which at

most covers an area of 180 miles long by 80 broad. In the

-case of the Rand we must suppose that the four granite bosses

•of Potchefstroom, Johannesburg, Parys and Heidelberg form
the cones of mountains which towered above the plains in the

pre-Witwatersrand days. The first two are more interesting to

us, as the gravels washed down from these mountains are now
highly auriferous, while the gravels round the sockets of the

southern mountains have not yet been proved to contain payable

gold. The rocks above the granite were what we now call the

Swaziland schists, in those times probably little more metamor-
phosed than the beds of the Cape formation are now. If they

contained ore-veins, the gravels near their bases would contain

these ores as natural products of disintegration. Why gold is

precipitated in gravels and not in finer sediments is a question

not yet properly explained, but the fact remains that if the

country rock contain but the most exiguous traces of gold, the

rivers—large ones like the Irrawaddy and Rhine, or small ones

like the Homtini at Knysna—carrying the gold do deposit it

in the gravel patches. It might be advanced that the granite

should show traces of these ore-veins which are supposed to

have existed in the schists above them. This, however, is a

question that has only to be answered for those who believe

in Posepny's theory of the ascent of mineralising waters from
below ; on Sandberger's lateral secretion theory, the gold or other

metals would find their way into the ore-veins by solution from
the country rock and passage of the solutions into the open

spaces and crevices where the water relieved from pressure de-

posited the ore and gangue. To the Ascensionists the reply is

that the granite which shows no traces of gneissose structure

would be, when it was intruded, in a liquid state—that is. in a

condition in which pressure was communicated equally in all

directions^and therefore the crystals developed without re-

ference to any guiding directions ; hence the passage of

mineralising solutions would be accomplished through the mass
of the rock, without being restricted to* definite channels, and
without leaving any traces behind. It is unfortunate for South
Africa that the Enon gravels are mostly derived from the disin-

tegration of comparatively young rocks, which have not been

mineralised, so that the Enon gravels are barren in regard to

their gold content; but more recent gravels liave been formed
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froni the same range of mountains, whicli. in the process of

time, have been worn down so that the deeper lying beds have
been exposed. These deeper rocks—the Table [Mountain sand-

stone, for instance—do contain small reefs of gold in quartz

veins and bankets, and the gravels derived from them, there-

fore, are auriferous, as on the Poverty Flats in Knysna.

The Systk.m of Folds on the South Coast.

To confine the limits of this paper, we can restrict our at-

tention to the folds which run almost due east and west along

the western margin of the south coast of South Africa. The
area of the earth's crust has sustained a thrust from the north,,

due to the intrustion of dolerite in the Central Karroo and
accompanying disturbances, which has been brought up against

a line of granite bosses, which have barred the way for the

movement of the earth's crust seawards. The result of the

thrust is 'best seen on the road from Mossel Bay to Oudtshoorn
and Prince Albert : the Table Mountain sandstone has been folded

like a sheet of paper into innumerable folds, closely pressed

together (isoclinals) to the south and more open to the north,,

but most of the limbs inclining seawards. To the east of George,
where the granite ends, the strike of the folds splays out sea-

wards and the ranges run east-south-east. It has frequently

been advanced that the granite bosses pressed in from the sea;

but if a series of folds are compressed at the base, they must
incline in the direction of the thrust, hence the thrust, to my
mind, must have come from the north. The dolerite intrusions

of the Central Karroo are contemporaneous with the folding,

and are an adequate cause. In the Alps a further action has

taken place: the thrust from the north, spending itself on the

line of granite bosses in the north of Italy and adjoining countries

to the east and west, has caused the beds caught in the nip to

crumple up with the axes of the folds fan-fashion ; in the Soutit

African coastal ranges the north side only of the Alpine struc-

ture is developed. There are beds of Banket in the Table Moun-
tain sandstone, but they are only recorded from Knysna and
Oudtshoorn in single occurrences ; had the banket been more
prominent, and had it been exhibited in, say, the section of

mountains between Alossel Bay to Oudtshoorn called the Outeni-

qua Mountains, then the banket would have appeared at the

surface some six or eight times, each bed apparently above the

other and to all appearances conformably above the last. Such
a false conformity has been called by Grabau a disconformity.

Had, further, the banket been like the Enon Conglomerate, which,

as it is followed from- place to place, changes from a series of

continuous gravels to a more or less alternating series of sands

and gravels, each banket reef would appear to be diiiferent from
the ones above and beloiw, although we could, in the case of

the Outeniqua Alountains. prove that the banket was continuous
up ap.'l flown the loops of the closely compressed synclines and
anticlines.
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These conditions, applied to the Transvaal, would indicate

that the several groups of banket reefs are reduplications of one

and the same series. The Main Reef series contain nominally

some six separate reefs; then there are some 1.500 feet of

qnartzites ; then the i^ird and Livingstone groups of reefs, 400
feet thick; then another 1.500 feet of slates and quartzites ; then

the Kimberley group of reefs, containing over a hundred separate

reefs and often 2,000 feet in thickness; then another 1,500 feet

of quartzites, and finally the volcanic agglomerates. This is a

rough general review of the grouping of the bankets, but every

section gives a varying thickness to all the beds, both conglo-

anerates and quartzites. The beds of conglomerate also vary

in number along the strike; in fact, the conditions of the upper

portion of the Enon Conglomerate as it is seen along the Olifanis

River in ( )udtshoorn is closely paralleled. The three natural

grou])s of the banket reefs may be taken to represent the lines

of isoclinal anticlines of sandstones containing conglomerate beds

near their basal margin ; the lower W'itwatersrand beds may be

said to underlie disconformably the upper quartzites and con-

glomerates. The conglomerates are due to tluviatile or Huvio-

marine action ; the ordinary inshore sands derived from the

weathering of the old mountain land were periodically raised to

the level of the sea or above; the mountains, given a greater alti-

tude, were wrapped in torrents which carried down the debris

and spread it out as a layer of boulders over the sand ; the pro-

gressive sinking of the earth's crust at this ]:)articular place was
resumed, and the bankets w'ere covered by sand. The gold

weathered from the rocks of the old continent was carried do\vn

by the rivers and deposited in among the pebbles of the con-

glomerate. Only the conglomerates near the source of the supply

received a notable quantity of gold ; those further away received

•only a little; therefore the l^ankets of the first syncline only

would contain api)reciable quantities of gold, and are the only

ones which have l)een found worth working. The gold was
•originally patchy placer gold, but owing to the circulation of

water under great pressure, the banket became approximately
equally enriched in gold all throug'h.

1 remarked at the beginning that conditions at the deposi-

tion of the South African beds were constantly being repeated

throughout the rock series ; for instance, in the banded iron-

stones of the Swaziland, Lower Witwatersrand, Pretoria and
Witteberg Beds, one and the same specimen of rock often may
do duty as an example from at least any of the first three sys-

tems. In the case of the Rand Banket we have another example.
The quartzites and conglomerate are repeated in a supposedly
younger series, the Black Reef, the lowest bed of the three-fold

Transvaal System. Hence Ave are justified in asking: Are not
the banket reefs of the Witwatersrand S}stem the same as those
of the lilack Reef, and are not the Witwatersrand beds as a

whole but the metamorphosed representatives of the Transvaal
•System ?
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In the Lower Witwatersraiid bevls the various strata are

sufficiently well characterised to allow their recognition over

considerable areas, and the series seems to be a normal succession

of slates and sandstones ; but the Upper Witwatersrand series,

with its 10,000 feet of quartzites and conglomerates, presents

difficulties of deposition which are harder to explain. The Table

Mountain sandstone consists of 5,000 feet of fairly normal sand-

stones, cemented, it is true, with a certain amount of silica.

and in the fresh state with a considerable amount of iron sul-

phide, which disappears on the surface owing to the coarse

texture of the rock allowing free circulation of oxygenated water.

This can he explained as deposit in a channel near inshore, but

even here the conditions were unable to last the whole time,

and there is a big bed of slates near the to]5. Ten thousand feet

of inshore deposit—and this compacted and compressed so that

it re])resented probably only half the original thickness of the series

—is a very great thickness, and seems beyond what could happen

under conditions of deposition such as we know them: this is

the state of the case with regard to the Upper Witwatersrand

beds. The sand is derived from the weathering of a continent,

and must be laid down near the shore to account for the gravelly

l)atches, now banket ; one has to assume that the deposit was
always a shallow one, sometini'es even being exposed above the

water-level, so that the floor of the ocean in which the sand was
being laid down would have to sink continually, the land being

supposed to rise in compensation and to provide fresh material

for disintegration. To assume that the Upper Witwatersrand
beds is a single continuous series, we must also assume that the

crust sank continuously 15,000 to 20,000 feet, and that the shore

remained in the same place all the time.

It seems therefore that, although the deductions from field-

survey must always carry more weight than theoretical specula-

tions, nevertheless, there are certain facts about the stratigraphy

of the Witwatersrand which leave one with curious false con-

clusions if tested from a causal point of view. We know so

little about the conditions of the earth in remote ages that it

is the custom to say that any reference to them is superfluous,

and the only thing that matters is the correct plotting of the

boundaries of the formations. We now know, however, so much
about the earth, and the exploration in so many lands enables

us to bring to the elucidation of any one part so many facts

from similar countries elsewhere, that it seems to be time to

discard the older methods, safer though they be, and try and

raise the science of geology from a simple cataloguing of facts

into its proper domain as a causal science.



NOTES ON EXPERIMENTAL TREE-PLANTING IN

SOUTHERN RHODESIA.

By W. E. DowsETT.

The following brief remarks relate chiefly to the work carried

ont in the Rhodes Matoppo Park during the last seven years.

This has been done in pursuance of the wishes of the late Cecil

Rhodes, who was an ardent lover of trees, and who, with his

great forethought, realised the serious problem which might some
day confront the settlers in Rhodesia, especially the mining com-
munity, unless afforestation were undertaken in the immediate
future. With this end in view, he had a clause inserted in his

will to the following effect :

—

"And in particular I direct my Trustees that a portion of my Sauerdale
property, near Bulawayo, be planted ivitli every possible tree, and be made and
preserved and maintaiued as a Park for the people of Bulawayo."

The object of his emphasising the wish that every possible

tree be planted was undoubtedly with the view of ascertaining

by experience which trees would be found the most suitable for

practical purposes in this territory.

In order to do this, a block of ground—i,8oo acres in extent
—was selected a few miles north of the World's View, so as to

give those visitors to the View who took an interest in the subject
an opportunity of seeing for themselves the results of the experi-

ments being carried out. The work completed so far has been
entirely of an experimental nature—only a few trees of each
variety have been planted—as the area available will not admit
of large plantations being laid out, and the idea has been to ex-

periment with as many species and varieties as possible.

Block Arboretum.—The first work undertaken was the

laying out of a Wock arboretum, each block containing twenty-five

trees of the same variety: up to the present this consists of 114
blocks, made up as follows: Eucalypts, 46; Pines, 12; Cupressus,

12; Junipers, 4; Callitris, 5; various other species, 35.
Single Specimen Arboretum.—In addition to the block ar-

boretum, there is a single specimen arboietum containing about

250 species and varieties, and at present there are some 75 new
varieties in the nursery.

It will be realised that in experimental forestry there are so^

many points to be considered, and difficulties to be overcome,
that it must necessarily be a matter of time 'before one can speak
with any degree of certainty as to the success or failure of any
particular tree. Up to the present there are several wdiich give-

good promise of ultimate success.

Cupressus.—The various varieties of Cupressi have almost
without exception done well, and they have made good growrlu
Of the most successful I must mention C. clegans and C. Gaudn-
lepoisis. C. Lazvsoiiiana, C. goi'cniana, C. ariaonica and C. lusi-
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ta)iica have also done very well, making good growth and not

suffering from the frost. A large number of C. sempervirens have
suffered from what I take to be sun-scorch ; this occurs at the

extremie top of the tree, and has been found to affect them on

dfferent soils.

Pinus.—^Of the Pine family, P. longifolia, or Cheer Pine,

has done better than the others, and as it is of great economic
value, containing tar and turpentine and bark for tanning, it

should be grown extensively. P. halepensis (Allepo Pine), P.

pinasier (Cluster Pine), P. insignis, and P. Canariensis (Canary-
Island Pine) have also done splendidly in the Matoppos.

Callitris.—^Of the Callitris family C. calcarata, C. robusta, C.

rhomboides, and C. Whytei seem to have done best: their growth
has been remarkable, and there is little doubt as to their ultimate

success ; I have no record of the loss of a single tree of this

species in the Alatoppos, either by drought or frost. They are

all of good quality timber, and, being ant-resistant, should be

extensively grown. The wood is very valuable for furniture and
buildmg purposes.

Eucalypts.—Of the Eucalypts, the following are the most
promising, their relative value being in the following order : E.

salinga, E. tereticornis, E. robusta, E. citriodora, E. polyanthcmos,

E. rednnca, E. sidcroxylon and E. rostrata ; most of the others

have done fairly well, but E. go>iiplioccphala, E. sahnonophloia^

E. amygdalina, E. salnbris and E. Icucoxylon have failed.

Miscellaneous Species.—Dealing with a few other species of

the most successful growth, I might mention Albiszia lebbek

(Siris acacia). This is a fine avenue tree, and produces a good
deal of gum. The Jiinipenis Bennudiana (Pencil Cedar), /.

Virginiafia (Red Cedar), and /. Me.vicana have done remarkably

well, and should be extensively planted: practically no losses

have occurred through termites, drought or frost. The /. Benmi-
diana is a faster grower than the /. Virginiana and /. Mexicana-
All of these appear to thrive on the poorest of soils. Juglans

nigra (Black Walnut), Fraxinus Americana (American xA.sh),

Grevillea robusta (Silver or Silky Oak)—the latter a quick grower
and good drought resister*—should be given a good trial through-

out this territory. Cedrela toona (the Singapore Cedar), a very

valuable cedar-like timber, much prized in India, has done well,

and it would appear not to be affected by frost or drought.

Jacaranda mimosafolia, a handsome tree which furnishes a beauti-

ful and fragrant kind of Palisander wood [vide von jMueller),

is a rapid grower, and although slightly affected by the frosts for

the first two years, appears to be very hardy when older : a

splendid tree for avenues.

From a general survey of the results of experiments carried

out in the Matoppos, it is evident to my mind that afforestation

* The timber of this tree is much valued for furniture, and it has done as well

as any other species, being such a valuable timber and apparently growing
vigorously on pcor soil.
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in Rhodesia could be conducted with every prospect of success,

and the question of the estabhshment of a Forest Department
should have the earnest consideration of the British South Africa
Company at an early date. At the same time, it would well

repay farmers and others to set aside a portion of their land for

this purpose, for the work could he undertaken at very little

expense and without a great amount of supervision, while the

result would be the provision, not only of necessary shelter belts

for stock during winter, but also of timber of considerable

economic value, as well as of firewood.

Climatic Conditions.—I should like to point out that the con-

ditions here are entirely different from those prevailing in most
parts of South Africa. At the Cape you have a rainfall ranging

from thirty-five inches to seventy inches, commencing in May
and ending about September, with occasional showers during
the summer months ; there is no frost, and the extreme summer
heat is tempered with a moisture-laden wind. Here the rains

may commence in November and go on until April, but we
generally expect the rainy season to commence about Christmas

and cease about March, with a total rainfall of about twenty-one
inches. The frosts may commence any time after March ; this

year the first frost recorded on the grass in the Matoppos was
on the 26th March, when one degree was recorded. As much as

ten degrees were recorded on the 6th April : this was an excep-

tionally low itemperature for the time of year. Last year the

frosts commenced on 14th April, and continued practically without
intermission until the middle of September, a period of twenty
weeks. Frost was recorded on twenty-eight days in May, twenty-
two days in June, twenty-six days in July, sixteen days in August,
and four days in September ; as much as twenty-one degrees of

frost were recorded on the 9th and 25th July. From the above
remarks the great difficulty may be realised that one has to con-

tend with in raising seedlings during this period, ]\Iarch to Sep-
tember.

To turn to the dry season, very little rain falls between the

middle of March and middle of November. No precipitation has
been recorded in the Matoppos during the month of August for

the whole time that records have been kept there, a period of
eight years ; so that it is absolutely necessary to have the ground
thoroughly prepared ready for planting as soon as the first good
rains occur, as the planting season is so short and the cold, drv
period so long, and unless the trees are got out in the field early

they will have a hard struggle to survive.

When the work was first undertaken in the ^Matoppos the
" pit " system was adopted ; this system was that which met with
great success in certain parts of India, the pits, about four feet

by four feet, being partly filled in with decayed leaves, etc., and
soil, and trees planted in these survived in most cases where some-
times the indigenous trees were killed by exceptional drought^.
Here, however, this method did not succeed, one of the chief
reasons being that it was almost impossible to keep grass-fires
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from destroying the trees, as they were planted out at distances-

varying from twenty to sixty feet apart, and the ground not being
ploughed, it was hardly possible to clear sufficient space around
the trees to ensure their safety. This grass was about five feet

in height, so the almost impossible task of fighting the fires can
be well realised.

Of course this mode of planting does not refer to the
plantation work, which was not undertaken for some three years
after the initial planting. The method that has been employed in the
jMatoppos for the past four years is to get the fresh ground well

ploughed at the end of the rainy season and left during the

winter, until the first rains of the following season ; then re-ploug'h.

harrow, and, if necessary, level; in the meantime the soil has
become aerated and disintegrated. After the young trees are put
out the ground is kept well cultivated by means of a horse-hoe
or a single-section harrow ; where the planting is sufficiently wide
apart, this cultivation is continued throughout the winter, with
the important result that the weeds are kept under during the

rainy season, and the subsoil moisture is conserved cUu-ing the

winter.

I am strongly of the opinion that in cultivation lies the true

secret of success in tree-growing in this territory, i.e., Matabele-
land { in Alashonaland there is a much heavier rainfall, especially

in the noirthern parts ) , and unless it is kept up for the first year
little or no progress will be made. In the Cape, hoeing is done
occasionally to keep the weeds under, but here it is essential

if the trees are to be kept alive. Mulching is resorted to some-
times, but it is not to be recommended where termites are in large

numbers, as these are apt to attack the young trees so treated,

being attracted by the mulch.

Sice of Trees i^'hen planted out.—With regard to the age and
size of the trees to be planted out here, I find that the Eucalypts

should be of such a size that it will not be necessary to cut their

roots in the nursery tins, as when this is done the plant at once
makes a certain amount of dead wood, and the termites will be

almost sure to attack it. The finest Eucalypts in the Matoppos
have been planted out when they were about two and a half to

three inches in height and about three months old. These trees

liave attained a height of sixty feet in six years, which may be

considered very satisfactory progress. Pines, Junipers, Callitris

and C}'press have mostly been two years old when put out.

In-situ Soz^'iiigs.—This has been tried only with Black Wattle

(Acaeia decurren's) among the exotics, and has been quite a

success. The seed was sown three seasons ago, and the trees

are now on an average fifteen to twenty feet in height. The seed

germinated in a very even and healthy state, and after the young
seedlings were thinned out very few losses resulted. It is in-

tended to try Pine sowings next season, but it is doubtful if

they will be a success as the long, dry winter may prove too much
for them. All the seed sown in situ has to be treated with poison

to prevent them being destroyed by field-mice and other vermin.
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Indigenous Trees.—This article would not be complete with-
out reference being made to our native trees, and I therefore

propose to make a few remarks thereon. I am firmly of the

opinion that several of our indigenous trees are well worthy of

cultivation under forest conditions; in the Wood Museum at

the Matoppos there are forty-seven specimens of native timbers.

These have not been treated in any way. and have been cut ver-

tically, diagonally, and horizontally, in order to show the various

grains. Most of these have now been cut from four to six years

;

out of this number twelve have been attacked by borers and
eaten right through, and six have been attacked in the sap-wood
only, whilst the remainder are intact and in excellent preservation.

Experiments are about to be made to test their durability in the

ground, and their resistance to ants and decay.

. Of the more valuable species I might mention AfzilUa ciian-

sensis (Rhodesian Mahogany). This is a valuable furniture wood,
and should be extensively grown ; a small plantation of these has

been laid out. They are very slow growing for the first two
seasons ;.there are a few trees five feet in height.

Bolnsanthes-speciosiis (Rhodesian Wisteria).—A good hard
wood ; is considered to be as durable as Sneezewood as a fencing

post, and at present fetches the highest price up here for that

purpose. The Rev. Mr. Helm, of Hope Fountain had, a couple

of posts of this tree in the ground for twenty years as part of

a belfry, and when he was removing the bell to another site he

had them taken up, but found them in such splendid condition

that he arranged for their removal to the new site, and there

they have remained for the last thirteen }'ears, making a total

of thirty-three years in all, and they are apparently in as sound
condition to-day as when first cut. There is a small plantation

of these trees in the Matoppos, the present height being about

four feet. They were sown about two seasons ago.

Faurca saligna (Transvaal Beukenhout ; Terblantz of the

Cape).^—This is a fine straight evergreen tree, sixty feet in height;

the timber is largely used for cabinet work, and is much prized.

Olea verrucosa (Wild Olive).—A small plantation of these

.trees is doing well, the plants being first raised in nursery beds.

This tree attains a height of twenty to thirty feet, is very valuable

for furniture, tools and wagon-work ; it is, however, slow-growing.

Fterocarpus Anyolensis (Kajatenhout).—This is a very

handsome tree ; wood fairly hard. The tree attains a height of

forty to fifty feet ; the timber is suitable for furniture, tool-

handles, &c.

Fterocarpus sericens (N'dhlandlovu).—A handsome tree

forty to fifty feet in height; its timber useful for wagon-work,

-disselbooms, &c.

TerniinaUa sericea (Rhodesian Yellow Wood—Assegaihout).

—This tree furnishes one of the most durable fencing posts, and

for building purposes can hardly be surpassed, provided it is

properly seasoned. A fine young plantation of this species is
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growing in the Alatoppos, some of the trees being ten feet in

height at four years old, and are fine, straight-growing trees.

Parinaruun mabola.—A tall tree with a spreading crown ; its

timber is excellent for building purposes and fencing, and is

said to be ant-proof.

Pfero.vylon utile (Sneezewood).—This tree is found growing
here and there throughout the country, but is not well grown.
A small plantation in the ]\latoppos raised from seed obtained

from Uitenhage has done well ; it is on an average ten feet in

height at seven years old, and is in a healthy and vigorous

condition. The value of this wood can hardly be overestimated.

Sozvings of Indigenous Seed.—Experiments made with

sowings of indigenous seed have proved that it is almost im-
possible to raise the seedlings in the nursery and transplant to-

the plantations ; in almost every case this has been a failure.

Certain trees have been so treated, vis., Olea verrucosa and
Pteroxylon utile, but in the majority of cases in-situ sowings
have had to be .resorted to. For two seasons the nursery system
was tried, but without success.

Destruction of Native Forests and Bush.—There is little

doubt but that this territory was once covered with dense wood-
lands which 'have been more or less destroyed by the natives,

either through cutting down to make way for their fields or

gartlens. or by means of grass fires, which have been started

with the object of securing fresh pasturage for their stock (the

idea being to burn off the old rank grass and allow the young
grass to spring up ) . It is needless to say that they never attempt

to control these fires in any way, allowing them to sweep on-

wards and do what damage they may. In this manner all the

decaying matter on the ground, leaves, dry grass, etc., is des-

troyed before having time to produce humus : the trees in the

forest are more or less damaged, and this damage renders them
susceptible to the attacks of termites, and so the damage goes
on. Seedlings are, of course, destroyed, and the only wonder
is that there are any trees left in the country, for these fires-

are an annual source of danger to all plant life. If reproduction

were undertaken systematically, and the better forests strictly

conserved and protected, I see no reason why, in a few years,

we should not only produce all the timber required for this

territory, but also open up an export trade with the Southern-

Colonies of our better native timbers.

One of our chief points to be taken into consideration in

the matter of laying out plantations on a large scale is that of
the cost of land (and here, I think, we can compete with any
other part of South Africa). Another important consideration

is that branch or feeder lines are gradually being constructed

throughout the country, enabling timber to be transported at a

cheaper rate to the various towns and mines. In a country
whose chief industry is mining, naturally the most profitable

branch of forestry will be that which provides for the timber
requirements of the industry. Here we can safely look for a
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return on the capital expended at the end of, say, ten years in

the shape of stope-timbering. etc., and, of course, we must not

forget 'that the thinnings and prunings will provide a consider-

able income for firewood long before this period is passed.

I trust that these few remarks may be of some use in

showing that, although our territory has heen greatly denuded
•of its natural woodlands, we may confidently look forward to

the time, in the not distant future, when Rhodesia will derive

a very considerable advantage from the practical results which
should be the natural outcome of the experiments carried out

at the founder's instance in the Matoppos.

EUCALYPTUS OIL IN ORE CONCENTRATION —
A recent regulation of the Health Hoard of Australia requires

eucalyptus oils for therapeutic purposes to contain at least 50^
of eucalyptol. This, it is said, excludes phellandrene oils, which

^ive the best results as a reagent in ore concentration. A liroken

Hill ore concentrate, containing 47^ zinc, 10% lead, and 1 5 oz.

of silver, is obtained with a consumption of 8 oz. of eucalyptus

oil per ton of concentrate, and the demand iov phellandrene

•eucalyptus oils has, in consequence, greatly increased.

GRANTS FOR RESEARCH.—A joint ammiittee* of

the Royal Society of Soutli Africa and the South African Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science was recently appointed

for the purpose of considering the ])ossibilities of establishing a

fund for the furtherance of scientific investigaton in Southcr?i

Africa. This committee has reported favourably on the project,

and has recommended to the respective Councils of the two
Societies that the funds out of which such grants are to l)e paid

should be administered by the President and Council of the

Royal Society of South Africa, and that all payments should be

subject to the sanction of a General Committee consisting of

the President and Council of the Royal Society, four members
nominated by the President and Council of the South African
Association, two members nominated by His Excellency the

( iovernor-General in Council, and one nominated by the Univer-
sity of the Cape of Good Hope, together with representatives of

the various Societies in South Africa devoted to the interests of

special branches of Science. It is further recommended that the

General Committee so constituted should proceed to nominate
two Boards to be associated with it in its decisions: one of these

boards is to deal in particular with the Physical Sciences, and the

other with the Biological Sciences. It was further recommended
that each applicant for a grant should be required to furnish

information as to the nature of the research in which he desires

to engage and the scientific results expected to follow therefrom,
the amount required and particulars of the proposed expendi-
ture, whether he has received any previous grant from any source
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for the same i)bject. and. if so, with what resuhs, whether anv
portion of the grant is to be devoted to his own personal ex-

penses, and what apparatns, if any. of permanent vahie he wiU re-

qnire, so that any instriunents ah^eady at the (hsposal of the Com-
mittee may be utiHsed. Hie Joiiit Committee also recommended
tliat (irants be not made to other than British sttbjects. and that

all (Grants be made subject to certain specified conditions,

amongst which are the following:—All instruments, specimens,

objects or materials of permanent valvie. whether obtained bv
means of the grant or supplied from amongst those at the dis-

posal of the Committee, are to be returned by th.^ a])]:)licant at

the conclusion of his research, or at such other time a> the Com-
mittee may determine. Every recipient of a (irant must furnish

annual reports containing a brief statement showing the stage

that the enquiry has reached, an account of the exjjenditure in-

curred, a list of instruments or materials purchased or supplied.

and references to any publications in which the restilts of the

research have been printed. The constitution of the General
Committee and Boards is still under consideration, but in the

meanwhile it is proposed to allot a sum of £250 in Research
'Grants, and applications are invited, to be sent, in the first in-

stance, to the Secretary of the Royal Society of Sotith Africa.

Cape Town, stating precisely the nature of the research, the

amount of money required, and other necessary particulars.

TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIli.S.

Chkmical, Metallurgical and Mining Society of Socth Africa.—
Saturday, June 17th: Dr. J. Moir. M-A- F-C-S-. President, in tlie

chair—" The testing of Transvaal coals": M. '" Murray, Tlio
author referred to the necessity of careful sampling, lioth from bulk
and in the laboratory. Careful standardisation of the methods of toscing
Avith the bomb calorimeter, as regards radiation correction, oxygen pres-
sure used, and in other respects he considered advisable, the bomb
calorimeter, though admirable in itself, being liable to give discordant
results in different hands- Methods of computation for corrections
should be closely scrutinised in the light of experimental results- Such
methods were being considered and tested by the author- The methods
of procedure, he considered, should be standardised, and ultimate an-
alyses of representative coals, together with analyses of their ashes.
should be undertaken or financially aided by the Government-

Saturday, July 15th: I^Ir- H- A. White. Vice-President, in the chair-—"Notes on the treatment of mill concentrate": R. Lindsay. A
description of the procedure adopted at the Geldenhuis Deep. Ltd. The
daily scrape from the mills is ground in barrels, the iine product grade<I
and caught in a two-compartment tank, wlience it is transported from
one compartment to the central amalgam room, and from the other to

the reduction works for cyanide treatment- The cyaniding is carried

on in a conical Crosse tank, and lasts in all twenty-four hours, at the

end of which the concentrate residue assays 4 dwt- per ton. The con-
centrate plant, installed towards the end of 1910, cost £576, and by
the end of May, 191 1, gold to the value of £2,000 had ])een recovered
by its means—" Experiments in the treatment of accumulated ore slime

by air-lift agitation ":
J- E- R- Adendorff. A record of experiments

carried out with a view to determine the best method of treating accu-
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Ululated acid ore slime in order to ascertain the rate at which gold dis-

solves in the cyanide solution- The conclusions arrived at were that

success depended on maintaining a high alkalinity during the first three

hours of aeration, and that lime should be added to the slime before
treating with cyanide solution, so as to form a better protection for the

free cyanide ; also that lead acetate, when present, resulted in a better

extraction of the gold. As to the rate of solubility of the gold in the

accumulated slime in cyanide solution, more than 50 per cent, of the

gold in the ore slime was found to pass into solution in the first hour.

South African Institute of Engineers—Saturday, July 8th : Mr.
F- H. Davis. President, in the chair.

—"A system of soapy water lubri-

cation for air cylinders "
: J. B- Roberts. The author, after pointing

to the fact that compressed air, though the safest means of transmitting

power, became actively dangerous under certain conditions, said th;it

explosions in air compressors were becoming more prevalent. The
causes of this were the presence of an explosive mixture, and an air

temperature sufficiently high to ignite it, inferior lubricants being amongst
these causes- Soapy water, if used systematically, is claimed to have
the effect of preventing the deposition of carbon in the compressor
cylinders and elsewhere, and so eliminating the possibility of flashing.

The compressed air would thus also be free from carbon monoxide and
other foul gases, and ensure a better atmosphere at the exhaust- The
method of mixing the soapy water and applying it was then detailed-

South African Society of Civil Engineers-—Wednesday, July 12th :

Col- G- T- Nicholson, M-I-C-E-. President, in the chair-
—"The Cape

Town Main Drainage Scheme": H- S- Perkins- An account of

the inception of the scheme and the carrying out of the works- The
total cost of the scheme was about £274,000, and the average annual
cost of maintenance, including the working expenses of the low-level

areas, was about £2,000-

ADDRESSES WANTED-

The Assistant General Secretary (P-O- Box 1497. Cape Tovn)
would be glad to receive the correct addresses of the following members,-
whose last-known addresses are given below:—

Aspland, C- Hatton, Witwatersrand Deep, Ltd-, P-O- Box 5, Knight's,

Transvaal-
P.arton, Ernest Mortlock. Director of Works Department, Simons-

town. Cape-
U<\\. Dr. B-, P-O- Box 55 H- Johannesburg-
Beil, W- Reid, M-I-C-E-, E-R- Met- Soc-, M-l-E-S-, P.O, Box 2263,.

Johannesburg-
Roulton, H- C-, c/o Messrs- Pauling & Co-, Ltd-, Broken Hill,.

Rhodesia-
Brown, W- B-, c/o Enginecr-in-Chief, S-A- Railways, Cape Town-
Champion, Ivor Edward. P-O- Roberts Heights, Pretoria-

Crockett, John, 10, Transvaal Bank Buildings, Johannesburg.
Dickie. Andrew, 475, Currie Road. Durban. Natal-

Leech, Dr- J- R-, 4th Avenue, Melville, Johannesburg.
Macfarlane, Donald, M-1-C-E-, H-M- Naval Dockyard, Simonstowur

Cape-
Mirrilces, vV- J-, 9, London Chambers, Durban-
Xichol. Thomas Thompson, P-O- Box 34, Springs, Transvaal-

Nicholas, W- H-, Durban High School. Durban, Natal-

Nicholson, J- Greg, Leliefontein, Government School, P-O- Carolina,

Transvaal-
Petersen, H. T-, P-O- Box 5, Cleveland, Transvaal-
Preston, James, 89, Arnold Road, Observatory, near Cape Town-
Southwell, Miss Jessie, 270, Visagie Street, Pretoria-

Van Oordt, J. E., Harrismith, O-F-S-
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HARRY BOLUS,

D.Sc, F.L.S.

(1834-1911.)

Harry Bolus was born in Nottingham on April 28th, 1834.
He was the second son of Joseph Bolus, a business man of that

town and a Unitarian. He received his early education in the

Nottingham Castle Gate School under Mr. George Herbert.
At the age of 1^^ he came to South Africa as an apprentice

articled to Mr. William Kensit, a merchant of Grahamstown,
and a friend of his schoolmaster, through whom the connection

was established. At school he is known to have been a diligent

and successful student and a favourite with his teacher. The
instinct of the collector appears to have been developed early.

While still at school he collected various natural objects, but

was more particularly interested in insects. A much-used copy
of the 1848 edition of W. B. Carpenter's " Animal Physiology,"

believed to have been presented to him by Mr. Herbert, is pre-

served in his library. There is still in existence a signed copy
of a compact made between Bolus and two of his schoolfellows

with regard to the ordering of their lives. They contract not to

use alcohol nor tobacco until they severally attain the age of 21

years. They accept the principle that

" next to moral and religious duties the pursuit of science is one of the

noblest objects that can engage the attention of the human mind,"

and proceed to apportion to each a particular line of study, the

pursuit of which he promises to make one of the objects of his

life. Botany falls to one of them, but not to Bolus, who under-

takes as his subject " The Terrestrial Sphere as exhibiting in its

history, structure and preservation the omnipotence of its

Creator." This document is signed in 185 1—after Bolus had
left England for South Africa. In this case a love for Botany

was not to be developed until he reached more mature years,

l)ut already in his schooldays he feels the appeal of the phenomena
of Nature.

On the voyage to South Africa he kept a diary primarily

for the information of his mother. It is a small octavo volume

of rather more than a hundred pages of manuscript, among
which are a few excellent pencil sketches. It is written in that

bold and neat hand which, but slightly altered in character,

became so familiar to his many botanical correspondents of later

years. It is entitled " Journal of a Voyage to the Cape of Good

Hope in the Barque lone, 300 tons, J. C. Gales. Commander,

bound to Algoa Bay." On' Wednesday, 12th December, 1849,

the Jane was " hauled out of the Wapping Basin, London Docks,

at 12.30 p.m."
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On Moiulay. March i8th. ho writes:—
•

I'liis moiniiis early tacked once or twice to the anchorage (Algoa
Bayl. • • • Thus ended what was, I think, one of the most pleasant

voyages ever sailed ; everything heing novel to nie gave a great charm
to the time, which passed qnickly. thongh it was Jong, being exactly ninety-

four days."

On each of these ninety-four days he notes, evidently with

great care and precision, the latitude, longitude, course and dis-

tance travelled. On January 8th " We tust noticed the barometer

and thermometer, of which I shall henceforth give account." He
observes besides many things of interest

:

OtY the Cape Verde we noticed that our sails and rigging were
covered with a line red-looking sand. The Captain says it regularly

occurs here with the trades, and is blown from the sandy shores of Africa-

It makes the atmosphere quite hazy and thick for a few days, and is,

1 think, a remarkable phenomenon."

The dolphins, sharks, flying-tish and birds received their

meed of attention, and their habits are carefully recorded. The
methods of harpooning the porpoises are described, and of one

so secured, " I cleaned and dried the jaws with teeth com-
plete." Less consjMcuous forms of animal life were seen, in par-

ticular abundance ofi Tristan d'Acunha, and the forms of some
are sketched. The ordinary time-passing occupations of a long

vovage. the same to-day as sixty years ago. were resorted to.

and in addition he entered keenly into the more practical life of

the ship. He learned to steer ; assisted the officers in taking the

dailv observations ; having climbed the lower masts, he writes :

—

" I mustered up courage suflicient to take me up to the top-gallant

yard. I am ambitious to achieve the utmost by ascending to the main

truck or royal mast-head: of this I will advise you duly."

A dav later his ambition in this direction was satisfied. On
February g we are told :

—

'
I employ myself just now in teaching one of the apprentices for-

ward Mr. H [erbert]'s system of running hand. He does very well, and

rapidly improves-"

In this early record we have a picture of a youth endowed

with energ}-. enthusiasm and determination, a good physique,

steadv nerves, an active, methodical and well-balanced mind.

keen powers of observation, the habit of recording what he saw.

the ability to adapt himself to his immediate circumstances, and

a readiness to help others less happily situated than himself.

Landed in Port Elizabeth, he proceeded by ox-wagon to

Grahamstown—" a pleasant journey of six days over 96 miles
"

—arriving there on 28tb March. 1850
—

" being exactly 106 days

from the Docks."

TTis business career at Grahamstown was interrupted by

the outbreak, in December. 1850, of the Eighth Kaffir War. in

which he saw active service. Two years later his engagement

with ^Ir. Kensit was dissolved, and he became bookkeeper in

a mercantile house at Port Elizabeth, in which position he re-

mained until 1855, when he paid a short visit to England. The
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end of that year found him at <^Jraafif-Reinet, which Ijecame
his home for nearly twenty years.

His first position at Graafif-Reinet was that of Secretary
to the Graaff-Reinet Board of Executors. His connection
with this Society was of short duration; he then became
.Secretary of the Midland Fire Insurance and Trust Com-
pany, in whose foundation he took a prominent part. He
became interested in the Graaff-Reinet Herald, a weekly news-
paper, whose columns during this period contain many contribu-
tions from his pen. In 1857 he married the sister of his former
chief, Mr \\'illiam Kensit. Four years later the foundation
of the GraafiF-Reinet College brought him into touch with Pro-
fessor F. Guthrie, one of the first-appointed members of the

staff of that institution. This acquaintance developed into

friendship, which exercised a powerful influence upon the lives

of both. It sustained some interruption on the departure of

Bolus for Cape Town in 1874, but was resumed on its old foot-

ing four years later, when Guthrie became Professor of Mathe-
matics in the South African College. They were both prominent
in the intellectual as well as in the business affairs of Graaff-

Reinet. In August. 1862. Bolus delivered an admirable address

on " The Uses of Recreation "* at a soiree of the local Athenseum.
In .\ugust, 1874. Bolus and Guthrie were entertained at a public

banquet in recognition of the valuable aid they had jointly ren-

dered the community in connection with the passing of the

Graaff-Reinet Railway Billi.

In 1862 Guthrie delivered a short course of public lectures

on Botany. An article in the Herald X, which there can be little

doubt was written by Bolus, gives the following account of them

:

" They were strictly scientific- while at the same time so much useftil

information was conveyed as to gratify the m.ore youthful part of the

audience and those to whom the nomenclature alone might have proved
too dry a study at se\-en in the morning." - • . [Prof. Guthrie has]
" a remarkable clearness and precision in his language- ... It is the

"best evidence of Prof- Guthrie's success in this effort when we state

that some persons who at first attended the course with but little in-

terest in the subject soon found their attention awakened and, as the

lecturer proceeded,- confessed themselves irresistibly compelled to pursue
the study."

It is understood that Bolus was regular and persistent in his

attendance at this course, and we may conclude that he himself

* Printed in full in the Graaff-Reinet Heraldr August i6th, 1862-

t A testimonial presented by the inhabitants of Graaff-Reinet to

Bolus and Giuthrie on this occasion includes the following:

—

"We feel that it is mainly owing to your txenions that so

much valuable information was gathered, and that statistics were so

carefully compiled as to show clearly that Graaff-Reinet at least had

an urgent claim upon the Government for a direct railway to its

natural seaport, and so distinctly was this proved that, although

deviations from some of the lines proposed b>- the Go\'emment were

suggested, the line from Port Elizabeth to Graaff-Reinet was carried

without the least discussion-''

; December 20th, 1862-
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was one of those who " were irresistibly compelled to pursue
the study." It was to some extent due to Guthrie's influence that

in 18(15. when prostrated by tlie death of his eldest son. Bolus
sought solace in the stutly of l)otany, which henceforward was
his ruling passion. Subsequently he became a member of the

Committee of the Botanic Garden ; a proof of the interest which
he took in its welfare is found in a sub-leader in The Herald of

January 12th. 1875. which opens with the lament, " Mr. McLea
is gone. So is Mr. Btilus. ^^'llat is to become of the Botanical

Garden?"
riie study of botany, once commenced, was pursued in that

thorough antl efficient manner which characterised all his under-
takings. His note-books of the period are filled with technical

descriptions, detailed drawings of dissections and lists of his

determinations, the evidences of a self-imposed course of train-

ing to which nuist be largely attributed the scrupulous accuracy

which distinguishes all his botanical work. His tirst Herbarium
(\'dnnet was made in August. 1865. In 1867 he commenced a

life-long correspondence with Kew. Oi the many friends he
made at Kew, an institution to which he was greatly attached, the

earliest were .Sir Joseph ] looker and Professor Daniel Oliver,

whose assistance in his botanical work he valued very highly, and
whose friendship was among the joys of his later life. To
improve a weak knowledge of German he translated and after-

wards ]:)ublished* an English rendering of Meyer's " Com-
mentarii de Plantis Afric;e Australioris." In 1869 he reviewedt
the second edition of Harvey's " Genera of South African Plants

"

in a manner which showed how carefully he had studied the

existing literatiux of South African botany.

At this time the study of Botany in South Africa was in

its infancy. A\'hat ]\lacOwan has calletl " the period of the great

collectors " was ended. Thunberg, Burchell, Drege, Ecklon and
Zeyher had made their famous journeys, and their collections

were only partially investigated. The " Thesaurus Capensis " was'

recently completed, and the third volume of the " Flora Capensis
"

had just appeared. i^IacOwan was at work at Somerset East.

Pappe's Herbarium had commenced its chequered existence, and

shortly afterwards was said to be " in such a state of neglect and
inaccessibility as to be a discredit to the Colony. "| Writing in

1869. Bolus§ gives the following account of the botanical situa-

tion :

—

"At prosoni tlioso | observers | arc few. A small knot of students

in the Eastern Prcnince have already eommenced the work; but two
eentres only—Grahanistown and GraafF-Reinet—liave as yet been well

explored. To these, others are now being added, as Colesberg, Hope-
town. Seymour (in the Katberg) and Kingwilliamstown. Something is

now known of the country between the sea and the Snecuwbergen, Bosch-

* Caf>c Monthly Magacinc 1873-74.

t The South .ifricatt Magaciuc, vol. iii (i860).

t Gnuiff-Ri'i)ict Hrmid, April 11. 1874.

S Tfu' South African Mugazinf. vol. iii (1869).
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berg and Amatola Ranges- But north of these we are sadly ignorant.
The records of the earHer collectors over that vast plateau, stretching
from Victoria West to the Wittehergen, will indeed be of service. . .

Observers and collectors are still to be wished for at Cradock. Queens-
town. Burghersdorp, Aliwal. Richmond, etc-, and over the whole Western
Province." And, quoting another writer, he adds : 'At present nil the
botanists are Easterns, without exception. . . . Hitherto it has been
easy to procure botanical materials from China and Japan, from New-
Zealand and Feejee. but not from Table Mountain-'"

Such was the state of the kingdom into which Bolus entered.

In the review just quoted, Bokis indicates the hues along
which botanical investigation should proceed in South Africa,

emphasises the greater opportunities of the resident as compared
with those of the traveller, and states his willingness to corres-

jwnd with " anyone with a taste for Natural History." This led

to an extensive botanical correspondence, which he maintained
until the end. In a letter written a few weeks before his death

he is able to say that " over the whole of South Africa, from
the Cape Peninsula to the Transvaal and even to Basutoland,

there have been isolated workers engaged in collecting and investi-

gating the flora of the country, stimulated and assisted, so far as

may be, by students in tlie more populous centres of the southern

coast." It was to himself that a large proportion of these

isolated workers looked for stimulation and assistance, and he

was never too busy to give them of his best. It is not possible

to doubt that the work which he did in this way. which made
little show and was tisually unnoticed save by those immediately

concerned, has been productive of a great extension of the

interest in botanical pursuits throughout the coimtry and of an

immeasin^ed addition to our knowledge of its vegetation.

In 1874 Bolus severed his connection with Graaff-Reinet and
entered into partnership with his brother, a stock-broker in Cape
Town. He ceased to take an active share in the business in

1895. He was thus brought into the Western Province, whose
botany had hitherto been so signally neglected, and in which the

most productive of his labours were to be spent. He settled

first at Rosebank, where his herbarium was once placed in

jeopardy by the burning of the thatched roof of his house. For

five vears he lived in a house facing the main road near the

fountain at Rondebosch. ^Meantime he built the house at Sher-

wood. Kenilworth, into which he" moved in ]\Iarch. 1.SS7, and

which was his home for the rest of his life.

Soon after settling at the Cape—in 1876—he paid the first

of a series of visits to Kew. He took with him a large number
of specimens from his herbarium for comparison with the Kew
types. He made this a practice in successive visits, and to this is

due in a very large measure the unique position which the Bolus

herbarium holds among South African collections. On return-

ing to the Cape after his first visit, he was pursued by misfor-

tune ; his boat, the Windsor Castle, was wrecked on Dassen

Island, and all his plants were lost. Fortunately he had

deposited duplicates at Kew. Shortly after his return he began
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to take a special interest in orchids, a group marvellously repre-

sented in South Africa, and which henceforward claimed perhaps

the largest share of his attention. As a preliminary to this life-

study he prepared at Kew in 1881 a list of the Cape orchids

already known*. Jn 1882 he published descriptions of the Cape
Peninsula orchids (117 species), illustrated by 36 plates drawn
and coloured by himselff. In 1893 the first part of the first

volume of the "
1 cones Orchidearum Austro-Africanum Extra-

tropicarum," containing 50 plates, was published. A second set

of 50 descriptions and jjlates a])peare(l three \ oars later. 'Pl'o

second volume, containing 100 plates, was issued a few weeks
after his death, the last proof-sheets having been revised by the

author on the last day of his life. Rather more than 50 draw-
ings yet to be published will complete a permanent record of the

skill, enthusiasm and devotion with which he laboured at this

difficult group for more than thirty years.

He took a very sane view of species-making, and regarded

it as a necessary preliminary to the further study of the vegeta-

tion, which can only commence when the species are properly

known and tabulated. In a newly-occupied country in which
vast areas have been as yet but little affected by the destructive

presence of the F,uroi)ean, the problems of geographical dis-

tribution force themselves upon the notice of the student. As
early as 1873, he writes:

—

"As till" knowledge of the species of plants which inhabit any country
becomes more accurate, so c1(H>s it become possible to trace their rela-

tions with those of other similarly known countries; and in the study
of the physical conditions, past and present, of such countries, to ascer-
t.tin the laws which govern the distribution of plants over the earth's

surface-" *,

To these problems he gave his careful altenlit)n very early in his

botanical career. Having studied the writings of his jireile-

cessors, and himself made extensive botanical ex])lorations in the

environment of Ciraaff-Keinet, in Little Namaqualand, and in

the Western I'rovince, he published in 1886 a sketch of the flora

of South Africa;;, wliicli was at once accepted as the .standard

treatise on the subject. .Sir Joseph TTooker, reviewing this

wtM-k *
, wrote :

—

"The atteni])! to define the South African regions of vegetation
is not a new one; • • . the author of the sketch under consideration
is the first who has succeeded in presenting satisfactorily the salient
b(>tanical characters of that flora as atTccted by, or in correspondence
with, geographical and other pliysical conditions whilst he alone has

* Jauntijl 0/ lilt' Liunciui Society, vol- xi.x (1882V

t Trans. S- A. Phil. Soc-, 1882.

X Cape Monthly Magazine, 1873. [Translator's Introductt)ry Re-
iiKirks to translation of E. Meyer's " Commentaires-"].

§ Onkial Handbook of the Cape of Good Hope, Cape Town, 1886.
tReprinteil in the "Illustrated Handbook of the Cape and South Africa,"
in 1893.

1 Nature. Mav 27, 1886.
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given such vivid pictures of the different botanical regions he has defined
hat anyone with even an elementary knowledge of South African plants
can fancy himself travelling over the same ground."

The " Sketch of the Floral Regions of South Africa," * ptvb-

lished in 1905, is a masterly summary of the main points of the

paper of 1886, in which certain modifications of the original

scheme of subdivision are introduced."

He collaborated with Major W'olley Dod, R.y\., in the pre-

paration of " A I.ist of the Flowering Plants and Ferns of the

Cape Peninsula, with Notes on the Critical Species," which
appeared in 1903!. Bolus contributed an introduction of 22 pages,

which contains a valuable discussion of various geographical and
floristic problems. This work, the first " Catalogue of the

])lants found upon the Cape Peninsula, the portion of the Colony
earliest known and colonised, and that still containing the largest

population," will no doubt lead to the preparation of a Penin-

sula flora for popular use.

In conjunction with his old friend Guthrie, he commenced
in 1894 the elaboration of the heaths for the " Flora Capensis."

Their joint labours were interrupted by the death of Guthrie in

October, 1899, an event which was keenly felt by the survivor.

More than 300 pages of the fourth volume of the " Flora

Capensis" (publislied 1905) are filled with the descriptions of

the 469 species of Erica which are endemic in South Africa.

Such is a bare summary of what will perhaps rank as the

principal botanical achievements of a man who, one would think

almost unknown to himself, has ])layed a great part in tlie

establishment of botany as a science in South Africa.

I)Ut liolus was not merely a botanist. He was widely read

in English prose and poetry. He had a keen api)reciation of pic-

tures ; the last Saturday of his life was spent at the exdiibition

of the Royal Academy. He was intensely interested in educa-

tion, and when he wrote in the preamble to his will,

" Education in its widest sense should be recognised as the best

means for the improvement and welfare of mankind, and therefore as

the best means of promoting the public good,"

he was professing a doctrine which he had consistently practised

since the time when he taught the ship's apprentice Mr. Herbert's

system of running lanrl. Much of what he did for the advance-

ment of education is not generally known. Among his more

public acts are the encouragement and assistance which he gave

in the foundation of the Harry ?>olus Chair of Botany in the

South African College in 1902. and his munificent beouest for

tlie endowment of the Bolus Scholarships at the same institution.

From 1897 until his death he was a member of the Board of

Directors of the South African Public Library; in 1906 he

became trustee of the South African Museum. In 1908 he was

appointed a member of the Council of the South African College,

in the afTairs of which he took an active interest until, in 1910,

* " Science in South Africa," Cape Town, 1905.

t Trans. S-A. Phil. Soc, 1903-
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his decreasing strength compelled him to resign. The South

African College is now charged with the maintenance and exten-

sion of his herbarium and botanical library, whose formation

engaged so large a share of his activity during many years, and

for the endowment of which a considerable part of his fortune

is set aside.

He became a Fellow of the Linnean Society in 1873

In 1874 he was appointed a Justice of the Peace in the division of

Graaff-Reinet. He filled the office of President of the South

African Philosophical Society in the session 1886-87, and was an

original Fellow and Member of Council of the Royal Society

of South Africa, which he served as Treasurer, 1908-09. In

1903 he received the honorary degree of D.Sc. from the Cape
University. In 1909 he was awarded the South Africa Medal

and Grant for Scientific Research by the South African Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science.

He left Cape Town for England on April 24th. He died

at Oxted, in Surrey, in the early morning of May 25th. He
is buried in the churchyard at Oxted.

Harry Bolus was a man of strict integrity and unflinching

candour. He was disinclined to take an active part in public

aflfairs, but, having allowed himself to be charged with them, he

felt keenly the weight of responsibility. He was generous by

nature, but when acting in the public behalf he was firmly con-

vinced that his first duty was to be just. He possessed great

strength of character, and having made up his mind as to the

propriety of a course of action, he followed it without hesita-

tion or deviation. His afifeotions were strong, and at all

periods of his life he appears to have made great rather than

many friends. Two or three of his schoolfellows were

afifectionately remembered after more than half a century of

separation. In his later life comparatively few were admitted

to terms of close intimacy, but the bonds which united these

to himself were of the firmest, an?l were broken only by death.

He loved the society of those whose interests accorded with his

own. He was retiring by nature, and inclined to depreciate

his own achievements ; it may be that the men of his own time

have not yet fully recognised the value of the work he has done

in the country of his adoption. But his name will be held in

grateful remembrance by future generations of South African

students, and in the annals of South African Botany it will be

enrolled with those of Thunberg and Burchell and others of his

distinguished predecessors who prepared the ground for the

foundations which he laid.

The writer is indebted to Mr. H. H. Bolus and to Miss
fl. M. L. Kensit for information which without their aid would
have been inaccessible. Miss Kensit has kindly prepared a list

of the principal botanical journeys made by Dr. Bolus, which is

printed as Appendix I.

HH.W.P.
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Appendix I.

Botanical Journeys-

1866. March- From Graaff-Reinet to Somerset East-

1866-67, Dec--Jan- From Graaff-Reinet to Port Elizabeth, Uiteuhage,
Mimosa Dale, Witte Klip range. Van Staden's River Gorge
and Eland's River Alts-

1867, Oct--Nov- To Somerset East, summit of Boschberg (4,880 feet)

and Bruintjes Hoogte (5,770 feet)-

1867, Dec- From Graaff-Reinet to Zuitrpoort, Alurraysburg, Sneeuw-
bergen and summit of Oudeberg (5,680 feet)-

1868, April- To the summit of Sneeuwberg, Spitzkop, Compassberg
(8.700 feet), Oudeberg (5,680 feet), and Houd Constant-

1869, June- To Richmond, Hanover and Murraysburg.
1870, March- To the summit of Tandjesberg (5,000 feet)-

1870, Nov- 20th-Dec- i2th- From Graaff-Reinet. through Aberdeen,
Willowmore, Uniondale, Avontuur, Knysna, Long Kl.oof,

Kromme River Valley, Humansdorp, Kabeljauw's River,

Gamtoos River, Van Staaden's River and Port Elizabeth.

1871, P'eb- From Graaff-Reinet to Hanover, Colesberg and Richmund-
1872, June 5th-2ist. From Graaft-Reinet to Somerset East- Grahams-

town and Port Elizabeth-

1873, Jan- To the Koudeveld-
1873, April- Ascent of the Gnadouwsberg (7,000 feet).

1878, Oct- To Mahnesbury, Groen Kloof and Mamre-
1879, Jan- To Worcester and Hex River Valley-

1879, Nov- ioth-25th- To Tulbagh Valley. Summit of the Wintcrhoek
Mt- (6,818 feet), Mitchell's Pass, Waverley Mills, Darling

Bridge, Worcester, Brand Vlei, Villiersdorp, Houw Hoek,
Palmiet River, and Sir Lowry's Pass-

1880, Jan ist--3rd- To Wellington and Du Toit's Kloof.

1883, Aug. i8th-0ct 4th- Namaqualand: From Port NoUoth through
Oograbies Poort, Annenous, Klipfontein, Kasteel's Poort,

Kookfontein, Zwaart Bult and Paddegat, Garrakoop Poort,

O'okiep, Nababeep, Modderfontein, Springbokfontein, Spektakel

Mt-, Ezelsfontein, 'Naries and Tweefontein-

1884, Nov. ioth-23rd- To Orange River Station. Kimberley and Barkly

West.
1885, Jan- I7th-23rd- To Caledon, Genadendal and summit of Gena-

dendaf Mt-
1885, Oct- 2nd-5th- To Houw Hoek and summit of Houw Hoek Mt-

1885-1886, Dec- i8th-Jan. 13th- To Ceres, Touw's River, Bedford, sum-

mit of Kagaberg, Cookhouse, Grahamstown- Coldstream. Lower
Albany, Port Elizabeth. Emerald Hill, and Graaff-Reinet (for

ascent of the Oudeberg).
1886, April 2ist-28th- To the Gouph. Nieuwveld and Fraserburg.

1886. July 3ist-0ct- 13th. From Delagoa Bay through Ma-ting-a-ting.

Komatie River Drift. Louw's" Spruit. Hpneybird Creek tlo

Barberton, Devil's Kantoor. Eland's River. Venner's Poort,

Burg Spruit, Zwart Koppies, Pretoria. Potchefstroom. Kim-
berley and Bultfontein-

887, April 4th-iith- To Worcester, Robertson and Swellendam-

887, Oct- ist-4th. To French Hoek Mts-

888, Jan- 4th- 14th- From Beaufoit West to Fraserburg, Touw's River

Station, Hex River East to Ceres and the Gydouw-
889, Oct- ist-8th- To Ceres, the Gydouw and Cold Bokkeveld-

890, Jan- 9th-i8th. To Swellendam, Zuurbraak and Tradouw Pass-

890, Oct- 30th-Nov. 17th. To Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and GraafT-

Reinet-

891, Dec- I2th-23rd- To Ceres and the Koude Bokkeveld.

892, Sept- 30th-0ct- loth- To Piquetberg-

892-1893, Dec- 26th-Jan. 4th. To Montagu Baths-
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1893, Nov- 3rd. To Caledon and Hermanns- V

1893-1894, Dec- 2ist-Jan- nth- Orange Free State—From Bloemfontein
to Bethleham. Bester's Vallei.. Witzie's Hoek and the country
round the Mount-aux-Sources-

1894, Sept- 29th- To Caledon and Elim Mission Station-

1895, Sept- To Goedverwacht (Piquetberg District)

-

1895-1896, Dec- 2Qth-Feb- 25th. To Komgha, Engcobo, Cala, Maclear,
Tsolo, Umtata, St- John's River Mouth, and Queenstown-

1897, Jan- ioth-20th- To Mossel Bay and George-

1897, Sept-29th- To Clanwilliam and Wupperthal-
1899. Jan- To Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth, Witteklip, Zuurberg,

Komgha and Kingwilliamstown-

1904. Feb- i2th-March 6th. To Bloemfontein, Johannesburg, Pretoria,

Pietersburg. Houtbosch and Potgieter's Rust-

1904, Oct- 20th-3ist- Riversdale and Garcia's Pass-

1904, Sept- ist-iSth- To Hopefield, Hoetjes Bay (Saldanha Bay) and
Darling-

1905- 1906, Nov- 27th-Jan. 25th- To Prince Albert. Zwartberg Pass, Oudt-
shoorn, Robinson's Pass, Graaff-Reinet, Pretoria, Belfast, Caro-
lina, Swaziland, Wonderfontein and Warm Bath-

Appendix II-

Published Botanical JVriiings-

869. Botany at the Cape- (Review of the second edition of Harvey's
Genera of South African Plants-) The South African Maga-
zine, vol- iii-

873-4- On the Geographical Distribution of Plants in South Africa
(being a translation of E. Meyer's " Commentaires," with an
Introduction and Notes by the translator). Cape Monthly
Magazine, 1873-1874 (seven articles).

88i- Contributions to South African Botany (with P- MacOwan)-
Journal Linnean Society, vol- xviii-

882- List of published species of Cape Orchids- Journal Linnean
Society, vol- xix-

882. A Catalogue of printed Books and Papers relating to South Africa
with P- MacOwan)- Part I. Botany- Transactions South
African Philosophical Society.

884- Contributions to South African Botany (Orchideae). Journal
Linnean Society, vol- xx-

885. Contributions to South African Botany (Orchideae)- Journal
Linnean Society, vol. xxii-

886- The Flora of South Africa- Official Handbook of the Cape of

Good Hope-
887- Contributions to South African Botany (Orchideae)- Journal

Linnean Societey, vol- xxiii-

888- Contributions to South African Botany (Orchidese)- Journal
Linnean Society, vol- xxv-

888- Orchids of the Cape Peninsula (with thirty-six plates). Trans-
actions South African Philosophical Society-

890- Contributions to South African Botany (Orchideae, including a

revised list of published species of extra-tropical South African

Orchids). Journal Linnean Society, vol. xxv.

893. hones Orchidearum Austro-Africanaruin cxtva-tropicarum, vol. i.

Part I. (with fifty plates).

894. Contributions to the Flora of South Africa. (Ericaceae.) Journal

of Botany, vol- xxxiii.

894. On the Genus Acrolophia (with R. Schlechter). Journal of Botany.
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1896. Contributions to the Flora of South Africa- Journal of Botany.
vol. xxxiv.

1896- Iconcs Orchidcantui .Uistro-AfricanaruDi cxira-tropicaniiii. vol- i.

Part II. (with tifty plates).

1903. A List of the Flowering Plants and Ferns of the Cape Peninsula,
with notes on some of the critical species (with A. H. vVollev
Dod). Transactions South African Philosophical Society-

1905. Sketch of the Floral Regions of South Africa. Science in South
Africa ; A handbook and review-

The Genus Erica (in part with F- Gutlirie). Flora Capensis-
vol. iv.

Contributions to the South African Flora Transactions South
African Philosophical Society, vol. xvi.

Contributions to the African Flora. Transactions South African
Philosophical Society, vol- xvi-

Contributions to the African Flora. Transactions South African
Philosophical Society, vol. xviii.

Contributions to the African Flora (with L. Kensit). Trans-
actions Royal Society of South Africa, vol. i-

A new Cissus from the Transvaal. Journal of Botany, vol. xlvii.

Iconcs Orchidearum Aiistro-Africanarum, extra-tropicarum, vol- ii,

(100 plates).

[Unpublished

—

hones Orchidearum Austro-Africanarum, extra-tropi-

carum, vol- iii (circa 40 plates)-]

1905

1905

1906

1907

1909

1909
1911

Utilis.'Vtion- of Wattle Bark.—In the latest Bulletin of

the Imperial Institute (Vol. 9, No. 2) special attention is drawn
to the value of wattle bark for tanning, and to the increasing

production of this material in Southern Africa. Emphasis is

also laid on its relative cheapness. Recently a nutniber of analyses

of black wattle barks obtained from Natal, the Cape Province,

the East Africa Protectorate, and Australia were made in the

laboratories of the Imperial Institute, and the following per-

centages of tannin were found: Natal, 35.2 to 39.8; Cape, 40.1

to 44.1 ; East Africa, 36.7 to 42.1 ; Australia, 38.3. All these

barks are rich in tannin, and they posses the additional advan-
tage of containing only small proportions of non-tannin extrac-

tive matter. The tannin in wattle bark is. moreover, easily

extracted, and the liquors prepared from the bark lose com-
paratively little in strength when kept. The cjuality of the bark
on the market is stated to show but little variation, and owing
to increasing production there is no danger of a failure in supply.

For the production of heavy leathers Paessler considers wattle

bark superior to all other tanning materials except Quebracho
wood.



NOTES ON THE EAST COAST BANTU OF EIGHTY
YEARS AGO.

By William Hammond Tooke.

/. Tonga.

In 1822 the British Government dispatched two vessels of

war to the Indian Ocean on a cruise of survey and observation

of the East Coast of Africa, the coast of Muskat, Madagascar,

the Seychelles, and other islands in the Indian Ocean. This

service was carried out by His Majesty's ships Leven and Barra-

couta, commanded by a distinguished officer. Captain William

Fitzwilliam W. Owen, under great difficulties, owing mainly to

the deadly nature, in those days, of the East Coast malarial fever

;

and it was, after the greater number of the crews had fallen

victims of the disease, completed in 1825.

The account of this cruise* gives some interesting informa-

tion relative to the geography and ethnology of the country round

Delagoa Bay and other portions of the South-East African coast

in the early portion of the last century.

At that time the country was inhabited by a number of

tribes who spoke, from Maputa on the South of the bay to as

far north as Inhambane, what may be considered as one speech,

to which Dr. Bleek subsequently gave the name of Tekeza (a

Zulu epiithet derived from " tekeza, teketa," "childish prattle"),

but which is now more generally known as the Tonga (Thonga)
or Inhambane language group. For it is found to comprise

various dialects, known to us (principally through the inde-

fatigable labours and researches of M. Henri A. Junod, of the

Swiss Mission at Rikatla, Lourengo Marques) as the Hlengwe,
the Nwalungo, the Jonga, the Ronga, the Hlangenu, and the Bila

dialects.!

This Tonga or Thonga group must be distinguished from the

Ba-Toka or Ba-Tonga of the Aliddle Zambesi basin, and also from
the Ba-Tonga (probably an outlying branch of that tribe), who
in the sixteenth century occupied a region lying south of Sena.

At that date the tribes of the Thonga group lived in what was
then called Otongwe under their chief Gamba, who was again

subject to the Monomotapa's vassal Sedanda; and the Jesuit

missionaries spoke of them as Botonga. Otongwe is now knovvn

as Inhambane, and is therefore far distant from the Sena district

occupied by the Ba-Tonga. There is nowadays a marked ^lis-

tinction between the Zambesi ^basin and the East Coast Tongn
languages ; that of the interior is the most archaic, and has

thirteen noun-classes as compared with eight in use among the

tribes of the littoral. Yet place-names like Pafuri and Panyele

• " Narrative of Voyages to explore the Shores of Africa, Arabia and Mada-
gascar, performed in H.M ships Leven and Barracouia" ; London, 1833.

t See M Junod's " Grammaire Ronga," " La Langue et la Tribu thonga; "

Lausanne, 1896.
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(both south of Limpopo) seem to point to the fact that in earlier

days the languages were identical, and that formerly the coast

dialects had, but have since lost, a locative case with a class prefix

still existing among the 'Central African Ba-Tonga.
M. Junod tells us that the inhabitants of the coast between

San Lucia Bay and Inhambane consisted originally of an in-

digenous primitive Bantu population, who were unacquainted with
the use of iron. At a later date it was subjected to invasions of

other tribes, some from the north, others from the south. O'f

these, immigrating from the north, that speaking the Hlengwe
dialect seem to have been the tirst in the field—a rude tribe that

was even ignorant how to kindle fire. Pushing out the aboriginal

Ntimba and Chilambo, Tchpoi and Tsonga tribes, they settled on
the east (left) bank of the Limpopo: and from them sprang the

Ma-Kwakwa and Inhambane (Nyamban) clans, the Hlengvv'e of

ChigonTbe and the Hlengwe of Madzibe.
Another horde, the Ba-Loyi, were evidently akin to the

r.a-Luyi or Lea-Luyi of Coillard : that is, the tribe variously

known in different dialects at Ma-Rotse. Ba-Ruyi, Aa-Lui, Aba-
Lozi. Ba-Lozwe and Ba-Rotse. now living in Lealuyi, the swamps
of the Upper Zan\besi, under their king Lewanika. Both Livin-

stone and Father Torrend have held the view that these Ba-Loyi
or Ba-Rotse are closely allied to the neighbouring Ba-Lunda or

Ba-Runda on physical and linguistic grounds ; while MM. Junod
and Coillard unite in tracing them back to the Ba-Nyai and
Ma-Kalanga. The Ba-Loyi of Lealuyi claim to have come
from the east, i.e., Mashonaland or Banyailand ; the 'branch of

Ba-Loyi which has come east and become a branch of the Tonga
group uses " Miinyai! " as the form of salutation : but it speaks

a Thonga dialect known as Nwalungo, and occupies a tract

bounded by the Olifant and Limpopo Rivers and the Longwe
Mountains. The adjoining Ma-Luleke clan also speak Nwalungo.

Another East Coast tribe of Central African origin are the

Tembe, or. as Perestrello called them in 1554, Zembe. Like
the Ba-Loyi, they were of Kalanga origin, as their salutation
'' Nkalaiiga! " shows. Dr. Livingstone tells us* that the people

of Cazembe (Ka-Zembe) were IJa-Loi or Ba-Lunda, and their

country Bailunda, Lunda or Lui, so called by the Portuguese,

It seems clear, therefore, that in times past the Ba-Loyi and
Ba-Lunda were closely related aifd the terms interchangeable,

and that they were connected with Perestrello's Zembe.
In the sixteenth century the Zembe or Tembe dwelt south

and west of the Limpopo and in the Lower Komati basin. At
a still earlier period, according to tribal traditions, they once lived

on the confluence of the Limipopo and the Pafuri. In 1554 the

kingdom of Tembe was situated north of Delagoa I Jay, between

it and the Limpopo River, which formed the northern boundary.

The successive chiefs or " Kapclas." as they were called, lived

until the eighteenth century in amity with, 'but independent of,

the Portuguese, and carried on a trade with them in ivory and

* " Missionary Travels," p. 306.
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ambergris. But during this period they had worked round to

the south as far as the basin of the Maputa River, to which,
apparently, they gave their name ; for the Maputa was formerly
known as the Tembe or Temby River, a name now given to a

smaller river on the east.

Offshoots of the Tembe are the Ma-Puata, the Ma-Tolo and
the Ma-Nkura, classed linguistically as Ba-Ronga, and speaking a

Si-Ronga dialect.

In the " Narrative " the kingdom of Temby
" is bounded by the Bay and the River Mapoota on the east, north by the

EngHsh and Dundas Rivers, west by the mountains of the Olontontes or Vatwahs*
southwards by the little state of Pengellyf and south-east by the kingdom of

Mapoota."

In his report to the Admiralty^ Captain Owen says :

—

" The people of this kingdom [Tembe] are timid, tractable, industrious, keen
in traffic and treacherous, it is said, where their interest prompts, or a temptation is

in their way. With these people we had more intercourse than any others . . .

They are precisely the same people as those of Mapoota and Inyak, and all round
the Bay, all speaking the same language, I believe, as far as Inhambane.'"^:

This means, of course, as just explained, that they all beloag

to the Tonga Language group.

The Ma-Puta, offshoots of the Tembe tribe, subsequently

gave their name to what was once the Tembe, but is now the

Maputo or Usutu River. The Ma-Puta chief held the title of

Inyaka (Inhaca), to which the Inyak Islands owe their name.
" The eastern peninsula of the great bay and the island named by the Portu-

guese St. Mary are known by the natives as Inyack and Litt e Inyack (i.e., the

Inyaka's territory), and are now both subject to Mapoota. "§

In his report above referred to, which is dated 23rd May,
1822, Captain Owen says :

—

" Mapoota is bounded north by Delagoa Bay, north-west by the kingdom of

Temby, south by the kingdom of the Vatwahs or Olontotes, a very warlike and
admirable race of Kaffirs.''

In the " Narrative "' Maputa is described as the " oil country,"

situated southward of the great bay of Delagoa, bounded by a

fine navigable river on the west which separates it from Panegeia

(Panyele). This river is the Maputa or Usutu.

" It forms a portion of Temby, the dominion of King Kapell, which extends

entirely from the English and Dundas Rivers on the north."I

This territory includes what was 'ater known politically as

Tongaland, the lands of Umbigiza and Zambane.
" Matoll [continues the ' Narrative'] is on the northern branch of the river

of that name which empties into the English River [the southern boundary was
apparently the Dundas River]. Northward of Matoll lies Moamba, a very con-

siderable state. Mabote, Mamalong, Maghoy, Cherinda are small states at the

mouth of King George [river], but Manyess and Mamalong on the western bank
are now settled by the Vatwahs."

The Alanyess or Manisa River derives its name from the

Ma-Nisa tribe which formerly occupied its banks. The name

• A tribe of which we will speak later.

t Panyele.

I Theal's " Records of South East Africa,'' vol. i, p 469.

§ From the " Narrative."

«f Ibid.
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" Moamba " reminds us of the great Abamibo tribe of Natal
(Embo) of which it was probably a section. It was a chief
Manibe who had communication with the Dutch when they en-
tered Delagoa Bay in 1726, and a "king" Wamba who in' 1798
robbed Mafumo of the greater part of his territory.

It is probably, also, something more than a coincidence that
Mamba was the dynastic title of the Kalanga chief, a great po-
tentate who kept tame lions and elephants, and who w^as des-
troyed (flayed alive, the story goes) some three hundred vears
ago at his great place, Thabas Mamba (Mamba's Mount), near
Gwelo, by the Barotse invaders. A section of Makaranga,
according to native tradition, moved south to " Embo," some
three or four hundred years ago, driven down by the Ba-\^enda

;

and with them, if not of them, the two chief clans of the

Abambo, the Ama-Zizi and Ama-Hlubi. It may be remembered
that Father Fernandes, writing in 1560 to the Father Provincial
in India from Otongwe, distinguishes between the circumcised
Botonga and the uncircumcised Mocaranga, both living in what
was lately known as j^azaland or Gungunhama's country (Sabi
River basin).

We just now referred to Mafumo's territory.

" On the north of English River is the country of Mafoomo. The Mafoomo,
or Ofoomo, as Diogo do Couto has it, is situated between the mouths of King
George and Enghsh Rivers, and it is a very small state."*

In 1589 the Mpfumo or Mafumo tribe which also speaks a

Ronga dialect, was known to the Portuguese as the most power-
ful between the Limpopo and Umbelosi. Their chief Mpfumo
probably owed his title to the name Terra dos Fumos, or Smoke-
land, given to the territory because of the quantity of smoke
the Portuguese saw on the land at night. So says Do Couto;
but one would have thought smoke more easily seen by day

!

This tribe was also known as the " Makommates," and either

gave their name to or received it from the Komati River.

This tribe is supposed to have come from the south-west

or through Swaziland, but with this exception all the tribes above
mentioned, exclusive of Moamba, who were not Tonga (vis.,

the Baloyi, the Tembe, Ma-Puta (Ma-Nisa), etc.), were, ac-

cording to M. Junod, of northern origin, and allied to the Ba-
Nyai or Ma-Kalanga. They speak closely related dialects of

Si-Nwalungo, and are quite distinct from the shore-tribes in the

vicinity of Inhambane, the Tchopi and the Tsonga.

The other tribes included in the Tekeza, Tonga or Nyambane
language group which have settled in Portuguese South-east

Africa need only be briefly referred to, as they are not men-
tioned in the " Narrative." Such are the Hlabi and Bila of the

great plain of the Lower Limpopo, who speak the Bila dialect;

such, also, a tribe from the south-west, and now located between

the Komati and Olifant Rivers, known as the Khosa,f which

* " Narrative" and Owen's Report.

t Needless to say, these Khosa have no connection with the Xosa Kaffirs,

spelt Khosas and Koussas by the earlier writers.
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Speaks the Jonga dialect. In 1778-81 one of the Khosa chiefs,

called 'by the Portuguese the " Grand Caxa," was rich in slaves,

and carried on a brisk trade with the Austrians at Delagoa Bay-

in ivory and copper, and in gold, which was brought to the

coast from the kingdom of Kiteve or Quiteve. The copper they

obtained by means of the Hlangenu, a Tonga tribe which, so

far back as tradition reaches, have dwelt in the Lebombo. The
Hlangenu (Ama-Hlangana) speak a distinct dialect, and are

probably related to the tribe of A-Thonga now living in Nyassa-
land ; the Hlangenu of the Lebombo trade, as just stated, with

the copper-working tribes of the Transvaal, with the Ma-Kalanga
and with the Barolong residing so far west as the Kalahari. The
Hlangenu are called by the Ba-Venda 'Ma-Gwamba (Sesuto

'Ma-lvwaba ) , or the people of Gwamba, their first ancestor, by
whom they swear. From a curious custom of tattooing the fore-

head they were called by the Boers " Knobneusen." It was this

tribe, probably, that Vasco da Gama met on the Rio do Cobre
(Limpopo) in 14S9 engaged in their copper trafifiic, and called

by him the Boa Gente.

The Ama-Tonga (to distinguish from the Ba-Tonga) tribes

differ from the Zulu-Xosa and Bechuana groups in many ways.

They are sylvan and agricultural rather than pastoral, as is

evidenced by their currency (employed in the purchase of wives),

consisting of hoes instead of cattle. Their ancestral chiefs they

bury in forest glades which are sacred to their tutelary spirits.

They are devoted to the practive of divination and casting of

lots. Their political unit seems to 'be the village rather than the

tribe and, their law of inheritance and succession is exceedingly

peculiar.

In the manufacture of weapons and utensils they show much
originality, their battle-axes, for instance, being of a type cjuite

different from the Bechuana pattern. Captain Owen, in his

report, says of these people that

" they are armed with hassegays, spears and sometimes with small shields ;"

but he says nothing of battle-axes. He states, further that they

" have no clothes but the cotton they receive in barter from the Portuguese
or woollens they receive from the whalers ;"

but in earlier days their scanty covering was restricted to girdles

of palm-leaves and aprons of wild-cat skin.

"On the other hand [says Owen] , the Vatwahs clothe themselves in skins

of animals, live much on animal food, and cover their bodies in war with immense
shields of bullock's hide of an oval form much as the Kaffirs on the borders of the

Colony. Within the shield they carry from three to six or more hassegays and a

spear ready to be taken thence as from a quiver when required

" The natives of Delagoa Bay [he continues] are too timid to undertake

anything by night. The Vatwahs always make their attack at night, when they

are sure to find no resistance. The latter have an openness of character which
speaks much for them ; it is said that they never attack their enemies without first

sending to inform them of their intention and the time."

This appears rather inconsistent with the statement just

preceding, but, according to both Shepstone and Alberti, seems
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to have been actually the case, in the days before Tshaka, among
the Zulu as well as the Xosa tribes.* Yet, as Captain Owen
points out, the Vatwah " attacked our tents without notice and
most treacherously," excusing themselves by saying that they had
been persuaded by a son of King Kapell.

The report continues :

—

"The huts of all the natives of Delagoa Bay are circular, well and neatly
constructed, small and with a palisade fence enclosing an area round two or more
of them."

a description still answering to the Baronga, as described by
Junod.

" Polygamy is universal. A man's wealth and consequence is known only by
the number of women ; they are slaves to the men and the only cultivators of the
ground. Yet the men are much disposed to be industrious . . . They are
keen traders covetous but honest. Death is the punishment awarded for theft

among themseives."

To turn to the " Narrative "
:

—

" The chiefs of Mapoota and Tembe wear their heads shaved, except a large

tuft on the crown, on which is placed a small pad or roll into which the wool,
after being combed out straight, is tucked in with much neatness. The Zoolos or

Vatwahs, on the contrary, shave the crown and leave a ring of wool round the

head, but similarly dressed by being turned over a pad and Icept in its place by
wooden skewers."

//. Zulu.

This reference to the Zulu headring would in itself be suffi-

cient to identify this " very warlike and admirabl'e race of
Kaffers," called indifferently Olontotes, Orontotes, Hollontontes,

Vatwah, Zoolo and Zoolah, to which we shall now turn our
attention.

The word Vatwah, notwithstanding its application as just

recorded, appears to have been originally bestowed upon any
marauding or warlike tribe of Bantu 'by one or more of the

Ama-Tonga tribes. The epithet " mountains of the Vatwah

"

given by the coast tribes to the Lebomibo indicates that a tribe

called Vatwah originally came from the Transvaal or Swaziland
plateau.

Captain Owen uses the name Vatwah as synonymous with

Zoolo, and in his Report by the use of brackets hints that it is

equivalent to " Batua " or " Butua," a term by which the Portu-

guese of the sixteenth century designated a tribe or district

occupied by a tribe which Mr. R. N.- Hall locates in the Shangani
and Guai basins just north of Bulawayo.

In the sixteenth century, however, Butua was subject to

Monomotapa, and was probably inhabited by Ma-Kalanga, or

some closely connected tribe, and also, it is possible, by Bush-
men. If we accept the nomenclature of the Zulus themselves,
" Butua " may be translated as " Bushmanland,'* for Aba-Twa
is the Zulu word for Bushmen. Not only so, we find " Batua,"
' Batwa," the term applied in many Bantu dialects to the pyg-
mies of Central Africa, replaced in some cases by the allied

forms, " Ba-Koa," "A-Koa," " Ba-Roa.^^

* For Sir Theophilus Shepstone, see Bird's " Annals of Natal," vol. i, p. 156
;

for Louis Alberti, " Description physique et historique des Cafres," p. 190.
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The truth is, perhaps, that the territory of Butua was at

one time the home of the pygmies or the refuge of fugitive

Bushmen (one and the same race), and gave its name Batwa
or Vatwah to the broken and disorganised Bantu tribes who
afterwards made their way south from the interior, and thus

became attached by the Ama-Tonga to a portion of these tribes

upon their invasion returning from the South in 1820. It may
be noted that, at that period when Nathaniel Isaacs was in

Natal, the term " Botwas " was restricted to the native (Zulu)

elephant-hunters. These Botuas may have been a distinct clan

once renowned for its skill and prowess like the Aba-Tetwa,
but now their sole occupation was elephant-hunting. Under their

chief Fodo or Dumesa they had no fixed settlement, but moved
about in search of the elephant. When they found a herd of these

animals and succeeded in killing some of them they erected

temporary huts, and remained until they had consumed all the

flesh and secured the teeth, for the purpose of disposing of which

they would find their way to the frontier tribes, where they

would find a sale for their ivory.*

Butua is, in Si-Ronga, still used as a name for the Zulu

count ry.

Captain Owen states that the " people " of Delagoa Bay
also called the Zulus " Hollontontes." It is presumed that iie

refers to the white people residing there. If so, he is probably

right in his supposition that the name was " doubtless a cor-

ruption from ' Hottentot '
" as the Zulus came from the south,

which is considered the Hottentot country. But this only shows
to what guesswork the blunders of ignorance may reduce all

speculations of this kind.
" This name

|
he adds] they must have been acquainted with when the

Dutch first settled in English River, about one hundred and twenty years back
;

[i.e., in 1720 a.d.] This tribe [i.e., the Zulu] does not appear to have long
possessed power dangerous to their neighbours, but some years ago subjugated
Mapoota."

We are, of course, now well acquainted with the early his-

tory of the Zulu tribe, and know how it grew up from the

Mtetwa clan under Dingiswayo. and entered on its career of

bloodshed and conquest under Tshaka—the " Chaqua " of Owen
and the Portuguese settlers at Matoll. Henry Fynn gives a full

account of this in his posthumous papers published in Bird's

"Annals of Natal." It is noticeable that in this account he never
makes use of the term " Hollentont," although in an earlier des-

cription of Delagoa Bay. included by Dr. Theal in the " Records
of South-Eastern Africa,"! written apparently about 1823, he

refers to "Chaqua, King of the Orentonts." Lieutenant Fare-

well, at about the same date, gave Captain Owen a sketch of
" Chaka. King of Natal and of the Hollentontes." Of this tribe

he says :

—

" These, among the Africans are the bravest of warriors, being fearless of

death, at least when inflicted by the assegai ; but they have much dread of fire-

arms."

* Isaacs, vol. ii 42.

tVol. ii, p. 479.
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But in 1824, in his letter to Lord Charles Somerset enclosing a
copy of a grant or sale to him of

" Bubolongo or the Port and Harbour of Natal, together with the islands
therein and surrounding country as far inland as the nation Gowaqnewkos,"

Farewell speaks of Chaka uniformly as " King of the Zulus,"
and never once uses the term " Hollentont."

If we are to read for "Gowaqnewkos," " Gonaquas," then
if Chaka was not King of the Hottentots, he at all events claimed
sovereignty over all the intermediate territory occupied by Xosas,
Temhus, Pondos. etc.

Captain Owen, in his report already quoted, gives the fol-

lowing information concerning the redoubtable Zulu tribe :

—

' Of the Vatwahs all we learn is that they are from the interior countries at

and beyond the source of the Mapoota in the south-west and the mountain west
of English River. They are a martial people of free air, noble carriage, being
marked by boring the lower pendant flaps of the ears, with very large holes, which
is done by no other tribe round Delagoa Bay."

From what follows we find these remarks refer specially to

the branch of Abambo or Zulu known as the Endwandwe, wiho

were located between the Nkandhla forest and the present magis-
tracy of Ndwandwe on the sources of the Black and White Um-
volosi, and who alone, according to Fynn, were never, while

under their chief Zwide, subdued by the Zulu king.

But we find in the " Narrative " that
" Chaka expelled his [Zwide's] uncle Soon Kundava [in the text erroneously
printed ' Loon Kundava '] and upwards of five thousand of his adherents ; who,
passing through Mapoota, Temby and MatoU, laid the whole country waste, even
threatening to destroy the Portuguese factory. The extraordinary part of this is

that the Portuguese claim the whole of this country, and yet trade with its enemy
the Zoolos."

In his report of May, 1823 (already cited), Owen mentions
this Soongundava (as his name is here spelt) as being (also?)

the uncle of the present king Zeite (Zwide) of the Vatwahs
(Endwandwe), a minor at his father's death. Sogundaba, as

his name is perhaps more correctly spelt,

" took the government until his nephew should come of age, but then, being un-

willing to resign, a war ensued and Zeite turned his uncle and all his adherents

out of the country to find another for themselves ; for two \ears these latter have
been more destructive than a swarm of locusts to all the countries between their

own and the sea, and being of a'more manly, bold race than the natives of those

countries, have entered every part as conquerors, and at length fixed themselves

at Mamalong and Manyess, about thirty miles from the Portuguese factory."

King Zwide, after the succession of Sogundaba, did not

long live to claim his title invictus. Already weakened by the

secession of his bravest lieuteannt, Umsiligazi (Moselekatse) he

suffered a severe defeat from Tshaka in the Nkandhle forest.

After Zwide's death Fynn and Isaacs witnessed the rout and
flight of his successor Sikonyana and the scattering of his forces.

The fugitive chief took refuge, accompanied by the greater part

of his tribe, with Umsiligazi and his Matebele, as they were now
known. The remainder was absorbed in the Zulu forces.

Meanwhile Sogundaba's warriors to the number of several

hundreds, were not long in coming into contact with Captain

Owen's survey party. They were led by a young chief called
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Chingangany. but were driven oft" with loss, and later on were
warned that in view of their treacherous conduct they would
be treated as foes. Thus they were to send in hostages as a

pledge of peaceable behaviour or leave the AlatoU in four days.

But they found discretion the better part of valour, their flight

being accelerated, according to the " Narrative." by the sound
of a Red Imlian war-whoop set up by Lieutenant \'idal.

The Portuguese made some half-hearted attemtps to dis-

lodge them from the banks of the King George River, where
tliey had settled, and ultimately they resumed their course north-

ward. A few months later Captain Owen found at Inhantbane

' our old friends the Zoolos under the name of V.itwah, well known as a maraud-
ing banditti, leading a Hfe of constant warfare with those around."

M. Junod tells us from Tonga sources that Sogundaba
entered into an alliance with Manukosi. alias Soshongana, chief

of the Umdwandise (an Abambo tribe), who had fled from his

kraals north of the San Lucia Lake to escape Dingiswayo. These
two worthies, Sogimdaba and Manukosi or Soshongana. con-

tinued their march of rapine and destruction along tlie Lebombo
and Langwe foot-hills, fought the tribe of Khosa (the Grand
Caxa"). and then turned towards the " Bilene," and defeated one

of Tshaka's generals. Xgaba or Xgabu. who had been >ent in

pursuit. They penetrated the regions beyond the Zambesi as

far north as the Vao villages. Here Sogundaba quarrelled with

Maiuikosi. and the latter, returning sv~>uth, occupied the moun-
tains of " Mosapa." hence known as Gazaland. from "Aiba-

Gaza." as the I'mdwandise then called themselves. Manukosi.
who died in 1858. had two sons. Mzila or Linsila and ^LT\vewe.

son of the great wife and true heir. An incessant feud subsisted

between the brothers with varying fortune, first one then the

other occupying Gazaland. I'ltimately Mawewe died in Swazi-

land, and I'msila at Mosapa succeeded by hi> son Gungimhama
( Xgimgimyane'i ."*

The story of the Endwandwe. according to Miss Alice

Werner, is tJiat under " Zangendaba " (Sogundaba) they went
first to the Tong:a Country, as above mentioned, then to the

Basuto or Bapedi in Eastern Transvaal, then to the Ma-Kalanga.
where, as already stated, they were overtaken by Xgabu. Here
the account from Xgoni sources dift"ers from that given by Tonga
narrators. So far from Xgabu being defeated, he vanquished
the Endwandwe in two battles and chased them over the Zambesi.
Lo Bengula told Selous that there was a great battle which
lastCvl three days ; this he had heard from the old men of the

Aba-Gaza. Defeated and dispersed, the Endwandwe or A-Xgoni,
as they were henceforth called, retreated northward, crossed tlie

Zambesi at Zunrbo. and reached the high plateau west of Lake
Xyassa. where a branch of this tribe still are recognised as a

ruling tribe or caste.

• See also Transvaal Native affairs Department Blue Book, "A Short Histojv
of Native Tribes of the Transvaal." 1905.
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They were not very clearly distinguished from the Umdwan-
dise of Manukosi, who were also called A-Ngoni or Ba-Xgoni.
This tribe is. however, better known as Ma-Shongana or " Child-

ren of Soshongana," i.e.. Manukosi—hence " Shangaans."

There seems altogether to have been much confusion in

this nomenclature of the various tribes. The Ma-Shongana or

Mtsyangana of Manukosi and the Hlangenu or Ma-Hlangana
(also known as Ma-Gwamba and Knobnoses) are often both

called Shangaans.

The End'wandwe were known to Arbousset under the name
of "Atoantoas " ("Antwantwa," Sechuana pronunciation), who
in the time of Dingaan, '* when they were under Mawewe the

son of Manukosi " (i.e., when Manukosi and Sogundaba were
in alliance), spoke a dialect related to the Zulu, but sufficiently

different to render themselves ridiculed at the Great Place at

Univoti as " Maguelega " or stutterers.

///. Landccns.

On the mainland opposite the Bazaruta Islands

—

i.e., about
fifteen miles south of the Sabi River—Captain Owen met some
' Lindeens " or " Landeens,"
" a new nation from the interior who had completely exterminated all the old

inhabitants of the sea-coast between Sofala and Inhambane, whose habits were
so savage that unarmed traders of the Portuguese seldom visited them. The
name of the old chief was Na Ma"ssengoe, and the language a mixture of Delagoa,
Inhambane and IMajowjie

''

The "Majowjie" (A-Jawa or Wa-Yao) and the " Mak-
wanos " (Ma-Kua) were the two tribes round Mozambique best

known to the Portuguese in those days when the Zulus had not

reached the Zambesi, and Umsila and Gungunyama had not yet

established themselves in Gazaland. It is quite clear, however,
that the Landeens were neither Ajawa nor Makua; although there

is some question as to what tribe the term " Landeen " was
originally applied. M. Junod in his " Grammaire Ronga." states

that

"the anonymous author of the description of the Bay of Louren(;o Marques has
pointed out that '.All negroes are Landiiis I' But

\
he adds] we can scarcely follow

him implicitly in his ethnographical determinations, for he adds ' all the inhabi-

tants of these countries are Hottentots and have no religion "—two aftirmations
which are quite erroneous."

But this unknown authority is to some extent borne out in

the fonner assertion by the fact that (as we have already seen)

the term " Orentonts " or " Hollontontes " was given to the

Zulus, probably because they were supposed to have come from
the Hottentot country ; and doubtless the term " Landin " was
extended to the Tonga tribes after the time of Captain Owen's
visit to the Sabi in the same loose way. M. Junod continues :

—
" The term ' Landin ' was applied to the language spoken by the (Tonga ?j

tribe by the notary Rosario in a document dated 2nd April, 1805."

To this we may add that in the Statement of Case submitted by
the I'ortuguese Government to the Delagoa Bav Arbitration
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Court, we find also that jMayete Kapell is cited as styling him-

self and his people as " Landins."*

"Actually [proceeds M. JunodJ, it seems that the Portuguese geographers
designated under this name the Tonga tribe to the exclusion of all others."

And he quotes in support M. C. Xavier's map in the Bulletin

de la Societe de Geographic de Lisbonne :

—

" The epithet ' landin ' is applied to all the Tonga clans except the Hlengu
and Maputai"

"Whence conies this term? [asks M- Junod-] In spite of our re-

searches, we have not been able to discover the origin. It has not been
borrowed from the natives, and appears to have oriorinally meant natiz'c

or black- The Ronga around Lourenqo Marques still employ it in this

general sense, they apply it to all natives without distinction."

A similar idea appears also to have occurred to Captain

Owen, who adopted the view that it is a corruption of " L'Indien
"

(" Indian"), only to reject it on second and better thoughts.

M. Junod concludes:

—

" It is said that the natives on the Zambesi delta are also called
' Landins ' by the Portuguese. It is difficult to adopt this term, there-

fore, the more so since it is totally unknown in the interior, being
scarcely known except in the neighbourhood of the town."

One naturally feels some hesitation in atacking a problem
which so great an authority as M. Junod finds a difficult one;

yet the answer to the question :
" D'ou vient ce terme ?" does not

seem far to seek.

Like the word " Hollentont." the term " Landin ' 'has prob-

ably been loosely, carelessly and erroneously applied to all the

Tonga tribes, and even to all the East Coast Bantti, Abannbo,

etc., not excepting the Zulti ; but at an earlier date these tribes,

as well as the southern Tonga, stich as the Hlengwe (Hlengu)
and Maputa, were not called Landeen

—

i.e., the name was re-

stricted to the Ama-Tonga north of Delagoa Bay, especially to

the Ma-Gwamba and Ama-Hlangenu or Ama-Hlangana. and at

an even earlier date was confined to the inhabitants of the Sabi

basin and the Zambesi delta. But these tribes, as M. Junod
himself has shown, probably descended from the Ba-Loyi or

Ba-Rotse and the Ba-Lunda or Ba-Londa, who in Livingstone's

time lived in the country " named Londa, Londa or Lui by the

Portuguese," I now the kingdom of Lewanika, and who on

reaching the coast would be the " new nation from the interior
"

referred to by Owen. According to Coillard. the Barotse them-
selves say they came. from the East, and claim kinship with the

Ba-Nyai. J However this may be, if we grant that the noi'thern

.Ama-Tonga had a mixture of Londa blood or bore the Londa
name and held its traditions, then they would naturally be called

by the Portuguese of the early nineteenth centtiry " Londinos
"

or " Landinos," just in the same way that the Ba-Bihe or car-

* " Records of South-East Africa ' vol. ix, p. 135.

t Missionary Travels," page 306.

+ " Threshold of Central Africa," page 234.
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rier-tribe of Angola are called " Biheiios," and the Ma-Kua of

Mozambique and Nyassaland are called " Makwanos."

The theory that the Landeens had their origin in Ulunda
is strengthened by other instances of Central African tribes

finding their way to the south-east coast. Thus we have the

filtering down of the Makaranga and other tribes into Natal

;

the evidence adduced by the identity of name and traditions

of the Baloyi of the Limpopo and of Lealuyi ; the case of the

Batonga of the sixteenth century, of which a portion resided

in the Middle Zambesi, where they still exist, better known under
the Sechuana form of the name Batoka. and a portion lived on

the Lower Zambesi south of Sena, since destroyed as a separate

tribe by the Portuguese. Finally we have the evidence of Major
A. St. H. Gi'bbon, who points out that his Zambesi 'boys could

converse with the Alalunda, while the intermediate languages

spoken between this country and their homes were quite foreign

to them.

" This seems to point to the fact that two sections of the same tribe

have at one time been separated either by the emigration of one of

them, or by the wedgelike insertion of a great migratory move driving
them right and left-"*

AIeteorological Photographs.—The United States

Weather Bureau is forming, in its library at Washington, a

collection of meteorological photographs, and the Chief of the
Bureau has requested that this intention may be notified to mem-
bers of the South African Association, whose contriibutions to

the collection will be gladly welcomed. The following will be
specially acceptable : Views of meteorological offices, observa-
tories, and stations : Pictures of meteorological apparatus ; Por-
traits of meteorologists ; Views of their birthplaces and homes

;

Views showing the effects of storms, inundations, frosts, heavy
snowfalls, etc.; Cloud photographs; Photographs of optical phe-

nomena, such as rainbows, haloes, mirages, Brocken spectres,

etc. ; Photographs of lightning and its effects ; Photographs of

meteorologically interesting pictures in old books, or of early

prints and paintings, such as conten^porary pictures of the

damage wrought by the Great Stoi'm in England in 1703. Mem-
bers who may be willing to present such pictures to the Weather
Bureau, or to exchange them for Weather Bureau publicationc,

are requested to address their communications to the Chief of

the United States Weather Bureau (Library), Washington,
D.C. Senders are asked to note on the back of each print as

much pertinent information as practicable, and on direct views
of meteorological phenomena the place, date, and hour at which
each view was taken should be noted, as well as the direction

toward which the camera was pointed.

* "Africa from South to North." vol. ii, p- 36.



TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF CHEMICAL INVESTIGA-
TION IN THE CAPE COLONY.

By Charles Frederick Juritz, M.A., D.Sc, F.I.C.

Some people, seeing the title of this paper, may possibly

enquire with surprise whether there has been any chemical in-

vestigation at all in South Africa during past years. After a

long time spent in pursuing the purely practical, it almost seems
as if the pendulum is now swinging to the other side, and on all

hands a cry is arising for more research and more investigation

.

Do we, when making such demands, always understand what
we mean? Are the expressions that rise to our lips not often

merely catch-words? Is the return of the pendulum a reality,

or is it merely an illusion? Or is the illusion ours when we

—

the workers of the past—imagine that there has been some value
in the work that has occupied our minds and hands these last

twenty years? Have we—as a people—really ceased to concen-

trate all our thoughts on the purely practical, or is this cry

for research after all nothing more than the seeking for some
short-cut to "practical" results? If the latter 'be the case

—

and I fear that too often it is—then we are really no wiser now
than when we took no account whatever of research or investiga-

tion. If, then, we are under a delusion, it is time that we take

thought, lest, awakening to a dawning sensation that we have
not heen going along right lines in the past, we may uncon-
sciously head off in a different direction, imagining that uotcv

at all events, we are on the right course. This, I think, is the

serious danger that faces us at present.

As much as anyone, and perhaps more than most, the

writer has, during the last quarter century, repeatedly urged the

need of chemical investigation, and contrasted research and in-

vestigation with the short-sighted policy that finds no value in

anything that is not immediately practical. In the present ten-

dency, however, I cannot discover any inclination to recognise

that the path of unfettered research is in the end surest and
safest; the "practical" is still the fetish which we adore, and
while we surrender ourselves to the guidance of a pseudo-
investigation, we do so only because we have a vague fancy that

we will thus be carried to our " practical " goal by the speediest

way. Even then we like to retain sufficient control to afford

ourselves the liberty of using the goad should the pace not be

swift enough to please us.

That, to my mind, is far from the ideal that underlies in-

vestigation. If there is to be any surrender to the leading of
research, it must he unconditioned.

Furthermore, to direct a scientist that he must go and make
a discovery in a certain direction, and to demand from him, at

the end of a specified period, why the discovery is not forth-

coming, may be an indication that one's ideas of the methods
and possibilities of science do not even attain to the level of
those of the Shah who wished King Edward to execute the
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Astronomer Royal because he had no solar eclipse handy at the

time when His Oriental Majesty happened to visit the Obser-
vatory. We cannot make scientific discoveries to order, and, if

we appoint individuals or establish institutions with such an
object in view, our hopes are doomed to extinction. The only

way to proceed is to subject Nature to cross-examination by ex-

periment and counter-experiment. Thus, and thus alone, shall

we be able to elicit anything of value. How these questions are

to be put to Nature is a matter best left to counsel, and if the

client interferes with, or limits his adviser's discretion in this

respect, he risks losing his case and the costs as well. Most
scientific discoveries—1 am speaking now of those with an ob-

vious practical bearing—are made, as it were, by accident: the

investigator pursues the even tenor of his way, and in the course

of his journey the discoveries, one might almost say, just happen.

The last expression does not exactly fit, for the scientific mind
miust be on the qui vive for such " happenings," but my point is

that they come along the level of the pathway, and are not

just swooped down upon as the prey is by the eagle.

When in the past I have lamented the lack of chemical in-

vesti;gation, it has not been with the idea, which some seem to

have to-day, that eagle-flights ought of necessity to replace the

steady pursuit of a terrestrial pathway if we are to make satis-

factory progress. My complaint has rather been that the path

has been hemmed in and fenced, that barbed wires and obstacles

of other kinds 'have hindered advance. We shall be making a

sad mistake if we think that the proper way to pursue hence-

forward is to leave all the tangle and obstruction where it is

and to betake ourselves to wings. Our failure will then be

sorrier than ever before.

We read in history that when the Israelites emerged trium-

phant from the shackles of Egypt, a " mixed multitude " at once

ex'hi'bited parasitic tendencies toward the freed tribes ; but it

was not long ere those unrestrained camp-followers proved a

thorn in the side of the new nation on its way to the Land of
Promise. If we have indeed shaken off the ultra-utilitarian fet-

ters by which we have hitherto been bourjd, our path through

the wilderness will be anything but pleasurable unless the eggings

on of those who are ti'ith us but. not of us can be restrained.

As Professor Meldola said in his Presidential Address to the

Chemical Society (London) four years ago*, it is "the steady

plodding work which culminates in great discoveries."

Now I am happy to say that during the last quarter of a

century there has been done, under exceedingly narrowing cir-

cumstances, a relatively large amount of just this " steady plod-

ding work " in my own particular science, and for the most
part it has also ibeen, as Professor Meldola went on to say,
" quite unheeded by the general public." As for the institution

over which I have the privilege of presiding during twenty years.

the Cape Government Laboratories, I have freely admitted that

* " Trans. Chem. Soc-,"' vol. xci, p- 628.
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I have not been at all satisfied ; and so others, taking their cue

from my unconcealed dissatisfaction, have straightway raced

ahead and said in effect :
" Yes, we have done too little research

;

let us push on and get to some practical results." Precisely

;

that is just where the fault lies. We are striving to approach

our problems from the standpoint of the art rather than from
that of the science. The old, exclusively utilitarian tendency is

still there, as strong as ever, 'but unless we are careful it is

merely going to masquerade in a dress labelled " Research "

—

a dress showily ornamented so as to strike tlie popular eye, very

different in aspect from the sober hues by which true research

is characterised.

In view, then of the false position that is being thus created,

and the misleading issues that have been raised, it is my inten-

tion, on this occasion, briefly to review some of the plodding

work that has been accomplished, step by step, along the line

of chemical investigation in the Cape Province, Before passing

on to this phase of my paper more definitely, let me einphasise

the fact that scientific investigation is of necessity always plod-

ding, whether, like Professor Hertz, we attempt to deflect electro-

magnetic waves by means of zinc sheets and so all unconsciously

pave the way for the wireless telegraphy of to-day, or whether,

in a country where nothing of the kind has ever been done
before, we do the despised, humdrum, and, as some call it,

routine work of chemically analysing one sample of water after

another, until afterwards, when we have thus accumulated many
thousands of such analyses from different localities and sources,

we collate our figures and find ourselves face to face with
numbers of interesting, important, and it may be even far-

reaching—yes, let me add that word

—

practical conclusions. In
this time of national organisation in South Africa I would say

with all deliberation, if we want real chemical investigation,

and not a sham that will merely catch the eye of the populace
and tickle the popular imagination, there is no branch of chemical
science that we can aft'ord to ignore. We should recognise the

cohesion that exists, and the solidarity, so to speak, of the whole
chemical body, in which the eye cannot do without the hand,
nor the hand without the foot.

And now I shall pass on. To begin with, let me just give

some figures to show the extent of the work that has been done
in the Cape Laboratories from 1891, when they were placed
under my charge, up to the close of 19 10. The total number of

articles that were chemically analysed during that period is

37,982. Of these, 11,324 were milk, 1.820 were water, 1,849
were brandy, 1,573 wine, 1,146 soils, 1,347 vinegar, 883 were
rocks assayed for gold, 852 were samples of butter, 507 were
fertilisers, 267 were sheep and cattle dips, 331 were coal; there
were 159 cases of poisoning investigated; 114 specimens of sul-

phur imported for the treatment of oidium in vines and for
sheep-dips were examined, and 91 samples of common salt, the
produce of the Union. In addition to these, 15.719 other articles
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were smbjectecl to chemical analysis, into the details of which it

is impossible to enter here. A few of these latter may be re-

ferred to more particularly later on. All branches of the Public

Service were aided and all classes of the community.

Wati:r.

The water samples analysed—they number, it will be seen,

close on 2,000—alTtord an instance not oidy of the value of

laboriously adding analysis to analysis, in the plodding way that

has already been spoken of, but also of the manner in which
the results of analyses of isolated samples, which come to the

Government Laboratories from quite extraneous sources, ulti-

matel}' become, by careful conservation and methodical collation,

aggregated into an investigation of the greatest practical worth.

The direct objects of these water analyses have been for the

most part to ascertain the suitability of the water eitlier for

potable purposes or for use in engine boilers. Of mineral or

irrigation waters there have been comparatively few. As to their

localities, these waters were procured from places distributed all

over the Cape Province, and as to their respective sources, they

may be divided into three classes : surface waters, subsoil waters,

and deep-seated waters. The results of these many water
analyses are card-indexed in the Cape Town Laboratory, and
the bulk of them still await the requisite leisure for compilation,

comparison, and interpretation, and then codification of the facts

revealed. With the records of the potable waters there has
hitherto been no opportunity of dealing, and of the boiler waters
the indexed results of analyses of the surface and subsoil waters
also remain unsystematised. To the figures given by the deep-
seated waters alone had there been sufiicient leisure to attend,

and the inferences which they enabled me to draw were published

in my Presidential Address to the Cape Chemical Society in

1908. Of the waters belonging to this class somewhat over 350
had been analysed, and comparing the localities whence these

were procured with their apparent depth of origin, and so with
the geological formation whence they took their rise, the fol-

lowing general conclusions were arrived at :

—

1. That the purest deep waters in the Cape Province are those of
the Table Mountain and Stormberg series.

2. That lime and magnesia compounds are far more abundant in

the waters of the Karroo system than in those of the older rocks, the
Bokkeveld series apparently excepted.

3. That the Stormberg and more recent Karroo rocks, namely, those
of the Burghersdorp series, yield waters containing considerably smaller
proportions of chlorides than those of the older Karroo deposits-

4- That the most saline waters appear to be those of the Uitenhage,
Dwyka, and Bokkeveld formations.

5- That from the waters of the Table Mountain series sodium car-

bonate and sulphate are absent, and also, as a rule, magnesium car-

bonate ; but that calcium sulphate, on the other hand, is generally present,

as well as magnesium sulphate and chloride.
6. That the waters of the Alalmesbury beds differ from those of

the Table Mountain series in containing a larger all-round proportion
of salts and in the more frequent presence of magnesium carbonate,
and consequent absence of calcium sulphate-
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7. In none of the Ecca waters has any calcium sulphate been founds
magnesium carbonate being invariably present, and in most cases also
sodium sulphate, often with sodium carbonate.

8. That the older Karroo rocks yield waters of more varied com-
position, calcium sulphate again making its appearance, and even, in

some instances, noticeable amounts of calcium chloride.

9. That the Middle Beaufort beds, on the other hand, show much
more uniformly constituted waters. Calcium salts other than the car-

bonate are absent, and magnesium sulphate and chloride rare; sodium
salts bulk more largely in proportion, but. relatively speaking, the amount
of chlorine is less-

10. That this condition is more accentuated in the Upper Beaufort
and Stormberg waters, the proportion of chlorine appearing to diminish
as one passes geologically upwards from tlie Lower Beaufort to the

Stormberg formation.
11. That the majority of waters of the Middle and Upper Beaufort

and Stormberg series contain sodium carbonate, black alkali, in solution

—

an important fact in connection wnth agricultural operations in those

districts.

Looked at froni the engineer's point of view, the waters

from the Table Mountain series were, without exception, very

good ; those from the Mahnesbury beds were fair on the aver-

age ; those from the Bokkeveld series either poor or very bad.

The Dvvyka waters proved to be, generally speaking, very bad.

The Ecca waters were rather poor, those of the Lower Beaufoit

beds were bad as a general rule, while those of the Middle Beau-
fort beds were good. The Burghersdorp or Upper Beaufort beds

supplied water of fair quality, and good water was obtainable

from the Stormberg series. The Uitenhage series gave waters

of very variable qualitv ; most of them, however, were verv

bad.

In this connection I inay be allowed to repeat just one sen-

tence of the address to the Cape Chemical Society in which the

above summarised results were first detailed. That sentence bears

closely upon some of the opinions animadverted on at an earlier

stage of the present paper. Speaking of the numerous water
analyses which, when collated, afiforded the opportunity of draw-
ing the above conclusions, I said :

—

" We have a number of isolated facts, l:)ut we have to connect them
up by piling observation on observation, analysis on analysis, fact on
fact ; and this not at haphazard, but systematically, carefully recording
all modifying or influencing circumstances ; and we need, too. to educate
the public mind with regard to the value and desirability of agricultural

chemical investigation."

ToXICOL(X".Y.

But I must pass on to another exemplification of exactly this

point which the work of the Cape Laboratories has afiforded. In

the .'•hort statistical summary of our work above given it was
said that 159 poisoning cases had been investigated. Some of

these proved to be nugatory, in others arsenic had been the

poison administered, in others again strychnine, or some other

of the poisons more or less frequentlv met with in toxicological

practice. In very many of the cases, however, the problem set the

analyst was of quite a dififerent order. In the London courts

recently the skill of the analyst who detected a small quantity of
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the obscure and rare poison hyoscin was deservedly the subject of
liigh admiration. But many a case is tried in the Eastern Districts

Circuit Courts of the Cape Province wherein conviction turns
on the presence or absence of poisons zclwlly unknown to EngHsh
scientists. Ahnost every year, for many years past, I have pub-
licly recomnTiended that steps 'be taken to investigate these un-
known poisons, and up to the, present practically all that we
know of their chemical nature has 'been brought to light through
the medium of the Cape laboratories. T am not unmmdfid of
the work that has quite lately been done at the Wellcome Re-
search Laboratories, but it is scarcely to the credit of South
Africa that it should contentedly leave the active principles of
its therapeutically valuable indigenous flora to be exploited bv
private institutions in other parts of the world. The more de-
sirable course is that enough leisure should be at the disposal of
those W'ho have already initiated the local investigations, in order
that they may thereby be enabled to carry them to the important
issues that undoubtedly await them. That would be true re-

search, and if by research we mean something that wnW issue in

striking results, it is not impossible that it may possess even
that merit. Six years ago, in a paper read by me before the
South African Philosophical Society,'* I summarised the work
that had been done in this direction in the laboratories under
my charge ; and since then further investigations of similalr

nature have been set in motion. In no case, however, has there
been any opportunity of pushing any one of these investigations

to anything like finality, and I shall greatly regret it if, through
faulty perspective, those who have directly imparted the primary
impulse to several trains of investigation are now debarred the
right that priority gives them of continuing their researches.

The work that has fceen done in our laboratories clearly demon-
strates that there are immense possibilities before the chemical
investigation of the active principles contained in South African
plants. These are not limited to the aloes and buchus, but in

many other genera and species of the country's flora there are

alkaloids and glucosides, oils, resins and compounds of the aro-

matic series in profusion merely awaiting discovery and practical

application—and let me here again say the knowledge we possess

on this subject has come to us in the shape of that much-despised
" routine " work. None the less it has, as we shall see, greatly

assisted us in indicating just what special subjects were open
to fuller investigation ; in fact, it has been the only available

means towards this end.

Let me briefly give an indication of what we have found
thus far. It is just over ninety years since quinine was dis-

covered and isolated: its value as a tonic and febrifuge is so

universally known as to be quite independent of special emphasis,

and as a prophylactic for persons entering malarial districts it

is well-nigh indispensable. We have heard it said that for every

disease Nature provides a remedy close at hand, and so, when

* "Trans. S-A- Phil. Soc-," vol. xvi, part 2. pp- 111-133-
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the Spanish colonists in Peru were ravaged iby intermittent fever,

they found an effective drug in the Peruvian bark from which
the alkaloid quinine has been prepared in such quantities these

last ninety years. Southern Africa, too. has its malarial regions,

but in the Transkeian forests flourishes a tree which attains a

height of fifty feet, and its bark also is declared to possess

therapeutic properties similar to those of the Peruvian cinchona.

It is. in fact, locally known as the quinine tree, and by natives

as Hinjcia {Taberccnwniana z-entricosa Hochst). From the bark

of this large tree—its trunk is about four feet in diameter

—

needle-shaped crystals were extracted in the Grahanistown labora-

tory. The alkaloid, as it appears to be, is not quinine, however
much it may resemWe the latter in its anti-febrile properties, nor

is it identifiable with any other of the cinchona alkaloids. Its

chemical reactions are very striking, and for an application of its

therapeutic value it awaits investigation from the medical side.

Another potent drug is the alkaloid brucine. It may be

described at diluted strychnine, and is capable of therapeutic

application where less powerful action is desired than strychnine

would produce. A similar active principle has been found in

the bulb of Buphaiic disticha (tox'icaria) Herb., which contains

about four per cent, of what appears to be an uncrystallisable

alkaloid. The plant has undoubtedly proved fatal, and, although

Bushmen are said to have used it as an arrow poison, Smith*

mentions it as a remedy for the disease called red-water.

From a wooded kloof near Collingham. in the Albany Divi-

sion, after a four months' search for a plant that was said to

have caused the death of a Kafir woman, the Senior Analy^^t

at Grahamstown procured bulbs belonging to the Hccmanthns
family—whether pnniccns or magnificus could not be definitely

settled—from which he succeeded in extracting what appeared

to be an alkaloid new to science, in the proportion of aboiit one

per cent, of the dried bulb. The usual physiological tests were

made, in all cases with fatal results, and it was ultimately proved,

by comparing the chemical reactions, that the woman had died

after partaking of a plant preparation made from what was in

all probability the identical species. In this case the physiological

action, although resulting fatally, had not been sufficiently

marked in its s'ymptoms to enable the therapeutic possibilities

of the plant to be estimated.

So much for plant alkaloids; then, in several cases, what
were evidently glucosides have been met with under similar cir-

circumstances. For instances, the plant Trichilia drcgci E. Mey.,

which caused the death of a Kafir woman, was investigated, and
slender needle-shaped crystals, probably of a glucoside, were

obtained from it. Another plant containing a glucoside, un-

crystallisable apparently in this case, is Acocanthera venenata

Don. The glucoside is highly poisonous, arresting the heart in

systole, but if its action were under proper control it may
possibly serve as a valuable drug somewhat akin to digitalin. .A.

* " S-A. Materia Medica," 3rd ed-. p- 158.
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full account of the Cape laboratory investigations in this con-
nection will be found in my " Notes Regarding South African
Pharmacology," the paper quoted above as having been com-
municated to the South African Philosophical Society in 1905.

In addition to alkaloids and glucosides, poisonous glucosidal

resins and allied bitter principles have been found in a variety

of indigenous plants. For instance, the dried root of Polygonum
tomcntosuui, var. glabrum, was found to contain two and a half

per cent, of an acrid resin possessing characteristic chemical
colour reactions, and acting physiologically as a powerful de-

pressant. The plant is made into a decoction by the natives in

Temibuland and applied remedially in the cattle disease known
as black-gall sickness. x'\s far as could be seen from the fe\v

physiological experiments that it was found possible to under-
take, the active principle of the plant exerts a paralytic effect

on the muscles of the heart, eventually arresting that organ in

systole. On mice it proved rapidly fatal, and the probability

if that on human beings a sufficient dose would have a similar

effect: in fact, it was the death of a native girl at Kingwilliams-
town that led to the undertaking of this investigation.

A similar fatality led to an examination of Hceiiwntlvis

iiataloisis bulbs. From these bulbs .168 per cent, of a yellowish

non-crystallisable substance was extracted, and, after a series of

physiological experiments had been made, the conclusion arrived

at was that the plant is not directly poisonous, but produces
rapid emesis accompanied by violent straining, which, in the case

of constitutions not robust enough to withstand the effects, may
well prove fatal.

In 1907 a bulb known to the natives as tynmfyiunana, but

which it has hitherto been impossible to identify botanically,

was investigated and found to contain a resinous body possessing

well-defined and characteristic chemical reactions. The resin

was bitter and acid in character, and a woman was proved to

have died after partaking of the bulb. Physiological tests on
animals abundantly proved its rapidly acting toxic nature. Three
years later a herbal decoction prepared by a Kafir doctor came
under notice of the laboratory at Grahamstown, and was found
to possess a peculiar herbal odour which at once associated it

with the tyumtyuniana of the 1907 investigations. A resinous

substance was extracted from it. yielding chemical reactions

identical with those then observed, and the effect on the heart

and blood—for a person had died after drinking of the decoction

—was also similar to that resulting from the administration of

the iyumtyumana.
A year after the first experiments with the tyumtyuniana

bulbs, an investigation was begun of another bulb, called usiga-

gana by the natives, and no less than nine months were spent

unsuccessfully in endeavouring to procure a specimen with leaves

and flowering stalk complete for botanical identification. In this

case, too, severe physiological experiments showed that severe

emesis set in rapidly after administration, terminating fatally.
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in the case of a dog, within thirty minutes, the heart, after

death, being distended and engorged, and the muscular tissue

flabby. Further chemical examination of the bulb showed that

the active principle was apparently a glucoside and identical

with one found in another unidentified bulb from the same
district (Tsolo) five years previously.* So violent had been
the emetic effect upon a woman, whose death in 1908 resulted

in the investigation being taken up, that her spleen was ruptured

during the paroxysms.

A plant stated to be a species of Helichrysum, but which
it was at the time impossible to identify more precisely, was
procured from EUiotdale in 1908 for the purpose of investi-

gating its supposed toxic properties. Here again an acrid

resinous body was found, and definite chemical properties re-

corded. A peculiar nauseating odour was evolved on heating

with water. Physiologically the active principle of the plant

was found to act as a depressant, coupled with emetic and slight

purgative properties, without any striking toxic effect. More-
over, there has hitherto been no definite evidence of any human
fatality in consequence of administration of the plant in ques-

tion. Two years later, in the roots and tubers of Aster hispidus

Bak. (Diplopappus asper Less), known by the Bizana natives

as nozixckana and in EUiotdale as intshckisana, an acrid resinous

substance was discovered amounting in the air-dried material to

nearly .19 per cent. The plant proved to belong to the same
species as that investigated in 1908, and physiological experi-

ments were again made with precisely similar results. The
chemical reactions, too, were identical with those of the plant

already mentioned.

About the same time last year a plant known to natives as

moniuza, and identified as Knotvltoiiia hracteata, was the subject

of some investigation. The plant belongs to a genus the species

of which are extremely acrid, and the coimmonest are popular

colonial remedies for rheumatism, f A fairly large proportion

of a resinous body possessing very characteristic chemical re-

actions was obtained from this plant, but physiological tests did

not produce any apparent effects.

Decoctions prepared from Bowiea I'olubilis Harv. had been
found to result fatally in the case of human beings, and some
specimens of the plant were accordingly submitted to chemical

examination. An acrid substance was extracted, and it proved
to act as an irritant poison and a strong emetic. Sufficient of

the plant could not be procured to admit of any definite opinion
being advanced as to the presence of an alkaloid or a glucoside,

but there was no very characteristic chemical reaction observable.

SmithJ mentions the South African beetle Mylabris hifasciata

as deserving of export for blistering purposes, and predicts that

it will supersede the Spanish Cantharis vesicatoria in certain

* See " Notes on S-A. Pharmacology," p- 130-

t Harvey and Sonder, " Flora Capensis," vol. i, p- 4.

% " S-A. Materia Medica," p. 230.
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markets (provided it can be found in sufficient quantity) for the

reason that it contains twice as much cantharidin as the latter.

He goes on to observe:

—

" This Mylabris yields 2.09 per cent, of cantharidin, accompanied
with only 10-45 per cent, of extractive, while the Spanish Cantharis
produces only .42 per cent- (of cantharidin) and the more troublesome
amount of 18 per cent- of extractive."

In this connection a rather curious result followed an in-

vestigation by Mr. Muller in the Grahamstown laboratory during

1909. An analysis of the Mylabris which he made showed even

better results than those quoted by Smith, for with practically

the same amount of cantharidin—nearly two per cent.—there

was only seven per cent, of extractive matter, but the remaricable

feature consisted in the fact that the stomach and other viscera

of a man, who had obviously been poisoned by an administration

of powdered Mylabris, contained no trace of cantharidin, although

fragments of the insect's wing cases were clearly present.

One incidental remark before another branch of investigation

is considered. During the nine years 1902- 1910, inclusive of

cases of poisoning, the Cape laboratories investigated no less

than 259 chemico-legal cases in all. These, looked at super-

ficially, may be truly spoken of as " routine work." and in many
cases no new features could be expected, yet they v^ere worth
undertaking—from the point of view of scientific progress

—

because without this branch of work the interesting steps above
recorded in connection with the country's plant poisons would
never have been taken.

Soils.

Here I pass on to another phase of our investigational work
—a phase which I have brought so prominently before the public

in various ways during several years past that my words con-

cerning it on this occasion shall—relatively to its importance

—

be few. I refer to the investigation of the country's agricultural

soils. With this class of investigation my official connection

with the Cape Government may be said to have begun, for my
first report to Government was dated the 30th October, 1886,

and it comprised the results of analyses of twenty-nine repre-

sentative tobacco soils of the Cape Colony from the Divisions

of Tulbagh, Ceres, Worcester, Malmesbury, Swellendam, Heidel-

berg, Riversdale, George and Oudtshoorn. The Government had
then no laboratory of its own, and by favour of the South African

College Council and Professor Hahn, the investigation was con-

ducted in the chemical laboratory of that institution. Since

then, as already stated, over 1,100 soils have been analysed in

the Government's own laboratories, and the results of these series

of soil investigations have been published by me in the form
of a royal 8vo volume of 221 pages. In that volume I reiterated

the lamentation to which I had previously given utterance in my
pamphlet on " The Underground Waters of the Colony," and
in that on " South African Pharmacology," viz., that investiga-

tion in each of these three respects had not been ampler and
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more systematic ; but that there had been a far more than merely

appreciable amount of investigation everyone who takes the

trouble to read these records will, I think, readily concede. Some
of the ibroad results of the investigation relating to our soils

were lightly touched upon in the closing pages of the 8vo volume
above mentioned ; here, therefore, my touch will have to be

even lighter. The results there recorded amply show the solid

reason for initiating the undertaking. If they do not trace out

fully the connection between the ravages of bone disease in

stock and the composition of the soil, they at all events call

attention to the remarkable fact that these diseases find greatest

foothold in just those areas where the soil lacks lime and phos-

phates, and that the latter are lacking in many places is made
quite clear. The general poverty of the sandstone of the Table
Mountain and allied series is also evident, and if, basing the

question on that fact, it be asked why, then, " lamziekte " does

not make its appearance in the south-western districts as well

as in the east, one answer starts up at once: In the more easterly

districts the rocks in which the plant food constituents are de-

ficient stretch uninterruptedly over vast extents of country, while

in the west they are sufficiently diversified by granite and the

rocks of the Bokkeveld series. Not the least interesting feature

of the soil investigations has been the confirmatory testimony,

given in many cases by the practical experience of farmers, ci

the correctness of the theoretical deductions as to the probable
fertility or otherwise of certain soils, made, upon the presump-
tion of certain data, from the chemical results. In my book on
the Cape Colony soils specific cases of this agreement are men-
tioned with respect to farms in the Districts of Beaufort We^t,
Cathcart, Elliot. George, Kimberley, Komigha, Malmesbury,
Paarl, Robertson, Steynsburg, Swellendam, Tulbagh, Victoria

East and Worcester. Of course, discrepancies do sometimes
occur, ibut in the present state of enquiry one must needs meet
with seeming anomalies ; there is therefore a plain necessity for

pushing investigations further. The best means of determining
the proportions of plant food constituents in the soil have, to

a certain extent, been locally studied, with the result that methods
have been finally adopted which appear suited to the country's
circumstances.

It has also been shown, in connection with the irrigation pro-
jects that must continue to take up a large place in the

future development of agriculture in this country, how essential

it is first of all to enquire into the condition of the soil, and
here not only the alkali deposits themselves need investigation,

but equally so the physical condition of the soil. The value of
inve?tigations of this class was very definitely established in

connection with the abortive Thebus irrigation project, where
they were the direct means of saving the Cape Government from
entering into an expenditure of £150,000, that had been voted
for the purpose by Parliament.* How frequently barrenness

* I'idc Senior Analyst's Report, January-June, 1904, pp- 22-30-
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may be broug'ht about by factors other than mere deficiency of
plant food in the soil the Cape investigations have made abun-
dantly clear, and in many cases where there is no question of
barrenness at all the difference of texture between soils suited,

let us say, to the cultivation of potatoes and other soils of a more
clayey nature has exercised a controlling influence upon the class

of farming practised. It has been observed during the course of
our investigations that geological influences perform an important
part in this connection. For instance, mechanical analyses of the

soils taken from the south-western corner of the Cape Province,
where the Malmesbury and Table Mountain geological series

prevail, show that these soils are, on the whole, coarser than
the soil of the area within which, for the most part, the Bokkeveid
series occurs ; and this, again, yields a soil of coarser texture
than the rest of the country from which soils have been examined,
and covered chiefly by the rocks of the Karroo system, and more
particularly by those of the Beaufort series. Then, again, the

soils of the northern part of George and the Division of Union-
dale are considerably coarser in texture than the soils south of

the great Outeniqua range—that is to say, than those of the

southern portion of the Division of George and the Knysna
Division. In thirty soils taken south of the Outeniquas the per-

centage of fine earth

—

i.e., of particles below ^ mm. diameter

—

in the soil averaged about 94.5, but in twenty-one soils collected

to the north of the mountajn range the fine earth averaged onlv

69.3 per cent. I must confess that we have not had much
opportunity of studying the physical texture of the Cape soils

;

mechanical analyses have, however, been made of soils selected

to typify three broad classes, namely, the grain soils of the south-

western districts, the fruit and general farm soils of the Wor-
cester-Robertson area, and the deposited silts of the Orange
River.

From a chemical point of view the poverty of the Table
Mountain and Malmesbury series soils has been shown to con-

trast with the richness of the soils where the Bokkeveid series

and the Karroo system prevail, not to dwell upon the high chemi-
cal value of the river silts, the products of the erosion and de-

nudation that are going on elsewhere.

The knowledge which we have gained about our soils is

not so exclusively due to the accumulation of routine analyses

as in the case of some other phases of our work, for much of

the soil work was of my own initiation ; but even here it remains
true that the collation of individual results constitutes the sum
of them an investigation of exceeding value.

Fermented Liquors.

The list given towards the close of my introductory remarks,
summarising numerically certain aspects of the Cape laboratories'

work, includes 4,769 analyses of brandy, wine, and vinegar. If

anyone were to enquire what these analyses have resulted in,

he would at once be told that their outcome has been the Wine,
Brandy, Whisky and Spirits Act of 1906 and the Wine, Spirits,
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Beer and Vinegar Act of 1908. How did such a result come
about? To answer that question we must go back just over

six years. Large quantities of brilHantly coloured so-called fruit

cordials were being exposed for sale throughout the country. As
to the manner of their manufacture there was very little doubt,

and so representative samples were procured and analysed. At
first blush the analysis of such synthetic preparations could have

t-ut little, if any, interest for the agriculturist, and yet this first

step led to a series of investigations culminating in laws pos-

sessing the closest bearing on certain branches of agriculture.

Those cordials were found to contain varying quantities of the

preservative salicylic acid, and, amid the mass of conflicting evi-

dence that the subsequent legal proceedings brought forth, it was
soon seen how hopeless it was to rely upon the ordinary

machinery of the Food Adulteration Act to restrain the sale of

such beverages. However, even gentlemen who gave scientific

evidence for the defence readily admitted that the arguments

adduced by them in favour of the addition of salicylic acid to

the cordials then under consideration could not apply in the case

of wines. Steps were taken at once to investigate the point,

and ultimately led to a far-reaching series of analyses. Eighteen

samples of wine were first of all procured and tested ; the only

preservatives found in any of them were sulphur dioxide and
salicylic acid. Then a fuller investigation was made: 104 samples

were procured from farmers and 176 from dealers. No preser-

vatives except salicylic acid and sulphur dioxide were fovmd in

any of them, and in none of the farmers' wines was there any
salicylic acid. In my report submitted to Parliament,''" I strongly

urged the need of specific legislation, and especially of legislation

embodying definitions and limits in which the Food and Drugs
Act of 1890 was lacking. In the same Reportt I also drew
attention to the impasse that followed upon a series of investi-

gations that had been made into the composition of the brandy
and Vv'hisky on the local market, when a test case against the ven-

dors of a factitious whisky had resulted in a dismissal on account

of the absence of a working definition. I was accordingly com-
missioned to draft a Bill which, with a few modifications, ulti-

mately emerged from the Legislature as the Wine, Brandy,
Whisky, and Spirits Act of 1906.

It was generally recognised that this statute was to be only

the first of a series, but before a further tightening of the reins

could take place it was thought desirable to obtain fuller infor-

mation as to the composition of Cape brandies, and hence an
investigation was instituted in 1906 on lines similar to that

adopted for the wines during the previous year. Full analyses

were therefore made of thirty-seven samples of Cape and the

same number of imported brandies during that year, and of forty-

seven imported brandies and whiskies during the subsequent
year. These were supplemented by thirty-eight analyses of Cape

* Report of Senior Analyst for 1905, pp. 18-20, 25-

t Pages 15-17.
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wines, all the 149 liquors being specially procured for the pur-

poses of this particular investigation. The outcome was that

once again I was entrusted with the drafting of a legislative

measure, and as, following on our numerous analyses of vinegar,

an extraordinary proportion of which had proved to be practi-

cally diluted and coloured acetic acid, I had repeatedly drawn
attention to the necessity of specific vinegar legislation, it was
•decided to embody the requisite clauses in the Bill, and so the

second Statute of the series became law in 1908. Further legis-

lation along these lines had been under contemplation, but this,

as we all know, has been suspended by the establishment of the

Union. That the Acts resulting from our investigations have

been appreciated is clearly evidenced by the frequently expressed

desire, both inside and outside of Parliament, for their speedy

extension so as to embrace the entire Union within their scope.

Just here I may say that in 1907 the chemical composition

of typical Cape wines of definite origin was investigated, and
all the prize wines exhibited at every Government Wine Show
during the last score of years have been systematically analysed

in the Cape laboratories. These would probably aggregate alxDut

six hundred in number, and the results obtained are all available

for compilation when time permits.

Let me conclude this section of my paper by once more
drawing attention to the fact that the investigations into the

composition of Colonial wine, brandy and vinegar on the one

hand and of the imported articles on the other were undertaken

in the interest of the South African agricultural community, and
it was in that interest that the subsequent statutes were passed

and are at present being administered : yet it was in proceedings

taken under the Food and Drugs Act that all this had its origin.

It was this kind of interdependence that I had in view when
referring just now to the solidarity of the chemical body—

a

solidarity that will have to be carefully maintained if the greatest

good of the greatest number is to be achieved.

Fertilisers.

The two enactments above mentioned were not the sole

representatives of the fruition that came after years of labora-

tory work. In 1907 a statute vvas^ passed by the late Cape Par-

liament that had its first beginnings fifteen years earlier: this

was the Fertilisers. Farm Foods, Seeds and Pest Remedies
Act. As long ago as 1892 I suggested that investigation should

be commenced of the commercial fertilisers on sale in the

country, and this was done in the first instance by purchasing

the fertilisers through the medium of a commission agent. Al-

most at once the discovery was made that some, at least, of the

fertilisers on the market exhibited considerable anomalies of

composition. It was equally clear that to restrict the sale of

these was quite impracticable in the absence of legislative pro-

vision, and so in 1894 I suggested the introduction of the Bill

which ultimately became law in 1907. During the intervening

years the practice carried out was to purchase about a dozen lots
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of fertilisers annually, subject them to chemical analysis and
publish the results, together with the names of the. fertilisers

and their respective vendors, so as to enable farmers to see the

composition of at all events some of the materials purchased by
them, and their suitability to the needs of soil and crops. xA.t

length, after surmounting many difficulties and obstacles which

I have recently dwelt on elsewhere,'*' the Act was promulgated,

and under its provisions more than 150 fertilisers were analysed

last vear. The result has been that the control of the sale of

fertilisers has been organised with a surprising celerity. Diffi-

culties of nomenclature have vanished ; the employment of

unscientific or misleading terminology has ceased ; such terms

as " guano " are no longer applied to non-nitrogenous manures

;

the faulty stating of percentages has been stopped ; in the case

of such articles as superphosphates definite grades have been

established : the fineness of bone meal and of ibasic slag has

been legally fixed ; and all this has been done with the mercan-
tile community acting in the most perfect accord with the tech-

nical advisers of the Government, and assisting the latter by
proving their willingness to abide by the definitions which
characterise the fertilisers law and its concomitant regulations,

as they do the other two statutes referred to in the previous

section.

Fanners can now be far more certain than ever before that

the article they purchase is not appreciably different in compo-
sition from what they intend to buy.

Agricultural Produce.

Three legislative enactments have 'been mentioned. A fourth

had been not only drafted by me for submission to Parliament,

but had been introduced as one of the series of statutes intended

to stimulate and protect producers, and had been actually read

a first time in Parliament, when the prospect of Union obliterated

for a time all legislation on minor matters ; and so the Agricul-

tural Products Bill was temporarily shelved. This Bill had also

come into being through the connection of the Agricultural

Department Laboratories with the administration of the Food
Adulteration Act. and in consequence of the knowledge gained

from the routine work of the latter the need was realised of
taking legislative measures to foster the manufacture of Colonial

articles of agricultural produce to an extent which could not be

attained so long as they were subject to the competition of the

cheap, inferior products that were being poured into the country

from overseas. The articles whose manufacture in a pure con-

dition the Bill was particularly designed to stimulate and protect

were first of all the dairy products butter and cheese, but jam
and grain products were also specially dealt with. The result

cf examining about eight hundred samples of butter had been
to show that, eighteen or twenty years ago, the addition to butter

of margarine and other foreign fats was of common occurrence,

* Union Agricultural Journal, March, igii.
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and frequently the so-called " butter " consisted entirely of these
foreig:n fats. Then came a period during which supervision did
its effective work, and for many years an adulterated butter was
rare on the Cape market. The War "opened the flood-gates for

the import of tinned butters frQm abroad, and so brought about
a change from the satisfactory condition that had come about;
gradually it became no uncommon thing for butter to be found
preserved with boric acid and coloured by means of tropoeolin

dyes. In addition, the sale of other animal and vegetable fats

under the name of butter began to show signs of reviving. At
length it became increasingly diflicult to procure a pure butter

in Cape Town, and so the Agricultural Products Bill, intro-

duced in the interests of the farming community in general,

would have been of special value to the Cape dairy farmer, for

it was in butters imported from abroad that preservatives and
dye-stuffs were first noticed, and the practice of making such
additions to articles of local manufacture, when once it ob-

tained a firm foothold in the land, would soon become general

and difficult to eradicate.* Other undesirable practices have of

late also been detected by chemical analyses in the Cape Pro-
vince as having been introduced from oversea—for instance, the

process of renovating butter by melting out the fat from the

stale article and re-working it with milk or cream, subsequently

placing it on the market as " fresh .butter." Against all the

practices enumerated above and others the Bill made pro-

vision, on principles which had also been adopted by the United
States Department of Agriculture and by the Board of Agricul-

ture of Great Britain. What has been said about butter mav
be taken as having a corresponding application to cheese, that

commodity having been made from skim milk on the one hani
or by the use of lard, tallow and oils on the other, while even

margarine has frequently been found preserved with boric acid.

In jams, it was found, the use of cane sugar was being

superseded by glucose, which is the 'thick syrup obtained by
boiling starch with dilute sulphuric or other acid and evaporating

the piroduct obtained. The grain clauses in the Bill were in-

serted because of the practice of selling mixed flour or meal
without notification. In every one of its phases it will be ob-

served the proposed legislation had for its object the protection

of the South African producer, who could do without the props

of preservatives and sophistications, but was unable to make
headway against the imported articles which were so sustained

unless he too were allowed the undesirable and undesired privi-

ledge of sophisticating his produce.

Cereals anu Other Fodders.

More than twenty years ago i I carried on a short investi-

gation into the composition of Cape fodder plants, in the course

of which, struck by the small quantity of phosphates in a crop

* See also Senior Analyst's Report for 1908, p. 107-

t C- F. Jiiritz, " Colonial Fodder Plants and Woods," 1890, p. 27.
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of oats grown near Port Alfred, I expressed the view that the

soil on which the crop was grown would, if chemically examined,
show a corresponding deficiency. In course of time one analy-

sis after another demonstrated that such a lack of phosphates
prevailed, not only in the neighbourhood first mentioned, but

also in considerable areas of such districts as Willowvale, St.

Mark's. Queenstown, Cathcart, Komgha, Hopetown, Malmesbury,
Caledon, Bredasdorp, Swellendam, Riversdale, and George. Re-
search 'has shown that nitrifying bacteria need phosphates for

their development ; hence lack of phosphates is apt to go hand
in hand with retarded nitrification. Now phosphates are ex-

ceptionally needed by cereals—'wheat, barley, oats, mealies, and
rye. Some of the chief grain soils being poor in phosphates,

these cereals cannot flourish, nitrogenous as they are, unless the

deficiency be artificially supplied, and therefore I had advocated
this course for many years.* But whatever I had said about
some Cape soils I had never declared Cape cereals to be as a
rule deficient in phosphates. One can argue from the latter to

the former, but it is not possible to argue from the former to

the latter. A poor soil may cause a deficient crop, but not

necessarily a crop deficient in one particular constituent. Never-
theless, the snowball that I had set rolling gathered weight as

it went, and so the first idea spread was that all the soils of
the Cape Colony were poor in phosphates, and the next that

the Colony's cereals exhibited the same deficiency. Accordingly,

when a disease appeared amongst the horses at the large military

establishment that existed some years back where the Govern-
ment Agricultural College at Grootfontein is now situated, the
malady was in a most sweeping manner attributed to deficiency

of phosphates in the Cape oats ; the stir thus occasioned is still

within general recollection. The accusations brought against the

Cape oats were quite kaleidoscopic in their variety: to the im-
aginary deficiency of phosphates was added (in imagination)
lack of lime ; then it was discovered that carbohydrates were
wanting, and lastly, that there was an undue proportion of husk
to grain. In the first instance a preliminary examination of

Algerian, South American, Australian, Canadian and Cape oats

was made in the Cape Town laboratory. In none of the five

was lime deficient, and the Algerian, South American, and Cape
oats contained a lower proportion of phosphoric oxide than
the other two, so that, if they sinned at all, they sinned to-

gether ; at the same time it was absurd to imagine that the
difiference in this respect could be sufficient to account for a
sudden onset of bone disease in cattle.

The investigation of cereals having thus begun, it has be'^n

continued to the present day. The first extended series com-
prised fifty-two samples of oats grown in eleven separate Fiscal
Divisions of the Cape Province. The conclusions arrived at were
the following :

—

* See "Agricultural Soils of Cape Colony," pp. 45, 47, 72.
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1. As regards organic food material Cape oats are equal in

value to those of other countries-
2. The average percentage of lime in Cape oats is normal-
3- The proportion of phosphoric oxide is somewhat lower than

the averages of published results from other countries-

4. The small deficiency of phosphoric oxide is of less im-
portance than would appear at first sight, for in all oats
the proportion of phosphoric oxide relative to lime is large

as compared with the requirements of animals, and the
deficiency of the latter must therefore be made up to the
animal from sources other than oats- This will be the case
no matter in which country the oats are grown-

The nett result of these conclusions is that if an animal

contracts a bone disease from being confined to oat rations,

such disease will occur quite irrespective of the source of the

oats, the latter cereal providing the animal with all the phos-

phates it needs for the bone structure, but an insufficient pro-

portionate amount of lime.

The investigation was thereafter extended to wheat, and
forty-three samples of the latter were analysed with a view to

determine their feeding values. Six of these were imported
from oversea ; the remaining" thirty-seven were grown in the

Cape Province. The proteins oi the Cape wheats were found
to be as rule lower and the carbohydrates higher than in four

out of the six imported wheats examined.

Immediately upon the conclusion of the wheat analyses a

preliminary investigation of Colonial barley was begun, because

of the oft-repeated statement that brewers had found it inferior

to the imported cereal for their purposes. Samples were there^

fore procured from the Worcester, Robertson and Montagu
districts, and analysed in the Cape Town laboratory. The alleged

defect was that Cape barleys contained an excessive amount of

undesirable nitrogenous constituents ; however, the preliminary

investigation revealed the proportion of nitrogen in the Cape
barleys to be considerably lower than the proportions which
characterise .brewing barleys from oversea, so that, if a low pro-

portion of nitrogen in itself indicate good quality in a brewing
barley, the Cape barleys would be excellent. The opinion is, how-
ever, that what affects for the worse the brewing qualities of a

barley is not so much the quantity of the nitrogenous constituents

as their nature. The investigation is at the present moment
being carried out on a scale comparable in extent with the oats

and wheat investigations already referred to, and forty-six

samples of barley, grown in seven separate districts of the Pro-

vince, are now under chemical analysis.

It is intended to continue these investigations in connection

with the other cereals, and with the co-operation of Mr. J.

Burtt-Davy, F.L.S., steps have already been taken to obtain rep-

resentative samples of maize. In this case, the Union of South
Africa being now an accomplished fact, the samples are being

collected not from the Cape Province alone, but from all parts

of the Union where the cereal is grown. Apropos of this latter

phase of the investigation, the possibility of establishing the
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manufacture of maize vinegar as a staple South African industry

has been considered, and in this connection the analyses of
seventy-two vinegars were recently discussed by me before the

Cape Chemical Society,*" the conclusion being arrived at that

whole maize and not maize grits would have to be employed for

such a manufacture if it were desired to avoid the overwhelming
competition of an imported vinegar prepared from damaged
rice. •

The present paper has already attained such a length that

records of other investigations made in the Cape laboratories

must either be condensed or omitted. So I shall just say, before

leaving the subject of stock food plants, that, in addition to cul-

tivated fodders, the nutritive values of several indigenous or im-
ported stock food plants have formed the subjects of prelimin-

ary investigation. Of these plants I can do hardly more than
mention the names.

Many years ago these investigations were commenced by
determining the food values for stock of some of the commonest
of the Karroo bushes, the " Draai bosje," as it is known vernacu-
larly {Diplopappns filifoliiis). the " schaap bosje" {Pcntaia vir-

gatc), the " vaal bosje" {Airiplcx Iwliinus), the " ganna

"

{Salsola aphylla), the " kouw goed " {Augea capensis), and
the " vijge bosje," or rather one of the many plants that are

spoken of by that name, that is to say, Mescinbrtantheiniiiii spino-

suiii*. In 1896 some determinations were made of tlie rela-

tive feeding values of the leaves and stalks of lucerne plants,

and of the leaves, light stalks, and woody stalks of " tagasaste."

The opinion was then expressed that, provided the difficulties

as to acclimatisation could be overcome, the last named might
prove a valuable addition to our fodder plants, notwithstanding

its volatile oil, which was apt to cause flatulency in horses.t

Two years later a series of analyses of prickly pear (Opiiutia)

leaves were made, and comments made on the place that this

article could take as part of a ration for pigs.J In 1900 a short

investigation into the value of Euphorbia caput medusa (" vinger-

pol") as a fodder was undertaken: as a succulent, nutritious

fodder it compared, in general, favourably with the " ganna
"

bushes previously analysed, but its dietetic properties were in-

terfered with by the presence of a resin. This resin, might,

however, possibly be got rid of by boiling§. The next investiga-

tion of this kind pertained to Erodium moschatmn, and repre-

sented the leaves and stems, gathered at a time when the plant

was in vigorous growth, flowering and seeding freely. || Other
plants have been analysed with the same object, comprising

amongst their number the vlei grass from the vicinity of Mulder's

** Vide " Malt Vinegar and Maize Vinegar," in C-G-H- Agricultural
Journal." of December, 19 ro.

* See " Colonial Fodder Plants and Woods," 1890-

t Report of the Senior Analyst, 1896. pp. 6t, 62.

X Report of the Senior Analyst, 1808, pp. 63-66.

§ Report of the Senior Analyst. 1900. pp- 50. Si-

ll
Report of the Senior Analyst. Jannary-Tune, 1904. pp. 31, 32.
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X'lei. and mealies and mealie cobs, the latter being compared
with ordinary dried fodder*. Investigations of a similar nature

were made during 1908 in regard to various species of prickly

pear, and the fodder plants Fhalaris commutata, Festuca elatior

and Paspaluin dilatatuin, and during 1909 with respect to the

Kafir melon { iiioiiketaaii). Another investigation has been
directed towards ascertaining the sugar content that can be
acquired 'by beet cultivated in various parts of the country,

and at various stages of growth.

Mineral Investigations.

The pecuniary worth of the chemical investigations con-

ducted in the Cape laboratories is not always visible to the by-

stander—certainly not in the way wherein they proved them-
selves valuable in connection with the Thebus irrigation project

alluded to on an earlier page : nor in the manner in which such an
investigation seven years ago saved the Corporation of the City of

Cape Town from paying f 100,000 for the right of extracting

a m3-thical asphalt from the gravel of Table Mountain in order

to pave the city's streets ; nor even in the way in which, still

more recently, many persons were restrained from speculation

while many thousands of pounds were lost by others who, not-

withstanding the Government Analysts' reports of a contrary

tendency, persisted in the belief that a fabulous wealth of plati-

num was concealed under the quartzites of the Witteberg Range.
As a rule the value of scientific investigation is slow in proving

itself: the instances just quoted are exceptions.

One series of investigations connected with the mineral

wealth of the country deserves quoting here. I refer to the

seven or eight dozen analyses that were made of salt taken from
the salt-pans that are found in various parts of the Cape Pro-

vince and Orange Free State. The results obtained were tabu-

lated and commented on in a short paper published in the Cape
Agricultural Journal, t and, while the purity of the salt produced
was found to be equal to anything imported from oversea, on
the one hand 28,000,000 pounds by weight of table salt were
being so imported annually, and on the other £15,000 worth of

salt was being prepared locally in one year, the output of a

working capital of only £57,000. ^

Another subject on which there has been a certain amount
of investigation is that of materials for pottery and earthenware.

Clays from Kingwilliamstown, comparing well with Stourbridge
fireclay, have been analysed, as well as ironstones resembling
Torbay paints, from the same locality. At East London, Molteno
and Cyphergat materials capable of producing good fireclays

have been found, while kaolins or China clays from George and
Oatlands have also been analysed.

A fairly exhaustive series of analyses of coal samples fro:a

almost every possible locality in South .\frica has been carried

* C-G-H. Agricultural JournaL July. 1908
t November. igo8.
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out, SO that the broad characteristics of typical coal from each

of these localities is now well ascertained. These analyses were
some three hundred in number, and, taken collectively, they

constitute a fairly thorough investigation into the technico-

chemical composition of South African coal.

All the above work—distinctly investigational in character

when the summarised results are considered—was undertaken

in the ordinary routine of the laboratories.

Milk.

In an earlier part of this paper allusion was made to the

fact that the late Cape Government's Agricultural Products Bill

had grown out of the analyses of butter and cheese that had been

made in the Cape laboratories. But no -word was said about

milk. It would be strange indeed if I closed this paper without

making any further reference to the eleven thousand odd samples

of milk that have been analysed in the laboratories under my
direction. In many cases milk of poor quality has been un-

doubtedly drawn straight from the cow, and the question has

been raised whether the sale of such undoubtedly a'bnormal milk

should be permitted. That point has been discussed by me at

length elsewhere.* Frisian cattle are remarkable no less for the

abundance of their milk than for its poor quality, and so a series

of experiments was conducted on a Cape Town farm with a

view to test the standard of milk supplied by Frisian cows, the

effect of our climate on such cattle, and the possibility of im-

proving the quality of the milk by cross-breeding. The in-

ference from the investigation was that the quality of the milk
would improve and its quantity diminish by Colonial breeding.

I need scarcely refer to the paper read before the Bloemfontein
meeting of this Association by Mr. Sinclair in IQ09, wherein
he tabulated some of the thousands of analyses of milk repre-

senting the Cape Peninsula supply that had been made in the

Government laboratories for many years, and dealt exhaustively
with the results arrived at. From a series of analyses made in

the Eastern Districts of the Colony, and comprising over four
hundred milk samples, a similar compilation was made by Mr.

J. Muller, now Senior Analyst at Cape Town. 1 These are
instances of the manner in which numerous individual and,

primarily, purely routine analyses, added together, constitute in-

vestigations of the most valuable type, for it must never be

forgotten that in scientific investigation, as in finance, it is care
of the pence that ultimately places the thrifty in the possession

of pounds. By thus hoarding up the analyses of individual

milks for years, we have been enabled to gauge the variation

of fat and other constituents in milk between summer and
winter, and to note the difference in this respect between Kim-
berley and Cape Town, for instance, the milk of the former

* See Senior Analyst's Report for 1902-

t See Union Agricultural Journal. March, iqii, pp. 194-198.
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place having been found to be some twenty per cent, richer in

fat than that at Cape Town.
There are numerous other points that could have been

brought forward in illustration of the idea with which this

paper has been drawn up. In its opening paragraphs I sug-
gested that the most valuable results are seldom, if ever, seized

upon by eagle-swoops, but are the outcome of steady progress
along a seemingly monotonous way; and I have just pointed,

without entering into details, to the thousands of milk analyses

which have been performed at Cape Town and Grahamstown,
and from which we have built up a considerable amount of
knowledge of the average composition of milk in various parts

of the Cape Province. Only the other day, at an Agricultural
Congress, complaint was made by a Transvaal representative

that there had been no similar milk investigation in that Province.
I trust that ere long I shall have the opportunity of rendering
such a complaint out of date, but let me press the point that we
can get the information zuc seek only by carrying out a large

number of analyses zvith monotonous insistence, and the sooner
we begin the sooner shall we arrive at a sufficient accumulation
of data to enable us to express definite conclusions.

That there are other aspects of research and investigation

of course I am perfectly well aware. Research in pure chemistry
is by no means encouraged as it should be, in spite of the dazzling
results that sometimes, as it were by purest accident, seem to

follow from investigations begun without any such expectations
— for instance, when William Perkin, endeavouring to synthesise
quinine, happened to discover mauve, and so opened the door
to the vast and wonderful coal-tar colour industry. There is

an opposite danger in this country, and it is the danger to which
I have alluded—the danger of being, in spite of the names by
which we call our operations, ultra-practical in our so-called

research, and so missing the fundamental units by which the

really valuable investigation that we need will he built up. About
eighteen months ago the editor of the United States Experiment
Station Record deplored the lack of a treatise on horticulture
in its scientific aspects.

"What a help [he said] such a book would be to both the teacher
and the investigator ! It would give the status of science in horticulture
in such a way as to furnish a starting-point for original and productive
investigation, and something to build on to.

I do not know whether the analogy is grasped, but
much of what some have been calling our " routine

work " is, with us, supplying precisely such a want as that

deplored in the sentence just quoted. Collated in the way
that we have been doing and hope to do in a greater de-

gree—for we have in hand a great deal of uncollated data

—

these many thousands of analyses, by their cumulative and pro-

gressive effect, will form a broad foundation on which to build

such a structure of investigation as the country needs. Here,
as in other connections, '" manv a mickle makes a muckle." Do
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not misunderstand me: the mere aimless accumulation of data

will probably be expensive and lead to nothing, but where routine

work is in any case essential, the safeguarding and husbanding
of its results may prove so valuable that it will be unwise and
improvident to leave them where they can never be made use

of for the general benefit. Let us not think, in our anxiety to

get on with the superstructure, that we are wasting time on
the foundations, because they are under the surface and out

of sight, and so do not glint in the sunshine : they constitute a

part of the building that we cannot afford to treat cavalierly

'because we wish to make a show with our granite and marble
above. A single plant that has developed upon its own roots

has a better prospect of enduring than a whole collection of cut

flowers which for mere show are tied to sticks loosely stuck in

the ground. Even foundations and roots, though underground,

must be admitted to be of value, and it was because I wished
to demonstrate something of that value and to illus-

trate how easily commonplace or routine work in chemical

analyses—all the more if it be pioneer work in an unexplored
country—directly connect with and point the way to investi-

gations which appeal to the popular imagination with greater

force that I was led to record these few phases of our work
during the last quarter century.

International Congress of Applied Chemistry.—The
eighth International Congress of Applied Chemistry will be held

in Washington and New York from the 4th to the 13th Sep-
tember, 191 2, under the patronage of the President of the

United States. The Congress will be presided over by Dr.

W. H. Nicholls. The Secretary is Dr. B. C. Hesse. 25, Broad
Street. New York City, and the Secretary of the British Or-
ganising Committee is Mr. C. G. Cresswell. Society of Chemical
Industry. Palace Chambers, Westminster, London, S.W.. from
whom a preliminary pamphlet may be obtained. The Congress
will ibe divided into the following sections and suibsections

:

Analytical Chemistry. Inorganic Chemistry. ^letallurgy and
Mining. Explosives, Silicate Industries, Organic Chemistry, Coal-

tar colours and dye-stuffs, Industry and Chemistry of sugar,

Indiarubber and other plastics. Fviels and asphalt. Eats, fatty

oils and soaps. Paints, drying oils and varnishes. Starch, cellulose

and paper, Eermentation. Agricultural Chemistry, Hygiene,
Phannaceutical Chemistry, Bromatology and Pharmacology.
Photo-chemistry, Electro-chemistry. Physical Chemistry. Law and
legislation affecting Chemrcal industry. Political economy and
conservation of natural resources. Papers will be accepted for

reading and discussion in all these sections, preference being-

given to those specially adapted for international discussion ;

these must be sent in not later than July ist. igi2. It is under-
stood that the Government of the Union of South Africa has
ibeen approached with a view to a delegate being sent to attend
the Congress.
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Similar invitations to take part in the deliberations and
work of the Congress have been sent to all the Governments of

the world, and all chemists, whether nidividually, or collectively

as Societies, should, as a duty to their science and profession,

put forth every possible effort for the complete success of the

Congress, and they are asked to demonstrate to their respective

Governments and to their fellow-countrymen that, in accepting

this invitation of the President of the United States, the confi-

dence reposed in them by their Governments has been fully

justified. To this end the hearty and enthusiastic co-operation

of chemists' and allied professional and business men, and par-

ticularlv of chemical and allied societies, is earnestlv solicited.

TRAXSACnONS OF SOCIETIES-

South African Institute of Electrical Engineers-—Thursday,
July 27th : J. H- Rider. V-P-I-E-E-, President, in the chair-

—"Atmospheric
phenomena and their relation to the production of over-voltages in over-
head electric transmission lines'": G. V- Adendorff. The author
dealt firstly with the varieties of atmospheric phenomena capable of
causing disturbances, and then with the probable effect of such phe-
nomena on overhead lines- Under the first head were comprised tem-
perature effects, altitude eft'ects, rain, snoAv. aiid hail storms, wind and
dust storms, atmospheric electrification, and thunderstorms- Over-voltages
were then considered, grouped under the heads of direct strokes, steady
electrostatic stress, impulses or travelling waves, and standing waves or
oscillations. Finally, the methods of protecting lines from over-voltages
were enquired into-

SouTH African Institute of Engineers-—Saturday, August 12th:
F- H- Davis, President, in the chair-

—
" The metering of compressed air "

:

J. L- Hodgson. Until recently the metering of compressed air had
involved considerable difficulties, accuracy of measurement to within one
per cent- had been attained by means of Messrs- Eckstein's calibration

plant, erected at Ferreira, and serving as a permanent air standard for

the Rand. The author proceeded to describe this plant- A detailed

description of the method of measuring air flows by the orifice and
manometer method was given, as well as the mechanism of the Venturi
tube meter, and that of the weighted door t\'pe-

Royal Society of South Africa.—Wednesday, August i6th : S- S-

Hough. M-A., F-R-S-. President, in the chair-
—"Note on the Heidie

Eibib, or stone mound of Namaqualand " : Dr- L. Peringue^. The
name is usually given to mounds of stone occurring in Namaqualand and
elsewhere, the erection of which is ascribed to Hottentots- One such
mound, recently opened, was found to contain portions of a skeleton.

It is stated that these mounds are of two kinds-
—

" The secular acceleration
of the orbital motion of the moon " : E- N- NevilJ. The principal
recorded ancient total eclipses of the sun were critically examined, and
the conditions of each eclipse calculated. It was not found possible to
bring all these recorded eclipses into accord with the tables. Assuming
a secular acceleration in the orbital motion of the earth, the origin
thereof, and its effects on the motion of the members of the solar sys-
tem were considered—" Some observations concerning the transmission
of East Coast fever by ticks": Dr- A- Theiler. It has been proved
experimentally that (i) the brown tick imago, infected as larva, by which,
in the nymphal stage, the disease had been transmitted, ceased to be
infective for susceptible cattle; (2) ticks fed on animals rendered im-
mune by inoculation were found to have been thus cleaned, and no longer
transmitted the disease; (3) ticks infected in the larval stage, and passed
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on to a rabbit in the nyniphal stage, lost their infcctivity in the adult
stage for susceptible cattle; U) clean or infective ticks feeding on an
animal that has recovered from East Coast fever do not transmit the
disease in their next stage; (5) all ticks, though reared and fed under
similar conditions, do not equally transmit the disease, a fact of which
explanation is difficult.

Chemical, Metallurgical and Mining Society of South Africa.—
Saturday, August 19th: W. R. Dowling, Vice-President, in the chair
"Sinking dperations at the Norma shaft, Kattowitz, Upper Silesia":
B. C- GuUaohsen. A description of the methods adopted by the
Kattowitzer Aktiengesellschaft for overcoming the difficulties met with
in sinking a shaft at the Ferdinand Colliery workings through layers
of damp sand, quicksands, bands of clay, and soft sandstone-

NEW BOOKS.

Johnson, J P.— The Mi)icra! Industry of Rhoiicsia. 9 in. X 6 in., pp. 90,
1 plate, interleaveti. Longmans, Green & Co., 8s. 6d.

Durand, Rt. Hon. Sir H. Mortimer.—.-i Holiday in South Africa-

unio., pp. xiv. _'75. London: William Blackwood & Sons,
191 1. 14 oz., 6s-

Sohomburgk, Hans'. —l/'i'/i/ uiid Wilde iin Hcrzcn Afrikas: Zivolf
Jahr Jai^d- uiid Forschuugsrciscii- 8vo, pp. xvi, 372- Berlin:
Egon, Eleischel & Co. 1910. 36 o/.., 8 marks.

Colville, Mrs. Arthur.—One Thousand Miles in a niachilla: travel and
sport in Xyasaland. Angoniland and Rhodesia; zvith some aecoujit

of the resources of these countries- - - . 9 in X 5^^ in-- pp- x,

312. Maps and illus. London, etc.: W- Scott Publishing Co-,

IDS. nett.

ADDRESSES WANTED.

The Assistant General Secretary (P-O- Box 1407- Cape To'vn)
would be glad to receive the correct addresses of the following members.
whose last-known addresses are given below:—

Aspland, C- Hatton, Witwatersrand Deep. Ltd-, P-O- Box 5, Knight's,

Transvaal.
Barton, Ernest Mortlock, Director of Works Department, Simons-

town. Cape.
Bay, Dr. B., P.O. Box 55i3< Johannesburg.
Bell, W. Reid, ALLCE., F.R. Met. Soc, M-l-E.S., P.O, Box 2263,

Johannesburg.
Boulton, H- C-. CO Messrs- Pauling & Co., Ltd., Broken Hill,

Rhodesia-
Brown, W. B., c/o Engineer-in-Chief, S..\- Railways, Cape Town.
Champion, Ivor Edward, P.O. Roberts Heights, Pretoria.

Crockett, John, 10, Transvaal Bank Buildings. Johannesburg.
Dickie. Andrew, 475, Currie Road. Durban. Natal.

Leech, Dr. J. R-, 4th Avenue, Melville, Johannesburg-
Macfarlane, Donald, M-I-C-E-, H-M- Naval Dockyard, Simonstown,

Capc-
Mirrilees. W- J-, 9, London Chambers, Durban-
Niehol. Thomas Thompson, P-O- Box 34. Springs, Transvaal-
Nicholas, W- H-, Durban High School. Durban- Natal-

Nicholson. J- Greg, Leliefontein, Government School, P-O- Carolinai

Transvaal-
Petersen, H- T-, P-O- Box 5, Cleveland, Transvaal-
Preston, James, 89, Arnold Road, Observatory, near Cape Town-
Southwell. Miss Jessie. 270. Visagie Street, Pretoria-

Van Oordt. T- F-, Harrismith, O-F-S-



THE PLACE OF CLASSICS JX MODEkX
EDLX'ATIOX.

Hy Professor Ri:iniiold Friedkicij Alfrkd Horrxlf,,

M.A., I5.Sc.

• § I. The major premise, which I lake for granted in my
argument, is that the control of education helongs to the corh-
munity. Education, in the illuminating phrase of a recent
American writer, is man-making. 'Jhe State is profoundly
interested in education l^ecause on the manner and suhstance of
the training which is obtainable in its scliools and universities

will depend the intellectual and moral qualities of its citizens.

I like to think of education, as Plato thought of it more than
two thousand years ago, as a preparation for efiPective citizt-nship.

^ 2. Granted this premise, it follows at once that nothing
deserves and requires the watchful care of the community more
than the subject-matter of the teaching imparted in it,^ educa-
tional institutions. What subjects are to be taught? At what
stages in the child's development? In what manner? To what
extent? All these are questions of which the periodical recon-

sideration is of the utmo.st importance. For there is always a

danger that an educational tradition establishes itself which:

gradually gets but of touch with- the living needs of a people.

And whilst this is more apt to happen in the schools than in the

universities, it is also more fatal in the schools just because by
far the greater number of men and women get their only pre-

paration for life there, and do not go to a university at all.

§ 3. Anyone wlio takes the troirble to read the signs of the

times, especially in the English-speaking world, is well aware

that the time has come when once again an overhauling of our

educational system has become necessary. More especially, the

teaching of Classics is the burning question of modern edu-

cational reform. Berkeley once said of philosophers that " they

first raise a dust and then complain that they cannot see." The
same rebuke may be applied even more fitly to the antagonists in

the debate on the educational value of Classics. There is hardly

any other question of national importance in which both sides

have so often spoilt a good case by bad reasons. And in the

dust of controversy some of the fundamental points have been

neglected.

§ 4. An educational system, once established, is hard to

criticise. Outside criticism is necessarily more or less ignorant

and ill-informed. Inside criticism is inevitably biassed in

favour of things as they are. An educational system is an

organisation of experts who claim, just because they are experts,

to be the sole judges of their own efficiency. With the sincerest

ihterition of judging fairly, they are yet prejudiced in their own
favour. They have to meet a criticism and a challenge, and

they retort by calling in question the competence of the critic.
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Think of the average schoohnaster's opinion of the average
parent's educational ideas! " Odi profanum vulgus." The
teacher, left to himself, is naturally the last to acknowledge the
necessity of a reform of which he might himself he the first

\ictim. He is content to teach what he was taught himself.

And by an association of ideas which is illogical but humanly
intelligible he is inclined to think that the system of which he is

himself the product cannot be bettered. He judges the tree by
its fruit, but then he is himself the fruit. And thus an educa-
tional system maintains itself by its own momentum, or, if you
like, by its own inertia. What is the result? We have witnessed
in the controversy which of recent years has raged about tlie

Classics the half-pathetic, half-ludicrous spectacle of ill-directed

attacks met by a blustering and uneasy defence—a defence which
was successful only because the real weakness had not been laid

bare. The defenders of Classical Education have taken up every

attitude from apologetic defence to scornful defiance, according

as the varying robustness of their consciences permitted or for-

bade them to doubt their own infallibility. The public, on the

other hand, feeling dimly that something was wrong, was yet

unable to analyse correctly and articulately the cause of the

disease, and, in consequence, has had to submit to a good many
hard names, e.g., Philistinism, Materialism, Commercialism, and
the rest of the opprobrious " isms."

§ 5. Under these circumstances, it is clearly the duty of

everyone who has the interests of education at heart, and who is

at the same time qualified by inside knowledge of our educational

system, to bring the discussion back to the fundamental issues

and to attempt an unprejudiced estimate of the place and value

of Classical Studies in modern education. The main questions^

as it seems to me, are : ( i ) In what lies the educational value of

Classics at their best? (2) Does the amount and manner of

what goes at present under the name of " Classics " in our
schools and colleges secure a profitable proportion of this edu-
cational value? (3) If not, must we discard Classics all

together, or is there a better way of teaching them, so as to

retain them as a valuable element in education ?

§ 6. I cannot do better than summarise the substance of the

current criticism of Classics in the words of a man who has
some claim to speak with authority, and who, at any rate, speaks

neither without experience nor without sympathy. I quote from
H. G. Wells's " New ]\Iachiavelli " the description of the hero's

schooldays (pp. 72-'/'/^ :
—

" We were taught, as the chief subjects of instruction, Latin and
Greek- We were taught very badly,, because the men who taught us
did not habitually use either of these languages We were taught
these languages because long ago Latin had been the language of civi-

lisation ; the one way of escape from the narrow and localised life

had lain in those days through Latin, and afterwards Greek had come
in as the vehicle of a flood of new and amazing ideas. Once these two
languages had been the sole means of initiation to the detached criticism

and partial comprehension of the world. I can imagine the fierce zeal of
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[Renaissance men] teaching Greek like passionate missionaries, as a
progressive Chinaman might teach English to the boys of Pekni, clumsily,
impatientl}^ with rod and harsh urgency, hut sincerely, patriotically, be-
cause they felt that behind it lay revelations, tlie irrestible stimulus to
a new phase of history. That was long ago. A new great world, a
vaster Imperialism had arisen about the school, liad assimilated all these
amazing and incredible ideas, had gone on to new and yet more amazing-
developments of its own. . . .

" There is no herceness left in the teaching now. . . .

" So it was I occupied my mind with the exact study of dead languages
for seven long years. It was the strangest of detachments. We
would sit under the desk of such a master as Topham like creatures who
had fallen into an enchanted pit, and he would do his considerable best
io work us up to an entliusiasm for, let us say, a Greek play. If we
flagged, he would lash himself to revive us- He would walk about the
class-room mouthing great lines in a rich roar, and asking us with a
flushed face and shining eyes if it was not ' glorious '

. . . Glorious

!

And being plastic human beings we would consent that it was glorious^
and some of us even achieved an answering reverberation and a sym-
pathetic flush We all accepted from him unquestioniiigly that
these melodies, these strange sounds, exceeded any possibilitv of beauty
that lay in the Gothic intricacy, the splash and glitter, the jar and re-

covery, the stabbing lights, the heights and broad distances of our English
tongue. That indeed was the chief sin of him. It was not that he was
for Greek and Latin, but that he was fiercely against every beauty that
was neither classic nor deferred to classical canons.

"And what exactly did we make of it, we seniors who understood
it best? We visualised dimh% through that dust and the grammatical
difficulties, the spectacle of the chorus chanting grotesquely, helping out
protagonist and antagonist, masked and buskined, with the telling of
incomprehensible parricides, of inexplicable incests, of gods faded beyond
symbolism, of that Relentless Law we did not believe in for a moment,
that no modern Western European can believe in. . . . And then out
one would come through our grey old gate into the evening" light and
the spectacle of London hurrying like a cataract, London in black and
brown and blue and gleaming silver, roaring like the very boom of
Time- We came out into the new world no teacher has yet had the

.

power and courage to grasp and expound- Life and death sang all

about one, joys and fears on such a scale, in such an intricacy as never
Greek nor Roman knew. . . •

" That submerged and isolated curriculum did not even join on to

living interests where it might have done so- We were left absolutely

to the hints of the newspapers, to casual political speeches, to the car-

toons of the comic papers, or a chance reading of some socialistic

pamphlet for any general ideas whatever about the huge swirling world
process in which we found ourselves. I always look back with particular

exasperation to the cessation of our modern history at the year 1815.

There it pulled up abruptly, as though it had come upon something
indelicate. . . ."

§ 7. Few will deny the substantial truth of this picture.

Few will fail to recognise that Wells has here voiced a revolt to

which their hearts respond. I am not thinking merely of the

average school-boy who generally learns too little of the Classical

languages to come to love them for the sake of the wonderful
world of ideas to which they are the gate. Even the student

who becomes enthusiastic in his classical studies must surely at

times doubt the value of his enthusiasms, and wonder whether the

time spent on Classics might not have been better spent other-

wise. However much a man knows of Greece and Rome, he
must be singularly lacking in sympathy and catholicity of interests
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if he does not, now and then, weigh sadly the heavy price at

which he has purchased a scholar's pleasures—the vast fields of
modern Literature in all civilised languages with which he can-
not, even at best, hope to gain more than a superficial acquain-
tance ; the long stretches of History which must remain for him
blank spaces, or a confused medley of hazy happenings shot
through, here and there, with more vivid episodes ; the rich

wonders of modern Science which he must leave unexplored.
Surely, the price which we are paying for a knowledge of Latin
and Greek is great indeed. Is the sacrifice worth the results

achieved ?

§ 8. This brings me back to the original question. \Miat is

the educational value of the Classics? To answer this question

we must make a distinction of supreme importance. We must
distinguish betw'een the ancient languages and the ideas of which
the languages are but the vehicle. Our classical education at the

present day fails because it neglects the distinction. \\'ill any
school-master, will any College Professor even, dare to deny that

the bulk of our Classical teaching in South Africa is linguistic?

We praise the Classics for the world of ideas which they open
to us, but we occupy our pupils with grammars and dictionaries.

We recommend the Classics for their philosophy and their art,

\\e call them the fountains of our civilisation and culture, but in

teaching them we omit the ideas which live perenially, and feed

our pupils only on the dry bones of dead languages. The prac-

tice might be defensible if we wished to train a nation of
" scholars," but who even pretends that this is our aim? Except
the few students who continue the study long enough to pass

beyond the linguistic stage, all others are condemned by our

system to remain in the antechamber. They never enter the

inner temple at all.

Hence my main theses, briefly, are :

—

1. That the real educational value of the Classics lies in

the thorough knowledge and enjoyment of ancient philos-

ophy, history, literature and art.

2. That the linguistic studies have little value except

as a preliminary to this appreciation of the masterpieces of

the ancient mind.

3. That all who never get beyond the linguistic stage,

or whose classical education remains mainly within the

linguistic stage, miss all that makes a classical education

worth having.

§ 9. If these principles are accepted, the practical proposals

required to give effect to them are : Let us throw overboard the

study of the ancient languages, or at least of Greek, and read

instead in the best translations obtainable as many of the master-

pieces of Greek and Roman Literature as we can, interpreted

by the best hand-books and commentaries which scholars can put

at our disposal. If we can give our students a background of

ancient History, Philosophy and Art, we need not deplore the
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loss of the languages. We shall have given them a hetter educa-
tion than all the present linguistic study can give them. " Sad
experience shows," says a recent Oxford writer, " what dense
and incredible ignorance about the ancient world, what it was, or
when it was, or where it was, or how it affects us, is possible to
some undergraduates who are supposed to have passed through
a classical education." Our present system fosters this ignorance
by misdirecting the attention and energies of the students to the
languages. As a result, our so-called " liberal " education does
anything but liberate the mind, anything but set it free in the
world of ideas. Granted that it is a fine thing to be able to read
the great Greek and Roman writers in the original texts with
the thorough understanding of a scholar—does it follow, I must
ask again, that our educational ideal should be to train a nation
of scholars ? Does it follow that to become a scholar is the only
way to get a liberal education? If it does follow", what a ghastly

failure is our actual education which claims to be " classical
"

and " liberal "
! But, fortunately, it does not follow. For,

surely, it is possible to enjoy Homer though one knows no Greek;
to be inspired by Plato though one has to read his dialogues

in translations ; to learn from the history of the Athenian
democracy or the Roman Empire, though one has to go to (irote

and Gibbon instead of to Thucydides and Tacitus. But what do
we do in our schools? Do we train the pupils' eye and mind
by contact with the concrete achievements of the ancient mind?
Do we teach them how to appreciate the beauty of Greek Art?
Or to absorb the fine thoughts of Greek thinkers ? Or to learn

from the genius of the Romans for Law and Politics No—we
feed them on grammiar and composition. Hence, in the name
of true culture, I should like to say to every school and college:

Abolish compulsory Greek : introduce compulsory Hellenism.

§ lo. I may be asked : Why not abolish Latin as well ? On
general principles, it seems to me, it should be possible to give a

sound liberal education even without Latin, provided Roman
writers are studied in good translations and Roman history and
constitution in the works of men like Gibbon and Mommsen.
Still, a stronger case can be made out for retaining the linguistic

study of Latin than of Greek. Latin is necessary to the historical

study of English, French, Italian ..and other modern languages;

it is indispensable to the historian and lawyer for the study of

documents, treaties, codes of laws, etc. ; it is still, if not a lan-

guage of intercourse, at least a living language, being the official

meclium of the Roman Catholic Church. Even so, it may be

doubted whether it is necessary to make Latin compulsory

for everyone even in secondary schools. There is a great deal

to be said for the German system of having schools " with
"

and " without " Latin. In dropping the languages and sub-

stituting good translations and handbooks, there is, of course,

the danger of cramming, but even the Oxford defender of

Classics, whom I have quoted above, acknpwledges :
" The most

sordid of crammed handbooks is better than a blank mind." The
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truth is that cramming' can be killed only by good teaching.

Awaken the pupil's interest, make him love his work, and he
will never be tempted to cram. And it is easier, after all, to

interest pupils in ideas and facts than in grammatical rules and
irregular verbs.

§ II. In fact, the strongest argument in favour of the

change which I advocate is that it would revive interest in

classical studies. Let a boy once be fired with genuine en-

thusiasm for the heroes of Greek and Roman history, let him
once through a good translation catch something of the beauty
and fascination of Homer or Sophocles, and he will often spon-

taneous-ly be led to the study of the language. This seems to

me the true educational order in which interest in the language
should grow up in the pupil's mind. The predominantly
linguistic study, as at present practised in our schools and colleges,

is a waste of time and labour. Its educational results are

insignificant, compared with the etTort squandered and with the

results which might have been obtained by a better method. And
only too often the pupil carries away nothing but a deep-rooted

disgust. For this reason, too, I haive no sympathy with those

who recommend the study of the classical languages merely on
the ground of their being a good " mental discipline." The
argument degrades the Classics. And, besides, one knows but

too well from experience what sort of teaching to expect from
those who believe that onlv in grammatical exercises is educa-

tional salvation to be found.

§ 12. There was a time when there was no " modern " side

to modern education; when boys spent the bulk of their school-

time on Latin and Greek, and learnt next to no science, no modern
languages, no history, no geography. None the less they got

what, in spite of its one-sidedness, was a good education. For
they did so much Latin and Greek that they passed beyond the

preliminary stage. They gained sufficient mastery over the'

languages to turn out a neat copy of Latin prose in flowing

Ciceronian periods, or a set of CTreek verses which would at least

scan. They learnt to feel delight in the handling of lan-

guage. They required an ear for rhythms and cadences, and the

balance of sentences. And the taste thus formed, the keen desire

for the right word in the right place, made them also more
fastidious about their own mother-tongue, more skilful in its

use, more careful of a " good style." ^Moreover, having got

beyond the linguistic difficulties over which the beginner stumbles,

their attention was set free to take in the thought and substance

of ancient literature, add in this contact of young modern minds
with ancient wisdom and art there was real and genuine educa-

tion.

§ 13. Those were the ideal days of classical education. They
have passed away through the pressure and the claims of
" modern " subjects. Room had to be made for these in the

curriculum. And rightly so, for it would have been an intoler-

able paradox if the scientific achievements of the modern mind
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had not been used to contribute materials to education, or if the
curiosity of the young about the world in which they hve, their
country and its language, history, products, relations to other
countries, etc.. had not been encouraged, guided, satisfied by
instruction. Hence, to make room for these things, the time
given to classics had to lie cut down more and more. But, un-
fortunately, the cutting down was done in the wrong way. The
most valuable forms of classical study were surrendered, the least

valuable retained. The substance of thought and culture was
dropped, the preliminary struggles with language and grammar
remained. All that makes classics the toilsome grind for
which so many students hate it survived ; almost all that gives
fascination and interest, that feeds the imiagination and stimu-
lates the intellect, was abandoned. The result is that classical

studies have largely lost their appeal, and. propped up by com-
pulsion, drag on an artificial existence. And the worse is that.

even so, the average boy learns so little of either Greek or Latin

at school or college that it has hardly any educational value for

him at all. For we have sacrificed all that is best in the study

of the Classics.

§ 14. We havCj then, to readjust our methods of teaching

the classics to the needs and ideals of modern education. We
have to cast out of our schools the classical languages in order

that we may re-introduce classical cnltitrc. The proper places

for the philological study of (Ireek and Latin, the training of
" scholars " in, the traditional sense of the word, are the Uni-
versities. There we can have a small number of experts and
specialists to be interpreters between the ancient and the modern

.

mind. There we can encourage and endow the first-hand study

of the ancient languages. But, except for these special students

at the Lmiversities, let us drop the languages, and retain, or

rather re-introduce, the substance of classical' culture through

good translations and hand-books. The problem, then, is : Can
we retain tJie substance, and sacrifice tlie languages? Tn other

words, cannot the works of classical writers maintain an im-

portant and valuable place in modern education, // they are

studied in good translations, rounded out by an interpretation

which will ultimately be derived from the authoritative expo-

sition of a few competent scholars?

§ 15. 1 believe this to be possible. And the proof is that

our religion rests on a translation the original of which not one

in a hundred Christians can read. How few, even of Greek
scholars, ever look at the Greek text of the New Testament?
How many can read the Old Testament in Hebrew ? Nor is the

translation perfect. Did we not a short time ago have a " Revised

Version " Yet our religion has not suffered from the fact that

we all read the Bible in our mother tongue. In fact, the very

scheme I am proposing for Classical education exists already in

religious education. That education is based, on a translation,

expounded by second-hand interpretations, which filter down
through clergymen and ministers from the Professors at Lhii-
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versities and Theological Seminaries. They are the " scholars
"

in Greek and Hebrew. They are the experts versed in the
niceties of interpretation. They have at their command the
whole apparatus of " Higher Criticism/' the facts of history

and tradition, the latest results of linguistic research and scholar-

ship, the latest finds and excavations. \\'hose religion is the

worse because he cannot read the Bible in Greek and Hebrew ?

Or because he has not been trained as a specialist in Theology?
§ i6. Here, then, is the remedy for Classical Education.

Let us drop the languages, but let us continue and increase the

study of the masterpieces of Greek and Roman writers in the

ibest translations which our scholars can furnish. Let us add
the study, in picture or cast, of works of art, and, above all,

the study of tlie history and thought of Greece and Rome,
taught so as to make clear their significance for the general world-
history, and their living influence on present-day civilisation.

Surely this is an ideal of which the realisation would not

be unworthy of the be.<^t efforts of all who care for preserving

to the modern world an education in Avhat has been well called
" The Humanities."

Agricultural Research Grants.—l he Imperial
Treasur}- has sanctioned the allocation of funds amoimting to a
maximum of £50,000 per annum for distribution by the Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries in order to promote agricultural re-

search in accordance with a scheme which will secure for each
group of the problems aft'ecting rural industry a share of attention

roughly proportionate to its economic importance. A\'ith this ob-

ject in view eleven groups of subjects have been arranged for, vh. :

(i) I'lant physiology, (2) Plant pathology and mycology. (3)
Plant breeding, (4) Fruit growing, including the practical treat-

ment of plant diseases, (5) Plant nutrition and soil problems, (6')

Anim;d nutrition, (7) Animal breeding, (8) Animal pathology,

(9) Dairying, (10) Agricultural zoology. (11) Economics of

Agriculture. In addition to these a sum of £8^000 will be avail-

able for special investigations, for which no other provision is

made. The Board of Agriculture hopes to secure the services

of trained men for work in connection with this scheme by

oft'ering during each of the next three years, twelve scholarships,

each tenable for three years and of the value oi £150 per annum.



SOUTH AFRICAN CLIMATIC CONDITIONS IN
RELATION TO AVIATION.

By Robert T. A. L\nes, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E.

The ideal climate for flying-machines is one of high barome-
tric pressure and windlessness, or steadiness of wind. It must
be confessed that in these two rec[uirements the climate of the

South African Plateau is not ideal. Over the greater part of

inhal)ited lands the barometer stands at 30 inches, whereas over

the Transvaal it is but 25 inches. Winds, although generally

moderate in force, are a marked feature of the climate of South

Africa; calms are rare, and sudden wind-storms are not u:icom-

mon. These features will be enlarged on.

Without an atmosphere, neither an aeroplane flying-machine

nor a balloon could rise from the ground, but the denser or

heavier the atmosphere is, the more easily will these machines rise

and remain suspended. If we imagine the atmosphere to become as

dense as water, flying-machines would tend to float on its surface

like a cork on water. The atmosphere is not nearly dense enough

to float an aeroplane, but it will float a balloon which has a reser-

voir filled with a gas which is lighter than the air. An aeroplane

rises because it is propelled through the air ; the propelling-power

is derived from fans driven by an engine. The motion of the

fans displaces the air and the machine moves forward, the in-

clination of the planes of the machine causing it to ascend or

descend.

These simple principles, which are known to every aviator,

show us at once that the lower density of the air over the South

African Plateau is unfavourable in itself. It is true that, on

account of the decreased density of the air, the engine will

revolve more freely, which to a great extent compensates for the

decreased density, but friction efl:'ects in the engine are increased,

and taken altogether, Jhere is a loss. As aeroplames in Europe

have not infrequently ascended to altitudes mucdT_ greater than

that of the South African Plateau, we learn that the decrease of

density is fortunately not sufiicient to interfere materially with

the success of aviation.

The matter of the winds is umloubtedly the most important

in either ballooning or aviation. In the highest regions of the

atmosphere, say from 20,000 to 30,000 feet, the movement of the

air has always a westerly component—that is, the air moves from

N.-W..W. or S.-W. to S.-E., E. or N.-E. This wind is too high

to have any influence on aviation, but it is important to remember

tliat whatever be the surface wind, the wind will veer, as the

altitude above the surface is increased towards the west. This

is the normal state of afl:'airs, but in disturbed conditions of the

atmosphere, especiallv during the summer season on the High

Veld, many cross-currents of air may exist ; thus the writer has
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seen a surface wind from the N. at a height of about 2,000 to
3,000 feet; this was replaced by a current from the S., whilst
higher up still (5.000 to 10,000 feet) the current was from the
W. These movements were indicated by the motions of the
different layers of clouds. Where these various strata mix, there
would probably be turbulent motion, which would be immedi-
ately fatal to aviation. A very slight knowledge of the clouds will

be sufficient to warn the aviator when these conditions are pre-
sent. During summer-time, over the greater part of South
Africa thunderstorms are to be ex]:)ected, and these sometimes
spring up very suddenly ; in some cases these storms are associ-

ated with the line-squalls : in any case, the atmosphere is in a
disturbed condition, and full of what the aviators have already
pithily named as " holes." All these condition are practically

inimical to successful aviation. If, however, these turbulent con-
ditions arc absent, the winds at an altitude of anything over
100 feet are undoubtedly regular and constant over a very large

area, and if taken advantage of, might be rendered of great use
in long-distance aviation. Over Rhodesia, the general surface
wind is E.-S.-E. ; over the Transvaal N.-E. ; over the Orange
Free State N., and over the Western Province of the Cape S.

These statements are too general to claim exactitude, and are
merely given as a first approximation, and as a peg on wdiich to

hang an example; thus if an aviator wished to travel from, say,

Pretoria to Capetown and back, taking advantage of the winds,

he w^ould pursue an easterly path going and a westerly one re-

turning, something like this : IVetoria, Johannesburg, Bloemfon-
tein, Port Elizabeth, Capetown, returning by Port Nolloth, thence

across the Kalahari Desert to ^lafeking, and then to Pretoria.

On two days out of three the winds would be favourable,

although now and then a consecutive five to seven days of adverse

winds would be met.

Meteorologists generally record only surface winds, and much
work must be initiated and carried out before reliable wind
itineraries for aviators can be issued, but the writer feels sure

that the conditions in South Africa are peculiarly favourable for

such. It is more difficult to state the precision with which the

force and direction of the winds could be prognosticated, so that

if commercial aviation became possible, predictions could be

issued; but there is no doubt that the indications 01 the baro-

meter will furnish generalities which the experienced aviator

could use with good effect. Even at present it is possible to fore-

tell when the conditions indicate the establishment of an anti-

cyclonic system (region of high barometric pressure) over South

Africa, with its accompaniment of gentle winds ; the breaking up
of an anticyclone sometimes takes place very rapidly, for reasons

which are at present obscure. During the opposite conditions of

affairs (low pressure over the interior of South Africa) fore-

casting becomes much more difficult, and one must often be con-

tent with the general warning that the atmosphere is ripe for the

establishment of disturbed conditions, which may develop into
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rain-storms or line-sqiialls at very short notice. But the avia-
tor has also to be on his guard when the weather is ideally per-
fect, when a cloudless sky and gentle zephyrs prevail. On such
days the heating of the soil by the sun's rays gives rise to in-

numerable atmospheric whirls, which sometimes become visible

as dust-devi'ls ; the diameter and length of these whirls vary
greatly, but it is seldom that one is less than 20 to 30 feet 'n

diameter. An encounter with these whirls would probably mean
an upsetting of the unfortunate aeroplane.

It is noticeable that the show-flights made by aviators who
visit South Africa have all taken place at the time of sunset ; at

this time of the day the atmosphere is relatively quiescent, Avhirls

and sudden gusts of wind being unusual. Still, better conditions

prevail at sunrise, but it would be impossible to get an audience

at that time.

A book to be called " Charts of the Atmosphere for Aero-
nauts and Aviators " is being issued by the authorities of the Blue
Hil'l Aleteorological Observatory, near Boston, U.S.A., and will

be published by John Wiley and Son, oi New York. This book,

it is announced, will deal fully with the bearings of meteorology

on aviation.

The successes already achieved by aeroplanists in the Northern
Hemisphere are sufificient to show that the investigation of the

non-surface movements of the atmosphere over South Africa

call for investigation by means of kites and baUoons, following

the lines of similar work in the Northern Hemisphere.

Thej 191 1 Comets.—Several photographs of Kiess's

comet, i()i]/^ were taken at the Transvaal Observatory during
Augu;>t, and it is intended to publish the whole series in one of

the Observatory Circulars. The comet was visible to the naked
eye for about a week, but was never brighter than the fifth

magnitude. With respect to the more recently discovered comets

it is noted that, during October, Brooks' comet, igiic, had been
increasing in brightness, and on the 21st, with the R.A. of I2h.

40m., and a N.D. of 15 deg. 13 min., it had attained a magnitude
of 2.8, and had been visible in the morning for over a week.
Ouenisset's comet. 191 1/. and Beljawsky's comet, 1911(7, had
both decreased in brightness, the former being of 6.8 magnitude
and die latter 3.4 on October 20th. The position of Quenisset's

comet was on that date I5h. 40m. R.A., and 26 deg. 47 min. N.D.,

while that of Beljawsky's comet was I4h. 53m. R.A., and i deg.

52 min. S.D. According to Prof. Nijland's observations at

Utreclit, tlie tail of Beljawsky's comet was 15 deg. long on
October ist, and of a broad parabolic type.
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By J\Irs. Julia F. Soli. v.

At the end of July a congress was hekl in London of special

interest to the Educational section of the South African xA.sso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science: it met to

" discuss ill the light of modern knowledge and the modern conscience
the general relations between West and East and between so-called white
and so-called coloured people with a view to encouraging between them
a fuller understanding and a heartier co-operation."

]t was iitly preceded by a meeting of anthropologists, professors

of one of the youngest of sciences, but a science that has already

undermined certain cherished convictions and shown that, as Dr.

Frazer states, " even superstition has rendered great service to

humanity " ; while in his last great book on " Totemism and
Exogamy " he has shown that even Parliamentary government,
i.e., government by the grand Council of the nation, is neither

an J'^nglish nor Aryan, but a human institution.

The increased facilities for intercourse and the increase of

travel. Imth European and non-European, has produced a revo-

lution which compels all thinking people to give some considera-

tion to the problems of how to deal with varying civilisations,

and the " Conflict of Colour," as Putnam Weale calls it, is an
ever present fact ; nor can we forget that in the " War of the

Civilisations," Europe has shown frequently not only her newest
weapons but also her oldest barbarities. Yet Sir Oliver Lodge
well points out,

" in cold blood and in the light of sanity and reason the settling of dis-

putes by means of bodily violence is manifestly uncivilised and barbarous."

A few 3^ears ago an Asiatic race beat in fair fight a great

European and Christian nation—a nation whose might and pre-

datory desires at one time disturbed the peace of many English

statesmen, and with this Asiatic people England formed an alli-

ance ; it marked an epoch not only in the history of the Empire,
but in the history of the world : the consequences lie yet in the

lap of the gods.

P'or many years the missionary and an occasional scientist

were the only Europeans who endeavoured to observe the golden
rule towards people of other civilisations; the majority, whether
traders, travellers or soldiers, for the most part so iDehaved as

to lead an Imperial poet to declare that " East of Suez, there

ain't no Ten Commandments," forgetting that morality and equity

know neither latitude nor longitude, and there is a certain fixed

minimum of obligation recognised by all but the lowest and most
degenerate of savages. Sir William Butler, in his recently pub-
lished Autobiography, reflects thus (of the Zulus) :

" People wonder how men whom we call barbarous have so often in

their lives a natural level of right and wrong, a sense of good and evil,
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which we imagine belong to ourselves and civilisation only. They forget
that in nature everything has a right and a wrong side, and that it is

only in art you have to teach people on which side the shadow falls."

The Chairman of the Congress was the Hon. Peniher Reeves,
Agent-General for New Zealand in London ; the President was
Lord Weardale. Honorary members and supporters hailed from
fifty different countries, and included twenty-five Presidents of

Parliaments, and the same ntmiher of British Governors and
British Prime Ministers. The writers of papers alone included

representatives of over twenty civilisations, and, where possible,

natives of the race most affected read papers on special prob-

lems. On the Honorary Committee were the following South
Africans: The Hon. J. W. Sauer, IVLL.A., acting Prime INIinister,

Sir James Rose-Innes, the Rev. J. S. Moffat, Dr. Abdurahman,
Olive Schreiner , the Rev. Ramsden Balmforth, iMrs. Saul
Solomon, Dr. J. J. McClure, and the writer. The Rev. W. Flint.

D.D. represented the local (Cape Town) auxiliary Committee,

Dr. Rubusana a section of the educated natives, and with him
the Chief Dalindyebo (Tembu), Tengo Jabavu, the well-known
editor of Imvo, was present, and read a paper ; the Rev. W. C.

Willoughby represented the missionary societies, Mr. Thomas
Searle the Women's Christian Temperance Union, and Mr.
Sampson, M.L.A., Organised White Labour; many individuals

were also present from South Africa, among them Miss Molteno,

daughter of the first Prime Minister of the Cape, and throughout

the country are many " passive " members

—

i.e., subscribers for

the valuable books and papers in connection with the Congress.

No resolutions were passed ; the Congress was pledged to

no political party or scheme of reform, though the Imperial

Government and Parliament gave valuable assistance, direct and
indirect. Neither religious nor political questions were touched

on, but certain aspects of Government were dealt with by Sir

Henry Johnstone and Sir Sidney Ollivier, both of them dis-

tinguished and successful administrators.

Though at present " 'tis an hour inhospitable to reason's

tempering word " in many parts of the world, yet the effort to gain

some common ground of action, some generally recognised binding

principle, is imperative; as the Head of Lovedale (Dr. J. Hender-
son) truly says, "the claims for racial justice based on religion

make effective appeal only to those' who submit themselves con-

sciously to its guidance. But racial questions are coming rapidly

to be the concern not only of Churches and Governments, but

also of the individual citizen, and demand teaching on lines of

policy and general utility, as well as of moral obligation."

Readers of Putnam Weale's books know how he emphasises these

points from a purely worldly and practical point of view, and

on the last day of the Congress Baron d'Estournelles de Constant

(member of the Hague Tribunal) read a paper on " The resi>ect

due by the White race to other races," surely if we are a superior

race, noblesse ohliyc—alas that it often does not!
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If prejudice seems too strong at present, either in our Indian

or our African Empire, let us consider how rapidly opinion has
changed on two equally important matters. A hundred and fifty

years ago the most respectable merchants in my native town of
Liverpool thought it no shame to be traffickers in slaves ; the

remains of the slave market there recently disappeared, and
Goree Piazza is still the centre of the still lucrative West African
trade. Sixty years ago the most brilliant civilian in Europe,
Ferdinand Lasalle, fell in a duel ; where, among Europeans, is

slavery now defended? And ;how completely among our own
people has duelling disappeared ! But though slavery lias been
abolished, the slave-owning instincts remain ; wherever one finds

dififerential treatment advocated on account of colour, or ibrutal

and savage punis'hments demanded in dealing with savages, there

are the instincts fully alive, and need both law and public opinion

to keep them in check. Not many years ago, a white nation, re-

putedly civilised, tortured its prisoners, and another nation boiled

the head of an enemy slain in battle over the camp-fire ; though
these things called forth indignant protests from the whole world,

the mere fact that they were possible shows how unequally civi-

lisation operates even among white people.

How greatly race and religion may separate white races the

painful history of England and Ireland shows. " Violence and
injustice beget one another," says Alahaft'y, and there are few
Englishmen who can read without shame a record of their

country's dealings with a nation to whom they owe Christianity.

Similar or worse horrors obscure the dealings of Russians and
Finns, Germans and Poles, Austrians and Italians : in the latter

case not even a difference of religion existing to palliate the

conduct of the stronger. It is necessary to emphasise this, as

one is apt here to regard colour as the dividing-line, but history

safys otherwise.

The meaning of race and nation and the problem of race

equality, together with the general conditions of progress, took
up the first day, dealt with by Professor von Luschau, Monsieur
Fouille, Mr. Joihn Robertson, M.P., Dr. Rhys Davids, Dr. Sergi,

Sister Nivedetta (India), and ]Mr. Spiller, to whose energy the

Congress was mainly due.

The second day began with " Tendencies towards Parlia-

mentary rule " by Dr. Lange of Brussels, followed by accounts
of such in China, Japan, Turkey, Persia, India, Egypt and Hayti,

and " The Role of Russia in bringing White and Yellow races

together " was dealt with by Dr. Yastchenko of Dorpat, in

Russia.

Then came peaceful contact between civilisations, mostly
dealt with by Professors of International Law, of whom no fewer
than 150 supported the Congress; and problems of economics
such as wages and markets, dealt with by professors of economics.

The third day dealt with the modern conscience in relation

to racial questions, and fitly began with " International Ethics,''
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by Professor Felix Acller of New York, one of the main pro-
moters of the Congress, followed by " The Jewish Race " from
the pen of Israel Zangwill.

The African questions come naturally under this heading,
dealt with by Tengo Jabavu, Mr. Blyden of Sierra Leone, and
Sir Harry Johnstone; while Professor Du Bois of Atlanta Uni-
versity dealt with the Negro in America.

The last day, July 29th, was given to positive suggestions
for promoting inter-racial friendliness, beginning with a paper by
Baron de Constant already referred to, and ending with " Sug-
gestions for a World Association for encouraging inter-racial

goodwill," by Professor Mead, of Boston, Director of the Inter-

national School of Peace.

A stimulus may be given to a more scientific study of our
various native races here, for every year it is less possible to

act wisely without knowledge. Papers on various points are
read at each annual meeting of this Association, and 'collectively

they should be valuable. A book on the lines of Mr. Dudley
Kidd's " Kafir Socialism," written with a less violent anti-Socialist

bias and a more scientific outlook on humanity, should be invalu-

able to administrators and law-makers here. There are already
works on native law and native medicine and tribal peculiarities

which need combining and collating. May not many of
our South African difficulties come from trying to force an
ultra-individualist civilisation on an inherent Socialist people (as,

according to Mr. Kidd, all the Kafir races are), and has the
Csesarean motto, " Divide and rule," which we have taken to

mean break down the power of the chiefs, always been success-
ful? What is the secret of the prosperity of Basutoland? What
are we to infer from the intellectual capabilities of Dr. Rubusana,
Tengo Jabavu, Mangena, the Kafir barrister, and Harold Cressy,
the half-caste Zulu, vvho was the first coloured man to take a
degree at the South African College? Many of our natives and
coloured people are seeking opportunities for education and
self-culture—^is it wise to force them to seek it, as Dr. Rubusana
did, in America?*—and the white race is reported to be lagging
behind in that desire for knowledge which it is the object of this

Association to encourage.

Sa3's Dr. Frazer

:

" Government- private property, marriage and respect for human life

are the pillars on which rests the whole fabric of civil society : shake
them, and you shake society to its foundations."

The best men of every race unite in supporting them. Though
abstract justice may appeal little to the native mind, the release

of the Pondo Chief Sigcau, on a writ of Habeas Corpus, by the

Chief Justice of Cape Colony from the prison into which the

* Mrs. Sprigg writes: " Dr. Rubusana was educated entirely at Lovedale, and
his degree was sent from America in recognition of his work in translating the

Bible ; but many educated Natives do go to America, and I agree it is a very great

pity."
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Cape Prime ^Minister and Attorney-General had flung him must
have sent a thrill through all coloured South Africa and out-
weighed a thousand unjust decisions of white juries trving
coloured prisoners.

Science knows no party nor bias, therefore one appeals with
confidence to a scientific association to promote in every way
possible the dealing with all our problems by the light of modern
knowledge, and anthropologists as well as statesmen are occupied
in Psyche's task of sorting the seeds of good from the seeds of
evil : even though the ideal time lie far ahead, " when the bars
of creed and s]:)eech and race that sever shall all be fused in

one humanity for ever."'

Note.

The following letter from the Rev. James Henderson,
Principal of Lovedale, was read at the last meeting of the local

Auxiliary Committee of the Universal Races Congress :
—

" It

has long been my opinion that the question of mutual race obliga-

tions and responsibilities should be dealt with on a basis wider
than that with which missionaries are primarily concerned.
The missionary passion is an experience limited to the com-
paratively few ; and the claims for racial justice based on
religion in the narrower sense of that term make efiective

appeal only to those who consciously submit themselves to its

guidance. But racial questions are coming rapidly to be the

concern not only of Churches and of Governments, but of the

individual citizen, and demand teaching on lines of policy and

general utility as well as of moral obligation. I have been con-

vinced that in such a country as Great Britain, of which so

considerable a proportion of her youth have to go forth to

lands in which their life must be lived in presence of backward

and subject races, there should be teaching on this subject in

the common school, and the State should see to it that, from

an early stage, broad, reasonable, and just views on this vitally

important subject should be inculcated. I consider that this

Congress may' prove the complement of the great Missionary

Conference held at Edinburgh last year, and I trust that a like

blessing from God may attend it."



XOTE UPON THE OCCURRENCE OF SCORODITE IN

RHODESIA.

By A. E. V. Zealley, F.G.S., A.R.C.S.

Scorodite was mentioned''' by the present writer as occurring

at Umtali, etc. Its mode of occurrence at Gwanda f and at

Tuli I was briefly described.

bisfribution.—Scorodite (hydrous iron arsenate), Fci O...

AS.O5.4H.P, is known to occur in several wddely separated

locaHties in Southern Rhodesia. The localities in which the

mineral is known to occur are as follows: Gwanda (Champion
Claims), Tuli, Odzi (Champion ]\Iine and Cairn Dhu ]\Iine),

(Umtali), and Victoria.

It further might be expected to occur, but has not yet been

recorded, at the following localities where arsenical pyrites is

known to be present: Farvic JNIine (Gwanda), Kimberley ]\Iine

(Alazoe), Slate and Arcturus !\Iines (Enterprise), Bessie ]\Iine

(Umtali), Sabiwa JNIine (Gwanda), Clutha and Ancient ]\Iines

(Umtali), etc.

Occurrence.—In each of the above-named localities where

the mineral is found, it occurs in masses in the gossans of mis-

pickel lodes, being an alteration product of that mineral. The
lodes occur in various members of the ancient schist series

(quartzite, hornblende schist, banded ironstone, etc.).

Associates.—The scorodite is associated wnth mispickel and

various minerals representing (i) the original associates of the

mispickel—actinolitic amphibole, galena, blende, pyrite, chalcopy-

rite, pyrrhotite, vein quartz; (2) minerals representing the de-

composition and interaction of the original minerals of the lodes

(mimetite, cerussite, malachite, azurite, sulphur, limonite, and

(?) arsenohte,§ (3) mispickel|l (the mineral from which it was
derived) ; and (4) minerals derived from the decomposition and

separation of the impurities of the mispickel ( ? annabergite,

gold).

Nature.—The mineral occurs in two main forms—compact

amorphous, and crystalline. It is generally mixed with quartz,

limonite, and the white mineral alluded to above. Mispickel and

t-he other minerals named are less common associates. The
colour varies chiefly from grey to "green and brown, dark-grey,

grev, greenish-grey, apple-green, yellow-green when mixed with

mimetite, brownish when altering to limonite, and whitish. \Mien

occurring as thin coatings or in the massive amorphous state it

* Eighth Annual Report of the Rhodesia ]\Iuseum, 1909, pp- 8. 28

and s^-

t Rhodcsiun Mining Review, April 20th and June ist, ig-io-

± Ninth Annual Report of the Rhodesia Museum, 1910, pp- 15 and .31.

§ A soft white mineral is commonly associated, but this I have not

identified ; it is not, however, arsenolite.

il
Lollingite (iron diarscnide) has not been proved to be present in

any ®f the specimens.
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is greenish-grey, and Avhen crystalline it has a pretty greenish-

grey to pale-green, semitransparent vitreous to adamantine and
resinous lustred appearance. The crystals are all very small

and in aggregates, :but many of them sliow good faces. The
compact, close-grained variety often has a marbled appearance

suggestive of serpentine. In some specimens grains and crystals

of mispickel mav be observed to be altering marginally to scoro-

dite.

Alteration.—As may be gathered from the above remarks,

scorodite is observed to alter to limonite and possibly also to

arsenolite—arsenic trioxide (As.^O.,)—but this latter mineral

needs to be carefully tested for, and the author was not able

to detect it.

Composition.—A quantitative chemical analysis tof the

mineral from Gwanda made by 'Sir. J. B. Bull gave:

—

Arsenic pentoxide SO-53 per cent.

Ferric oxide . . . . .3349
A\'ater (combined) ^5-98 ,,

lOO.OO

The material used for analysis was a mixed sample of amor-
phous and finally crystallised green scorodite. A little quartz

was observed to be present.

Economics-—^The mineral was iirst brought to my notice

whilst Curator of the Rhodesia Museum on account Of con-

siderable bodies of it having been pegged for gold. Free gold

is associated with the mineral at Gwanda and apparently else-

Avhere, but since the mineral appears to be only a surface cap-

ping, it is not likely of itself to be important as a gold ore.

At a small depth the gossan gives place to lodes of arsenical

pyrites from which the gold is less easily extracted ; interest in

it as a gold ore has somewhat decreased therefore. Still the

mineral has 'considerable importance. as an indicator of arsenical

pyrites which commionly contain gold and silver in amounts
which mav be profitably extracted.

Soya Bean Rubber.—The manufacture of a syn-
thetic substitute for indiarubber has recently been patented in

Germany. The basis of this preparation is the oil of the Soya
Bean which is subjected to the following treatment. Nitric acid

is allowed to act upon the oil in such a manner as to reduce it to

the consistency of a thick paste. This paste is repeatedly washed
with an alkaline solution, after which it is heated to a tempera-
ture of 150 degrees Centigrade. A homogeneous substance is

thus obtained which possesses the property of elasticity, and, in

addition to resembling true indiarubber in other ways, is declared

to be capable of vulcanisation.



so:me notes ox the trypanosomiases of
RHODESL\.

By Ll!:\vellvx Edgar W'h.liams Bevax, ALR.CA'.S.

When selecting a subject for a paper to place before this.

Association, I felt that a few notes on the t'"ypanosoaiiases of
Rhodesia might prove of interest, inasmuch as so many branches
of science are concerned in the elucidation of the varied prob-
lems presented by these maladies. But it was obviously impos-
sible in a paper such as this to deal adequately with a study of

such magnitude, and I have had to limit myself to a brief review
of the subject, emphasising those features which particularly

relate to this countr}-, or have been the subject of personal
observation and research.

The term " trypanosomiasis " includes certain diseases of
man and the lower animals caused by the invasion of the blood-
stream by minute flagellated i:)rotozoa called trypanosomes
[TpvTravoi', a borer, o-ojyu-i, body) from the characteristic

movements when viewed under the microscope.

The manner in which these parasites are transmitted from
sick to healthy animals varies, but, as far as the trypanosomiases
of this country arc concerned, the most common method of trans-

nn'ssion is by the bite of the so-called " tsetse fly," a fact which
has been long recognised and has given rise to the name " fly

disease." which is popularly applied to the trypanosomiases of
animals. It is impossible to determine when these infefctions

were first introduced into Rhodesia, and whence they came, but
the earhest of modern explorers of this country, Livingstone,
Kirk. Baines, Selous, Harvey Brown, and others encountered
the " tsetse fly." and recorded the heavy mortality of stock which
followed its bite. Many of the areas of infection defined by
them exist to this day. although the devastating passage of
rinderpest during 1896 apparently caused a check not only to the

disease but to the " flies " themselves, which, d.iminished con-

siderably in niimbers and distribution. I am obliged to my
colleague, Mr. Rupert Jack, (rovernment Entomologist, for a

map which shows very concisely the present and past distribu-

tion of Glossina iiiorsitaiis in Southern Rhodesia. This indicates

that recently the " tsetse fly " has to- some extent regained ground,
and Neave has made the same ohservation, confirmed by the

natives in the northern territories.

The economic importance of these animal trypanosomiases
is greater than appears at first sight. Large areas of valuable

territory are rendered inaccessible by animal transport and can-

not be opened up, or, when served by a railway, agricultural,

])astoral and mining development is severely handicapped if not

impossible. And when it is remembered th.at some three hundred
thousand human heings are said to have succumbed to sleeping-

sickness in Uganda during the past few years, the gravity of
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the recent extension of this plague in Rhodesia cannot be over-

estimated. [Moreover, the danger which menaces us is beset with

more than usual difficulties by reason of the uncertainty which

exists as to the identity of the species of trypanosome and the

manner in which the disease, which is of exceptional virulence,

is spread. For while human trypanosomiasis in the past has been

intimiately associated with the Glossina palpalis, recent cases

seem to have been contracted where this fly is not known to

exist. Until these uncertainties are cleared up adequate methods

of prophylaxis cannot be devised, and the possible limits of the

danger not only in this country but in the sub-continent cannot

be defined.

The trypanosomes are Protozoa of the class FJagcUata,

whose usual form is spindle-shape or fusiform, varying in dif-

ferent species and in many circumstances. The body consists of

a thin outer periplast surrounding an inner granular endoplasm.

About the centre of the endoplasm is a trophonucleus, believed

to be largely concerned in nutrition, while situated generally

near one extremity is another mass of chromatin regarded by
some as a kineto-nucleus, by others as an extra-nuclear centro-

some. From this a faint strand proceeds which ends with a

little bead—the blepharoplast—from which arises a flagellum

running through the endoplasm to the ectoplasm, which it raises

into a fold, known fromi its festooning as the " undulating mem-
brane." The flagellum may project as a free lash beyond the

parasite, such portion being termed the free flagellum. Some
diversity of opinion exists as to which end of the parasite must
be considered the anterior extremity, but in this paper the non-
flagellated end will be regarded as the posterior. The endoplasm
often appears vacuolated, and chromatoid granules are scattered

in it in varying size and numbers. Some authorities describe

longitudinal striations which traverse the body and aft'ord a cer-

tain contractility to the organism, and produce variations in shape.

The trypanosomes are capable of movement, the undulating

membrane, free flagellum and contractility of the body taking

part in locomotion. The degree and manner of movement is

often characteristic of a species ; thus the Tr. vivax of animals
encountered in Northern Rhodesia is so called on account of

the rapidity and violence of its passage through the microscopic
field.

The greatest importance has been attached to the morpholog>'
of the trvpanosomes, and elaborate systems of measuring and
diiTerentiating have been devised, with the result that innumer-
able species have been identified. The smallest irregularity in

any specimen has prompted some extremist to create a new
species, with the result that at the present day the classification

of African trypanosomes is in a state of chaos. The chief points

.seized upon for this purpose have been :

—

(a) Measurements, such as the length and width of the

various portions of the parasite and the total length of the

whole.
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(b) The shape and position of the various elements.

(c) The festooning of the unchilating membrane, and the

presence or absence of a free portion of flagelhim.

(d) The presence of vacuoles and chromatoid granules, etc.

Such details would appear to be of purely academic interest

;

nevertheless, practical issues of the greatest importance to this

country have arisen from them ; for this reason I refer to them
at some length.

It will be remembered that in the year 1902 Button and
Todd, during their investigation upon human trypanosomiasis,

encountered in horses in Gambia a trypanosome and distinguished

three forms of the parasite, namely

—

(i) "Tadpole forms," 11 m. to 13 m. long by 0.8 m. to

I m. wide.

(2) " Stumpy forms," the body of which was short and
squat. 16 m. to 19 m. long by 3.5 m. wide. Free flagellum

short.

(3) " Long forms," 26 m. to 30 m. long by 1.6 m. to 2 m.

wude, with a long free flagellum.

Later, in 1908, INIontgomery and Kinghorn announced that

they had found in cattle near Broken Hill an identical parasite.

This discovery stimulated careful study into the animal try-

panosomiases of South Africa, with the result that trypanosomes
of dimorphic type were found in Chai-Chai and Zululand by
Theiler, Portuguese East Africa by Connacher and Jowett, and
Southern Rhodesia by Bevan, but having slight features of dif-

ference from those described by Alontgomery and Kinghorn.

The most marked difiference was the absence of the long flagellated

form, and this circumstance gave rise to considerable controversy

ibetween the various schools, some authorities maintaining that

the original disease encountered 'by the Liverpool observers was
caused by a multiplicity of parasites rather than by one assuming
two types. It was found that the trypanosome of cattle in

Southern Rhodesia showed neither the very long form with free

flagellum nor yet the very small organism described as " tad-

pole " forms. It differed also in the last respect from that found
by Theiler and Jowett. But while experimentally endeavouring
to make a comparison between the- parasite of Broken Hill and
Southern Rhodesian cattle, a result Avas obtained which threw
a new light on the subject.

The circumstances were briefly as follows : Six fat-tail sheep

at Broken Hill were inoculated in February from a cow dying

of typical trypanosomiasis, and were sent by rail to Salisbury.

These animals all reacted, but no trypanosome with undoubted
free flagellum was ever encountered in any of them. From
isheep No. 2 a white rat was inoculated. Three days later try-

panosomes were found in the blood, of the long free flagellated

variety, in apparently pure culture. These were at first sus-

pected to be Tr. bnicci or Tr. IciOisi, but this was disproved,

for day by day as the infection progressed the long forms with
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free flagelluni became less nnnnerous, while other forms of all

graduation from the long form to tlie " tadpole " type made their

appearance.

Coincidently with the shortening and disappearance of the

free flagellum and the gradual rounding of the posterior end,

a shrinking of the undulating membrane, which became almost

inappreciable in the tadpole form, was noted. The gradations

were not acute, 'but one type merged into another, so that it

was impossible to determine where the long forms ceased and

the non-flagellated types 'began.

The observation further gave rise to a theory which I ad-

vanced at the time, and which recent experiences of other workers
seem to support, namely, that such circumstances as the jiro-

duction of anti-bodies by the host, or the unsuitability of the

uTedium for the existence of the parasite, gave rise to the smaller

forms which may be regarded as types de resistance. T was
perhaps too bold when I advanced the suggestion that the

numerous varieties of animal trypanosomiases met with in the

continent of Africa may have had a common origin, their sub-

sequent minor points of difference having been brought about by
natural conditions of passage, transmission and environment.

This certainly cannot be disproved, for such conditions have not
and cannot be duplicated in the laboratory, and I maintain that

the results obtained in laboratories far removed from a supply

of natural virus in natural conditions are entirely artificial, and
that the parasites so studied adapt themselves to their new sur-

roundings and assume unnatural characters.

Bagshawe, in the Sleeping Sickness Bulletin No. 18, records

this hypothesis and advances the experience of Doflein in sup-

port. This worker draws attention to the influence of age, food
and other factors upon the morphology of trypanosomes, and
instances the change in size and form when 7V. bnicei is trans-

mitted from rat to hedgehog. He says

:

" the di'iiiensions of the creature, its mobility, the size of the nucleus
and blepharoplast. and above all the relative position of these—all these
characters are not only labile in the natural state, but can be intluenced
by animal passage and artificial culture-"

He hints at the possibility of the conversion of one apparent
species into another. \A^endelstadt and Fellmer showed by ex-

periment 'how Tr. brucei in the blood of adders and tortoises

developed forms much smaller than the normal and how that

when the strain was returned to rats
(
i.e., highly susceptible

hosts), very large trypanosomes made their appearance.
Having advanced this hypothesis with some temerity, it was

with great satisfaction that I found so great an authority as

Bruce adopting a scale of measurements on a percental basis

expressed in the forms of charts or curves, giving the relative

prevalence of various types. These charts show a remarkable
overlapping or resemblance between various species considered
distinct. By this system it was shown that the variety of Tr.
diuiorphon met with by observers in Khartoum closely resembled
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the Tr. bntcci encountered in Zululand in 1894 and in<4L'ganda,

1901). and indeed, I^ruce asks whether it is not possible that

Button and Todd's original Tr. dunorphon may not have really

'been Tr. bntcci. At the risk of labouring the point, it may be

recalled that when Theiler sent horses into the old area at one
time infected ^vith Tr. briLcci, they became infected with a try-

panosome of dimorphic type. There is no doubt also but that the

type of animal trypanosomiasis in certain parts of Rhodesia has

changed. Old hands have told me of the acute .syniiptoms which
rapidly followed the exposure of horses, donkeys, mules and
cattle to the bite of the " tsetse fly " in the Hartley district.

]\Ien from Natal could not draw any distinction between the

disease as it was in 1892 to 1896 from that of which they had
had experience in the Delagoa Bay districts. At the present

time quite a high percentage of oxen sufifer from a very mild

'infection from which they recover, and equines appear to be

immune. May it not be that with the arrival of civilisation the

trypanosome, attenuated by constant passage through wild ani-

mals, become exalted in virulence in new and highly susceptible

hosts, in which, again, by acclimatisation it has once more become
attenuated?

This discussion may also be extended into the study of the

human trypanosomiasis of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. Two ob-

servers, Stephens and Fanthan, have drawn attention to the

peculiar morphology of a trypanosome in a case of sleeping

sickness from this country. I may say that their strain • was
obtained from an European. W. A., who apparently contracted

the disease in the Luangwa \'alley or some other part of North-

East Rhodesia. This patient arrived in Hartley, and his blood

was brought to me hy Dr. jMackenzie for examination. Trypano-
somes were found in it, and, by the courtesy of Dr. Heygate
Ellis, I secured a quantity of virus and originated a strain of

the trypanosomiasis, which 1 have ibeen carefully studying since

November, ic;o9. During this period I have not encountered the

phenomenon described by Stephen and F'anthan, namely, that

among the short and stumpy forms some have the nucleus at

the posterior (non-flagellated) end. I certainly have seen dis-

torted forms of the parasite, which have become altered in such

a way that the nucleus has appeared posterior to the centrosome,

but these might have been artifacts.

I did not feel justified in announcing the discovery of a

new species. The necessity for care in such a diagnosis is

obvious ; for, if we have in Rhodesia to deal with a new try-

panosomiasis, due to a species of trypanosome concerning which

we know nothing, our difificulties are the greater since there is

no guarantee that the old and tried methods of prophylaxis will

be of avail in arresting the spread of the disease.

Thus we see how important is the study of morphology, and

yet how dangerous is the dogmatic dififerentiation of species by

morphological features alone. For it must be remembered that
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the trypanosome is a plastic body, swimming in a medium var}'-

ing in viscidity, specific gravity and chemical composition ; the

examination of the details of the parasite requires the adoption

of certain methods of technique which vary with different

workers, and are open to discrepancies attributable to the in-

dividual factor of the operator. Even with the same worker,
using the same methods, results vary to a considerable degree,

and many other controlling tests are required before one is justi-

fied in declaring the identity of the organism under dbservation.

r.ut it must not be thought that 1 am endeavouring to dis-

count the value of exact study into morphology and the in-

formation derived thereby. Bruce, while lamenting the tendency
towards multiplying unnecessarily the number of species, offers

also an excuse for precise study of morphology in conjunction
with other tests on the grounds that

" if there is some well-marked difference in two trypanosomes, even if

alike in shape, such as their power of setting up disease in certain
animals, their mode of spreading from the sick to the healthy—it may
be in one by ' tsetse ilies,' in another by Stomoxys or Tobaiius, or by
other means—then, naturally- it is of great practical use to distinguisli
them l)y different specific names-"

But close attention to the morphology or appearance of the

parasite is also of great value in another connection. The theor}^

I advanced as to the possibility of variations in shape being
brought about by conditions unfavourable to the parasite has
recently received confirmation from several authorities working
in the field of therapeutics.

Nuttall observed degenerative changes in Tr. hnicci con-
sequent upon arsenopheiT\-lglycin treatment. He found that

:

" whereas before treatment 95 per cent- showed blue-staining protoplasm
protruding beyond the biepharoplast in the characteristic beak-like man-
ner, already one hour after treatment only five per cent- of the parasites
were free from granules, and, none showed the beak-like process pos-
teriorly- After two hours all the trypanosomes showed granules- After
three hours - - - nine per cent- had become rounder or were l^reaking

up."

Thomas made similar observations after the administration

of atoxyl, and Hindle has obtained similar results with Tr. gam-
biciisc after treatment with arsenophenylglycin. In the clinical

study of a case, therefore, such variations may be found to

aff'ord indications as to

—

[a] The natural resistance of the patient.

( /' ) The virulence of the parasite.

(
(•

) The effect of remedial agents applied.

The complete life-c}-cle of the trypanosome has not been
definitely worked out. although, as we shall see later, it is a
matter of practical importance.

In the peripheral blood the usual method of increase is

multiplication by longitudinal division. The kineto-nucleus
divides by mitosis followed by mitotic division of the tropho-
nucleus.
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" From the new blcpharoplast produced by divisic n a new flagellum
grows out either close beside the old one or at some distance from
it. The body of the trypanosome widens, and after the production of
two kineto-nuclei, two tropho-nuclei, two blepharoplasts and two Hagellas,

begins to divide from the anterior end backwards-'" *

As to schizogony or sp'ofogeny of the pafasite, tlie greatest

confusion exists. Aloore and Breinl described certain " latent

bodies " which Fanthan has recently described as non-flagellate

stages found especially in the lungs, spleen and bone-marrow,
during periods of decrease of trypanosomes in the peripheral

iblood of the host. The non-dagellate body contains the nucleus

and kineto-nucleus, the cytoplasm and flagellum having disin-

tegrated, and is supposed to have a definite capsule which renders

it resistant. Under certain conditions, it is claimed they can
be seen to gTow and flagellate, turning into trypanosomes.

JUit none of the present theories appear to be completelv

satisfactory. It is known that during the course of an infection

the peripheral blood contains from day to day varying numbers
of parasites, increasing or disappearing in definite cycles.

It is generally assumed that during those periods when para-

sites are absent, or rather are not visible in the peripheral blood

when examined under the microscope, that the latent or resistant

stage occurs in some of the organs (spleen, bone-marrow, lungs).

Nevertheless, such apparently sterile blood is infective by inocu-

lation into susceptible animals. Bruce has conducted filtration

experiments and has found the filtrate non-infective, arguing

therefrom against an ultravisible stage of tlie organism. Filtra-

tion experiments, however, are liable to many fallacies. The
viscidity of the material plays an important part in its passage

through the porcelain. If, therefore, a minute form of the

organism were embedded in a protoplasmic matrix, it is con-

ceivable that it might fail to make its Avay through the filter.

One of the features of trypanosomiasis is a curious alteration in

the blood known as agglutination : this or some similar change
would perhaps interfere with filtration results.

An interesting phenomenon is met with after the application

of certain therapeutic agents, many of which cause the rapid

disappearance of the organism from the peripheral blood, -whicli,

however, reappears after a certai4i period. Subsecjuent exhibi-

tions of the drug fail to produce the same result—the parasite

having acc[uired a tolerance or immunity to the agent. The
phenomenon has given rise to the system of applying a second

drug having no chemical relation to the first. A drug, to be

successful in sterilising the host of the parasite, must be ]iara-

sitropic but not organotropic. Many drugs or combinations of

drugs have been claimed to possess these desired properties, Intt

unfortunately, in spite of the optimism of the lay press, it must
be admitted that a specific has not yet been found. Alany agents,

while successful or nearly successful in eradicating the parasite,

* Tobev.
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produce such profound pathological effects in the patient that the

remedy is almost as bad as the disease.

Professor Ehrlich has recently entrusted me with the con-

duct of some experiments with a new trypanolytic, and I had
hoped to come here with a tale of another triumph to be added
to the list of successes of the eminent German scientist. The
experiments, I regret to say. are not yet completed.

We have yet to seek an entirely satisfactory chemical remedy,

and I think it is to immuno-chemistry that we must tmrn, since

there are many indications that success will be met with in that

direction. Let us study these niiore closely.

In the first place there is abundant evidence that there exists

naturally in the animal organism certain elements antagonistic to

trypanosomes. What these elements consist of is not known,
but they are found in the serum, and in certain organs such as

the spleen.

For example, some species of animals offer great (resistance

to infection by certani species of trypanosomes—a feature of great

value in dift'erentiation. Man was held to be resistant to Trypano-
soma bnicci, and it was at one time thought that Tr. gamhicnsc
was non-pathogenic for the larger animals. Unfortunately, it

is now known that cattle and antelopes, in certain conditions, can
harbour this parasite. I have also shown that the so-called Tr.

rhodcsicv.se is more highly pathogenic for mules, sheep and small

laboratory animals than many of the animal trypanosomes.

Theiler found that his Chai-Chai and Zululand trypanosome

" proved not to be pathogenic for ever}- rabbit whicli was inoculated in

the first place and not at all for guinea pigs."

I also found great difficulty in establishing a strain of the

trypanosome of Southern Rhodesia, my small laboratory animals
resisting inoculation with natural virus, but eventually becoming
infected after repeated inoculations or increasing doses, their re-

sistant elements probably becoming exhausted thereby. JNIoreover,

a strain once established appears to accommodate itself and be-

come subsequently infective with greater certainty, possibly be-

cause the trypanosome gains immunity against elements opposed
to it.

Another Rhodesian trypanosome—namely Tr. 7'ivax—is only
pathogenic to equines and bovines ; laboratory animals have a

natural resistance to it.

Laveran has recently stated that sheep readily become im-
mune or tolerant to trypanosomes, but sheep are for me the

most easily obtained and most suitable laboratory animals, and I

must admit I have never once found one of the fat-tail or half-

bred colonial variety resistant to or recover from airtificial in-

fection. Again, in chronic cases we find a balance established

between parasite and host. Game may harbour Tr. britcci and,
in some circumstances, Tr. (/ainbiciise unharmed ; their blood,

however, giving rise to a fatal infection when introduced into

a less resistant subject. "Fly-struck" cattle often acquire a
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tolerance to the organism, but in practice we frequently find

such a balance broken down under conditions unfavourable to the
animal—hard work, exposure to rains, starvation. Conversely,
when treating such animals, the most effective trypanolytic agents
will probably fail unless associated with favourable hvgieniic

conditions.

These instances point to a very valuable " first line of de-

fence " in dealing with trypanosomes. and our modern knowledge
of vaccine-therapy suggests a method whereby this may be rein-

forced. It may be that the favourable results of drug treatment
have depended upon such principles rather than upon the steri-

lising effect of the agent.

This paper is assuming such alarming proportions that I

will not go deeply into the subject of the symptoms of these

diseases. A few points, however, may be of interest.

As I have said before, the animal trypanosomiasis of
Southern Rhodesia is, in the majority of cases, of a mild type,

a few animals only succumbing to the acute form and dying in

the early febrile stages. There seems to be some evidence that

the severity of the disease bears a relation to the extent to

which the animal has been submitted to infection—that is, as

far as we know, to the bite of the " tsetse fiy."

One may divide the outbreaks into three categories :

—

1. In whiich the cattle have died rapidly and of the acute
form of the disease, generally those animals which have lived

in a " fly " area and have ibeen constantly submitted to infection.

2. In which the cattle have died of the sub-acute or chronic

form of the disease, generally those animals wdiich have passed
occasionally through a " belt."

3. A mixture of i and 2. generally in herds which have
lived on the edge of a " fly zone." Laboratory experiments seem
to support such an explanation.

In this country, where African Coast Fever is always to be
feared, deaths of the first type are liable to cause alarm, as the

animal may die fat and without the usual symptoms of ansemia
and cachexia, commonly regarded as charaicteristic of " fly

disease."

With iregard to the humaji trypanosomiasis of Rhodesia,
there is one feature which appears to support the opinion of

Stephens and Fanthan that it is a distinct entity, namely, the

quite extraordinary oedema of the face produced in infected sheep
and rabbits.

In my sub-inoculations made with the W.A. strain this

symptom was most marked, and distinguislied sheep inoculated

with the human parasite from those inoculated with the animal
strains on Broken Hill or Southern Rhodesia.

Recently I have, through the kind assistance of Doctors
MacKnight and Ellaconiib, been able to establish a strain of
human trypanosomiasis obtained from a patient infected on or

near the Luapula in the Congo. Up to the present neither sheep
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nor rabbits infected with this virus have shown the same en-

largement of the head.

In my animals sonmolence has seldom been noted, and the

naniL- " sleeping sickness " could not 'be apphed to the disease in

them. I may mention that I have, more than once, been struck

by the close resemiblance between such infected rabbits and those

dying at the same time from rabies.

The question of the method of transiiiis'sion of trypanosomes

is of the utmost importance, and. unfortunately, is the one con-

cerning which the greatest uncertainty exists. I may be for-

given for dealing with it at some length.

It will be remembered that !Montgomer}' and Kinghorn ex-

pressed the opinion that the animal trypanosome which they en-

countered at Broken Hill could be transmitted not only by Glossiiia

inorsifaiis, but also by Sfoiiioxys calcitraiis and a species of

Lypcrosia. Such a suspicion caused considerable alarm, inas-

much as it upset the pre-existing theory of the strict interrelation

of the animal trypanosomiases and the " tsetse fly," and neces-

sitated immediate jirophylactic mieasures ; for the newly
incriminated flies were abundantly present throughout the

country and other parts of South Africa, and by no means as

restricted in distribution as Glossiiia niorsitaiis. Moreover, at

the time, no special embargo was placed upon " fly-struck " cattle,

Avhich were widely distributed and with the game constituted a
potential reservoir of virus. In Southern Rhodesia official regu-

lations were immediately enforced to deal with the situation,

preventing the movement of cattle out of " fly " areas and
quarantining large numibers of slaughter stock from the north.

Sujch restrictions natu'rally caused great inconvenience and
financial loss to the stock-owning community, and gave rise to

vigorous protests from all sides, with the result that an extra-

orcHnary amount of evidence was advanced which emphasised in

a very marked manner the fact that, as far as the trypano-
somiasis of stock in Southern Rhodesia is concerned, a strict

inter-dependence exists between the disease and the '* tsetse

fly."

I think I am correct in stating that up to the present, in

these territories, no case of animal trypanosomiasis has been en-

countered where the possibility of previous exposure to the bite

of the " fly " could be positively excluded. Moreover, in the

absence of the " tsetse " the disease has failed to spread, in

spite of the prevalence of other biting flies, as, for example
Sfovio.vys, Tabanidrr. Hippohosccc, HccmatopotcB, etc.

At the la'boratories at Salisbury Stoinoxys are present at

some times of the year in vast numbers, and I have had infected

animals standing side by side with healthy susceptible animals
for months without one of the latter becoming infected, although
there was no reason why mechanical transmission should not
have occurred ; in fact, methods were adopted to encourage it.

Moreover, in experimental small animals the number of try-

panosomes in the peripheral blood is always far greater than in
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natural cases. Again, certain infected cattle, having been re-

moved from a " tly belt/' were depastured in a district free

from " tsetse " where some of them succumlDed. The Govern-
ment therefore placed ten young oxen from a clean district in

constant contact with them. Tabanidcc, Hcvinatopotcc and
Stomoxys were here present in vast numbers, the former con-

stituting a veritable plague to man and beast; nevertheless, none
of the young oxen became infected.

On the strength of the vast accumulation of evidence

exonerating the biting flies other than the " tsetse," the Govern-
ment felt justified in rescinding these very irksome regulations

—

a step which there has been no reason to regret.

In this connection it should be metioned that Jowett. work-
ing in Cape Town with the trypanosome of Portuguese East
Africa, claimis that in one instance the parasite was conveyed
from a rat to a sheep by mechanical transmission.

Under the term Tr. pcconiin, Bruce includes the t'rypano-

somes of dimorphic type which I have previously referred to,

and one which be found in domestic animals in Uganda, the

carrier of which he considered was most probably a Tabaiins

and not a Siomo.vys. If his suspicion is correct, the animal try-

panosomiasis of Southern Rhodesia must be excluded from the

group.

A similar unfortunate uncertainty exists as to the method
of transmission of the human trypanosomiasis of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland

—

i.e., the disease caused by the so-called Tr. rho-

dcsicnsc. This is a fact greatly to be regretted, inasmuch as

the metliods of dealing with sleeping sickness based upon the

supposition that the sole transmitter was the Glossina palpalis,

may be quite inadequate, if, as is suggested, the disease is con-

tracted in the absence of this species. But our experience in

Southern Rhodesia points to the great necessity for care in de-

termining whether " tsetse flies " are inhabitants of a district.

It is not sufficient to make a hurried search through a locality

or to visit it only at long intervals.

Areas, well known as " fly belts," have been visited time after

time without a Glossina being enicountered. Thus Air. Jack
visited the Lomagundi district in November and found Glossina
morsitans in considerable numbers on the banks of certain dry
streams. Returning to the same places in March, he found few
if any " fly " in the old situations, but some isolated specimens
distributed about the veld—chiefly in Mopani belts.

In the apparent absence of Glossina palpalis, Glossina mor-
sitans has been accused of transmitting the human maladv, but
up to the present definite confirmation of the suspicion is not

forthcoming. It may be that the Commission, under the skilful

direction of Dr. Kinghorn, may put the matter to definite proof.

It certainly seems strange, if so widely distributed a fly a.^

Glossina morsitans is the offender, that cases are not far more
numerous. Of course, we know that the usual method of trans-

mission of trypanosomes by Glossina is " cyclical " rather than
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"direct," and that only a small' percentage of flies are infective.

This limits the danger, but, given a reservoir of virus, the number
of infectible Glossina iiiorsita>is in a " belt " must still be very

great.

Bagshavve points out that certain climatic atmospheric or

telluric conditions may be necessary before the Glossina mor-

sitaiis can assume the role of Glossina palpalis. Neave, as the

result of a tour through the infected area, drew attention to the

strange occurrence of cases in certain huts in certain villages

—

these usually the bachelor's huts, which he pointed out were

the dirtiest and were occupied by visitors to the kraal. This

feature does not point to infection by Glossina uiors'itans, but

rather to some insect inhabitant of diuman dwelling-places, such

as the 0)')iithodonis, floor-maggot, flea, bed-bug, etc. Dr.

MacKnight has tried to transmit the disease from a native patient

to healthy dogs by the bite of Oniitlwdorus nioubafa without

success, but Bagshawe points out that time was not allowed for

a cyclical development in the ticks to be completed.

I have also been experimenting with the same species of

tick, in the adult and intermediate stages, both by interrupted

feeding and by allowing long intervals to elapse between the

feeds, with interesting results which cannot yet be published.

At any rate, until the actual transmitter is proved, it is improper

to loosely incriminate any insect, especially one so widely dis-

seminated as Glossina nwrsitans. The fear caused by unfounded
statements may seriously and unfairly handicap the progress and
development of this country.

Although I have dealt but superficially with my subject, I

have drawn attention to the many branches of the question re-

quiring scientific research and investigation. For those who are

less interested in the scientific than in the economic aspect of

the subject, I would emphasise the necessity for well-staft'ed and
adequately-equipped laboratories on the spot, where these

diseases can be studied in natural conditions and with greater

hope of success.

TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES.

Cape Chemical Society.—Friday, August 25th: Prof. B. de St. J.

van der Riet, M.A., Ph.D., President, in the chair.
—

" The utiHsation of
lime shidge from acctj-lene generators "'

: Prof. B. de St. J. van der
Biet. The sludge was being used at Stellenbosch for whitewashing as
well as for manurial purposes. It consisted chiefly of slaked lime with
calcium sulphide. For gardening it was necessary to get rid of the

latter. The sludge was allowed to settle in perforated tanks, the water
draining away and leaving a fairly stiff residue. IMixed with potash and
crushed bones the author had found it an effective fertiliser.

—
" No'.e

on an insect wax from Stellenbosch": Prof. B. de St. J. van der Riet.
The wax occurred on myrtles, and was produced by a coccus. It was
freely comlnistible and, when softened by heat, was capable of bein;?

drawn out into long threads. The insects yielded about 30% of v/ax.

—
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" The use of ether in the analysis of metals and alloys " : Prof. P. D.
Hahn. A note on the investigations of Rothc, Mylius, and Huttner
with regard to the removal of iron and gold from their solutions by
means of ether.

—"The occurrence and distribution of manganese in the
Western Districts of the Cape Province": W. Yersfeld. A short account
of various localities where manganese had been found and of the natare
of such deposits.

—"A supposed new mineral from the Du Toil's Pan
]\line. Kimberley " : W. Yersfeld. The article consisted approximately
of 71.5% of iron, 20% of silicon, and 8.5% of carboii. It was very
refractory, and on crushing evolved an odour of acetylene. Tt was
stated to have been found in the deepest levels of the Du Toit's i'an
Mine.

Geological Society ok South .\frica.—]\Ionda\-. AugnsL 28th : Dr.
E. T. Alellor, F.G.S., President, in the chair.

—
" Note on some remarkable

Xenoliths of altered shale from the Norite of Potgietersrust and Mapoch's
country": A. L. Hall and C. Gardthausen. Shales belonging to the
Pretoria series, invaded I13' the Buslneld magma, had undergone re-

markable changes and lost all resemldance to the original shale. An
intercliangc or transference of material had taken place, v/hereby en-
tangled masses of shale—xenoliths—were intensely metamorphosed, more
or less permeated with igneous material, and converted into rocks with
highly abnormal mineralogical and chemical composition.

—
" Note on the

Tenmospondylous Stegocephalian Rhiiiesucliiis" : Dr. R. Broom. The
characteristic features of two or three apparently nearly complete skele-

tons of a large Tenmospondylous Stegocephalian found at Senekal, O.F.S.,'

were briefly descrilied. This Senekal Rlunesuchiis differs from both R.
}]'haitsi and R. Africaiitts in being considerably larger. The author there-

fore proposes to call the new species Rliincsitclius major.—" On the
remains of a Theropodous Dinosaur from the Northern Transvaal": Dr.
R. Broom. A number of fragmentary bones ot a Iheropodous Di.nosaur
apparently allied to Massospondylus found on the farm Wiepe on the
Limpopo had lieen described, before the Society in June, 1907. As the
result of increased knowledge of the structure of early types of Thei"Opo-
dous Dinosaurs, the author was now in a position to make a more
precise determination of the Transvaal form. As it agreed more closelj'

with Grypoiiy.x than with J\hissospondyius, he proposed to place it pro-
visionally under the former genus and to name it Grypoiiyx i'-ans-

vaalcnsis.—" On the occurrence of waterworn pebbles in the Lov/er
Beaufort Shales " : Dr. R. Broom. Most of the Lower Beaufort beds
were shallow water and land deposits. In the stratified shales of ihe
Lower Beaufort no fossil reptile had ever been found. In Lower Sean-
fort times what is now the Southern part of Africa was part of a flat

desert through which a huge river flowed, spreading out into marshes
and lakes about the centre of what is now the Cape Province. A
numjjer of waterworn pebbles were found by the author in the Moordenaars
Karroo, and at Koornplaats there were great masses of silicified wood
together with further waterworn stones. The latter had certainly been
carried thither by the drift-wood, which it was almost certain had come
from the north-east. The large river which transported this had flowed
south-west in pre-Karroo times, almost in the line of the present Harts
River, and had evidentlj' continued on through the Carnarvon Division.

South African Institute of Engineers.—Saturday, September gth

:

Mr. F. H. Davis, President, in the _chair.
—"The Prevention of dust in

development drives of mines during drilling operations": C. J. N.
Jourdan. A system was described for preventing the formation of

dust by the removal of finely divided rock debris by means of a jet of

water under a pressure of 40 to 80 lb. per square incli playing unin-

terruptedly into the hole where the formation of dust would otherv/ise

be proceeding.

Chemical, Metallurgical and Mining Society of South Africa.—

'

Saturday, September i6th : Mv. W. R. Dowling, Vice-President, in the

chair.
—

" Notes on the use of certain cvanicides in the estimation of
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undissolved gold "
: H. A. White. In the treatment of slime by cyanide

solution difficulty arises in securing an accurate estimate of undissolved

gold. The method proposed depends on the fact that alkaline perman-
ganate in excess destroys the power of .1% potassium cyanide to dis-

solve gold leaf.
—' The assay of gold-bearing cyanide solutions by electro-

lysis "
: C. Crichton. The author described a method of depositing the

gold electrolytically on a lead cathode, whence it is subsequently obtained

by cupellation. The cathodes are made from ordinary assay lead -foil,

and a native can, during a few hours, make enough for 200 to 300 assays.

The anodes are 5-i6th in. arc-lamp carbons. The apparatus consists of

four oblong frames, each holding eight beakers with centrally clamped
anodes. The solutions for assay are measured off in 10 A.T. portions,

and in four hours the deposition of the gold is complete, the current
being obtained from three two-volt accumulator cells charged from a direct

current lighting circuit through a suitable lamp resistance.

South African Institute of Electrical Engineers.—Thirrs-h^,

September 21st: J. H. Rider, V.P.I.E.E., President, in the chair.
—"A

comparison of costs between the Ward-Leonard and Three-phase wmding
systems " : A. H. O. Renner. Assuming that the cost of the Ward-
Leonard system is initially the higher, the author argued that this is

largely counterbalanced by the difference in working costs, and he pro-
ceeded to discuss the influence of the higher cost due, in '.he Ward-
Leonard system, to the motor generator set.

South African Society of Civil Engineeks.—Wednesda}-, October
iith: Col. G. T. Nicholson, M.I.C.E.. President, in the chair.

—
" JNIethods

of construction and prime costs "
: Prof. A. E. Snape. Obervations on

the sewage disposal works at Norv.icli and the main draina.ge works in

London.

NEW BOOKS.

Hollis, Hon. A. C.—Vocabulary of English laords and sentences, trans-

lated into six languages or dialects, vis.: Zanzibar Sivahili

(Ki-Unguja), Mombasa Si^'ahili {Ki-Mvita) , Lainu Swahili (Ki-
Aniii), Patta-Sivahili (Ki-Patc), Siyu Szvahili (Ki-Siu), Bajun
(Faza), Szi.'ahili (Ki-Tikun). [London] n.d. 8\ in X 5 in.,

pp. 24.

Kohlschuitter, Dr. E!.— I'cbcr den Ban der Erdkruste in Dcnt^ch-
Ostafrika. Vorlaufigc Mitteilung. [Gottingen: 191T] 9?;- in. X
7 in., pp. 40. Diagrams.

Madan, A. C.—Living speech in Central and South Africa: an essay in-

troductory to the study of the Bantu family of languages.
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1911. 6s. nett.

Beech, M. W. H.—The Suk: their language and folk loie. With an
introduction by Sir Charles Elliot. Oxford: Clarendon Press,
191 1, pp. xxiv, 151. 24 plates, 3 maps. 12s. 6d. nett.

Dudgeon, G. C—The Agricultural and Forest products of British IVcst
Africa. London: John Murrav, 1911. '3p. x, 170. 8vo. iS oz.,

53.



A " FAUST " PROBLEM.

C Faust," I, 1335-1334-)

By Prof. WiLLEM Sybrand Logeman. B.A., L.H.C.

Among the many hard nuts which Goethe has presented in

his " Faust " to readers and commentators the passage indicated

in the title of this paper is one of the hardest. That some com-

mentators pass over these hnes, or part of them, with no. or

very brief, comment, as if' the meaning was fairly clear and

needed but little elucidation, and that others explain obsciiniin

per ohscurius—and even some of the greatest and best are here

guilty of that fault—is but a proof that not every guide can

always be trusted, and a fresh illustration of the well-known
" quandoque dormitat Homerus."

Let me first recall the lines to my readers. I will give the

passage first in the original and then as it is rendered in English

by Mr. Bavard Taylor in his admirable translation.*

Me]>histopheles having revealed himself as " des Pudels

Kern" (the poodle's real core), Faust asks him:

Wer bist du denn?
Meph- : Ein Teil von jener Kraft,

Die stets das Bose will iind stets das'Gute schafft,

Faust: Was ist mit diesem Ratselwort gemeint?

Mcph. : Ich bin der Geist der stets verneint

!

Und das mit Recht ; denn alles was entsteht

1st werth dass es zu Grunde geht

;

Drum besser war's, dass nichts enstunde.

So ist denn alles was ihr Svinde.

Zerstorung Kurz das Bcise nennt.

Mein eigentliches Element-

Or in English

:

Faust: Wlio art thou?
Meph. : Part of that Power, not understood.

Which always wills the Bad, and always works the Good-

Faust. : What hidden sense in this enigma lies?

Meph. : I am the Spirit that Denies I

And justly so: for all things, from the Void
Called forth, deserve to be destroyed

:

'Twere better, then, were naught created

;

Thus, all which you as Sin have rated,

Destruction,—aught with Evil blent,

—

That is my proper element.

It is my intention, in this short paper, first to quote what some

of the most authoritative " Faust " commentators have .said in

elucidation of these lines, and to show by a short discussion the

insufiiciency of their explanations, and secondly, to attempt to put

before you as briefly and as clearly as I can what I believe to

be the'sense of Mephisto's Ratselwort and of his own paraphrase

of the same.

Two lines—or I might perhaps say one line and one word

—

demand such explanation; if we can feel sure that we understand

* Published by Frederick Warne & Co., Bedford Street, Strand.

A
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them, all the rest drops, if I may so call it, into its right place
without much effort on our part. What does Mephisto mean by
saying that he is " ern Teil von jener Kraft die stets das Bose
will und stets das Gute schafft?" That seems to be the first

question to which we have to seek an answer. That the mean-
ing is not clear, does not lie on the surface; that the answer is

not so self-evident that he who runs may ,read, and that this

obscurity is intended by Goethe, is proved by the fact that he
represents Faust himself as puzzled by the " enigma," of which
he asks a plainer statement. The other " nut for us to crack

"

is : how do the words spoken next by Mephisto contain an answer
to Faust's " What do you mean by that?" and—if we look close

into it—we find that the answer depends largely on the sense of
" verneint."

Among the commentators whose explanations we will examine,
Mr. Bayard Taylor cannot claim a place in the first rank. But
(as I said a little while ago) his translation, which I have used,

is on the whole a most excellent one, and his Notes will no
doubt be consulted by all English readers who cannot under-
stand the drama in the original, and to whom, consequently,

the commentaries in German are closed books. I therefore begin

by seeing what Mr. Taylor has to say.

In declaring himself, lirst, to be part of that power "which always
wills the Bad, and always works the Good," Mephistopheles is unex-
pectedly frank. His expression coincides exactly with the declaration
of the Lord as to the service he is obliged to perform. In the passage
which follows he is equally honest, and the line, " I am the Spirit that
Denies," clearly (sic.) describes the part which he plays from beginning
to end. He is the spirit of Negation, and his being exists through oppo-
sition to the positive truth, and order and beauty, which proceed from
the never-ending creative energy of the Deity- . . His irreverence and
irony are not only a part of his nature, but they are further increased
by the impotence of his efforts—which he freely admits in the following
passages—to disturb the Divine system.

What—I feel inclined to ask—would Mr. Taylor say of in

author who wrote one of those old-fashioned dramas in which
virtue is the victim of the traditional villain, and the criminal

is finally defeated, if that author—on the first occason that the

villain enters upon the stage—put into his mouth words the sense

of which may be summed up :
" I am the villain, I always try

to do evil ; but—don't be afraid ! it always comes out all right
!"

And yet, if we accept Mr. Taylor's elucidation, Goethe has on
his conscience (artistic conscience) a blunder almost equally

absurd. Mr. Taylor is one of those who look upon Mephisto's

declaration that " he always wills the Bad " as an unexpected
frankness, and upon the second part of the declaration, that he
" always works the Good," as a confession of impotence.

Mr. Taylor does not stand alone in this ; Mr. Boyesen,*

* Boyesen, "Commentary on Goethe's 'Faust,'" pp. 151 and following
of his work " Goethe and Schiller." This generally excellent commen-
tary (which every reader of "Faust" should consult) has been trans-

lated into German by Otfrid Mylius and published in Reclams Universal
BibHothek (Nos. 152T. 1522 for the price of 40 Pfennig (about 5d.),

elegantly liound 80 Pfennig (about gld.).
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whose observations we will quote next, also alludes to Mephisto's
" frankness "

; he differs, as we shall see, from Mr. Taylor inas-

much as, according to the latter's view, Mephisto is frank and
speaks the truth, himself believing icJiat he says, whilst, according,

to Boyesen, Mephisto does not believe in his own statement.

Before quoting Boyesen's comments, allow me to call your
attention to the startling remark of Mr. Taylor that in the line
" I am the Spirit that Denies "' Mephisto clearly describes the

part which he plays.

Let us now hear what Mr. Boyesen has to say of our pas-
sage.

The self-characterization of Mephisto, which now follows, is per-
haps the most difficult, as surely it is one of the profoundest passages in

the whole drama.

At first sight the extreme frankness of Mephisto's self-definition has
an air almost of naivete; but, more closely considered, it argues rather
the most refined subtlety. In the first place, would it not be very singular
to represent the devil as so humbly convinced of the futility of all his

destructive work, nay, of his very existence? The question then lies

near. Does he himself believe in the correctness of his definition? Surely
he does not. The positive truth, in this instance, is the result of two
negatives: it is a devil (a negative existence) who speaks, and he speaks-
what he does not believe. He manifestly adapts his tactics with much
shrewdness to Faust's state, representing himself as on the whole harm-
less, and at the same time giving his answer an appearance of fearless,

decisive logic which must be very refreshing to the scholar who has sO'

long been grappling in vain with these misty problems.

So far Mr. Boyesen. I notice with pleasure that he points
out how " very singular " it would be " to represent the devil

as so humbly convinced of the futility of all his destructive
work," but must confess that I am startled by the idea that

Mephisto says what he himself does not believe, and, I cannot
help adding that I am unable to find any meaning in Boyesen's
sentence: "The positive truth, in this instance, is the result

of two negatives: it is a devil (a negative existence) who speaks

what he does not believe." That two negatives make an affirma-

tive, or some statement to that effect, I have often heard, but that

two negatives results in a positive truth is quite " another story."'

Besides, wbat is a " negative existence "
? and what is the mean-

ing of the theory bere enunciated ? I can scarcely think that my
interpretation of Mr. Boyesen's words is the one he intends, but

the only meaning I can find for them is the ctirious notion that

a statement must be necessarily true if we can but imagine that

a devil utters it without believing it.

Let us now listen to a few of the most authoritative among
Cierman commentators.

Diintzer. in his notes to the edition of " Faust " published

in the well-known series Deutsche National Literatur (vol.

xciii.), does not seem to think much explanation is needed. All

he says is

:
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Der Teufel muss • • • wider Willen die Wahrheit gestehen. Das

er das Bose wolle, wird, 984—1004 ausgefiihrt, aber nicht dass er das Gute

schaffe.*

Here we have. then, a third theory: neither does Mephisto

naively (stupidly or absurdly) "confess" the truth, nor does

he speak the truth, believing that he is telling an untruth ;
accord-

ing to Dimtzer Mephisto confesses the truth " even against

his will." Neither this, nor the statement that in what follows

in the play one part of Alephisto's word is enlarged upon and

another part is not, will, I fear, help us much in our search for

enlightenment. It is evident that Diintzer either thought no

explanation was needed or ... . could not find an ex-

planation to give.

Schroerf is another scholar of repute to whom we owe an

edition of " Faust " containing much that is helpful and sug-

gestive. But with regard to our passage he leaves us in as great

a darkness as before : he says :

—

S 91 Die Erklarung dass er die Absichten Gottes fordern, das Gute

schaffen helfe, obwohl er stets das B6se wolle, tbcilt den Kreislauf der

Dinge /wiscben Entstebn und Vergebn zwei entgegengesetzten Machten

zu wobei die letztere, die das Vergehn bewirkt, als Bose bezeichnet wird,

als Spbare des Teufels. Dass er die Vernicbtung selbst das Bose nennt

und die Schopfung das Gute. bekundet eine Emsicbt weit uber seine

Grenze binaus. Docb ist es bei ibm aucb nur Pbrase, die sicb in semen

weitercn Reden widerlegt-t

It seems evident by the last words that Schroer sides with

those commentators who hold that Mephisto does not mean what

he says, but I doubt whether the phrase " assigns all that lies

between coming into existence and perishing to two opposite

powers "
etc., does much to elucidate Alephisto's words, whether

these are honestlv meant or not. But the most astonishing part

of Schrder's comment is the sentence :

" Das er die Vernichtung

selbst das Bose nennt und die Schopfung das Gute. bekundet

eine Einsicht weit uber seine Grenze hinaus," which I liave

attempted to render bv :
" This he himself calls Destruction i- vil

and Creation Good shows an insight which far surpasses hi<

limitations.': I am far from feeling sure that I can grasp
_

the

meaning of the " Einsicht weit uber seine Grenze hinaus. 1

do not know which "Grenze" is imagined here, nor why the

" Einsicht " surpasses it. Bu t that really does not matter, since

* Tbp devil is forceT^ • • even against bis will, to confess the

truth. The statement that he "wills the Bad" is eidarged upon in lines

084—1004, not so the assertion that he ' works the Good.

t Schroer: -'Faust von Goethe.-' Mit Emk-itung und fortlaufender

Erklarung herausgegeben, von K.L Schroer. Leipzig: O-R- Reisland, 1898.

tTbe declaration that be (Mephisto) assists in pronioting God s

intentions in "working the Good," notwithstanding the fact that he

always " wills the Bad," assigns all that lies between coming^ into exis-

tence and perishing to two opposite powers, of which the latter-which

"works the Bad "lis characterised as Evil, as the domain or sphere of

the Devil. That he himself calls Destruction Evil, and Creation Good

shows an insight which far surpasses his limitations. But even this is

with him no more than a phrase (verbiage) which is confuted in what

he savs next.
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it is all said about Mephisto calling Destruction Evil and Creation

Good, which is exactly what Mephisto does not do! I hope to

make this clear in the concluding part of my paper, when I sub-

mit my own interpretation to your jutlgment.

We have now heard what two foreigners (not (iermans).

Taylor and Boyesen, have said on our subject; we have next

consulted two editions witli annotations by Germans (Duntzer

and Schroer) ; we will now conclude this part of my paper by

listening to two famous commentaries, those of Minor* and

Fischerf. . ,, „ ,

Minor says in vol. ii. of his extensive Entstehungsge-

schichte und Brklarung," on page 162 and following:—

Diese Selbstdefinition gibt zu zwei Bcdcnken Anlass : Zunachst scheint

M. hier doch gar zu sehr ausser seiner Rolle zu stehen, sich abstrakt,

philosophisch, theoretisch iiber sein eigenes Wesen auszulassen, also mehr

Sprachrohr des Dichters als drainatischer Charakter zu sem ;
dieser Mangel

ist offenbar vorhanden. • • Zweitens fiillt es auf, das der Lugengeist

hier so gar nicht " englisch lispelt," seine Krallen gar nicht versteckt,

sondcrn Faust, den er doch seine Strasse fuhren und fur sich gewuinen

will, seine teutiische Natur und seine bosen Absichten hochst aufrichtig

und ausfuhrlichenthiilh.
, • , n 1

Mephisto nennt sich, ganz in Ueberenistnnnumg nut dem I rolog,

einen Vertreter des bosen oder des verneinenden Pruizips. Dabei macht

es keinen unterschied aus, wenn er sich hier als den Geist bezeichnet

der verneint wiihrend er im Prolog bloss als cmcr der vernemenden

Geister erschcint ; denn auch hier nennt er sich umittelbar daneben enien

blo'^sen Teil, eine Unterscheidung, die er selber ironisch als eine

besdieidene Redewendung im Gegensatz zu dem unbescheidenen, sich als

Mikrokosmus fuhlenden Menschen ausgibt. Er 1st • • • der Pessimist

dem nichts recht ist, dem alles Bestehende des Unterganges wert erscheint.

Darum ist er auch der Geist der Zerstorung. . . . auch hier aber 1st

seine Tatigkeit eine ganz erfolglose. ... Das Uebel 1st auch hier bloss-

der Sauerteig des Guten und sogar der Teufel, der das Rose will, schafft

wider seinen Willen, das Gute.

Or in English:

—

This definition of himself evokes two criticisms: In the first place

Mephisto does seem here to be in conflict with the character of the

other parts of his role (lit., to stand too much outside his role), to be

discussing his own Nature in an abstract, philosophic, theoretic manner;

consequently he is here rather the poet's mouthpiece than a dramatic

character; this blemish is undeniable- • • Secondly, vye are struck

bv the fact that the "Spirit of lies" does in no way hide his caws,

and that—though he wishes to become Faust's guide and friend—lie

perfectly openly and fully reveals his wicked intentions-

In perfect agreement with the prologue Mephisto calls himself a

representative of the evil or negative principle- In this it makes no

difference that here calls himself the SpiYit who Denies, whilst in the

prologue he merely appears as one of the denying Spirits; for here he

also calls himslf, in almost the same breath, a mere part-
- •

Mephisto is the pessimist to whom nothing seems right, to whom

evervthing that exists seems worthv of destruction. Therefore he is

the Spirit of Destruction • • •
,

[butj here again his work is entirely

unsuccessful- • • • Evil is here once more nothing but the leaven of

Good, and even the Devil himself, who wills the Bad, works against

his will the Good. ^

* " Goethes ' Faust ' : Entstehungsgeschichte und Erklarung," von

I- Minor, vol. ii, S- 162. Stuttgard : Cotta, IQCI- ...

t "Goethes 'Faust': Goethe-Schriften." von Kuno hischer, vol. viu,.

S- 348- Heidelberg: Carl Winters Buchhandlung-
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The parts of this piece of commentary most interesting to

us are Minor's accusation against Goethe of having made
Mephisto "his own (the author's) mouthpiece rather than a

dramatic character" (a startling accusation, surely!), and the

commentator's addition of the words " against his will " to

Mephisto's statement about " working the Good." We also note

that Minor adds those words as it were " in passing," evidently

taking it as self-evident that he is entitled to do so.

And now, last but not least, we come to Kuno Fischer. In

vol. iii. of his celebrated " Faust " commentary, pp. 348 ct scq.,

he says :

—

(i) Die erste Erkljirung heisst

:

' Ich bin ein Teil von jener Kraft,

Die stets das Bose will unci stets das Gute schafft-'

Das RUtc besteht nur in der Ueberwindung der Uebel und des Bosen,
die wirkliche Welt, da sie nicbt perfekt sein kann, ist f>cyfektibi-l. d. h.

fortschreitend, entwickelungsfabig iind cntwickelungstatig ; daher ist die

wirkliche Welt unter alien moglichen die beste. In dieser Anschaiumgs-
weise besteht der Optimismus, welchen unter den Philosophen der Welt
keiner tiefer durchdacht und besser ausgefiihrt hat als Leibniz. Der
goethesche Mephistopelcs bekennt sich an unserer Stelle als Teufel im
Sinne des Optimismus. Faust aber ist von dieser Erklarung betroffen

und getroffen : Was ist mit dieseni Ratselwort gemeint.

(2) Sogleich folgt die Zwcite Erklarung, welche die erste zu Boden
schlagt

:

" Ich bin der Geist der stets verneint ! u- s. w."

Diese Worte des Mephistopheles sind der scharfste Ausdruck
des Pessimismus : das Nicht-sein der Welt ware besser als ihr Dasein.
Faust aber hat die Erklarung ubcrhort, er brutet noch uber dem Ratsel

der ersten ;

" Du nennstdich einen Teil und stehst doch ganz vor mir?"

(3) Jetzt verschiirft und verdunkelt Meph. noch mehr sein ratsel-

haftes Wesen ; er wirft nicht bloss die erste Erklarung durch die zweite,

sondern alle beide durch die dritte viber den Haufen.

Or in English :

—

(i) The first declaration is

—

"(I am) part of that power
Which always wills the Bad and always works the Good."

Fischer's commentary { it surely cannot be called explana-
tion or elucidation!) is:

—

Good consists only in the overcoming of evils and of "the Bad";
the real world, as it cannot be perfect, is perfectible, {€, progressing,
capable of development and aye developing; consequently the existing is

the best of all possible worlds.

How all this is to be found in Mephisto's words, or how all

this serves to make theiu clear. Fischer does not say, but that

—

in the commentator's opinion—all this is implied in the lines

quoted seems evident froni what he says nex\

" This way of looking on the world constitutes Optimism, which no
one among the philosophers of the world has thought out more fully and
worked out more completely than Leibniz. Goethe's Mephisto professes
himself in our passage as Devil in the sense of optimism ("Teufel im
Sinne des Optimismus-') Faust is.- however, astounded and struck by
this declaration, and asks: 'what is the meaning of this enigma?'"
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We are tempted to ask : What has Leibniz to do here, and
what, for tlie purpose of explaining Mephisto's words, does it

matter whether lie was an optimist or not? and what is " sich

bekennen als Teufel in Sinne des Optimismus"? 1 cannot help

making Faust's words my own and asking, " Was ist mit die^em

Ratsehvort gemeint ?
"

But Mr. Fischer's power of astounding his reader is far

from exhausted. He continues :

(2) There follows the second declaration, which strikes the first

down to the ground [" zu Boden schlagt"].

"
I am the Spirit • . . Element."

These words of Mephisto [says Mr. Fischer] are the most definite

expression of pessimism : the non-existence of the world would he pre-

ferable to its existence. Faust, however, pays no attention to this state-

ment (of Alephisto's) ; he is still brooding on the riddle of the first:

You call yourself a part, " yet showst complete to me." or " yet you
stand before me a thing complete."

This fiction that Faust does not hsten to Mephisto's answer
certainly helps us out of the difficulty which would otherwise

present itself if we accepted Mr. Fischer's interpretation, c'/.c.,

that Faust does not at once demand an explanation of the con-

tradiction. But is it conceivable that Goethe wishes us to believe

that Faust asks, " What do you mean?" and then does not listen

to the answer? And again, is it conceivable that Mephisto,

having uttered an expression of optimism ( which Goethe thought

sufficiently obscure in its paradoxical wording to let Faust, a

scholar, a man of culture and wide learning, ask, "" What do you

mean?" but in which ]\Ir. Fischer evidently finds nothing to

puzzle him) can, in answer to Faust's request for explanation,

simply flatly contradict himself ?

What follows in Mr. Fischer's commentary does, strictly

speaking, not concern us here, as it refers to that question of
" part or integer," and to Alephisto's utterances about his own
origin, his being " part of the darkness which brought forth the

light." Yet, we can scarcely avoid quoting some of it, because

wdiat is said by Fischer about the lines that follow bears in-

directly on our passage, and further illustrates Fischer's amazing

theorv of contradictions in Mephisto's words, and of Faust's

mental attitude in this conversation.

(3) Now [thus our commentator continues] Mephisto still further-

intensifies and obscures his enigmatic nature ; not only does he overthrow
his first declaration by his second, but he now upsets both by the third-

And after quoting and shortly disctissing the next ten lines

spoken by ]\lephisto. Mr. Fischer tells us that Faust's reply of

three lines :
" I see the plan thou art pursuing," etc., is " vollig

unmotivirt " (completely unmotived). Is this because Faust's

intellect has become confused by Mephisto's lack of logic? Far
from it!

" It is not [so we are told] by what ]\Iephisto lias said that these

words of Faust are ' motivirt ' (motived), but by . • . that which
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he is now going to say (sic!) by his fourth and last declaration, which
stands in the same relationship to the third as the second to the first,

i-e-, mutually destructive !

"

I wish here, as it were in parenthesis, to guard myself against

misconception. I feel the need of reminding my hearers that

the tone of mockery and of disrespect which I have felt justi-

fied in adopting when discussing this extraordinary comment on
Goethe's masterpiece, or rather on that small part which we are

here studying, does not in the least characterise correctly my
opinion of Fischer's writings about Goethe in general, nor even

of all the rest of his Faust commentary in particular. No one
who will study what Fischer wrote on these subjects can pos-

sibly fail to learn much and to realise that he is listening to a

master. It is. however, in this partictdar instance so evident,

I think, that this master is caught napping, that it startles a
reader by the very contrast with the other work. The nearer

anyone stands to Homerus. the apter he is to raise a smile qitando

doniiifof.

We might (|Uote and refute still others of the many com-
mentaries, but. it seems to me, enough has been said to prove (a)

that authorities differ; (b) that the difficulty exists, is not

imaginary; and (r) that in those comments that we have quoted

the solution has not yet been found.

Allow me a few moments in which to suggest to you where
that solution may lie.

First and foremost, it may have struck you that not one of

the commentators clearly establishes the logical connection be-

tween the two utterances of Mephisto—nay, that one (Fischer)

goes so far as to emphatically deny that such a connection exists

;

he says the one is the very contradiction of the other

!

And yet, surely, if an intellect like Faust, in reply to one so

sharp and witty as Mephisto, asks, "What do you mean?" it is

clear (a) that the first saying is not so simple and clear that no

especial thought, reflection or enquiry on our part is needed to

grasp its meaning, and that such meaning does not lie on the

surface. If to some commentators the words seem not to need

explanation, Faust thinks otherwise, (b) Xtiat the answer to

the request for explanation must contain that explanation or

part of it ; that the answer is. as it were, a commentary on the

words to be explained. Now, a commentary, if it is a good one.

must be easier to understand than the passage which it elucidates.

Ergo, if we want to study both sayings of Mephisto, we shall

do well to begin with his second utterance, and when we have

fully investigated its sense, inquire what light this sheds on the

saying which, in consequence of its intentionally paradoxical

form, was so obscure.

Whatever may be thought of the explanation I have to offer.

I am firmly convinced that none is admissible which makes Goethe

commit a serious artistic blunder, and that none can be accepted

W'hich does not clearly show how the second saying explains the
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first. The very fact that Faust asks a further question about
Mephisto's declaring himself "a part of that power" shows he
is satisfied with what referred to the other part of the saying
which he called an enigma.

I deem it, for our investigation, of such importance to gain

a clear insight into what I would like to call the logical structure

of our passage, that T must ask your patience for an imaginary
conversation built on similar lines.

Let us suppose a man—thinking of what he has learned in

his studies of the nature of light—utters the (intentionally

obscure) paradox, " A green leaf is not green."

This is, of course, absolute nonsense if the words are, each
of them, taken in their everyday meaning. We are prepared,,

when the other of the two speakers has asked for an explanation,

to hear that—if these words do express a truth—one or more
of them is used in a sense given to it for the nonce by the maker
of the paradox. It will be found, when we have heard the ex-
planation, that any paraphrase will almost unavoidably contain

some such words as " what you call " and " what I call," etc.

The explanation being demanded, we suppose it is given in

this form : First a general statement, which once more is not
quite clear to the hearer, and which does not at once seem
directly connected with the former :

" White light or sunlight is

nothing but a mixture of colours." This is followed by an ex-

planation of the nature of light and of the fact that things are

only seen because of their reflecting the light that falls on them.
or part of that light. And this having been stated, the whole
is then shown to contain the elucidation of the first paradox. The
speaker continues in some such words as

:

" So then, we see that the leaf which 3'o;i call green only seems
so to you because it absorbs all other colours and reflects only

the green. It does not contain any green-colour producing sub-

stance ; if any light that contains no green is thrown upon it, it

will appear black ; it is not what / called green, i.e., it is not green

of its own nature."

Now the scheme here illustrated is the one I believe exists

in our passage. I will therefore first enquire into the meaning
of, " Ich bin der Geist der stets verneint." and attempt to find

an elucidation in the three lines that follow

:

Und das mit Recht ; denn alles, was entsteht,

1st wert dass es zn Grnnde geht

;

Drum besser war's dass nichts entstiindc''

These lines are in themselves so clear and plain that we need

not spend time in commenting upon them, except in so far as to

emphasise the fact that the words " und das mit Recht, denn "

show beyond the possibility of doubt that they are intended to

justify Mephisto's " Verneinen." This verb has been translated

by " to deny," and it seems to me that too close an adhesion lo

its first and more literal meaning of " to say no " has caused aU
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the

tive

difficulty of such comments as the caUing Mephisto " a nega-
. , . existence," etc. But Mephisto says, " Ich verneine stets

"

(I am always ," denying"), and I am right in doing so, because
" all things from the Void called forth deserve to be destroyed."

We ask then : What action that can possibly be indicated by
" z'cnicinen " does anyone that holds this pessimistic opinion
consider justifiaible and justified? '' Vernewen"' (to deny,

to contradict ) implies criticism and disapproval. Is the

step from criticising and disapproz'incj to " being in oppo-
sition " and " blaming that of which others approve," and
then to " trying to destroy what is blamed," too great to supjxjse

that even the latter, the wish for destruction of what is generally'

thought desirable, is more or less definitely implied here in the

verb " verneinen "?

I am not one of those who ransack a writer's works for all

instances of his use of any particular word, and then talk as if

the meaning which the word has in one passage proves that, when
it occurs elsewhere, it must necessarily have that same sense

as before. But, if the meaning of a word as used by an author

is not very clear, and the context suggests a somewhat far-

fetched, but nevertheless possible, explanation, the probability of

that interpretation being correct is brought near to certainty if we
can show that the sense which we tentatively assign to the word
is .actually given to it by the author in a passage that does not

leave any doubt. It is therefore in support of my translation or

paraphrase of " verneinen " by " to oppose w'hat others approve "

and " to wish to destroy it
" that I point out that Goethe him-

self speaks ( " Aus meinem Leben," III., XI. Buch.. Reclam
ausgabe, Bd. 24, Seite 26) of what we would call " destructive

criticism" as " Kritik verneinend. herunterzichend," and (ibid.,

p. 42) places " verneinend " and " zers'torend " as synonymous
into close juxtaposition ; similarly, in his article " Deutsche

Sprache " ("Jenaische allgemeine Literaturzeitung," 1817), he

speaks of " A'erneinend, abrathend, widerstrebend zu werke
gehen."

Thus, supported by Goethe himself, I think we may para-
phrase (I do not say translate!) the four lines somewhat as fol-

lows :
" I am the Spirit who is always in opposition, and always

disapproving of what most people think right and good. I do
what I can against the established order of things, and I consider

that I am right in doing so, because, really, everything created

is so bad that it ought to perish, and consequently I hold that it

would be much better ' there were naught created.' " The three

lines that follow offer no real difficulty. W'e must only point

out that in Mr. Taylor's translation they are far from being as

definite and as clearly expressed as in the original. Nay. one
phrase which for our purpose is of great importance is, in the

translation, if not, perhaps, quite wrongly rendered, certainly ob-

scured. Let me recall to your memor\' Mephisto's very words in

the original. Paraphrasing or much comment will be found un-
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necessary. A correct prose translation free from the trammels
of rhyme and rythm will then suffice :

—

So ist denn alios was ihr Si'inde,

Zerstorung. kurz das Bose nennt,
Mein eigentliches element-

I.e., " Ergo : all that yon people call sin, destructicMi—in

short, ' Evil '—is my element "
; that is to say, "What you call

evil is what I approve of and consider good."

If this conception of this second saying of Mephisto's is

correct, and if you agree with me that we must take this reply

as an elucidation of the initial paradox, " I always will the Bad,
but always work the Good," I can find no other solution for the

difficulty than this : Mephisto says :
" I always am trying to do

what you people call wickedness, sin, evil, but what really is

good." In Mephisto's declaration Evil and (iood are not,

as all commentators take for granted, the names of two dia-

metrically opposite principles, but two names for one and the

same thing viewed from two diametrically opposite standpoints.

I imagine the words " stets das Bose will " spoken by a good
actor, if he adopt my interpretation, with just a faint sarcastic

smile. That same actor would then lay a noticeable stress on the
" ihr " in " was ihr Sunde nennt."

I think I rniay claim for this interpretation, firstly, that it

saves us from the necessity of believing that Goethe has been

guilty of an artistic blunder, a theory to which, as we have seen,

some commentators find themselves driven. There is no im-

prudent frankness, there is no confession of impotence, there is

no absurd inconsistency and self-contradiction in Mephisto's

words; he does not call destruction evil, nor does he call creation

good. Secondly, that it assigns to Mephisto's utterance a sense

admirably adapted to Eaust's character and mood.

Faust, the scholar who has studied all sciences and found

none that satisfied his thirst for full and complete truth, and for

that knowledge which would make him understand " the inmost

force which binds the world, and guides its course,"—Eaust,

who has a few moments before Mephisto's appearance confessed

to himself that he " does not pretend to aught worth knowing,"

is so thoroughly disgusted with the world in which he lives that
" no dog would endure such a curst existence." Even magic has

failed him when he sought its aid, and the Earth-spirit

("Erdgeist") whom he calls up has crushed him and taken

away all his self-confidence, which the sight of the sign of the

macrocosm had momentarily inspired. " A thunderword hath

swept me from my stand," he says, and, thoroughly disheartened,

he thinks of committing suicide. True, a reminiscence of child-

hood has made him put down the poison, but even this milder

mood soon passes away once more, when the gratitude of the

peasants on Easter morning reminds him how his father and he

himself vainly strove against disease and plague, and he re-

proaches himself with pretentious ignorance and sighs: "I must
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hear, by all the living, the shameless murderers praised." So
"two souls, alas! reside within (his) breast"; the "one with

tenacious organs holds . . . the world in its embraces." the

other " strongly rises away from this dust into higher spheres."

When next we find him in his study, he is for a while longer

under the sway of the " Easter-mood," but no sooner does he

resume his meditations than we hear him say: "But. ah! I feel

. contentment flows from my breast no longer," and when
he makes an attempt to find consolation in the New Testament,

the first and only result is criticism, doubt, and an interpretation

which in reality is a flat contradiction.

To this doubting, despairing, disgusted, though still vaccila-

ing mind, Mephisto presents himself, not with the information,

"I am an impotent evil Spirit," but with words that chime in with

Faust's pessimistic mood: " I (like you) am disgusted with this

world ; in fact, I think it fully deserves complete destruction. I

like to do all I can to counteract its usual processes. Many
people call this evil, but I maintain that that is good."

Can we, I ask, have a better opening of a conversation the

aim and final result of which is Mephisto's proposal that Faust,

wdio is miserable because until now he has tried what others and
he himself have been accustomed to call Good, shall now try to

find happiness in what Mephisto teaches him to call ( iood ?

In conclusion, one more remark : it might at first sight seem
possible to interpret Faust's question, "Was ist mit diesem Ratsel-

wort gemeint," as referring merely to the fjrst words of
Mephisto's, " Ein Teil von jener Kraft," and one commentator
seems to accept this view. But I firmly hold that this cannot
have been Goethes intention, because, first, Mephisto—who after

all is a supernatural being, and shows an intimate knowledge of

what has been in Faust's nfind—must be taken to know what
Faust means by his question ; and, secondly, because Faust
listens attentively to what Mephisto says in elucidation, of the

words " der stets das Bose will," etc., and neither interrupts him
nor, when he has finished, says, anything like : "Yes, 1 see that,

but T asked, ' What do you mean by ' ein Teil von jener Kraft?'
"

Faust docs want to know that also, but he does in no -.vay speak

as if it was the only point he thought obscure.

Grants for Research.—As a result of the recom-
mendations recently made by the joint committee of this Asso-
ciation and the Royal Society of South Africa ( vide p. 66,

ante), a General Committee has been constituted on the lines

already indicated, and held its first meeting a few weeks ago,

for the purpose of considering ap])lications for grants which had
been received. Five grants, amounting in all to £250, were
made, and were comprised as follows:— ( i) £40 to Prof. W. A.
D. Rudge, M.A., of Grey University College, Bloemfontein. for
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the purpose of obtaining a continuous record of the variations
in the atmospheric gradient at various places, and of ascertain-
ing the relation betvveeni potential gradient and altitude, and be-
tween the diurnal variation of the gradient and the variation in

the atmospheric pressure; (2) £45 to Prof. A. Young. M.A.,
B.Sc, of the South African College, Cape Town, for the purpose
of investigating the occurrence of semi-diurnal, diurnal, and
spring and neap tides observed by the applicant in connection
with an artesian well in the Cradock District; (3) £75 to Miss
D. F. Bleek, of Charlton House, Mowbray, for the purpose of
proceeding to the Kalahari, so as to obtain phonographic records
of the spoken language of the Bushmen tribes north of the

Orange and A'aal Rivers, and to procure ethnologically interest-

ing photographs and curios
; (4 ) £50 to Mr. R. N. Hall. F.R.G.S.,

of Bulawayo, for the purpose of enabling the applicant to visit

remote localities in Rhodesia, where Bushman paintings exist,

so as to add to the list of paintings already discovered, and
described, photographed, or sketched; (5) £40 to j\Ir. W. T.
Saxton. M.A., F.L.S., of the South African College, Cape
Town, for the purpose of (a) studying the fungus diseases of

trees in the Transkeian forests, especially those diseases which
appear sufficiently severe to be of economic importance, (b)

investigating the oecology of the typical formations of the

Transkeian territory, (c) investigating, in detail, a reported oc-

currence of the typical Western Province flora at St. John's,

and (d) to collect material for the study of the two genera of

South African Cycads, Stangcria and Enccphalartos, by Prof.

Chamberlain, of Chicago University.

Atomic Structure of the Elements. — At
the recent Session of the British Association, Dr. J. W. Nichol-

son, dealing with theoretic determinaition of atomic weights,

suggested that all elementarv atoms may be built up from four

protyles, containing 2, 3, 4, and 5 electrons respectively, in a

volume distribution of positive electricity. Considering coro-

nium, hydrogen, nebulium, and protofluorine as the four pro-

tyles, Dr. Nicholson deduced that the helium atom might be

made up of one atom of nebulium and one of protofluorine. An
argon atom would similarly be made up of ten helium atoms

;

a neon atom would consist of twice the combination (PfH)3;

an atom of xenon would correspond to 5 [He4(PfH)3], and

one of krypton to 5 [Nu,(PfH)3], the symbols Pf and Nu
representing respectively protofluorine and nebulium.



THE ORIGIN OF VERTEBRATES.

By Wir.tiAM Hammond Tooke.

The fascination which such subjects as the origin of species
and races, and their subsequent development, have exerted on
the mind of the writer, must be his excuse for venturing into

somewhat unaccustomed fields, and for the endeavour to place

before those in South Africa, who take an interest in these

matters, a remarkable theory which for some years has been
propounded and defended by a biologist of repute*, but which,
perhaps, has even yet not become as widely known as it deserves,

whether as a genuine contribution to scientific knowledge, or as

a masterly display of instructed dialectic. If the imperfect

sketch attempted in this paper should attract the attention of

those better qualified than himself to appraise and appreciate

Dr. Gaskell's theory, the object of the present writer will have

been attained.

The volume in which Dr. Gaskell's views are set forth and
expounded is introduced by a ciuotation from a private letter.,

addressed by the late Professor Huxley to the author in 1889,

as follows :

—

"Go on and prosper; there is nothing so useful in Science as one
of those earthquake hypotheses which oblige one to face the possibility

that the solidest-looking structures may collapse."

The hypothesis, the enunciation of which constitutes the

substance of this work, is certainly daring, if not earth-shaking.

But, in order to consider it we must place before us the doctrine

of evolution, or descent with relation to organic life, which the

recent centenary of Darwin mu.st have made familiar to all.

According to the text-books it is this : That animals and plants

now existing (for we shall not venture into the inorganic world)

arose by a natural evolution from simpler pre-existing forms of

life ; those from still simpler, and so on back to a simplicity of

life such as that now represented by the very lowest organism.t

Dr. Gaskell's position, in a few words, is as follows : The
evolution of animal life is a process of upward progress, cul-

minating in the highest form—man ; and toward this upward
progress the most essential organ, or group of organs, is the

nervous system, or brain. Or, as he siuns it up at the end of

the volume :

—

" 'Die law for the whole animal kingdom is the same as that for

the individual; success in this world depends upon brain.'

In the original coelenterate stock J this central nervous sys-

tem naturally centred and clustered round that most important

* " The Origin of Vertebrates," by Walter Holbrook Gaskell, pp. x,.

538. London: 1908 (Longmans. Green and Co.).

t Thomson, " Outlines of ZoologA%" chap. vi.

t Coelenterata or Radiata = sea-anemones, jelly-fish, etc.
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organ of assimilation and growth, the mouth, or opening of the
digestive cavity ; for the primitive coelenteron was Httle more
than a food-bag.

So in the h.igher animals—in the annelids, or worms, we
find a dorsal central ganglion ; that is, a nerve mass, in the upper
part of the head, and a ventral gangliated chain extending on
the underside throughout the length of the animal; in the
arthropods, a central dorsal ganglion, referred to in this work
as " supra-(iesophageal." or above the gullet, and an " infra-oeso-

])hageal " ganglion. IJetween these two ganglia in the head of the
arthropod lies the stomach, called, from its position in the head»
the " cephalic stomach." " Arthropods,'' it may, perhaps, be
explained, is the name given to the large order which includes

Crustacea (lobsters, crabs, king-crabs, etc.), scorpions, spiders,

and insects.

The continual expansion and development of the nervous
system consequent upon evolutionary progress leads to pressure

upon the digestive organs which it surrounds ; and the arthropod
animal finds itself faced with an increasingly perplexing pro-

blem. The development of the brain is necessary to enable it

to adapt itself to its environment; but the stomach and de-

pendent digestive organs cannot well be dispensed with if the

animal is to repair the bodily waste and carry out its functions.

It would seem, however, that the nervous and digestive

systems which should have been mutually lielpful, were, by the

exigencies of space in the head and thorax, thrown into a posi-

tion of antagonism; it became a question of fighting for "head-
room '"

; and, in the struggle that must apparently have ensued,

victory or defeat would have been equally fatal to the perpetua-

tion of life in this class of organisms.

'•Something had to be done [says Dr. Gaskell]. Some way had to

I;e found out of this difficulty."

The situation certainly seems extraordinary ! But the way
out suggested by our author is not less remarkable. It is as if

an All-\Mse Providence had said :
" Bless me ! I am working

on wrong lines altogether ! I must make another try !
" But

this fresh " start " entailed a radical change in design ; for the

threatened atrophy of the brain

" meant degeneration and reduction to a lower state of organization

;

while on the other hand the further development of the brain necessitated

the establishment of a new method of alimentation or feeding.'"*

Lamartine describes how the great Architect of the

Universe
" D'un pied dedaigneux le lan<^ant, dans I'espace,

Rentra dans son repos."

P.ut. if Dr. Gaskell's hypothesis is accepted, it is plain that that

attitude has to be abandoned in order to prevent a break-down.

*0p. cit, p. 57.
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After this marvellous self-working, self-maintaining machinery
of life had worked successfully through the various geological

epochs, from the Cambrian to the Cretaceous Age, it was found
to be contrived on a faulty plan, and had to be amended by the

simple expedient of throwing overboard the digestive apparatus
which had hitherto grown and developed around the mouth of

every animal from the coral to the crab, while the Creator cor-

rected His creative work by constructing and substituting an
entirely new apparatus with all the latest improvements.

This, by way of analogy. Dr. Gaskell does not, of course,

iDurden his thesis with any arguments either for or against the

creation, or any other origin of the universe. He is only con-
cerned with this planet, and only with life on this planet since

the palaeozoic era. The point is that, according to his view,

somewhere between the highest non-chordate and lowest

chordate there arose, in the steady progress of evolution, some
sort of crisis, or we might even say catastrophe.

On the face of it one is naturally unwilling to accept any
theory involving a breacii in what we call the law of continuity

of design. It offends the innate instinct towards unity which
comprises a portion of our mental equipment. But, what is,

perhaps, a graver objection to Dr. ^Gaskell's theory is, that it

runs counter to what has been considered as a fundamental
axiom among geologists.

The tissue of the original primitive cell consists of three

layers—the outer layer or epiblast, the inner layer or hypoblast,

and the intermediate tissue or mesoblast, though this is not re-

presented in the classes ranked below the annelids, i.e., sponges,

coelenterata, etc. Tn the higher animals the nervous system and
sense-organs are evolved from the epiblast or ectoderm ; the gut

and its outgrowths, lungs, liver, etc., from the endoderm or

hypoblast; the skeleton, muscles, etc.. from the mesoderm or

mesoblast. Now, Dr. Gaskell commits the heresy of evolving

the vertebrate gut from the arthropod nervous system ; that is,

he derives the gut from an epiblast, instead of from a hypo-

blast ; or, as he puts it, the epiblast of the arthropod may become

the hypoblast Of the vertebrate, and vice I'ersa.

Needless to say, we shall not attempt to decide where
doctors disagree ; but we may, perhaps, be permitted to glance at

some of Dr. Gaskell's arguments.

The general design in the construction of vertebrates is so

radically different from that of invertebrates that zoologists and
anatomists, although easily tracing the line from protozoa

through corals, zoophytes, etc., to worms, starfish, crustaceans

and insects, and while, with even greater ease, finding the an-

cestors of the mammals and birds in reptiles, amphibians and

fish-like animals, the remains of which have been discovered in

geological strata, have yet found the gulf between the highest

form of crayfish or scorpion, annelid or mollusc, and the lowest

vertebrate form well-nigh impassable.
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Tliis may, perhaps, be owing to the imperfection of the
geological record ; but scientists have for some time endeavoured
to trace some line of descent between some annelid, like the
earthworm or lobworm, on the one hand, and the unique balano-
glossus or lancelet on the other; the latter being regarded as a
primitive ancestor or degenerate descendant of a fish, the former
rather doubtfully ranked as an archaic vertebrate on account of
its being the happy possessor of a rather questionable notochord.
Another attempt ^through a different channel, connects the mol-
luscoid lampshell with the tunicate or sea-squirt, whose larval

form also boasts a notochord " in the tail !

"
^

These theories between them may be said to have held the
field until Dr. Gaskell's " earthquaking hypothesis " effected a
linking uj) of the broken chain in the persons of two solitary

survivors of their respective families, the king-crab and the
lamprey, by the simple process, as already explained, of con-
verting the gastric system of the arthropod into the brain ven-
tricles of the fish, which obligingly constructs for itself, proprio
iiiotu, a fresh digestive system out of a portion of its respiratory

apparatus.

In spite of its revolutionary character, Dr. Gaskell's conten-

tion is supported by two considerations : First, the extreme pro
bability, on quite other grounds, that some such metamorphosis
actually took place at a t'me when the arthropods were at their

greatest period of develo})ment, since it coincides with the first

recorded appearance of representatives of the class Pisces in

form greatly resembling in some respects the king-crab, in

others, the hagfish or lamprey. Secondly, that such a funda-

mental alteration can be regarded as a parallel, if not a prece-

dent, to the change which undoubtedly must have taken place

when marine vertebrate organisms first developed into am-
phibious and land-frequenting animals ; a change noj. perhaps, so

.drastic, nor involving the heretical conversion of hypoblast into

epiblast, but still entailing nothing less than the transformation

of the air-bladder of the fish into the lung of the amphibian, and

the atrophy of the gills, or their employment in other than

respiratory functions.

Says Dr. Gaskell :

—

" This transition from the gill-bearing to the lung-bearing vertebrates

is most interesting, for it has been proved that the hmgs are formed
by the modification of the swim-bladder of fishes ; and in a group of
fishes, the Dipnoi, or lung-fishes, of which three representatives still exist

on earth, tlie mode of transition from the fish to the amphibian is plainly

visible; for they possess both lungs and gills, and yet are not amphibians
but true fishes. But for the fortimate existence of Ceratodus in Australia,
Lepidosiren in South America, and Protopteris in Africa, it would have
been impossible from the fossil remains to have asserted that any fish

existed which possessed at the same moment of time the two kinds of
respiratory organs, although from our knowledge of the amphibian we
niiglit have felt sure that such a transitional state must have existed."

The foregoing has been brought forward by Dr. Gaskell,
:not, of course, as his own discovery, as it is a commonplace of
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all the text-books, but as an argument by analogy in favour of

the possibility of the original vertebrate having acquired his

new digestive outfit before the old one was absolutely function-

less in that respect, and having thus tided over a very pre-

carious period when it would have been very risky to have been
off with the old love before he was on with the new.

The prececHng argument, based upon the first appearance

of the vertebrate in geologic time, is set forth by Dr. Gaskell

as follows :

—

" Before the highest mammal—man—appeared, the dominant race was
the mammahan quadruped, from whom the highest mammal of all—man
—sprung ; then comes in Mesozoic times the age of reptiles, which were
dominant when the mammal arose before them. Preceding this era we
find in Carlioniferous times that the amphibian was dominant, and from
them the next higher group, the reptiles, arose. Below the Carboniferous
comes the Devonian strata with their evidence of tlie dominance of fishes,

whence the amphibian was directly evolved. The evidence is so clear

that each succeeding higher form of vertebrate arose from the highest
stage reached at the time as to compel us to the conclusion that the
fishes arose from the race which was dominant at the time when fishes

first appeared. This brings us to the Silurian age, in which the evidence
of tlie rocks points unmistakably to the sea-scorpions (giant monsters,
some six feet long), king-crabs and trilobites as being the dominant race.

It was preceded by the great trilobite age, and the whole period from
the first appearance of the trilobite to the dwindling away of the sea-
scorpion may he designated as the Pal.neostracan age, the term Paljeostraca
to include both trilobites and the higher scorpion and king-crab forms
evolved from them.

" The evidence of geology thus points strongly to the origm of the
vertebrates from the Palaeostraca arthropod forms which were not crus-
taceans and not arachnids,* but gave origin both to the modern day
crustaceans and arachnids."

Dr. A. S. Woodward, who, in his address before the British
Association.! alludes to this passage in Dr. Gaskell's book, points
out that the true fish of the Devonian age had. most of them,
paddles which they used as crawlers as well as swimmers, dif-
fering in this respect from the typical fish. Moreover, as Dr.

~

Gaskell shows, these fishes

—

Ptcraspis, Ccphalaspis, Ptcrichthys—resemble, in a remarkable manner, members of the Palsos-
tracan group

—

Eiiryptcrus, Hcmiaspis, Phrxnns—so that it is

difficult to decide whether a fossil of wdiich tlie softer parts had
disappeared, was a fish with a head-shield, or an arthropod with
a carapace.

Again,

" fortunately there is still alive on this earth one member of this re-
markable group (of arthropods), the Limulus or King-crali. On the
vertebrate side the lowest non-degenerate vertebrate is the lamprey v/hich
spends a large portion of its existence in a larval stage. The value of this
fact will be seen."

The bulk of the work is too technical for the layman,
although the information afforded by the excellent illustrations

* Arachnids = scorpions, spiders, etc.

t At Winnepeg.
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that adorn the book do much to help one to reahse, by means of
comparison, both the resemblances and the differences which
appear respectively in analogous and in homologous organs of

the selected representatives of the arthropod and chordate
phyla. From these one can gather with intense interest how
Dr. Gaskell seeks to establish a case which is certainly much
stronger than anyone could have anticipated from a cursory

view of the position.

Thus, assuming that the original cephalic stomach had
ceased, or would shortly cease, to perform its functions, he
shows how the nervous ganglia which constituted the brain ex-

tended round it until it converted itself into what was merely
the third ventricle; while the spinal marrow built itself round
the original alimentary canal, and the gullet became a closed

sac or slight invagination of the brain ( fundibulum).

This involves the proposition that a new gut or alimentary
canal had to be formed. This, the author admits, appears at

first sight too great an assumption to make, but justifies it by
a comparison of what takes place (as already shown) in the

lurijg-fish when it uses its swim-bladder as a lung, and allows

its gills to become functionless. The new alimentary system.

Dr. Gaskell explains, is constructed out of a portion of the old

breathing apparatus.

The fact that the pineal or median eye, existing and func-

tional in the arthropods of the Silurian age, is found present in

the larval lamprey, while in the adult it is superseded by
functional lateral eyes, the normal eyes of the vertebrate, is very
significant, as also the presence in the vertebrate eye only of
the characteristic IMullerian fibres which are not found in in-

vertebrates, but which Dr. Gaskell traces back to a process in

the alimentary canal. He asserts that the segmental excretory

organs of the arthropods have become respectively converted

into the pituitary gland, the tonsils, the thyroid, the thymus and
the glands of the lymphatic system ; the thyroid gland, in par-

ticular, he identifies very convincingly with the arthropoid

generative organs.

The vertebrate heart he considers to have been evolved from
the junction of two venous channels in the lower (ventral) part

of the body, while the invertebrate dorsal heart has become
functionless and atrophied, and" exists as a mere mass of fat

above the spinal cord in the larval lamprey, disappearing alto-

gether in the higher vertebrates.

The relationship between the respiratory muscles of the

arthropod and vertebrate appear to the layman obscure, and
Dr. Gaskell's explanations appear to require a professional

knowledge of anatomy and histology to be understood

thoroughly. The olfactory organs, however, are traced clearly

from their position in the scorpion to their subsequent situation

in the lamprey—an instance where the organ and its function

remain identical, but its position is changed; the converse of
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most cases of alteration. The author claims to have discovered

in the king-crab a large auditory sense-organ akin to the pecten

of the scorpions, which is the original of the vertebrate auditory

apparatus.

The history is carefully followed of the legs and other ap-
pendages, the leg-jaws and masticatory apparatus of the king-

crab and sea-scorpion ; and the author shows apparently conclu-

sively that they have been metamorphosed into the tentacles and
upper and lower lips which surround the mouth of the larval

lamprey. In the case of the Silurian fishes, such as the

Ptcrichthys, he demonstrates that they have followed a different

line of development in the paddles, or flappers, of the Ganoid
fishes.

Dr. Gaskell points out also the likelihood that some of the

earlier Silurian fishes were, not only without the usual jaws
characteristic of the vertebrate skull, but were, on the other

hand, provided with appendages less developed, perhaps, but

resembling the legs and leg-iaws ( endognaths and ectognaths)

of the arthropods, thus constituting an important link between
the arthropoda and vertebrata. Furthermore, the head-shields

of the Silurian and Devonian fishes, Pteraspis, Cyathaspis, etc.,

not only greatly resemble the carapace of some of the arthropods,

but are composed of muco-cartilage like the muco-cartilaginous

head-shield of the larval lamprey, and not of bone, as is usual in

vertebrate skeletons.

The cartilaginous skeleton of the larval lamprey, it may be
said, is entirely different in substance from the bony skeleton

of the vertebrate, while it is very similar to that of the king-

crab, and presumably to that of the fossil forms.
In other respects it is shown that the difference is greater

between the larval lamprey (ai)iiiwca'tcs)an(\ the adult form
ipctromyzon) than it is between the king-crab (liniulus), or
.'ea-scorpion (curypterus) and ammoca:tcs.

Indeed, the most reiuarkable feature in the whole history
of this singular development is that the final stages of the meta-
morphosis are accomplished, not in the transition from one
allied species to another—not even in the issue of the earliest

and most primitive vertebrate from the latest highly developed
invertebrate—by what might almost be called the normal pro-
cess of fertilisation, gestation and birth, but in the lifetime, and
by the metamorphosis, of the individuals of closely allied species,

or varieties, during the short period that was requisite in order
to complete the growth or transformation from larva to adult.

Were it not for the support afforded by this singular fact,

constituting, perhaps. Dr. Gaskell's strongest argument, it would
be difficult to accept his explanation of the formation of the

vertebrate mid-gut, and its introduction between the original

cephalic and thoracic region (pro- and meso- soma) and the

original cloacal region Oneta-soma). For it evidently owes its

inspiration to the necessity of increasing the length of the body
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\vlieii the legs of the arthropod have disappeared, in order to

furnish either a rudder-like tail, or loco-motor hind-limbs, for
the purpose of providing- fresh means of locomotion. Without
such members the incipient vertebrate would fall back in the
scale of being behind the whelk and the oyster, and become
itothing better than a miserable sea-squirt

!

In January and February. 19 lo. the Linnean Society held a
debate, or discussion, on Dr. Gaskell's theory, which occupied
two meetings of that body, during which it was considered from
the standpoints of embryology, comparative anatomy, palaeont-

ology, physiology, and even psychology. The speakers were
Prof. MacBride, Prof. Starling, Air. Goodrich, Dr. Smith Wood-
ward^ Prof. Dendy, Sir Ray Lankester, Dr. Chalmers Mitchell,

Rev. Mr. Stebbing, Dr. D. H. Scott, Dr. Gadow, and Prof.

Stanley Gardner. The last two largely supported Dr. Gaskell's

theory, but. speaking generally, although no counter theory was
definitely put forward, the meeting, as a whole, was unable to

accept that scientist's views, although those present expressed,

through Sir Ray Lankester, their appreciation of his observa-

tions. Dr. Gadow strongly supported Dr. Gaskell in rejecting

amphioxus as a lineal ancestor, a theory advocated by Mr.
Goodrich, who held that there would be no difficulty in deriving

the lamprey, or animoca:tcs, from an aiiiphio.vus-\\ke ancestor

by a normal process of evolution in which cephalisation wouM
take a leading part ; but, as to what preceded the aniphio.vus-Vike

ancestor, zoologists refused to commit themselves to an opinion.

Prof. Starling's objection to Dr. Gaskell's theory was opposed

by Dr, Smith Woodward. Generally, it appeared that, although

the majority were sceptical, they were so for different reasons,

and that the objections which appeared vital in the opinion of

one, did not appeal with any force to the other.*

But when all is said and explained, is this theory, taken at

its fullest, more difficult to accept or understand than the well-

known facts of the metamorphosis of the tadpole into the frog,

the axolotl into the salamander, the leptocephalus into the eel?

Are the changes any more startling than those that take place

in the pupae of the lepidoptcra?

* See "Nature," No. 2102. Vol. LXXXII. p. 445.
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1. With the transferable vote the voter, instead] of marking-
as now a cross X opposite the name of the man lie votes for,

marks in the order of his preference for them, with the numerals
I, 2, 3, 4, the four or more candidates, whom he tliinks the best.

If the returning officer finds that the man marked i is alreadv
elected, and therefore does not need the vote, he transfers it to

the candidate marked highest on that voting paper, who does need
it to help him in his election. He does exactly the same if he finds

the man marked highest turns out to be an unsuccessful candi-

date. He thus makes use of every vote that can possibly become
efifective, that is, that can possibly help to return a member.
W'e get every possible vote used, giving us true representation

of all the voters ; and any section of them numerous enough
to elect a Member can secure representation. We have section^

election in place of our present system of relative majority

election.

2. I would ask the reader to consider two actual cases of
election under our present system. In one in Cape Town there

were two candidates; the successful pne got 1,695 votes, his

opponent 296. One more than 296, that is, 297 votes, secured

the member's return, were effective votes, helped to elect him

;

and the surplus 1,398 votes had nothing to do with electing him:
they were non-effective votes, just as were his opponent's 296.

Less than 15 per cent, were effective, more than 85 per cent,

were non-effective; and it is these 85 per cent, of votes which
the transferable vote enables us to use in securing through sec-

tional election true representation.

The second case is that of the last Midland Division election

at Gwelo. Colonel Heyman got 392 votes, the next candidate,

Mr. GilfiUan, got 116. In this case the effective votes were

117; out of the 686 votes given for the four candidates, just 17

per cent, were effective, 83 per cent, were in this case non-

effective; 166 votes out of every two hundred were non-effective.

With the transferable vote all these 569 votes would be

used, to give some other candidate his quota—that is, the mini-

mum number of votes, that will ensure his election, if it were

possible so to use them.

3. Note please, that in every case of election where the

majority exceeds two, or where a thjrd candidate gets two votes,

majority election necessitates a majority of non-effective votes.

Say with 50 voters, one candidate gets 2^, the other 2}^. the

effective votes are 24, the non-effective. 26. With an odd

number, 51 voters, say. the candidates get respectively 27 and

24, the non-effective votes are 26. These are the most favour-

able cases possible, where the election is with an absolute

majority. In the two actual cases we have considered, under

the British system of a relative majority, we found the non-

effective votes were 85 and 83 per cent. ^—*~-«-^

This fault, the large number of non-effective votes, i>^'^(3il C/f/S
evitable in this system of single member constituencies ; it ^/^^^!l,.-rr^-^ /
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will and must occur. We are using a wrong method of

election, a method which only shows in each constituency which
of two candidates the majority prefers, which necessitates in all

cases that the minority shall be unrepresented, and which some-
times reduces the number of effective votes to a very small

percentage. It utterly fails to secure true representation.

4. The Report of the Royal Commission on Electoral

Systems, 1910, Cd. 5163, says of the seven British Parliamentary
elections from 1885 to 1910: " Only in one case, the election of

1892, can the actual results be said to represent approximately
the balance of voting power possessed by the two parties. If

these conclusions are checked by the figures for contested elec-

tions only, they are merely confirmed. In the contested elec-

tions of 1895, a Conservative majority of ']'] was returned by .i

minority of 25,000 voters. In England in 1906, an unusually

cogent example, because out of 465 seats only 20 were uncon-

tested, a Liberal majority of 200 members was returned by a

margin of voting strength, which onlv warranted a majority of

5. With majority election we never can get true repre-

sentation. For that we must take another method, in place of

trying to find in seven single-member constituencies which man
of two each voter thought the better man, which man was mosc
preferred ; we must in three-member or larger constituencies try

to find which man most of the voters prefer. We must in large

constituencies, with numerous candidates, allow 'the voter to

mark his preference for the four or more best candidates in his

judgment; so that, if the first man of his choice does not need
his vote, or cannot use it to secure his election, it may not be

wasted or non-effective as now, but may help in the election of

the highest placed candidate of his choice, who needs it. We
must substitute for majority election sectional election, and for

this we need the transferable vote.

6. We have just seen that in the election of one member, a
section of the voters equal to one less than half can give only
non-effective votes, cannot secure representation ; so also, if two
members are to be elected, a section of two less than one-third
of the voters must give non-effective votes. But while a

minority can never elect a single member, nor one of two mem-
bers, it can elect one of three members, if it amounts to one more
than one-fourth of the voters ; and with constituencies electing

three or more members Sectional election becomes possible, and
the larger the number of members to be elected the better does

it work. Thus in a three-member constituency the voters can

give expression to their views on an important question by
electing three members, if they are still of one mind; or two
members on one side and one on the other. But in a seven-

member constituency a much more varied expression of their

feelings may be given, according to the voting strength on one
side or the other. Their decisions may vary from 7 to o. through
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6 to I, 5 to 2. i.e., down to i to 6 or o to 7 : in stages or degrees
varying by one-seventh of the voters.

7. Sectional election may seem more difficult and too com-
plicated. It may be thought, it is all very well in tlieory, but
in practice it could not be done. Two years ago at Pretoria
it was tried for the first time; 2,814 votes were given for 13
candidates to elect 6 members. If each of the 6 members got

403 votes, that would be 2.418, leaving onlv 396 over, not enough
to give that number, 403, to a seventh candidate. The votes that

were actually given to the six members were 2,382, just t,6 less

than the utmost possible number of votes that could become
etTective. Only 36 votes that might have been efifective were
non-effective, .015 or three two-hundredths. three votes in 200,

compared, as we saw at Gwelo, to 166 in 200.

It is the system that is at fault, not the voter. It would be
a scandal and an untruth to say the Rhodesian voter was less

intelligent than the Pretoria municipal elector. The voters in

Rhodesia are as intelligent as you will find anywhere, and they
would need to be, for their circumstances are peculiar. They
are in a land where the British South Africa Company have
spent millions of pounds directly and indirectly in obtaining and
developing the country, without as yet one single halfpenny
of return in the way of dividend. At one side of the Council

table sit five members nominated by the Company, and at the

other side seven members elected by the people; and these seven
should be the very best men in all the land, not necessarily the

richest, but the very best ; they should not be elected by 17 per cent,

of the voters, but by all as far as possible. The interests of the

people and those of the Company are identical, and it is absolutely

necessary that the people should have true representation, and
the very best seven men they can elect. Think of the increase

of power behind them if 99 per cent., not 17 per cent., of the

voters elected them.

8. This result, 99 per cent, of the possible efifective votes,

will be got by substituting sectional for majority election ; imder
it each seventh equal section of the voters elects a member by
the same number of votes, who represents that section. In this

way we can make use of nearly every possible effective vote. No
system can make use of voting papers, whereon not one is marked
of the names of the candidates, whom 99 per cent, of the possibly

eft"ective voters think the best. In Rhoclesia these cases should

be conspicuous by their absence. By the transferable vote we
use the 85 or 83 per cent, of non-effective votes in the examples

we examined, and thus secure true representation.

9. What are the actual published results obtained by the U3e
of the transferable vote in two elections at Pretoria, two at

Johannesburg, and in five Parliamentary elections in Tasmania?'

The result is that as a rule 99 per cent, of the votes it is possible

to use are actually used in electing the members. In one case

in Tasmania it was 97^ per cent., but that is just six and a half
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times the 15 per cent., we found efifective in Cape Town. In

the Senate elections in the Union of South Africa still more
satisfactory results were got, 100 per cent., and in a small model
election held at Rondebosch, where 50 voters elected three mem-
bers from six candidates. 4Q.53 votes were given to the three

members out of 50 votes ; 10.53 votes more than the quotas

needed for the election of the three members.
10. These excellent results were obtained by the co-opera-

tion of the voters and the returning officer.

The voter, instead of putting a cross opposite the one
candidate's name for whom under the present system he votes.

marks in order of his preference 1, 2, 3, 4, or as manv more
names as he chooses. This is all the voter does.

The returning officer examines, and counts all the voting

papers. If electing seven members, he divides the number of

valid votes by 8, and adds one to the quotient ; this gives him the
" quota," or minimum number of votes that ensures election.

He then distributes all the valid votes in heaps for each of the

candidates marked i upon them, count's these heaps, and puts

them in the candidates' boxes. He enters at the top of a tem-

porary transfer sheet, in order of their preference, the names
of all the candidates, and below them the numbers of original,

or first-preference votes, they received. This is the first count.

He then looks for all the votes marked 2 on the voting

papers given to the eighth candidate, and distributes them to all

the candidates, just as he did on the first count; and he enters

their number below^ the others on the temporary transfer sheet,

and prefixes the name of the candidate whose votes they are.

He does the same with votes for the ninth candidate, and so on
to the lowest. He then distributes in like manner any surplus
second-preference votes. He now makes sure, that all votes

except those of the seven highest candidates on first and second-

preference votes are distributed ; and only those. He then adds
the combined first and second-preference votes for all the candi-

dates : this is the second count. A third and fourth count follow

on the same lines if necessary.

11. To ensure absolute accuracy the returning officer must
observe two fundamental rules:—First, to exclude or eliminate

no candidate's name on the temporary result sheet till every

effective vote is allotted; and second, to use no lower preferences

till all the higher ones have been allotted. The regulations

followed at present are unsatisfactory in small elections from
these two rules not being observed. If they are followed, both
surplus votes and unsuccessful candidates' votes are distributed

with arithmetical precision, and we get • an absolutely correct

method of counting.

12. Compare these excellent results, obtained by the use of

the transferable vote, with the present state of matters. We have
glanced at Gwelo. where, as at Umtali, each voter has one vote

;

at Bulawayo he has three votes. Not only are there three mem-
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hers for Piulawayo vvitli its 2.440 voters, l)ut each of these voters
has three votes, one for each memlxn- ; and yet Mr. Gordon
Forbes advocates for Rulawayo three single-member con-
stituencies each with a single vote. This would deprive tlic

Western Division voters of two-thirds of their present votes. I

am not surprised ; for this block vote, at present in operation,

works badly ; the minority are not only once beaten at every
•election, but three times over, once in the case of each of the

three members. Mow can one ex])ect them to go on voting; how
can one prevent their becoming apathetic and staying away from
the poll, knowing, as they do, that they will always be beaten

three times at every election? If the minority stay away from
the poll, what stimulus is there left for the majority of voters

to prevent their staying away also, feeling sure, as they well may,

that their members will be returned without the effort or troul)le

of voting on their part? Hence comes apathy, not only at elec-

tion times, but always; ancj loss of interest in the doings and
sayings of the members, whom they do not help to elect.

With the transferable vote, Mr. ( jordon Forbes would get the

equivalent of liis three one-member constituencies; and not only

that, but would give each voter the certainty that his vote would
become efi'ective. Fach quota of the Western Division electors

could elect their member, who would get nearly 778 effective

votes in place of now, as at Gwelo, 117 effective votes.

Salisbury would be affected in the same wav so far as regards
its block vote for two members; and Colonel (irey in his tem-
perate, well-balanced a])peal for the Northern Division showe;!

that it could give the quota, so far as numbers go, to three

members. He gives the registered voters for his division at

2,360, those for the Western Division as 2,240, and estimates the

other two at about 700 each. This gives a voters' register of
•6,200, and for seven members a quota of 776, while he reckons
the voters at Hartley, Lomagundi and ^lazoe as about 787. The
'686 votes cast at Gwelo show that the Midland Division pro-

bably is underestimated at 700 ; but in any case they presage

a fine contest for the next election.

13. There will be a contest wliich will bring into strong

light the justice of the claim of the rural voters all over the

land to have the opportunity of voting at every Civil Com-
missioner's office, and every post office, or railway station, or

school and church, and thus to get some sort of approximation

to the facilities the urban voters enjoy.

The transferable vote, we have seen, makes in practice every

vote effective ; let us shortly consider how this affects the \'oter,

the Candidate, the Member, and the Country :

—

14. First as to the voter:—The knowledge that iiis vote will

be effective will help that man of his choice, who needs his

vote, to secure his quota and his election, will make him vote, if

you give. him the facility to do so; it will further make him
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anxious to get all other voters to vote also, and to get every one
of his friends on the register of voters.

Even where zeal for his own side fails to induce him, the
knowledge that every vote given on the other side wall become
effective will drive him to the poll, will compel him to vote.

15. The mining interest now is, and probably for many years
to come will be, predominant over the farming and the urban
or mercantile interest. The miners and their labourers are the
customers of the farmers ; but the day will surely, and soon, come
when mealies will be produced and exported in larger quantities,

and with them cereals, dairy produce and meat in various forms,
and also tobacco.

In raising these, the farmers will year by year increase the
value of the land, which, in spite of their importance and neces-
sity, the miners are decreasing. The farmers will always be
scattered over the rural areas as the miners are now, but ever
widely and more widely. The transferable vote adapts itself to
all these varying states of the population, and gives each section
of the community its due proportional representation. To give
the scattered rural voters all possible facilities, we must remem-
ber that ballot boxes need not be large where voters are few
and scattered, that they are easily carried, that there is no need
to declare the result of the poll on the day of election.

At polling centres it is necessary that the voter should be
known to the presiding officer, or his identity vouched for by
a known person. Where could this be done better than at every
Civil Commissioner's office, every post offfce, or every railway
station, or school or church ? And thus a vigorous attempt would
be made to diminish the inevitable drawbacks of the rural voter

when vou for the first time give him the certainty that his vote

will tell.

The ballot paper keeps its own secret. A qualified presiding

officer, to whom most of the voters would be personally known,
or could be identified by a known witness, is to be found at all.

the suggested centres ; their work and their pay would be small-

but the case of the rural voter is a very impoitant one. and calls

for attention.

t6. When a man has taken some trouble to vote, and has
carefully considered his order of preference; when he has marked
two or three, or it may be all seven, of the subsequently elected

meml)ers on his voting paper, he will take an interest in their

sayings and votes, and in that of the others. This will develop

an intelhgent interest in the politics of his country ; he wall look

forward with pleasant anticipations to his next chance of voting,

and think carefully of the order of his preference.

Thus the transferable vote tends to secure more voters on
the register and at the polls, and a more intelligent interest in

the ])olitics of the country.

17. Secondly, How does it affect the candidates? It is im^
possible to canvass Southern Rhodesia, and freed from the
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expense, the worry, the irksome work of canvassing, there will

be more canch'dates, the field of choice will be widened. A vote
is a valuable right of the voter, to be used with intelligence for
his country's good ; not to be given for the asking, even if the

voter is a poor working man, and if the candidate's wife drives

up in her motor to ask him for his vote for her husband. To
canvass a man for his vote is rather to insult his intelligence,

and it is degrading and greedy begging on the part of those who
do it. It tends, too, to give the least intelligent voter, the man
who will give his vote because he is asked for it, or is driven to

the poll, the casting vote in the election of the member.
The young, intelligent hard-working farmer is unable to

bear the present expenses of a contested election, but could
afford at a suitable time to attend the short meetings of the

Legislative Council, and come forward and be an acceptable

candidate to his fellow farmers, the future backbone of the

country. Merit to a greater extent than now would become
the qualification for the Rhodesian member of the Legislative

Council, and that merit must be shown by public work, by public

speaking on the platform, by letters and articles in the press,

by taking an active part in all local Associations, thus showing
his fitness for election as a member. When not 17 per cent,

of the votes, not 117 efl^ective votes, but a 'quota of 'J'jd. is re-

quired for election, the member's name must be known in

Rhodesia, so that he can get general support, as well as all the

local votes in his vicinity. There ought to be the best men all

over the country coming forward as candidates, from whom the

voter can pick out the seven men most fit to serve their country,

make its laws, and determine its policy. No longer will one of

the first questions asked regarding a candidate be, Is he able

and willing to pay his election expenses ? The change will be

greatly to the advantage of Rhodesia.

18. Thirdly, How will the transferable vote affect the mem-
ber? He will know and feel that he has not crept into the

Council with the aid of, it may be, a very small relative majority

of effective votes, got with much labour, trouble and expense,

but that he has a quota of voters at his back, whose eyes are

fixed on him and his sayings, his doings, and his votes. His

effort will be to earn their appreciation of his work for the good

of their common country, and so make sure the question of his

return when the next election day comes round.

Collectively the elected members, elected by the eft'cctive

votes of all the people, will feel, know, and realize that they speak

for them with just as much authority as the five nominated mem-
bers across the table for the Company. They will be urged and

spurred on to do their best, knowing that they are not members
only, but truly the representatives of the whole people, who have

elected them. This will facilitate the common aim and interest

of the inhabitants of Rhodesia and of the Chartered Company,Tr
the good and the progress of the country. ,

,;• ,
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19. Fourthly. How will it affect the country?
X'oting as one large constituency will allow every voter, the

miner for instance, to vote just where he happens to be working.
When one large and important question stirs the mind of

the country at an election; it gives an ooportunity for the ex-
pression of tiiat opinion on a finely graduated scale exactlv in

proportion to the strength of the opinion, that is. to the number
of the voters who hold it. There are eight steps or degrees on
the scale from 7 to o. through 6 to i, 5 to 2. right down to o to 7.

Seven is really the least number that allows the good points,

of proportional representation to be seen.

\\'ith three members, the lowest number that can be elected'
by this system there are fewest advantages. Only three grades
are on the scale. 3 to o, 2 to i. o to 3; each differing from the
other by one-third of the members. Odd numbers give better
results than even ones : thus with six members we have the same
scale, one-third of the members, only as with three, 6 to o, 4 to 2,

o to 6, two-thirds in 5 to i. ^^'ith five we have five grades.

\\hen Rhodesia attains twelve elected members, and that

may be in a few years, with the present rate of increase, the-

question of two constituencies with five and seven members re-

spectively may arise. At present the transferable vote would
secure all over Rhodesia one voter one vote, one vote one value,

and equal number of votes for each member and all votes effec-

tive.

20. The transferable vote would stop all need for redistri-

bution. All demand or agitation for it would cease. There
would be no need for expensive commissions either recurrent

or constant as in the Union of South Africa, no troublesome

unsatisfactory attempts to settle boundaries, with much unsettle-

ment of many men's minds.

2T. The question of additional representation would at once

be automatically solved. \Mien the register showed an addition

of one-seventh of the present number of votes, an additional

member might be elected.

22. The question of bye-elections admits of an easy and
very satisfactory settlement. We cannot elect one member with

the transferable vote, but when a member dies or resigns, we can

examine the voting papers which secured his return, and can

get the name of the next available candidate, the very man that

those identical voters, who have lost their member, would have

chosen at the election had their late member's services not been

available then. Thus without expense, without loss of time,

you supply what they have lost, the member and representative

they themselves would have chosen to represent them.

23. To recapitulate shortly the substance of my paper. T

have pointed out what the transferable vote is, and how it makes,

every vote effective. U'e have found that majority election

by a relative majority inevitably leads to a majority of non-

effective votes, and such misrepresentation, that in twenty-five
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years there was only one election to the British ParHament, when
the results approximately represented the relative numbers of
voters.

We have seen that sectional election with the transferable
vote secures true representation in cases where three or more
members are to be elected; that it works well wherever it has
been tried, as in Tasmania, the Transvaal, and the South African
Union, making 99 per cent, of all the votes it is possible to use
effective in the election of members. We have described the
voter's part, the returning officer's work, and the two fundamental
rules that ensure absolute accuracy in counting. We have com-
pared its results with those from the present plan of voting in

Rhodesia, and drawn special attention to the needs of the rural

voter.

We have seen how effective voting would aft'ect the voter,

the candidate, the member, and the country ; considered the
advantages of voting as one constituency for seven members,
and seen how it would obviate the need for redistribution, pro-
vide automatically for additional representation, and solve in a
satisfactory way the question of bye-elections.

It would make the elected members the true rejM-esentatives

of the voters, place them on a footing of perfect equality with
the nominated members, and enable both successfully to secure
their common object and interest, the improvement, the welfare,,

and the progress of Rhodesia.

TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES.

RovAL Society of South Africa.—Wednesday, October i8th : F'rof.

H. H. W. Pearson, M.A., Sc.D., F.L.S., Vice-President, in ihe chair.—
" The spectrum of ruby "

: Dr. J. Moir. Two additional faint spectrum
lines were described. Chromium had been detected as the colouring
matter of artificial ruby. On heating above 300° C all the characteristic

spectrum lines disappear. The spectrum is therefore due to chromium in

a special atomic condition apparently not occurring elsewhere in nature —
' Some causes and effects of variation in the range of temperature "

:

Dr. and Mrs. J. R. Sutton. A discussion of some of the more
salient meteorological aspects of variation in the range of temoerature.
Harmonic constants of barometric pressure and temperature had been
computed for months of great and for months of small range of tempera-
ture.

—
"Algebraical development of the elliptic perturbative function used

in the theories of planetary motion ''
: R. T. A. Innes. Tables were

given for the calculation of certain functions. "A supposed new mineral
from Du Toit's Pan, Kimberley "

: Prof. B. de St. J. Van der Riet.
The author considered the supposed mineral to have been derived from
Calcium carbide that had been used in acetylene generators on the mine.
In the generators at Stellenbosch the author had found pellets similar

to those brought from Kimberley. In both cases they were accompanied
bv slaked lime, the variations in hardness were similar; in composition
they ranged from iron carbide to iron silico-carbide ; both evolved an
odour of acetylene when crushed, and neither contained notable quantities

of titanium.
—

" Further magnetic observations in South Africa during the
years 1910 and 1911"; Prof. J. C. Beattie. Reduced results of ob-
servations for determining the secular variation of the magnetic elements,
and results of additional observations in the Western Transvaal and the
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Eastern Districts of the Cape Province, with a discussion on the .magnetic

states of these regions.
—

"Action of radium salts on glass "
: Prof. W. A. D.

Rudge. As the result of experiments carried on for three years with
radium salts sealed up in glass tubes, sections of which were afterwards
cut and microscopically examined, in order to ascertain the depth to

which colouration had penetrated, a zonal structure was observed, with
abrupt changes in depth of colouration at the junction of successive zones.

It was concluded that the colouration was due to ^ and y rays, as well

as to a particles and emanation.
—"A new species of incscmhryanthcinum

from the Transvaal; and notes on the genus Ficus": J. Burtt-Davy.

South African Institute of Engineers.—Saturday, October 14th: Mr.
F. H. Davis, President, in the chair.

—"The manufacture of turbines as a

future industry "
: A. S. Ostreicher. The author expressed the con-

viction that water turbines of a moderate size, up to six feet in diameter,

would be the first engineering specialities to be successfully manufactured
in South Africa. He proceeded to describe the manufacture of a modern
Francis turbine, illustrating his remarks by means of diagrams, and re-

ferring specially to the attainment of high efficiency and the methods of

speed regiUation.

Geological Society of South Africa.—Monday, October i6th. Dr.
E. T. Mellor, President, in the chair.

—
"Xenoliths in gabbro, near Belfast,

Transvaal " : J. P. Johnson. Attention was drawn to patches of

abnorn;al composition occurring in an otherwise normally homogeneous
gabbro of considerable extent, on the farm Wintershoek, and having the

appearance of altered inclusions. The most remarkable of these xenoliths

consist of a coarse-grained rock, bearing a resemblance to the ec'.ogites

of the diamond pipes : it is an evenly granular aggregate of garnet, quartz,

and some semi-opaque greenisli mineral with a well-developed cleavage.

ADDRESSES WANTED.

The Assistant General Secretary (P.O- Box 1497, Cape Town)
would be glad to receive the correct addresses of the following members,
whose last-known addresses are given below:—

Aspland, C- Hatton, Witwatersrand Deep, Ltd., P-O- Box 5, Knight's,
Transvaal-

Barton, Ernest Mortlock, Director of Works Department, Simons-
town, Cape-

Bay, Dr- B-, P-O- Box 5513, Johannesburg-
Bell, W- Reid, M-I-C-E-, F-R- Met- Soc-, M-I-E-S-, P.O, Box 2263,

Johannesburg-
Boulton, H- C-, c/o Messrs- Pauling & Co-, Ltd-, Broken Hill,

Rhodesia-
Brown, W- B-, c/o Engineer-in-Chief, S-A- Railways, Cape Town-
Champion, Ivor Edward, P-O- Roberts Heights, Pretoria.

Crockett, John, 10, Transvaal Bank Buildings, Johannesburg-
Dickie, Andrew, 475, Currie Road- Durban, Natal-

Leech, Dr- J- R-, 4th Avenue, Melville, Johannesburg-
Macfarlane, Donald, M-I-C-E-, H-M- Naval Dockyard, Simonstown,

Cape-
Mirrilees, W- J-, 9, London Chambers, Durban-
Nichol, Thomas Thompson, P-O- Box 34, Springs, Transvaal.
Nicholas, W- H-, Durban High School, Durban. Natal.

Nicholson, J. Greg, Leliefontein, Government School, P.O. Carolina,

Transvaal.
Petersen, H. T., P-O- Box 5, Cleveland, Transvaal.
Preston, James, 89, Arnold Road, Observatory, near Cape Town.
Southwell, Miss Jessie, 270, Visagie Street, Pretoria.

Van Oordt, J. F., Harrismith, O.F.S.



SELECTIVE ABSORPTION OF SUBSTANCES IN THE
EARTH'S CRUST.

By Professor E. H. L. Sciiwarz, A.R.C.S.. F.G.S.

On the theory of the earth having passed through a molten
stage;, the crust is regarded as a sihceous slag rejected by the
cooHng globe which is essentially composed of metals. In this

way the specific gravity of the crust, which is about 2.7. is ac-

counted for ; the earth, as a whole, is about 5.5, and hence the

interior portion, would be about 7, or approximately the specific

gravity of iron. Chamberlin's planetesimal hypothesis, and the.

developments introduced into the original conception by later

authors, account for the earth's centre being of the density ob-

served, by supposing that it consists of meteoric matter, essen-

tially iron and various basic silicates : the crust, in this assump-
tion, would be the result of processes which have taken place on
the surface, which have removed the iron and magnesium, and
enriched the crust in silica, lime and soda. It is the purpose of

this paper to draw attention to the movements of the elements

iron, magnesium, calcium, and sodium, at present in action on

the earth, which, if not proving the planetesimal hypothesis in

all its points, at any rate prove that if the earth had been built

up along the lines of that hypothesis, the earth's crust could not

have been otherwise than it actually is.

In South Africa we have a most clear illustration of the

movement of the elements named above, in the weathering of

dolerite in the Karroo, where no soil hinders the free action of

the movement. The ro^k consists of the following substances

;

the amounts given are those of a dolerite of the Siebengeliirge

on the Rhine, and are typical.

^\^^^^. 52-63
j

practically insoluble.
Alumuia 13-53 '

Iron Oxide . . . . 12.6

Lime 8.z|4

Magnesia 6.17

Potash 1.61

Soda . 4.28

Water 1.55

100.81

Such a rock forms kopjes in many parts of South Africa; in

many of the drier parts, the water draining from the hillsides

is not sufficient to flow away in rivers, but collects at the foot of

the hills, in shallow lakes or pans. As there is no outlet for the

waters, all substances weathered out of the dolerite, and carried

in solution by the water, must come to rest in the pan, and, on
evaporation of the water, ought to form a deposit on the floor

of the pan. The lime and soda do certainly accumulate in the

UJ
(
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pan in the form of gypsum and common salt, the former ahiiost

invariably crystallising, either in the mud below the surface, or

just on the surface, while the salt remains obstinately on the

top of all. We should expect, from the analysis of the dolerite,

that there would be a mucn greater deposit of iron and, to a

lesser extent, of magnesia, but of the former there is no trace

whatever, while the latter may be intercepted in wells and borings

round the edge of the pan, where it makes the water bitter from
the epsom salts dissolved in it. W'e have here, then, a clear

instance of the selective absorption of the earth's crust, which
acts like a sieve to iron, causing it to sink immediately down-
wards, letting the magnesium through, though more slowly than

iron, but forming an absolutely impervious medium to the lime

and soda salts.

If the whole country were composed of dolerite, and this ac-

tion were to continue for a very long time, till a very thick layer

were completely weathered, we should find that that portion of the
earth's surface would eventually consist of silica, alumina, lime

and soda salts. In due time some of the silica would be con-
verted into quartz, which would form the grains of sandstones

;

some of it would remain combined with alumina, as kaolin, in

the form of clay; the lime would unite with carbon dioxide of
the air (the sulphur of the gypsum supplied by the pyrites in

the shales of the normal South African kopjes would be absent),

and the soda would be represented by salt. That is to say, the
essential constituents of the normal three types of sedimentary
rocks, sandstones, shales and limestones, would be present, and
the salt of the ocean would also be there ; the iron and magnesium,
so rich in the original rock, would be represented by small traces.

If the whole earth were originally made of rocks of the dolerite

composition, then the sediments would form in the manner they
do now, and with the same composition. On Chamberlin's
hypothesis, the earth is supposed to have originally consisted of

ultra-basic rocks and iron. The composition of the ultra-basic

rocks is practically the same as that of the dolerite, with less

silica, hence the selective absorption of the earth's crust, directly

water became formed, would result in the crust as we find it,

with silica, alumina, lime and soda predominating over all other
oxides of elements—disregarding hydrogen oxide, or water and
oxygen of the air, which form the media by which the absorption
is rendered possible.

The silica in the earlier periods would be colloidal silica

;

indeed, quartz could not have existed in the earlier stages of the
earth's history on the planetcsimal hypothesis, as the continual
bombardment of meteorites on the growing sphere would have
kept the surface at a white heat, and quartz cannot exist above
a temperature of 800 degrees C. The colloidal silica weathered
from the basic silicates would be carried to the ocean, and would
there form layers of chert. After immense periods of deposition,
sufficient sediment would accumulate to allow the recrystallisa-
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tion of the chert under pressure, as quartz. The great time neces-
sary for a thick deposit to form in this way, in contrast to the
comparatively short time requisite in later periods, is due to the
fact that in those ages the silica was spread out over the ocean
floor without reference to the boundaries, whereas the heavier
mechanical deposits of later times were unable to be carried far

from the land, and were hence deposited within at least two
hundred miles of the shore. When sufficient material had ac-

cumulated, and earth movements had elevated the recrystallised

siliceous sediments above the sea-level, then, for the first time,

quartz became subjected to weathering, and the first true sand

grains began their travel.

Alumina, united with silica and water as kaolin and clay,

was formed from the commencement of the action of water and
atmospheric oxygen on the rocks of the earth's crust exposed
above sea-level.

The iron at once became absorbed, and travelled down-
wards as it does to-day. Where it goes to, and why. is a mys-
tery I have tried to explain in the following way. First, as to

why it goes downwards. W^eak solutions of salts become ionised
;

that is to say, become split up into two parts ; a metallic part

which carries a positive charge of electricity, and an acid part

which carries a negative charge. The positive, or metallic ion,

is in the elemental condition, and hence, if a compound of iron

is dissolved, a portion of it exists in the solution as metallic iron,

and, as such, should be aft'ected by the magnetic attraction of the

earth's core.

Where it goes is a matter which we can, to a certain extent,

explain by noticing that under special conditions deep-seated beds.

of limestone may become wholly converted into haematite, or
iron oxide, by the percolation through them of solutions of iron

derived from above. Generally speaking, also, the older the beds

the more highly ferruginous they are ; that is to say, when they

were buried, the continual passage of iron-solutions through the

interstices betwen the grains caused a certain amount of deposi-

tion of iron within them, bnder certain circumstances the de-

scending water may be returned through fissures to the surface

as chalybeate springs, but the vast preponderance of iron dis-

solved from the rocks, as they weather on the surface of the earth,

passes directly downwards and becomes lost, as far as our actual

knowledge goes. It must accumulate at the base of the crust,

beyond which no water derived from the surface can descend.

Practically, no iron in solution reaches the sea in river water,

however much iron-bearing rocks there may be exposed on the

continent drained by the rivers. Where drainage is deficient, as

on the flat coastal plateaux in South Africa, the iron in solutiou

is precipitated under the soil, probably by organic agency, cer-

tainly the iron-bacterium Crcnothrix is present in soil, but
whether this is entirely responsible for the deposition, or whether
*;ome chemical deposition is superadded, is not yet determined.

>, library)^
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It is significant, however, that where there is no soil, and, hence,

no medium for the Crcnothrix to live in, there no iron becomes
arrested on the surface. The superficial deposits of this surface

iron are very large in South Africa, forming ironstone gravel,

ou-klip, or, as it is known in England, moor-bed stone (ort-stcin

in Germany). In cold latitudes the iron in the waters draining

into lakes is likewise arrested again by organic agency, by various

iron Bacteria, by the diatom GalUoncUa, and even by the leaves

of higher plants, such as Elodca; but here, again, it is not certain

whether the organisms are solely responsible for the deposition,

but the constant presence of phosphorus in iron thus precipitated

makes it probable that that is the case.*

Magnesium follows iion, but here we have a metal which is

not magnetic ; nevertheless, all substances are probably magnetic

to a certain extent, and hence, from the analogy' of iron, it is

conceivable that the reason why magnesium descends in the

earth's crust is the same that causes iron to do so, namely, that,

as the earth's core consists largely of magnesium, the attraction

of this on the ionised magnesium, in the weak solutions derived

from weathering rocks, is sufficient to draw it towards the earth's

centre.

That magnesium docs descend we have already seen in the

case of the weathering dolerite, but, on a larger scale, we see it in

its descent in the dolomitisation of limestones. The older the

limestone the more it is dolomitised, generally speaking. That
this is a subsequent effect, and is not due to original composition,

is proved from the fact that the dolomitisation progresses from
the joints inwards towards the centres of the blocks. If a lime-

stone, no matter how old it is, lies in a region where earth move-
ments have not taken nlace, then the exchange of part of the

lime for magnesia does not take place ; but if the same limestone

becomes caught in the press of earth movements, then the whole
of the limestone is converted into dolomite. There seems to

be necessary a certain amount of pressure to render the molecules

of the compound sufficiently mobile to allow the exchange to

take place. At the same time, this fact proves that a continuous

shower of water holding magnesia in solution has gone on in

both cases. The feebleness of the attraction of the magnesia
centre-wards, however, allows a small percentage of magnesium
salts to escape to the ocean, where it accumulates, but in very

much smaller proportion than common salt or lime.

The lime displaced by the magnesia in a limestone which be-

comes dolomitised comes to the surface. The same applies to

salt, which, if liberated from deposits which have become buried,

seeks the surface. These facts are so extraordinary, and I have

sought so vainly for any explanation of them, that I may be ex-

cused for throwing out a suggestion that may perhaps lead

* See Molisch, H. ; Sitzungsberichte d. K. Akad d. Wiss., Vienna,
October, igio.
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eventually to a solution of the puzzle. The various elements are
deposited from solution by the electric current with varying ease.
Thus, a given electro-motive force will deposit more iron and
magnesium than sodium or calcium ; as a matter of fact, calcium
ought to displace magnesium, and does so, under normal con-
ditions at the surface of the earth. The constant sinking of ions
of iron and magnesium carrying a positive charge towards the
centre of the earth may, in some way, cause the potential in the
lower regions of the crust to be such that the stronger elements
in the electro-motive seriesi such as sodium and lime, are repelled

to the surface, the weaker ones being also repelled, but the

centrifugal force, in their case, being counterbalanced by the

centripetal one due to the magnetic attraction of the earth's core.

If this be so, then, as all metallic ions carry positive charges,

directly metallic salts become dissolved by percolating water from
the rocks in which they are held, they would tend to seek the

surface, the stronger elements in the electro-motive series being

those most strongly repelled by the accumulated positive charge

at the base of the crust. The following is a short list of the

metals arranged in the electro-motive series, beginning with the

strongest, and it seems more than a coincidence that those metals

which are most widely distributed on the surface lie towards the

top of the series, whereas gold and platinum, which are scarce,

lie at the bottom of the series, as if their feeble electro-motive

force were insufficient to carry them in any quantity to the surface.

Elcctro-uiotivc Scries of Elciiiciifs.

Potassium {strongest).

Sodium.
Lithium.

Calcium.

Magnesium.
Aluminium.
Manganese.
Chromium.
Iron.

Cobalt.

Nickel.

Hydrogen.
Platinum.

Gold (zveakcst).

Uranium Ores.—Recent discoveries of uranium ores
are reported from tlie vicinity of Mount Painter, in the Flinders

Range, South Australia. This is of potential importance in view
of the close association of uranium with radium, and the com-
parative rarity of its ores in other parts of the world. Ores
containing niobium and monazite are also stated to occur in

the localitv referred to.



NOTES OX INVESTIGATIONS ON SOME SOUTH
AFRICAN TOBACCOS.

By Marshall Lundie.

Tobacco has been cultivated in South Africa since the

beginning of the eighteenth century. It has never been pro-

duced in such quantities that it, could be exported, but it was
just sufficient for the demands in the Cape Colony, where it

always obtained good prices. The cultivation of tobacco re-

cently became so important in the Colony that in 1886 the Govern-
ment appointed an expert, Mr. R. Schenck, to investigate and
report on the condition of this branch of agriculture in the

Colony. His reports on the subject appeared as Blue Books,
and contained also the results of a large number of analyses

made by Dr. C. F. Juritz, of soil and tobaccos taken from the

principal tobacco-growing districts, t'?.c., Piquetberg, Strandveld

( Caledon district), Heidelberg, Riversdale, George and Oudts-
hoorn. From these reports it appears that the cultivation of

tobacco was carried on in a very primitive manner, the principal

idea of the tobacco grower being that the land intended for the

tobacco must receive a superabundance of powerful manure,
chiefly sheep manure. It is, therefore, not surprising to find that

the amount of Nicotin in the tobacco grown imder these condi-

tions was excessive, and that also the percentage of ash was very

high.

The tobacco-plant requires a large quantity of lime and
potash in order that the leaves burn well. The chlorides in-

crease the quantity of the production, but reduce the quality and
interfere with the combustibility. The analyses of different

kinds of South African tobacco prove that there are insufficient

quantities of lime and potash and too large quantities of chlorine

compounds.
In many cases the tobacco does not burn properly, yielding

a black ash resembling charred leaves rather than pure white
ashes. This is due, of course, to the excess of chlorides con-
tained in the tobacco, which are derived again from the excessive

manuring with sheep's dung.

In the Colony sheep's dung" must be used for manuring,
and the evil effects it has on the tobacco must be checked by
some method. Green manuring is an excellent way cf raising

the quality of the tobacco. This consists in planting on the

tobacco fields certain crops, chiefly legumes, which are ploughed
in shortly before transplanting the young tobacco plants. The
advantage of this green manuring consists in removing from
the soil such compounds as are injurious to the quality of the

tobacco. The substance of this crop itself undergoes decomposi-
tion in the soil, and forms a most suitable food for the plant.

The physical condition of the soil is much improved, and
moisture is retained in the soil for a longer time.
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To illustrate the high percentage of common salt that the

tobacco plant can absorb into its system, the following extracts,

from analyses of dififerent kinds of tobacco made by Dr. Juritz

in connection with Mr. Schenck's reports, are taken:—

Ash contains

Locality, etc Common Salt per cent.

Strandveld, nnirrigated soil 30.14

Piquetberg, manured with sheep's manure .... 30.24

Piquetberg, manured with sheep's manure and

lime 30.74

Oudtshoorn, manured with goat manure 30. 8^)

Strandveld. unirrigated soil 30.95

George, never manured 31.82

Pleidelberg, manured with sheep's manure and

partially irrigated 34.37
Riversdale, manured with cattle manure and irri-

gated 35-13

Hex River, manured with cow-dung 38-39

As examples of the high percentage of ash the following are

given :

—

Ash : per cent.

Locality, etc. of Air-dry Leaf.

Oudtshoorn, manured with sheep's manure and
irrigated once a fortnight 19.25

Warm Bokkeveld, manured with sheep's manure 19.46

Strandveld 19-76

Oudtshoorn, manured with goat's manure .... 20.41

George, never manured 20.59

Otidtshoorn. manured with goat's manure,
alluvial soil 20.63

Hex River, manured with cow-dung 20.76

Oudtshoorn, manured with goat's manure .... 20.80

And of nicotin :

—

Locality, etc. Xicotin : per cent.

Heidelberg, manured with sheep's manure and

partially irrigated . . • • . . 4-24

Piquetberg, unmanured 4-39

Swellendam. manured with cow-dung and irri-

gated 4.56

Piquetberg, manured with sheep's manure .... 5.20

Oudtshoorn, manured with sheep's manure and

irrigated once a fortnight 5.79

Oudtshoorn, Karoo soil, manured with sheep's

manure 6.95

All classes or types of tobacco belong to a single species

Nicotiana tabonim, closely related to wild and cultivated plants,

among which are the petunia, Irish potato and egg plant.
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The locality, climate and the soil in which the crop is to

grow will decide the class of tobacco to be cultivated. The type

or variety, however, is dependent on these conditions, and also

more or less on individual notions or desires of the planter,

knowledge of the kind grown, peculiarities for working the soil,

etc.

All crops are true to seed; grades are the result of soil

differences, peculiarities of climate, of planting and cultivation

methods, and of systematic and intelligent fertilisi;ig. As the

market calls for these distinct grades in tobacco this point be-

comes a very important one for the planter to observe.

I. Nature of Soil.-—As to the naiture of the soil, it is an
established fact that soil rich in humus and poor in chlorides

yields a much better quality of tobacco than a soil which contains

no humus and is full of chlorides, such as the brack soils of

South Africa are.

Tbe inorganic constituents which are absolutely necessary to

all plants, and consequently also the tobacco, are: Potash, lime,

magnesia, oxide of iron, phosphoric oxide, sulphuric oxide,

ammonia, and nitric oxide. Magnesia and oxide of iron are

invariably present in all soils in sufficient quantity.

The fitness of the soil for tobacco culture depends, however,
not only upon the presence of a sufficiency of the indispensable

constituents in a proper condition of chemical combination, but
also on the absence of any excess of such injurious compounds
as the chlorides, which readily enter into the system of the plant,

deteriorating the quality of the leaf. Growing crops are, per-

haps, as much dependent on the physical condition as upon the

chemical composition of the soils in which they grow, and the

texture of the soil may be accepted as possessing great influence

on the quality of the tobacco produced thereon.

The time of harvesting and the manner of curing have much
to do with fixing types or grades of tobacco, and even more
important is the intelligent cultivation of the plant and its proper
fertilising.

The peculiar adaptation and value of tobacco leaf for cigar

purposes being due to the texture and aroma of the leaf, certain

fertilisers must be rigorously discarded from the soils from
which superior tobacco is expected. Rank, coarse, organic
manures and all mineral fertilisers (such as chloride of potassium
and kainit ) containing chlorine must be especially avoided.

Mineral fertilisers, however, of proper composition have proved
capable of producing the very highest type of cigar tobacco leaf.

Nitrogen and potash are the main plant food requirements
of this crop, phosphoric acid being of relatively little importance
in its growth. The burning quality of the leaf, on which so

much of its value depends, is largely controlled by the relation

between the properties of the nitrogen and potash supplied to

the crop. Tobacco requires heavy applications of fertilisers ; one
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ton to the acre not being an exceptional quantity. The a])pHca-

tion should contain:

Phosphoric Acid 4 per cent.

Nitrogen 5 „

Potash .• .... 9 ,.

The potash should be applied in the form of high-grade

sulphate, sulphate of potash-magnesia, or silicate of potash, and
the nitrogen preferably from nitrate of soda, cotton-seed meal

or the hnest grade of old and partially decomposed Sea Island

guanos. The phosphoric acid is most economically obtained in

the shape of acid phosphate, although cotton-seed ^meal and

guano contain small quantities of this essential.

2. Climatic Conditions.—With reference to the climate, the

tobacco grown in a damp climate does not lose so much water

by evaporation from the large surface of the leaves as in a dry

climate with continuous sunshine. In a dry climate the plant

draws in by the roots much more water than in a damp climate,

and with the water taken up by the roots a larger amount of

saline matter enters into the system of the tobacco and increases

the percentage of ash. In many cases the cause of an exorbitant

amount of chlorine compounds in the tobacco is to be traced

to peculiar methods of irrigation. The soil not being loose

enough, the fine fibrous roots of the tobacco plant cannot pene-

trate sufficiently deeply into the soil. The water in many
instances is led directly on to the plant, and this retards the

development of the roots, because the principal roots, which
provide the tobacco plant with food, are near the surface, and

the plants can thus satisfy their requirements of moisture without

developing long roots. In this surface soil are the largest

amounts of chlorine compounds, which show themselves in dry

weather as a white efflorescence on the surface. The solubility

of these salts in water is much greater than that of lime or

potash compounds, and since the water is led directly on to the

plant, it dissolves the surface salts first and supplies the chlorine

compounds to the plant. This can be prevented to a considerable

degree by loosening the soil to a greater depth and leading the

water in between the rows of tobacco plants, thus compelling the

plants to extend their roots and live on a larger portion of soil.

Tobacco grown under these conditions does not burn so readily as

tobacco grown in a humid atmosphere.

It is also known that the same variety of tobacco contains

less nicotin when grown in a damp climate than in a sunny

climate. Some of the districts where tobacco is grown are dis-

tinguished by a tine sunny climate, but the tobacco contains such

an excessive quantity of nicotin that it is more suitable for the

manufacture of sheep-dip than for the manufacture of cigar or

pipe tobacco.

The writer has continued the researches made by Mr.

Schenck and Dr. Juritz in 1886, and has examined a number of
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different tobaccos obtained from new countries like the Transkei
and Rhodesia. It is of interest to compare the amount of

nicotin and ash in these tobaccos with the results given above.

The following results are the average of at least three

determinations. It may be stated that the determinations made
in each case did not materially differ from one another :—

Nicotin Ash
Locality, etc- per cent- per cent.

Virginian Leaf (Hester), flue-cured

Rhodesian grown 2.14 12.15

Turkish Tobacco ( Rhodesian grown
) 2.52 10. ..^5

Pondo Tobacco, EUiotdale District,

Pondoland 1.45 14-58
Kafir Tobacco, Willowvale District.

Transkei 1.13 14.26
Karoo Tobacco, Oudtslioorn 4.92 19.16
Cango Tobacco, Oudtshoorn 1.44 12.02

It is of interest to compare these latter results with the

composition of some of the more famous varieties of tobacco,

most of which contain 17.2 per cent, of ash, whereas the per-

centage of nicotin varies.

Best Havana Tobacco contains 2.5 per cent, of nicotin.

Brazil ,, ,, 2.0 ,, ,,

Sumatra ,, „ 4.12 „

Kentucky „ ,.4-53
Maryland ,, ., 1.26 ,,

Domingo „ ,, .82

Ohio „ ., .68

In all tropical and subtropical countries much has been done
in recent times for the improvement of tobacco by proper selec-

tion of varieties suitable for climate and soil. In the Transvaal,

too, much has been done already through the energy of the

Director of Agricidture to improve the cultivation of tobacco.

It is to be hoped that in those parts of South Africa which
have summer rains, Transkei, Natal, Transvaal and certain parts

of Rhodesia, the cultivation of tobacco will receive more atten-

tion than it does at present. There is no doubt that by proper

cultivation a very superior tobacco can be produced in these

countries which will stand comparison with the best tobaccos

grown in the tropical and subtropical countries which at present

supply the European market.

The following is the method adopted by the writer in deter-

mining nicotin in tobacco. :

—

The tobacco leaves are first dried at a temperature of be-

tween 60° and 70°, or in a desiccator, to remove all moisture.

The ribs are then removed and the leaves crushed in a mortar to

a fine powder. Twenty grammes of this fine tobacco powder
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are weighed out in a porcelain dish, lo c.c. of the so<hc hych-ate

solution added ( 6 grammes of solid sodic hydrate dissolved in

40 c.c. of water and filled up to 100 c.c. with alcohol of 96 per

cent volume), and the contents of the dish mixed, transferred to

a Soxhlet apparatus, and the nicotin extracted by means of ether.

This is allowed to continue for about two hours, when all the

nicotin contained in the 20 grammes taken will be in solution in

the ether. The ether is recovered by attaching the flask of the

Soxhlet apparatus containing the nicotin in ether to a long

Liebig condenser and distilling over the ether. The residue in

the flask will be the nicotin, chlorophyll, etc. (The ether may
also be expelled by placing the flask in a water-bath previously

heated to about 50° Centigrade and placed at a safe distance

from any flame. Even the hot sun suffices to drive olf the

ether. ) To the residue in the flask add 50 c.c. of sodic hydrate

solution made by dissolving 6.4 grammes of solid sodic hydrate

in 100 c.c. of water. Attach to this flask a cork with a glass

inlet connected to a boiler, and the outlet to a Liebig condenser,

and hence distill over the nicotin until the distillate measures 500
c.c. In this distillate will be all the nicotin contained in the 20

grammes of tobacco. Remove 100 c.c. of this by means of a

pipette into a clean beaker, and titrate by means of a decinormal

solution of sulphuric acid, using Cochineal* as indicator, until

violet blue turns onion red. Every i c.c. of decinormal sulphuric

acid indicates .0162 gnamme of nicotin. Repeat, using 100 c.c.

each time, and take the average number of c.c. of decinormal

sulphuric acid used.

Let X ^ average number of c.c. used for each titration.

Then x X .0162 X 25 ^ percentage of nicotin.

WiRBLBSs Forecasting to Ships at Sea— For
the benefit of vessels on the Atlantic the lUireau Central Meteoro-

logique de France has begun a regular system of despatching

wireless messages broadcast from the Eifi^el Tower, Paris, daily

at II a.m., Greenwich mean time. These messages will include

the latest observations of barometric readings, the direction and

force of the wind, and the state of the sea, and will comprise

reports from Reykjavik, Iceland; \'alentia. Ireland; Duessant,

France ; La Coruna, Spain ; Horta, Azores ; and Saint Pierre-

Miquelon, America.

*The cochineal indicator used is obtained by dissolving i gramme
of powdered cochineal in 20 cc of alcohol and diluting to 100 c-c with

water.



TRUTH AMONG THE PRAGMATISTS.

By Rev. Sidney Read Welch, B.A., D.D., Ph.D.

Amongst the recent systems of philosophy that liave

attempted to give us a reasoned account of the universe which
falls within our experience, pragmatism is the most loudly
trumpeted. Its vogue in popular literature is due to the fact

that it has a simple and taking meaning, which is not its real

meaning, i.e., not that which we get from its chief exponents,
when they are pressed by the cross-examination of the profane.

It would be idle to try to examine the whole basis of its

philosophy in half an hour. But perhaps we may deal briefly

with one of its aspects, and that not the least important. " What
is truth?" is a question that every philosophy must face. The
pragmatists have given their answer, and it is this that we shall

try to understand.

I propose to examine the pragmatic definition of truth

according to pragmatic methods of arriving at the truth. What
the methods are may best be stated in the words of an arch-

pragmatist. Prof. W. James.
" Tlie pragmatic method is primarily a method of settling meta-

physical disputes that otherwise might be interminable- What dif-

ference would it practically make to anyone if this notion rather than
that notion were true? If no practical difference whatever can be traced,

then the alternatives mean practically the same thing, and all dispute
is idle. Whenever a dispute is serious, v.'e ought to be able to show
some practical difference that must follow from one side or the other
being right-" *

Reading the statement of method, one is at once pre-

pared to admit with the pragmatists that pragmatism is not

altogether a new system, but rather a new name for some old

ways of thinking. There is a dangerous family likeness between

the above method and that of the noble knight. Sir Hudibras

:

For when disputes are wear3-'d out.

'Tis interest still resolves the doubt-

To make the likeness more startling, the pragmatists actually

use the word interest in this connexion. Thus Schiller, in liis

'* StiKlies in Humanism "f :

" To determine, therefore, whether an answer to any question is

true or false, we have merely to note its effect upon the enquiry in which

we are interested, and in relation to which it has arisen. And if these

effects are favourable, the answer is true and good for our purpose,

and useful as a means to the end we pursue."

To hold the balance even between the pragmatists and

Butler's noble knight, it is only fair to state that Sir Hudibras held

self-interest to be the ruling test, whilst the pragmatists generally

have imagined that they can estabHsh an interest entirely sub-

* " Pragmatism." p- 45.

t P- 154-
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jective in practice which is not self-interest. How far they have
succeeded in estabHshing this latter distinction cannot now be
fully argued. But a strange phenomenon will give a clue to their

small success. They have failed to bring home this distinction

to most of the learned philosophers, who have appreciated their

speculations with some degree of sympathy. Prof. James has
written a volume to reply to the misunderstandings of his critics

on the meaning of truth. Having propounded in pragmatism a
philosophy which boasts of its singular privilege of systematising

the concrete imagination of the average man, he is much sur-

prised that there should be such difficulty in grasping his mean-
ing.

" It seems as if the power of imagining the world concretely might
have been common enough to let our readers apprehend it better, as if

they might have read between our lines, and in spite of all our in-
felicities of expression, guessed a little more correctly what our thought
was-" *

Now if there is one field in which the average reader or
listener is competent, it is the field of concrete imagination.

And Prof. James is a master in the art of apt illustration and the
concrete example. If in such a fertile field, and with his natural

ability, he has failed to be lucid in his original exposition er in

its subsequent defence, we can only accuse the recalcitrant nature
of the subject-matter. His meaning remains vague and shadowy,
because his definition of truth is loose, variable and liable to all

the irregularities of the himian will when not controlled by some
objective reality outside its own acts or wishes. The greatest

difficulty in dealing with the pragmatist notion of truth arises

from the number of definitions that they have given. Even
Prof. James has elaborated several distinct expositions of the

word and its content, which he himself has not- as yet harmonised
with any great success. But the most explicit or rather the least

vague is that in " Pragmatism "
(p. 222 ).

" The true, to put it very briefly, is only the expedient in the way
of our thinking, just as right is only the expedient in the way of be-

having. Expedient in almost any fashion ; and expedient in the long
run, and on the whole of our course ; for what meets expediently all

the experience in sight won't necessarily meet all further experiences
equally satisfactorily."

In the mind of the plain man there is a radical opposition

between expediency and truth. Hence we may infer that it is

not quite in the sense of the plain man that the expedient is here

ofifered as an elucidation of the true. The creative philosopher

dares to give words new meanings. It is open to question

whether this new creative departure is wise ; but it is now more
urgent to realise its import. The expedient in thought is,

according to one pragmatist, that which unites in harmony with

all a man's experiences.
''

I start with two things [says Professor James] the objective facts

and the claims (,i.e., truth-claims or, as we might gloss his words, the

* " The Meaning of Truth," p. 216.
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hypotheses), and indicate which claims, the facts being tliere, will work
successfulli'- as the latter's substittites, and which will not- I call the

former claims true." *

The kind and value of the work which experience must do

may become somewhat clearer, if we take a further statement

from Pragmatism'"!:

" True ideas are those that we can assimilate, validate, corroborate

and verify. False ideas are those that we can not. That is the prac-

tical difference it makes to us to have true ideas ; that, therefore, is the

meaning of truth, for it is all that truth is known as. It (i-e-, an idea")

becomes true, is made true by events. Its verity is in fact an event, a

process."

It goes without saying that these statements, taken together,

contain a great deal that will command the assent of most men
with regard to the psychological process of thought. Experience

goes for a good deal in the acquisition of true ideas. A man's

approximation to the true, according to science, is a progressive

movement, ever going on, and his knowledge is being constantly

supplemented by new discoveries. There are subjective and

particular testimonies to the truth in every mind, which are

unique and all-compelling, and cannot be easily communicated.

Experience often has a long run before it overtakes the truth,

after grasping vainly for it again and again under the form of

various errors.

But all these observations, admirable as they are in them-

selves, would seem to be somewhat beside the mark when I am
examining the meaning of truth. They tell me a great deal

about the instrument or instruments which I am coinpelled to

use in finding truth. I am vouchsafed inuch apt information

about the working of the instrument. But I am actually anxious

to gauge the noblest of its products. If I apply to some encyclo-

paedic mind for full information of the characteristics of a daily

paper, I must not be put off wath the most eloquent and

picturesque disquisition on the linotype machine. To my mind

there is a further and more fundamental objection to the prag-

matist conception of truth, from the purely philosophical stand-

point, z'ic, that whilst it offers to put us in possession of truth, it

really palms off upon us a few of truth's consequences. Prof.

Leslie J. Walker, S.J., one of the ablest critics of pragmatism,

has pointed out J that

:

" the consequences or workings of truth are not truth itself, as is evident

from the fact that we speak of truth's workings or truth's consequences;

thereby implying that truth is one thing and its workings or consequences

something else which is not identical with it, but belongs to it, or follows

from it, and is therefore predicable of it."

The man or system which wishes to persuade us to confound two

things which the common sense of mankind has always felt to be

* " The Meaning of Truth," p- xix.

t p. 201.

:;: Theories of Knowledge," p. 564.
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se])arate articles must show better reasons than any pragmatist
has yet shown.

But let us apply the pragmatists' own test to the definition

of truth. Is it a true definition? Does it work? Is it in

accordance with man's experience? Is it an idea that we can
assimilate, corroborate, validate and verify? Is the true always
useful . even in the pragmatic sense of the word ? All these

ideas, distinct enough in common philosophy, are so linked

together in the pragmatist dictionaries that all these questions

can be answered together. To weaken the claim of any of them
is to impair the worth of this chain-like definition of truth. I

shall marshal a few of the reasons that seem to be fatal to these

claims.

First, the definition does not work. For the expedient and
the true cannot be confounded. As far as the individual is con-

cerned, this is luminously clear. The life of many a man has

been wrecked by truths, which, however undeniable they may
have been, were certainly not expedient in any recognised sense

of the word, e.g., the proved treachery of a trusted friend. Hence
the pragmatist guards himself against this interpretation by limit-

ing the expedient with the phrases " in the long run " and " on
the whole." But whilst this limits the field of the expedient, it

increases enormously the demand upon the powers of the truth-

seeker. In so doing it appears to reduce to an infinitesimal degree
his chances of arriving at the truth. It is hard enough to fore-

cast what will be expedient to-morrow. But if I am to make
such a forecast as to the expedient " in the long run " and " on
the whole," I am essaying a task too great for any individual.

I may, of course, vault over this difficulty by postulating the

principle that there is a constant evolution of progress and better-

ment going on in the world, in which I am taking part. But
such a colossal assumption, unproved and unprovable, would not

tell me for certain that I may not be in some backwater of the

stream of general evolution, where the laws of the current " in

the long run " and " on the whole " are not verified. If the general

drift towards some far-off divine event is to justify those who
are in the current, when they confound their experience with the

true, it will hardly justify those in the backwater. Here the

contrary rule would hold. The preliminary problem of deter-

mining whether I flow with the tide of human progress or recede

gently with the backwater is surely too great for a straw on the

mighty waters, unless you will allow it some fixed point on the

shore by which it can take its bearings. But then you throw the

expedient to the winds, and become an absolutist. For what
truth such a human straw may gather from its experience will

not be found in seconding the experience, but in connecting and

inverting it. to get the proper direction and the real " hang
"

of things.
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Secondly, it is conceded by the acutest of the pragmatists that

reality must somehow be behind the truth. Says Prof; James*

:

" There can be no truth, if there is nothing to be true about- Ideas

are so much flat psychological surface unless some mirrored matter gives

them cognitive lustre."

If you ask what the connection may be between the satisfac-

tory or useful or expedient ideas (which, according to the prag-

matists, constitute the truth) and reality, they will tell you that

the former lead to the latter, but cannot be said to correspond

with it or copy it in any way. But we still await the pragmatist

teacher who will show us how these leadings take place, and
why their issue should be reality. To the iminitiated it seems

incredible that any man should expect truth to issue from mere
ideas if there is no connexion between them and reality. If

pragmatist truth have no better foundation, it is not worthy of

the name of trtith at all, and pragmatist knowledge is indistin-

guishable from common empiricism.

A glance at the realities of physical science will, perhaps,

make this clearer. Experiment is in the physical sciences what
the pragmatist calls experience in the wader doinain of all know-
ledge. By experiment on objects that come within the reach of

our senses we are able to acquire ideas eminently useful. The
impressions made upon the mind by a bit of polished amber woke
useftil ideas, which have their application in the agency which
carries our news around the world. But this action and reaction

of ideas and facts, even after they have been removed from our
actual experience, go to show with no little force that ideas are

chiefl}^ useful because they are true in the sense that they depend
tipon facts. If useful ideas lead to the truth, it is first and fore-

most because they are founded on reality, and leave in the mind
some impress of the objects with which they deal, and of the

relations of those objects. Science imposes certain conclusions

upon us because the facts print them upon our minds. Should
these conclusions happen to be useful, in the sphere of new facts,

it will be a confirmation of their truth. But they are useful

because true, not true because useful. Prof. L. J. Walker f sums
up this aspect in a few words

:

" Our thoughts must be determined by reality itself in and through
sense-perception ; and thus may we gain real knowledge, which, because
it is real knowledge, is capable of leading to useful results-"

The truth of the pragmatists is suspended in mid-air : it does
not touch the earth, and its discoA'^erers do not claim to have
drawn it from Heaven.

Thirdly, pragmatism is a one-sided view of knowledge. It

has acquired this defect, because it is an energetic reaction against
certain other one-sided views. Against those who would have
the intellect as the sole judge of all triith, pragmatism asserted

* " The Meaning of Truth," p. 195.

t " Theories of Knowledge," p. 555.
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the rights of our voHtional nature to have a sav in the matter,

by pointing out the practically true results of the " wish to

believe."' But if the intellect needs a corrective, much more does
the will ; and this corrective is not sufficiently supplied by prag-
matism. Experience, coloured by what a man desires to be true,

is a poor check on the vagaries of self-hypnotism.

Another reaction on the part of pragmatists takes the form
of repudiating a too crude interpretation of the copv-book theory
of knowdedge. But. because what is real in nature cannot be
perfectly reproduced imder everv aspect in the mind, the prag-
matist has gratuitously assumed that " realitv does not appear
to us as it really is."* Ignoring the middle possibility

that the concepts of the mind may be copies of reality, faith-

ful as far as they go. i.e., as representations, they are carried

away by an idealistic ])rejudice. Hence they refuse to see any
truth along that line, and repudiate the \\hole position oi the

realists.

With these tilts in violent opposition to a moflerate realism

the pragmatists are like men hopping on one leg. to use a simile

of theirs. This is an unnatural mode of locomotion, however
dexterouslv used. So pragmatism will always be a forced and
unnatural theory of knowledge, whatever the abilit}' of those who
expound it.

Lastly, it is hard to see how the pragmatists of all schools

can escape the charge of ])ure sul)jectiveness. which is fatal to

knowledge as contrasted with fancy. This part of the subject

has. 1 think, been splendidly developed by Prof. W'alkert.

He points out that, on the pragmatists' own admission, all prag-

matic knowledge is tinged by tlieir ])ersonal idiosyncrasies. On
their hypothesis there are really no independent facts, but only

facts transfigured by human interest ; and the test of their truth-

value only proves their usefulness, not their objectivity in the

ordinary sense of that term. When we turn to the pragmatists

and ask to see the objective data, which may save their knowledge

from pure subjectivity, we are shown either " sensations," or
" imminent deposits in the mind," or " conceptual parts of our

experience." There is nothing to indicate that all these recondite

psychological facts have any real dependence on data in the

physical world. Unless the pragmatist establishes some con-

nexion of the kind, we cannot be expected to share his feelings

when he says that he

" feels the immense pressure of objective control under which our minds

perform their operations." X

Such feelings might easily be classed as delusions by those who
do not share them. They certainly must lead to many delusive

consequences, if the feeling of objective control is to be left in

the vague terms in which the pragmatists are content to leave it.

* Walker, p. 586.

t §§ 384-392.

X James, " Pragmatism," p. 233.
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I cannot conclude this short sketch without a protest against

a certain pragmatist assumption, namely, that the common-sense
aspiration after truth is an impossible one. Prof. Walker has

stated succinctly what this common hope is

:

" What man wants, whether he be philosopher, scientist, or only one
in a crowd, is a truth which shall tell him what reality is, truth which
shall copy or resemble reality."

The pragmatis't, however, proceeds to lecture the average man,
as if he were a child, thus : You really cannot have what you want,
because it does not exist ; therefore take what I can give you

—

this pragmatic truth is as much as is good for you ; so do not
cry for the moon. The average man, alas ! does not exist, so he
cannot answer back. lUit the present writer will presume to

usur]) liis functions, and say that he will take this good advice

when the ftmdamental assumption on which it is based has been
proved. So far no pragmatist has been able to prove that the

kind of truth that man desires is out of his power. Common-
sense may well claim to hold the field imtil some very strong

argument routs it.

Moreover, in an age like oin-s \\e may well suspect the
philosophy, wliich would supersede the democratic claims of
common-sense by what looks dangerously like a regime of abso-
lute monarchy in the intellectual world. In pragmatism, what
appeal is there from the experience of the individual? No
effective appeal that I can see.

Louis XT\\ of France has been ridiculed for a dictum which
was never his: " I'ctaf, c'est nioi." It is a little late in the day'

to ask us to accept a philosophy which would practically enable

any enquirer to say: " La Science, c'cst iiioi."

New Higher Oxides of Nitrogen.— Some four
years ago V. Kaschig showed that nitric hexoxide, N.,0,-, is a first

jjroduct in the oxidation of nitric oxide by air or oxygen. On
further oxidation nitric heptoxide, N.,0^, is produced. The
same investigator now announces in the Chcuiikcr Zcitung,
'^'"'- 35' P- 1096, that the hexoxide is prepared by passing dry
nitric oxide gas into liquid oxygen or liquid air contained in a

Dewar vactnmi vessel, when the new oxide separates first as

greenish flocks and finally as a thick green paste. It is very un-

stable, and decomposes at temperatures slightly above the

boiling point of oxygen, forming the blue liquid trioxide mixed
with colourless crvstals of the tetroxide.



THE OCCURRENCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF
MANGANESE IN THE WESTERN DISTRICTS

OF THE CAPE PROVINCE.

By W. Versfeld. B.A,, B.Sc.

Paper read before the Cape Client ieal Soeiefy o)i the

2jth Aug list, 191 1.)

Alanv attempts have been made to work successfully the
various deposits of Manganese Ore that have, from time to time,
heen discovered in the Western Districts of the Cape Province.
Few peoj^le have any idea of their wdde distribution. They
may ])e looked for anywhere between Worcester and Cape
Point, wherever Table Mountain Sandstone is met with. Up
to now all the important deposits have been found in Table
^Mountain Sandstone. At a few localities I have noticed small
quantities in the granite and clay-slate underlying the sand-
stone. These are referred to later.

The earliest known occurrence of manganese in the Western
Province is at a locality which is described on fairly old maps
as " ]\langanese Mine," and is situated on the top of the Draken-
stein Mountains some distance to the south-east of the town
of Wellington. The mine is near the point where the Molenaars
River changes its direction, at its junction with the Du Toit's

Kloof Stream. This mine appears to have been worked at some
time or other, as it has been opened up to a considerable extent,

and there are still the remains of an aerial gear to be seen. A
quantity of apparently excellent ore, ready for removal, is still

lying at the mine. A drive had been made in the hillside, by
means of which the ore could conveniently be brought to the

surface, tliough why, under the conditions of the occurrence of

the ore, it was not driven on the body of the lode ( which admits

of this ) is a mystery.

Recently another attempt was made to work this deposit in

connection with wliich the writer was employed to make a sur-

vey for the purpose "of obtaining a mining lease from the

(iovernmcTit, the mine being on Crown land. The syndicate

obtained the lease (jf a large extent of ground, with the intention

of disposing of their rights at the first opportunity, but owing,

no doubt, to the inaccessibility of the mine, negotiations fell

through, and it is presumed that the lease has now expired.

This de]:)Osit appears to be as big as any that I have seen, and
the contour of the surface admits of easy working, but the dis-

tance frnm the railway is a great disadvantage. The ore must
be transported first i\\) the Du Toit's Kloof valley and then down
the mountain-side to Wellington or Paarl. If the proposed
railway from Wellington to Goudini via Du Toit's Kloof is built.
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it will have to pass almost within a stone's throw of this mine,

from which ore could be shot directly into the trucks.

Several miles to the south are some other deposits, one of

which has got as far as the " mining lease " stage. This deposit

is situated at the back of a mountain forming one of the spurs

of the Drakenstein Range. This mountain is situated to the

east of Paarl, and is easily distinguished by having a deep gully

on the northern side, caused by a wash-away of soil. Several

reefs are here met with running approximately east and west,

but I am unable to state whether they have been opened up.

Other discoveries have been made on the slopes of the hills

facing the Paarl A^alley.

Near Gordon's Bay some very fair discoveries have been
made on the Hottentots Holland ^Mountains, and a considerable

amount of ore has been mined and exported. I am, however,
unable to say how matters are progressing at present.

In the Breede River Valley, between ( loudini Road and
Breede River Railway Stations, a little to the north of the

railway, some ore has also been found and worked.
Coming nearer home, there is an interesting occurrence of

manganese on top of the Constantia Mountains, close behind the

Government Wine Farm. This deposit has twice been taken up
under a mining lease, but apparently very little has lieen done
to test its richness. There are two or three reefs, the outcrops

of which have been traced for a considerable distance. One
reef has a very large proportion of limonite at the surface, while

the other has good ore, which, as far as can be ascertained from
the work done, is very pockety.

Further to the south-west I have observed occurrences of

ore at several spots near Hout Bay. At one excellently situated

locality a great deal of work has ^recently been done. The ore

has been extensively mined, and a shoot has been erected into

which the ore is introduced at several ])oints, wherever mined,
and run down to the sea. A considerable amount of ore has been
shipped from this locality.

Recent discoveries have been made on Devil's I^eak, in the

neighbourhood of King's Battery, above Ciroote Schuur.

I am told that deposits are known at French Hoek, Bot
River Mouth, and near Ceres, in the last instance the lodes

occurring in Bokkeveld Beds. I have not ])ersonally inspected

these three localities.

Nature of the Deposits.

All the lodes I have seen are very similar in their nature.

They appear to have been formed by the tilling of cracks in the

Table Mountain Sandstone, and the impregnating of the Sand-

stone itself, in the neighbourhood of these cracks, by means of

descending solutions. I am led to this belief by the fact that

wherever I have observed the ore in the underlying granite it

has been in very small quantities, filling very small cracks and
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forming impregnations of tlie granite, most likely after the latter

had been somewhat decomposed and rendered porous. This
can be observed on both sides of the hill known as Little Lion's
Head, in the granite forming the base of the hill. At other spots

where the granite is fresher the impregnations are wanting, but
crack fillings are noticed.

An interesting occurrence is noticed on the slopes of Devil's
Peak (Cape Town). In the surface soil, which is known to be
imderlain by Malmesbury Slates, there is an outcrop of a quartz
reef, the country slate being quite hidden by the soil. This
quartz has all its cracks and crevices filled with manganese ore

—

essentially a secondary deposit. The course of this reef will not

necessarily coincide with that of the manganese lode, which I

am of opinion will be found to be similar to the impregnations
observed in the granite.

The more important lodes in the Table Mountain Sandstone
are rather irregular in their occurrence. They form approxi-
mately vertical bodies of ore of very varying richness, this

depending on the size of the apertures through which the original

solutions passed. A large proportion of the ore is simply sand-
stone stained black, but this is easily distinguishable from the

good ore. Consequently, though owing to the nature of the

occurrence of the ore a very large amount of hand sorting is

necessary; this can be easily carried out, even by natives.

It will be interesting to note how the composition of the ore
varies at different localities. From time to time samples have
been sent to Cape Town to be analysed. Formerly, when manu-
ganic dioxide was the only important constituent of manganese
ore, which was used only for the preparation of chlorine, the
results of the analyses showed percentages of manganic dioxide
and manganous oxide. Later, when the ore was used for steel-

making the analyses showed percentages of metallic manganese.
Quite recently another use has been discovered for the ore,

namely, the manufacture of a paint, which is claimed to possess

superior qualities to those of other paints. In this case the

percentage of neither manganese nor oxygen is of so much
imix)rtance as the physical condition of the ore. The recent dis-

coveries made on Devil's Peak are being put to this use.

A sample of ore from Ilout Bay analysed in 1894 showed
80 per cent, of manganic dioxide, 5 per cent, of manganous
oxide, and 9 per cent, of oxide of iron, besides other impurities.

Another from Constantia showed 8=, per cent., 12 per cent., and
nil respectively. These must be considered as good ores both

as regards manganese and oxygen contents, but unfortunately all

the ores analysed do not .show smiilarly good results. Samples
from many localities have been examined, varying in manganese
contents from 50 per cent, to next to nothing, but it is impossible
to say if these samples were rei)resentative of the deposits from
which they were taken.
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A sample sent from Knysna gave 52 per cent, of metallic

manganese and i^ per cent, of phosphoric oxide, while another

from Xamaqnaland gave nearly 56 per cent, of metallic man-
ganese. Unfortunately details are wanting as to the conditions

of the occurrence of the ore at these two places.

Tlic manganese industry seems to depend entirely on the

facilities for shipping. The quality and quantity of ore, so far

found, do not seem to warrant the expense of mining at all the

localities where the ore has been discovered. If the deposits

hitherto discovered are the richest existing in this neighbourhood,

then I am afraid only those on the coast can be worked, unless

the price of manganese goes up or the working costs go down.
But there is no reason why far richer deposits—workable at any
locality—should not be discovered.

Mineral, Industry in Rhodesia.—Air. j. P.

Johnson's book, mentioned on a previous page (see p. ii6j, is

intended to be a guide to the present position and future possi-

bilities of the mineral industry of Rliodesia. After an intro-

ductory chapter in which the author gives a rapid glance at the

geology of the country, he pa.s.ses on to review the conditions

under which gold is now being mined there, and very briefly de-

scribes nearly thirty Rhodesian gold-mining properties. Idie

T910 output had a sterling v.due of over 2| million pounds. A
chapter is then devoted to th.e small mine industry, and the in-

creasing prominence of other metals is next dealt with. At
])rcsent chromium is one of the most important of these, but

reference is also made to tungsten, thorium, tantalum, uranium,

nickel, cobalt, copi^er, lead, zinc, vanadium, cadmium, mercury,

tin and silver. The total output of silver to date is estimated

to amount in value to £134,000. Chapter 5 is devoted to a con-

sideration of South African tin deposits other than those in

Rhodesia, special attention being given to the Potgietersrust and
Rooiberg tin iields. Mention is made of a few small occur-

rences of tin in the Transvaal, and the chapter closes with a

short account of the occurrences of tin near Cape Town on the

farms W'elbeloond, Langverwacht, and others adjacent thereto.

Amongst non-metalliferous minerals, the chief position is given

to asbestos, the others treated of being mica, magnesite, talc,

graphite, and barite. Diamonds and coal haye a chapter to

themselves ,and it is recorded that the ^^'ankie mine has hitherto

yielded over 900,000 tons of coal, of which 180.000 represented

the 1910 output. The Rhodesian yield of diamonds, mainly

derived from the Roberts A'ittor occurrence, has aggregated over

£30,000 in value, together with about £8,000 in other precious

stones. The final chapter of the book consists of hints to pros-

pectors.
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I)V Rrssi-:i.L William Thornton.

Africa has been kn(n\n and s])()ken of as the Dark C nn-
tinent. It is nndonlitedly dark in more wavs tlian one. and
enhghtenment ^ecnrs t(j liave made slower ])r(jgress in this

country than in most otlier }'oung and recently civilised countries
of the world, before we can teach we must have the material

Irom which to draw the necessary information which is to be
imparted to those whom we are teaching. Therefore it stands

to reason that if we attempt to teach without information
gathered from a solid foundation of facts in the countrv in

which we live and work, such teaching cannot be other than
sterile when the material is obtained in other countries, with
conditions entirely different from our own. Before going into

this subject I will take up the three forms of Agricultural

Education with which we are confronted in South Africa to-dav.

and which it is our dut_\' to carry out.

1. The instruction of young men who have com])k'te(l

their elementary education and who intend taking up farm-

ing-

2. The instruction of farmers or those who have already

taken up the occupation of farming and ar*;; .settled on the

land.

3. The training of those who are to teacli the tir>t and
seconrl classes mentioned.

With regard to the youths who are to be trained as farmers,

the hrst thing to consider is their elementary education. If this

has been neglected, it is difficult to train such men for an occupa-

tion wdiich requires more varied knowledge than any other in

the world. The old idea of making the dunce of tlie family a

farmer is ra]jidly disa])])earing. and it is tlu- man with ^ound
common sense, thoughtful, energetic, and the one who notes

everything going on ar(junfl him, that is likely to make a success-

ful farmer. With regard to our present system of elementary

education, to ni}- mind this should not be tam))ere(l with in too

.severe a manner, but it is necessary that the boys should be kej^t

in touch with .\ature. and* f01 this purpose text-books are really

unnecessary, as no l)ook is as suitable as Nature, from wliicli

they may be taught by actual fK'ular demonstrations with

regard to plant and animal life, thereby making this teaching as

interesting as possible. In fact, in our elementarv education

our aim should be ntjt to teach agriculture, but to teach the boys

to notice. If their interest is once aroused, they will look dee])er

for themselves. If this nature knowledge were taught in the

correct manner, fewer boy- would leave the farms and enter

the towns on account of tlic attractions of town life. It is the
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entire break in their lives from the country to the town which
is in no way mitigated that sends many of our best men into
the already congested professions, such as law. medicine, etc.

In the secondary schools the science taught is at present syste-
matic, but it should be taught in a wider sense, as, for instance,
with botanists and chemists. The chemist may be the hnest
analyst in the world and still be useless as an agricultural

chemist, for the simple reason that though he makes the analysis
correctly, he cannot interpret the result of his work in such a way
as to be of ])ractical value to the farmer. In the same way the
botanist may be ecjual to any of his profession in the world,
and yet it is within the bounds of |)ossibility that he could not
grow a crop equal to that grown by a third-rate farmer. The
chemist must be trained as an agricultural chemist if he is to

do agricultural work, and the botanist must have other knowledge
than that of systematic botany, unless those men who are giving
advice to practical farmers wish to bring disapproval upon them-
selves and on those following their professions. Science is one
thing, knowledge of it another, and tlie application of that know-
ledge yet another, and in most cases the last is probal)ly the

knowledge that is lacked by many highly-trained scientific men.

Standard of Educatiox.

The standard of education which students must have
obtained prior to entering an agricultural school or college will

and must always be determined by the standard of education in

the country at the time. By this I mean that if the seventh

standard is the standard on which students would be accepted at

an agricultural school, then this is the standard that must have
been attained by the greatest number of boys in the country who
are likely to become good progressive farmers. Necessarily,

if the standard of admittance is lower, the whole standard of

the agricultural course must be lowered, as it would be im-

possible to teach advanced science to a student who has not had
sufficient general education to grasp and assimilate the science

expounded to him. Another point to be considered is the in-

dividual. Sometimes a sixth standard student will be vastly

superior in every way, and make a better farmer than the

seventh standard or matriculation man, yet a dividing-line must

be drawn somewhere. If a student is admitted to an agricul-

tural school or college who has not had sufficient education to

assimilate the knowledge taught at the school, then those in

charge are. in my opinion, defrauding the parents of their

mone\-. the student of his time, and bringing disrepute on tlie

institution of which they have charge. The age limit is another

question which should be carefully considered. The older the

student, within reason, up to. say, 23 years of age, the better, in

many ways, as he will have had more experience of life, and

will understand more fully what work he intends taking up. and

if anv man in the country were given the choice of two men of
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equal nitM-it in every respect, and the one were tliree years the
senior of the other, he would, I think, take the senior man. as
being the more experienced in the ways of life.

TiiK CoLLKGR Work.

There are many points here which are diificult to decide, a.s

whether that student will do better who ha^^ had i)ractical ex-
perience prior to coming to "-he school than he who comes direct

from the town to the college and learns the best methods, and
so avoids the necessity of unlearning methods acciuired which
may, perhaps, not be of the liest. Another point, and this, to my
mind, the major one, is whether a student who has once been
taught and knows how to do ])ractical work—that is. who has

been taught how to plough ;• straight furrow, set a plough, and
handle one generally, shear sheep perfectly, etc.—should continue

wasting his valuable time in doing this work over and over again

until it becomes a mechanical operation, or whether he should

turn his attention to the next most urgent practical operation

which will help him in after life. The two years' course, such as

we have in South Africa, is all too short to teach men thoroughly

how to carry out practical work of diiTerent kinds which they

will encounter on their own farms, and the shortness of the

course renders it impossible for these men to keep at the same
work for months on end if tliey have become proficient in this

work. Yet there are many in this country who say that an agri-

cultural school should be run entirely with student labour; mean-
ing that men would have to continue the same work for months
at a time when they are paying to be taught all classes of work.

Practical work is an absolute necessity ; every student must go

through a complete course of it ; and for this reason alone a two
years' course is too short.

EXPERIMEXTAI. AND Re.SEARCH SeCTIOX.

This brings us to the all-important point with regard to all

three phases of agricultural education to be dealt with in South

Africa, namely, we have no South African data from which to

teach. Unfortunately, agriculture does not stand alone in this

respect. At present our teaching is from English and American
text-books, and no teacliing can be other than sterile unless we
are able to teach South African facts, gathered under South
African conditions by men carrying out the original research

for this purpose. Therefore our colleges should have a sufficient

staff of men. not only to teach the students, but to carry out the

necessary research work to give them the facts to be taught to

the students, as well as the facts to be taught to the farmers.

Up to the present this has been impossible. The reason it will

be interesting to ascertain. Probably men who could have done
the work have had to attend to administrative details or constant

teaching, which has rendered this impossible. Even such in-

formation as we have is widelv scattered, and of no value what-
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ever for teaching purposes, and has to be collected and prepared
for the purpose; who can do this? Every man at present en-

gaged in agricultural work is burdened to such an extent as to

render this impossible, yet. unless we can teach South African
agriculture to South Africans, we will never progress. Every
other country is in advance of us in this respect, and the cause
is not far to seek. Eor such work men are required, and the
best men can only be procured by paying suitable salaries, and
men are not taken because they are not willing to work for

such salaries as a good man v>'ould refuse. People are even in-

clined to remark that agricultural schools should pay. Whv
this should be the case for agricultural schools, and not other

schools, has never been disclosed. The college or school farm
is a gigantic demonstrating laboratory, where everything is sacri-

ficed to the student, as should be the case if we are carrying

on our duty as it should be carried on towards the students

placed under our charge. 1 do not say that the college will not,

or cannot, pay working expenses and possibly something over,

but what 1 wish to point out is that, if it comes to a point be-

tween leaving a standing crop of wheat to ripen, or that students

should have to leave the institution without learning how to

plough. 1 would say plough down the crop if no other land is

available, but do not sacrifice your students for the sake of a

few shillings, for the lack of which knowledge these students

may, at a later date, lose thousands of pounds, and the countrv

be far poorer than would have been the case if the initial cost of

teaching had been increased by a few shillings. This is taking

an extreme case, but conveys my meaning.

Teachinc. the AIex Already on the Land.

This work may be carried out in several ways, to suit the

several classes that are met. Some men will say science is not

worth the breath wasted on expounding it ; others take it as a

panacea for all ills. The -third are those who are ready to believe

but desire proof—a desire which is felt by all men in any work
undertaken. The man who believes that science can do ever}--

thing is the most dangerous, as he takes it for granted that, given

the analysis of the soil and of the crop which he will take from
the soil, he will then know exactl}' what fertilisers to add to t4ie

soil in question to grow a perfect crop. This is a most dangerous
fallacy. Farmers all over the world are. as a rule, conservative,

and so they have a right to be, seeing that the knowledge they

have secured has been won in the field of often bitter experience,

and no one will blame them for desiring proof that what we
teach will benefit them more than the knowledge they have gained

by their experience. Therefore, the teaching to farmers should

be done by actual demonstration work, showing them the advan-

tage of the methods taught in pounds, shillings, and pence. Such
a proof will carry more weight than all the lecturing and talking

of half-a-dozen men for six months. Short courses for farmers

at the agricultural colleges, m Dairying. Stock. Agricultural En-
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gineering, etc., \\'\U lie of great benefit, and will do more to

popularise agricultural education than anything else, as, without

the confidence of the farmer, we can never hope to progress with

the schools and colleges.

The Training of Lecturers and Instructor.s.

This is a point that should receive, by all those interested in

agricultural education, the gravest consideration. In the past we
have drawn our entire agricultural statY for this country from
other countries. Some of these men have proved as tine men as

can be found anywdiere in the world, but it is only natural that a

man imported into this country takes a considerable time—and
sometimes (though rarely) i- unable—to adjust himself to his

surroundings and the people of this country. There is no reason

why w^e should not train our own men, that is. South Africans,

for doing the work in South Africa. However, unless these men
are to receive a training equal to that received in other coun-

tries, it will be better not to train them here at all. Points to be

considered wdth regard to the training of teachers of agriculture

are :

—

1. Our present standard of education in South Africa.

2. The small number of our population.

3. The very few openings available for highly trained

scientific agriculturists.

Our present general standard of education in South Africa
is low ; therefore, as I stated before, we must first cater for the

greater number by training them as farmers. This does not,

how'ever, prevent our doing a very great deal of good to the few, .

by training them as experts, but it is quite impossible to think

for one minute that a college can be established, and receive the

necessary support for its establishment, if it were only going to

turn out degree men. Success is rendered impossible for the

reasons given above, namely "

—

1. The Standard of Education.

2. The smallness of our ])opulation, and

3. The limited number of suitable ])ositifMis for such

men.

Assume for one moment that an institution were establi>^hed

for training degree men on!}-. Such an institution would need

a staff of highly trained lecturers, along with the initial exp-ense.

and also the expense of u])kcep of the necessary buildings and

laboratories, etc. Could this expenditure ever be justified at

the present time? I do not consider that it could. What is

possible, however, is for colleges tm-ning out farmers to have.

in addition to the two or three years" course, a four year>' cijurse

which will enable men to qualify in certain subjects. As a model,

I will take the Guelph College in Canada, which is turning out

some of the best men in Canada and the L'nited States to-day.

This college has both a two years' and a four years' course, and

students can pass from the two to the four years' course, pro-
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vided that they obtain a certain standard of marks in all subjects

in the two years' course, and that their standard of ordinary
education is such as will be accepted by the University. Such a

college has all the necessary equipment for turning out a two-
year man. and also the necessary stafif. A comparatively small

number of men carry on to the four years" course, and the same
lecturers, laboratories, etc., are used for training those men that

specialise in certain subjects as in the general course prescribed

for the two-year students. The increased cost, if any, is incurred

only if the country calls for it by desiring advanced agricultural

education ; if the advanced education is not required, then the

State incurs no additional expenditure. It therefore seems ab-

solutely clear to me that the only way to train our future

teachers is to train them through the medium of colleges as

described above. These men would receive the full benefit of

the research work being carried out by the staff, and also would
receive a thorough practical training to start with, wdiich would
give them the connecting-link between science and practice, so

absolutely necessary in a comitry like ours, which is starting

from bed-rock. One or two of our present schools, if established

on the lines indicated, will give us all the trained lecturers and
men to be em])loyed on research work that are required, and
these men will have obtained their information by studying

South African ])roblems under South African conditions. If

such a plan were followed, the time would not be far distant

when South Africa \v<uild. witliout burdening itself with un-

necessary expenditure, be in a position equal to that of other

countries, and, if South African agriculture is to be established

on a lasting foundation, then it must be established, in my
opinion, on the basis described.

Mars by Colour-Photography. — M. Tikhoff

ha^; photographed Mars ihrough coloured screens, and describes,

in No. 42 of the MittciliiiKjcii dcr Xlkolai-Hanptstenra'artc cu
Pulkoiva some of the results obtained. The " continents '" ap-

pear verv bright on the " red ""
])hotogra])hs ; much more so, in

fact, than the south polar cap ; while on the " green " photo-

graphs the latter is most intense. The " seas " are dark on the
" red " plates, and greyish on the " green " photographs, the
" canals " resembling the " seas," and being best seen by means
of the " red " plates. It is concluded that the polar cap is not

•white, but greenish, and exhibits the optical properties of ice

rather than snow.

Grape Seed Oil.— The oil obtained from the seeds of

the grape. >nnilar in type to that of the olive, has recently begun

to acquire commercial importance in Italy. The seeds contain

from 15 to 20 jier cent, of oil, and the latter is now being utilised

not onlv for lul)ricating and lighting ])ur])oses, but also for the

manufacture of soa]). iM-ance alone, it is estimated, could pro-

duce annually from 6h to 10 million gallons of grape seed oil.
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Modern Chemistry.—Little more than a decade has
passed since the scientific world was stirred by the first dis-

coveries of that striking series which has gone far to revolutionise

modern thought on the subject of the constitution of matter.

The researches called forth by these discoveries have, in their

turn, opened up fresli vistas, and these again have resulted in

further ramifications of research. The new conceptions of

chemistry and physics have not only borne fruit in readjustments,

of scientific theory, but have also been accompanied by practical

out-workings sufficient to content the most matter of fact

utilitarian. lUit so swift has been the advance that present-dav
science lias become as a sealed book, in respect of some of its

basal principles, to many whose college curricula ended as re-

cently as a dozen years ago. Alost of the latter lack the leisure

for continuous study needed to keep themselves abreast of the

rapid bounds with which physical and chemical discovery is

leaping forward. From the press there have already issued many
publications dealing with various aspects of that advance; but

even the student of the earl}- nineties, who has not kept up his

scientific study, now finds an unbridged chasm between his own
knowledge of science and the stages arrived at jn the latest

printed records. ]\Iuch greater is the difficulty for the general

reader who never had any acquaintance with chemistry and
physics, but in whom the marvellous developments of the last

ten years have awakened an interest in molecules, atoms, and
electrons. For such as these Dr. ( i. Martin, of Birkbeck College,

London, has endeavoured to put into popular language some of

the chemical conceptions which now find favour, and he has
placed before his readers a few of the practical consequences of

accepting these conceptions as working hypotheses, and of

actin-g along the lines which they indicate.''" \\'hether the author
has invariably succeeded in clothing the intricacies of the loftiest

branches of science in such language as to be intelligible to the

populace, may be open to doubt. Probably such a result would
be found impossible of attainment. Indeed many of the subjects

dealt with are scarcely more capable of " popular " treatment

than the Integral calculus or the Cartesian philosophy, and so

the man in the .street will unquestionably be puzzled to follow

some of the lines of thought in all their details. The book

nevertheless goes far in the direction of rendering the latent

mvsteries of chemical science comprehensible to general

readers. The language used is less formal and conventional than

in scientific text-books, and if, from a scientific standpoint, tlie

sequence of subjects is somewhat disjointed, it is not more so

than, for instance, in liumboldt's " Cosmos." Relative to the ability

of the author to treat scientific probleuis with acceptance, it may
be noted that his own researches in theoretical chemistry once

* G. Martin, B.Sc, Ph.D., " Triumphs and Wonders of Modern
Chemistry," pp. xx, 358. 8vo, 191 r. London: Sampson Low. Marston
& Co., Ltd. /s. 6d.
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gained for liim Prof. W. (Jstwald's commendation that they were
the work of " a quite unusual scientific imagination, taking the

word in its best sense." So it goes without saying that in this

book all who have followed recent scientific progress will find

much to interest, and not a little to profit by. While the book
is not altogether free from faults, it is stored with valuable
information on-a great variety of topics seldom brought before
the general reader, including the Electronic theory ; the proto-
elements ; Fournier d'Albe's speculations; the seepage of the

ocean into the earth's crust ; Arrheniu.s' theory of the inter-

planetary spread of life ; the swift succession of events within

the atoms; the Xitrogen problem; the astonishing complexity of

carbon compounds, illustrated by the resemblance between a

single molecule of cellulose and the entire visible celestial

universe ; the increase of atmospheric carbon dioxide and con-

sequent amelioration of climate ; and numerous other aspects of

chemical science, |)ure as well as applied. Dr. Martin occu-

pies himself in his opening chapter with the theories of matter,

the mystery of its constitution, and its relation to the Ether,

niie underworld of atoms is next considered, and, amongst other

associated subjects, molecular motion in its inconceivable swift-

ness is dealt with. A short reference to the all but incredible

speeds of the particles which build up the atoms themselves

—

speeds exceeding 100,000 miles per second—leads on to an ex-

planation of the principle and functions of the ultra-microscope,

that instrument by means of wdiich it is asserted that the larger

molecules, those of albumen, for example, have actually been

rendered directly visible. The evolution of the elements—

a

phrase now received into common use—forms the text of the

third chapter, and from this the author gradually passes on to

stellar chemistry, with the inevitable glance at the future destinies

of the universe, and at the compensational forces under whose
laws it moves onward. By the ladder of analogy the descent

from the infinitely great to the infinitesimally small becomes

easy, and so. from stellar systems, we are led on—following the

lead of Mendeleef and Sir George Darwin—to the consideration

of atomic suns with electronic satellites, grazing impacts, like

those which Prof. A. W. Bickerton has depicted with respect to

crossing celestial bodies, serving as detailed illustrations to ex-

plain the course of events in chemical reactions between atoms

—

solar .systems in ultra-micro-miniature as they are. In the next

ten chapters of the book, water, hydrogen, air, oxygen, nitrogen,

carbon, carbon dioxide, silicon, sulphur, and phosphorus are

successively treated, and, although much of the information con-

tained in these chapters is far from new, the facts are dealt

with dififerently from the manner usual to chemical text-books.

One instance of this is the statement, given on the authority

of Erdmann (Lehrbuch der anorganischen Chemie) and Sir

James Dewar (Presidential address to the British Association,

Belfast. 1002), as an observed fact, supported by theoretical
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considerations, that, at a height of over sixty miles, tlie earth's
atmosphere consists ahnost entirely (99.5 per cent.) of hydrogen,
with a little ( .5 per cent. ) helinm. Then, again, the energy
produced in the formation of a single pound of water from
oxygen and hydrogen is represented as sufificient to hurl a man
to a height of over seven miles. The author's occasionally
whim>ical way of putting things has the effect of impressing
scientific facts on the mind more indelihly than the usual
conventional method can achieve. When dealing with sulphur
Dr. ^lartin subscrihes to the view that on the moon enormous
deposits of sulphur exist, probably immensely exceeding an}-

which occur on our earth, inasmuch as sulphur, the almost
constant concomitant of volcanic action, will inevitably be found
in the mighty lunar craters of over 100 miles across, where the
sttipendous scale of volcanic activity of past ages reduces the

greatest similar terrestrial displays within historic times to abso-
lute insignificance. The scientific imagination to which Prof.
Ostwald referred frequently shows itself in the course of the

book. At one time it is the description of a planet possessing
great indigo-blue seas of ozone, with blue clouds and mists of
ozone ^'apour in a dark blue sky. and possibly even a blue

sun : at another it is seen in the portrayal of the final stages

of our own earth, when all its atmosphere will have gone, and
bergs of solid air float from the poles towards the equator, in

seas of liquid air ; when all sound has ceased, and stars at midday
shine out of a coal-black sky upon a lifeless world. The volume
closes with a chapter on fire, flame, and spectrum analysis, in the

course of which the following incidental remarks occur :

—

" It is no accident that those nations which lead in scientific re-

search soon lead in everything else, be it wealth, trade, war, or peace.

It is therefore much to be regretted that in England chemical research

is greatly discouraged by a miserable system of public examinations which
divert the energy of our rising youth, not into discovering new facts,

but into al^sorbing by bookwork facts already discovered by others. . . .

How different a system is employed for training the youth in Germany
and America ! In these countries chemical research pays the student in

that it helps him to attain his diploma and obtain a post afterwards
in which he can earn his living. He can do research while actually study-
ing for his degree—a thing quite impossible to do in England because
of the incessant examinations, intermediate and other, which are always
looming on his mental horizon. The German student . . . usually

spends his time in mental peace, doing research work under a dis-

tinguished professor as well as studying and attending courses of lectures

to qualify for his final examination. The final result of this system is

seen in the magnificent and flourishing chemical industry of that .great

country."

Amongst those whom the author thanks for assistance rendered

in the publication are Sir William Crookes, Mr. F. Soddy, Mr.

J. E. ( iore. and Sir William Ramsay.
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TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES.

South African Institute of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday,
October 19th: Mr. J. H. Rider, V.P.I. E.E., President, in the chair.

—

" The troubles of cables
""

: A. E. Gibbs. The author gave an account

of some of the faults and other troubles that he had experienced in

connection with cables, and described the methods for locating these.

In this connection he discussed the advantages and disadvantages of

lead covered and bitumen covered cables, and the various methods of

laying and joining.—Thursday, November i6th: Mr. J. H. Rider,

V.P.I. E.E., President, in the chair.
—"Fixation of atmospheric nitrogen

by electricity " : Dr. W. Glucksman. The importance of the nitro-

gen problem and its special importance for South Africa, where nitrogen

is needed for agriculture and nitrogenous explosives for the m.ines, was
lirst emphasised, and after referring to the principles of hxation methods,
the author briefly dealt with the several processes introduced by Bradley,

Lovejoy, Kowalsky, Moscicky, Birkeland, Schonherr, and Pauling.

ChemicaLj Metallurgical and Mining Society of South Africa.—
Saturday, October 21st : Mr. H. A. White, Vice-President, in the chair.

—

"Notes on high duty gravity Stamp Mills": P. N. Nissen. A des-

cription of recent improvements in the design of gravity stamp mills,

with illustrations of the capabilities of the improved stamps and of the

advantages to be derived from their installation.—Saturday, November
i8th : Mr. E. J. Laschinger, Vice-President, in the chair.

—
"Accidents

in Transvaal Alines "
: J. Chilton. The author said that the Trans-

vaal Mines have the highest accident rate of any mining district in the

world, and that on every full working day in 1910 three persons were
killed and six injured. The Transvaal mines death-rate was 31.5 per
million tons raised, as compared with 4.5 in England. Accidents due
to defective plant were diminishing, but those resulting from inherent
danger in the work itself were increasing. More accidents resulted from
falls of ground than from any other cause, and it has been a steadily

increasing cause for the last seven years. The author concluded by
advising the appointment of roof inspectors and the systematic timbering
of stopes.

—

" Practical applications of the specific gravity ilask '"
: H.

Stadler. The author showed how a wide-mouth open flask, with a true

ground edge, could be of great practical use in (i) determination of
specific gravity of .solids, (2) determination of specific gravity of pulp,

(3) determination of weight percentages of dry solids and water in pulp,

(4) tonnage measurements of total pulps and of dry solids in pulps,

and (5) relation of flowing quantities in classifiers.

South African Institute of Engineers.—Saturday, November 25th:
Mr. F. H. Davis. President, in the cliair.

—
" Notes on cams for Stamp

Mills " : G. i\I. Adams The author showed that the stresses on the
cam shaft could be greatly reduced by increasing the period of initial

acceleration, that it would probably be imperative to employ means of
reducing those enormous stresses owing to the tendency to use heavier
stamps. Methods were given of arriving at rules and formuL-e for
determining the proper strength of cam shafts, bearings, etc.

NEW BOOKS.

Fyfe, H. Hamilton.—South Africa io-day: ZK'ifh an <iccouiit of
modern Rhodesia. London: G. Bell & Sons, 191 1. Demy 8vo.,
illus.. gs.
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CHEMISTRY AND CRYSTALLOGRAPHY—A NEW
SUGGESTION.

By James Moir, M.A., D.Sc, F.C.S.

If my readers will cast their minds backwards to the physical
text-books and lectures of their youth, they will recollect a.

certain mathematical abstraction called a particle. What exactly
the mathematicians meant by it, I was never able to fathom. In
those days Chemistry was the Cinderella of the sciences—de-
spised at the Universities, and as unk,nown to the so-called
" educated man " as Chinese—consequently no one amongst the
mathematicians worried about the fact that the neglected science

also used a similar fundamental unit of matter called a molecule,
or knew that Chemistry could go beyond the molecule in most
cases and find it made of an arrangement of atoms.

Crystallography therefore had no possible explanation except
that of a geometrical arrangement of the mathematician's " par-
ticles "

: no one knew if the " particles "' of common salt were
simply molecules, or much bigger aggregations of the composi-
tion (NaCl)x. The simple-minded were content to ascribe the

shapes of crystals to Divine design—like the cells of tlie honey-
comb, to take a more familiar case of misplaced enthusiasm.

About six years ago a series of epoch-making papers from
the pen of Pope and Barlow began to appear, in which, by build-

ing together spheres of dififerent sizes for the difl:'erent types of

element, these authors succeeded in depicting the innermost
structure of the crystal-aggregate. Unfortunately, the pa])ers

are not only devoid of literary grace of any sort, but liave not

even the merit of ordinary scientific luciditv : most of the

sentences are Ciceronian in length and Kantian in obscurity

;

consequently the importance of the work is likely to be overlooked

unless another Huxley arises to interpret the scheme—which, in

my opinion, is just as important for science as the Darwinian one.

The present writer is no Huxley, and must therefore be

content with friendly criticism, believing that Truth only grows
by the friction O'f mind on mind.

The main assumption of the Pope-Barlow hypothesis is a

sufficiently startling one, t'/,::., that valency is a function of the size

of the atomic sphere : thus if the hydrogen sphere has unit volume,

then sodium, and chlorine, and feven iodine and caesium, have also

atomic spheres of much the same size as hydrogen ; whilst oxygen

has a sphere of volume 2, and carbon a sphere of volume 4. This

conception, whilst totally at variance with our knowledge of

valency as a series of forces varying in dircctio-n rather than in

magnitude, is not altogether incredible. Lately, however. Pope
has complicated the question by finding that silicon and oxygen

have nearly the same size of atomic sphere in quartz and tridy-

mite ; and as oxygen is certainly not tetravalent in these sub-

stances, silicon must be assumed to be divalent—that is, if valency

really depends directly on size of sphere. This conception of

divalent silicon seems, however, to be quite beyond belief ; and
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despite the marvellous results obtained by Pope among the
organic compounds, 1 am compelled to believe that the funda-
mentals of the theory must be modified to a certain extent, so
that our present ideas of valency shall not be too much violated,

nor our knowledge of atomic volumes set at naught.
The suggestion which the writer wishes to put forward

is one which, like I'ope's, must shock the chemist of the older
generation

; but since the latter is gradually becoming accustomed
to the idea of the composite nature of the " elements," he will

not be altogether unprepared for this further attack on the last

generation's creeds. Briefly, my new suggestion is that the

chemical ' equivalents ' have in most cases a real and separate
existence, and that their atomic spheres (equivalent-spheres) are
approximately all of the same size. Thus the element carbon
is (in my opinion) a tetrahedral arrangement of four equal
spheres, each of atomic weight 3 and of vplume very slightlv

greater* than that of the hydrogen atom : oxygen is to be repre-

sented as a juxtaposition of two equal spheres of atomic weight
8 : silicon as a tetrahedral arrangement of four spheres each of
atomic weight 7.08: glucinum is to be taken as two spheres of
atomic weight 4.55 each, and so on. (On the other hand, certain

elements, such as nitrogen and boron, both very similar to carbon,

are probably heterogeneous assemblages of spheres of different

atomic weight, though of approximately the same sizef.) I

may point out that the fundamental directive power of valency

follows at once from the position of the spheres.

This theory at once disposes of the silicon difficulty, since

the fundamental spheres now become .nearly equal : in the silica

molecule, we would have a central group of four spheres each

of weight 7, in the hollows of which are four spheres of weight 8

to represent the two atoms of oxygen. The aggregate would have
the required two crystal forms.

Similarly, water becomes a tetrahedral arrangement of 2 H
and 20 (0 :r=8), wihich brings out an analogy to H^Fg. Oxygen
gas becomies a regular tetrahedron of o's. Caustic soda would
be a similar case, which would also have the interest of being a

return to the formulation of fifty years ago ; thus Nao.oH
recalls XaO -f- HO, and also the intermediate stage of NagO H^O,
still used by agricultural chemists and other backwoodsmen. It

should be noted, however, that my scheme doubles all the old

formulae, e.g., sodium oxide is Na^o^ in place of NaO. Similarly,

alumina would become (Alo)*', where Al ^ 9 and o ^ 8 if.

* As a first approximation to the relative volumes of the equivalent-

spheres, I suggest the sixth or the eighth root of the atomic weight.

This explains the considerable difference between the H and CI spheres

and the smaller difference between those of CI and I.

t An analogy between Li and NH4 can, for example, be made by
assuming that Li is ZH4, arranged as a square pyramid where Z is the

sphere of atomic weight 3.

JThus valency becomes simply the number of equivalent-spheres of

the same sort joined together in a crystal-aggregate.
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If it be objected to the scheme that the equivalent spheres

ought to be separable, the assumption may be made that such

central aggregates of spheres are slightly coalesced. This idea

is the same as Pope's conception of the elimination of interstitial

space between his spheres. Another objection which seems at

first more formidable is that my carbon tetrahedron of spheres

occupies too much bulk to take the place of Pope's carbon

spheres (which have the same volume). The circumscribed

sphere to my tetrahedral arrangement has a radius = ( I + y' f

)

times the radius of the " equivalent-spheres " (the volume beirig

Fig 1.—Aggregate of methane molecules *

II times that of a sphere), and it might be supposed that the

assumption of half-sized equivalents {i.e.. semi-valent) would

explain the facts better; but as a matter of fact the hollows

between these equal spheres allow of such exact close packing

that the tetrahedron of spheres above described seems to repre-

sent the carbon atom even better than Pope's scheme does.

It will be desirable to show how this theory fits in with

some of the concrete cases discussed by Barlow and Pope.

Taking methane first, and examining Pope's assemblage which

represents it, we find its unit to be a cube of carbon spheres

* In the figures the dark spheres represent Z of ato nic weight 3
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with the inscriibed tetrahedron of 4 hydrogen atoms (turned
through 180° round the cube-diagonal), the whole system being
then distorted by compressing four of the carbon spheres round
a diagoniai point in upon one of the central 'hydrogen spheres,
and expanding the other four carbons so as to fit in the
other three central hydrogen spheres. Now wihen equal
spheres are in cubic order, each cavity is slightly smaller

,than a spliere I'ia.: (8— ^-j : --), and the density of

the assemlblage is ~ , i.e., 52.4 per cent, of the space is

Fig 2.—Benzene ModeL

occupied. It follows that the introduction of the hydrogen

must make Pope's final assemblage looser than >-, smce bcth

the carbons and the four hydrogens together have a separate

density of — ; consequentlv much compression will be required
12

to eliminate the interstitial space. My own arrangement, on the

other hand, is essentially the same as the close-packed arrange-

ment of equal spheres described by Pope in earlier papers, sub-

ject only to the modifications introduced by (i) having the
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spheres arranged in twa sets of tetraheclral order (one represent-

ing C and the other set H.J, and (2) the supposition that the

X ( :=Z) spheres are sHghtly larger than the hydrogen spheres.

The new assemblage can be divided into practically exact tetra-

hedral arrangements to represent gaseous CH^ {=^Z^H^ where
Z = 3), in which the distance between the centres of the

hydrogen spheres is exactly 5/3 of the sphere-diameters (all

assumed ecpial), and in other respects it seems to be very similar

to Pope's arrangement, though somewhat more closely packed.

The case of benzene is somewhat similar. Pope's model
consists of alternate layers of 6-membered rings, each C.^H., and
alternately reversed. : the carbons in each layer are separated

by hydrogens, but each carbon is in contact, zigzag fashion,

with two carbons from the other layer. There is a central

hexagonal hollow (a tube in the aggregate). My scheme for

benzene consists of three layers, of which the middle one is a

hexagonal of Z spheres, and the other two are -ZgHg, one being

reversed with regard to the other. The structure has an 18-

sided hollow in the middle, which does not form a tube in the

aggregate. The relationships of the ortho-, meta- and para-

positions appear to be the same as in Pope's scheme.

Insect Borne Disease.—The Rhodesia Scientific

Association's Gold ^^ledal for an original paper advancing the

knowledge of the transmission of any insect-borne or arachnid-

borne disease affecting Rhodesia, has been awarded to Dr. Edward
Hindle. A.R.C.S., F.L.S., Beit Memorial Research Fellow, Mag-
dalen College, Cambridge, for his paper on " The transmission of

Spirochccta Dnttoni."

Ostrich Farming in Gfrmany.—The Journal of
the Royal Society of Arts (Vol. 60, p. 128) briefly describes the

development of the Hagenbeck ostrich farm at Stellingen, near
Hamburg. The farnx was founded three years ago and has in-

creased rapidly in size and importance. The proprietor's theory
that the ostrich would grow a heavier crop of feathers in colder
countries than in his native tropics has been experimentally
proved correct. The Stellingen farm holds two Cape female
birds, two each from Senegal and Somaliland. and eight from the

Blue Nile country, the last being considered the finest birds, and
belonging to a species that is becoming very rare. The proprietor

possesses a farm for similar purposes in German-West Africa,
and is establishing another near Trieste



THE MASARWAS AND THEIR LANGUAGE.

By Rev. S. S. Dornan, M.A., F.G.S.

I. The People.

The people called Alasarwas by the Bechuana, for amongst
themselves they are called Hiechvvare, or people of the country,
inhabit the Bechuanaland Protectorate, the Kalahari, and the por-
tions of Southern Rhodesia bordering on those countries. Liv-
ingstone, in the fifties of last century, found them in the northern
and western parts of the Protectorate, and remarked upon their

large physical proportions, quite a contrast to the other Bushmen
of the Kalahari and Bechuanaland. The same remark was made
by Mackenzie some 3-ears later, who also remarks upon the
change in tlieir colour from that of the ordinary Bushmen.
The Bechuanas called, in the time of these two travellers, all'

Bushmen Alasarwas indiscriminately, distinguishing, however,
'between them and the Bakalahari, who are degraded Bechuanas,
and yet live under much the same conditions. This applies at

the present time, as the writer heard Bechuanas apply the term
Masarwas to other Fkishmen, always in a tone of the greatest

contempt. " The Bushmen are snakes," " The Bushmen are in-

veterate thieves," are quite common expressions amongst the

Bechuanas, and tliey simply cannot understand why anyone
should take the least interest in such vermin, or see anything to

admire about them. For a long time I could get very little in-

formation about the people. What little 1 got w^as mainly de-

rived from two Bechuanas, who had been cattle herds in their

youth, as everyone is amongst the Bantu tribes, and had spent a

considerable time with the Masarwas, and had thus acquired

th^ir language. Eventually I overcame the reluctance of the

Bechuana masters, and was allowed free access to the Masarwas.
An interesting question at this stage is : What is the meaning

and origin pf the name Masarwa? Amongst the Basuto the

Bushmen are called Barwa, a name which may mean " men of the

south," from " borwa," meaning the south, or what pertains to

a Bushman. No other term is applied to them so far as I know.

Amongst the Kafirs and Zulus this word assumes, according to

the law of consonantal change in Bantu, the form Abatwa, a

name of very widespread occurrence amongst the various dialects.

That this is no recent designation of the Bushmen by others is

proved from the fact of its occurrence on an old map of South

Africa, the region round Delagoa Bay and northwards being so

named. It has been suggested by a friend of mine that Masarwa
is really a pluralised form of Serwa, which is the designation

for the language of the Barwa, and that this occurred through

some misunderstanding or misinterpretation. It would then

mean the people who speak Serwa. If such is the case, it is

certainly a new development in Bantu, and thus the term

Sesarwa, or the language of the Masarwas, is a word with a re-
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duplicated prefix. I do not advance this explanation as anything
more than a probable one. Apart from it, I have no other to

offer. Amongst the Amandebele. they are called Amasile, which
is simply the Sindebele form of the Sechuana ]\Iasar\va, there

being no ; in the Sindebele language.

\\'ith regard to the origin of the people themselves, most
authorities agree that they are a cross between the original

Bushmen and some Bantu tribe. I should not like to say that

the Bechuanas were the tribe in question. I do not see any
evidence of that. I am inclined to favour some tribe nearer the

West Coast.

In personal appearance the Alasarwas are tali, about 5 feet

6 inches and over, and well formed
;
quite as tall as the Bechuana,

amongst whom they live, if not taller in some cases. The!"
colour is very little lighter than the latter, and the body well

nourished. Some of the women are small, but all are plump
so far as I have seen, and there is a notable absence of the

wrinkled skin to be seen in most Bushmen. The typical Bush-
men are small, light yellow in colour, with scanty hair, whereas
the ^^lasarwas are large-boned, well formed, and have abundant
hair, just like the other Bantu tribes. The face is flat, and the

nostrils wide and prominent. The eyebrows are pretty well

marked, and there is one feature common to both men and
women, the retreating lower jaw. This is a Bushman charac-

teristic. Another striking characteristic is the hollow back in

both sexes, and steatopyga in the women. This is quite marked,

even in voung girls. The legs are thin, and well-developed

calves conspicuously absent amongst such specimens as I have

seen. On the whole, in personal appearance the Alasarwas have

inherited more of the Xegro than of the Bushman type.

Their clothing consists of a moderate-sized piece of skin

roimd the loins. Sometimes even this is dispensed with, and a

small piece of skin threaded on a piece of sinew, and passed

between the legs and tied in front. Others wear mantles of

skin over the shoulders. Where they live in large villages of

the Bechuanas. they adopt to some extent European clothing,

though seldom wearing trousers, being usually satisfied with a

jacket, or preferably an overcoat. Both sexes wear ornaments

of various kinds, such as strings of .beads, berries, or small bones

round the neck, and pieces of bone, metal, or w'ood in the ears.

They are very fond of collecting tin-openers, such as are supplied

with sardine tins, and using them as earrings. I have seen a

man with as many as four of these in each ear. Xeither sex

wear any headgear, even in the hottest or most inclement weather.

Their occupations, when not employed as herds by their Bechuana

masters, are hunting and capturing game. At this they are

very expert, and use bows and poisoned arrows. The poison is

prepared from the juice of a certain bulb, mixed with snake

poison. It is reddish, not unlike coffee in colour, and of aJelly-

like consistency. When smeared on the arrows, it i.« set in the

wind, and soon dries. There may be other ingredients than those
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spcciiiecl in its composition, but I am unable to ascertain tbem.
According to the testimony of all who have employed them, they
are most expert game-trackers.

A little coarse pottery is made, but most of their culinary
apparatus consist of ostrich eggs for carrying and storing water.
These are transported, when on the march, in a net slung over
the shoulder, and are carried by the women. A few sticks are
also carried to produce fire, when an animal has been brought
down.

Their habitations consist of a few branches of trees stuck
in the ground, tied together at the top, and covered with grass.

Such a shelter keeps out the wind and a passing shower, but
when a spell of wet weather sets in they are obliged frequently

to shift their habitations, as they get saturated with water. I

have never heard of their living in caves, nor do I know of any
such caves, either at present or recently in occupation. I have
repeatedly inquired if they practised the art of painting, as the

other Bushmen do, but I was always met with a denial—whether
from want of desire to impart information, or whether they
never possessed the art, I cannot say. They know of other

Bushman paintings at places I mentioned to them, such as the

Matopos, but they always said that their tribe did not paint, at

least not now.
They do not practise circumcision—at least this was the

testimony of those I questioned; but I also learned that some of

them had been circumcised who lived amongst the Bechuanas.
Whether this meant that they had to conform to the Sechuana
practice or not, I cannot say. Neither do they, so far as I have
seen, cut off any of the joints of the fingers.

When death came to men and women in former times, they

simply threw the body outside the encampment to be devoured
by the hyaenas and vultures. Now, most of those who are em-
ployed by the Bechuanas bury their dead in a similar manner to

their masters ; but I could not ascertain if they practised any of

the Bechuana ceremonies at the interment.

They have great faith in their dice. Nearly every man,
whatever his occupation may be, carries a set, and consults them
upon all occasions of importance. Apart from a belief in magic
and witchcraft, their religious notions are hard to define. They
believe in a Spirit which they call Zimo, a modification of the

Bechuana name for God. Modinio. They say He controls the

storm, and He appears to be little more than the storm demon.

They have also names for different constellations, and believe

that some of them are animals—for instance, the Southern Cross

is gaabc \kliainc, the Giraff'e. Christianity has made practically

no impression upon them, partly, no doubt, owing to the prei'udice

against their being Church members in the eyes of the Bechuana

masters.

Altogether they are low in the scale of intelligence, and

their life is a hard one, not one calculated to improve them.

]\Iany of them are to-day employed by the Bechuanas as cattle
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herds. They are given charge of the herds by the chiefs, and
take them to the cattle posts, and are responsible for the cattle.

They are permitted to take the milk of the cows, and have some-
times a few goats given them for their hire. Naturally, stealing

from their masters is not infrequent. They are said to make
good herdsmen, and on the whole prove faithful to their charge.

Formerly they were treated with great cruelty by the Bechuanas,
and were hunted and shot down mercilessly. Commandoes were
regularly sent against them. On one occasion twenty were shot

down at a trader's wagon, and, he dare not interpose to save

them, and this was a common occurrence, as the early mission-

aries and traders testify. Since the conversion of a large por-

tion of the Bechuana to Christianity more humane methods have
been adopted. Nevertheless, in many cases it must be admitted

that the treatment to-day is very far from satisfactory, and that

they are practically slaves. Their masters pay the hut-tax for

such as they employ, though there are exceptions to this custom.

II. Their Language.

The language of the Masarwas is related on the one hand
to the other Bushman dialects round about it, and on the other

to the Korana and Namaqua languages. It seems to stand

about midway between the \\aikz^'c and Tsankzcc dialects as

given by Passarge, at least as far as the individual words are

concerned. It is only remotely related to Namaqua. In the

grammar there is a resemblance, for example, in the regularity

of the formation of the plural in the verbal forms and in some of

the individual words. Out of fifty of the most common words
in Sesarwa, only six bore any resemblance to the corresponding

words in Namaqua ; thus it can confidently be said that the two
languages are no nearer than English and German. Mr. F. C.

Selous, in his " Travel and Adventure in South-East Africa,"

p. io6, has the following paragraph :

—

" In 1873, when hunting in the Linquasi district to the west of Mata-
bililand, we saw a great many Masarwas (Bushmen), and noticing that
their language, full of clicks and clucks, and curious intonations of the
voice, was similar in character to that I had lieard spoken by the
Koranas en the banks of the Orange River in iSjr, I asked Tohn if he
could understand them, but he only laughed and said, ' No, sir.' During
the next two years, however. John had a lot to do with the Masarwas.
and one day towards the end of 1S74," as we were returning from the
Zambesi to Matabililand. \ heard liim conversing quite familiarlv with
some of these oeople. ' Hullo. John,' T said, ' I tliought you told me
you couldn't understand tlic Bushmen?' 'Well, sir,' lie answered, 'At first

I thought I couldn't, but gradually I found that I could understand them,
and that they understood me ; in fact, I can say that with a few slisrht

dififerences, these Bushmen speak the same language as my people (the
Koranas) on the Orange River.'

"

Again, he says :

—

"A Griqua family, too, the Neros, wlio liavc for many years been
living in Matabililand, all speak Sesarwa (the language of the Masarwas)
with perfect fluenc}-, and they have all assured me that they had no
difficulty in learning it, as it was only a dialect of the Korana
Altogether I am inclined to think that the Masarwas were originally a

people allied in race to the Koranas and Hottentots, but that from con-
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stant infusion of foreign blood, brought amongst them by refugees from
different Kafir tribes, they have to a great extent lost the physical charac-
teristics of that race, though they still retain their ancient language
almost intact."

Over against this we may set the testimony of Air. C. C.

Clements \"ialls, who has spent over twenty years amongst the

Masarwas. The latter thus writes, in an article in the African
MontJiIy, for December, 1908:

—

" They appear to be possessed of a very small degree of intellect,

but an abnormal degree of instinct. Their vocabulary I do not think
consists of more than three hundred words, and is a series of clicks,

like the Hottentot, but quite unintelligible to that tribe: Either because
they are more reticent than other natives, or else have no capacity of
retention, I have so far been unable to extract from them, or through
the Bakalahari (who have been in contact with them from a remote past)
any national traditions.

" One pecularity I have noticed is that among them there are some
with a much darker skin, almost black, of whom the men all have
beards or tufts of hair on the face, and a good crop on the head,
whereas the light-skinned or yellow ones have no beards or hair on the
face, and a very sparse quantity on the head."

The trtith lies between these two views. Taken together,

they sum up the morphological and linguistic facts tolerably well.

The vocabulary is much larger than Air. Maills supposes. I have
collected 1,750 words, and I am quite sure that I have by no
means exhausted the list. This does not include derivatives or
verbal forms, which would bring the list up to 2,000 words.
With regard to the closeness of the relationship of Sesarwa to

Korana, as indicated by Mr. Selous, I regret that materials suf-

ficient in the latter language are not in nly possession to decide

the point. If the relationship is not closer than between Sesarwa
and Namacjua, j\Ir. Selous is in error in describing it as a dialect

of Korana. As the question stands at present, all that can be
said is that they both belong to the same family of languages,

and there would be no difficulty in any person who knew Nama-
qua or Korana picking up Sesarwa.

There are thirty-one letters in the alphabet, and four clicks

which do dtity as consonants. Of these there are five vowels,

a, c, i, a and 11, each of wdiich has two sounds, the open or long,

and the close or short. Diphthongs do nbt exist in the lan-

guage, and when two vowels come, the first is short and the

second is long, both being thus sounded separately. There is no F
in the language. The clicks are four, possibly five, in number,
and are termed the dental, palatal, lateral and cerebral clicks.

They are formed by pressing the tongue against the front teeth,

the palate, the side of the teeth and palate, and by closing the

faucal region with the tongtie. There are various modifications

of these harsh soimds, such as aspirating and hardening, or

softening, but they are not distinctive enough to merit detailed

description, and can only be detected by familiarity with the

langtiage. These clicks are interchangeable to some extent, as

the dental and lateral, or dental and cerebral, btit seldom the

palatal and cerebral, examples of which are \gao and \\gao,

a snake, \\ghani and \kam, the sun, \khaine and \\khaine, a star,
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The accent is always on the final syllable of a word, and is

very marked, the stress rising towards the end of the word, as
guirihc, to perish, amatho, a small pot, gahe, a giraft'e. The
union of accent and stress has rather a pleasing efifect on the ear.

The great majority of words in the language are dissyl-

labic, a number trisyllabic, and a very few polysyllabic, most of
them evidently derived from monosyllabic roots. Most of the
words end in a vowel, the remainder in a nasal 77; or n, but never
in any other consonant. In this respect Sesarwa resembles
Sechuana and the other Piantu tongues round about, but other-

wise there is no resemblance between them, except loan words,
of which a considerable number exists in the language, princi-

pally from Sechuana.

There are no prefixes in the language. Most of the relations

of time, place and number are expressed by the addition of suf-

fixes, or by the use of separate words. Some of these, especially

the pronouns, are prefixed, not postfixed. but are not prefixes in

the proper sense of that term.

There are but two numbers in Sesarwa, singular and plural.

The plural is expressed by the addition of the suffix re or ra, as

kolia, a zebra, koharc, zebras, klunii, a lion, kJianirc, lions. Bor-
rowed words usually take the suffix ra, as koko, a fowl, kokora,

scperc, a horse, scpcrcra, horses. If, .however, the word
ends in i, as gaicti, a servant, the form assumed is gaictiare;

shotsi, a dreamer, shotsiarc. It would appear that here we have
the original form of the plural of which re is a worn-down form,

while ra is a later development, especially as it occurs most
largely in loan words, and in words expressive of things not

familiar to the old Bushman life. Reduplication to form the

plural such as is given by Bleek, Bertin and Planert in their

grammars of the various dialects known to them do not occur in

Sesarwa. The plural is always formed by the above suffixes, and
never, to my knowledge, in any other way.

Abstract words are very rare in the language. Where such

have to be employed, they are formed from the infinitive mood
by the addition of the suffix 0, as \\khaba, to form a habit,

\\khabao, a habit. But it is doubtful whether such forms are

really abstract nouns or not, as 777,00, sight, and many others

that might be named, are the same as infinitive mood.

Gender does not exist in the language, at least, in the way
it can be expressed in Xamaqua. Thus Bleek's contention that

Bushman would turn out to be not a sex-denoting language is

correct, so far as Sesarwa goes. The gender can only be in-

ferred from the context. The agent is expressed by the suffix

thi, as \\gan, to build. \\gantJii, a builder. There is no article

in the language, nor anything corresponding to it. Thus aba

may mean a dog, or the dog, du an eland, or the eland.

There are no cases in Sesarwa. The genitive, dative or

accusative can only be expressed by the aid of prepositions, p<\\j^*|^^
inferred from the structure of the sentence, as : Hie r^nu /<oSB~/>j
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llcaiiiityc Ico'Iiarc kliai. The Bushman has two, horses; \\gaieha

juhcni crckica giniioc. The cattle of the Chief are lost; Aba ka
chikiva clioo karohzca, I bought a dog for the boy. There is a

kind of locative case, as jnwa, in the house, jinao, at the well,

hiiiiio, in the tree, though it is doubtful if these forms are really

locatives.

Adjectives, properly so called, are few in the language.

The same word may be used as a noun or as an adjective, as

\kao, new or newness. ::io, foolish or foolishness. The adjec-

tive undergoes no change when connected with the noun, as

\koo hii, a big tree but if we wish to use the adjective predica-

tively we must say, hii ekxva

tic, the ox is white, whereas
kov, the tree is large, jiihc ckzva

tic jnhc would mean a white ox.

The adjective does not assume the plural form, when connected
with a plural noun, either attributively or predicatively, as \tic

jiibcra, white oxen, jubcra crckzva, The oxen are white.

The comparison of adjectives is exceedingly clumsy, and
similar to that in Bantu. If we want to say, This stone is hard,

we must say rH^/Tca c karii; but if we require to say, This stone

is harder (than that one), we enijiloy the form c\\g-a'a c karii

Wfjzva a khaisa, which means. This stone is harder than that

stone; and for the superlative the form c\\gzva c ho sc karii, This
stone is hardest of all stones. Sesarwa, in this respect, resem-

bles both Namaqua and Bantu. Numeral adjectives exist only

up to five. Beyond that many are spoken of. T have heard the

expression " two hands and two feet," but not in tlTe sense of

exact numeration. I do not think the average ]\Iasarwa counts

beyond five except in Sechuana.
There are three persons, singular and plural, in the lan-

guage. The forms are the same for n^asculine and feminine.

In the pronoun of the first person an interesting alternative form
occurs in the plural. The ordinary form Tsc means men and
women indifi^erently, but the form ka is a special form meaning
men only.

Other pronouns, such as relative, interrogative, possessive,

distributive and indefinitive occur. The forms for singular and
plural are generally the same.

A'erbal forms are remarkably well developed in the lan-

guage of the Masarwas. There are two voices, active and pas-

sive, three moods, five simple and a number of compound tenses.

Bertin, in his grammar, most of which was drawn up from
Arbousset's and Lichtenstein's notes, says that beyond the present

and past tenses the others were either imperfectly developed or

not at all. This is not so in Sesarwa, for we have present, past,

future, perfect, and past perfect, all with well-defined forms.

The particles which go to express the various relations are

partly suffixed and partly prefixed. In addition, there are nega-

tive forms of all tenses, formed by the addition of negative

particles.

The number of individual verbal forms is very large. This
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is quite in keeping with many other Bushmen dialects, and is an
essentially primitive characteristic in most languages. Adverbs,
prepositions and conjunctions exist, though to a much smaller
degree than in other languages.

On the whole, a comparison of the language of the Ma-
sarwas with other I^)Ushman dialects as given by Muller and
Planert shows a greater or lesser degree of resemblance between
them, and emphasizes the fact that they all belong to one distinct

family of languages, but that they have diverged so widely as to

be considered independent languages rather than dialects of one
language. The same remark applies to the relation of Namaqua
to Sesarwa, and to most other Bushman dialects. I have derived
much help from Planert's article on the " Language of the Hot-
tentots and Bushmen," in the Proceedings of the Berlin Oriental
Seminary. He has brought together many striking facts, show-
ing the relation, near and remote, between the various Hottentot
and Bushman languages. From these facts it can be inferred

that Plottentot and Bushmen had a common ancestral language,

of which the various Bushman types are the more primitive on
the whole, with certain exceptions of which Sesarwa is one, and
that Hottentot has advanced further in the stage of develop-

ment. Sesarwa may be said to have nearly reached in some
respects the stage of grammatical evolution that Namaqua has.

Colours of Iodine Solutions.—Recent investiga-

tions b\' J. Amann have shown that the violet solutions of iodine

rarely contain ultramicroscopic micellae, which, however, abound
in the brown solutions. This, he holds, establishes the polymeri'^a-

tion of iodine.

Canadium—A New Element.— Mr. A. G. French,

in the Chemical Nczvs (V^ol. T04, p. 283) describes what is claimed

to be a new element, probably of the platinum group, discovered

by him in British Columbia. The metal, which the discoverer

has named Canadium, occurs in metallic grains and scales along

with other platinum metals in igneous dykes in the granite. It

is white and lustrous, softer than platinum, ruthenium and os-

mium : it is easily melted by the blowpipe, dissolves in nitric

acid, 1>ut is not precipitated by soluble chlorides. It is not acted

on either by damp air or by sulphuretted hydrogen. From its

soilution in nitric acid it may be precipitated by zinc, from which
it m.ay be collected and cupelled with lead. The discoverer
expects it to replace palladium for search-light mirrors, as it is

more brilliant than the latter metal and easier to work: it is also

expected to be adapted for use in articles of jewellery as a setting

for diamonds.



THE LATENCY OF AFRICAN COAST FEVER.

By E. M. Jarvis, F.R.CA^S.

African coast fever was imported into South Africa by way
of the sea and railway into Southern Rhodesia from German
East Africa in the year 1901.

Certain dealers purchased cattle in the German hinterland,

and brought them down to the coastal portions. They had not
been there very long before a heavy mortality ensued, when
the owners thought it time to realise, so they commenced to

ship the animals down the East Coast of Africa, discharging

some at Beira. Eighty-two head were sent by train to Southern
Rhodesia, of which number half were off-loaded at Umtali, and
the other half were sent to Salisbury.

From these two centres the disease was carried by ox trans-

port— (a) to Melsetter, Inyanga, and thence to Rusapi, ( //) to

Mazoe, Alarendellas, Charter, Gwelo ; from thence in two direc-

tions, ( I ) to Selukwe and Victoria, ( 2 ) to Bulawayo, Mzingwani
and Gwanda. In fact, the white settled portions were mainly
affected, and were more or less devastated of their cattle by the

disease in 1901, 1902, and 1903.

An interval of desultory outbreaks followed, and then the

disease almost disappeared until four years ago, when apparently

unaccountable recrudescences took place.

The writer has noticed that these reappearances have the

following characteristics :

—

( I ) They re-occur over the line of the original invasion.

(2) That remnants of herds from former outbreaks were
invariablv amongst the cattle in which the disease recrudesced.

(3) Tliat the disease was usually first detected in the

calves.

(4) That in nearly every instance the outbreak was pre-

ceded bv two or three cases of indefinable fever, blood smears

from v/hich proved to be without visible evidence of, or to

contain a few, protozoal bodies found in the lymphocytes, but

without recognizable characters.

(5) That eventually, usually upon the fourth case, which

occurred some weeks later, positive microscopical evidence of the

parva with intense invasion of the erythrocytes was forth-

coming.

( 6 ) That the year was divided by periods of—
(a) Prevalence.

(b) Quiescence.

(7) That the appearances and disappearances of the Koch's

bodies were likewise periodical.

(8) That the Koch's bodies were present in greater or lesser

numbers, de]:)ending on the time of year.

(9) That the examination of the gland-puncture smears

would first be positive, later negative, showing tliat the Koch's

bodies tended to disappear in the same animal.
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(lo) That some of these aforementioned indefinable cases,
when kept in a small enclosure by themselves so that they could
be re-infected with nymphse that had fallen as larvae off their

own bodies, developed in due course an attack of African coast
fever (parvse in the erythrocytes).

These features were very puzzling and irreconcilable with
the known facts about coast fever. For four years I have been
attempting to unravel the mystery.

I received some aid from reading Dr. Gonder's researches,
but his conclusions do not explain mv own observations in the
field.

To proceed, an examination of the incidents of the out-
breaks tabulated and aggregated into months gave me a some-
what startling correlation with the features before observed, and
when the dates were still further enquired into, it was found
that those outbreaks in Southern Rhodesia which fell into the

month of February should have been relegated to January, and
those made known in the months of September, October and"
November should with more propriety be placed "in the months
of April, ]\Iay and June, when first cases did actually occur, but

remained unreported till the later date.

Readjusted, we find that no actual outbreaks are to be put
down to the months of February, September, October and No-
vember, and in only one year did any apparently happen in

August.
Further, in the Temperature Camp system of dealing with

coast fever, it has not infrequently happened that little or no
advance was made in the elimination of the disease during the

months of Alarch, April, Alay and June, but that in the suc-

ceeding months our efforts have met with success, which achieve-

ment is, in my opinion, not solely due to the operations, for

reasons which will hereafter appear.

I shall start with Koch's bodies. What are these?

I submit that they are aggregations of sexual elements

whose tuassing together is brought about

—

( I ) For their protection against extinction.

(2) The evolution of sex, i.e., the formation of micro- and
macro- gametocytes, and, later on, ookinetes. This explains the

variation in the appearances of the Koch's bodies.

(3) In quest of a dormant period.

In December and the earlier part of the year, January to

May, they commence to separate from the surrounding tissues,

and the ookinetes (or oocysts), borne within lymphocytes, are

carried away to the cutaneous circulation. This disintegration

is particularly active in the months of January and February,

and continues into May, when it practically ceases, or rather the

Koch's bodies have by this time been disrupted, and are seen

again no more for a few months.
From the cutaneous circulation the attached larvae imbibe

the parasite-laden lymphocyte (containing the ookinete or oocyst).
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development by sporogony continues through the nymphge within

which the sporozoites are formed, and terminates the sporogony
stage.

In March, April, May, June and July the sporozoites are

transmitted by the nymphse to their bovine hosts. Prolific pro-

duction of the parvge then takes place, owing to the reinforce-

ment which they have received during the sexual cycle ; the

red blood cells are intensely infested, and the microscopical ex-

amination of the blood no longer fails to yield positive evidence

of their presence. We have now the schizogonal stage—if I am
right in my conclusions; this is continued endo-corpuscularly.

NUMBER OP OUTBFEAI^S OF APPilCAU COAST rSV^. AGGREGATED INTO MONTHS.

iSontii
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repeated changes of clean pasture land, is made plain by reason
of the active disjunction of the Koch's bodies up till the month
of May, so that the larvre are all the time able' to obtain fresh

elements of infection. On this theory the periods between
changes of pasture have been too long, in view of the fact that

efficacious dipping was out of the question.

The apparent success in the elimination of the disease about

July is explainable, for indications are not wanting that where
infections are conveyed in the winter months, July and August,
instead of the production of merozoites—endo-globular bodies

in the erythrocytes—the formation of Koch's granules takes

place probably from the schizont phase ; further, such animals

do not then show high febrile reactions, neither do they suc-

cumb, except in rare instances. Such animals remain over to

the next summer or autumn as reservoirs of infection, and in

these we have a latent or endemic form.

I am not even satisfied that infected blood inoculations con-

ducted in July will not in the same way give rise to the formation

of Koch's granules, and that the extensive outbreaks in the

Victoria district in 1905, 1906 and 1907 were not the result of Dr.

Koch's late inoculations in 1904—an explanation as to why 't

was that coast fever practically disappeared and has since re-

appeared in increased virulence.

After the havoc in the early part of the last decade a few
remnants were left, and most of these could be considered to

be immune or salted, and it was from these that the Rhodesian
stock-owners established their herds until fortune began to smile

again, and they were a.h\e to make outside additions.

Now it is pretty conclusively proved that these remnants do

not harbour the micro-parasite, neither can they, for some years

at any rate, be reinfected; on the other hand, the progeny of

salted parents are not all resistant, and can contract coast fever

—in fact, one-third such calves succumbed to it.

The country was practically left without bulls, as they were
especially susceptible, so in a number of instances no calves

were forthcoming to keep infection alive, and the disease dis-

appeared. In other instances young stock were born before the

infected ticks had had time to die out, and coast fever was kept

going, but unnoticed, owing

—

(i) to the farmer setting no store to

the death of a calf or two, and not deeming the cause of death

worthy of investigation; (2) the mortality was low, possibly not

one in three; (3) the loss was not continuous, but seasonal,

occurring mostly in the wet season, when it could be easily

conjectured that the calf was smothered in mud (nearly all

cattle are kept in open kraals in this country) ; so it simmered on;

then four years ago new susceptible cattle were introduced into

the herds, and the disease is assuming graver proportions, be-

cause more bovine hosts have been inserted.

My observations have led me to different conclusions to

those generally expressed by other authorities, but a close study
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of the researches of others in the Hght of my deductions does
not throw them into disorder except on minor points.

The causation of coast fever infections by the injection of
Koch's granules are explanatory in two ways :

—

(o) If they are composed of schizont elements, they would
give rise to merozoites if injected in the autumn.

(b) If composed of female forms, parthenogenesis might
arise.

It was the above experiment that at first sight detracted

from my own conclusions, but not now.
My deductions have not been tested by experiments con-

ducted within the quiet precincts of a laboratory free from
outside cares and interruptions, and they lack this confirmation,

but are the results of work performed under great difficulties?,

frequent intermissions and inadequate facilities for proper re-

search. I therefore invite laboratory investigation.

My conclusions are more in keeping with the known de-

velopments of other protozoa, and they certainly oiTer an answer
to the hitherto inexplicable features encountered in the outbreak

of coast fever.

The results of the investigations made may have far-reach-

ing consequences, and give rise to dififerent methods of

procedure.

It will mean

—

(i) That cattle should not be allowed out of areas of latent

infection.

(2) That freer movements of cattle could be allowed in

clean areas.

(3) That transport movements should not be allowed in

endemic areas.

(4) That compidsory dipiMng at three-day intervals will

have to be enforced in endemic areas during the months of

December to Tune inclusive. That this dipping will put coast

fever hors dc combat, for it will strike at the weak link in the

chain of the life-history of the Thcilcria parra, and cut off tlieir

lives before they arrive at the stage of harmful maturity, i.e.,

before the red cells can be invaded, that period when the mor-

tality is so preponderant.

(5) Combined with dipping, the change of pasture at the

proper periods will make assurance doubly sure.

(6) The farmer need not be deprived of his livestock, for

by a dipping station centrally placed and the proper subdivision

of his farm he can effectively protect his cattle.

(7) Cattle with the disease latent in them could be moved

with safety in the months of September, October, and Novem-

ber, when' destined to the abbatoirs for slaughter.

The summary of my conclusions is :

—

That during the development of the causal parasite of coast

fever a quiescent period is passed in the internal organs during
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the winter and extending into spring. Sporogony commences in

the Koch's granules, is active in the summer, and continues into

part of the autumn months. The lymphocytes (white blood

cells) act as the mechanical carriers in the circulatory system,

and supply the larvae with the infective elements ; the nymph:e

act as vectors, transmitting them to the bovine. Schizogony

proceeds in the blood of that host until about July, when the

quiescent period again ensues.

Thus the development demands two periods in cattle and one

in the intermediate host, the tick.

In the microscopical examination for coast fever the proper

sequence in the appearance of the various forms will have to be

recognised.

In the macroscopical examination and study of symptoms

the respective periods will have to be separated.

Quiescent Period.—Negative autopsy, low febrile reaction,

sporogonal stage infarctions, and other obstructions to the capil-

lary system, low and irregular febrile temperatures.

Schizogonal Period.—High thermic reactions of a progres-

sive character.

]\Iixed infections of the sporogonal and schizogonal stages

are very frequent, and it is these, in my opinion, which have

caused all the confusion and have hitherto disguised the true

life-history of the Theileria parva.

Mars.—Prof. Arrhenius, in Publications de la Socicte de

Chiuiic Physique, compares the concUtion of the planet Mars to

that of certain desert parts of Persia, except that he considers

the Martian temperature to be about 30° below zero. He thinks

that the "lakes" on Mars resemble the khk'irs of Persia, those

lakes which possess so high a degree of salinity as to render their

waters semi-solid. MM. Antoniadi and Bosler, on November 14,

observed the whole of the planet to be of a decided citron tint,

including even the polar snow cap. On l^ecember 6, M. Antoniadi

records in Astrononiisclic Nachrichten. he observed a large and

peculiar brown spot, about 370 miles in length, and of a totally

different colour to any other part of the planet, in a western

part of the Mare Erythrseum. A fainter spot of apparently

similar character has been seen during former years.

Transmutation of Metals.- It is not surprising

that, concurrently with the spread of the latest ideas on elemental

change, there should be instances of reversion to the utilitarian

phases of alchemistic thought. A patent has recently been

granted for " a new process of treating iron to obtain gold an^cl^

silver bv transmutation." >^<\C«l(\ir#X.

c

.^•^s^A»^



SOME OBSERVATIONS ON ATMOSPHERIC
ELECTRICITY TAKEN IN SOUTH AFRICA.

By Prof. William Arthur Douglas Rudge, M.A.

The author has published some observations on atmospheric
electricity, taken in 1910 at the Victoria Falls; and, as it was
found that the value of the potential gradient appears to vary
very considerably at different places in South Africa, he thinks

it may be of some interest to give here the results of some further

observations, taken over a rather extensive area.

At the A'ictoria Falls, as is almost always the case in the

neighbourhood of a waterfall, the potential gradient reaches a

very high value, so high, in fact, that insulated wires stretched

across the gorge become so strongly electrified that sparks may
easily be obtained from them. The electrification is negative,

and reaches the value of probably over 25,000 volts per metre

close to the fall. The normal condition of the air, under a clear

sky, gives rise to a positive potential gradient between a point

in the air and the surface of the earth, the value of which varies

very considerably with the nature of the country, the altitude,

and the time of day when the observation is taken, and, of course,

with the presence of what may be called, for want of a better

term, " thunder " clouds.

A thoroughly satisfactory theory as to the origin of the

enormous charges present in the atmosphere is wanting. The
older theories postulated that the condensation of water vapour

was accompanied by the production of an electric charge upon

the drops formed, and so also was the evaporation of water from

the surface of the earth supposed to be accompanied by electrifi-

cation of the earth itself—ideas probably incorrect. In the

present state of our knowledge, it is best to leave the origin an

open question.

The natural charge present in the atmosphere is very large,

it having been estimated that a difference of potential of the

order of 150,000 ( !) volts exists between the confines of the

atmosphere and the surface of the earth. If we take_ the height

of the homogenous atmosphere as 10,000 metres, this gives an

average potential of 15 volts per metre, but the value near the

surface of the earth is much greater than this, so that the poten-

tial " gradient " diminishes as we go upwards. This normal

value may be largely exceeded—10 to 100 times as great—and

may allso be reduced. The charge is usually positive, but occa-

sionally negative. The experimental facts of atmospheric elec-

tricity may be explained by supposing that the earth has always

a negative' charge, which gives rise to an electric field surrounding

the earth ; this would cause positive ions to move towards it,

thus producing the potential gradient between the earth and the

surrounding air.

The observations were taken by means of an " Exner
'*'

pattern electroscope furnished with a wire, to which was
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attached a small plate covered with a radium preparation. The
instrument was mounted upon a telescopic stand, so that the
height of the plate above the ground could be varied. From a

plate coated with a radioactive preparation a stream of ions will

shoot off, land, if the plate is in an electric tield, it will rapidly

take the same potential as that portion of the field in which it

is resting. The same thing happens to a wire to which a piece

of smouldering tinder is attached, and also to an insulated vessel

furnished with a long tube from which water may be dropped, as

used originally by Lord Kelvin. The radium preparation, whilst

open to certain objections, is undoubtedly the most convenient,

especially when taking ()l)servations wdiilst moving from place

to place.

The method of observation consisted in setting up the electro-

scope and adjusting the height of the plate above the ground
imtil a readable deflection of the gold leaf was seen. The leaf

was observed from a short distance by an opera-glass, so that

the presence of the observer should not interfete. In some cases

the gold leaf diverged so far that it touched the earthing plate,

so that in these, the potential could not be found directly, but

had to ibe inferred from the rate at which the charge rose to the

maximum. The sensitiveness of the instrument would be varied

from I division for lO volts to^ i division for 26 volts, the whole
range running up to about 600 volts. The gold leaf rapidly took

up its position, and, if no wind was blowing, remained steady,

so that observations Avere easily taken.

In comparing observations at dift"erent places, it is essential

to make use of those taken al corresponding periods of the day.

This w^as not always possible, but by "smoothing" curves and

taking averages, it was possible to get a fairly good result for

10 a.m., the time usually tiaken for comparison purposes.

In May. 1910, an extended series of observations was taken

at the time of passage of Halley's Comet near to the earth.

During that time the potential gradient varied from about 200 to

40 volts per metre. The value frooi day to day was fairly

constant with maxima occurring at about 8 a.m. and 7 p.m.

The table and curve show the variations during a day.

Table Showing One Day's Observation at Bloemi^-ontein.

4570 ft. ABOVE Sea-level.

Potential Potential Potential

Time. Gradient. Time. Gradient. Time. Gradient.

oa.m 38 9.20 163 10.45 130

6. 32 9.25 163 II

6.30 36 9-35 185 II

7.30 40 Q.40 208 1

1

8. 66 9.4s 217 II

8.20 8g 9.47 .. .... .. 210 II

8.30 103 10. 210 II

8.40 loq 10.10 255 II

8.56 136 10.20 235 II

9.0 145 TO.30 163 II

9.10 148, 10.35 140 II

114

I 92

86

8 70
10 66

[5 60
20 56
22 52
25 52

35 52
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Time
Potential

Gradient.

11-45 29
11.57 29
11'. o noon .... 2^
12. 5 p m 2S
12.50 28

3-50 28
4.10 28

540 31

Potential

Time. Gradient.

6.30 35
7-30 40
8. o 56

9- c 70

9-50 78
10. 101

10.20 106

11. o 106

Potential

Time. Gradient.

II. TO 77
11-30 57
11.40 40
11-45 39
11-55 32
12. o 32

Fisf. I.

.300

250

200

150

t: 100

50

a.m. 10 3 pm.

Time in Hours

1 a

In July, 1910, observations were made at Victoria Falls,

Kesi, Wankie, Pasipas, Bnlawayo, Westacre, Matoppos, Maha-
lapye, Artesia, Lobatsi, Mafeking, Vryburg, Taungs, Potchef-

stroom, Johannesburg. The complete set of observations at the

Falls has been already referred to, but it may here be noted that

at a distance of two miles from the Falls their influence was
almost negligible, while further away the ordinary electrical state

existed. Within a mile of the Falls, the potential gradient was

at times of the order of over 600 volts per metre, and negative,

while at Livingstone it did not exceed 60 volts, and was positive.

On the river albove the Falls, the value was zero for some
distance; and at seven and a half miles, it was about 100 volts

and positive.
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The curve shows how the potential gradient varied as one
receded up the river from the fall. It cannot very weU be drawn
to scale, as the highest point of tlie curve above the zero hne
would have to be 250 times the height of the lowest point below
the line. The Zambesi river labove the Falls is about 3,000 feet

above sea-level.

Between Bulawayo and Potcliefstroom, the general level of

the country does not vary much, and the potential gradient was
also uniform and of the order of 150 to 160 volts per metre. At
Rhodes's grave and at Johannesburg the values were about 40.

In January of this year observations were taken during a journey

to Cape Town, with the general result that a steady increase of

the potential gradient was observed as the elevation diminished.

Fig. 2.

Over the veld and Karoo, the value was about 150; at \\'orcester

it rose to 170. and this at a later hour, when the potential is

usually lower.

Cape Tozcii Obsc):'atioiis.—Observations were taken at

various points on the coast between the Docks and Camps Bay.

The general value of the potential gradient was high, going up
to over 500 volts per metre in some instances, but very great

fluctuations occurred, owing to a combination of the effects of

sun, cloud and wind.

The following are some typical cases :

—

January 8th : Bright sun, clear air, no cloud ; at 20 feet above

sea-level the potential gradient was 550.

Janmr^^ 9th : Misty, clouds beloiw top of Lion Rock, but

Rock visible above the clouds
;
potential gradient was 225 volts

per metre. x'\s the cloud rose, the top of the Rock became
covered, and the potential fell to about 100. On the cloud rising

further or. rather, moving away, the potential fell still further.
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January 12th: Wind S.W., cloud above but not ou Table
Mountain

;
gradient generally less than 100, but occasionally

higher.

January 13th : Wind S., plenty of clouds, but high, so that

the sun was seldom obscured. Potential gradient at sea-level

500 volts per metre.

January 15th: Cloud pouring over Table Mountain, S.E.

wind. Observations at Green Point: Potential varied from o to

100 volts per metre in the course of an hour. Generally the S.E
wind was accompanied by low potential gradients.

January loth : Cloud over top of Lion Rock
;
potential

gradient 90. On sun breaking through cloud gradient rose to

130.

From the observations already recorded, it seemed likely that

the potential gradient would vary with the altitude, and a number
of observations were taken at different heights above sea-level.

A very marked difference in the gradient was seen. For
example, the electroscope stand was placed in a pool close to the

water ,when the potential gradient was found to be over 400. The
height of the collecting plate was 150 cm. above the water. On
plaicing the electroscope on a rock at a height of about 6 metres"

above the sea, the gnadient was reduced to about 300. Repeated
observations confirmed this very abnormal reduction, and it may
'be due to some difference in the conducting power of the r^ocks

and sea-water. The electroscope was then carried up the moun-
tains to a height of about 1,000 feet, and observations taken at

various points during the descent, the height being taken as in-

versely proportional to the pressure indicated by an aneroid

barometer. At the highest point the potential gradient was 56,

at sea-level it was 260. Many observations showed that the

higher the position the smaller the potential gradient, but a more
systematic and extended series of obsei"vations is necessary to

prove this, and of course the observations at the different points

should be conducted simultaneously, as the potential gradient

varied from day to day and from hour to hour.

In April of this year a set of observations wa.s taken between
Van Reenen's Pass and Durban, with the object of confirming the

inference made at Cape Town, z'i::., that the potential gradient is

inversely proportional to the altitude.

Van Reenen is at an altitude of about 6,000 feet. There is

a fairh' steady fall down to Ladysmith at 3,300 feet; from Lady-
smith to Durban there are considerable fluctuations as far as

Thornville, then a steady fall down to Durban. The observations

taken were, however, very incomplete, as the time available was
only that due to the stoppage of the train. But the general re-

sult was apparently the same ; the potential gradient increased

as the altitude diminished.

During the first of the three days at Van Reenen, the sky

was clear up to 3.30. The potential gradient was low, not going

above 60 between 7 a.m. and 4 p.m. At 4.30 a violent thunder-

storm broke over the Pass, and after this subsided, a very strong

degree of positive electrification remained in the air. The poten-
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tial gradient was now over 500 volts per metre, this persisting up
till 10.30 p.m. On the next day, the charge in the air vi^as prac-
tically nil until 10 a.m., when it became just measurable.

Observ^ations were taken not far from the railway, and it

appeared that the passing of a train had a very considerable dis-

turbing effect, which was traced to the steam emitted from the

funnel or from the safety-valve, or even from that escaping from
the cylinder when blowing off. At 200 yards' distance the pass-
ing of an engine under steam would cause the gold leaf to be
deflected up to the maximum, that is, the potential gradient would
rise to over 550 volts per metre.

The charge Avas always positive, and persisted in the air

for a long time after the cloud had suffered visible condensation,

in some instances for more than fifteen minutes. The charge
increased during the day, and on occasions went up to 350 volts.

The wind was rather strong, this accounting to some extent for

the variations.

At Ladysimith, 6.30 to 9 a.m. : Potential varied from
40 to 100 volts. At various stations between Ladysmith and
Pietermaritzburg the potential varied only slightly, but as the

time of day varied no very satisfactory conclusions could be

drawn. At Durban the potential gradient was always greater

than at any point after Van Reenen. The weather was warm
and hazy, and the gradient never went beyond 160 volts per

metre, a value very nmch less than had been found at Cape Town.
On the return journey, a good set of observations was taken

between Ladysmith and Vian Reenen ; the potential gradient

falling as the altitude increased.

These observations cannot claim any very high degree of

accuracy, but they are comparative, and appear to show that

the potential gradient does diminish with the altitude, and that

over a large stretch of coimtry. At appnoximately the same height

above sea-level the potential gradient has generally the same
value. The gradient could also be determined if observations

were taken of the conducting power of the air and of the

magnitude of the earth-air current.

It would be equal to the quotient of the current of the con-

ductivity. Now the conductivity of the air increases with the

altitude owing to the diminution' in pressure, and perhaps also

owing to the more potent eft'ect of the ultra-violet light of the

sun causing more complete ionisation, from which it may be

inferred that the potential gradient will fall.

The nature of the noTmal charge observed was always posi-

tive, Slave in the case of the Victoria Falls, where it was strongly

negative. It is well known that when water is broken up into

a fine spray by mechanical means, the water becomes positively

electrified, whilst the air in the neighbourhood becomes nega-

tively charged. The condensation of steam to water is evidently

accompanied by the production of a positive charge in the air;

hence it may be inferred that the drops of water falling to the

earth s'hould carry with them a positive charge. This requires

further investigation.



THE MEAN DISTANCES OF THE PLANETS.

By R. T. A. Innes.

The mean distance of a planet is equal to the semi-axis major
of its orbit considered as an ellipse. This mean distance only

coincides with its average distance if the eccentric anomaly is

taken as the independent variable. If time is taken as the inde-

pendent variable the average distance is

a (I + f),
in which a is the semi-axis major and c the eccentricity.

This equation by itself shows that as e diminishes, the

total amount of radiation received from the Sun increases,

because the average distance is getting less, and this is the case

of the Earth in the present age. as the eccentricity of its orbit

is decreasing slowly. If, with the present rate of decrease of

the eccentricity, the Earth is neither getting hotter nor colder,

or, in other words, that its radiation is exactly balanced by its

absorption, as meteorologists confidently assert, then the moment
the eccentricity ceases to decrease, and more so when it begins

to increase, the Earth's temperature will fall until a balance is

again struck. If this reasoning is correct, it follows that an Ice

Age would not be due so much to the large eccentricity of the

Earth's orbit as to the fact that the eccentricity is increasing.*.

If the true anomaly is taken as the independent variable,

the average distance is

a(i—r-^).

The researches of Laplace. Lagrange, Poisson and other

astronomer-mathematicians have proved that the mean distances

of the planets from the Sun are invariable, so far as concerns

their mutual attractions, but it is possible that secondary causes

such as increases of mass due to the fall of meteorites, tidal

effects, retardation due to matter in space, etc., may cause the

mean distances to change. The astronomer can only assert that

such changes, if they do exist, are too minute to have yet been

revealed in the cases of the planets ; the decrease of the distance

of Encke's Comet which is very irregular in its amount shows

* Perhaps the argument needs enlarging. During the period of

perihelion the Earth receives more heat from the Sun than it does at

aphelion in any given number of days, but as a whole its rise in tempera-

ture is very slight, because as the temperature of a body rises its

radiating power increases (as the 4th power of the absolute tempera-

ture in the case of a black body). If we accept that over a series of

years during which the Earth's average distance is decreasing from

a (1+2") to a {l+f — ''A e)

it just maintains a balance between its rates of absorption and radiation,

it would follow that when A e (change of the eccentricity) alters its

sign, the equilibrium will be upset and the Earth as a whole will change

its temperature, and as long as c is mcreasing the Earth will grow

colder.
"

In other words, the combined effect of the 4th power law

and the diminution of the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit is to maintain

the Earth at its present mean temperature.
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that such secondary causes are at work. But at present the
astronomer is fully justified in asserting that the mean distances
of the planets (semi-axis-major of the elliptical orhit) is in-

variable. In a paper published in this journal in 191 1. January,
the writer gave a table of the mean distances of the eight major
planets, but he remarked that the values given for the planets
Uranus and Neptune were not the true mean distances as they
had been derived from mean motions which included effects due
to Newcomb's method of dealing with the great inequalitv in

the motions of those two planets. This paper will give revised
figures and will include the mean distances of the two small
planets Eros and Ceres.

The writer is of the opinion of the American astronomers,
Hill and Newcomb, and of the French astronomer Tisserand
(who adopts Laplace's procedure) that the mean distance of
a planet should be so chosen that it is only subject to periodical

variations. Unfortunately it is very difficult to measure the

distance of a planet from the Sun directly, and astronomers
always use an indirect method founded upon Kepler's law con-
necting the distances and periods. If there were but one planet

and the Sun. the equation connecting the two quantities is

a3n- = k-{i -\- 111)

in which

a = semi-axis major (mean distance).

n = mean motion in a fixed unit of time.

k = attractive force of the Sun in some convenient unit.

ui = mass of the planet in terms of the mass of the Sun.

If another planet is considered ( let us suppose it to be the

Earth), and the mutual attraction of the two planets is left on
one side for the moment, we should have the similar equation

rt,
3 fi^2 = ^.2 ^j _|_ j,i y

If we now choose that the mean distance of the Earth be the unit

ol distance, the distances of other planets can be determined

wdien their mean motions and masses are known. But the

above simple equations do not hold when the mutual attractions

of the planets are considered. The observed mean motion of

a planet is made up of one part (by far the greater) due to

the action of the Sun and a smaller" part due to the action of the

other planets of the system. The same remarks apply to a

planet's mean distance. The full elucidation of this problem
depends on the disposal of the constants introduced by the

integration of the differential equations of motion. The net

result is that if the action of the planets increases the motion

of any planet by an {cr being a very small factor in the Solar

System) the effect on the mean distance computed by means of

the above equations is lo-. If the constants added to the mean
distance itself are neglected, this correction would be fo-, which

is four times too great. Reference to Tisserand's Mecanique
Celeste, t. iv, p. 18, should be made by those wishing to find

proofs of these statements. The formulge which are applicable
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for the eight major planets are given on pages 107 and 108 of
this journal for 191 1, January. In the cases of the minor planets
Eros and Ceres, such simple formulae cannot be used as

an algebraical expansion of the perturbative function is too
slowly convergent for practical use,—in fact, for the case Eros
disturbed by Mars, the algebraical expansion is divergent. For
these two planets we must have recourse to other means, and
fortunately Mr. C. J. Mertield has computed the secular pertur-

bations of both of these planets by a celebrated method devised

by Gauss.

In the case of the planet Eros, it happens that the correction

to the elliptic semi-axis-major is nearly negligible. Using the

data provided by Mr. Merfield in Nos. 4178-9 of the Astro-
nomischc Nachrichtcn for 1907, ]\Iay, we find

h La

Eros (in units of the 8th decimal).Action of
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In a paper published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astro-
nomical Society (1910, December, page 127), the writer gave the
results of a rough calculation for this case, viz.,

hLa = —0.0000154
or a =: —0.000 100

but unfortunately the last number was incorrectly given as—o.ooooio, which is ten times too small.

Turning now to the planets Uranus and Neptune. In vol.

XXVIII. of the Annales of the Observatory of Paris (Memoires)
which has just appeared, Monsieur A. Gaillot brings to a con-
clusion his researches on the motions of the planets Uranus and
Neptune accompanied by tables for the preparation of
ephemerides. and in fact his tables are used in the Connaissance
des Temps for 1913. Monsieur Gaillot's work is closely

modelled on the lines of Le Verrier's theories. We have thus
two modern theories with tables for these planets:— (a) Gaillot's

based on the method of Lagrange's variation of elements; (b)
Newcomb's based on the perturbations of co-ordinates in which
Hansen's method appears. Comparisons of the ephemerides for

1913 show quite small differences, but one cannot help remark-
ing on the shortness of the calculations actually made by New-
comb and the brevity of his tables. It is true that Newcomb
did not publish his calculations in full, but the criticism seems
just; Newcomb avoids some considerable work by not develop-
ing the great inequality in the longtitudes of Uranus and Nep-
tune, one consequence is that his elements of the two planets'

orbits are not the mean elements. Monsieur Gaillot's work puts

us in possession of these.

Tlie great inequality just mentioned is caused by the near
commensurability of the mean motions of the two planets, the

mean motion of Uranus being nearly twice that of Neptune.
This inequality takes 4,230 years to go its course ; it can dis-

place Uranus from its mean place in orbit by over 3150" and
Neptune by 2150".

Tables showing the elements according to these two astro-

nomers are not without interest.
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The deviation of Newcomb's elements from the mean
elements is marked, thus the perihelion of Neptune's actual orbit

is nearly 3° from its mean position, and the eccentricities of both
planets are considerably greater than the mean eccentricities.

Newcomb's values for the semi-axes majores have been
deduced by him from the observed mean motions and then
corrected for the constants due to planetary action :—they are

Log. a.

Uranus i .2830871 ] Including effects of the Great In-

Neptune i .4781432 ) equality.

Gaillot gives

Uranus i.28371 13
Neptune i .4787045

and states that these values have been deduced from the observed
mean sidereal motions after subtracting the parts proportional

to the time in the mean longitude due to the actions of Jupiter,

Saturn and Neptune. Gaillot's tables have therefore to in-

clude, in the pertubations of the radius vector, the constants

above referred to so that the semi-axis-major as defined in his

tables does not represent a true mean-semi-axis major.

From Monsieur Gaillot's own data, we derive

Elliptic \"alue -|- :^ of Constant Terms = True semi-axis major.

Uranus 1.2829239 + I (0.0007874) — i .2831207
Neptune i .4779160 -j- ^ (0.0007885) = i.4781 131

The calculation for Uranus is as follows

:

La/ I -|- ;// = 0.0000095
L k = 6. 1 125968

6. 1 1 26063
L n = 4.1882205

T .9243858 X # = 1 .2829239

The constant terms are i .2837113 — i .2829239 = 0.0007874.

One cannot but remark that the uncorrected- elliptic values

are nearer the true mean distances than those given by Monsieur

Gaillot. If, therefore, it is not intended to apply the correction

to both the mean motions and the distances, it is better not to

apply any correction.

The definition of mean distance given above does not depend

on the assumption that the planets travel in ellipses but is

derived from the differential equations of motion so that it

reads, '' The mean distance of a planet is that distance from
which it only deviates by strictly periodical quantities," when the

eccentric anomaly is the independent variable.

But it is not likely that this journal would be referred to

by the student wdio wants to find the mean distances of the

planets,—he would naturally refer to one of the two authorities,

tne American Ephemeris for 191 3 or the Connaissance des
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Temps for 1913,—these being the latest years pubHshed; if so
he will find the following figures :

—

Planet American Ephemeris
Mercury o .387099
Venus 0.723331
Earth i .000000
Alars I .523688
Jupiter 5 .202803
Saturn 9.538843
Uranus 19.190978
Neptune 30 .070672

Connaissance
des Temps
o .387098

.723330
1 .000001

I .523678

5 -202555

9-554751
19.217827
30.108980

It is the writer's opinion that the first set is the correct set,

but the very fact that there are difi^erences shows that it is

necessary for astronomers to define more fully Avhat they mean
when they refer to the mean distance of a olanet.

TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES.

Geological So-tiety of South Africa.—Monday. November 20th

:

Dr. E. T. Mellor, President, in the chair.
—"The intrusive rocks of the

Witwatersrand " : D, P, McDonald. The author began by desciibing'

typical examples of the intrusive rocks met with in the mines. Two
varieties of acid intrusive rocks may readily be distinguished, namely a
microgranite and a reddish-coloured granophyre. Rocks of intermediate
composition are apparently not very numerous : except for the sheets of
syenite or of tonalite, a pyroxene-andesite is the only rock examined which
can with certainty be placed in this group. The basic intrusive rocks
lielong to the two classes of dolerite and olivine-dolerite. The greatly
metamorphosed basic dykes were next examined in detail, and the con-
clusion expressed that the course of alteration had been considerably
affected by internal movement. With regard to the relative ages of the
intrusions, obviously the metamorphosed dykes were- the oldest, and the
microgranite intrusions must also be of early date. The second group
of intrusions includes the red granophyres, and the third the rocks of
most basic composition.

—"The normal section of the Lower Witwaters-
rand System on the Central Rand, and its connection with West
Rand Sections " : Dr. E. T. Mellor. The author disagreed with the
accepted view that the wide differences between sections on the Central
and West Rand are due to original differences of deposition, and that
the Lower Witwatersrand System showed a great increase in thickness
towards the west. The differences referred to were ascribed mainly to

a system of strike-faults. The Elsburg beds, though unconformable to
the Lower Witwatersrand beds, are not necessarily so to the upper part
of the system, and there was not sufficient evidence for the removal of
the Elsburg beds to another system. The beds of the Lower Witwaters-
rand System appear to have been deposited un.der deltaic conditions.
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NEW BOOKS.

Smith, H. Sutton.—"Yakiisu": the very heart of Africa: being

some account of tlie Protestant Mission at Stanley Falls, Upper
Congo. London: Marshall Bros. [iQn]. pp. xviii., 288.

9 in X 5i in. Maps, illus. 6s. nett.

Tucker. Alfred R.—Eighteen years in Uganda and East Africa.

New ed. London: E. Arnold, 1911. pp. xvi, 362. Sin. X 5 in.

Map, illus. 7s. 6d. nett.

Blackburn, Douglas, and "W. Waithman Caddel.—6"rc ;v?

Service in South Africa. London: Cassell & Co., 1911. pp. xi.,

580. 24 OZ. IDS.

Mills, Dora S. Y —What tec do in Nyasaland. London: Office of

the Universities' Mission to Central Africa, 191 1. pp. ii., 266.

Post 8vO. 17 OZ. 2S.

Bleek, W. H. I., and L. C. Lloyd.—Specimens of Bushman Folklore.

London; George Allan & Co., 191 1. pp. xl, 468. 8vo. 38 oz.

21S.

Gouldsbury, C, and H. Skeane.—The Great Plateau of Northern
Rliodcsia. London: Edward Arnold, 1911. 8vo. pp. xxii, 360.

]\raps and illus., 40 oz. los.

Johnston, Sir H. H.—Pioneers in JVest Africa. London: Blackie
and Son., T911. 8vo. pp. xiv, S3'^- 32 oz. 6s.

"Weeks, Rev. J. H.—Congo Life and Folklore. London: ReHgious
Tract Society, 1911. 8vo. pp. xxii, 468. 26 oz., 5s.

Roscoe, Rev. J.—The Baganda: Avi Account of their Xati'i'e Customs
and Beliefs. London: Macmillan and Co., rgii. Svo. Illus.

pp. xix, 547. 15s.

Fitzsimons, F. W.—Tlie Monkeyfolk of South Africa. London:
Longmans, Green and Co., 19TI. Svo. pp. xv, 167. 26 oz. 5s.

fiVans, M. b.

—

Black and White in South-East Africa. London: Long-
mans, Green and Co., 191 1. 9 in. X 6 in. pp. xviii, ,342. 6s.

ADDRESSES WANTED.

The Assistant General Secretary (P.O- Box 1497, Cape To-vn)
would be glad to receive the correct addresses of the following members,
-whose last-known addresses are given below:—

Aspland, C. Hatton, Witwatersrand Deep, Ltd., P-O. Box 5, Knight's,

Transvaal.
Barton, Ernest Mortlock, Director of Works Department, Simons-

town, Cape.

Bay, Dr. B., P.O. Box 5513, Johannesburg.
'Bell, W. Reid, M.LCE., F-R. Met. Soc-, M.LE.S., P.O, Box 2263,

Johannesburg.
Boulton, H. C., c/o Messrs. Pauling & Co., Ltd., Broken Hill,

Rhodesia.
Brown, W. B., c/o Engineer-in-Chief, S.A. Railways, Cape Town.
Champion, Ivor Edward. P.O. Roberts Heights, Pretoria.

Crockett, John, 10, Transvaal Bank Buildings. Johannesburg.

Dickie, Andrew, 475, Currie Road, Durban, Natal.

Jorissen, Dr. E., Louth's Buildings, Salisbury, Rhodesia.

Leech, Dr. J. R., 4th Avenue, Melville, Johannesburg.

Macfarlane, Donald, M.LC.E., H.M- Naval Dockyard, Simonstown,

Cape.
Mirrilees, W- J., 9, London Chambers, Durban.
Nichol, Thomas Thompson, P.O. Box 34. Springs. Transvaal.

Nicholas, W. H., Durban High School, Durban. Natal.

Nicholson, J. Greg, Leliefontein, Government School, P.O. Carolina,

Transvaal.
Petersen, H. T., P.O. Box 5, Cleveland, Transvaal.

Preston, James, 89, Arnold Road, Observatory, near Cape Town.
Southwell, Miss Jessie, 270, Visagie Street, Pretoria.

Van Oordt. J. F., Harrismith, O.F.S.



THE ELECTRO-MOTIVE SERIES OF THE ^lETALS AS
AN AID TO THE TEACHING OF INORGANIC
CHEMISTRY; WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO

THE ACTION OF ACIDS ON METALS.

By Prof. Ror.ERT Beckett Denjson, D.Sc, Pji.D.

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in the teaching of Inorganic

Chemistry to young students is that they persist in regarding the

subject as a collection of facts which have to be learned by heart.

When they have grasped the meaning of the Periodic Classifica-

tion there does come, it is true, a little law and order among the

facts, but there ,are many phenomena with regard to which the

Periodic Classification gives but little help. Particularly is this

the case when it is a question of salt formation from a metal

and an acid, and, in short, wherever the fundamental nature of

the process is the formation or disappearance oi ions. Even with

a knoiwledge of the Periodic Classification the student generally

finds less difficulty with Organic than with Inorganic Chemistry
after he has once overcome the initial apparent difficulties O'f the

fonmer. This is because, as he puts the matter, you know what
is going to happen to an organic substance if you know its con-

stitution, whereas in Inorganic Chemistry there is no such guide.

Most inorganic substances are electrolytes, and so in aqueous
solution are largely in the ionic condition. It is, perhaps, this

common behaviour which causes the constitution of an inorganic
compound to be of so little importance. What we require to

know is the relative tendency of the difi'erent substances to go
into the ionic condition. This knowledge is given us, not by the
Periodic Classification, but by the Electro-motive Series.

The Electro-motive, Series is generally regarded as a physi-

cal rather than a chemical classification. To the student of
Physics it means that if two metals are separated by la suitable

electrolyte and joined outside by a wire, an electric current will

flow in a certain direction depending on the relative position of
the metals in the series.

To a student of Chemistry, however, it should mean much
more than this. Writing down the commoner metals as they
occur in the Electro-motive Series, vij;;.,

K, Na. Ca, Mg. Al. Zn. Fe, Sn. Tb, Cu. Hg, Ag, Pt. Au,
(H)

we see at once that the inost eiasily oxidised metals are at the
head of the series. This can be demonstrated very strikingly to
a class by exhibiting samples of Potassium, Sodium, Calcium,
Alagnesium anrl Aluminium. The older the specimens are, the
more evident is it that the above order represents the tendency
towards oxidation. If now, we take any basic oxide and treat
it with an acid, we get, as every student knows, water plus a
salt. Personally, I always mention the water first, because it is^

really the formatioii of water whLh causes the reaction to t*--^
place. /IrS^

(zIl-lgRARy
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Hence for two metatis, ATi and M^, which are to be converted

into salts ty oxidation and su'bsequent treatment with acid, we
have the equations

I. (a) ]\ri -]- oxygen = Mi oxide.

(b) [Ml oxide -|- same acid =: Mi salt 4- wat' .

,

II. (a) M2 + oxygen -- M2 oxide.

(b) M2 oxide -|- acid=: M2 salt + water.

In these cases the tendency to undergo reaction is practically

the same in lb and 11/?, the formation of water being as it were
the driving force in each case. Hence if the tendencies of the

total reaction Metal ^^ Salt are different in the two cases (as

they actually are), the cause of the difference is to be sought in

the processes represented by la and Ila, i.e., in the different

tendency of the two metals to undergo oxidation. Thus we see

that the relative tendency of a metal to undergo oxidation is also

its relative tendency to form salts. Hence the metals high up in

the Electro-motive Series wnll never occur native on account of
their salt-forming tendencies, whereas the metals at the bottom
of the series will generally ibe found uncombined in nature owing
to the difficult}' with which they form salts. But a metal may
be converted into a salt by another process, z'i::., by the direct

action of an acid. In this case we have ('taking the metal -as

divalent) Mi + 2 HCl r= Mi CI2 -f Ho.
But a solution of HCl. consist^ chiefly of hydrogen and

I __

chlorine ions, H and CI. Similiarlv Mi Clc. in solution consists

largely of Mi and CI ions. \\"e can therefore write the above
equation in the form,

+ ++ -
Ml + 2 H + 2 CI = Ml -i- 2 CI + H2.

Metal ions ions ions ions gas (unionised).

+ ++
or Ml + 2 H ^ M 4- H2.

Metal ions ions gas.

Thus the action of an acid on a metal to form a salt really

consists (on the ionic theory) in the taking away of the electric

charge from the hydrogen ion by the metal atom. The metal

atom must thus have a greater affinity for an electric charge

than the hydrogen atom, and with different metals the relative

tendency of these to dissolve in acids to form salts must be the

same as the relative tendency oif the metals to rob the H ions of

their charges. The electric charge on an ion, in fact, behaves

as if it were a chemical element, and the different metals have
different affinities for this ionic charge, just as they have different

affinities for oxygen, chlorine, etc. The Electro-motive Series

expresses the relative value of this affinity, which, moreover, can
be expressed definitely in numbers, which are obtained as the

results of physical measurements. We are thus able to give to
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each atom a number expressing its tendency to stick to its electric

charge when in the ionic form, or its tendency to take up an

electric charge if in the atomic form. Since the conversion of

metal into salt consists in the change metal to ion, we have then

that the position of a metal in the Electro-motive Series really

gives us its relative tendency to oxidation, to salt formation, and

to displace hydrogen from acids.

According to this view, the liberation of hydrogen from an

acid b}' ^1 metal is exactly the same process as the deposition of

copper from a solution of copper sulphate by metallic zinc, since

this reaction mav be expressed bv the equation,

+++-}-++
Zn + Cu + S04=: Zn -4- Cu + SO^.

Metal ions ions ions metal ions.

+ + -h +
i.c, Zn -j- Cu = Cu + Zn.

A'letal ions metal ions.

Such a deposition of one metal by another is governed by
the relative affinity of the metal atom to go into the ionic state,

i.e., by its position in tlie Electro-motive Series. Now hydrogen
behaves in all electrolytic processes as a metal, and so has a
definite position in the Electro-motive Series. Hence the metals

above it should displace hydrogen from a solution of its ions, i.e.,.

from an acid solution. On the other hand, no hydrogen will, as

a rule, be evolved by the action of acids on the metals which are

below hydrogen. This important method of viewing the action

of acids on metals is capable of extension iji many ways. Applying"

the law of mass action to the reaction

]\Ietal -\- Hydrogen ions := Metal ions 4- Hydrogen gas,

i.e., an acid. i.e., a salt.

we see thiat the tendency of the reaction to proceed frooi left to

right depends not only on the affinity of the metal for an electric

charge (which affinity finds its expression in the mass action

constant), but also on the concentration of the hydrogen ions,

i.e., on what we often refer to as the " strength " of the acid and
lalso on its concentration. Thus it is that some metals will cause

the evohition of .hydrogen froin weak acids like acetic and which
contain relatively few hydrogen ions, whereas other metals lower
down in the Electro-motive Series are unafi'ected. Further, the

affinity of potassium, sodium and calcium for an electric charge
or their ionisation tendency is so great that they will displace

hydrogen from solutions containing even very small amounts of

hydrogen ions, e.g., from pure water. It is, however, clear that

only the metals at the top of the series will .possess this capability.

Further, we know that hot concentrated sulphuric acid will

attack copper and silver, forming sulphates and liiberating S02.
A student occasionally asks if the Hberation of vSOsis due to

the reduction of the H% SOi by nascent hydrogen or by copper.

According to its position in the Electro-motive Series copper
cannot displace hydrogen from sulphuric acid. It can only go
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into llic ionic form, i.e., as copper sulpliate, by 'being oxidised lo

CuO. This, of course, then reacts with the acids to form CiiSO^.

Owing to tlie fact that silver is below copper, silver will b&

attracted by hot sulphuric acid even less readily tlian capper, and

gold and platinum have so little tendency towards oxidation that

even hot concentrated li2S04or HNOahas no action.

Another advantage of this point of view is that it gives us

a perfectly i)lausil)le conception of what is generally termed
" mascent hydrogen," a term vvbich students accept, but do not

as a rule attem])t to understand.

Sometimes the text-book suggests that the activity of na'-cent

hydrogen is due to the fact that the gas is in the atomic state.

This, of course, is mere hyp(jthesis, and it is ])ractically impossiljle

to test its truth, luirther, it is also bypothesis to assume that

atomic hydrogen is more active Ih.an molecular hydrogen, and

lastly, this "explanation" leads to ibc deduction that nascent

hydrogen from, difTerent metals mn-t he th'; same and possess

exactly the same powers. Such is. however, by no means the

case. We know that nascent hydrogen from so'.ue metals will

i|)erform reductions which the nascent gas from other metals will

not, and it is a general empirical rule tliat the biglier the metal in

the IClectro-motive Series the greater the rtducing ixower of the

nascent hydrogen devek)pe(l at its surface.

Let us consider a moment what is the driving force which
causes the liberation of hydrogen. It is the (hlTerence in position

of the metal and hydrogen in the Electro-motive Series. We can

regard the hydrogen as being ejected from the acid under a very
considerable pressure, a pressure which is all the greater the

bigher the position of the metal in the series. According to this

view " nascent " hydrogen is practically hydrogen under very

great pressure, and it is interesting in this connection to call at-

tention to the fact that ordinary hydrogen under great pressure

can (]e])Oisit silver from solution, which hydrogen at atmospheric
pressure does not do. A simple analogy makes the matter per-

haps clearer, at any rate, to the junior student's mind. If we
imagine a crowd of people trying to get out of a room with a

very narrow door, then, owing to the jiressure of the people be-

hind, those in front are projected through the opening with a

velocity depending on the magnitude of this pressure. This
pressure behind is dependent on the tendency of the persons to

get outside, and corresponds to the ionisation tendency of the

imetal. The ejected people, again, correspond with the nascent
hydrogen. Owing to their energy of ejection they have different

properties to people at rest, i.e., possess more energy.

Tb'us nascent hydrogen developed at the surface of metials

high up in the Klectro-motive Series possesses more energy than
that from metals lower in tlie series, a.nd this energy is available

for the reduction r)f any reducible ])ody ])rescnt.

We can ap])ly this principle to the action of nitric acid on
metjiuls. When a metal is placed in dilute nitric acid. then, if the

metal can displace hydrogen, it ])roceeds to ilo so. and develops
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" nascent " hydrogen. Thi> at oiice reduces the acid, and how
far tlie refluction goes, or wliat products ajre formed, depends-

(chiefly on the availalilc energy of the nascent hydrogen, i.e., on
tile position of the metal in the ]Lloctro-niotive Series.

With those metals at the top of the series, i.e., K, Na, Ca, and
Mg, it is conceivaible that the hydrogen is displaced at such a

very g'reat pressure that some of it esoapes oxidation, and so.there

may be small quantities of free hydrogen among the gaseous pro-

ducts. The chief product of reduction of the HNO3 will, how-
e\'er. in such cases be ammonia, i.e., the maximum possi^ble

reducliun. With metals somewhat lower in the series nitrogen,

N2O and KO will be the chief products, the relative /amrxints of

eacli depending upon the conditions oi temperature and concen-

tration.

lint vvJiat about those metals which have no tendency to

displace hyrlrogen frotm solution? These metals cannot assume
the ionic form directly by displacing hydrogen from its union

with lan electric charge. They may, however (if their tenrlency

to oxidation is great enough), be oxidised directly iby the nitric

acid to oxide, which then dissolves in the acid to form a salt.

In this way the tendency of the metal to form ions is satisfied.

I'^ven with the metals below hydrogen, however,- there is still a

very diflferent tendency towards oxidation corresponding to the

position in the series. Copper is oxidiscfl more rearlily than

silver, iand silver again more readily than gold. I fence the ]>os-

sibility of "parting" gold and silver is really a consequence of

rlifiference of position in the Electro-motive Series. As reganls
the gaseous products of reduction in the case of metals below
liydrogen, the HXOa will not be rerluced as far as is the case

with metals higher in the series. Ifence we shoulrl expect chiefly

XO and XO2.
Thus the flilTerent metals, with nitric acid of medium con-

centration, will give products as below:

KNaCaMg Al Zn Fe Sn Pb Hg Cu Ag Pt Au
H

H-,, NH3 NH3,N2, N2O N,0, XO XO, XO-, action.

There may, of course, he secondary reactions, c./y , the re-

(.ixidation or some of the products by the nitric acid if this be
concentrated. As regards primary products of reduction, how-
ever, the conceptions already devek)ped may, in cv^njunction with
the law of mass action, help us to predict the general effect of
concentration of acid anrl accumulation of reaction i;rorlucts. Just
as nascent hydrogen can reduce nitric acifl to ammonia more
readily when at a high generation pressure than Avhen at a lower,
.so also nitric acid is more prnverful as an oxidising agent when
concentrated than it is when dilute. Ffence for a given oxidation
by nitric acid the concentrated acid will be reduced to a lesser

degree than will a dilute acid. For any given metal, then, wc
should expect dilute nitric acid to give a lower reduction prorluct
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than a concentrated acid. Thus it is that some nTetals on treat-

ment with dihite acid give chietly ammonia, whereas with a more
concentrated acid N2(_) or X^ may be the chief product of re-

duction.

Moreover, the metal as it dissolves in the acid does so in

the ionic form. According to the Iqw of mass action the greater

tihe concentration of metal ions in solution the more difficult does

it become for more of the same ions to enter the solution. Hence
an accumulation of metallic nitrate in the system makes the metal

appear to have a less tendency to enter the ionic condition^ that

is. the metal then acts as if it were lower in the Electro-motive

Series than it really is. The reducing power of the nascent

hydrogen developed at its surface thus becomes less, and conse-

quently products of reduction containing more oxygen are formed.

Tlius from a metal which gives chiefly N(3 at first, the accumu-
lation oif metallic nitrate nicay give rise to increasing amounts of

NO2. This tendency, however, may be balanced more or less

by another complication, z'iz., that as the reaction proceeds the

acid is becoming more dilute. Not only is this because the acid

is used up in oxidising nascent hydrogen, ,and in forming metallic

nitrate, Ibut water is being produced which continually dilutes the

acid. Hence the acid becomes very rapidly more dilute and, as

we have seen above, this means in general the production of

products of a lower state of oxidation.

This latter consideration may out-balance the former, and

so some metals which at first pro^cluce chiefly NO, when acted

on by nitric acid may give chiefly N2O as tlie reaction proceeds.

This production of water may be of much greater importance
in the action of acids on metals than is generally thought to be

the case. To put the matter in the form of a question, let us

ask. " Why does not moderately concentrated nitric or sulphuric

acid act upon certain metals, wdiereas a more dilute aid reacts

immediately?" That such is often the case is very quickly ob-

served by students during the preparation of nitrates from metals.

Lead forms a very good example. One explanation, and the one
generally given, is that the metallic nitrate formed is insoluble

in concentrated acid and forms a protective covering over the

surface of the metal. Tliere may be. however, much more in the

matter than this. T should like to suggest an explanation which
I have not ])reviously heard expressed. Although not perhaps
suitable as an explanation to a young student, yet it may possess

a certain amount of interest.

There are many facts in connection with the strong acids

which point to the conclusion that they undergo chemical com-
bination with water. The heat evolution and the contraction on
mixing with water are ' arguments in favour oif this conclusion,

and moreover in certain cases definite hydrates have been actually

isolated.

If such combination does really take place, and if one
hydrate largely predominates in the solution, as is very likely,

then the law of mass action demands that at some definite con-
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centration of acid, the concentration of the hydrate must be a
maximum. The actual composition of the mixture at wliich this

occurs depends on tlie formula of the hydrate. Addition of either

pure acid or 'water to acid of such a composition aneans a decrease
in the coiicciitraiioii of the hydrate, although not necessarily a

decrease in the actual amount of hydrate formed.
On one side of this maximum we have practically a solution

of hydrate in water, and on the other side a solution of hydrate
in pure acid. I'lie two media may be thus quite different, and
hence a concentrated acid may show quite different properties to

a dilute one.

From this standpoint it is no surprise that a concentrated
acid may not act on a metal, whereas the addition of water may
cause the action to proceed.

The matter may be considered a little further. Suppose that

combination with the solvent precedes ionisation. This is a view
that is being adopted by many adherents of the ionic theory.

Ionisation can then take place only when the dissolved substance
can combine to a greater or less extent with the solvent. The
converse is, of course, by no means true. Where there is com-
bination between solvent and solute this does not necessitate

ionisation.

If we assume that it is the compound which ionises, i.e.,

the hydrate, then the law of mass action requires that the can-

centration of ions shall be proportional to the concentration of

hydrate in the solution. Hence in such cases since the concentra-
tion of the hydrate reaches a maximum at some point, the concen-
tnation of the ions must also pass through a maximum. If this

is so. then all such acids must possess a maximum specific elec-

trical conductivity. As we faiow, this is the case with all the

strong acids. It is of interest to note that Gibson* has em-
phasised the fact that the strong acids, particularly the halogen
acids, have very dift"erent properties, accordi'.ig as their concen-
tration is greater or less than that corresponding to maximum
specific conductivity.

Consider now the solution of nitric acid which Inns the

maximum ionic concentration, i.e., the maximum concentration of

hydrate. Addition of more pure acid means the dilution of
the system with pure acid. We have now practically a solution

of hydrate in pure acid, and since the pure acid is nothing like

so good an ionising mediami as water, the concentration of ions

must decrease very rapidly. In such a medium the tendency of
a metal to assume the ionic condition will be very much less than
in an aqueous solution, and in fact there will soon come a point

where the metal is no longer able to send ions into the solution.

From there oniward the acifl has no action on the metal.

If the concentration of the acid be sti'll further increased
the metal miay assume the passive state. This is, however, quit^
another matter, and one which is not yet quite sati sfactoril\>''^^^lC>0^
plained. /^S^^--—-^r-^J^ ^

MLISRARYj

^yV . Ve

* Trans. Boyal Soc. Ediii. / ^O /a •^k.o-^^

'O.
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In the present paper 1 have endeavoured to show that the

Elactro-motive Series .affords a valuable aid to classifying the

metals with regard to many of their fundamental chemical pro-

perties. The matter is in general not new, but it seems sufficiently

important from a teaching standpoint, to be thought out and put

into print. It will be found that practically every property of a

metal dealing with its tendency to salt formation can be better

correlated by means of the Electro-motive Series than by the aid

of the Periodic Classification. To the advanced student of

chemistry the value of a thorough understanding of the Electro-

motive Series is even greater, since fhe ionisation tendencies can
ibe expressed in actual figures. It may be that the final classifi-

cation for Inorganic Chemistry will be one resting on the prin-

ciples of energy. In such an ideal classification every reaction

would be characterised by a definite numerical value representing

its driving force, instead of by the v,ague term, affinity, or ten-

dency, as it has to be at present. Such a system, however, will

be based on electrical measureiments, and will be a later develop-

ment of the classification, according to the Electro^notive Series.

Le VaillanT'S Grotto.— In the January issue of the
Gcograpliical Journal (vol. 39. pp. 40-47) an interesting descrip-

tion of the grotto at Heerenlogement, nearly 20 miles north-west
of Clanwilliam, where le Vaillant inscribed his name in 1783,
is given by Prof. II. H. W. Pearson. Amongst other illustra-

tions the article has a photograph of part of the north wall of

the grotto, where, in addition to the name of the celebrated

South African traveller, some other well-known names appear,

including Andrew Geddes Bain (1854), Baron von Eudwig
(T853), and Zeyher (T829). Dr. Pearson remarks regarding the

condition of the grotto :

—

" It is used as a shelter for stock, and some of the inscriptions are
so worn down by friction that they are now ahnost obhterated, and of
the few who have visited it in recent years a considerable proportion have
felt impelled to inscribe or paint their own names on the walls at the
risk of confusing the earlier and more interesting records. The situation
of the cave renders any adequate measure of protection exceedingly
difficult, if not nnpossible, and there is every probabiiit>- that before
many years have passed, it will have lost the principal tcaturc of the
interest which it possesses to-day."

The names of \^an der Stel, Ecklon, and Zeyher are
curiously misspelt m Dr. Pearson's article.



NEW DERIVATIVES OF DIPHENOOUINONE, AND A
NEW VARIETY OF STEREOISOMERISM.

By James Moir. M.A., D.Sc. F.C.S.

Diphenoquinone, Q.

was discovered in 1905 by Willstaetter and Kalb ( Bcrichtc, 1905,.
1232), who remarked at the time on its considerable differences'^
from coerulignone (which is supposed to be its tetramethoxy-
derivative), but satisfied themselves that it really is the parent-
substance of the latter, despite its unique properties. Not having
been quite satisfied on this important point, the author has for
some years been investigating the coerulignone family, and in par-
ticular the methyl-derivatives of diphenoquinone, which he finds

to be obtainable in good yields by simpler methods than those
necessary in the case of diphenoquinone. The starting material

is 0-0-dicresol (3-3' dimethyl diphenol-4-4') for the oxygenated
bodies, and tolidine {2i~2) dimethylbenzidine ) for the imino-

derivatives of the quinone. The present paper deals only with

these new derivatives, and the coerulignone question will be dis-

cussed when the full evidence has accumulated.

A. Dicrcsoquinonc (3-3' dimethyl-diphenoquinone ) has

been obtained in two apparently stereoisomeric forms, correspond-

ing respectively to the following structures.*

Three methods of preparation have been successful. The
first is Willstaetter's general method, namely, boiling dicresol

with ten times its weight of lead peroxide in benzene for ten

minutes, filtering and cooling. The product is the trans-forrn,

a network of very fine deep-yellow needles devoid of metallic

lustre (c/. coerulignoneV It melts at 163° with decomposition,

and "verpufft" if faifly rapidly heated. In all other respects,

including solubilities, it resembles Willstaetter's yellow modifica-

tion of diphenoquinone. Acetone, ethyl-acetate and benzene are

the only solvents which dissolve it appreciably. Stannous

chloride in hydrochloric acid reduces it almost instantaneously

* The author has a recollection that this type of isomerism was predicted

by H. E. Armstrong in 1901, but it does not seem to have been published.

;0 and 0'.

3-3' or Cis-Porm (red), m.p 148°. 3-5' or Trans-Form (Yellow), m.p. 163^

The dotted bonds between the rings indicate that they lie n a plane perpen-

dicular to the paper, on which fact the isomerism dep nds.
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to dicresol. The latter, obtained in this way, melted at 157"
without purihcation, and was therefore the sole ])roduct.

0.0567 when treated with a weighed quantity of normal tin

solution till white, and then titrated back with .iodine, used
0.0314 tin: hydrogen used in reduction —- 0.93%. Theory
calculated from formula C^^ Hjg Og = 0.945%. The needles of

trans-dicresoquinone possess " straight-extinction."

Tlie cis-form is obtained by treating a solution of dicresol

in excess of glacial acetic acid at 40° with solution of half its

weight of CrC ) ^ The solutions must be suddenly mixed, when
the quinone comes out at once, in fairly stout deep-red needles.

It is washed with acetic acid in which it is practically insoluble,

and then with water to remove the latter, which would other-

wise cause partial decomposition during drying. Cis-dicreso-

quinone thus prepared is brick-red like phenanthraquinone, and
in bulk has an extremely faint pink lustre, much fainter than

that of Willstaetter's dark variety of diphcnoquinone. The
author suspects that this substance of Willstaetter's owes its lustre

to a trace of its quinhydrone ; Willstaetter publishes no reduction-

analysis of it.

Under the microscope the needles are seen to be complex

and do not exhibit any consistent extinction to polarised light,

even in intense illumination.

The acetic acid method is rather tricky, as when the tem-

perature is too low the product contains the quinhydrone and is

greenish-brown, and when too hot the product is impure and

the yield bad. Under the right conditions the yield is 97%.
When the red variety was reduced by stannous chloride (not

instantaneous) the product, washed with the minimum quantity

of water in a Gooch crucible, amounted to 97% of the quinone

taken, melted at 157°, and was therefore pure dicresol.

Both varieties resist sodium hydrate, thus dififering from

coerulignone and the allied substances.

The third method of preparation yields a mixture of the two

varieties, the yellow predominating. Dicresol is dissolved in hot

water with a little alcohol and treated at a'bout 80° with

excess of a ferric salt in acid solution, and digested till the

olive colour of the quinhydrone changes to orange and the whole

precipitate is microcrystalline. The yield is theoretical : the crude

IDroduct melts indistinctly at about 152°. 0.1302 used 0.0695

tin. Hydrogen for reduction = 0.96%, and the dicresol

obtained melted correctly. The mixture is dark-orange in bulk.

All three preparations give the same reaction with concen-

trated sulphuric acid, namely, a deep brown-orange coloration,

similar to that given by diphcnoquinone (see end).

Some success was met with in the attempt to change the

modifications into each other, but as they are sensitive to heat

and very sparingly soluble, it was not possible to perform the

experiments on a large scale. When boiled with chloroform, the

red variety decomposed, and only a black '' mess " was obtain-
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able, but when dissolved in carbon tetrachloride at 50" and
evaporated in a thin layer in the cold it gave a network of
sulphur-yellow needles with straight-extinction. When the

same experiment was tried in acetone, the product recovered was
unchanged. Conversion was also obtained by dissolving the red

variety (m.p. 148) in ethyl acetate at 40°, adding alcohol and
then water to turbidity : the very minute pale needles thus

obtained melted with decomposition at 161-162°. On the other

hand, hot acetone slowly converts the yellow variety into the

red, the melting-point changing from 163° to about 140% but

the deep-red crystals obtained probably contain some quinhy-

drone, as they have a bluish lustre.

B. DicrcsoquinJiydronc {dicrcsoqniiioiic-dicrcsul

)

. C._2^H.2g04,

is obtained by adding ferric chloride, not in excess, to a solution

of dicresol in much cold dilute alcohol. An interval of half-a-

minute elapses before the reaction commences, but in a few
minutes the whole of the organic substance is precipitated in

very fine microcystalline form, with a brilliant green reflex, so

that the suspension resembles alkaline fluorescein. Under the

microscope the transmitted colour is a sort of olive brown, and
the reflex grass-green. With concentrated sulphuric acid it gives

an intense blue coloration {cf. diphenoquinhydrone and coerulig-

none). It cannot be recrystallised, though comparatively soluble

in alcohol and acetone. Hot alcohol dissociates it completely,

dicresoquiinone being left insoluble in orange needles, although

dilution with water causes a partial recombination. 0.2815
N

treated with 0.1937 tin in 5% solution used 11.33CC.— I,: H
= 0.36% for reduction (sample washed out with dilute alcohol

and dried over sulphuric acid in vacuo) : C^gH.2f,04 + ^1 requires

H = 0.47%. The product is not perfectly white and melts 8°

too low for dicresol, but nothing else could be recognised under

the microscope.

Only a poor yield of the quinhydrone is obtainable from

dicresol and dicresoquinone in benzene solutions, no reaction

occurring for some time, and other amorphous substances being

formed. On the other hand, a fairly satisfactory specimen of

the quinhydrone is obtained when dicresociuinone is digested

with warm bisulphite solution and a trace of alcohol :
of this

N
0.1003 -\- 0.0935 tin used 5.8 cc. I.^

; H = 0,41% for reduction.

It is still, however, possible that dicresoquinhydrone^ is not a

simple addition-product, but our present methods of analysis

cannot decide between such closely approximating formulae as

C,8 H26 O, and C,, H,o O, for example.

When covered with a very little .strong caustic soda, a beauti-

ful blue-purple sodium salt is obtained, which decomposes on

adding water. It could not be obtained by the other methods

described by Willstaetter for sodium-diphenoquinhydrone—only

mixtures of dicresol and its quinone resulting.
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C. Dicresiininoquinonc (3-3' dimcthyldiphcnoqulnone-
diiiiiiiic) is obtainable by oxidising tolidine by Willstaetter's

method, but the product (very dark red granules with faint blue

lustre, m.p. 158-160°) is unsatisfactory. It gives a purple colora-

tion with sulphuric acid and is reduced by stannous chloride with

great difficulty to tolidine and another (unidentified) substance.

The amount of tin used in the reduction is only threequarters of

the theoretical. All its properties suggest that it is an azo-

dye produced by polymerisation of the original diimine.* The
same applies to Willstaetter's diphenoquinonediimine.

D. Dicrcsiininoqnmhydrone {quinhydromc cornhination of
true dicresiininoquinonc and tolidine) is, however, easily obtained

as a nitrate. Tolidine is dissolved in a little over the theoretical

amount of nitric acid and excess of water at 70° and treated

with excess of ferric nitrate solution. The new substance

crystiallises out almost at once and is filtered off on cooling, and
washed in a thin layer on a Buchner funnel with a minimum
of water, as it hydrolyses easily to an amorphous basic nitrate.

This remarkable substance forms very deep blue-violet needles,

quite opaque even in sunlight unless powdered, with a bronze-

coloured metallic lustre. It decomposes at 240° without melting.

It dissolves in warm water to a deep blue solution which then

deposits the basic nitrate as a greenish-blue scum with copper

lustre. In dilute acid it dissolves to a yellowish-brown, becoming

deep green on dilution. Stronger acids dissolve it to the pure

yellow colour attributable to the diimine itself. All the solutions

decompose on boiling and produce a violet azo-dye. Concen-

trated sulphuric acid gives a deep orange-yellow, which stands

dilution and even boiling : the diimine is evidently stable when
combined with excess of acid. Iron and water of crystallisiation

were found to be absent.

N
0.1960 used 3.90 cc

Jq
SnClg : H =0.40%. | Tolidine was the

j^
reduction-

0.4410 used 9.05 cc -jQ SnClg : H = 0.41%.
) product.

0.6940, boiled with caustic soda and worked up with " nitron
''

acetate, gave 0.8910 " nitron " nitrate HNO3 = 21.6 %, probably

22.5%, allowing for the solubility of " nitron "-nitrate. The

CH3 Ch3 CH3
^

CH3

formula '^.,.X^. /^-nh + no^nm/^\V VH3 noUc^h o^n

requires H = 0.36%, HXO, = 23.0%.

The azo-dye resulting from boiling this with water was
amorphous and tcto insoluble to investigate : it gives a very fine

crimson coloration with sulphuric acid, and its salts are soluble

* See Willstaetter Zoc. cit. and Moir, Trans. R.S.S.Afr. 1911.
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in hot water to a deep i:)urple colour. Its constitution is. very

probably,

The basic nitrate of the above quinhydrone is obtained as a

fine purple precipitate by dissolving 4 grams of tolidine in

100 cc N.HXO3 and 400 cc of water and adding just over the
theoretical quantity of chromium trioxide (from 30141^16^2+
12 ITNO3+ 2Cr03). The precipitate can be washed despite its

gelatinous character, on a Buchner funnel, and has a brilliant

copper lustre. Dried over sulphuric acid in vacuo and analysed
as above. Found Cr = 0.66% (adventitious) ; H for reduction
o.44%;HN03 =8.1%.

This substance is of the same class as the so-called " benzi-

dine chromate,"* which has been shown to be the dichromate of

dipheniminoquinhydrone (=benzidine-f-diphenoquinonediimine).
The analogous substance in the tolidine series is obtained as

above, using excess of potassium chromate instead of CrOs. It

is identical in appearance with " benzidine chromate," but blackens

on drying owing to some internal oxidation.

0.6381 gave 0.1498 GraOs — Cr = 16.1%
C.2HH3.2N4Cr,207 requires Cr — 16.25%

The substance is dicresiniiiioqiiijiJiydroiie dichromate.

The heated substance contains a polymerised base giving a

maroon colour with sulphuric acid, instead of the yellow given

by the original (presumably the same as the above-mentioned
azo-dye).

E. Dihrouwdicresoquinone (5-5' dibronio- 3-.V diinefhyl-

diphenoquinone and its stereoisomer 3-5' dihromo- 3'-5 diinethyl-

dipluvwqninone) is obtained by similar methods to tuat described

for dicresoquinone, by oxidising 5-5' dibromo-dicresolf in

various ways, but the dark variety {presumably the 5-5' dibromo-

or as variety) is that generally obtained. By using two parts of

dibromodicresol and one part of Cr03 in excess of warm glacial

acetic acid and filtering off as soon as the quinone separates,

it is obtained in bright scarlet needles with a very faint green

metallic lustre, lender the microscope the substance forms com-

plex bundles of blood-red needles without extinction. When
heated in a melting point tube it decomposes suddenly to a pale

substance at 194°. Caustic soda does not affect it until after

prolonged exposure, when the beautiful indigo-like sodium salt

• See Moir: Proc. 1906, 258 and Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Afr., 1911.

t Trans. 1907, 1310.
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of its quinhydrone eventually results. It is considerably more
soluble in organic solvents than dicresoquinone.

0.2218 used ii.ggcc-^Ag (see Proc. 1906, 262 and 1907

No. 330) - > Br =: 43.25%

0.0838 used 2.62CC ~ SnCL2 by difference against a blank,

both done in presence of alcoliol—H = 0.55%
^14 ^10 ^1 ^^'i requires Br = 43.2, H = 0.54%

The reduction-product is pure dibromodicresol, ///./>. 184°,

and an almost quantitative yield can be obtained, as it is prac-
tically insoluble in cold water.

ATagatti's method—addition of a few drops of yellow nitric

acid to the acetic acid solution of dibromodicresol—was also tried
;

the product was similar in appearance, but the bromine analyses

w^ere all low. It has also been obtained by two aqueous methods

:

(a) dibromodicresol is converted into a gelatinous form by
solution in soda and addition of mineral acid ; on boiling this with

excess of ferric salt and then adding a little CrOa, the substance

changes through the olive quinhydrone into the microcrystalline

quinone : it is boiled to complete the crystallisation, and after

collecting washed with 50% alcohol to dissociate any trace of

quinhydrone. Found in this specimen, a brick-red crystalline

powder, 44.01% Br: (b) the jelly above described is boiled with

acid and a mixture of (KBrO -f- 5KBr) in solution gradually

run in. Found 4^.98% Jh". The yields in both cases are about

95%-
All the specimens give with concentrated sulphuric acid a

scarlet coloration, fuchsine-red when only traces are taken. The
spectrum of this is indefinite, being a broad absorption-band

over the whole of the green, deepest between b and F.

What appears to be the ^r(7//.y-variety of this compound is

obtained by boiling it with acetone and then diluting with

alcohol and water to turbidity. The crystals are tiny salmon-

coloured lozenges showing a slightly oblique extinction and

melting with decomposition at 185°.

On boiling dibromodicresoquinone with bisulphite the quin-

hydrone is obtained in a few minutes, but about ten hours are

necessary to reduce this to dibromodicresol. The aqueous solu-

tion then contained some ionic bromine, showing that, as in the

case of Alagatti's " tetrabromodiphenoquinone "* some of the

bromine is loosely held in the strained benzene rings.

F. Tctvabvomo-dicrcsoquinhydronc (dibromodicresoquinone

-\- dibromodicresol) is best obtained by adding an acetic acid

solution of chromium trioxide drop by drop to solution of

dibromodicresol in acetic acid at 50°, avoiding excess of oxidant.

*Proc., 1906, 110.
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The nearl}- black crystalline product is filtered ofif at once and
^vashed with acetic acid and a little alcohol. It forms black
needles or flat hexagons with a lustre like that of graphite, melt-
ing with decomposition at 165-170° according to the rate of
heating.

0.222^ gave 0.2281 Aglh-— Hr = 43.6%.
N

0.0905 used 0.9OCC y SnClg against a blank—H for reduction

= 0.20%.

C28H2204Br4 requires Br =: 43.1, H = 0.27%.

As prepared by the action of ferric salts on the dilute

alcoholic solution of dibromodicresol, it is obtained in fine divi-

sion, showing a chocolate-brown transmission colour and an
intense blue-green lustre.

It is also obtainable by adding a little bromine to an acetic

acid solution of dil^romodicresol at 60°
: black tabular crystals

with green lustre ; the mother liquor contains the quinone and
]iossibly the perbromide described by the author.* For analysis

it was ground in an agate mortar and boiled with standard

stannous chloride and an excess of acetone till colourless : 0.1447
used 0.0267 tin : H for reduction = 0.31% : on diluting, the

\vhole of the reduction-product was obtained in crystalline form,,

melting at 182-4°, therefore practically pure dibromodicresol.

On boiling the qiiinhydrone with alcohol or acetone, it is

gradually completely dissociated and the quinone crystallises

out : on diluting the orange mother-liquor, the quinhydrone is,,

however, partly re-formed.

Tetrabromo-dicresoquinhydrone gives a fine blue coloration

wuth sulphuric acid, which developes a red edging on standing.

Its alkali salts can be obtained by rubbing it up with a trace of

verv strong alkali, but is decomposed by water : bright blue

gelatinous substance, with brilliant coppery lustre : it was not

obtained on treating disodium-dibromodicresol with io'dine or

ferricyanide—onlv mixtures of the quinone and the unoxidised

substance resulted.

On oxidising an acetic solution of a mixture of monobromo-
and dibromodicresol (the product of a bromination of dicresot

where, owing to too low temperature and " protection," the action

was incomplete ; /;/./'. 161-3°), tribroiiioificrcsoquiiihydroiic was
obtained: black graphitic needles : found 34.6 and 35.7% Br,,

and H for reduction = 0.25%.

C28 H23 O4 Brg requires Br = 36.2, H = 0.30.

On boiling with acetone, the corresponding quinone or mix-

ture of quinones was left : red microscopic needles, apparently

uniform; Found Br = 35-i%-

Trans. 1907, 1311.
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G. New substances,

(i) Dihrouiodicrcsol dihenzoate,

Br

obtained by the Schotten-Baumann method, forms white

granules, insoh;ble in alcohol, fairly easily in ether, melting at

239°. Found Br r= 2y.7,%.

C28H2o04Br2 requires Br = 27.6%.

Owing to " protection," it can only be hydrolysed by fusion

with solid potash: the dibromodicresol recovered gave 44.1%
Br, and had therefore its bromine intact.

(2) Dihromodicrcsoldiacetatc, which forms boat-shaped

needles m.p. 198°, yields on oxidation with excess of CrOa in

boiling acetic acid a benzenoid bromo-acid, which after hydro-

lysing off its acetyl group, was converted into (3) 5 bi'oino- 3

methyl- 4 oxybcnzoic acid. This is almost insoluble in water

and melts at 233°. Found 35.2% Br.

Cs H7 O3 Br requires Br =: 34.6.

It is curious that Beilstein's Supplement II. describes an

isomeric hro'uo.vytoluic acid, with the same properties and melt-

ing point : possibly these are identical instead of isomeric.

(4) ^-bromo ^' nitrodicresol (5 bronw 5' iiiti'o-;^-2,' diuicthyl-

diplicnol) : bye-product in preparation of dibromodicresoquinone

by Magatti's method, also directly by treating dicresol in acetic

acid first with bromine and then with yellow nitric acid : deep

orange needles, m.p. over 260° : potassium salt brick-red and

almost insoluble. Found 22.7% and 23.0% iCuHiaOi N Br re-

quires Br = 23.7%.

(5) 5-5' dinitrodicresol can be made in one step from toli-

dine in boiling acetic acid by adding strong nitric acid, boiling

in a capacious vessel, diluting, and hydrolysing the dinitrotoli-

dine with strong caustic soda. Very dark chesnut brown sub-

stance very sparingly soluble in all solvents and charring at

about 320". The attempt to make 5-5' diamino-dicresoquinone

from this failed : the insoluble product was amorphous and gave

a dirty-brown witli sulphuric acid.

(6) DicrcsoJdisiiJphonic acid. \Mien dicresol is heated

with sulphuric acid at 100°, the main product appears to be a

monosidphonic acid : a small quantity was obtained in sparingly

soluble white needles, which swell up on heating but do not melt.

To obtaine the disulphonic acid dicresol is heated with 20 parts of

H2 SO4 to 200° for some time, and the product worked up with

barium carbonate in excess as usual. The barium salt is some-
what soluble, as is also the free disulphonic acid, so that the

-solution was induced to crvstallise bv adding barium acetate, the
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barium salt forming lustrous prisms arranged in rosettes. Dried
over calcium chloride 0.1195 lost 0.0067 ^^ 150° ^^'^^ gave 0.0510
BaS04

Found : H2O = 5.6%, Ba = 25.1%.

OH _|. 2H2O requires UoO =

6.6, Ba = 25.2 9^?.

This acid gives a bright blue coloration with ferric chloride

and a deep orange with chromium trioxide (oxidation to sul-

phonic acids of dicresoquinhydrone and dicresoquinone).

H. Halochromism of the Diphenoquinone Series.

The following table exhibits the halochromism to H.2 SO4 of

all the known derivatives of the coerulignone family.

Name as derivative

of

Diphenoquinone = D.



OBSERVATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY AT
BLOEMFONTEIN.

By Prof. William Arthur Douglas Ruuge, M.A.

On pages 232 to 237 of this volume some account is given

of observations on atmospheric electricity at various places in

South Africa. The present communication gives some details

of daily observations carried on at Bloemfontein for a period of

nearly three months.

The objects of the experiments were to ascertain (i) the

daily range of the potential gradient, (2) the time of the maxi-
mum potential, (3) the relation, if lany, between the variation in

the potential gradient and the barometrical pressure.

The apparatus used in the couse of the investigation con-

sisted of an electroscope with a double wall, as devised by C. T. R.

Wilson. The gold leaf system was insulated by a quartz tube,

and to the end of the wire carrying the gold 'leaf there was
attached a brass plate 5 cms. in diameter coated with a radium
preparation. As is well known lan insulated metal plate exposed
in the open air tends to take the potential of the layer of air

immediately in contact with it, and this tendency is considerably

accentuated by attaching to the plate either (a) a small piece of

burning tinder, or (b) a vessel from which water is dropping,

or (c) covering the plate with a weak radioactive substance.

This latter method is the most convenient, but perhaps not the

ibest, unless Ionium is the radioactive material used, however, if

comparative values only are required, the radium coated plate

is in every way satisfactory, provided the radium preparation

is not very strong, as in that case the intense ionisation of the

surrounding air causes the acquired charge to be quickly lost.

The observations were taken near the Grey University
College, 'but in such a position that the buildings had no influence.

The electroscope was placed so that the collecting plate was at

a height of 140 cms. froan the ground, and dbservations were
taken as times permitted, between 6 a.m. and 12 p.m. These of

course were not continuous, but when it was seen that the poten-

tial was dhlanging, a close watch was kept.

As pointed out in a previous paper, there are two daily

maxima, one in the morning and the other in the evening. The
times of these maxima are not very regularly fixed, but this is

due proibably to winds and dust. If the atmospheric conditions
were always uniform it is likely that the times would be more
uniform.

In genenal a day's observations show the following changes
in the potential gradient : From early morning until sunrise the
gradient is low. rising after sunrise, and steadily increasing
until the maximum is reached, then falling fairly rapidly to a value
which remains steady over many hours, and then rising to the

second maximum. A drop follows this, and 'before midnight,
as a rule, it has dropped to the low est value, and remains fairly
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constant until sunrise, as shown by the curve given in the paper
referred to.

The chief factors which modify the electrical charge are

mist and dust, from natural causes, and steam and smoke from
what may be termed causes due to civilisation. Attention has
been paid to these factors in the course of the work, and their

general effects tare stated bdlow. The nonnal electrification of
the air is positive during fine weather.

Dishirhing influence. Effect on -\- charge.

Mist. Increases its value.

Dust. Diminishes ,, „
Steam. Increases „ ,,

Smoke. Increases „ ,,

Rain. Decreases ,. „

It miust be pointed out that rain is sometimes positively

charged, but in this comitry it is generally negative.

The effects of steam and smoke are noticeaible only in towns
or near railways, but the other three factors make their influence

fdt anywhere. The effect of dust is more marked than that

of mist.

A day's observation will indicate how the value of the

electrification is changed by the various distui^bing factors :

—

Potential Nature of
gradient. Charge.

Just 'before sunrise, slight mist. ... 50 -{-

Just after sunrise, slight mist .... 58
7.30 Thick mist 400 +
8.0 Thick mist 200 -j-

8.30 Mist clearing 68 -|-

9.0 Sky clear 85 -|-

9.30 60 -j-

lo.o 40 -j-

10.^0

ii.b 38 +
4-0 .._

,
38 +

5.0 Wind from N.W., accompanied
with dust 50 —

5 to 6 Intermittent clouds of dust . . over 400 —
6.30 Wind dropped . . .

:

50 —
6.40 Wind dropped
6.50 Rain falling over 400 —
7.0 Rain falling over 400 —
7.10 Rain falling over 400 —
7.30 Rain ceased 60 +
8.45 40 +
10.15 4.S +
IT.O 58 +
11-30 45 +
f2.o 45 +

From It a.m. to 4 p.m. the value was practically constant.
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Dust and rain thus have the effect of completely reversing

the normal electrical charge in the atmosphere. The reversal due

to the rain is undou'btedly caused by the breaking up of larger

drops into smaller ones, either by collision or 'by internal stresses

set up iby the drop falling through the air. The breaking up of

water iby mechanical means into fine spray is always accompanied
by a strong negative electrification of the air, las was shown by
a series of observations taken at the Victoria Falls (see Phil.

Mag., May, 1911).
The effect of a " dust devil " may be perceived at a consider-

able distance from it, as the following extract from the observa-

tion shows :

—

August 20th.—Windy ; atmosphere misty until 8.50; poten-

tial gradient rose to maximmn at 9.25, fell rather rapidly to

15 at 10.30; varied between 10 and 15, until 12, when it sud-

denly fell to zero. A " dust devil " was seen at Tempe, albout

two miles away. It circled round and finally worked itself out,

but its influence was recorded by the electroscope, as the table

shoW'S :

—

Time. Pot. Charge.

11.50 18 +
12.0 o o
12.3 150 —
12.5 300 —
12.10 120 —
12.12 o o
12.14 . 20 4-

12.30 50 -f
i-o 50 +
1-35 50 +
2.15 50 +

The rest of the day was normal.

The cause of the electrical field surrounding the earth under
normal fine weather conditions is somew'hat difficult to trace, and
various theories have been advanced to account for it. It is quite

definite that during fine weather a current of electricity is passing
from the air into the earth, and the origin of the current may be

due either to a positive charge in the atmosphere or a negative
charge upon the earth. The value of this air-earth current has
been determined by C. T. R. Wilson, Gerdien, Siimpson, Elster

and Geitel, and many others, and has a value of about

5 -}- 10"^ E.S. imits per square cm. It varies with the altitude

baqause the current is detemiined from the potential gradient and
the conductivity of the air. The potential gradient diminishes
with the altitude, whilst the conductivity increases.

Arrangements are being made fo-r carrying on a series of

observations on the conductivity of tlie air and the earth air

current.

The following table shows the manner in which the maxi-
mum value of the potential gradient varies from day to day.
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The time at which the maxima occurred is approximate only as-

the instrument was not self recording-, and it may be out by 15
minutes or so. The maxmium barometer readings are also given.

The daily variation is very small in Blocmfontein. The potential

gradient is given in volts per metre.

The times given in the last column are a.m. unless otherwise
stated.

Date
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Date

Aug.
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Date Max. Time of Barometric Time of

Pot. RJax. Max. Max. Remarks
Grad.

Aug. 20 178 8.40a.m. 25.71 10 Cloudy, misty;

rain fell at

some distance

away ; leaf
jumped to
maximum.

„ 21 238 8.30 a.m. 25.72 10 Misty.

„ 22 46 8.30 a.m. 25.66 10 N.-W. wind
;

. dust at Tempe,
II p.m.; 175
negative.

23 79 8.20 a.m. 25.64 10.30

24 157 8.30 a.m. 25.53 10.30 I p.m. dust

strong negative

charge.

25 20 8.0 a.m. 25.55 II S.-E. wind.

26 47 25.64 10 S.-E. wind, 12.30

p.m., strong -|-

charge.

^7 25.75 II
_

28 271 8.35 a.m. 25.5 10 Mist reached

College at 8.30.

29 180 8.30 a.m. 25.71 10

30 78 lo.o a.m,. 25.78 10 S.-E. wind, 11.30

dust storm
;

strong negative.

Sept. I 150 lO.o a.m. 26.0 9 Very misty.

„ 2 400? 8.40 a.m. 25.95 9 Very misty.

„ 3 400? 9.0 a.m. 28.54 8 Very misty.

„ 4 82 8.10 a.m. 25.70 9 Mist over town,

but not near

College.

„ 5 45 7.50 a.m. 28.66 10 Thin cloud, no
mist.

„ 6 43 8.20 a.m. 25.83 1 1 9.0 dust storm,

strong negative

charge.

,, 7 82 7.50 a.m. 25.9 10

„ 8 71 8.30 a.m. 25.85 10

„ 9 146 9.0 a.m. 25.78 10 Misty and slight

cloud.

„ 10 72 9.0 a.m. 25.68 9
„ II 38 8.0 a.m. 25.61 10

„ 12 40 7.40 a.m. 25.9 II S.-E. wind, dust

devil at a dis-

tance nearly O
at 8.0.

„ 13 69 8.30 a.m. 25.96 II
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Date Max.
Pot.

Grad.

Sept. 14 69

„ 15 lOI

„ 16 48

- 17

„ 18

„ 19

„ 20

„ 21

„ 22

52

52

180

200
80

152

Time of

Max.

8.20 la.m.

7.30 a.m.

7.30 a.m.

7.50 a.m.

7.50 a.m.

7.451a.m.

8.15 a.m.

8.0 a.m.

8.25 a.m.

Barometric Time of

Max. Max. Remarks.

25.92
25.82

25-75

25.72

2575

25.61

25.6

25-65

25.66

10

9

ID

10

10

10

10

10

No wind.

No wind ; mist

and cloud ; very-

variable.

II.30 dust storm,

strong" negative;

11.40, zero
;

12.30, negative.

Dust most of the

day ; charge gen-

erally negative.

Dust most of the

day, as above.

Calm, thick mist,

variations, but

always -}-.

The table shows the extraordinary daily variation in the

value of the potential gradient, and in particular the effect

of mist and dust must be noted. Presence of mist always raises

the potential and always shows that the charge in the air is

positive. Presence of dust at a distance lowers the positive

potential, and as the dust approaches gives rise to a negative

potential, and the magnitude of the negative potential is ihigher

than that ever reached by the positive potential.* A south or

south-etast wind is generally accompanied by a low potential

gradient. Only the morning maxima are given, and these gener-
ally occur ibetween 8 and 9 a.m., but many exceptions can be

noted, and the values given in the second colunm are the positive

ones ; if a negative charge occurred during the day it is noted in

the last column. On no day has the charge been entirely nega-
tive, at some time there has been a jjositive charge. The
'barometric variations are very normal, and there does not appear
to be any connection between the barometric pressure and the

\iariation of the potential gradient. The times of maxima show
no relation.

* Save during thunderstorms.



THE SUGAR CONTENT OF MAIZE STALKS.

By George Neville Blacks haw, B.Sc, F.C.S.

The presence of sugar in the juice of maize stalks was
known as far back as the year 15 19, and mention is made of

the manufacture in America of molasses from the juice in the

year 1777.
At a meeting of the Linnean Society in 1843, a paper on

the manufacture of sugar from maize stalks in the State of

Indiana was read by Prof. Croft, who went so far as to affirm

that the juice contained three times the sweetening principle of

beet, five times that of the maple, and equalled that of the

sugar-cane grown in the United States of America. Croft's

paper attracted considerable attention, and attempts were made
in India to obtain crystallised maize sugar, but without success,

the juice after prolonged boiling and subsequent cooling showing
no signs of granulation.

The production of a fair quality of S3'rup in \'ermont in

the year 1844, and the establishment of a factory in France
about 1850 for the production of sugar from maize stalks, are

also recorded, the French factory failing owing to the develop-

ment of the beet sugar industry.

It will therefore be seen that whilst the idea of manufac-
turing sugar and molasses from maize stalks is by no means
new, attempts made to utilise them for the production of sugar
on a large scale have hitherto proved unsuccessful.

During the years 1880 and 1881, Dr. Collier, at that time
Chemist of the Department of Agriculture at Washington, car-

ried out lengthy investigations into the sugar content of the juice

of several varieties of maize, and to his results, which are to be
found in a work on Sorghum published by him in 1884, I shall

have occasion to refer later in the paper.

In the past the production of maize sugar has never gone
beyond the experimental stage ; attention has, however, been
drawn to the matter again in America by Professor F. L.

Stewart, who has for many years devoted much of his time to

devising a profitable means of utilising the maize plant for the

production of sugar, paper pulp and alcohol. Stewart recently

stated in a course of correspondence that whilst the manufacture
of sugar, paper and alcohol from maize stalks is not yet fairly

established, it had reached a stage of development which gives

assurance that wherever maize can be grown to advantage, the

three main products—cane sugar, paper pulp and alcohol—are

producible from the respective parts of the plant of unexcelled

quality, and at a very much lower cost than from any other

known source. In a maize-growing country such as ours this is

naturally a statement of considerable moment, and demands
careful investigation.

Briefly stated. Stewart's process for the production of the

raw material consists of removing the cobs in the milky
instead of allowing the plants to mature their grain ; by so
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he maintains, as the result of his investigations, that the cane-
sugar content of the juice in the stalks increases to such an
extent that " it becomes practically a sugar cane." Stewart
further states that. " coincident with this, as a secondary result,

and equally important, is the circumstance that there is very
little deposition of the hard siliceous matter which forms the

outer coating of the maize stalk and becomes incorporated with

the peripheral fibres when the grain is allowed to ripen, thereby

preventing the best of the fibrous matter from being utilised

for the manufacture of pulp ; in consequence of this, he goes on
to say, the whole substance of the stalk is resolvable into pulp,

and cellulose of the finest quality for paper and for all the

higher uses for which cotton cellulose is now employed.''

In an article appearing in the Aincrican Industries for Feb-
ruary, 1910, an account is given of the above process, and the

following table of analyses quoted, as a typical case of the

average results obtained, to show the progressive stages of

sugar accumulation from the beginning to the close of the period

of saccharine development.

Table i.
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The results obtained in this trial were as follows

Table 2.

Number

of

days

after

removal

of

Cobs.
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On comparison, it will be seen that the sugar content of the

cobbed and the uncobbed plants examined was practically the

same; in other words, that the removal of the cob in the milky

stage had no material influence upon the sugar content of the

stalk.

Dr. Collier, to whom reference has already been made, in

^reporting on his work upon the sugar content of the maize stalk

in 1880 and 1881, gives the analyses of the stalks of several

varieties. With one of the varieties, viz., Egyptian sugar corn,

the cobs on one part of the plot were removed in the milky

stage, and the stalks examined at intervals of one week after the

cobs had been plucked. On the other portion of the plot the

cobs were allowed to remain. The results of the analyses made
by Collier of stalks from the cobbed and uncobbed portions are

given in Table 4.

Table 4.

Egyptian Sugar Corn.—Analyses made after the cobs

had been removed from a portion of the

plot. (Collier.)
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The points to be noticed in Collier's results are :

—

(i ) That the highest amount of cane sugar (13.2 per cent.)

was recorded in that portion of the plot from which the cobs

had not been removed.

(2) That although the sucrose increased more uniformly in

the cobbed portion, the amount of crystallisable sugar is practi-

cally the same on the cobbed and uncobbed portions.

(3) That the increase in the amount of crystallisable sugar

was not uniform.

Collier in his report mentions that the composition of maize

stalk juice appears to vary greatly, even among specimens of the

same variety taken at the same time from the same field ; he

further states that sugar of excellent quality and in paying

quantity has been obtained from maize stalks after the seed has

been thoroughly ripened, and that by selection, varieties of maize
having a more uniform content of sugar may be produced.

Although the results obtained this year from the limited number
of tests which have been made in Rhodesia do nut support

Stewart's contention that the removal of the cobs in the milky
stage causes a marked increase in the amount of sucrose present

in the juice of the stalk, it is intended to carry out further trials

on a more extensive scale during the coming season.

The fact that the stalks with which I had to work this year
were of rather indifferent growth may have had some influence

upon the results obtained,, but it is noteworthy that these results

are more or less in conformity with those obtained by Collier.

Radium in Australia.—Thirty tons of ore from
Olary, South Australia, treated at the Bairnsdale School of

Mines, are estimated to yield radium to the value of from
ii,8oo to £2,500. The Director of the School of Mines declares

the Olary radium deposit to be the most extensive known at the

present time. He considers that the ore in one block, above the

80 ft. level, contains 162,400 lbs. of uranium oxide and 20.8

grains of radium as bromide, or more than twice the amount
of radium bromide that now forms the entire available stock in

the world.

South African Zoology.— In connection with the

technical evening classes instituted some years ago by the Cape
Division School Board, and held at the South African College,

a course of lectures was delivered by Dr. J. D. F. Gilchrist.

Professor of Zoology at the College, on the subject of " Zoology

as applied to South African Agriculture." On account of their

manifest practical utility Professor Gilchrist recently acceded

to the request that he should expand these lectures and publish

them in book form.* The work is intended to constitute a text-

*
J. D. F. Gilchrist, M.A., D.Sc, Ph.D., " South African Zoology."

Cape Town: T. M. Miller, 1911. Royal 8vo, pp. xi, 323 illus. los. 6d. nett.
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book for teachers and students in South Africa, and, in harmony

with this idea, the author has replaced the European types,

usually described in similar works, by the South African types

{e.g., the crawfish) prescribed for the first B.Sc. examination in

Agriculture by the Cape University. In other respects, too,

particular reference is made to the more familiar forms of South

African fauna, and, apart from its special function as a text-

book, the South African agriculturist will find in the publication

much that is of very real and practical interest in regard to the

life histories of such farm pests as the locust, phylloxera, cod-

ling moth, and various ticks. In a general zoological text-book

much must of necessity appertain to the science as a whole,

independent of geographical limits, but the author's plan has

been, wherever possible, to exemplify phases of his subject

requiring illustraticn from genera and species occurring in

South Africa, and thus a specially South African character has

been imparted to the book. Definite instances of this are met

with in respect of each of the ten main subdivisions of the

animal kingdom. Thus, amongst the protozoa the African try-

panosomes referred to possess a particular local interest, nor are

the species of Pirqplasma mentioned of any less moment to the

dwellers in this land. Amongst the coelenterata reference will

be found to the Hvdra common in South African vleis, and also

to the Alcyonaria, whence the red " zee tak " originates. Of the

sponges, the South African fresh-water sponge Ephydatia

fluriatilis var. capcnsis forms a suitable illustration. Then there

are the flat worms, of which the liver fluke (Disfomum hepati-

cHin) is taken as an illustrative type, and its life history is

detailed. After these round worms are dealt with, and here

again South Africa affords a fitting example in the pest, so

common among sheep, Strongylus contortus, or wire worm.

Other South African strongyles are also referred to in briefer

terms. The well-known vinegar eel and the potato eel worm

belong to other families of the same class frequent in South

Africa. The ordmarv earth worm illustrates the next sub-

division, which comprises the annelida, a phylum wherein is

also included the Cape leech (Hirudo capcnsis) found on the

Cape Flats. The next class, arthropods, introduces animals

with definite jomtcd limbs, and here a good deal of attention

is given to the Cape crawfish. In addition, numerous other

South African Crustacea, such as the blue prawn and the fresh-

water crab, aid in illustrating the subdivision, which also includes

the gardener's wire worm and the centipedes. Numerous insects

characteristic of South Africa are mentioned in Class IV of

this phylum. Here we find mantidre and stick insects—such as

the Bacillus stcllcvboschns—while South African locusts and

grasshoppers, as well as termites, ants, bees and wasps, are

given no larger share of attention than circumstances warrant.

Incidental reference is made to the Blastophaga, successfully

introduced into this country by Mr. C. P. Lounsbury, Chief
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Entomologist of the Union, and essential to the ripening of the
cultivated fig. On the other hand, Mr. Lounsbury has supplied
California with a South African chalcid wasp, Sciitcllista, whose
agricultural function is the repression of the black scale insect.

The next order of arthropods embraces, amongst others, the

South African chafer beetles and ladybirds. To the last-named
must now be considered to belong the Vedalia cardinalis, whose
importation by the Cape Government in 1891 was the means of

successfully checking the Dorthesia {Icerya piircJiasi), at that

time a severe garden pest in and about Cape Town. To butter-

flies and moths the limitations of a text-book naturally permit
of scarcely more than incidental reference, but amongst those

referred to, the orange-tree butterfly {Papilio demaleus) and the

death's-head moth {Achcroniia atropos) are prominent. The
diptera described and illustrated include Glossiiia morsifans and
G. palpalis, as weh as the Natal fruit fly and the bot flies of

the horse and ox. The aphidse are briefly referred to in general

terms, special attention being bestowed on Phylloxera vasta-

trix, whose life history is detailed. Some of the scale insects

are next dealt with, and reference is made to the recent appear-

ance of Aspidiotus pcrniciosiis (San Jose scale) in the Transvaal
Province. The important phylum of arthropods also includes

the arachnids, and amongst these the scorpions and spiders.

Good illustrations are given of the common South African
scorpion (OpistJwpJithaliuns Karoocnsis) and of the great

baboon spider (Ccratogyrus darlingi). After a short considera-

tion of the sheep- scab mite and the various ticks, the author

passes on to the next subdivision—the molluscs. Of these the

common garden snail is taken as a type, and the history of its

introduction into South Africa recounted. In the next sub-

division—echinodermata—the chief South African representa-

tives of the star-fish and sea-urchin classes are referred to, after

which there is a further upward movement in the scale of life

to the final phylum—that of the vertebrates. This phylum
includes fishes, amphibia, birds, reptiles and mammals, and occu-

pies one-third of the book. Here the author traverses in outline

the whole range of back-boned animals familiar to South
Africans, from " rooi aas " (red bait, i.e., Polycarpa) to man.
Such common South African types as the sea-snake, dog-fish, silver

fish, stock-fish, all appear in turn. Amongst the South African

frogs we meet the small globular " rain frog." and amongst the

lizards, snakes, and tortoises, those peculiar to this country are all

typically represented. From reptiles we pass to birds, where as

full an account of the South African representatives of the

twelve orders is given as one can expect to find summarised
within the limits of eight pages. Last of all, the mammalia
are reached. Here some attention is given—after dealing with
such characteristically South African types as the " dassie," the-

hippopotamus, and the girafife—to the great variety of antelopes

in which the countrv abounds. Of the three South African
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zebras, one, Eqnux quagga, formerly abundant south of the
Vaal, is now extinrt : Eqiiiis zebra is much more scarce than it

used to be within recent memory; but Equus biirchclli is still

numerous north oi the Orange River. Of the next genus,

rhinoceros, one species, R. siiiiiis, the erstwhile very abundant
white rhinoceros, survives in only a few individuals in Zululand.

The carnivora of the country are illustrated by the leopard, still

fairly common throughout South Africa, the spotted hy?ena. the

hunting dog, and the African ratel. The European squirrel, c[uite

recently introduced into South z-Vfrica, has now become abundant

in the suburbs of Cape Town, but South Africa has in addition

four species of native squirrels. The concluding pages of the

work contain briet references, in every instance illustrated by
South African types, to moles, porcupines, hares, bats, lemurs,

and apes. The book is well and copiously illustrated, over 200

types being thus represented by text figures.

TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES.

Chemical, Metalluruical and Mining Society of Soi'th Africa.

—Saturday, Deceni1)er i6th : Mr. \V. R. Dowling, :M.I.M.:M., Vice-

President, in the chair.
—

"' Notes on al)Sorption of gold by amalgamated
copper plates, cast iron retorts, and amalgam trays": Professor G. H.
Stanley and -\1. T. Murray. The authors had carried out an in-

vestigation with the object of ascertaining whether there was any
foundation for the Ix-licf that considerable amounts of gold are ab-

sorbed by the amalgamated plates used in gold reduction plants. The
conclusion come to was that gold is not absorbed in suflicient amount to

influence percentage recovery, but that a comparatively rich hard surface

scale may be formed. In used and discarded retorts it was found that

a very valuable quantity of gold was present, which would not be removed
by mere scaling or chipping of the interior. Sections cut from a piece

of cast iron amalgam traj' were found to be rich in gold.

South African Institute of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday.
December 21st: Air. J. H. Rider, V.P.I.E.E., President, in the chair.

—

" Radiotelegraphy in modern practice ''
: W. E. D. Bennett. The

author lirst described the fundamental principles involved in the opera-

tion of radiotelegraphy, and then gave a general description of the

Marconi station on the Bluff at Durban, Natal.

South African Institution of Engineers.—Saturday, January 13th:

Mr. F. H. Davis, President, in the chair.
—
"'Current and Power factor in

induction motors ". H. J. S. Heather. The author presented the

results of a series of tests to show that in an induction motor the
power factor at constant amperes is unaffected by the speed.

—
" The

combustion of coal "'
: K. Austin. The author discussed the economical

utilisation of coal with a view to the fullest realisation of its thermal
value in all cases. He suggested modification of combustion chambers
and of the general arrangement of boiler plants, an exhaustive enquiry
into the best methods of effecting such improvements, and the estab-

lishment of public coal-testing institutions.

NEW BOOKS.

Knox, Alexander.—The climate of flic continent of Africa. Cambridge:
University Press, 1911. gin. X 6^r in. pp. xiv, 552. Maps and
diagrams. 2Ts. nett.

Hall, R. N.—Rhodesia Muscnin, Bitlai^ayo. What visitors can sec.

Ethnological section. Part I. Bulawavo, 1911. pp. 62. 8^ in.

X si in. lllus.



PRELIMIXARY LIST OF THE PLANTS OF SOUTHERN
RHODESIA.

By Frederick Evles, F.L.S., AI.L.C.

About four years ago I promised to send the Rhodesia
Scientific Association a preHminary catalogue of plants recorded
from Southern Rhodesia. Owing to circumstances beyond my
control, that promise has not been fulfilled, and the Council of
that society has probably long ago given me up as hopeless. I

now have pleasure in presenting a provisional list of Rhodesian
plants, but my pleasure is much diminished by the knowledge
that my work is very imperfect, and falls far short of the ideal

I had set.

The catalogue is a bare list of names, from which arc
omitted the numerous synonyms so necessary for the ready iden-

tification of species by means of such works of reference as are
usually accessible to South Africans. Neither have I been able

to include those vernacular names registered, nor the still more
important records of localities, altitudes, and dates of flowering
and collection, and the names and herbarium numbers of col-

lectors. All this material is in my hands, but I have not yet
found time to get the complete record arranged for printing.

Unfortunately, the catalogue, even in its present form, is not
(|uite up to date, as valuable lists of takings by Mr. Alonro, in the
X'ictoria District and of Mr. Swynnerton in Melsetter and
Uhirinda Forest, have not yet been incorporated.

The catalogue of Phanerogams has been arranged on
Engler's .system, my guide being the " Genera Siphonogamarum "

of Drs. De Dalla Torre and Harms, wh.ile the Ferns and their

allies have been placed in the order given by Sim in his " Ferns
of South Africa."

So far as I have been able to get access to them, I have
incorporated the collections of Kirk, Holub, Baines, iSIeller,

Oates, Rand, (ialpin, Flanagan. Cecil, Allen, Monro, Swynnerton,
Engler, Eyles. Marloth, Holland, Gibbs, Gardner, Jefifreys,

Kolbe, Mundy and Chubb and other less considerable contribu-

tors. Doubtless, many additional identifications of Rhodesian
])lants have been made, particularl}> by German botanists, but

these I have not had access to, and I can only hope that this list,

small and imperfect as it is, may be made the foundation of a

more comprehensive and detailed work.

The present catalogue comprises representatives of 136

families, 687 genera, and 1.700 to 1,800 species; to which, as I

have said, considerable additions can be made immediately from

material in my possession. Further, if I could enlist the sym-

pathy and help of those members of the South African Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science who themselves have made
collections in Southern Rhodesia, or who know of collections
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made by others ; and if they would send me their Hsts of identi-

fications, with dates, habitats and other particulars, it would then
l)e possible for me to get out a comparatively complete catalogue
of our plants as recorded to date.

The plants actually taken by myself are not very numerous,
so that my personal knowledge of the Rhodesian flora is limited.

I have been fortunate, however, in being able to collect in a

variely of widely separated districts

—

z'is., Victoria Falls, Bula-
wayo, Alatopos, Sebakwe, Salisbury and Mazoe. For the iden-

tification of s]Decimens I am chiefly indebted to the British

^iluseum and the late Dr. Bolus, but 1 also received help from
the late Prof. MacOwan and Dr. ^^larloth.

For invaluable assistance in compiling the catalogue I must
specially place on record my indebtedness to Dr. Bolus, to whom
nothing was a trouble, and who spared no pains to encourage an
obscure and humble follower in his footsteps.

Others to whom I wish to express thanks for assistance and
advice, particularly in the matter of sending me coj^ies of their

Rhodesian identifications, are Drs. Rand and Marloth ; Air. E.

F. Allen, late of the Agricultural Department; Mr. C. F. H.
Monro, M.A., of A'ictoria ; Air. MervA'n Jefifrevs, of Bulawayo

;

Mr. C. F. M. Swynnerton, of Melsetter; mV. E. F. Galpin,

F.L.S. ; Miss Gibbs. F.L.S. ; Rev. Father Gardner, of Bulawavo;
Mr. E. C. Chubb, F.Z.S. ; and Mr. H. G. Mundy. of Salisbury.

At present I make no attempt to analyse the Rhodesian flora,

nor to compare it with the floras of other South African regions.

This may be the subject of a later paper when more complete

material will be available ; or. better still, some more able hand
may perhaps undertake that work, guided by a deeper and wider

knowledge of the subject than the present writer.

In the following list the Ferns and their allies, as already

stated, follow the arrangement given in " Ferns of South Africa,"

by T. R. Sim; while the few other Cryptogams recorded are

placed in the order shown in Strasburger's " Text-Book of

Botany."

thallophyta.

nostocace.f:.

?,'ostoc commune A'aucher.

charace.f:
Chara capcnsis E. Mey.
Nitella hyaUna Ag.

FUNGL
Croiiartiitm Brcsadolcaiiiim { ?) P. Henn., var. cnclccr P.Ii.

Polystictns so)igiiinciis Meyer.

H\nucnocJi(ctc nibiginosa Sev.
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LICHENES.
Lcptogiiiiii sp.

Parmelia sp.

Usuca harbata Ach.

BRYOPHYTA.
RICCIACE.^.

Riccia fliiitaiis L.

MARCHANTIACE.E.

Finibriaria iiiargliiata Nees.
Alarchaiitia polyinorpha L.

Plagiochasrna sp.

MUSCINE>>E.

MUSCI.
OrtJiotrichiini sp.

Racopilitiii sp.

A'lublystcgiuin -c'ariuiii Lindb.

Ocfc'cficcras jiiliainim Brid.

Hyp II II III sp.

Ulofa crispa Br. and Schimp.
Bavtvainia sp.

PTERIDOPHYTA.
FILICES AND ALLIES (Sim's arrangement).

I. GJeichenia dichotoina \\'illd.

polypodiodcs. Smith.

4. Cyathea Drcgci Kunze.

7. DavaUia Hollandii Sim.

8. Cysfoptc'i'is fragilis Bernh.

10. Adiantuin (uthiopicnm L.

capilliis z'cncris I>.

caiidatiiiii L.

lunulatuiii lUirm.

Oafcsii Baker.

12. Hypolepis Scliiinpcri Sim.

13. CheilantJics Boliisii Baker.

fariiiosa Kanlf.

J\irta Swartz.

imdtifida Swartz

14. PclUca Burkcana, Baker.

caloiiiclaiios Link.

consobrina Hook.
Doniaiia Hook.
gcraniccfoUa Fee.

hastata Link.

liasfafa Link, var. ghnica.

prcfiiiifoniiis Baker.
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15. Pteris aquiUna L.

atrovircns Willd.

crctica L.

flabellata Thunb.
longifolia L.

quadriaurita Retz.

16. Louiaria attcnnata Willd.

Boryana Willd.

punctiilata Kze.

18. Asplenium adiantnin-nignim L.

anisophyllum Kze.

aspidiodes Schl.

circiitariimi Sw.
Drcgcauuin Kze.

crectuin Bory.

crectuui Bory., var. liiniilatitni Sim.

ercctiitn Bory., var. crectum Sim.

crccfiim Bory., var. lobatnin Sim.

fili.v-fivinina Bernh

.

fwcatiiiii Thiinb.

furcatum Thnnb.. var. tripimiafiiiii.

gemuufcnun Scbr.

geniuiifcniin Scbr.. var. flcxiiosniu.

monantliciiniiii L.

protciisniii Scbrad. var.

rutcefoliiim Kunze.
Sandcrsoni Hook.
Schinipcri A. Br.

trichomancs L.

varians Hk. and Gr.

Asplenium (probably new sp. Sim).

19. Actinioptcris radiafa Link.

20. Didyiiwchhciia Iiniulata Desv.

21. Aspidiiim acnlcatiun Swartz., var. pitiigciis.

22. Ncphrodiiun albo-punctatmn Desv.

athainanficitin Hook.
Bcrgiannin Baker.

catoptcron Hook.
circntarinm Baker.

filix-mas Rich., var. clo'iigatuui.

inccquoJc Hook.
)}iauritid!Ui}ii Fee.

iJioUc Desv.

niollc Desv., var. violacciim (Link), Mett.

THclyptcris Desv.

unitmn R. Br.

23. NcphroJcpis cordifoJia Presl.

cxaUata Scbott.

25. Polvpodiu)ii africaintm ATett.

incaniun Swartz.
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irioidcs Lam.
noniiale Don.
lanccolatiiiii I..

obtusihbnui Desv.

phyjiiatodcs L.

proUfcrnui Presl.

unit Hill Hook.
26. Nothocklcvna BucJianni Baker.

inccqualis Kze.

27. Gyuinograinim- argcntca, var. aiirca, Mett
ccrdata Schlecht.

cordata Schlecht. var. naiiiaqiicjisis P. and R.

laiiceolata Hook.
leptophylla Desv.

30. Acrostichiiui latifoHiini Swartz.

30B. Platycerhnn alcicnnic Desv.*

31. Osmunda regal is I>.

34. Ancimia antJiriscifolia Schrad.

35. Mohrio caffroruni Desv.

35B. Lygodiuni Brycci Baker.

Kerstcnii Kuhn.
36. Marattia fraxinca Smith.

37. Ophioglossnni rcficulafuin L.

7'uJgafuin L.

38. Equisctuin raniosissiinnni Desf.

39. Lycopodiuni carolinianuni L.

vcrticiUatuni L.

40. Psilotuui triquctrum .Swartz.

41. SelagincUa inibricata Spring.

Kraussiana A. Braun.
rupcstris Spring.

SelagincUa sp.

44. Marsilia hiloba W'ilkl.

capensis A. Br.
'

PHANEROGAMS.
Family 6. PINACE.^.

19. CaUifris (JViddringtojiia) JVhytci, Rendle.

II. POTAMOGETONACE.^^.
4. Potainogcton fluitans Roth.

nafans L.

pusiUuni L.

13. aponogetonace.e:.
I. Aponogeton sp.

15. ALISMACE.l^.

II. Bnrnatia cnncandra Micheli.
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17. HYDROCHARITACE.^.
2. Hydrilla I'crticillata Royle.

6. Bly.va sp.

11. OttcUa paitcifolia A. Rich.

rcsiciilata Ridl.

19. GRAMINE.^.
2. Zca mays L.

9. Iinpcrata aniiidiiiacea Cyr.

12. EriaiitJius tc'rctifolins Stapf.

13. PoIIiiiia 7'ilhsa Spreng.

19. Ischccuinui fascicnJatnin Brongn.

2y. KottboclJia coiuprcssa ?

coiji/^rcssa f.. f., var. faslciilata Hack.

31. Trachypogon l^olymorphiis Hack.

32. Elionnnts argcniriis Nees.

34. Andi'opO(/oii am f'Icclciis Xees.

coiitortiis L.

cyDibarius L.

CHComits Nees.

fiJipcudiiliis Tlochst.

Gardiieri Hack.
(/avanccs ? Knnth.

hirtus L.

hydrogyrum ?

Icpidus, var. lamba ?

monticola Scliult., var. Triiiii Hook.
nardiis, var. validiis Stapf.

pertusns A\'illcl.

r;f/«v? Knnth.
Ruprcchti Hack.
Schornaiithus ?

Schimf^cri Hochst.

scrrafus llnnih., var. versicolor Hack.
sorghum lirot.

S(jiiarrosus I., f.

Andropogou spp.

36. Tlicmcda triaiidra Forsk., var. imbcrbis Hack..

43. Tragus racemosus All.

48. Pcrofis latifolia Ait.

53. AruudiucUa Eckdonii Nees.

61. Paspalum scrobiculatum L.

66. Panicuui bri.::autliuui Hochst.

bulazcayensc Hack.
conunutaUim Nees.

helopus Trin.

Isachnc Roth and Roem.
l(Evifoliuni Hack.
maximum Jacq.

maximum Jacq.. var. trichogluine.
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iiiijiHS Stapf., var.

nigrapcdatum ]\lunro.

sangtiinalc L.

sangiiiiialc L., var. ciliata.

scrrafiiin Spreng.

stagninum Koenig.

tricJiopiis Hochst.

Panicimi sp.

68. 'FvichoUvna glabra Stapf.

rosea Nees.

69. Oplismcnus africainis P. Beauv.

Oplisrncnus sp.

71. Sctaria aiirea A. Br.

flabeUala Stapf.

Gerrardii Stapf.

iuibcrbis Roeni. and Scluilt.

nigrirostris Dnr. and Sch.

rcrticUlata (L.) Beauv.

75. Pcniiiscfiiin Benthaiuii Steud.

cenchroides Rich.

inacrourum Trin.

typhoidciiiii Rich.

108. Aristida (cqiiigliuiiis Hack.
angiistata Stapf.

bipartita Trin. and Rupr.

ciliata Desf.

congesfa Roem. and Schl.

siebcriaiia Trin., var. stipitata Stapf.

slip oldcs Lam.
Aristida sp.

130. Spornbolus fcstivus llochst. var. stiippcits Stapf.

fcstiz'us Hochst.. var. fibrosiis.

indicus R. Br.

indicus R. Br., var. la.viis Sapf.

Sporobolus sp.

177. Tristachya biseriata Stapf.

178. Trichoptcryx simplex Hack.
Trichopteryx sp.

18 [. Microchloa caffra Xees.

182. Cynodon dactylon Pers.

incoinplctus Nees.

186. Cteninm sp.

188. Chioris gayana Knnth.
petrcca Thiinb.

pycnothrix Trin.

virgata Swartz.

198. Tripogon abyssim'ciis Nees.

204. Eleusine coracana Gaertn.

indica (iaertn.

20s. Dactylocteuiiini (cnyMiaciiru Willd.
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209B. Crussotropis graiidigliiuiis Rendle.

212. Schmidtia paf^pophoraide's Steud.

233. Phragniitcs communis Trin.

237A. PocjonariJiria falcata Rendle.

241. Eragrostis Athcrstonci Stapf.

barbincdis Hack.
brizoides Nees.

chalcantha Trin.

Chapclieri (Kunth) Nees.

ciirz'iila Nees.

Card fieri Hack.
giimmiflita Nees.

Lappida Nees.. var. divaricafa Sta])f., forma iiiacra

Hack.
iiamaqnensis Nees.. var. robiista.

patcntipilosa Hack.
sclcraniha N[ees._, var. rctiiiorrluva Steud.

superba Peyr.

tciidla Stapf., var. pliimosa.

iiiiigli(mis Hack.
z'iscosa Trin.

Eragrostis spp.

285. Festuca sp.

?. Stcrcochhrna (iardiicri Hack.

20. CYPERACE.E.

3. Ascolepis capc'iisis (Kunth.) Ridley.

pro tea Wclw.
8. Cyperus augnlatits Nees.

aristatns Rottb.

bctschiianiis Boeck.

compactiis Lam.
compactus Lam., var. jiarissiiiius C. B. CI.

denudatus L. f.

csculentns L.

globosns Boeck., var. nilagirica C. B. CI.

EIaspan L.

Elaspan L., var. auiericana Boeck.

margaritacrus A'ahl.

inargarifaccus A'ahl., var. pscndonivca C. B>. CI.

Mnndtii Nees.

tcnax Boeck.

tcxtilis Thunb.
Zoiling cri .Steud.

Cyperus spp.

10. Courtoisia cyperoides Nees.

11. Kyllinga alba Nees.

Kyllinga sp.

16. Fuirena glome'rafa Lam.
hirta Vahl.
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Oedipus C. 15. CI.

sfncta Steud.

siibdigitata C. B. CI.

Fuirena spp.

17. Scirpus fltiitans L.

paliidicola Knnth.
sup inns L.

18. Heleocharis capitata Boeck.

Kirkit.

20. FimhristyUs cardiocarpa, var. Holiibii C. B. CI.

e.vilis Koem. and Sch.

FimhristyUs spp.

04. Sclcria sp.

21. PALAI.^.

I. Phoenix rcclinata Jacq.

26. Hyphaene crinita Gaertn.

vcntricosa Kirk.

23. ARACE.^.

40. Amorphophallus mossambicciisis Klotzsch.

65. ZantedescJiia mdanoleuca var. tropicalis N. E. Bf.

29. XYRIDACE.^.
I. Xyris caf^eitsis TIninb.

dispar N. E. Br.

multiconlis N. E. Br.

obscura N. E. Br.

lunbUonis Nilss.

Xyris spp.

30. ERICAULACE^. .

I. Eriocaulon omphibiiim Reiidle.

bifistulosum Van Heiirck.

lactcum Rendle.

matopense Rendle.

submersum Welw.
sublatuin N. E. Br.

3. PcepaJauihiis ll'ahlbcrgii Korn.

7,7,. COMMELINACE^.
4. Comniclina Baiiicsii C. B. CI.

benghalensis L.

CecilCB C. B. CI.

Forskalei Vahl.

Hohibii C. B. CI.

krebsiana Kunth.
krchsiona Kunth., var. inUosior C. B. CI.

Livingstoni C. P). CI.

nudiflora L.

spcctabilis C. T',. CI.

CommcUna spp.
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7. Ancilcma ccqiiinoctialc Kunth.
Dregcana Kunth.
Johnstoni K. Schum.
Nicholsoni C. B. CI.

sinicum Lindl.

sinicnm Lindl., var. lougifolia C. B. CI.

Aneilema sp.

12. Cyanotis faxnnda Hassk.

iiodifiora Kunth.
16. Fiascopa glciiwrata Hassk.

Floscopa sp.

36. JUNCACE.^.

7. /uncus Foiitaiiesii (Laharpe) J. Gay.

38. LILIACE.^.

22. Gloriosa siipcrba L.

virescens Lindl.

28. Andi'ocyvibiinn siibulatitin Baker.

32. Ornithoglossiiin gloiicuni Salisb.

Ornitlioglossuiu glancuui Salisb., var. gmiidifloniin Baker.

48. Anthcricinn anceps Baker.

clongatnm Wilkl.

matabclense Baker.

Oatesii Baker.

rccw'vif&Huiii Baker.

Anthericiim spp.

49. Chloropliyfiiin clatuin R. Br., var. Bnrchclli Baker.
Chlorophytum spp.

69. Schisobmis angolensis Baker.

70. Boivieo voJnbilis Harv.

71. Eriospeniiuin Cccili Baker.

Eriospcniiiim spp.

8>T,. Kniphofia sp.

85. Aloe cxcclsa Berger.

Aloe sp.

106. Tiilbaghia alliacea L. f.

canipanulata N. E. Br.

Tulbaghia spp.

138. Alhiica caudata Jacq.

Tavloriana Rendle.

JVakcficldii Baker.

Albnca spp.

139. Urginco altissima Baker.

sanguinea Schinz.

Urginea spp.

143. Dipcadi anthericoides Eng-1.

7'inde Ad^oench.

Dipcadi sp.
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145. Scilla ciliata Baker.

lanccccfoUa Baker.

inacsfa Baker.

rigid ifalia Kiinth.

Scilla sp.

147. Eucoiiiis undulata Ait.

cambesiaca Baker.

,. Eiicoiiiis spp.

149. Driiniopsis inaciilafa Lindl.

168. Draccrna sp.

169. Sansez'ici'ia cyliiidrica Bojer.

scncgalcnsis ?

Sansevieria sp.

172. Asparagus africanns I.am.

lariciiiiis Bnrch.

pilosns Baker.

pliimosus Baker.

raceuwsns Willd.

Asparagus spp.

210. Smila.r Kraussiaiia Meisn.

40. amaryllidace;e.

2. HcciiiaiitJius Cccilae Baker.

niultiflorus Martyn.
aambesiacus Baker.

3. BupJmne disticha Herbert.

12. Bruiisz'igia spp.

24. Crimiui Harmsii Baker.

scylanicuni L.

Crinum spp.

26. Cyrtantlius aiigustifolius Ait.

27. Pancratitiui sp.

43. Hippcasfruiu cqucstrc Herb.

65. Hypoxis angustifolia I.am.

rigidula Baker.

rigidida var. pilosissiiua Baker.

Rooperii Moore.
villosa L. f,

Hypoxis spp.

6f). Walleria nutans Kirk.

Walle'ria sp.

41. VELLOZTAC E.^..

1. Vellozia equisctoidcs Baker.

Jmmilis Baker.

retinervis ?

Veliosia spp.

2. Barbacenia sp.

42. TACCACE.^.

I. Tacca piniuififida Forsk.
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43. DIOSCOREACE.li.

3. Dioscorca beccariaiia Mart.

dunietornm Pax.

Schimperiana var. vcstita Pax.

Dioscorea sp.

44. IRIDACE.E.
7. Morcca spp.

14. Ferraria Randii Rendle.

43. Hespcrantha niatopciisis Gibbs.

52. Bahiana Bainc'sii Baker.

53. Gladiolus atropnrpurciis Baker.

brcvicauliis Baker.

dracocephalus Hook f

.

Melleri Baker.

Oatesii Rolfe.

priiiiiilinits Baker.

quartinianus A. Rich.

Gladiolus spp.

^^. Antlj'jiysa ca>iibcsiaca Baker.

56. Lapeyrousia caudata Schinz.

cyaiicscciis Baker.

graiidiflora Baker.

porphyrosiphoii Baker.

rhodcsiana N. E. Br.

Sandcrsoni Baker.

]Vckvitschii Baker.

Lapeyrousia spp.

45. ^[USACE.^.

I. Musa onsetc Gmelin.

46. ZINGIBERACE.E.

6. Kccuipferia Carsoiii Baker.

Kirkii K. Schuni., var. cliator Stapf.

21. Amomuui spp.

47. CANNACE.^.
I. Canna indica L.

49. BURMANNIACE.^.

7. Burtnanuia bicolor var. africana Ridley.

50. ORCHIDACE.^.

20. Holothirx graiidiflora Rchb. f.

Randii Rendle.

^4. Habcnaria antcnnifcra ?

Holubii Rolfe.

malacophylla Reichenb. f.

pcdicaUaris Rchb. f.

Habcnaria spp.

40. Brachxcorythis hispidida ?
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42.

43-

46.

180.

243-

259-

260.

263.

434-

440.

449'

4-

I.

5-

54-

Satyrium Bnclianii Schl.

macrophylluui Lindl.

Sc!ii.':ochiiiis Cecil i Rolfe.

Disa cqitcstris Reichb.

AnscUia africaiia Lindl.

JiuiniUs Bull.

Calantlic natalcnsis Rchb. f.

Sandcriaiia Rolfe.

Calanthe sp.

Lissochiliis arcnariiis Lindl.

Eylcsii Rendle.

Lh'ingstoiiiaiiHs Rchb. f.

microccras Rchb. f.

iiiilanjiainis Rendle.

Oatesii Rolfe.

JFakcficldii Rchb. f. and S. [Moore.

Eitlophia clitcUifer Bolus.

Drcgcana Lindl.

Krebsii Bolus.

saccafiis ?

spcciosa Bolus.

nnduJata ?

Wchmtschii Rolfe.

Eulophia spp.

Ptcroglossaspis ?

Saccolalmiin ?

Aiujrcccuin sp.

Mystacidiiim sp.

53. PIPERACE.lt.

Piper nigrum L. var.

Pcpcromia hrachytrichoidcs Engl.

Peperomia sp.

56. SALICACE.Ii.

Soli.r capensis Thunb.
rauiifl.ora R. v. Seem.

Safsaf ?

Salix sp.

57. myricace.t:.

Myrica cvthopica L.

63. ULAL\CE.^.

Celtis spp.

64. MORACE.I^..

Ficus capensis Thunb.
lutea Vahl.

mascJioncc W'arb.

matabelce Warb.
naialensis Llochst.
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Rcluuaniiii Warb.
rlwdcsiaca Warb.
salicifolia \"abl., var. aiisfralis Warb.
Sondcri Miq.
Sonderi Miq., A-ar. vUlosa Warb.
Victnricv Warb.

Ficus spp.

66. PROTEACE.E.

19. Faitrca saligna Harv.
spcciosa Welw.
spcciosa Welw., var. lanuginosa Tliern.

tisambarcnsis Engl.

20. Protca abyssinica Willd.

grandiflora L.

niasclwnica Engl.

incUifcra Tluinb.

Protca spp.

67. LORAXTHACE.^.

S. Lorantlins acacicr Ziicci.

Ccclhc N. E. Br.

ciirviflonis T'.entb.

Dregci E. and Z.

Drcgci E. and Z.. forma siibcitiicifolia Engl
Kraitssiauus Meissn.

namaqitciisis Harv.
virescens X. E. Br.

aa 11 ! bcsic 1 1 s G ibb s

.

Loraiitluis spp.

24. J'isciini dicliotojuiiin Don.
iiiatabcloisc Engl.

tuberculatum A. Ricb.

rcrrucosnin Harv.

Jlscuni spp.

69. SAXTALACE.^.

0. Colpoon coinprcssum Berg.

23. Thcsiuni brcvibarbatuui Pilger.

inultirainnlosuui Pilger.

rhodcsiacum Pilger.

Thcsiuni spp.

72. OLACACE.^.

3. Ola.v dissitiflora Oliv.

8. Xinicnia anicrica)ui L.

caffra Sond.

Xinicnia spp.

76. hydxorace.t:.

1. Hydnora africana ?
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j-j. POLYGONACE.^E.
18. Polygonum aviciilarc L.

barbatum L.

Jicrniarioidcs Del.

toiiiciitosiiiii W'illd.

PolygoJiHin spp.

21. Oxygonnui Drcgci JNIeissn.

p'.tbcscens C. H. \\'right.

Zcyheri Sond.

O.rygoniim spp.

78. CHEXOPODIACE.l^.
10. Cheiiopodiuiii sp.

79. AMARAXTACE.E.
4. Celo'sia trigxna L.

Celosia sp.

17. SericocDiiu! angustifoUa Hook f.

24. Cyathiila cyliudrica ^loq.

29. Acrva laiwta Aloq. ?

Iciiciira Moq.
Acrva sp.

40. Achyranthcs argentca Lam.
aspcra L.

47. AlteniaiitJicra sessilis R. Br.

80. XYCTAGE\ACE.€.
7. Bocrhaavia dicJwtoiiia Vahl.

grandiflora A. Rich.

pentandra Burch.

pJinnbagbica ?

83. l^HYTOLACCACE^.
13. LimcHin fcncstrata Fenzl.

7'iscosiini Fenzl.

17. PJiytolacca abyssiiiica Hoffm.
Phytolacca sp.

19. Gicsckia pJiarnaccoidcs L.

Giesckia spn.

84. AIZOACE.^.

1. Moling hirfa Thunb. var. vircns Hiern.

2. Glinns sp.

3. Pharnaccnm Zcyheri Sond.

Pharnaccnni sp.

7. Orygia dccnmbcns Forsk.

19. j\Iescinbryantlicninni sp.

85. PORTULACACE.5^.

I. Talinnni caffmm E. and Z.
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87. CARYOPHYLLACE.E.

27. Polycarpaa corymbosa Lam.

39. Pollichia canipcstris Ait.

41. Corrigiola litoralis L.

62. Silenc Bnrchclli Otth.

88. NYMPHAEACE/E.
6. Nyniphcra lotus L.

stcllata W'illd.

91. ranunculace;e.

22. Clematis Kirkii Oliv.

oricntalis L.

Stanlcyi Hook.
Thunhergii Stend.

vioma ?

Clematis s])p.

26. RanimciiJiis piiiuatiis Poir.

94. menispermace^.
8. Cissampelos Parcira T>.

Parcira L. var. miicroitata Engl.

II. Tiliacora fuiiifcra Oliv.

98. .ANONACE^.

27. Popoivia oborata Engl, and Diels.

S2. Hexalobus scucgalensis A. DC.

60. Artabotrys brachypetala P.enth.

6s. Anona scncqalcnsis Pers.
, t^- 1

scucgalensis Pers. var. rhodcsiaca Engl, and Diels.

102. laurace.e:.

44. Cassytha capciisis ?^Teisn.

103. iterxaxdtace^.

2. Gxrocarpns amcricaiius J acq.

105. CRUCIFER.E.

13. Heliopliila sp.

87. Brassica sp.

103. Nasturtium fluriatilc E. Mey.

107. CAPPARIDACE.^.

I. CICOme hirta Oliv.

uiaculata Szyszyl.

luoucfhxUa L.

6. Pedicellaria pentaphylla Schrank.

20. Capparis tomentosa Lam.

Cappar is sp.
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28. Cadaha natalensis Sond.

31. Macrna caffra (Bernh.) Pax.
masclwiiica Gilg.

nervosa Oliv. var. flaiicllaris Oliv.

Maeriia spp.

112. DROSERACE.E.
4. Droscra iiidica L.

vaincntacca Biirch.

Droscra sp.

113. PODOSTEMONACE.E.
2. Tristicha alterhifolia Tul.

trifaria Tul.

13. Dicrcea tcnax C. H. Wright.
21. Sphcrrothylax sp.

115. crassulace.e:.

6. Kalanchoe paniculata Harv.

rotimdifolia Haw.
glandulosa Hochst., var. rlwdcsica Baker f.

Kahmchoe spp.

8. Crassula cainpcsfris E. and Z.

Crassiila spp.

117. SAXTFRAGACE-?:.
25. VaJilia capensis Thunb.

capensis Thunb.. var. linearis E. Mey.

118. pittosporace.e:.

I. PittosporiDii -c'iridifloriini Sims.

121. ^iyrothaainace-e:.

I. Myrothaninus flabcllifolia W'elw.

126. rosace.e:.
26. Photinia sp.

36. Rubus rigidus Smith.

57. Alchcmilla sp.

70. Cliffortia lincarifoJia E. and Z.

87. Parinariiun capciisc Harv.
cnratclhcfoliuni PI.

mohola OHv.

127. connarace^.
6. Byrso'carpiis coccincns Schum. and Thonn.. var. parvifoUus

PI.

9. Roiirca sp.

128. LEGUMINOS.^.
9. Albizaia amara Boivin.

Anttmesiana Harms.
fastigiata E. Mey.
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Harvcyi Tourn.
Albiccia spp.

12. Acacia abyss iiiica ?

a Ihida Del.

caffra Willd.

Farncsiana Willd.

giraffcc Burch.

hoirida Willd.

iiiiinosoidc's L.

nigrcsccns OHv.

nigrcsccns DC, var. pallida Oliv.

Rchinanniana Scliinz.

ScyaJ Delile.

Scyal Delile. var. nnilfijuga Schweinf.

SHina Knrz.
IVcI-a'ifscJiii Oliv.

.vaiithophhva Benth.

Acacia spp.

15. Mimosa aspcrata L.

18. DicJirostachys nutans Benth.

DicJu-ostachys spp.

23. Tctraplciira sp.

24. Amhlygonocarpus SchweinfitrtJiii Harms.
29. Piptadcnia sp.

33. Elcphantorrhiza BiirclicUi Benth.

Biirkci Benth.

nibcsccns Gibbs.

T,y. Rrythro^phJocnui pubistaniiiicuiii Henn.

40. Bnrkca africana Hook.
Bnrkca sp.

56. Copaifcra colcospcrina Benth.

uiopanc Kirk.

70. Brachystcgia appciidiciilata Benth.

globiflora Baker.

Goct/::ci Harms.
Randii Baker.

spicifonnis Benth.

tamarindoidcs Welw.
Brachystcgia spp.

yi. ScJwtia brachypctala Sond.

Schotia spp.

y^)- Baikicra plurijiiga Harms.
Baikicca sp.

74. Tainarindns indica L.

75. Afsclia ciiaii::cnsis Welw.
82. Bcrlinia Euiinii Taiib.

94. Baiihiiiia articulata DC.
fassoglciisis Kotschy.

Galpini N. E. Br.

Pctcrsiajia Bolle.
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Bauhinia spp.

102. Cassia ahbrcriata Oliv.

absits L. »

araclwidcs Burch.

didyuiohotrya Fres.

fistula L.

grandiflora ?

granitica Baker f.

niUnosoidcs L.

occidcntalis L.

Petcrsiana Bolle.

tettensis Bolle.

Cassia spp.

no. Glcditschia africana W'elw.

119. Ptcrolohium laccraiis R. Br.

123. Hoffiiiaiuiscggia sp.

127. Pc!topJw<niiii africaiium Sond.

140. Si^'arfcia iiiadagascariciisis Desv.

Sicart/^ia sp.

173A. Boliisanthiis spcciosiis Harms.
BoInsahtJnis spp.

223. Lotononis Lcobordca Benth.

224. Listia hctivopliylla E. Mey.
225. Rothia hirsuta Baker.

230. Dichilus lehcckioides DC.
235. Crotalaria anthyllopsis \\q\\v.

hrevidens Benth.

Biirkcana Benth.

capcnsis Jacq.

ccpJialotcs Steud.

flai'icarinata Baker f.

intermedia Kotschy.

Kirkii Baker ?

lahurnifolia L.

nnhica Benth.

pisicai'pa Wehv.
podocarpa DC.
recta Steud.

spartioides DC.
striata DC.

Crotalaria spp.

239. Argyrolobiitm spp.

268. Indigofera adenoides Baker f.

arrecta Hochst.

Cecili N. E. Br.

cryptantha Benth.

daleaides Benth.

diphylla Vent.

filipes Benth.

goniodes Hochst.
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hctcrotricha DC.
hctcro'tricha DC, var. rJwdesiana Baker f.

hilaris E. and Z.

hirsuta L.

inyangana N. E. Br.

pcntaphyUa L.

Schiuipcri Jaub and Spach. (forma)

secundiflora Poir.

senegalensis Lam.
sericea Benth. ex Baker, forma australis. E. G. Baker.

Indigofera spp.

284. Tephrosia appolinca DC.
Forhcsii Baker ?

lupinifolia DC.
liirida Sond.

radicans Welw.
Tephrosia spp.

285. Mundnlea siihcrosa Benth.

286. Millettia ctiffra ^Nleisn.

312. Microcharis sp.

313. Sesbania cincrasccns Welw.
puhcscens DC.
punctata DC.
tetraptera Hochst.

Sesbania spp.

322. Lesscrtia paiiciflora Harv.
stipiilata E. G. Baker.

Lesscrtia sp.

332. Astragalus Burkeanus Benth.

358. Orm>o<carpuni trichocarpa Tauhert.

Ormocarpnm sp.

359. Acschynomcnc cristata A'atke.

iniuiosifolia \"atke.

nyassana Taub.
oligantha Welw.

Acschynomcnc spp.

362. Sniithia sp. ?

368. Stylosanthcs erecta P. Beau v.

369. Arachis hypogca L.

370. Zornia dipJiylla Pers.

tetraipJivUa Michx.
T,'/^. Dcsnwdiuni palcaccuni Guill. and Perr.

Scalpe DC.
Desmodiiim sp.

374. Pseudarthria Hookeri Wight, and Arn.

376. Alysicarpns rngosns DC.

387. Dalbergia Dckindtiana Harms.

394. Ptcro'carpiis crinaccus Poir.

nicJliferns Welw.
scriccus Benth.
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Pterocarpiis spp.

400. Lonchocarpus capassa Rolfe.

404. Derris violacca (Klotzsch) Harms.
422. Abrus prccatoriiis L.

Abriis sp. '

427. Dmnasia I'illosa DC.
430. Glycine javanica L.

436. Eryfliriua toincntosa R. Br.

Zeyhcri Harv.

443. Muciina coriacca Baker.

448. Galactia sp.

457. Canavalia eiisiformis DC.
463. Rhyncliosia adcnodcs E. and Z.

antcnnuUfera Baker.

caribcea DC.
co'itgeiisis Baker.

minima DC.
monophylla Schlechtdl.

ortJwdaniiin Benth.

pubcnila Harv.
rcsinosa Hochst.

Rhyncliosia spp.

464. Erioseiiia cajanoidcs Hook f.

Engleri Harms.
insigne O. Hoffm. ?

oblongnni Benth.

pG'lystacJiyuni Baker.

speciosnui Wehv.
Erioscma spp.

465. Flemingia rhodocavpa Baker.

467. PJiascoliis lunafits L.

Phaseolns sp.

469. Voandzeia subterranea Thou.
\

471. Vigna Bnchncri Harms.
cccrulc'a Baker.

hitcola Benth.

marginata Benth.

nuda N. E. Br.

triloba Walp.
vcxillata Benth.

Vigna spp.

473. Sphcnostylis uuyginafa E. Mey.

476. Dolichos curyphyllns Harms, forma lobafa.

gibbc'sus Thimb.
Lablab L.

stipnlosiis Wehv., var. Randii Baker f.

tricostafiis Baker £.

Dolichos spp.

477. Adcnodolichos ?
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129. GERANIACE^.
2. iMoiisoiiia hiflora DC.

Bnrkcana Planch.

07'ata Cav.

Moiisoiiia spp.

5. Pclargoniiun .s]).

130. OXALIDACE.E.

2. O.ralis ccriiiculata L., var. stricta.

O.valis spp.

132. LINAGE.^.

3. Liiiiiiii lliiinbcrgii K. and Z.

135. ZYGOPHYLLACE-E.
8. ZygopJiylliun sliiif'lc.v E.

21. Tribiihis tcrrcstris L.

137. RUTACE-^.
5. XaiifJio.vyloii spp.

29. TJioiiinosma africoniiiii Engl.

africanum Engl, var. rhodcsicuni.

115. Citrus incdica P., var. liuioiiiitm Risso.

138. SIMARUBACE.E.
23. Kirkia acitiuiiiafa Oliv.

139. p.urserace-e:.

16. Coiuuiiphora acittidcns Engl.

Coiiiniiplwra spp.

140. ^IELP\CE.^.

17. Turrcca Eylcsii Baker f.

nilotica Kotschy and Peyr.

obfiisifolia Hochst.

obtiisifolia Hochst., var. iiiafopciisis Baker f.

Raiidii Baker f.

Turrcca spp.

39. Ekcbcrgia arborca Baker f.

41. TricJiilia cnictica \'ahl.

141. ^[ALPIGmAGE,^.
19. SpJiedanuiocarpus galpliiuicrfalius Szylszyl.

pruricns Planch.

pulcJicriinus Gilg.

Splicdaiiniocarpus spp.

37. Triconiaria niacrocarpa ?
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145. POLYGALACE.^.

I. Polygala abyssiiiica Fresn.

africana Chocl.

arcnaria Willd.

capillaris E. Aley.

crioptera DC.
latipctala N. E. Br.

Livingstoniana Chod.
pcrsicariccfolia DC.
Pctitiana Rich.

rarifolia DC.
rigeiis A. DC.
triflora L.

virgata Thunb.
Polygala spp.

3. Seciiridaca loiigipcdunculata Fresn.

loiigipediiiiciilata Fresn., var. parrifolia Oliv.

146. dicfl\petalace.f:.

I. Dichapctalnm c\mosa Mook.

147. EUPIIORBIACEAC.

10. Pseuddlacmiostylis niaprouncccfolia Pa.x.

Pseudolachnostylis spp.

14. Phyllanthus floribundns Mull. Arg.

longifalius Sond. ( forma).

Niruri L.

rcticulatns Poir.

Phyllanthus spp.

42. Antidesina I'cnosuin Tul.

44. Uapaca Kirkiana Mull. Arg.

60. Bridelia mollis Hutchinson.

Bridclia spp.

63. Croton barotscnsis Gibbs.

gratissinius Burch.

rivularis IMull. Arg.

zamhesiacus Oliv.

Croton spp.

122. Acalypha pcduncularis Meissn.

pctiolaris Hochst.

7'illicaulis Rich.

canibesica ]\Iuell. Arg.

Acalypha spp.

131. Tragia angustifolia Benth.

Gardneri Prain.

m/Yw ?

rhodcsicc Pax.

139. Ricinus conununis L.

178. Ricinodendron spp.
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193. Excoecaria sp. ?

200. Mapro'iinca sp. ?

213. Euphorbia abyssinica.

aiignlaris Klotzsch.

bcnguellensis Pax.
ericaides Lam.
Eylcsii Rendle.

(jrandidcns Haw.
griscola Pax.

Jiclioscopia L., var.

hcteropJiylla ?

matabelensis Pax.
Oatesii Rolfe.

Reinhardtii {Yo\k) Pax.
tctiensis Boiss.

EiipJiorbia spp.

149. BUXACE.^.
3. Bii.vtis Macowani Oliv.

153. anacardiace;e.
16. Sclcrocarya caffra Sond.

Sclcrocarya spp.

21. Lannea discolor (Sond.) Engl.

cdiilis ( Sond.) Engl.

ScJiiiiipcri Hochst.
Lannea spp.

47. Heeria insignia O. Kuntze., var. reticulata Baker f.

pulcherrinia (Schweinf.) O. Kuntze.
reticulata (Baker) Engl.

52. Rhus bnlawayc'nsis Diels.

glaiicescens Rich.

lancea L. f.

leptodictya Diels.

niucronifolia Sond.

panic ulosa Sond.
tenuinervis Engl. var.

trifoliata Baker f.

villosa L. f.

JVel'K'itscliii Engl., var. angustifoliola Baker f

Rhus spp.

157. AQUIFOLIACE^.
I. Ilex capensis Sond. and Harv.

158. CELASTRACE^.
10. Gymnosporia buxifolia (Sond.) Szyszy.

senegalensis Loess.

senegalensis Loess., var. inermis.

senegalensis Loess., var. spinosa.

Gymnosporia spp.

12. Catha edulis Forsk.
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23. Elacodendron matahelicum Loess.

Elaeodendron sp.

159. HIPPOCRATEACE.^.
2. Hippocratea cymosa De Willd. and Th. Dur.

obtusifolia Roxb.

165. SAPINDACE.E.

2. Paullinia pinnata L.

4. CardiospermuDi corinduni L.

12. AUophyliis almfolius (Baker) Radlk.
Allophylus sp.

62. Pappea cape'nsis E. and Z.

Pappea sp.

109. Dodoncea viscosa L.

167. MELIANTHACE.5:.

I. Bersama uiaschoncnsis Giirke.

Szvynnertoiii Baker f.

168. BALSAM INACE^.
I. Impatiens Cecili N. E. Br.

Impaticns sp.

169. RHAMNACE.^.

4. Zizyphus espinosus ?

jujuba, Lam., var. nanus Engl.

mucronata Willd.

Zeyheriana Sond.
Zizyphus spp.

18. Rhauinus sp.

48. Hclinus fuystacinus Hemsl.
ovatus E. Mey.

170. VITACE.^.
1. Vitis sp ?

2. Ampelocissus ohUisata Planch.

9. Rhoicissus erythrodes Planch.

erythro'des PI., var. fcrruginca.

Rhoicissus sp.

10. Cissus crotalarioides Planch.

cymosa Schum.
gracilis Guill. and Perr.

hypargyrea Gilg.

jatrophoides Planch.

Marlothii Gilg.

rhodesicE Gilg.

Cissus spp.
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174. TILIACE.^.

17. Corcliorus asp!ciiifalius lUirch.

liirsutus L.

miicilagincus Gibbs.

mnricatiis Hochst.

serrcrfolins Burch.

tridens L.

trilocular is L.

Corcliorus spp.

21. Sparmaiinia sp.

30. Grcii'ia cana Sond.

flava DC.
monticola Sond.

occidental is L.

pilosa Lam.
Grczvia spp.

39. Trinuifctia annua L.

effusa E. j\Iey.

laxiftora Engl.

Mastersii Baker f.

rhouihoidea Jacq.

Weki'itschii Mast.

Triwnfctta spp.

175. AFALVACE^.
4. Abntilon angulatuni Mast.

CrnV/ N. E. Br.

fruticosuui Guill. and Perr.

hirsutissiinuni Moench.
niatopense Gibbs.

zanzibaricnin Bojer.

6. Wissadnla hernandioides Garcke.

rostrata Planch.

19. Sida cordifolia L.

longipcs E. Mey.
rhomb ifalia L.

Sida sp.

27. IJrena lobata L.

2S. Pavonia clathrata Masters.

niacrophyUa E. Afey.

Meyhcri Masters.

Pavonia spp.

34. Hibiscus AUenii Sprague and Hutchinson.
articiilafiis Hochst.

cannabinns L.

micranthns L.

micrantlius L., forma macranthiis.

mutatus N. E. Br.

panduriforniis Burm.
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36.

39-

41.

pcntaphylhis F. Muell.

physaloidcs Guill. and Perr.

pusillns Thunb.
rhodanthiis ( iurke.

rhodcsiciis Uaker f.

Solandra L. Her.

surattcnsis L.

tematus Masters.

trio II Jim L.

vitifolins L.

Hibiscus spp.

Kostelet::kya Bnttncri (jarke.

Kosteletzkya sp.

Thespcsia Garckcaiia V. Tloffm.

Thespesia spp.

Cossxpiiiiii sp. ?

177. BOMBACACE^.
I. Adansoiia dic/itafa I..

178. STERCULIACE^..

4. Melhania Forbcsii Planch.

Unearifolia Sond.

obtusa N. E. Br.

prostrata DC.
prostnita Burch., forma hit

i
folia.

Randii Baker f.

10. Doinbcya dciisiflora Planch.

rotundifolia Harv.
Dombeya sp.

13. Hermannia abyssinica Hochst.

boraginiflora Hook.
brachypctala Harv.
dcpressa N. E. Br.

rhodesiaca Engl.

viscosa Hiern.

Hermannia spp.

14. Melochia corchorifolia L.

16. Walthcria amcricana L.

40. Sterculia Livingstoniana Engl.

Sterculia spp.

182. OCHXACE.T{.
I. Ochna Antuncsii Engl, and Gilg.

arborea Burch.

floribiiiida ?

Icptoclada Oliv.

pnlchra Hook f.

Sch-ivcinfiirfliiana F. HofifnL

Ochna spp.

'
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187. GUTTIFER^.

7. Hypericum Lolaiidii Choisy.

lanceolatmn Lam.
II. Psorospermum sp.

38. Garcinia Livingstonci T. And.

188. DIPTEROCARPACE.'^.

18. Monotes africanns A. DC.
africaniis A. DC, var. de'iindoiis.

africamis A. DC, var. glabra Oliv.

glabcr Sprague.

hypolcncns (iilg.

189. ELATINACE^.
I. Bergia dcciiinbciis Planch.

198. YIOLACETE.

14. Hybanthus ciniraspcniiiiiii \'ent.

Hybantliiis sp.

17. Viola abyssiiiica Steiul.

199. flacourtiace.e:.

10. Oncoba spiiiosa Forsk.

Oncoba sp.

25. Paropsia reticulata Engl.

30. Scolopia Zeyhcri ?

Mnndii ?

53. Flacourtia Raniantclii L. Her.

Flacourtia spp.

54. Doryalis caffra .Sim. ?

lo'iigissiiiia ?

Doryalis sp.

201. TURNERACE.E.
1. IVorinskioldia lobata Urban.

longipednncnlata Mast.

Petersiana.

tanacetifoJia Klotz.

Wormskioldia spp.

2. StreptopctaJnui serratiiiii Hochst.

203. passiflorace.f:.

7. Tryphostemma apetaluni, var. serratinn Baker f.

pedatiim Baker f.

Tryphostemma spp.

8. Adenia scncnsis Engl.
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214. THYMELAEACE.E.
7. Gnidia Kraussiana Meissii.

microcephala Meissn.

uiicrophylla Meissn.

Gnidia spp.

216. LYTHRACE.?:.
1. Rotala cataractcc Koeline.

hctcropctala, var. Eiiglcri Koehnc.
longistyla Gibbs.

Rotala spp.

2. Auiriiaiinia baccifcva L.

scncgalensis Lam.
4. Lythnnn sagittifoliitin Sond.

14. Ncscca floribunda Sond.
paisserinoidcs Koehne.
radicans (inill. and Perr.

rigiditia Koehne.
sagittifolia Sond.

Stnhlmanuii Koehne.
triflora H. B. Kiinth.

Ncscca spp.

221. COMBRETace:e:.

3. Conibrctiiiii apiciilatimi Sond.

apicnlatnni Sond.. var. parvifolium Piaker f.

' arbiiscula Engl.

atclantJiuiu Diels.

Bragcc Engl.

cataractanun Diels.

cognatiim Diels.

crythrophyllnni Sond.

glouicrulifloriun Sond.

Gucinzii Sond.

hcrcrocnse Schinz.

holosericciim Sond.

imbcrbc Wawra.
microphylluui Klotzsch.

platypctalitiii ^^'el\v.

primigcimiii Marloth and Engl.

rhodcsiciim Baker f.

salicifolium E. Mey.
Schinza ?

taborcnsc ?

tetraphyUuin Diels.

Zcyhcri Sond.

Coinbrctum spp.

9. Tcrniinalia prunioidcs Laws.
Randii Baker f.

scricea Burch.
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sericca Burch., var. ajigoloisis Hiern.

silcicensis Gibbs.

spitiosa Engl.

Stnhlmaniiii Engl.

trichopoda Diels.

Tcrniinalia spp.

222. MYRTACE.^.

31. Sycygium hcnguclcnsc (Wehv.) Engl.

cG'vdatuui Hochst.

giiinccnsc DC.
huiUense ( Hiern. "i Engl.

intcnncdinm Engl.

Syzyginm spp.

223. melasto^iatace.e:.

33. Dissofis dcbilis Triana.

iiicaiia Triana.

pJiffotriclia Hook f.

scgrcgata Hook f.

Dissofis spp.

224. CEXOTHERACE.^.

I. Jussicna angustifoUa Lam.

diffusa Forsk.

repens L.

villosa Lam.
lullosa Lam., var. linearis Oliv.

3. Liidz^'igia jussicroidcs Llarv.

Liidwigia sp.

5. Epilobinni hirsutuni L.

stci'cophylluni Fresen. forma.

227. ARALIACE^.

34. Cnssonia natalciisis Sond.

spicata Thunb.

228. U^IBELLIEER.^.

I. Hydrocotylc asiatica L.

30. Alcpidca aniatymbica E. and Z.
,

98. Lichtcnstcinia sp.

100. Hctcronwrpha arborcsccns Cbam. and Schlecht.

Hctcromorpha spp.

146. Sinin sp.

162. Diplolophinui zambcsianuni Hiern.

224. Pcuccdanum araliaccum (Hochst.) Benth. and Hook f.

fraxinifolium Hiern.

Pcuccdanum spp.
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233. ERICACE.E.
62. Philippia milanjicnsis Britten and Rendle.

236. AIYRSINACE.E.
I. Mccsa laiiccolafa Forsk.

28. Enibclia olcifolia .S<. Moore.
Einbclia spp.

2^^. PRIMULACE.E.
21. Sa mollis 7'alcrandi L.

238. T'LUMBAGINACE.^.
I. Plu}iiba(/o scylanica L.

4. Cc'ratosfigjua plantagincum ?

239. sapotace.e:.
25. Chrysopliylhiiii aryyi-cfhyUiiiii Hiern.

34. Mimusops j\Iochisia P'aker.. var.

Zcyhcri Sond., var. laiirifolia Engl.

240. ebenace.e:.
1. Royciia hirsiifa L.

pallciis Thunb.
z'illosa L.

2. Enclca Divinornin Hiern.

Eyicsii Hiern.

Kcllaii Hochst.

laneCO Thunb.
lanceolata E. Mey.
lanccolata E. Mey., var. aiigiistifolia Hiern.

lanceolata E. Mey., var. confertiflora Hiern.

lanccolata E. Mey., var. parvifolia Hiern.

luacrophylla E. Mey.
niultlflora Hiern.

iindiilata Thunb.
Enclca spp.

4. Diospvrns sp. ?
'

243. OLEACE-^.
4. Sclirc'bcra maaocnsis S. Moore.

Sclircbcra spp.

16. 01ca laiirifolia Lam.
verrucosa Link.

20. Mcnodora heterophylla Mons.
22. Jasininuni inanritianiini Bojer.

oleaecarpnni Baker.

steiiolobuni Rolfe.

Jasininuni spp.

245. loganiace.e:.

14. Strychnos inatopcnsis S. Moore.
pungens Solered.

spinosa Lam.
to-nga Gilg.
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23. Nu.via dcntata R. Br.

viscosa Gibbs.

24. Gomphostigma scoparioidcs Turcz.

25. ChiliantJius arboreus A. DC.
27. Bnddlcia salvifolia Lam.

246. GENTIANACE.^.
3. Scbara barbcyiaiia Schinz.

3A. Exochccnium cxiguum A. W. Hill.

graiidc Griseb.

rnacranthuni A. W. Hill. ?

22. Canscora diffusa (Vahl.) R. Br.

Kirkii N. E. Br.

25. Chirouia hniuUis Gilg.

liiiinilis Gilg.. var. JJlliiisii Prain.

traiisi'aalc'iisis Gilg.

Chirouia spp.

34. Swccrtia stcUarioidcs Ficalho.

67. Liiuuauthcjuiiui iiidicuni Dnr. and De Wild.

Tlutubcrgianuiii Gris.

247. APOCYNACE.^.
10. Acokauthcra vcncuata G. Don.

11. Carissa Arduiua Lam.
cdulis Xahl.

cdulis A^alil., var. to>ucufosa Stapf.

14. Landolpliia Bucliaiuiuii (ITallier f.) Stapf.

Kirkii Dyer.

Kirkii Dyer., var. IJ'afsouia.

Landolphia sp.

33. Gouic'Uia Kauiossi E. ^Fey.

35. Alstouia sp.

41. DiplorrhyucJius uiossauibiccusis Benth.

49. Lochncra rosea Reichb.

71. Ranii'olfia sp.

248. ASCLEPLA.DACE.^.

19. Chlorocodou JJliytci Hook f.

20. Taca:;:::ca Kirkii N. E. Br.

30. CryptoJc'pis oblougifoUa Bentb.

producta N. E. Br.

2^^. Raphiacuic lauccolaia Scbinz.. var. latifolia N. E. Br.

longifolia N. E. Br.

procumbcns Scblechter.

Raphiacuic spp.

67. Xysrualobiuui bclluui N. E. Br.

Cccilcc N. E. Br.

dispar N. E. Br.

qrauiincuui S. Moore.

Holubii Scott-Elliott.
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rcticiilatiiDi N. E. Br.

68. Sclii::oglossiiiii acicnlarc N. E. Br.

bifloniiii Schlech., var. gnclcnsc N. E. Br.

giccloisc N. E. Br.

Corsoni N. E. Br.

chirindcnsc S. Moore.
Pcntiicri Schlech.

stricfissiiiuiiii S. Moore.

70. Kaiiahia glabcrr'una N. E. Br.

71. Margarctta Hoist ii K. Schum.
IVhytei K. Schum.

73. Cordylogync inossainbicciise Schl.

yy. GonipJwcarpus coiicolor E. Mey.
81. Asclcpias aiirca Schl.

dcnsiflora N. E. Br.

cm'mens Schl.

Englcri Schl.

/(7//a.r Schl.

frnticosa L.

glaucophylla Schl.

lincolata Schl.

palnstris Schl.

pliysocarpa Schl.

Raiidii S. Aloore.

rcflcxa Britten and Rendle.

scabrifoUa S. Moore.
fciniifolia N. E. Br.

Asclcpias spp.

TOO. Pcntarrhinuin iiisipidiiiii E. Mey.
124. Cynauchuin chirindcnsc S. ^loore.

prcccox Schl.

Cynanchum sp.

139. Sarcostcinum I'iininalc R. Br.

155. Macropctaluiu Burchclli Dene.

160. Brachystelma Barbcricc Harv.

164. Ceropegia abyssinica Dene.
hispidipcs S. Moore.
i!ia::ociisis S. Aloore.

stcnantha K. .Schum.

tcntaculata X. E. Br.

Ceropegia sp.

170. Decabelonc clcgaiis Dene.

174. Carallwna lateritia N. E. Br.

175. Stapclia gigantea N. E. Br,

Mavlothii X. E. Br.

177. Hncrnia sp.

201. Marsdcnia zambcsica Schl.

201 1!. Say'iuicrfoiiia cardinca S. Moore.

c
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249. CONVOLVULACE.^.
I. Cnscuta kiUmanjari Oliv.

obtusiflora, var. cordofana Englm.

ploniflora Ten.

6. Evolvitliis alsinoidcs L.

Evolvidns spp.

II. Seddcra capcnsis Hallier f.

24. Jacqucmontia capitata G. Don.

26. Convohmlus Raiidii Rendle.

sagittal lis, var. abyssiiiica Hallier f.

iilosepalits Hallier f.

Con-vcAvulns sp.

30. Mcrrcuiia angiisfifolia Hallier f.

kcntrocanJos Rendle, var. piniiafifida N. E. Br.

palinata Hallier f.

pinnata Hallier f.

ptcrygocaidos Hallier f.

tridcntata Hallier f.

33. Astrochlcrna uialvacea (Klotzsch) Hallier f.

AstrocJd(cna uiali'acca (Klotzsch), var. epedunculata

Rendle.

Stuhlmanni Hallier f.

36. Ipomoea angustifolia Hallier f.

angiistisecta Engl.

aqiiatica Forsk.

hlcpharophylla Hallier f.

cardioscpala Hochst.

Cecilcc N. E. Br.

coscinosperma Hochst., var. hirta Rich.

crassipcs Hook., var. cordifoUa Rendle.

crassipc's Hook., var. Thnnbcrgioidcs Hallier f.

damviarana Rendle.

eriocarpa R. Br.

fragilis Choisy.

fragilis Choisy, var. Randii.

fragilis Choisy, var. ptibcscois Hallier f.

Hohibii Baker.

inz'olitcrafa Beauv.

lilacina Bl. Bijdr.

Lugardi N. E. Br., var. parviflora Rendle.

obsciira Ker.

papilio Elallier f.

pes-tigridis L.

pilosa Sweet.

pubcscens Choisy, var. pubcsccns Hallier f.

Randii Rendle.

rhodesiana Rendle.

slinpangcnsis Baker.

siinplcx, var. obtnsiscpala Rendle.
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stcnosiphoii Hallier f.

I'crbascoidca Choisy.

Wekvitschii Vatke.

Wighta Choisy.

Ipornoea spp.

252. BORAGINACE^.
I. Cordia spp.

6. Ehrctia ainocna Klotzsch.

caffra Sond.

hottcntotica Burch.

Ehrctia sp.

14. Toiinicfortia sp.

15. Heliotropiuiii marifoUuin Retz.

ovalifolium Forsk.

ccylaniciiin Lam.
Heliotropiiiin sp.

19. Trichodcsiiio aiigitstifoliiiui Harv.
physaloides A. DC.

27. Cynoglossiiin inicrantluiui Desf.

y2. LifJtospcnuiiin sp.

253. VERBENACE^.

6. Verbena officinalis L.

12. Lantana salvifolia Jacq.

Lantana sp.

13. Lippia asperifolia Rich.

Oatesii Rolfe.

IVilnisii Pearson.

16. Bouchca pinnatifida Schauer.

Wilnisii Gurke.

21. Priva sp.

30. DuraUfa Pluniieri Jacq.

54. Vitex Eylcsii S. Moore.
flai'ensceiis Rolfe, var. parviflora Gibbs.

Gnrhcana Engl.

isotjensis Gibbs.

Kirkii Baker.

ohovata E. Mey.
Vitex sp.

59. Clerodcndron glabrnui E. Mey.
lanceolatnin Gurke.

myricoidcs R. Br.

inyricoidcs R. Br., var. cuneatum Pearson.

nivricoidcs R. Br., var. discclor Baker.

oi'ale Klotzsch.

reflcxnni Pearson.

spincsccns Gurke.
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254. LABIAT.^.

4. Tiiuica rliodcsiana S. Aloore.

vcstita Baker.

zamhesiaca Baker.

25. Scutellaria Liviiigstonei Baker.

2y. Acrotome sp.

55. Lconotis ncpctifoUa R. Br.

Randii S. J\Ioore.

59. LcHcas capensis Benth.

iiwrtiiiicensis R. Br.

milanjiana Gurke.

ncuflizcaiia Courbon.

nyasscc Gurke.

Randii S. Moore.
stricta Baker.

Lcucas spp.

81. Salvia rimcinata L. f.

stenophylla Bch.

Salvia sp.

119. Mentha sylvcstris L.

128. Pogostemon Rogersii N. E. Br.

133. Hyptis pcctinata Poit.

136. AcoiantJuis crenatus S. Moore.

sericcus Gurke, var.

Acolanthus sp.

138. Pycnostachys reinotifoUa Baker.

urticifolia Hook.

141. Plectranthus florihnndns N. E. Br.

fiorihundns N. E. Br., var. longipcs N. E. Br.

inatabelcnsis Baker.

sclnlra'cnsis X. E. Br.

tuberasa ?

Plectranthus spp.

144. Englerastruin Sclnceiiifurthii Briq.

146. Cole us latifolius Hoch.st.

matopensis S. Moore.
palliolatus S. Moore.
polyanthus S. Aloore.

shirensis Gurke.

umbrosus X'atke.

148. Hoslundia opposita N'ahl, var. decnuibcns l^)aker

153. Acroce'phahis sericcus Briq.

Acrocephahis spp.

154. Geniosporum angolense Briq.

155. Moschosina niulfiflorum Benth.

ripariuni Hochst.

156. Hcniizygia bracfeosa Briq.

157. Ociinuni caiiuni Sims.

filainoitosuni Forsk.
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hians Benth.

kuyaiiniii \'atke.

obo'Z'atiiiii E. Aley.

Randii S. Moore.
scoparinin Gurke.

Ocimuin sp.

158. Orthosiphoii bracfcosiis Baker.

Elliottii Baker.

Kirkii Baker.

linearis Benth. *

rhodesianus S. Moore.
shirensis Baker. _

256. SOLANACE.^.

1. Nicandra [^hysaloidcs Gaertn.

3. Lyciuin tctraiidruiii Thunb.
pcrsiciiiii ]\Jiers.

24. JVifhaiiia soinnifcra Dunal.

25. PhysaJis luiiiiuia L.

peruviana L.

31. Solaniiiii nigrum L.

paiiduraiefornie E. Mey.
sodomaeuni, var. Hernianni Dun.

39. Datura sfranwniuni L.

58. A^icotiaiui tabacuni L.

60. Petunia vioJacea Lindl.

257. scrophularl\ce-e:.

2. Celsia trigyna L.

8. Aptosiuni decunibcns Schinz.

clo'ugatuui Engl.

liuearc ^Nlarl. and Engl.

17. Neniesia affini's Benth.

dentata G. Don.
divergens Benth.

foetens Vent.

18. Did is petiolaris Benth.

59. Chaenostoina fissifolia.

60. Sufera atropurpurea Hiern.

Burkeana Benth.

Carvalhoi Skan.

iniera]itha Hiern.

65. Miniulus gracilis R. Br.

yT,- Lininophila ceratophytloides Skan.
gratioloides R. Br.

sessiflora Blnme.
76. Stemodiopsis Eylesii S. Moore.

humilis Skan.

99. Limosella fen uifolia.
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loi. Cratcrostiguia )iamiin Oliv.

plantagineuin Hochst.

Craterostigma sp.

105. Ilysanthes confcrta Hiern.

Mnddii Hiern.

107. Hcbcnstrcitia Holuhii Rolfe.

109. Selago Cecilcc Rolfe.

cJwngzvc'ciisis Rolfe.

Ilocpfncri Rolfe.

Selago spp.

138. Melasma kilmandjarica LImsl.

puiniJa Benth.

scsssilifloniin Hiern.

157. Sol^iibia caiia Harv.
Icprosa S. Moore.
raiiiosa Hochst.

simplex Hochst.

163. Bnechneva dura Ijenth.

Eylesii S. Aloore.

rliodcsiana S. Aloore.

pusilliflora S. Moore.

Randa S. ]\loore.

Buechnera spp.

163A. Eylesia bnchneroides S. Moore.

164. Cycninin adoense E. Mey.
pahistre ?

165. Rhaniphicarpa iistidosa Benth.

montana N. E. Br.

tiibiilosa Benth.

RhampJiicarpa sp.

166. Striga elegans Benth.

Forbesii Benth.

lutea Lour. .

orobanchoides Benth.

Thunbergii Benth.

258. BIGNONIACE-^.

55A. Podranea Brycei Spragne.

51. Rhigosum brevispiiiosum O. Knntze.

83. Markhamia acuminata Sprague.

100. Kigelia [^iniiata DC, var. tomnifella Sprague.

259. PEDALIACE^.

2. Pterodisciis EUiottii Baker.

spcciosits Hook.
Fterodiscus sp.

4. Haypagophytnm prociimbeiis DC.
prociiiiibeiis DC. var. siiblobafuiii Engl.

9. Rogcria adcnophylla J. Gay.
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10 Sesaiiiuiii alafiini Tlionn.

aiigiistifoliuiii Engl.

Boiuiiii Stapf.

colyciniim Welw.
capcnsc Burmm.

II. Ccratoilicca Kraussiaiia Kunth.
scsamoides Endl.

triloba E. Mey.
13. Pretrca zangucbarica J. Gay.

261. OROBANCHACE.^.

5. Orohanchc uiinor Siitt.

262. GESNERL^CE.E.

24. Streptocarpits sp.

264. LENTIBULARL\CE.li.

2. Gcnlisca africana Oliv.

4. Utricnlaria cxolcta R. Br.

firuiula W'ehv. ex Olix.

Gibbsice Stapf.

Kirkii Stapf.

transrugosa Stapf.

Welwitschii Oliv.

Utricnlaria spp.

266. ACANTHACE,^.

4. Nclsciiia caiiipcstris R. Br.

9. Thunbergia affiiiis S. Moore.
alata Boj.

Bachiuaiuii Lindau.

glabcrriina Lindau.

lancifoJia T. And.
oblongifolia Oliv., var. Bcrriiigtoiiii Burkill.

Randii S. Moore.

19. Syitnema acinos S. Moore.
21. Hygrophila cataractce S. Moore.

rhodesiana S. Moore.

24. Mellcra lobulata S. Moore.
27. Plianlopsis longifolia T. Thoms.

parviflora Willd.

34. Dyschoristc alba S. AFoore.

Fisclicri Eindau.

niatopcnsis X. T^l Br.

JMonroi S. ^Nloore.

Pcrrottctii O. Kuntze.

radicans (T. And.) O. Kuntze.

Dyschoriste sp.
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35. Dispcnna dcusifionim C. B. CI.

qiiadriscpalum C. B. CI.

qitadriscpaliDii C. B. CI., var. graiidifolium S. Moore,
•viscid issiiiiiiin S. Moore.

36. Cliactacaiithiis Pcrsoonii Xees.

40. Hciiiiyrapliis in\osotiflora Stapf.

pnuiclloidcs S. Moore.

48. StrobilantJiopsis hirciiia '>. Moore.

60. RueJlia patnla Jacq.

practcnnissa Lindau.

67. Crahhca nana X>es.

68. Barlcria albostcllata Clarke.

Bochniii Lindau.

capitata Klotzsch.

Eylcsii S. ^foore.

Mackcnii Hook f.

niatopcnsis S. ]Moore.

Mcycriana Xees.

Randii S. ^loore.

spinnlosa Klotzsch.

Barlcria spp.

75. BlcpJiaris Baincsii S. ^loore.

hocrliaaviaefolia Pers.

divcrsispina C. B. CI.

innocna C. Vk CI.

BlcpJiaris spp.

loi. Asystasia coromaiidcliana Nees.

120. Pcristrophc nsta C. B. CI.

Pcristrophc sp.

125. Dicliptcra i\Icllcri Rolfe.

tanganyikcnsis C. B. CI.

126. Hypocstcs aristala (L.) Soland.

verticillaris R. Br.

149. Rliinacantluis coininnnis Nees.

189. Jnsticia Bctonica L.

hctonicG'idcs C. B. CI.

dchilis A^ahl.

clcgantula S. Moore.
cxigua S. ^loore.

/?ar'o A'ahl.

matammensis Oliv.

prostrata (Nees) T. And.

protracta T. And., var.

Jnsticia spp.

270. RUBIACE.E.

18. Oldcidandia angolcnsis K. Schum.

Bojcri Hiern.

caffra E. and Z.

capcjisis E.
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cuspidata K. SchuiiL

dcciiiiibciis Jlieni.

Hcyuii Oliv.

hirtnla O. Kuntze, forma.

lasiocarpa Hiern.

obtHsiloba Hiern.

papulosa K. Sclium.

rhodcsiaiia.

thymifolia Prantl.

JVekuitschii Hiern.

Oldenlandia spp.

36. Pentas carnea Benth.

nohilis S. Moore.
Woodii Scott-Elliott.

42. Piriclilctia piibcscciis Klotzsch.. var.

155. Lcptactinia lanccolata K. Schnm.
166. Gardenia rcsiiiifliia Hiern.

Thunhcygia L. f.

Gardenia sp.

180. Ferctia aeruginescens Stapf.

184. Eiiipogoiia Alleiiii Stapf.

189. Tricalysia pachystigina K. Solium.

229. Pentanisia rhodesiana S. Moore.
sericocarpa S. Moore.
variabilis Harv.

Pentanisia sp.

232. / 'angneria infansta lUirch.

Raiidii S. Moore.
rhodesiana S. Moore.
velntina Hiern.

Vangneria spp.

233. Plectronia abbrex'iatnni S. ]\Ioore (Engl.).

laneifloruni Hiern (Engl.).

Oatesii Rolfe (Engl.).

Randii S. ]\Ioore (Engl.).

Plectronia sp.

240. Pachystigina lateritica K. Krause (Engl.).

obovata N. E. Br. (Engl.).

stenophylla Welw. (Engl.).

tetraqnetra K. Krause (Engl.).

Zeyheri Sond. (Engl.).

241. Ancylanthns Baincsii Hiern.

264. Pavetta assiniilis Sond.

Cecilce N. E. Br.

Eylesii S. Moore.
gardeniaefolia TToch.st.

Inteola Stapf.

neiiropliylla S. Moore.
obovata E. Mev.
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SiiiKiiiaiiuiana F. Hoffm.
stipnlopallinni X. Schum.

Pavetta spp.

319. Anthospcrimtin ciliarc L«
hispidnlnui E. Aley.

hmceolatiiin Thunb.
Rand a.

rigid It III E. and Z.

Anthospcrinnin sp.

331. Ofiophora iiiyaiigaiia X. E. Br.

scabra Zucc.

345. Richardsonia scabra St. Hil.

354. Borrcria dibrachiata (Oliv.) K. Schum.
RucUicc K. Schum.
stricta K. Schum.

Borrcria spp.

370. Rubia pefiolaris DC.

274. DIPSACE.^.

8. Scabiosa columbaria L.

275. CUCURBITACE^.
44. Moinordica balsaniina L.

iiivoliicrata E. ]\Iey.

Morkorra A. Rich.

Moinordica .spp.

52. Cucninis Cecili N. E. Br.

Figarei DeHle.

hirsntns Sond.

Cucninis sp.

61. Trochomeria inacrocarpa Hook f.

Trochomeria sp.

81. Cocciniq palniata Cogn.

276. CAMPANULACE.^.
20- Prisinatocarpns sp.

25. JJ'ahlcnbcrgia calcdonica Sond.

niashonica N. E. Br.

Oatcsii Rolfe.

nndulata A. DC.
Zeyheri E. and Z.

IValilenbergia spp.

27. Lightfootia abyssinica Hochst.

dcnticulafa Sond.

gloincrata Engl.

juncea (Buck) Sond.

tcnuifolia A. DC.
Lightfootia sp.

38. Ov/'/z/fl a/^a N. E. Br.

ina::ocnsis S. Moore.
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51. Lobelia Bok'iiii Sond.

dccipicns Sond.

fonticola Engl, and Gilg.

niicrodoii A. DC.
uihiutidcntata Engl, and Gilg.

iiatalciisis A. DC.
thcniialis Thunb.
tniillifolia Ilemsl. forma.

Lobelia spp.

280. COMPOSIT.^.

6. Ethulia conyzoides E.

12. Erlangca Eylesii S. Moore.
laxa S. jNIoore.

Schinzii O. Hoffm.
Erlangea spp.

18. Bothriocline inyangana N. E. Br.

23. Venioiiia Bainesii Oliv. and Hiern.

fasligiata O. and H.
gcrberacformis O. and H.
glabra \'atke.

hum His C. H. Wright.

Integra S. Moore.
Kranssii Sch. Bip.

lancibracteata S. Moore.
inashonica N. E. Br.

.'l/f//rr/ O. and li.

nafaleiisis Sch. Bip.

Pctersii O. and H.
podocouia Sch. Bip.

porphyroJepis S. Moore.
Poskeana Vatke and Hild., var. chlorolepis Steetz.

purpurea Sch. Bip.

Randii S. Moore.
senegalensis Less.

Steetziana O. and H.
Tenoreana O. and H.
tntellina ?.

Wooda O. Hoffm.
Veruonia spp.

47. Elephantopus scaber L.

57. Adenostetnma Dregei DC.
viscosum Eorst.

88. Eupatoriiiiii africaiiuiu O. and H.

90. Mikamia scandens W'illd.

137. Grangea niaderaspaiana Poir.

173. Erigeron canadeusc L.

191. Felicia fasicularis DC.
Jixssopifolia Nees.

/?/fra N. E. Br.
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simulans (Harv.) Engl.

tenella DC.
Felicia sp.

195. Psiadia arabica Jaub. and Spach.

197. Nidorella dcpattpcrata Harv.

hirta DC.
microccpJiala Steetz.

iiaiiiaquciisis ?

rcscdifolia DC.
198. Coiiy^a varicgata She. Bip.

208. Brachylacna discolor DC.
rliG'dcsiaiia S. Moore.
rotuiidata S. Moore.

Brachylacna sp.

209. Tarclioutiithits cainphoratiis L,

211. Blumea gariepina DC.
laccra DC.

212. Laggcra alata She. Bip.

ptcrodonta Sch Bi]i.

221. Uenc'kia capcnsis Thunb.

225. Epaltcs gariepina Steetz.

227. Sphacranthus pcdiincularis DC.
Randii S. Moore.
Steet::ii O. and H.

244. Amphidoxa sp.

264. Gnaphalinm Infeo-aibnm L.

278. HeiicJirysuin argyrosphacruni DC.
cacspititiiiiii Sond.

caUicouuDU Harv.
cyniosiiiii Less.

dccliiiatmii Less.

ericacfoliiiiii Less.

Kraiissii Sch. Bip.

Icptulcpis DC.
Saweri S. Moore.
sctosum Harv.
stenoptcnnn DC.
stciioptcnmi DC, var. cifriiniiii S. Moore.

Heliclp-ysiiin s])p.

327. Athrixia data Sond.

333. /n?^/c/ glonicrafa O. and H.

341. Calostcphanc di^'arlcafa Benth.

Calostcphane sp.

345. Pegolcftia sencgalcnsis Cass.

350. Pidicaria capcnsis DC.
longifolia Boiss.

362. Gcigcna passcrinoidcs Harv.
protcnsa Harv.. var. pubigcro S. Moore.
pnbcsccns S. Moore.
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Randii S. Moore.
rhodcsiana S. Moore.
Zcylicri Hary.

Geigcria spp.

419. Xaiitluiiin spiiwsiini L.

440. Scelocarpits africaniis Jacq.

440. WcdcUa africana P. Beauv.
di:'crsipa[>posa S. Moore.

Wcdelia spp.

466. Aspilia Eylesii S. Moore.
I'ltlgaris N. E. Br.

.:ouibc}isis Baker.

Aspilia sp.

493. Gni::ofia abyssiiiica Cass.

Eyicsii S. Moore.

498. Coreopsis iiisecta S. Moore.
Stcppia Steetz. forma.

Coreopsis sp.

503. ChrysanfJiellimi proeiiinbeiis Pers.

508. Bidens pilosa L.

Sehiiiiperi Sch. Bip.

533. Jaiiinea coiiiposifanim Bth. and Hk.
582. Tagetes glaiidiilifera Sclirank.

iiiinnta L.

622. Cotula anfJieiiioides L.

627. Schisfostephiimi arfeiiiisiifoliiiin Baker.

heptaiobiiin !'>th. anri Hk.
629. Arteniisia afra Jacq.

645. Goiigrothannnis sp.

676. Gynnra cerniia Benth.

crep idioides Benth

.

sarcobasis DC.
vitellina Benth.

677. Cineraria nia::oensis S. Moore.

682. Seiiccio barberfoiiieiis Klatt., var. microcephala S Moore
bnpleiiroides DC.
discifolins Oliv.

er libescens Ait.

lasiorhiaiis DC.
latifalius DC.
longifloriis O. and H.
othonnaeflcriis DC.
picridifolins DC.
protracta (S. Moore) Engl.

Randii S. Moore.
rosniarinifolius L. f.

sag it tata (DC.) Engl.

sarmentosns O. Hoffm.
.^rrra Sond.
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tcnclkilus S. Moore.
Senccio spp.

688. Euryops ostcospcrniuin S. Moore.
Euryops ostcospcnnnui S. Moore., var. parvifolia S. Moore.

691. OtJionna ambifaria S. Moore.
698. Ostcospcnnnui licrbacciiin L. f.

iiioiiilifcrum L.

iiinricatuu'i E. Mey.
699. Triptcris aniplcxicanlis Less.

Tripicris sp.

703. Arctotis scaposa (Harv.) Engl.

705. Gazania Krcbsiana Less.

Garjania Krcbsiana Less., var. hispidula Harv.

707. Bcrkhcyopsis intcyrifGlki Volkens.
Bcrkhcyopsis sp.

709. Bcrkhcya Adlaiiii Hook f.

subulata Harv.
Zcyhcri Sonc"!. and Harv.

747. Ccntaurca rliiiioccplwh' O. and H. \-ar. aiistrolis.

Ccjiiaiirca sp.

769. Plciotaxis Antuncssii O. Hoffm.

771. Diconia aiioinala Sond.
Dicoiiia aitoniala Sond., var. micvoccphala Harv.
Dicoma anoiiialq Sond.. var. Sondcri Harv.

Kirkii Harv.
scssiflora Harv.
tcmcntosa Cass.

798. Gcrbcra abyssiiiica Sch. Bip.

discolor Sond.

I'iridifolia Sch. Bip
pilosc'Jloidcs Cass.

plaiifaginca PTarv.

831. Toipis s]). ?

865. Soiichiis Illliotfiamis Hiern.

niaccr S. Moore.
866. Lactiica cafcusis Thunb.

lirosa Tliunlx

Metallurgical Operations.—A new edition of

Prof. A. H. Sexton's "Elementary Metallurgy" has jnst been pub-

lished*—the fifth since 1894, when this particularly concise and

useful little manual first appeared. Essentially a student's hand-

book, it is not overburdened with details, the principles on which

metallurgical processes are based being afforded chief considera-

tion. Broadly the manual divides into two portions, general and

special. The first eight chapters deal with the properties of

* A. H. Sexton : Elementary text-book of inctallurgy. London : C.

Griffiin and Co., Ltd., 191 1. sm. 8vo., pp. xv, 263. 6s.
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metals, the occurrence of their ores, and the modes of preparing
the latter for smelting. About one-half of this part of the book
is devoted to fuels, furnaces, and the materials of which these

consist. Thus the student is led up to the general principles of

metallurgical processes. The next ten chapters are more
specialised : four of these are assigned to iron and steel, after

which the metallurgy of copper, lead, zinc, tin, silver, gold and
mercury is {particularly described. A chapter on alloys and one
on the applications of electricity to metallurgy close this second

section. Several exercises are appended for laboratory practice.

MlCROKINBMATOGRAPHY— In a recent issue of Nature
(Vol 88, p. 213), illustrations are given of the latest application

of the kinematograph, indicating another stage of technical attiain-

.ment and another field in which it may .supplement knoiv\'Iedge.

This stage has been reached by extending its range so as to re-

present objects as seen through high microscopic powers. The
objects are seen against a black background, and are lit up by
lateral rays. As under these circumstances the bulk of the light

rays are deflected from the surface of the object under examina-
tion relatively little of its internal structure is seen. Cell nuclei

are, nevertheless, frequently quite distinct, and the kineto-nucleus

of a trypanosome can be clearly followed in motion. Amongst
otlher films prepared is one displaying the blood in actual circu-

lation through the vessels of the living body. The action of
leucocytes as bod}^ scavengers is also depicted in the surrounding
and ingestion oi a diseased red cor])uscle by a white ceil. Another
film represents the condition of the 'blood in a case of relapsing

fever : long spiral threads dart hither and thither upon t'he screen,

imipinging and recoding alternatel}-, now hooking themselves to-

gether and then disentangling again, the whole Wood history of
such an attack being shown. Not the least important of this

aipplication of the kinematograph lies in the fact that some of the
actual changes which it depicts take place so rapidly that it is

beyond the power of the unaided human retina to follow their

sequence, but by reproducing them at a slower rate upon the
screen the kinematograph helps us to a clearer perception of the
actual nature of the process or alteration which takes place.

TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES.

Chemical. ]\If.tali.urgicat. axd Mining Socifty of South Africa.—
Saturday. January 20th: Mr. H. A. White, Vice-President, in the chair.

—

" Some oI)servations on ancient mine workings in the Transvaal "
: T. G.

Trevor. The author differentiated between ancient and modern work-
ings by treating all small workings for copper or iron as modern native
(Bantu) workings, and all workings for gold and tin, as well as the

copper and iron workings, which are of great extent, as presumably
ancient in their origin. The ancient workings arc extremely plentiful in

some of the northern districts of the Transvaal, liut extend no further
south than the latitude of Pretoria. A general description of the workings
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was given, followed by details of several particular workings : these were
grouped respectively as gold, copper and tin workings. If they were
worked by natives at all, it would involve an acquaintance on their part

with the metallurgy of tin and bronze, and a capability of dealing with
copper by hundreds of tons. They should be referred to a time long
anterior to the Bantu, and hence it was to be concluded that the ancient

miners of Rhodesia and those of the Transvaal were one and the same
people.

Geological Society of South Afric.\.—Monday, January 29th: Dr.

E. T. Mellor, President, in the chair.
—

" Some aspects of geological work
in South Africa" (Presidential address): Dr. E. T. Mellor. Com-
mencing with some generalised remarks on the nature of geological work
in a new country, the author pointed out how in every country closer

scrutiny inevitJibly led to considerable modification of the broad sketches

that marked the earlier stages of geological investigation. In the Wit-
watersrand economic reasons necessitated a degree of minute attention

to trifling geological features altogether disproportionate to their ordinary

geological significance. The importance of sampling operations was em-
phasised, as well as the desirability of securing careful records of shaft

and borehole sections. The striking manner in which the town of Johan-
ensburg has been influenced by local geological conditions was dwelt upon

;

. tliis influence having been exerted on township boundaries, the positions

of the main roads, and even on the locality of the cemeteries. In con-

clusion, the author directed attention to the wideness of the field of

enquiry still open in relation to South African geology, and pleaded for a

more extensive recording of actual observations by individuals. Some of

these would be inmiediately useful, wliile others would in due course take

their place in the foundation on which some important generalisation may
afterwards be based, but, if carefully made, all sucli oliservations would
retain their scientific value.

C.^PE Chemical Society.—Friday, ?\Iarch ist: Prof. B. de St. J. van
der Riet. M.A., Ph.D., President, in the chair.

—
" Temperature treatment

of wine " : Prof. P. D. Hahn. A matured wine had been sent from
the Cape to Johannesburg, where it had been exposed to constant low
temperature during winter. This had caused the wine to become turbid,

the cold rendering insoluble the cream of tartar contained in the wine.

The author found that wine kept in ice tanks for several weeks deposited

a certain amount of cream of tartar, and could then be syphoned off

clear, after which it failed to exhibit any indication of turbidity either on
heating or cooling to abnormal temperatures ; he concluded, therefore,

that matured wine should be fined and bottled in cold chambers in order
to avoid the possibility of subsequent cloudiness occurring ow-ing to pre-

cipitation of cream of tartar.
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THE PRESENT POSITION OF THE DISCUSSION AS
TO THE ORIGIN OF THE ZIMBABWE-CULTURE.

By Richard N. Hall, F.R.G.S.

By the term "Zimbabwe Culture"—a term first employed
by (ierman scientists—is meant all the forms of culture displa\ed

in the prehistoric rock mines, in the buildings of dressed stone,

in the form of ceremonial once practised at Zimbaljwe, and in

the arts and manufactures once employed in some more or less

remote period of time in Southern Rhodesia.

By the term " period "' no definite period of time is implied,

nor that the culture was necessaiily displayed by different races.

A period, its brevity or length, is simply determined by a mani-
fest change in culture either in evolution or devolution, or by
the culture, or any one or more of its phases, falling into

desuetude or oblivion.

By the term " subsequent squatters "
is meant t)ccupiers at a

ruin after it had already fallen into ruins, after it had become
abandoned by its original builders and occupiers, such subsequent
squatters not being connected in any way with the original

builders and occupiers.

The main problem which has excited the minds of acknow-
ledged scientists of Britain, Germany, France, and South Africa

is : What was the origin of the Zimbabwe-culture, also what were
the approximate dates of the first displays of such various forms
of culture so remarkably uncommon to any known negroid

people ?

There are only two working hypotheses which are possible

of application to the solution of this problem, z'/r. :

—

I. A natural evolution in culture of the altogether unaided

Bantu negroid in mediaeval times, as claimed by Dr. Alaciver, and
. 2. The intrusion In some remote period of anj;iquity of an

Asiatic influence the culture of which became engrafted at a

much later time on the aboriginal culture of the Bantu negroid,

either directly or conveyed through mixed Asiatic and African
media, and, as in all instances of intrusions of foreign influence

on African soil, whether in Egypt, Lybia, Carthage, or Somali-

land, such imported culture arter a period of display gradually

weakened and suffered decadence, Tjeing overtaken in time by
overburden and ultimate oblivion.

These two hypotheses, e\olution of a purely local culture

and a decadence of an imported culture, are diametrically

opposed to each other. If one hypothesis be substantiated the

other must perforce be negatived.

In the discussion of the origin of the Zimbabwe-culture, a

discussion originated by Mr. Theodore Bent in 1891, and re-

opened by the publication of Dr. Maciver's "Mediaeval Rhodesia"
in 1906, which was replied to in my volume ' ' Pre-Historie

a inass of ars^uments strengthening the hypothesis of an imported

Rhodesia," there has been elicited from high scientific quarters

A
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and engrafted cultur'^, as well as an accumulation of fu'rther

local evidences in support of the case for the intrusion of a

foreign culture.

This new material, confirmatory of the older evidences of

an imported culture, many of these being dealt with in my
' l^re-Historic Rhodesia," throws some additional light on the

problem, and it is for the purpose of surveying the present

position of the argument that I have prepared this paper.

My main guiding principle during almost sixteen years spent

in attempting to unravel the mystery enshrouding our rock

mines and buildings, has not been directed to secure a mere
victory for the working hypothesis I have supported, but to

ascertain the actual truth, even at the cost of having to throw
over preconceived ideas, natural predilections, and long and
tenaciously held theories as to the origin of the Zimbabwe-culture.

I am still, to-day, perfectly open-minded to conviction if suf-

ficient evidences pointmg to otlicr conclusions be forthcoming.

lUit. I must honestly 'v^nfess, so far, I altogether fail to discover

them, and further, that the controversy raised by Dr. Maciver

has shown me very clearly that my views are now fully accepted

by the great bulk of the scientific- world.

Thus, I read Dr. Maciver's " Mediaeval Rhodesia," hoping

to discoA er some new evidences as to origin which might, were it

possible, prove to be more akin to actual probability than the

argument which my evidences, gathered at over one hundred
ruins, had compelled my reason to adopt. " Science," said Sir

John Lubbock, " is but th.e cxf vcise of an impartial common
sense brought to bear on visible, tangible, and indisputably

ascertained fact."

But, perhaps more so than could be the case with any other

student of this question, whether in I^)ritain, Germany, France,

South Africa, or eve^i in Rhodesia, no one could sympathise

more with the argument for the natural and imaided evolution

of the local negroid as explanatoty of the Rhodesian phenomena
than I could. For in my early days in Rhodesia I had held

exactly the same theory of explanation as was elaborated twelve

years later in Dr. Maciver's " Mediaeval Rhodesia."

Without any previous conference with its author I knew
exactly what the contents of the work necessarily must be before

it was even published No page m it was novel, for I was fully

aware of what was bound to be urged. All the successive phases

of my former evolutionist days were therein exactly and ideally

well-described.

My co-worker and co-author, the late Mr W. G. Neal, an

exceedingly well-read ?ind cultuud man, whose powers of close

observation are triumphantly vindicated by Dr. Maciver's

volume, was a staunch upholder of the theory of an originally

imported culture. I, as staunchly, was an evolutionist pure and
simple, and my former evidence- and arguments in support of

that theory are most admirabl}- set forth, quite imconsciousl}-.
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by Dr. Maciver in his " Mediiieval Rhodesia." His (hfficulties

were identically my old difficulties.

h^or two years Mr. Neal and 1 discussed our rival hypotheses

as to origin while engaged in spade-work within the actual ruins.

There were, to \\\\ mind, far too many Kafir Kraal features

about certain of the ruins and too much Kafir about certain

of the relics to be associated with any suggestion of their being

resultant of the intrusion of any Asiatic influence in ancient

times.

I'.e it remembered that Mr. Xeal had j^reviously worked in the

ruin- in Alashonaland. where are admittedly the oldest ruins.

! had then only examined ruins in Alatebeleland, where the ruins

are representative of the decadence in building from the

original Zimbabwe construction.

The truth, it must be confessed, was that though certain

buildings and relics in IMatebeleland were obviously Kafir

—

though Kafir of from 500 to 900 years ago, or considerably

more— I had altogether failed to enquire into the origin of even

the Kafir culture dis])laved in such buildings and relics. Thus,

sorely against my natural predilections for an evolved culture

of purely Kafir origin, I was ultimately compelled to abandon
my cherished hypotheses. For twelve months at least, while

still <loing spade-work in the ruins in Matebeleland, I felt horribly

lost and miserable at the disappearance of my old conjectures.

The study of the evolution and display of culture of a pre-

historic people was then, to my mind, far more fascinating than

the study of a gradual decadence of an imported culture and its

ultimate fall into oblivion. All read with avidity of the build-

ing up of Rome and Athens, but few^ are sufficiently interested

to care to read of their decline and fall. However, for the last

twelve years my opinions have been reversed.

But the " ascertained facts "' which led to this slow con-

version seem after this lapse of time exceedingly simple. In

t'ne Matebeleland ruins, which represent a .stage in the decadence
of the Zimbabwe culture approaching Kafirisation ; I found,

what later hmidreds of Rhodesians and experts from all parts

of the world have also found.

1st. That in all extensions, additions, superstructures, and
repairs, the workmanship is invariably and most obviously in-

ferior to that of the original buildings, and just as these repairs,

etc., are of various ages, so in each succeeding addition or repair

there is a still further marked falling ofl:' in the builder's art until

at last pure and unadulterated Kafir building, or, rather, the rude
piling up of unhewn .stones of all sizes and shapes of but a few
score years ago, is reached. The old superior art of building in

dressed stone, in true courses at la.st became dissolved into the

rude rampant wall of Kafirisation.

But exactly the same powers of decadence in culture had
been in operation in Mashonaland as in Alatebeleland. In

Mashonaland we see the decadent form of building not only
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scattered all over the country in parts where there are no other

ruins, but cheek by jowl to the oldest structures which display

the most perfected style of workmanship, the material of the

older buildings having, in many instances, been specified by

Bent, Willoughby, Schlechter, Neal, Hall, Franklin White,

Francis Masey. and many other examiners, as material for the

later and decadent form of building.

There is not the slightest doubt that " ascertained facts
"

revealed in construction overwhelmingly prove that the builders

of the original structures in Matebeleland were contemporaries,

if not the very identical people, wdio were among the early
" subsequent squatters " at Zimbabwe, and the older type of

structures in Alashonaland—that is. after the oldest ruins had
become abandoned by their original builders and occupiers, and
after the structures had fallen more or less into dilapidation and
their floors became buried under wall debris.

Every ruin in Matebeleland is but a much later and poorer

copy of the oldest Zimbabwe type of building. The Matebele-

land culture in stone building was impc^rted from Mashonalaiid.

The remarkable similarity of all decadent " glorified Kafir kraal
"

ruins in Matebeleland and Mashonaland to each other, and the

identical relics they yield, have l)een noticed bv all archaeologists

who have visited this country. 1^-ofessor Henry Balfour, but a

few weeks ago, informed me that he agreed with my explanation

given some twelve years ago, namely, that the builders of such

decadent structures, being left entirely to their own resources,

would, as they actually did, copy along identical lines common to

all of them. Thus, as the culture in building gradually suffered

decadence it resulted in a type of structure common in all parts

of Southern Rhodesia, but varying considerably in essential fea-

tures from the Zimbabwe Temple's excellent plan and method of

construction. This the walls of the latest ruins most clearly

demonstrate.

There is no evidence in any of our ruins, older or later, of

any evolution in culture, but overwhelming evidences of pro-

longed processes of devolution, decadence, and dissolution. Not
a single rudimentary structure leading up to the more perfected

structure has ever been discovered, nor. if it be not scientifically

wrong to say so, will it ever be discovered. To prove an evolu-

tion, the rudimentary stages of such evolution must first be

established. This is a conclusion to which a hundred close

observers of our ruins testify, a fact stated ten years ago in my
first volume on our monuments, which statement remains im-

shaken, notwithstanding the fierce controversy that up to recently

has been waged round this very question.

But I have said that the ruins in ^Jatebeleland, such as

Khami, Regina, Dhlo-dhlo, N'Natali, etc.. are very much later

than the finer structures of the original Zimbabwe tvpe. This I

have always maintained, and have claimed an interval of any-

thing from 500 to 900 years between the erection of the present
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Zimbabwe Temple and that of the earUest of the Alatebeleland
ruins and of the older decadent ruins throughout the country

This Dr. Alaciver himself to some extent allows for by his

(lutings, for between his earliest datings for the erection of the

Zimbabwe Temple given in his " Mediajval Rhodesia " and hi>

earliest datings for the erection of the Matebeleland ruins he
claims an interval of at least 500 years. He thus goes a long
way to confirm my estimate of the relative ages of the Temple
and the ^latebeleland ruins.

l)Ut in the Encyciopccdia Brifaniiica he places the date of
the Temple back to possibly the eleventh century. This is a
l)resent of 200 years. For the sake of mere argument we will

accept this later dating, but most certainly not as matter of fact.

Now, what is the logical sequence. According to Dr. Maciver
we have the Temple, its perfected style of building, its wealth in

undoubted pre-historic relics, and its ceremonial, cii fin, its display
of a superior culture. Seven hundred years later, on Dr
MaciverV own showing, we have Khami, etc., with its obviously
decadent walls, its absence of i)re-historic relics and no ceremonial.
He thus destroys his own theory of evolution, for in the seven
hundred years is demonstrated nothing save devolution and
decadence in culture and a descent to Kafirisation.

The -Matebeleland ruins thus constitute archaeological half-
way houses in the scale of decadence between the more perfected
style of the earliest Zimbabwe type of structure and the Kafirisa-
tion shown in the rude rampart walls of pjled-up unhewn stones
into which the originally imported Zimbabwe-culture after long
centuries of display ultimately became dissolved.

The Matebeleland ruins can never assist us to determine the
ori<jiii of the Zimbabwe-culture as exemplified at the Temple, but
their walls and their relics very materially assist us to fill up the
later gaps in the history of the Zimbabwe-culture in this country.
But in seeking the origin of that culture, especially in building in

dressed stone, we must still go back to the Zimbabwe Temple and
its massive conical tower.

2nd. The second reason which brought about my conversion
froiu the hypothesis of a natural evolution of the Bantu or
negroid as explanatory of the Rhodesian phenomena was : that
the relics found in the admittedly later ruins proved a gradual
decadence in culture as time elapsed. This gradual petering-out
of the more perfected culture in art, workmanship, and material
of relic parallels exactly, and also contemporaneously, the gradual
petering-out of the originally more perfected culture iri building,
plan, and construction to that of Kafirisation ; and what is more
important is. that just as exactly and as contemporaneously there
is demonstrated a parallel petering-out of the culture of rock-
mining for gold from the admittedly oldest, largest, deepest, and
most skilfully worked gold mines until the shallow workings on
outcrops of copper and iron ore are reached. The pre-historic
rock-mining for gold, which constitutes the largest area of ancient
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mining known to the world, ultimately dissolved itself in washing

river sand, and finally gold-washing as a general industry became

abandoned, and the ores scratched for were only tliose of copper

and iron.

The stages of decay in culture are also shown in the imported

cult of worship and ceremonial passing into oblivion before the

erection of any of the decadent types of building. Like all

intrusions of foreign worship introduced on African soil, the

conservative forms of religious practice of the negroid re-

asserted themselves and swamped it in overburden and ultimate

oblivion.

The change in culture, invariably from the com])aratively

perfect to the altogether crude, is also demonstrated in the

location and association of relics and finds.

In the :\latebeleland ruins, as in all decadent ruins, and also

in the debris banks of " subsequent squatters " at the old Zim-

babwe type of buildings, the relics and finds are totally inferior

in design, material, and workmanship to the class of relics found

on the buried original floors of the Zimbabwe Temple. This is

an obvious fact known to a hundred examiners, local and

Europeans. The extraordinary profusion of highly ornate gold

articles on the original floors of the Temple ultimately is replaced

by a profusion of crudely made iron, copper, and brass articles

found in the debris of " subsequent sc|uatters " at Zimbabwe, and

also on the original floors of all deeadent ruins. Dr .Macjver

mainly worked in decadent ruins. He found certain Kafir

structures, ergo, he argues, all the buildings in Rhodesia are purely

Kafir; he finds certain Kafir articles in such ruins, ergo, he

argues, all the relics are purely Kafir.

Ihit what completed my conversion from vhe evolutioii

theorv may be stated as follows

:

{a) There is a complete absence of rudimentary structures

leading U]:» to Zhnbabwe and the older ruins, and no rudimentary

conical towers. There can be no evolution without rudimentary

stages.

ib) The Zimbabwe-culture is displayed on cnie defined area

of South Africa only, and the area of buildings strictly corre-

sponds to. and is coterminous with, the area of the pre-historic

rock mines.

(
( ) The Karanga, who, according to definite historical

records, have occupied this area for 700 years, if not goo years,

and who are of Nyanji origin, as Dr. Kivingstone, Sir H. H.

Johnstone. Werner, and other authorities claim, never laid one

stone upon another, or worked rock for gold in the country of

their origin.

( d) The ethnological evidences advanced by all Soutli

African authorities, from John Barrow in 1797 to Dr. Passargt

in 1907. explicitly show there could have been no natural anc

unaided evolution of any Bantu people which could have pro

duced. within Dr. Maciver's medi?eval and post-mediaeval period
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the Zinibabwe-culturc, in rock-mining-, building, ceremonial,
and relic. Ratlier, their story is one of devolutive and not of
evolution.

I^'or instance, the Si-bnko, which goes to the heart of every
negroid and IJantu negroid ever born in Africa. Round the

Si-boko the life, motives, energies, thought, oral literature,

traditions, and m^'thology of the liantu revolve, llut what is the

Si-boko to-day? What has it been for the last ten centuries?

Nothing but a traditionary fotemism. a mere shadow of a former
substance, a Totemism, moreover, which is still slowl\- but surelv

decaying and losing its hold on the native mind. So decadent is

it that in Rhodesia to-day, after only twenty }'ears of partial

contact with white civilisation and commerce, it is fast becoming
but a feature of the hoary apst._

Again, decadence anil devolution in arts and industries are

ec|ually manifest, and the processes of such decay were operating

many centuries ago. The intrinsic native culture, sucl- as it was,

had commenced to die long prior to Dr. Maciver's hazarded
period of its evolution. To-day, commerce is giving it its final

coup dc grace. Cotton-weaving has gone. Iron-working has

gone, on the arrival of garden hoes made in Rirmingham. The
pottery industry has gone now that cheap hollowware, made in

Germany, has made its appearance. Cheap Kafir stores have
completed the natin-al decadence of the Rantu. in religion, arts,

and industries. Tn short. South African ethnography provides

not the slightest evidence of any evolution on the i)art of the

altogether unaided liantu rising to the le\'el of tlie Zimbabwe-
culture.

{ c) Had there been no preceding rock-mining operatii^ns c^n

this area there could have been no resultant buildings, or any

other phase of the Zimbabwe-culture. There would have ]:)een

no Ziml)abwe Temple had it not been for the antecedent rock

mines.

I have purjiosely left the crux of this argument until the

second and concluding j^art of this paper

We need not here discuss the Zimbabwe Temple, but. old

and ancient as is the Temple, undoubtedly of pre-Koranic intro-

duction, the Temple in its turn is but a later, a far later, resultant

phase of the antecedent exploitation for gold from our rock
mines which in expert mining opinion was commenced in these
regions in ancient times—ancient in the very fullest sense of the
term. The actual date of the erection of the Temple no more

—

and most probably still les.s—determines the date of the com-
mencement of the Asiatic intrusion for gold than does last year's

date of the erection of the Cape Town Cathedral determine the

advent some centuries ago of the first Europeans in Cape Colonv.
Any attempt, therefore, to solve the problem of the origin of

the Zimbabwe-culture on archseological grounds, as Dr ATaciver
attempted to do, must inevitably fail.
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Zimbabwe is not Rhodesia's most ancient monument by
many centuries. Such a statement, when first put forward some
twelve years ago, was at best but a reasonable conjecture on the
balance of probabilities. To-day we occupy far surer ground,
for we now know on positive irrefutable evidences that when the
earliest exploitations of the gold from our rock mines took place,

and when Zimbabwe was not standing, the Bantu races had not

arrived south of tlie Zambesi on to the rock mine area. Bantu
labourers no doubt assisted to l)uild Zimbabwe Temple as

labourers, and as lal^ourers oul}-. but under whose direction, and
whose influence, and for whose purpose? The Temple, with

its special arrangement and symbols of worsh'p, so completely

foreign to anything suggested by the study of the negroid from
the time of I'tolemy to the present day, was not the outcome of

any natural inspiration of the unaided Bantu then freshly arrived

from northern regions.

The only aboriginal negroid on this area prior to the Bantu
was the lUishman, who of a suret\- never extracted 150 million

pounds sterling w(_)rth of gold from our rock mines. The
Hottentots were never here.

[t will l)e remembered that in 1894, four years after the

C)ccupation of Alashonaland, and only one year after the Occu-
pation of -Matebeleland, Mr. John Hays Hammond, a consulting

mining engineer, experienced in mining, ancient and inodern, in

all ]:)arts of the world, and also consulting engineer to tlie Char-
tered Com])any, reported, when less than a quarter of our present

gold-mining areas had been discovered, as follows:

—

1

.

Tliat manv of the rock mines in this country were
undi uibtedly ancient.

2. That the oldest rock mines showed by far the greatest

skill in mining, and were the largest and deepest.

3. That there liad been periods in mining, marked hx lapses

and sudden cessations in operations, each successive period

.showing a falling off in skill, in depth reached, in nature of the

rock worked, and in extent of reef extracted.

_[. That the skill in mining displayed on the oldest mines was
beyond the ca])acitv of an}- negroid or Bantu people to evolve or

carrv on, and was exactly paralleled in ancient mines in Asia. ,

5. That from the oldest mines not onh' had many scores of

millions of pounds worth in modern value of gold been ex-

tracted, but the gold so won had been exported from the countrv

and never used locally.

(k That Bantu people had for some centuries back down to

relativelv recent times mined not for gold but for iron and copper

only ; but this was confined to outcrops of reefs and shallow

scratchings on the surface, and showed a most crude, careless

method of securing and treating the ores.

This re])ort was published in 1896, when less than a quarter

of our ]:)resent gold areas, and far less than a quarter of our
ancient workings, had been discovered.
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In 1897, Air. Telford Edwards, another consulting mining

engineer of high repute, confirmed .Mr. Hammond's findings,

and. moreover, estimated that, from the number, size, length and
depth, and the value> of the ores extracted, the ancient workings

had produced, on a 50 per cent, reduced estimate of ores owing
to the absence of modern reduction plant, gold to the present

value of anything between y^ millions and 150 millions of pounds
sterling, all of which quantity had been exported out of the

country.

But since those earl\ days additional ancient workings, some
of immense size, have been discovered every month, and others

are constantly being come upon. Out of the 129,000 mining

claims registered and current for 19 10, at least eleven-twelfths

of the blocks are pegged on the sites of pre-historic workings.

Mr. Telford Edwards was the first authority to claim that

there were ancient gold mines in Rhodesia centuries older than

the Zimbabwe Tem]:)le and its associated type of buildings

throughout the country, a claim which is supported 1)_\' a great

numljer of authorities conversant with both rock mines and
ruins, and so obvious and overwhelming are the evidences point-

ing to this conclusion that the claim is impossible of disproof.

In my " Pre-Historic Rhodesia," three years ago, I gave the

names of fullv two score of consulting mining engineers in

Rhodesia, who, on their own ]:)ro])erties. and on their own inde-

pendent evidences and ex])eriences. amph' confirmed the re])orts

of Air. John Hays Hammond and Mr. Telford Edwards.
In 1906 Air. Rhodes collected from our mining engineers

descri]:)tions of the pre-historic gold workings, with plans, sec-

tions, assay values of ores extracted, and methods of mining
employed. This collection he took to Europe and laid it before

the highest known and accepted authorities on ancient mining in

other countries, and he was informed that the oldest and finest

rock mines -in Rhodesia were undoubtedly of Asiatic origin, but

that later negroids were responsible for the later and cruder
shallow workings and outcrop scratchings.

Five years ago Professor Gregory, of Glasgow, examined
some of our rock mines and rci)orted the oldest to the British

Association as being unmi-^takaljly ancient and the work of other

people than the Bantu, while the later workings he considered

to be those of local negroids.

A short while ago. Air. H. A. Piper, the consulting engineer
of the Gonsolidated Goldfields of South Africa, and of the Globe
and Phiienix Aline, who for the past sixteen years has been
engaged in examining and reporting on mining i:)roperties in

Rhodesia, told me wdthout the slightest hesitation :

" I thoroughly
agree with every word you have written on this question."

The Globe and Phoenix Aline, says Air. Piper, alone con-
tributed over a quarter of a million pounds' worth of gold to the

pre-hist(^ric miners, and this estimate, he adds, makes most
liberal allowances for crude methods of working, and the absence
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of reduction plant and cyanide process, and modern times treat-

ment. But the Globe and Phoenix is only (me of hundreds of
properties which have been, or still are being operated upon, on
which are extensive ]M'e-historic wcjrkings.

It is toying with the problem to suggest, as does the author
of ' AledicCval Rhodesia," that this inconceivably vast amount of
gold was mined for and exported between the eleventh and
seventeenth centuries of this era. Historic record of these gold

regions, commencing with Massoude, Alburuni, and VA Ward;
in the tenth century, Edrisi, Ibn Sayd, El llakoni and Abd-el-

Rassai in the twelfth century, all describe our natives as bar-

barians, and as ignorant of the real value of gold, to which they

preferred iron and brass, as obtaining what gold dust thev traded

by washing sand in river-beds, which gold we are told they

bartered for brass, glass beads, and cocoa-nuts.

Be it also remembered, that the liartering with natives for

gold dust obtained by washing river sand, as recorded bv Arabian,

Persian, and Portuguese historians of this country, commencing
at the end of the ninth century and continuing imtil the eighteenth

century, be the amount great or small—and the historians w^ere

disgusted with its paltry amount—does not explain or account for

a single pennyweight or grain of the many sccm'cs of millions of

potmds" value of gold once extracted from the lock mines of

Rhodesia. Moreover, the medi?eval chroniclers have not a single

word to say of the rock mines, save that they were " ancient,"
" most ancient," that they were so old that they w^ere the mines

from which the gold of Solomon was obtained, that in their time

they riever yielded a single grain of gold, and that the natives

possessed nc shred of tradition as to who had worked in them.

But there is another important aspect of our pre-historic

rock-mining remaining to be considered. The mining papers, on

technical mining grounds, emphatically dissented from Dr.

ATaciver's hazarded conjecture as to the period of Rhodesia's

pre-historic gold output. But on other grounds, in which finance

journals also joined issue with Dr. ^Taciver, was the objection

raised. When was all this vast amount of gold bullion placed on
the gold market of the world? Not, they contended, within the

last 1.500 or 2,000 years. T am not now speaking of gold from
surface scratchings or river-bed sand of the decadent period.

Gold was not then a world-wide currency as it is to-day. It

could only have been so placed, without disturbing standard

values, had its imi:)ort into Asia covered centuries of time. This

is exactly paralleled by our local evidences. The histories of

ancient We.stern Asia are only now being opened ; most of them
are still closed volumes. What they may have to say as to

Rhodesia's ancient gold output cannot at present be conjectured.

But just as Professor Sayce. Professor Ramsay, and Dr. Keane.
three of the greatest scholars of Biblical antiquities, have in-

formed me that Arab and Indian records yet unexamined may,
and probably will, throw considerable additional light on the
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plan, conical tower, stone birds, resetted cylinder, plialli, and
other religious symbols found at Zimbabwe, so may Arab,
Persian, and Indian records, when examined, most probably

throw additional light on Rhodesia's ancient gold industry.

But an important feature accentuated to-day, fai more so

than in the Hammond, Edwards, and Rhodes times, is that ou!

oldest rock mines parallel in probable period of antiquity, in

mining methods adopted, and in degree of skill in mining, the

undoubted ancient gold mines in India, especially those in

Northern Mysore. Alining engineers who are acquainted with

the mines in both countries point without hesitation to the

community in origin of ])oth. In very recently published articles

this has been made a])])arent. A f^riina facie case for the con-

sideration of such a community of origin has been established.

Now let me briefly revert to the Bantu who have occupied

this area. According to the conjectured datings of the arrival of

the P)antu south of the Zambesi, of several authorities, and
taking from them a mean dating, we find that the oldest of the

rock mines in the country had been worked long centuries prior

to the descent of the liantu hordes south of the Zambesi. Our
oldest mines are ])rior to this invasion, and (HU- decadent mines

and the present Zimbabwe Temple are just subsequent to it.

The arrival of the Bantu appears to have brought about a com-
plete cessation of tlie more skilled rock-mining, which assuredly

about that period met with some sudden catastrophe. The
presence of the Bushmen, who up to that time had been the

exclusive occupiers of this area, would have proved no hindrance,

to the taking of the gold. It certainly was not l^artered for ])ut

simply exploited, fetched, and taken out of the country without

let or prevention from any quarter.

The strong i)robability is that South Arabians of the ancient
kingdom of Saba, referred t(^ so frequently in Ploly Writ as so

rich in gold that they purveyed it to the Phoenicians, who were
the trading intermediaries between \\'estern Asia and Eastern
Europe, which peojile of Saba then enjoyed the monopoly in

navigation and trade in the Indian Ocean and its coasts, taking
the treasures of all its countries to their emporium of Ophir in

South Arabia, were the people who exploited our gold reefs, and
that they employed Indian labour to work the mires

The connection which, in some remote times, both Euroi)ean
and South African anthropologists, ethnologists, and philologists

strongly afifirm to have once existed between Bantu, Semite, and
Indian, would find a solution in this hypothesis, as also a reason-
ble explanation of the blurred form of the foreign culture dis-

played at Zimbabwe, i.e., in the mixed merlia by whxh the culture
was originally imported, tran.slated, and dis])layed.

But the importance of ])ursuing researches into Aral)ian,
Persian and Indian records has so far not been fully recognised.
Mr. Rhodes sent Mr. Wilmot to Rome, and Dr. Theal to Europe
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to prosecute researches as to the mediaeval and relatively modern
history of this country. Had Air. Rhodes been living the ancient

records of Western Asia, so far as the Rhodesian activities were
concerned, would ere now have ceased to be a sealed volume.
This is a special work which onl}- advanced classical scholars and
recognised antiquarians with full knowledge of the East, and of

strict impartiality, could undertake. Let us all hope the Beit or

Rhodes Trustees may soon act on this friendly hint.

The probable connection of India with this country is a most
fascinating ]:)hase for consideration. The Indian maj) of northern

Zambesia, dating from the time of the Purans of the ancient

Hindoos, discovered and republished by Captain Speke, is ex-

ceedingly valuable, seeing it gives Indian names of far inland

typographical features of South-East Africa extending to

15° Lat. S., that is, southwards of the northern bend of the

Zambesi River.

Again, we have Hmnboldt's account of the Cape of Good
Hope, whicli was well known to Indian navigators as Cape Diab,
" the two waters," two centuries prior to its rediscovery by Diaz

in 1486.

And further, we liave Alassoude's accoimt (gi5 a.d. ) of

the trade in gold between Sofala ( Rhodesia's ancient seaport)

and India, which, with the export of Rhodesian ivory to China,

was a commerce which had Nourished for centuries even before

his time.

Livingstone, Cha])m;in, llurton. Kirk, and all authorities on
Zambesia down to the present day have called attention to the

great number of plants, fruits, and trees of Indian habitat to be

found together on our gold mines area. These are, of course,

not indigenous to this country. We have the now wild Tonge
niaiu/a. a cotton of Indian origin, not the Tongc cadja, which is

intligenous ; also a liean, cajainis Indiciis. known in India as the

Doll I'lant ; also tlie Indian fig now grown wild; also a tree,

iiiatiii'i, found elsewhere only in Inditi ; and also the MaJwhohobo,
which lias its habitat only in Southern India and Alalayia. Here,
this tree is only found on the area of the pre-historic rock mines,

but the vast extent of country its forests now cover demonstrate
that it arrived in some exceedingly remote times, and. being an
Indian fruit tree, it was in all probability introduced by Indians.

Massoude, our earliest historian, in describing his voyage to

China, which he took in the last decade of the ninth century,
mentions the number of Arab colonies on all the eastern and
southern Asian coasts, and he goes on to say that side by side
with each such colony were large affiliated colonies of IncHans.

Arabs and Indians, the Indians always occu])ying subsidiary
positions, have from time immemorial been associated in their
settlements, commerce and labour, at all East African and South-
East African ports from Cape Cardafui to Zanzibar, and from
Zanzibar to Mozambique and Sofala.
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I liave advanced the arguments and evidences given in this

paper with a hirge amount of confidence which I tlioroughly

believe to have ample warrant and justification. The Khami
Ruins at lUilawayo afford ocular demonstration in their walls of

any archaeological argument 1 have here employed. One can

visit from that centre innumerable pre-historic buildings and rock

mines. There we are in the mediaeval country of Mo-Karanga
w^ith its almost one thousand years of written liistory. The
direct representatives of the nation and dynasty of the old

Mmui-nni-tapas, the Karanga, are at this very moment busily

working in stores and offices close at hand. To my confidence in

the hypothesis which I have had the honour to advocate, must be

added the great satisfaction that the recent controversy has but

served to place the work of the late ^Ir. Theodore Bent in

Mashonaland upon a still firmer and prouder pedestal.

A diagram illustrating the order of events in Pre-historic

and Historic Rhodesia, and showing the relative periods of the

Introduction. Display, and Decadence of the Zimbabwe-culture
was laid before the meeting of the South African Association

for the Advancement of Science at Bulawayo. and its purport

may be stated as follows :—
Exclusive occupation of gold mines area by aboriginal Bush-

men from some indefinite time until the arrival of Asiatics who
mined for gold with Indian labour. These operations were con-

tinued for centuries, the gold being exported to Asia. Arrival

of the Bantu on this area about 300 to 400 a.d., or a little later.

Erection of Zimbabwe Temple and Tower at an indefinite time

between 300 a.d. and 613 a.d., on a site which had been occupied
^ by the Asiatic miners for a prolonged period earlier. Cessation
of Asiatic influence, and sudden catastrophe putting an end to

old form of rock mining. The Zimbabwe ceremonial falls into

desuetude. Earliest decadent type of buildings erected, also

crude mining for copper and iron in practice. Subsequent
squatters at Ziml)abwe and at other ruins of the oldest Zimbabwe
type. The established trade in Rhodesian gold, obtained from
river-beds, and exported to India, and its ivory exported to

China (Massoude .915 a.d.;. Erection of Matebeleland Ruins
rivhami. Dhlo-dhlo, etc.) about 900 a.d. River sand washing for

gold general, also working on outcrops for iron and copper ores.

The Bushmen practically exterminated. Arrival of Zarde Arabs.

Inyanga, horticultural terraces, aqueducts, and labour shelter pits

made and used, and the vine introduced from the Persian Gulf.

Arrival of Magadoxo Arabs early in eleventh century at Sofala.

Zimbabwe reputed to be " very ancient " and in ruins, the natives

having no tradition as to its erection or original occupiers. In

1 3 14, the Persians from Kilwa usurped the trade of the Arabs on
the Sofala coast. Portuguese arrived and settled at Sofala, 1485.

In 1560 all buildings said to be "ancient" and "most ancient."

also the rock mines. Portuguese influence in Zambesia In'oken

in 1760.



HELIOCEXTRIC PLACES OF THE PLANET JUPITER.

By Robert T. A. Ixnes, F.R.A.S.

ATons. A. Gaillot of the Paris Observatory has called my
attention to the fact that the comparison between the heliocen-

tric places of the planet Jupiter derived from the Nautical

Almanac and the Connaissancc dcs Temps given in my paper on

Lc I
^err lev's Theory of the Motions of Jupiter and Saturn* is

not exact. He points out that the heliocentric places furnished

by the Connalssance des Temfs are corrected for nutation, whilst

those of the Xautlcal .llmanac are not. and that if we compare
the right ascensions there will be a better accordance. Mons.
Gaillot further states that, about the dates I have used, Le
\'"errier's Tables represent the motion of Jupiter as well if not

better tlian those of Hill, but that this is accidental, and in a

general manner comparison is more favourable to Hill's Tables.

I have therefore revised my little table and somewhat extended

it. The places from the Connalssance des Temps have been

brought to Greenwich Noon by multiplying the daily motion

bv -L 0.00649 (
— 9m. 20.9s. of E.Long.), and the *' Obs." are

the Xautlcal Almanac places corrected by photographic results

obtained at the Greenwich Observatory and published year by

year in the ^lonthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society.
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A CONTRIBUTION TO OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE
REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS OF THE NUDI-

BRANCHIATA.

By Thomas Frederick Dreyeu, li.A., Ph.D.

This ipaper is the result of work done preparatory to my
former thesis (1) on the Nudibratichs ; it has l:)een written up

in South Africa, and it is therefore impossible to give a good

resume of the recent literature. Its incompleteness is due to a

lack of opportunity to work owing to my constant movnig about in

pursuance of my official duties. Only one species, Dofo fragilis.

have I been able to work up in detail ; the others 1 shall describe

briefly, diagrammatically.

DoTO Fragilis.

Named specimens were obtained from the Board of Fisheries.

Plymouth.

The relative sizes and positions of the various organs can,

of course, be much better demonstrated by means of dissections,

and for such information I can refer to Alder and Hancock (2),

Fig. 15, Fam. 3, PI. 4. These authors do not, however, label the

viarious parts either fully or correctly; e.g., wliat is really the

hermaphrodite gland they take to be the same structure as that

which they call " ovarium " in the genus Eolis. Pelseneer (3)
ocrrected this error, but incorrectly generalises, for his group of
" Elysiens

"'—to which both Doto and Eolis belong—that every

acinus contains ova in one half and spermatozoa in the other.

Trinchese (4) (for .Janu.<i cri.<;tat\ts) . and Bergh (5) for Ri.z,zolia,

PI. I, Fig. 9, Treveiyana, PI. 4, Fig. 10, etc.), have described the
structure of hermaphrodite glands as I find it in Doto fragilis.

Bruel (6) has shown in the case of CaliphyUa lueditcrranea

(also an Elysicn) thdt each acinus is, in its young stage, lined

by intermixed egg-mothercells and sperm-mothercells ; that the

spermatozoa begin to ripen first, and that the ova, as they in-

crease in size, are forced in between the epithelium of the acinus
and the basal-cells of the spermatids ; that each old acinus has
thus a peripheral layer of ova and a central mass of spermatids
and spermatozoa.

In Doto fragilis the hermaphrodite gland is divided into a

large number of units, each composed of a central chamber
for the production of spermatozoa and a number of much smaller
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round chambers opening into the former ; the smaller, peri-

pheral chambers produce the ova. That the conditions are as

above, and not so that both spermatozoa and ova are produced in

the small chambers, and that the earlier developed spermatozoa are

then stored in the central chamber, is proved by the fact that in the

central chamber there are spermotozoa in all stages of develop-

ment, as in the peripheral chambers there are ova in all stages. If

we suppose that such an acinus as Caliphylla possesses were to be-

Fig. I.

come Jiiodified so that the egg-production became localised at

certain points in its wall, and that, later on, these points grew

outwards to form sacs, opening into the old acinus, we readily

see that the whole " unit " or grappus (central male chamber
plus peripheral female chambers) of Doto- must be homologous

with a single acinus of Caliphylla.

The hermaphrodite gland stretches from the region of the

auricles of the heart back to the hinder end of the hsemocoel ; the
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posterior artery, by means of numerous fine branches, supplies

it with blood, which drains off it into the hgemocoel. The enerva-

tion is pedal. (See my former thesis).

The peripheral sacs—ovaria—open, as mentioned above,

into the central chambers, out of which runs a minute branch of

the hermaphrodite duct ; these branches run forwards in the

centre of the reproductive mass, gradually joining up as they

do so. Forwards the reproductive mass takes up less and less

space until, in the region just below the auricles, there is only

a broad, flat strip of reproductive tissue, with the branches of

the hermaphrodite duct lying on its median-ventral surface;

between this point and a jboint just below the ventricle the herma-
phrodite duct has eight or nine branches, which are attached

to the ventral wall of the pericardium. Below the ventricle

the ducts all join, and the single hermaphrodite duct, so formed,

at once bends downwards and to the right, after which it runs

backwards along the upper, inner side of the receptaculum

seminis ; furthei back it lies along the upper, inner edge of the

am]iulla. into which it opens later on.

The ampulla is a large, elongated, thin-walled reservoir for

spermatozoa ; it lies on the right side of the body, ends blindly

posteriorly, whereas, anteriorly, it is continued into the ascend-

ing part of the hermaphrodite duct. This last is a thin, ciliated

tube which divides, far forwards, into two parts : the one part

opens into the prostatic portion of the vas deferens, wdiile the

other opens into the oviduct by means of a small aperture, situated

on a funnel-shaped papilla pointing backwards into the oviduct.

One can only guess at the possible function of this curious ciliated

funnel ; it mav perhaps serve to suck back into the vas deferens

any spermatozoa which may have entered the oviduct with the

ova, and so help to prevent possible self-fertilization.

The thin-walled narrow vas deferens only runs forward a

short distance ; at the anterior end of the pericardium it opens

into the prostata, a very much coiled tube with a large lumen,

lined throughout with cylindrical, non-ciliated secretory cells. It

is this organ which Alder and Hancock (2) [Fam. 3, PI. 4 c]

label '
testicle.' The inner lining of that portion of the prostata

nearest the vas deferens is raised into longitudinal folds.

The ductus ejaculatorius is a thin, much-coiled tube, lined

bv small, cubical, non-ciliated cells.

The penis is a stout, sharply-pointed, very muscular organ,

which, in its retracted state, lies in a large chamber lined by the

same kind of epithelium as that which covers the body. It is

attached to the anterior, inner, dorsal wall of this chamber, and

points backwards and outwards.

The oviduct is a wide tube lined with cubical, ciliated cells
;

from the hermaphrodite duct, it first runs backwards, then bends
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forwards and opens in a very large, indefinitely shaped sac with

nmnerous outgrowths. Here, I take it, fertilisation is provided
for. The fertilising chamber opens to the exterior by means of
a wide tube.

The receptaculum seminis is a large, thin-walled sac opening
into the vagina by means of a long, fairly wide tube. The slime

gland also enters the vagina. I'>ruel (6), in the case of Cali-

phylla, is of opinion that the fertilized eggs pass through the slime

gland—that there is a dennite path in this organ for the eggs.

I have carefull}- reconstructed this organ in Data, and it does

Fig. 2.

not seem probable that the eggs enter the slime gland ; at least,

there is no special path provided for them.* The lobes

are so intertwisted and branched that I give a separate

diagram of a reconstruction. The cells and the lobes of the

slime gland are of the typical cylindrical type, whereas those

of the two reservoirs into v.hich the secretion is poured are

flat. The ventral reservoir only has one, unbranched, secretory

lobe attached to it, and may perhaps be the albumen gland

[Eiweissdruse ; Bruel (6), p. 49.] The dorsal reservoir has

numerous lobes opening irto it.

* See Bcrghia, p. 347.
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The course of the reproductive process may be supposed

to be as follows : The spermatozoa mature before the ova, and
gradually collect in the ampulla ; during copulation this mass of

spermatozoa is transferred to the receptaculum seminis of the

other copulating Doto. From the receptaculum the spermatozoa

wander into the fertilizing chamber, and there meet the ova which

have matured in the meantime ; this migration of the spermatozoa

will be found fully discussed by Brueil (6), and, although it is

questionable whether such a migration takes places in all Nudi-

Fig. 3-

branchs, the structure of the genitalia of Doto makes it seem very

probable for this animal. After fertilization, the eggs are passed

out, receiving a coating of slime as they pass the openings of

the sluice reservoirs.

Other Genera.

Other genera studied were :

—

Tritonia pichcia and Cory-

phella rnfibranchiaUs (specimens, named from the Board of

Fisheries, Plymouth) ; Calma cavolinii and Rizsolia pcrcgrina

(determined by myself at the Aquarium, Naples) ; Bcrghui sp.

(from Dr. Ludwig Bruel, Halle-am-Saale).
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Of these animals the Calma and the Coryphclla have repro-

ductive organs very similar to those of Doto fragilis.

The Coryphclla differs only in having a very large, muscular
penis, with no definite shape, and in having no ductus ejacula-

torius ; the fertilising chamber is small and more or less round.

The Calma has a penis similar to that of Doto, but the

prostata is present simply as a thickening of the walls of the

penis-chamber at the base of the penis itself; there is no ductus

ejaculatorius. The fertilising chamber is a small roundish sac

opening into the albumen gland, so that the fertilised eggs have
to pass through a portion of that gland on their way to the

Fig. 4.

exterior. The albumen and slime glands are not supplied with

reservoirs as in Doto.

It is not quite clear that the various sacs which I have called

receptacula seminis do not at the same time act as bursse. The
anatomical structure of the organs in the case of Doto makes it

quite possible that this could be so; even in Calma the receptacu-

lum may at the same time be the bursa copulatrix, although the

absence of a long ductus ejaculatorius makes it somewhat im-

])robable. In the case of Coryphclla it seems impossible that the

thick, muscular penis, with no ductus ejaculatorius, could be intro-

duced into the receptaculum through the long, thin tube leading

into the latter.
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Ill Riz::olia pcrcgrina the reproductive organs are very

different to those of the other Eohdid?e studied ; even Tritonia

has organs more nearly approaching in structure those of Cahna

and Coryphclla. The most striking modification is that there

is no fertihzing chamber, and that the oviduct comes out of

the prostata, s« that the ova have apparently to pass through a

portion of this organ on their way to the anterior. The herma-

phrodite duct, almost as soon as it leaves the ampulla, swells into

a gland having the structure typical to the prostata, only later on

is the oviduct given off. At the apex of the blunt evertible

penis is situated another gland in the form of a number of pear-

Fig- 5-

shaped glands opening into a circular chamber with a small

aperture to the exterior. A feature of the structure of Rizsolia's

organs is the absence of long ducts connecting the various reser-

voirs, glands, etc. The ampulla, as already mentioned, is quite

closely connected to the prostata ; the latter in turn runs right

up to the penis ; the oviduct is very short, and the receptaculum

seminis opens directly into the vagina. That the organs were
mature was proved by the fact that the short, broad oviduct,

serving as a fertilizing chamber, was full of spermatozoa.

In Bcrghia the reproductive organs are similar to those of

Ri.c.':;ol!a. The oviduct is fairly thin and long, and is filled with
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Spermatozoa and prostatic secretion, from which it seems Hke^y

that the prostata has some influence on the migration of the

spermatozoa [see Bruel (6)] ; at any rate it is a fact that the

prostatic secretion can mostly be found in at least the first part

of the oviduct. In Doto fragilis the secretion was found round

the opening of the " funnel " into the oviduct. Notice that in

Bcrghia the oviduct opens into the duct between the recejitaculum

and the vagina. The prostata is a thick, much-coiled tube ; there

is no ductus ejaculatorius, and the penis is simply a thickening

of the walls of the male aperture. There are two separate glands

attached to the uteru§ ; the smaller one (the albumen gland) does

not stain very deeply, and has not such a high epithelium as the

second (the slime gland) ; this latter is very voluminous, and
is divided into a secretory part and a reservoir which has the

form of a tube folded on itself. The two tubes run back on each

other from the female opening till past the hindiuost ends of

their secretorv lobes, and are in open connection with each other

for the wdiole distance.* We have thus a condition similar to

that described by Bruel (6) for Caliphylla mcditcrronca, and it is

probable that in Bcrghia the eggs pass through the reservoirs

of the slime gland on their way to the exterior.

Tritonia picbcia agrees with Cabna and Dato in having a welb

formed, pointed penis, but differs from them and resembles

Rhcolia and Bcrghia in having no fertilizing chamber; a very

broad part of the oviduct no doubt j^erforms the function of such

an organ. The oviduct is very long and coiled, and opens into

the anterior end of the albumen gland, through a portion of

which the eggs have apparently to pass. The prostata is a very

compact, oval organ, and there is a long, coiled ductus ejacula-

torius.

The species studied belong to thi-ee families, of which the

Tritoniad?e is generally considered to be the most primitive, the

Eolididae intermediate, and the Dotonidse the most highly de-

veloped. In all three families the structure of the reproductive

organs is very similar, although such a condition could not have

been expected, judging by the structural dift'erences in the ex-

ternal genital organs. We have in each family a species ( Tri-

tonia picbcia, Caliiia Cavolinii, Dot-o fragalis) with a sharply-

pointed penis ; we have, in the Eolididse, a species with a pointed

penis and others with blunt organs; but this difference does not

coincide with any modification of the female organs. True,

Caliita Carolina and Doto fragilis combine a pointed penis with

a fertilizing chamber, but then Tritonia picbcia has a pointed penis

and no such chamber, while Coryphclla riifibranchialis has such

a chamber with a blunt penis. We would at least ex])ect to find

* The dorsal reservoir has no secretory lobes opening into it directly.

These lobes lie mostly on the riglit side (penis side) of the animal, and
open into the ventral reservoir far forwards ori the left side
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a blunt i^enis, with no ductus ejaculatorius, in combination with

a short, broad entrace to the receptacukun seminis. Bcrghia and

CoryphcUa have such male organs in combination with long,

thin tubes leading to the receptaculum seminis. These con-

siderations make it probable that, in copulation, the penis is only

inserted into the vagina—not into any of the ducts leading from
the latter.

SUMMAKV.

Structural modifications of the reproductive organs make
it probable that there is a migration of spermatozoa from the

receptaculum seminis to the oviduct, along the course of which

there may be a chamber specially provided for the fertilization

of the ova ; the the prostatic secretion plays an important part

in the migration, that the penis, in many species, cannot be in-

serted into the receptaculum ; that the eggs, at least in Berghia,

pass through the slime gland on their way to the exterior. There
are constantly present : An ampulla along the course of the herma-
phrodite duct, a rece])taculum seminis, a large prostata, two
glands in connection with the vagina, an albumen gland, and a

slime gland. The penis may l)e pointed or simply a thickening

of the walls of the male opening; there may be a ductus ejacu-

latorius or not ; Rizzolia pcrcgrina has an additional gland open-
ing at tlic a]:)ex of the penis. There is no bursa copulatrix.
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EXPLANATION OF TEXT FIGURES.

Schematic representations of the reproductive organs of Doto fragilis
(,Fiy- I). Cahiia caz'oliiiii ( F""ig. 3). Bcri^hia (Fig. 4), Tritoma fylrbcia

(Fig. 5). Fig. 2 is a representation of the slime and albumen glands of
Doto fnii^ilis.

A Alale aperture; B, female aperture; C. entrance to slinie gland;
D. entrance to albumen gland ; E. prostata : F, oviduct : C'7. ampulla ; H.
reccptaculum seminis ; K. hermaphrodite duct; M, fertilising chamber;
A', ductus ejaculatorius ;

1', entrance of oviduct into albumen gland;
Z- penis.

Comets of I9II.—Tlie Cuuncil of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society, in its Report to the 92nd Annital Meeting of

the Society, states that the ohservations of three comets seen

in igio were prolonged into 1911. Of these. Halley's was
ol)served at Helwan up to ]\lay i8th. and at Yerkes, Lick,

and Flagstalt nntil the heginning of Jime. Metcalf's was fol-

lowed up to the beginning of May, and Faye's periodic comet

was seen at Algiers up to ^Nlarch, 191 1. The number of comets

discovered during the year, including the periodic comets whose

po-jtions could be indicated with more or less .
precision, is no

less than eight. Tn addition. Dr. Franz of Breslau announced

that on July 22nd he saw a nebulous object with a rapid motion,

which he believes must have been a comet near the earth. It

was of the seventh magnitude, increased three minutes in right

ascension during six minutes of time, and was never seen again.



THE SEDIMENTARY ROCKS OF THE RHODESIAX
PLATEAU.

Bv F. P. Mexnell. F.G.S.

Introductory.— If we confine the term " sedimentary " to

the normal deposits whicli have not assumed a metamorphic
character, the distribution of such rocks on the Rhodesian plateau

is very restricted. Most of the " high veld " is made up of

very ancient metamorphic rocks, into which are intruded

immense masses of granite, and in travelling about the country,

one is apt to get the idea that the sediments are even less im-

portant than is really the case, for they weather so readily

into loose sand that roads over them are very heavy, and they

are conseqiiently avoided as much as jiossible in road-making.

Nevertheless, these sedimentary rocks are of considerable

interest in themselves, and perhaps even more so for the light

they throw on structiu^al and physiographic problems

Characters, etc.—The sediments with which we propose to

deal in these brief notes belong to a single series almost entirely

made up of sandstones, but diversified by sheets or flows of

basic igneous rock. They have l)een aptly termed " Forest

Sandstones " by ]\Ir. A. J. C. Molyneux, who first described

them in any detail, and the name of " Zambezi Series " inde-

pendently suggested by myself may therefore be dropped. So
distinctive are the characters of the sandstone areas, that the

natives of Matabeleland give them the special name of " (iusu
"

(locative, e-Guswini), which is never applied to any other cla^^s

of country. Their principal features are the light-coloured

sandy soil, and the abundant covering of trees, usually of good
size for Rhodesia, and often sufficiently close to merit the name
of forest. The underlying rocks are seldom exposed, except on
the slopes of basalt-capped hills or in the rare artificial, excava-

tions. In fact, even loose stones are entirely absent over large

areas where the basalts do not occur. These latter conform to

the bedding, or rather what is ]:)resumed to be the bedding, of

the sandstones, and as they are very resistant to weathering

compared with the sediments, they usually form the cappings

of table-topped hills with sharp marginal slopes. Taba-z-Induna.

near Bulawayo. is an excellent example on a small scale. The
sandstones generally seem to be separable into a white lower

and a red upper division, but the exposures are so few that it is

difficult to be certain that this is of universal application.

It is seldom, by the way, tliat more than one sheet of

basalt is seen. The lower white sandstones are entirelv

devoid of bedding planes, and often exhibit a kind of

spheroidal jointing. They are extremely fine-grained, and the

grains are foimd under the microscope to be so well rounded
that they must be regarded as wind-worn. The cement is

generally chalcedonic silica or even opal (Taba-z-Tndima). The
red sandstones are somewhat coarser in grain, and are distinctly

bedded, and infleed often flaggy. The cement i*^ chiefly iron
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oxide. Paler pinkish to brownish beds also occur, and are

sometimes markedly false bedded {e.g., Forest Vale). The
bedding is generally almost horizontal, and dips of over 5° are

very rare, though at Pasipas, twelve miles north of Biilawayo.

they are locally much steq^^r. The direction of dip is nearl}-

always northerly, showing that the Zambezi occupies a synclinal

fold. There are. it may be remarked, no extensions of the beds

which occur in the Limpopo basin on to the plateau, and it is

also noteworthy that even those of the Zambezi basin onlx

stretch on to the plateau in Matabeleland, except at one point

in the Charter district, which belongs physiographically to that

])rovince rather than to ]\Iashonaland. In age these rocks are

evidently younger than the coal-bearing series which is ex-

posed by denudation to the north of the, area we are considering

They are. in fact, probably equivalent to ])art of the Stormberg

beds of the Cape and Xatal, and to the Bushveld sandstones of

the Transvaal, that is to say, they may belong to the Jurassic

period, though at one time I was inclined to rank them as

possibly of Tertiary age, owing largely to the freshness of the

associated volcanic rocks. The thickness of the series is diflfi-

cult to estimate, as they are nowhere exposed in their normal
relations with beds overlying or succeeding them in true

stratigraphical sequence. Tt cannot, however, be many hundreds
of feet, apart from the intercalated volcanics, which must often

be much thicker than the whole of the associated sediments.

N'oLCANic Rocks.—The volcanic rocks to which we have
referred occur either as isolated flows or sheets among the sand-

stones, which is the common mode in our area, or else as vast

accumulations of unknown thickness, as in the \^ictoria Falls

region. Though basic, they are generally fine-grained and free

from olivine, being made up of labradorite laths and grains of

augite. Glomeroporphyritic aggregates ( or composite pheno-

crysts) of felspar or felspar and augite are characteristic. In

most of the occurrences of the plateau there is an extraordinary

uniformity in ty]:)e. There is. however, an occurrence of augite

andesite near the Insese River. Whether w^e are always dealing

with lava-flows is somewhat uncertain. The rocks within a

radius of forty miles from Bulawayo are seldom more than

slightly vesicular, though further ofif there are cimte scoriaceous

types, which are obviously lava ( i.e., near the Gwai-Khami
jtmction). Under these rocks, moreover, there may often be
seen an induration of the sandstones (e.g., Taba-z-Indima
Esipungwene, etc.). This is not more than a few inches, or at

most a foot from the junction, though it is sometime? enough
to give rise to a prominent ledge on the hill slopes, and in one
case (Umfazumiti) has apparently been instrumental in preserv-
ing a flat top to the hill after the removal by denudation of the
basalt. When iX. is considered that the cement of the sand-
stone afl^ected was usually opal, there is removed the principal
reason we might otherwise have for regarding tlie alteration
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as a sign of intrusion. There is no evidence anywhere of trans-
gression across the bedding of the sandstones^ and it accord-
ingly seems probal)le that even the non-vesicular Ijasic rocks are
true lava flows. Deposits of laterite often result from alteration
of thj lavas. They are usually highly ferruginous, and seem
rarely to contain any considerable amount of alumina.

DiSTRii'.UTiox.—The various tracts of " Gusu " on the
plateau are nearly always situated on the elevations forming
the watersheds between the main streams, and at onlv one
point, namely, near the Leopard road on the Vungu River, do
1 know of an instance in wdiich an important watercourse is

crossed, until one enters the country to the north, where no
other rocks are exposed. This feature is well brought out by
mapping, as will be seen from an inspection of the ma.p on
page T,^2. On crossing such a river as the Bembezi or Shan-
gani, the Forest Sandstone areas present the appearance of long.
heavily wo(xled ridges with i^erfectly flat tops. At a distance
they have a dece])tive aspect of steepness, but the slopes are
usually so gentle that it is difficult in travelling to tell whether
one is going up or down. There are several small outliers near
Bulawayo, of which the largest is marked by the conspicuou.^
basalt-capped hill of Taba-z-Induna. twelve miles from the
town. Another is found north of Inyati Mission Station. The
Somabula Forest marks a typical long strip stretching along
the (Jwelo-Shangani Watershed right on to the apex of the
plateau south of the town of Gwelo. Its southern extremity
is marked by a series of gravels and sands whose relation

to the more typical forest sandstones is uncertain, though thev
are unquestionably younger. From them has. been extracted
some quantity of diamonds and other gems.

Physioor.\phv.—We have alread}- remarked on how the
narrower tracts of Forest Sa-ndstone country are confined to the
watersheds between the larger streams which run towards the
Zambezi. This point, together with a consideration of the
levels, is sufficient to show that the metamorphic area oi the
])lateau represents the original plain of denudation on which the
sandstones were laid down. It has only begun to be dissected
by the present-day river .systems, a fact which accounts for the
want of striking features near Bulawayo and along the line of
railway which follows almost exactly the axis of the plateau right
through Matabeleland. Successions of vleis usually mark the
edges of the Sandstone tracts. It is very interesting to observe
that there are still certain pre-Forest Sandstone features to be
discerned. There is a dolerite dyke, which illustrates this point
well, which forms a long, rocky ridge by the Leopard road near
the Shangani River. This disappears under the sand on the
rising ground near the ATmgu, but emerges quite unexpectedly
as a ridge ju.st north of that river, together with the granite in

which it is intrusive. The Banded Ironstones show similar

features very ]:)rominently. Thus they protrude through the
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sand near Ilitje. south of Taba Aikenjwe. In many places on

the plateau there are great ranges of Banded Ironstone aiu. some-

times other rocks running straight across the mam stream^, which

have to pass through them in narrow and sometmies precipitous

gorges This puzzled me for a long time, and it only became

clear on realising that the streams must have originated prim-

to the denudation of the sandstones, which once filled all the

lower ground even when they formed only a thm cappmg on the

rid-es Their courses were determined by the general slope

before this covering was removed; hence their apparent dis-

cordance with what now seems a much more natural direction to

have taken As examples of the seemingly anomalous courses

taken mav be instanced the cutting through of the banded iron-

stone range bv the Bembezi at Taba Aikenjwe, the intersection

bv the Gwelo River of the big ridges of Ironstone below the

Do-AIe-Good Mine, and the steep and narrow poorts by whicli

the Kwekwe and Sebakwe Rivers pass through the high range

of grits and conglomerates ( Arch.-ean ) near their junction

Aluch travelling over the country has convinced riie that nearly

all the ridges of Banded Ironstone, which are such a prominent

feature of the schist areas, are probably of pre-Forest Sand-

stone origin, often, no doubt, with their features considerably

modified or accentuated by denudation of more recent date.

EUCRANGONYX ROBERTSI, METHUEN. A BLIND

Crustacean.- —A zoological discovery ot unusual mtei-es

has just been described and beautifully figured by the Hon Paul

\ Methu-n in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society toi

mil The animal concerned is a blind crustacean originally

found bv the members of the Pretoria Field ^naturalists Club m

the water at the bottom of a small cave at Irene, ^^^a^" ?
f
°
A^^

it was subsequentlv taken in the Makapan Caves. This htt e

hrTmp-like creature, now known as Eucrangonys rohertsi, i

essniallv a cave-dweller, and as suc^h is perhaps the most

typical instance actually known from South Africa; but its in-

terest to zoologists centres round its probable origm, for whilst

the cave crustaceans must have originally come from fresh-watei

akes or riv s ,,,eh lake or river forms, of these Gammands, ate

no longer to b^ found in Africa, though they are common enough

i^^? he more temperate parts of both Northern and Southern
"
emfspheres. Now the genus Eucrangonyx is also known from

well caves and lakes in Europe and North America, the Sou 1.

African species, according to Mr. Methuen, being most closeh

alliecui s?ructure to the species found in the well^ of Bohemia.

South Africa, by Paul A. Methuen.
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Tn most groups of animals such facts would perhaps imply that

the genus had gradually spread from some centre of origin, and
had differentiated into several species as it dispersed ; but in the

case of such a cavernicolous creature as Eitcrangonyx it is diffi-

cult to understand how dis]:)ersal could take place, excepting

tluMugli a contiinious s}'stem of subterranean passages. ^Nlr.

Metlnien thinks it probable that this is a case of convergent
e\"olution. and that, originally a normal fresh-water shrimp, it

has gradually acquired a likeness to the other species of Eucran-
(/ony.v, as it adopted the cavernicolous habit. To explain the

total disappearance of any descendant of the original gammarid
stock in our surface fresh-waters, he ]:)oints to the prevalence of
fresh-water crabs and prawns in South Africa, and it certainly

is a fact that the river crabs are most exclusive creatures, and
in many parts of the world prove more than a match for crayfish.

In this connection it would be interesting to know what is the
evideiice with regard to the antiquity of the fluviatile crabs and
other crustaceans in South Africa. Mr. Alethuen now states

that he has found another amphipod in the Transvaal : it does
not belong to the same family as the Encrangonyx Though we
are fairly well acquainted with the couimoner crustaceans of our
vleis and streams, these discoveries are enough to show that our
knowledge thereon is far from complete. It is especially desir-

able that the cave faunas throughout South Africa should be
thoroughly explored.

TRAXS.\CTrOXS OF SOCIETIES.

Geological Society of South Africa.—Monday, February 12th : Mr.
H. S. Harger, President, in the chair.

—
" Note on the nature and origin

of the Vredehoek tin deposits. Cape Town "
; E. H. Nellmapius. The

occurrence of primary tin is confined to rocks of the Mahneslniry series.

consisting of slates and hard quartzites, situated on the lower slopes ot

Devil's Peak, overlooking the city of Cape Town. The tin-bearing zone
is 27 feet wide, strikes approximately north and south, and a similar

deposit is being prospected on the other side of Table Valley. A very
pure cassiterite, reddish or light brown in colour, and sometimes trans-
lucent, occurs, in large well-formed crystals, in the veins consisting of
large interlocking white quartz grains. The vein quartz shows under the
microscope numerous liquid inclusions generally containing gas bubbles
The Malmesbury beds were partly shattered by eruptive action, and
rendered permeable to the residual waters of the granite, which is in

trusive'in the Malmesbury slates: as it is recognised that tin oxide can
be carried and deposited by aqueous solutions, even at ordinary tempera
tures, it_ seems probable that the mineralisation is due to deposition from
magmatic waters or from aqueous solutions whose tin contents have
been derived from the underlying granite.

Chemical. Met.\llurgical, and Mining Society of South Africa—
Saturday, February 17th: Mr. C. B. Saner, M.I.M.M., M.I.M.E., Presi-
dent, in the chair.—Presidential address : C. B. Saner. Some of the
important problems of recent date in connection witli Rand mining were
briefly referred to, including the equipment of shafts abo\c and below
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ground, the handling and transport of material, stoping and sand-liUing

operations, niine-ventilatior and the prevention of dust, the erection of

sanatoria for miners, the housing of mine emplo)-es, the estahlishment

of Mines training schools, the supply of unskilled lahour, and the im-

provement of native compounds.
South African Institution of Engineers.—Saturday, Feliruary 24th:

J\Tr. F. H. Davis, President, in the chair.
—

" The evolution of printing

and type-setting machines "
: A. E. Blevins. The paper, which was pro-

fusely illustrated, began with a brief survey of the history of printing,

and then proceeded in two sections, the first of which dealt with printing
machines under the following sub-heads: hand presses, platen machines,
cylinder or sheet printing machines, and rotary or web machines. The
second part of the paper consisted of a description of the progress efifected

by means of type-setting machiner\'.
Royal Society of South Africa.—Wednesdav, ]^.Iarch 20: Mr. S. S.

Hough, E.R.S., President, in the chair.
—

" Bushman sticks decorated ov.

intaglio and poker work ; a note on the decorative skill of the P)ush

people and other aborigines "
: Dr. L. Peringuey. The poker work was

probably of Kanr origin, whence the Bushmen may have obtained and
iinproved on it. The Bushman combined the two arts of painting and
graving, and were cripal)le of executing complicated nictographs

—
" Some

meteorological conditions controlling nocturnal radiation " : Dr. J. R.
Sutton. The lesults of hourly observations of radiation temperature
between sunset and midnight by means of spirit tliermometers. After
allowing for the state of the sky and the movement of the air, the onlv
iu/portant factor determining rad!;ition temperature gradient is relative

humidity.
—

" Tlie resultant of a set of homogeneous lineo-linear equa-
tions."' : Dr. T. Muir. Three methods were given for obtaining the re-

sultant, to (ine of which Sylvester referred in 1863, without, however,
publishing what he asserted to have been the successful outcome of his

researches.
—

" Tlie variation in the value of the atmospheric electrical

potential with the altitude " : Prof. W. A. D. Rudge. An account of

observations taken in different parts nf South Africa to find the relation

between atmospheric potential gradient and altitude. The potential

gradient was found to vary greatly with altitude, the extreme value at

6.500 feet altitude being only one eighth that at sea level, and generally

the greater the altitude the smaller the potential gradient. Johannesburg
proved an exception to this, owing to the clouds of steam, and cspeciallv

Oi the dust proceeding from the mine heaps.
—

" Respiration and cell

energy": Prof. H. A. Wager. The tlieory that the energy required in

all organic life is derived either directly or indirectly from the sun is

disproved. Energy cannot be stored away to be drawn on when required.

The first energy available in a cell prol)ably comes from synthetic pro-

cesses set up l^y the introduction of water or oxygen into the cell, and the

energy set free during the union of oxygen with liberated carbon is

probably the main source of all energy manifest in organic life.

NEW BOOKS.

Thomsen, Dr H. —Dnitschcs Land in Afrika. ^Munich : Verlag d.

Deutschen Alpenzeitung. 1911. 10] X 7\- PP- viii, 188. ^lap-^ and

illus. i6s.

Letcher, Owen.—Big, iianic hnntinti iv Xortli-Eastern Rliodcsic.

London: J. Long. Ltd., 1911. 9 X SJ pp. 266. Maps and illus.

i2s. 6d.

Playne, Somerset.—Cahc Colony (Cape Province^ : its hisiory, coii^-

inrrce. industries, and resources. London : Foreign and Colonial
Publishing Co., 1910-11. 12 J- X 9-}. pp. 792. ^Maps ;>.nd illus.

25s.

Hodson, Arnold MI.—Trekkin'^ the G'-eat Thirst: traz'cl and sport in

the Kiilaltaii Desert. London: T. Fisher Unwin. 1912. 9X6.
pp. 360. Maps and illus. 12s. 6d.



FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE ORIGIN OF THE
RAND BANKETS.

By Professoi Ernest H. L. Schwarz, A.R.C.S., F.G.S.

(Plate 3.)

Continuing the comparison of the W'itwatersrand area with

that of Cape Colony,* we find a remarkable similarity in the

igneous intrusions in the two areas; just as there can be traced

in the sediments several recurring periods in which the same
conditions on land produced the same nature of the deposits under
water, so in the up-welling of liquid rocks there is a close paral-

lelism in the Transvaal and Cape Colony in successive periods.

In the Transvaal there is a great laccolite, two hundred and fifty

miles in longest diameter, which occupies the Bushveld to the

north of Pretoria ; it is surrounded by an areole of dykes and
sills which considerably increase its area. In the Cape Colony
there is no central body of a laccolite apparent, but the whole of

the Karroo, from Natal to the western coast nearly, is per-

meated by a vast number of dolerite dykes and sills which make

Fig. 1.

a.—The Bushveld (Transvaal) type of laccolite.

h.—The Karroo type of laccolite (cedar-tree type).

up what is known as a cedar-tree type of laccolite. It will be
the purpose of this paper to describe these two laccolites. The
bearing of them on the question of the title-subject of the paper
is that in both cases to the south there is a vast thrust-area, which
has been planed down and obscured in the Transvaal, but which
in Cape Colony can still be clearly recognised in the .folded

* See pages 52 to 59 of this volume.

A
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mountains of Cape Colony, and the inference, therefore, is, that

the Witwatersrand Y^eds have heen intensely folded.

The Transvaal laccolite or, as it is often called, the igneous

complex of the Bushveld, forms a solid mass of igneous rock

actually 255 miles^ long from east to west ; it is of an average of

80 miles broad, but in the centre, on the north, there is a great

extension, making the total north and south length only a little

shorter than the east and west one. It is composed of granite

with dark red felspar ; hence the frequent use of the term red

granite, to indicate this rock in contrast to the older grey granite

All round the rim of the main portion, excluding the northern

extension, there is a broad selvage of basic rocks, principally

norite. The basic rocks vary in basicity through olivine rocks to

actual masses of magnetite and chromite, and the granites, also,

vary in acidity to rocks composed of quartz with only a small

proportion of felspar, the ultra-acid rocks. The body of the

laccolite rests on the rocks of the Transvaal System, the Black
Reef c[uartzites below, the Dolomite above, and the highly

ferruginous sediments of the Pretoria Series on top. Into these

latter there have been intruded a vast series of sills or dykes
running concordantly with the bedding of the sedimentary rocks

;

these are of diabase or altered dolerite.

The arrangement of igneous rocks in this great laccolite is

in accordance with similar occurrences elsewhere; that is to say,

Rosenbusch's law of decreasing basicity in the order of con-

solidation of the minerals and the rock types composed of the

minerals, is reversed. As a matter of fact, Rosenbusch's law
only obtains in Plutonic masses, and then by no means universally

;

in masses of fluid rock crystallising untler dyke conditions the

basic rocks appear always at the edge, and .the centre, which
remained liquid long after the outside had consolidated, crystal-

lises as acid rock. It seems possible that this differentiation in

the magma is not original, but that the outer edge of the liquid

mass incorporates portions of the surrounding rocks ; in the

present case the vast addition of lime, magnesia and iron to the

liquid magma by the incorporation of the Dolomite and Pretoria

Beds would seem more naturally to account for the basic and
ultra-basic selvage, the more so as where the granite impinges on
the siliceous lavas or the sandstones of the Waterberg. there no
basic selvage makes its appearance. The inten&e viscosity of

liquid siliceous magmas would prevent the assimilated lime,

magnesia and iron salts from mixing with the more siliceous

interior, and the lower melting-point of the basic rocks would
cause that portion rich in these bases to crystallise readily, so

that on this view the sharp demarcation between the acid centre

and basic selvage can very well be explained ; better, in fact, than

on the magmatic segregation view.

The question arises, if the basic selvage were derived from
the assimilation of the sedimentary rocks by the siliceous igneous
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magma, there ought to be a heterogeneous collection of products

according to the varying nature of the sediments absorbed,

whereas there is a fairly constant tyj)e of rock exhibited in the

selvage. The answer to this is to be found in the selective action

of the crystallising forces, these having the power to control the

material out of which the crystals are being formed, retaining

those substances which heh) to build up the type crystals and

rejecting unsuitable substances. The action can be studied in

the andalusite and cordierite rocks that have been produced as a

result of contact metamorphism round the laccolite, or, in fact, in

any contact zone. I first observed the facts in the andalusite

schist of George* The first indication of metamorphic action

is the production of a f els or hornstone ; the andalusite substance

is deposited as a cement in patches throughout the sedimentary

rock, and the minerals and fragments in the sediment are as yet

unaltered, (iradually. as the action of metamorphism is ])ro-

longed, the andalusite dissolves the edges of the included grains,

assimilates substances suitable to its growth, and passes out the

unsuitable materia!, at the same time gradually widening its

cavity and lining up its crystalline boundaries. The included

fragments and grains of chlorite, mica,, quartz, etc., have now
rounded edges, and are much more sparsely scattered throughout

the crystal. Some substances in the sediment cannot be assimi-

lated, and in many cases these are arranged by the crystallising

forces in certain axial lines which form the dark crosses in the

variety known as chiastolite ; lumps of material that in the be-

ginning were not penetrated by the andalusite substance become
whittled away to little specks, and remain like cysts in the crystal.

The same laws that apply to the individual crystal apply to

the collection of crystals forming the rocks, and hence the rock

type grows by the absorption of sedimentary rocks, but does not

lose its individuality in the process ; the little cysts of undigested
material in the indalusite crystals of George find their parallel

in the xenoliths, t)r masses of sedimentary rocks included in the

igneous rocks. Marker [ has adduced as an argument against

the theory that igneous rocks " stope " out the chambers that

they occupy and assimilate the blocks that fall into the liquid

mass, the fact that in Skye masses of Cambrian limestone rest as

included bodies :n the granite and gabbro indiscriminately. The
cysts in the andalusite may ver^' well account for these, as the

xenoliths of limestone would represent kernels which escaped

absorption ; in the case of the granite the viscosity of the liquid

enabled the limestone to withstand absorption, and in the case

of the gabbro, the rock was sufficiently rich in lime to reject

further additions of this material.

*_"T]ic Anclalusite schist of George," Records Albanv Museum,
vol. ii., pt. ii., 1907.

t " TcM'tiary Toneous Rocks of Sk\c "'

(1004). ]). 97.
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Looking at the subject from another standpoint, it is incon-

ceivable that a vast mass of igneous rock—taking it as a molten

mass on the old view, or as a solution containing a corrosive acid

like silica on the newer view—should flow over and rest upon a

mass of ferruginous and calcareous rocks without absorbing

them. Even laterally, without the aid of the pressure derived

from the weight of the liquid mass, the sediments are profoundly

metamorphosed and in part recrystallised : add to the metamorphic
action an additional provocative of change such as an increase of

pressure when the liquid mass wedged its way between the

Pretoria Beds below and the Waterberg Beds abova, and actually

lifted up the latter, then it is inconceivable that the Pretoria and
Dolomite Beds could withstand being absorbed.

The Transvaal laccolite differs from the ordinary type of

small laccolite in that the vast size of the mass has caused the

bottom to be convex and not a straight line, while the arching of

the top. judging from the small portions of the cover still re-

maining, was not very pronounced. In other words, one has to

turn the ordinary diagrams of laccolites of the Henry Mountain
type upside down to obtain an idea of the nature of the Trans-

vaal laccolite. and this is due to the weighting of the crust by the

additional lode, and perhaps by the material from below, on being

transferred to a higher horizon, leaving a hollow which caused

the sedimentary beds to curve downwards ; certainly the beds of

the Transvaal System dip towards the laccolite all round the

margin.

The crowd of sills of diabase that penetrate the sedimentary

beds round the margin belong to the laccolite, and can be

regarded as a lit-par-lit injection on a large scale. Similar

occurrences have been described by Pirsson from the Judith

Mountains in Montana, but these are very small in comparison

with the Transvaal laccolite.

Evidences of thrusting on the south of the laccolite, and
caused by the laccolite, are very plain ; the Pretoria Dolomite and
Black Reef Beds immediately about Pretoria run east and west,

the folds being huddled up against the block of granite that has

caused an obstruction. To the east, however, where the influence

of the granite is not felt, the strike of the beds splays out in a

very marked manner. The dykes of diabase follow strictly the

strike of the sedimentary beds both in the place where they run

east and west, and where they splay out to the south-east ; there-

fore the intrusions of the sills was contemporaneous with the

shifting of the strike. Although there is reason to suppose that

a good deal of the sedimentary beds was absorbed by the laccolite

when it was being intruded, yet the vast central area consisting

of granite represents new material that has come in and occupies

the space which the sedimentary beds once occupied, and, as the

top of the laccolite is only slightly domed, it means that there

must have been a vast lateral thrust. It appears that this thrust
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was only relieved on the south. Does the thrusting and folding

in the Transvaal System to the south of the laccolite represent the

whole of the relief requisite? It would appear to be totally

inadequate. The crumpled Transvaal Beds and the granite must

have been thrust bodily southwards and have affected the beds

lying between the Johannesburg-Pretoria granite and the next

line of granite bosses ; that is to say, the beds lying between the

Johannesburg-Pretoria granite and the Heidelberg and Vredefort

granite bosses must have been intensely folded. The beds that

now occupy that area are the Witwatersrand Beds with a layer of

Transvaal Beds riding on top. The normal mapping of the

Witwatersrand Beds does not take into account any folding;

each successive bed of banket on the Upper Series is taken to

represent a normal succession. It is true that great numbers of

thrust faults occur everywhere which by themselves indicate that

folding has taken place ; but unless we recognise that the Wit-

watersrand Beds are themselves folded upon themselves, the

technic geology of the country is inexplicable. We will now
take the Karroo laccolite to illustrate what does occur when such

a laccolite is intruded, and the effects are not yet obscured ])y

denudation.

The Central Karroo area is perfectly plain ; on the south a

number of sills of dolerite appear dipping slightly inwards to the

north, and on the north a similar series of sills dip in towards
the south ; between the two margins is an upland region, the

High Karroo, about Sutherland, Fraserburg, Carnarvon, and so

on, where the country is riddled v/ith dykes and great expan-
sions which in themselves form considerable laccolites, ten to

fifteen miles in diameter. In this area the southern limit of the

dolerite lies approximately along the main water-shed of the

country, and the whole breadth of the laccolite is only exposed
on the flat high-veld area. In the east, however, the laccolite is

dissected ; the main water-shed lies to the north, and the streams

flowing south from it to the sea have deeply cut into the land, so

that everywhere one sees stupendous hills capped with dolerite

and traversed by connecting dykes. Further east, in the Drakens-
berg area, the same dolerite occurs; on the coast the same type of

sill occurs, but under the Drakensberg, more in the centre of the

laccolite, the great secondary laccolites of the Insizwa, at Mount
Aylifl^. Mount Currie and so forth, are found as in the west
The tendency to form these subsidiary laccolites seems to be 'a

property of the axial region of the main laccolite ; one finds them
from the Drakensberg plateau,, through Burghersdorp, at Cra-
dock, and so on through Sutherland to Calvinia; with the lacco-

litic expansion there is also a less amount of the vast sills that on
the exterior margins may be followed for scores of miles,

branching, connecting by dykes, and often undulating instead of

maintaining a horizontal position in the strata. The eastern

dolerite, beginning at Cradock. frequently has a diorite accom-
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panying it as a second phase of intrusion. At Komgha anci

Kentani these form great parallel dykes which, weathering more
readily than the surrounding rocks, score the land as if by a

furrow ; the depression of these diorite dykes is known as the

Transkei Ciai). '^ '^^ eastern dolerite, again, is characterised by a

little black mica, whereas the western dolerite is frequently

accompanied by quartz, granophyrically intergrown with the

felspars. The difference in petrographical character, however,

is not sufficient lo found any argument upon.

The eastern portion of the Karroo laccolite is pierced by the

Drakensberg volcanoes, whereas the western portion is pierced by

a large number of volcanic chimneys containing for the most
part ultra-basic lavas; such as the Kimberley and Sutherland

pipes. The Transvaal laccolite is similarlv pierced by the vents,

as yet undiscovered, from which were poured out the volcanic

ash of the Springbok Flats and the lavas of the lUishveld. which
are held to be equivalent to the Cave Sandstone and Drakensberg
lavas. There is something, however, about the relationship of

the dolerite to the Karroo sediments which has not yet been

explained ; wherever one finds the Karroo sediments, there is

dolerite, and this often far beyond the possible area of the

Karroo laccolite. For instance, in German South-West Africa

the Karroo sediments were probably formed in a separate basin

altogether, yet the dolerite sills and dvkes accomj^any the sedi-

ments. Tt appears as if the peculiar mud out of which the

Karroo sediilients .'are formed ran casilv into a molten condition

as dolerite.'' ;,:'
,

-

The 'basitlfe S:>|: the Drakensberg is of the same composition
as the 'f^artoii, dolerite, :possibly because it represents the same
matelrial melted up but the fact brings in a good deal of con-

fusioi*. as the lavas are traversed bv dolerite dykes indistin-

guishable from the earlier dolerite of the great laccolite, yet

clea 1*1%' belonging to a subsequent date.

l^i'e- 'dolerite belonging to the great laccolite occupies a

superficial- area of some 700 miles long Ijy 200 miles broad; the

individual sills are some lOO to 500 feet thick, and these, with the

connecting dykes and laccolites. would, if melted up, form a ball

50 miles in diameter. Is all of this new material which has been
thrust in, or is some of it, the sedimentary rock.^ assimilated with
a proportion of original igneous rock? T think there can be no
doubt that the latter is what has happened, because the dolerite

sheets and dykes never show any signs of iTaving thrust aside the
rocks. A dyke a hundred feet or more in thickness may come
up at a high angle and then bend over to follow the bedding
plane of the sediments as a sill; now if the dolerite were entirely

new material that had not melted out its cavity, there should be
visible above tlic bend of the dyke to the sill some continuance
of the crack up which the dolerite came, but there is none, as far

as T have seen, in the Karroo. Dykes mav occui:)y fault-planes.
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as along the Kenigha River in Matatielc, but this is the excep-

tion, and in the same area there are flat-headed dykes which come
up vertically and stop dead at a certain horizon, the cavity occu-

pied by the dyke being apparently punched from beneath, as

Barrois described, for the granite bosses of Brittany; yet
" punched "

is not a happy expression, as there is no crumbling

or evidence of force having been used along the edges of the

dyke-cavity. In the plate* accompanying this paper there is

some apparent evidence of force, as the sedimentary beds are

cracked parallel with the buried side of the laccolite, but these

cracks are due to the efifect of the contact; the sedimentary beds
were heated and permeated by hot water at the time of the

intrusion, and after the whole had cooled down the sedinientary

beds contracted and left these cracks as a result. If the dolerite

on which the native is standing is followed to the right, the clean

way in which the sedimentary beds abut on the igneous rock
leave no doubt Init that the dolerite has melted out its cavity, and
the complete integrity of the stratum above the laccolite shows
clearly that the sedimentary rocks have not been riven asunder
to let in the molten magma. If the other side of the laccolite

were shown, it would be exactly the same, and there is no possible

question of the dolerite having been thrust in. Occurrences such
as these illustrated in the plate make one ask : Has anv new
material come in at all ; have not the sedimentary rocks sustained
a sort of spontaneous melting along certain lines and over par-
ticular areas? I cannot conceive that such sJiould have been the
case: rather the explanation lies in the fact that the molten
material dissolves out the cavity it is to occupy, assimilates such
substances as are suitable, and passes out such as are unsuit-
able. Where the latter go to is a difficult question to answer, but
it is possible that if an igneous rock can follow certain lines for
scores of miles, jjrovide sufficient material to not only keep itself

above the melting-point, but also to melt up and incorporate the
surrounding rocks, there can also be a downward stream which
carries away the waste jiroducts.

If the dolerite, then, has melted out the cavities it now
occupies, there cannot be an increase in volume in the whole area

traversed by the dolerite. But we have seen reason to believe

that the dolerite does imjilv the inbringing of a certain amount of

new material, so that an amount of substances dissolved from the

sedimentary rocks equivalent to the amount supplied as new
material by the dolerite must have gone somewhere and have
there collected. The somewhere can only be below the network
of dykes, and, from comparison with the Transvaal laccolite,

* Small laccolite, Mazeppa Bay, Kentani. The dark rock on which
the native is standing is dolerite; the sedimentary rocks are Kentani
(Beaufort) Beds with Oudenodon fossils. The sedimentary beds on the
rigrht abut on the sloping surface of the dolerite, and the stratum above
the dolerite is perfectly intact, and has not been arched up bv the dolerite.
(Photograph bv Dr. A. VV. Rogers.)
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which, indeed, shows a Karroo type of laccohte cut down, we

infer that beneath the Karroo there is a central sohd laccohte

into which has been poured the more siliceous material dissolved

out of the sedimentary rocks by the dolerite dykes.

To look at the matter from another standpoint. The

dolerite dykes imply the inbringing of new material, and new

matter thrust into the crust means that the crust must have been

pushed aside. In the Karroo laccohte, as in the Transvaal one.

the thrust has taken effect in the south Qnly, and the crust has

been shifted southwards. But as the volume augmentation on

the level of the dolerite sills and dykes is comparatively nil,

whereas lower down there must have been considerable addition,

the major thrust would be considerably below the level of the

dolerite sills and dykes; therefore, all folds produced by the

great Karroo laccohte should show an inclination away from the

laccohte, and such, in fact, do we find. All the main folds of the

Cape coastal mountains incline towards the sea, especially where

they lie huddled together inside the granite bosses of the coast

belt, as may be seen in the Robinson Pass between Mossel Bay

and'Oudtshoorn. That there has been a thrust from the interior

is proved in exactly the same way as round Pretoria, for where

the line of granite bosses comes to an end at George, the folds

splay out to the south-east, and the last boss of granite has itself

beeen carried forwards by the movement. Could we plane off the

Cape Colony to sea-level, wc should find the same conditions as

in the Transvaal—a great laccohte surrounded with a fringe of

sills, .and to the ^outh a very ihick area of quartzites in which one

particular bed would be repeated again and again as in the

bankets in the upper Witwatersrand Beds.

Research Grants.—Applicants for grants in aid of

scientific research are asked to forward their application forms,

properly filled up. not later than the ist July, 191 2. to Prof

J. C. Beattie. Honorary Secretary of the Royal Society of

South Africa, at the South African College. Cape Town, from

whom the necessary application forms may be obtained.

Radioactivity and Molecular Structures.
At a recent meeting of the Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Prof. W. A. D. Rudge. of Grey College. Bloemfontein, described

some experiments made by him in the Cavendish laboratory to

ascertain whether intramolecular changes occurring in the con-

version of magnetic into non-magnetic nickel, and of acidic into

basic iron, were accompanied by development of radioactivity

The conclusions arrived at were entirely negative.



THE PRONUNCIATION OF ENGLISH.

By Prof. Arthur St.\nley Kidd. M.A.

(' I'm not this countryman, you may tell by my tongue, sir.

They're cur'ous talkers i' this country, sir; the gentry's hard

work to hunderstand 'em."

—

Adam Bcde.)

The importance of the correct pronunciation of English has

for the most part been overlooked by writers of text-books on

the English language. This is probably due to the fact that in

England itself there is a large cultured class which can secure in

some degree an approximation to a correct standard of speech on

the part of those who aspire to a place in good society. In the

colonies, ho.wever, especially when there is a second competing

language, there is no such check upon deviations from the

standard, and there seems to me to be a great danger of the

growth of an English pronunciation which recognises no standard

at all, or one very different from that of England itself. The
example of the United States is a case in point, and Australia

and South Africa may in time deviate from the standard to such

an extent that their English speech will be hardly understood in

the Mother Country.
" We do have an appalling variety of accents in the United

States," says one of Gertrude Atherton's heroines. " I have
lived abroad long enough to discover that. When I am an old

maid I am going to mount the platform and preach the training

of the voice in childhood. I have taken a violent dislike to more
than one clever American man merely because he trailed his voice

through his nose. I don't mind our vices being criticised as

much as our crudities."

AJatthew Arnold tells us in his Letters that he had to alter

his intonation in order to be understood in the United States.

Now it may be true that many people in the States speak
with a good English accent, and that many are free from the

endemic nasalisation, Ixit the "general characteristic speech of

the country is not of a standard English type, and it is witli the

object of preventing Australia or South Africa from being also

differentiated by a widespread odious peculiarity that T write

this warning.

The teachers of a country may do much to maintain or
create a good pronunciation, but they must set the example
themselves. In a country where many teachers arc not of
English origin, though professedly teachers of English, they
should receive a thorough instruction in correct pronunciation in

their training colleges.

It is not my intention to lay stress upon the individual word,
for this is the least neglected part of the subject. It is on some
of the other elements of the correct pronunciation that I would
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lay most stress in tliis paper, vie. upon {a) intonation, [bj

liaison, (f) speed of utterance, (d) quality of voice.

Intonation.—Professor Wyld. of Liverpool, one of the

few writers who deal with Pronunciation at all fully, well says

in his Historical Study of the Mother Tongue :

—

" IntiMiation is the most difficult element in pronunciation to describe

or to acquire. Vulgar speakers often affect the frequent use of compound
tones to express persuasiveness, self-confidence, or good-natured cunniivj;

and sagacity. Good speakers avoid this means for the expression of these

emotions, or use it very sparingly. The exaggerated use of the compound
tones suggests impertinent familiarity. The Scotch peculiarity of finishing

a sentence with a rising tone suggests querulousness, or cavilling, to

English ears."

In South Africa there is a tendency on the part of the Dutch

speakers of English to avoid any rise or fall of the voice, and

the result is a sad monotony. Tn connection with this subject I

should like to point out how important it is in a bilingual part of

the Empire that Colloquial English no less than T^iterary English

should be taught in schools, for it is only through the former

that correct intonation can be properly learnt.

Nasalisation is a general tendency in new countries, and
there is no satisfactory explanation to be found why this is so.

Even South African Dutch has become nasalised as compared
with the Dutch of Holland.

Liaison.—The proper transition from one word to another

is also something rarely emphasised in text-books, and unlike the

case of the single word, the Pronouncing Dictionary is of little

help here. In South Africa and, I believe, more and more in

the United States the neglect of this a.spect of pronunciation is

resulting in the mutilation of words by erosion of their final

syllables. In South Africa there is a marked tendency to end a

word in a sentence with an explosion instead of with an easy

glide on to the next word.

Si'Ki'iD OF L'TTKRANCK.—There is a great difiference l)etween

the lazy drawl of a northern dialect or of an attected fop and

the orthodox speed of Standard English, though, of course, even

in Standard English the speed depends largely on the nature of

the case, i.e., whether, e.g.. public speaking, litm-gical worship,

stage declamation, or colloquial use. This variety of speed

according to conditions is in itself a proof of the very complicated

nature of correct pronunciation, therefore of the need for its

being correctly taught.

Ou.\LiTV ov \'oirR.—There seems to be in South Africa a

certain timbre or quality of voice commonly heard, especially of

the male voice, which would enable a careful observer to label

the speaker as a South African. There is a lack of richness or

body or resonance in the voice, probably due to influence of

climate. Whether such local defects can be remedied by training

or not I cannot say.

Thf: Importancf: of Correct Pronunciation.—In addi-

tion to the important fact that Standard English is more
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articulate, more easily heard than the mutterings of a dialect or
than the inarticulate, clipped speech of some Americans, there
are many other advantages secured hy a careful study and
practice of a correct pronunciation.

" Where nicety of pronunciation is not critically considered
and remarked upon, the effort to be exact will tend to relax in
all cases where any physical difficulty is present," says Professo:
Tucker. " Tongues, like governments, have a natural tendency
to degeneration

; we have long preserved our constitution, let us
make some struggles for our language," says Dr. Johnson, who
also tells us that a Pronouncing Dictionary' is a poor means of
attaining perfection. " When you want' the word," lie says,
" you have not the Dictionar\-. It is like a man who has a sword
that will not draw . It is an admirable sword, to l)e sure: but
while your enemv is cutting vour throat, ^'ou are unable to use
it.''

I-)ean Alford. in his once well-known liook entitled 77/,-

Queen's E)iiiUsh, writes as follows:

—

"Few outward indications mark a man more plainly than his habit
of pronoimcnio his own tongue. '! o 1)^ accurate without l)eing- precise
distmct without bemg artificial, to he everywhere heard, and always under-
stood, without noticeable effort—these are the excellencies of good pro-
nunciation; and while they come by a happy instinctive tact to some men
others seem never al)le to attain them, and seldom, if they lack them'
to feel then- dehciency.

. . . Nothing so surely stamps a man as belovv
the mark in intelligence, self-respect, and energy, as the unfortunate habit
of a misuse of the aspirate

: in intelligence, because, if he were but moder-
ate y keen m perception, he would sec how it marks him; in self-respect
and energy, because if he had these, he would long ago have set to work
and cured it."

"

-Many of u^ would doublless agree with Lord C'hesterheld
about the beauty and grace of good i)ronunciation.

" Constant experience [he writes] has shown me that great purity andelegance of style with a graceful elocution, cover a multitude of fauUsm either a speaker or a wriler. For my own part, I confess (ancfl
believe most people are ot my mind) that if a speaker should ungrace-
fully mutter or stammer out to me the sense of an angel, deformed bvbarbarisms and solecisms, or marked with vulgarisms, he should neverspeak to me a second time, if I could Iielp it."

iMually. if Pno-lish is to be. in spfte of local affection for
French. Outcli. Kahr. etc.. as mother-tongues, the common
imperial language, the medium of Empire, it is highly important
that there should l)e a genuine effort to aim at a liomogeneou'^
pronunciation, and for grace, beauty, ease of utterance, acou'.tic
distinctness, no better variety of English can be found than that
spoken by well-born and well-])red. cultured, non-provincial
speakers of .Standard [':ng]is]i. - Let us make .some struggles for
our language " in this respect, as Dr. Johnson said.

riii-; OfKSTtox OF A St.vxdard.—That there is no aljsolute
standard of correct pronunciation as regards manv individual
words may be admitted, but that there is a standard pronunciation
of English in general can hardly be disputed. The pronunciation
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common in the Lowlands of Scotland, that common in Sheffield

or Bristol, that spoken by so-called Bi-lingual Colonists—these

local or provincial pronunciation-types are not similar to one

another or to the Standard. A Standard Pronunciation, com-

prising the question of intonation, accent or stress, liaison, speed

of utterance, quality of voice, etc., in addition to the question of

the individual word, does really exist, though it may be hard to

define. It is a pronunciation in which more especially " all

mark.s of particular place of birth and residence are lost and

notliing appears to indicate any other habits of intercourse than

with the well-bred and well-informed, wherever they may be;

found," or, as Chesterfield put it. a pronunciation " according to

the usage of the best companies."'

It is true that as regards the individual word pronunciation

is always tending towards change, for language in general is ever

changing. As Johnson said, " no dictionary of a living tongue

ever can be perfect, since while it is hastening to publication,

some words are budding, and some are falling away." But for

pronunciation in the wide sense there is a Standard, and no

teacher ought to be let loose in our Colonies with a raw

Aberdonian or a blatant Yorkshire or a vile Cockney accent.

Laughter is also closely connected with Language, and a

provincial laugh is often odious. A student can often identify

a Cornishman or a Colonial by the quality of the laugh. There

may be no absolute Standard for a correct English laugh, but

refined speech and refined laughter should, if 1 may be allowed

the expression, go hand in hand.

In this connection, perhaps, I may be excused for calling

attention to the fact that even groaning and moaning have their

peculiar characteristics. This may be illustrated from the Native

Polo-player in Kipling's The Man Who JVas.
" Colonel Sahib." said he, " that man is no Afghan, for they

weep Ai, ai. Xor is he of Hindustan, for they weep Oh, ho.

He weeps after the fashion of the white men, who say Ozv, ohk

It is very sad to observe how little attention is paid at Oxford

and Cambridge to the correct pronunciation of Latin and (ireek.

The same slovenlv. unscientific, insular pronunciation is in vogue

to-day as existed before an approximately correct pronunciation

had been determined by philological research. I mention this

because it is typical of the English attitude to literary studies,

and it seems to me that there is rrx^m for the ajiplication of

scientific method even in literary and linguistic work.

One difficulty in connection with the teaching of Standard

English is that each teacher thinks that he himself speaks that

Standard English, and would feel nisulted if he were criticised.^

Such ideas are common not only among teachers, but also 'among

the clergy, the military and the various professions, and even

lower down in the social scale such semi-conscious conceit is not

unknown.
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The following dialogue from Adam Bcdc will serve to bring

out this point:

—

" I dare say he'd tiiink me a hodd talker, as you Loam-
shire folks allays does hany one as talks the right language."

" The right language," said Bartle Massey contemptu-

ously. " You're about as near the right language as a pig's

squeaking is like a tune played on a key-bugle."
" Well, I don't know," answered Air. Casson, with an

angry smile. " T should think a man as has lived among
the gentry from a by, is likely to know what's the right

language pretty nigh as well as a schoolmaster."

Some Difficulties of the Case.—It is a very unpleasant

and unprofitable task to attack individuals on points of pronun-
ciation, for most people are sensitive in this respect, and are

generally convinced of their own perfection. I have already

offended more than half the white teachers of a sub-continent

by denouncing the pronunciation of the Scotch and Dutch
teachers of English, and anyone taking up this crusade will suffer

a like fate.

Again, even when the teachers have been converted, the

speech-environment of the pupils will be against reform. How-
ever, to take one of the worst cases, the London Board Schools,

if greater stress were laid in school* upon correct pronunciation,

the pupils would tend to become immune against infection from
parents and friends. I do not wish to minimise the difficulties

in the way, but merely plead for an attempt to remedy this

linguistic disease. Of course, if Great Britain becomes more
and more Socialistic, there will be a corresponding tendency
towards uniformity of speech, for the Socialist will not tolerate
" affectations " such as those of the parson or of the subaltern.

Such uniformity would, however, be of a down-grade type.

Conclusion.-—In conclusion, I must state my conviction

that the American Professor Lounsbury is too optimistic when
he states that

"the forces that tend to bring abont nnity are now so nnich more power-
ful than those that tend to bring about diversity, and the former are so
constantly gaining in strength, that deviation on any large scale between
the language as spoken in Great Britain and in its Colonies, and in

America, can now be looked upon as hardly possible."

The following propositions sum up my contention :

—

( 1 ) That the correct pronunciation of English as the

medium of Empire is extremely important;

(2) That the teaching of such pronunciation is at present
almost entirely neglected

;

(3) That the first step towards reform is to train the

teachers of English on sound phonetic principles

;

(4) That all other means of securing an approximation to

uniform pronunciation should be adopted.
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Geological Correlation between South
Africa and the Falkland Islands.— In volume xi

of the Bulletin of the Geological Institution of the University
of LIpsala there appears the fourth of a series of geological

pulilications of the Swedish expedition to Patagonia and Tierra
del Fuego during the years 1907 to 1909. under the direction

of Dr. C. Skorttsberg. The present i)aper. by Thore G. Halle,

deals with the geological structure and history of the Falkland
Islands. The marine invertebrates collected on the islands by
Darwin in i8-|6 were described, at the time by Aforrisand Sharpe,

who did not attempt to determine the age oi the formation
wherein they were found, although it has since been generally

regarded as belonging to the lower Devonian. The fossils

collected as a result of the Swedish expecHtions were submitted

to Dr. J. M. Clarke, of Albany. \ew >'ork, whose report is

included in Mr. Halle's ])ai)er. The material indicates, Dr.

Clarke says, a highly uniform arenaceous sedimentary facies,

barely differentiated in any degree, and in this regard in har-

mony with the succession of sediments both in the Bokkeveld

beds of Cape Colony, and the various expressions of the

Devonian in Southern South America. The agreement with

the former is perhaps the more striking on account of the pre-

eminent sandy character of the beds. There is a distinctly

closer relation between the* F^'alkland fauna and that of the

Cape than of the former with the fauna of the Devonian areas

in South America. The lowest group of the Falkland Devonian
formation seems to i^-esent all the characteri.stic features of the

Table Mountain series. In both cases, too, the position is below

the fossiliferous series. The I'okkeveld .shales and sandstones

corvespond to the middle fossiliferous division of the Falklands.

The upper series of sandstones and ([uartzites in the Falkland

Islands corresponds to the uppermost part of the Bokkeveld.

;md perha])s also to part of the Wittenberg group. To a forma-

tion occurring above the Devonian in tlie Falklands Halle gives

the name of tlie Lafonian series. At the bottom of this series

a tillite (Occurs, whose description, with very slight modifica-

tions, agrees with that of the iJwyka. A striated floor has not

yet been foimd underneath the Lafonian l)oulder-l)eds. l)ut the

author has no doubt that such a glaciated floor may be discovered

if looked for in favourable localities. It is pointed out repeatedly

in the course of the ])aper that tlie T-'alkland Islands show a

striking agreement with South Africa as regards the organic

remains and the stratigraphical features of both tlie Devonian

and the (lOndwanas, and the intrusions whicli characterise

South Africa include rocks of the same comix^sition a< the

Falkland diabases. Halle considers the general striking resem-

blances between the geology of the two regions as worthy of

note in regard to a possible direct connection of the Falklands

with South Africa.



MODERN THEORIES OF HEREDITY'.

I'.v Walter T. Saxton, M.A., F.L.S.

in attempting to set forth within the limits of a single paper

of limited length the ideas which underlie the two main theories,

one or other of which is supported by practically all students of

heredity to-day. 1 feel that the task is no light one. The subject

is complicated by the obvious necessity of reviewing as briefly as

possible the main theories which have preceded those which now-

bold the field.

The first of these which it is necessary for us to consider is

that associated with the name of Lamarck, and which was after-

wards strenuously supported by Herbert .Spencer. According

to Lamarck's view, the slight fluctuations which all organisms

exhibit (as instanced by the fact that no two men are exactly

alike in every respect ) are quite unimportant in heredity, but

those characters acquired by an oiganism in the course of its

development (e.g., strength of certain muscles through use) are

those which are chiefly inherited by the offspring. I am of

opinion that any sensible man, by observation of some of the

more obvious facts of everyday life, would come to the same
conclusion, and Herbert .Spencer has collected many interesting

data which are very difficult to explain on any other hypothesis.

Nevertheless Darwin, h\ more extended observation, aided

by a number of experiments, was led to cjuite a diiTerent theory

It is perhai)s desirable, at this point, that we should make a

clear distinction between the terms " observation " and " experi-

ment." By an " observation "
I mean the record of an observed,

phenomenon ( ustially as it occurs in nature) when one or more
of the conditions under which that phenomenon takes place are

not under the observer's control, and are usually wholly or partly

unknown. An " experiment." on the other hand, signifies the

occurrence of a i)henomenon (not. as a rule in nature) under
conditions which are controlled by the observer. Li the ideal

experiment all the conditions are known and controlled, but often

this is impossible. To further emphasize the distinction bv
means of an example :—llie way in which green ])lants obtain

Cheir organic food, from the carbi.n dioxide of the air. could

never be determined by "" observation " alone, but can l)e readilv

ascertained by " experiment."

Darwin's theory of heredity, then, was based i)artlv on
observation, and partly on experiment. It was to tlie efi:'ect that

minute fluctuations, such as occur in all organisms, are. or tend

to be, inherited In- the (offspring, and that " natural selection," in

other words the " survival of the fit," will " fix " such variations

as are advantageous, while i)lants or animals inheriting a varia-

tion in a contrary direction will l)e elinn'nated in the struggle for

existence. Darwin ap])ears never to have discussed Lamarck's
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theory in his books, and it may be assumed that, while he may
not have doubted the possibility of acquired characters being

inherited, he did not regard this as of much importance in

comparison with the inheritance of small continuous fluctuations.*

In stating, as has frequently been done in the last few years,

that Darwin's views are discredited by the leading students of

heredity to-day. we must distinguish carefully the two assump-

tions involved in his theory: ii) That small continuous varia-

tions are inherited; (2) that natural selection causes survival of

the fit and elimination of the unfit. I venture to doubt whether

any sane scientist has ever disputed the second of these doctrines,

but, as Lock in his recent book on Heredity admirably expresses

it :
" It does not follow that natural selection, directing the

accuinulatioii of minute differences, has been the method by

which adapted forms have originated." Lock illustrated this

remark by a reference to the well-known capacity of lizards to

regenerate their tails if deprived of them by any accident. The
power of regenerating tails may clearly be of service to the

organism, but if the evolution of such a power is to be explained

on Darwin's theory, we have to admit two remarkable supposi-

tions : ( I ) That a partly regenerated tail, in every stage of the

process, is useful to a lizard; and (2) that such competition

exists between lizards which have lost their tails that those which

could regenerate them would survive rather than the others.

The first supposition is conceivable, though highly improbable,

but the second is absurd, since, by the same argument, how much
more would all injured lizards be exterminated in competition

wuth uninjured ones!

Since Darwin's time the theory which has had the greatest

influence on modern thought, in connection with the problems of

heredity, is that brought forward nearly twenty years ago by
Weismann.

Before stating the essential point of this theory, it is neces-

sary to recall certain well-known facts in connection with the

reproduction of animals and plants. In the ordinary process of

* In Darwin's " Life and Letters." however, he makes some very
disparjiging remarks about Lamarck's views ; T have noted the following
amongst others :

" Lamarck nonsense ". ... a few sentences later saying
that he (Darwin) had come to "conclusions not widely different from his.

though the means of change are wholly so" (loc.cit., ii, 23); "veritable
rubbish" (loc. cit.. ii, 29); "absurd though clever work" (luc. cit.. ii.

39L
Since this paper was written I have read Dr. Traill's paper on

"Atmospheric variation as a factor in organic evolution" (see Report S.A.
Association for Advancement of Science, Cape Town, tqio, pp. 290-305).
While T must confess to a total inability to consider Dr. Traill's views
seriously. I should like to point out that, in arguing against the possibility
of the inheritance of acquired characters, he speaks of the latter as one
of the essential points of " Darwinism." This is, as we have seen, not
the case, though the mistake is a rather common one. Since Dr. Traill
has been careful to leave the carrying out of any observation or experi-
ment in support of his main theory to others, it is hardiv worth while
to waste any time in discussing the latter.
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reproduction only certain cells take part, which are generally

known as genn-cclls; from these germ-cells, sometimes singly,

but usually onl}' after two cells derived from different individuals

have fused together, the embryo is formed. The embryo even-
tually displays to a greater or less degree the characters of the

parent or parents, and the question arises, how are the characters

of the different parts of the body handed on, when only the

germ-cells take part in reproduction? Darwin and his con-

temporaries and followers were of opinion that the germ-cells

were produced by the body, and that particles from every part

of the body entered into their composition. This is called the

doctrine of " pangenesis."

W'eismann developed a quite contrary view, namely, that the

germ-cells are the important part of the organism, that the rest

of the body is only as it were an offshoot from the germ-cells,

and that changes in the characters of the body have no influence

whatever on the germ-cells. Weismann believed that in the

embryo the cells giving rise to germ-cells were, from the first,

distinct from those which give rise to the rest of the body, and
that the germ-cells, their ancestors and descendants, remain dis-

tinct throughout the life-history of the organism. Hence the

phrase " continuity of the germ plasm," which expresses the

central idea of Weismann's theory. Xo one doubts that,

ordinarily, the germ plasm is continuous (in the sense in which
the ])hrase is used) from one generation to another, but discus-

i<ion has centred in the question whether the, germ-cells may be

modified or influenced by changes taking place in the body,
induced by external conditions. This question resolves itself

into another, which can be to some extent tested experimentally,

namely: Are "acquired characters" {i.e., those acquired by an
individual organism as the direct result of the action of external
conditions) inherited? There is not the least doubt that when
this questioli is submitted to strict experiment the answer must
be that, so far as can be seen in a limited number of generatio)i^„

acquired characters are not inherited. The reservation may,
however, be a very important one, since, as we know, evolution

proceeds very slowly, and in nature the production of a per-

ceptible and permanent change of characters may well take a

much longer period of time than that assigned to any experiment
or series of experiments such as those designed to test this

question. To make the case clearer, the type of experiment
which would throw light on the inheritance of acquired characters
may be outlined. It is a matter of common knowledge that the
same species of ])lant often has quite different leaf characters
when grown in a dry or in a wet locality. Let us take a numb.er
of seeds from such a plant, and sow half in a wet, half in a dry
legality. Allow the plants so grown to set seed, and take seed
samples from each type of plant. Now choose a locality of an
intermediate character, and sow two samples of seeds side by
-^ide under ])recisely the same conditions. Then, if acquired

B
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characters are inherited, differences may be expected between

the two sets of plants, those raised from " dry " seed having a

tendency to exhibit the " dry " type of leaf, and vice versa. As
a fact, no such differences can be detected, and we must admit

that if acquired characters are inherited at all, it is to a much
smaller extent than is commonly supposed—so small, in fact,

that direct experiment has never clearly revealed its occurrence.

Facts such as these have led to a very general acceptance of

Weismann's theory, the essential features of which are indicate.'

in Fig I. illustrating the "'continuity of the germ-plasm."
While we may admit the

main idea involved in Weis-
mann's hypothesis, it is difficult

to avoid the speculation that ex-
ternal agencies may to some
small extent influence the germ-
cells as well as the body cells.

A rigid conformity with the

expectations of Weismann's
theory is obviously not attained

in the case of such plants as

hegonias, where the detached

leaves are capable of giving rise

to normal plants, although con-

taiiii)ig no gcnii-cclls nor, nor-

inallv, a)icesfors of gcrin-cells.

In various plants and animals

we find that almost any part of
the organism in the same way
may give rise to a whole new
individual, including the germ-
cells. Such facts are certainly

in strong opposition to Weis-
mann's theory, continuity of the

germ-plasm not occurring in the

sense in, which that phrase is

usually iniderstood, and no
sharp distinction being found
between reproductive and
somatic tissues.

W^ith these ])reliminary re-

marks we can pass on to a con-
sideration of the two modern
views of heredity which form
the main theme of my paper.
As these two views, in spite of
efforts to reconcile them, are in

direct conflict with one another,
it will be necessary to consider
them separately.

line of suo-
oesslon of
germ cells.

line of suo-
oesBlon of

somatic oellB.

Fig. I.
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I propose to deal first with the so-called biometrical theory

based primarily on statistical methods dealing with large numbers
of observations. This theory is associated with the names of

Sir Francis Galton, the founder of the Eugenics Laboratory in

London University, and Professor Karl Pearson. The main
part of this theory is often called the " theory of ancestral

contributions," and it endeavours to define the exact degree

in which the characters of an organism may be correlated with

those of various relations, particularlv the parents, grand-

parents, and great-grand-parents.

Since the statistical use of the facts may be most easily

demonstrated by graphical methods, I shall first give a very simple

example, quite unconnected with the subject of heredity. If we

«EAD£
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It is obviously also possible to speak of the " relative

frequency" as one (i) for the 5 heads, 5 tails, and as decimal.-.

{e.g., .84, .48, .18, .04, and .004) for the other possible com-
binations. The same relations may be calculated for larger

numbers, e.g., for 999 coins we have :

—

Heads. Tails. Relative Frequency.

500 499 1 .000

501

505
510
520

540
560

498

494
489

479
459
439

996
942
803

432
•037

.0006 etc.

;

These results may also be expressed on a curve ; the central part
of such a curve is shown in Figure 3.

Fig- 3-

Such a curve as this is known as a ' normal " curve. The
longest perpendicular, M. {i.e., that at the 500:499 mark) is

called the " mode." If we erect a perpendicular, Q, in such a

position as to divide the area to the left of M, and enclosed by

the curve and its ordinates. into equal halves, then the horizontal

distance from Al to Q is called the " quartile:"

Now a curve exactly similar to this may be constructed to

show the way in which certain characters are distributed in a

number of individuals. Take, for example, height in man. If

we take a tliousand men at random, and measure their heights
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to the nearest inch, we shall find the largest number are 69
inches high, and that the next largest numbers are 68 and 66

inches, and so on, the total range of variation being from about

62 inches to about 76 inches or a little more. The curve is

shown in Fig. 4 by a continuous line with the mode (M) and

the quartiles (O and Q').

M' Q Q'M"

1-ig- 4-

Now, since a greater degree of variability will obviously

cause a flatter cnvvc, it will increase the quartile, hence the

quartile is a measure of the variability of a character. It is also

equal to what is known as the " probable error." P)y this is

meant that distance from the mode at which it is an even chance

whether any individual shows a character value inside or out-

side this distance; i.e., in Fig. 4, it is an even chance whether
any one man's height lies between about 67 and about 70^ inches

or outside of those values. The chances against the character

value lying outside tzcicc these limits is a little more than 4 to

I n.e., it is about 5^ : i that a man's height will lie between

65 and 72 inches). The chances against 3 times the probable

error are more than 20 : i, against 4 times, nearly 150 : i. and

for more than 4 times they are negligible.

Such curves, therefore, provide a very valuable means of

dealing with statistics. Now, if the 1,000 men whose heights

were measured each had one son, i: will be easy to see whether
height is an inherited character, and if so. to what extent. To
show this we take all the sons of the fathers who were 62
inches high, and construct an exactly similar curve for their
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heights. The same is done for each class of fathers {i.e., those

62, 63, inches high).* It is then found that the mode
for the height of the sons of the fathers in any one class lies

somewhere hetween the mode for all the fathers and the height

of that class oi father. For the 62-inch fathers the mode
of the sons' heights will lie between 62 and 69. If it is near

62, we should say there was a high degree of correlation ; if near

69. we should say only slight correlation was shown. Numeri-

cally, a mode of 63, 64, ... . 68. inches would show }, f, f,

...
-f,

correlation. As a matter of fact, the correlation in

such cases is found to be approximately .5. (See Fig. 4.^ That

between grandfather and grandson is much less, and remoter

ancestors still less again.

This must suffice for an indication of the methods employed
by the " biometrical " school of heredity. That the numerical

relations worked out in this way do exist there can be no doubt,

but whether they afford any insight into the nature of heredity

is another question. My own opinion is that the information

obtained is of very small value. It has become proverbial that
" .statistics can be made to prove anything." and it may be added
that they can be applied to almost any facts capable of mmierical

expression. We might, for instance, measure to tlie nearest

yard the distance between adjacent stations on the South

African Railways, and \Ao{ the re-uUs in the form of a curve,,

from which we might deduce the mode and the probable error

from the mode of anv one such measurement, but tlie value of

these rigiu-es would probably not be very large. My small

opinion of the value of the method must lie the excuse for a

very meagre account of the attenij^t to formulate laws of heredity

based on these statistical results. It may be added that it has

been foinul that, on the average, the correlation for certain

characters between a child and both its parents is about .5 or.6;

between a child and its four grandparents it is about .2 or a little

more, while it agrees with the eight preceding ancestors to the

extent of about .06 to .12. It is known, however, that these

relations often do not hold good.f

* The curves for sons of fathers 64 inches and 77, inches high re-

siioctivelv are shown in Fig. 4 (6j inches represented hy the dotted curve,
and 73 inches by alternate dots and dashes).

t It is perhaps desirable to state very l)rieHy tlie possible ex-
planation of the disagreement between the results obtained by the
biometrical method, and In- the Mendelian method. In the latter case
the most typical e.Kamples have involved single pairs of characters in

comparatively simple organisms. .\s we shall see, however, even in some
of these cases, what appear to be single characters may prove to be
really made up of several interacting characters, the relation between
which may be very complicated. There is evidence that in the higher
animals this may be much more often the case, and that what appear
simple characters in man, for instance, may in reality be complex blends
of quite a large number of simple characters. .Assuming that this is

actually the case, and that it is impossible to distinguish the simple
characters whicli form the complex (a very probable corollary\ a
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The tendency of the results obtained by these biometrical

methods is to uphold Darwin's view of the importance of minute
continuous fluctuations in heredity, while the theory to the con-

sideration of which we will now proceed pays greater attention

to variation of a different type. It is necessary here to explain

this statement more fully. It has, since Darwin's time, been
customary to conceive evolution as proceeding by the gradual

addition or subtraction of a series of minute differences, this

being called " continuous variation/' but of late years a large

amount of evidence has been brought forward, showing that in

many cases variations proceed by short, but quite perceptible

jumps, not smoothly and continuously. This type of variation

has been named " discontinuous variation " or " mutation." and
it has even been suggested that permanent hereditary changes

are brought about solely by means of these mutations. The
chief exponent of this view has been the eminent Dutch botanist

de Vries. who has found and cultivated a number of new species

of evening primrose, which have originated by mutation from
the one parent species Oenothera Lamarckiana. This view,

certainly based on some proved facts, refers primarily to the

way in which variations arise, and we owe to Mendel, whose
name is now familiar to every biologist, the key to the problem
of how such variations are inherited.

Before speaking of Mendel and his work, I will describe a

typical experiment of the kind associated with his name. As a

plant familiar to everyone in this country, the Mealie may be
chosen to illustrate the method employed by him. The seed of a
mealie contains, besides the embrv^o plant, a store of nutritive

material called endosperm ; in some mealies this is white, in

others it is yellow, and this determines the colour of the seeds
Now if we take some pollen from a mealie which bears seeds

with yellow endosperm, and use it to pollinate the female flowers

of a mealie which would bear white seeds, we find that the cross-

pollinated flowers produce only yellow seeds. If the cross is

statistical survey of the results would give very similar results to those
obtained by the biometrical method. It is believed Tto take a specific
example) that height in man is really such a complex of characters, and
that it is quite impossible to separate out the single units which go to
make up the complex.

Probably the strongest experimental evidence of the truth of these
rernarks is to be found in some recent e.xperiments of Johannsen's on the
weights of certain kinds of seeds. Taking a definite varietv of seed,
and constructing a curve to show the variation in weight of ' individual
grains, he finds a fairly constant '" mode " for the seed weight. Never-
theless, by selecting definite individuals and breeding from these, he
found that the " pure races " thus raised had each their own modes for
the seed weight, and that this did not agree with that of the whole
variety as a rule. These remarks will perhaps serve to explain why,
although both the facts and the mathematics may be quite correct, the
biometrical results are thought to afford verj' little insight into the in-
heritance of characters as compared with the Mendelian method about
to be described.
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between " white " pollen and " yellow " flowers, we still find that

all the cross-bred seeds are ycllozv. We express this result

shortly by stating that yellow endosperm is " dominant " over

white endosperm, the latter being called " recessive." The
embryos contained in such seeds are hybrids of the first genera-

tion, and are described in the notation usually employed as Fl.

The hybrid seeds when sown produce healthy plants and flowers,

and if all the female flowers of such plants are pollinated with
' white "'

pollen, we find approximately half the seeds produced

by them are yellow and half are white. ( The actual numbers

in an experiment were 26,792 yellow; 26,751 white.) It should

be noted that pollination with " white " pollen has different effects

on the hybrid yellow and the parent yellow The whites arc

found to breed true, but the yellows behave in the same manner
as the hybrids.

Parents. White (pure; x Yellow (pure)

F.I . Yellow (hybrid) x White (pure).

Yellow (hybrid) 50%, White (pure) 50%.

If instead of pollinating the hybrid yellow with " white
"

pollen, we allow it to be self-pollinated, we find a still more
remarkable numerical relation between the offspring ( described

as F.2), namely, a proportion of three yellow seeds to one white

seed. (The actual numbers in an experiment were 16.592
yellow; 5,681 white.) Of these, all the white breed true, but

only one in three of the yellows, the remaining two-thirds giving

the same results as the F.^ hybrid. We may regard the colour

of the seeds as being due to the prisence or absence of a yellozv

pigment.

Parents. Yellow (pure) x White (pure).

F.L Yellow (hybrid)

(self-pollinated).
I

F.2. 25% Yellow (pure) 50% Yellow (hybrid) 25% White (pure)
(self-pollinated). (self-pollinated). (self-pollinated).

F.3. All Yellow. 75% Yellow 25% White. All White.

Other characters behave in tlie same way, e.g., starchv
(smooth seed) and sugary endosperm (wrinkled seed), starchy
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being dominant and sugary recessive. In an experiment, 5,310

starchy (smooth) grains and 1,765 sugary (wrinkled) grains

were obtained in the F.2 generation. In both these cases we
have not got anything new, but if we combine the two cases just

considered, that is, take parents differing from one another in

tzvo characters, we are able to get the two characters combined
in a new way. For instance, crov> a " smooth yellow " mealie

with a " wrinkled white '"
one. F.i is found to be " smooth

yellow." In an experiment in which the hybrid was pollinated

with "wrinkled white" pollen, the result was as follows:

—

Smooth yellow, seeds . . . . 2,869
\

Smooth white, seeds . . . . 2.q-?^ '
• .1 r-

\A' • 1 1 J 11 J ^ - b - ui tlie 1*. 2 generation.
\\ rmkled yellow, seeds . . 2,798

|

*

Wrinkled white, seeds . . 2.803 •

that is, approximately equal numbers of the four possible com-

binations are obtained, of which the second and third did not

exist before in the parents. If the hybrid is self-pollinated we
get m F.2 a proportion of 9 smooth yellow grains, 3 wrinkled

yellow, 3 smooth white, i wrinkled white. All the wrinkled

whites breed true, but only i in 9 of the smooth yellow, and i in

3 of the other two classes. Of the remamder, 2 of the smooth
yellow are pure for the smooth character only, 2 others for the

yellow character only, while 4 are hybrid in both respects

;

2 wrinkled yellows give wrinkled yellow and wrinkled white

;

2 smooth whites give smooth white and wrinkled white.

Gregor Mendel was born in 1822, and from 1853 to 1868 he

was a teacher of natural science in Briinn (Austria), where he

was a priest in the Augustine monastery. During those years

he worked on cross-breeding experiments with peas and other

plants. In peas he found seven pairs of characters behaving in

crosses exactly as those described above in the mealie. Amongst
these were :

—

Smooth (dominant'i and wrinkled (recessive) seeds.

Yellow (D) and green (R) cotyledons.

Grey (D) and colourless (R't-testas.

Inflated (D) and soft (R) pods.

Tall (D) and dwarf (R) stems.

Mendel published the results of his experiments on peas in

1865, but they remained unknown to the world at large until

1900, when they were brought to light independently by dc Vries

and two other botanists. The facts first discovered by him and
many similar ones have been repeatedly investigated during the

last ten years, and there can be no doubt of their accuracy.

There is only one theory which exactly fits these facts, and that

is the one proposed by Mendel, and which, together with the

facts upon which it is based, is called *' Mendelism." This theory
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is that the germ-cells (or "gametes") which combine in repro-

duction can carry only one of any two mutully exclusive

characters, but that the zygote produced by their union may bear

Ijoth. One character, however, is usually (but by no means
always) dominant over the other. When the gametes of the

hybrids are formed each can bear only o>ic of the two zygote

characters, and on the ordinary laws of chance the number
bearing one will be approximately equal to the number bearing

the other. Since this occurs in both pollen and embryo-sac, we
have, on self-pollination, equal numbers of gametes bearing the

two characters mating at random, and again the result can be

predicted by the laws of chance. If the characters are called

A and a, we shall have the following matings occurring in equal

numbers :

—

A. female (9). x A. male (<?).

A. J . X a. J .

a. 9. X A. (?

.

and a. ? . x a. J'

.

But as there is no difiference between the hybrids Aa and aA we
may write the result 25 % aa, 50 % aA, 25 % AA, the last

two appearing alike owing to the dominance of A. We may
illustrate the theory by placing TOO red and 100 white counters

in a hat, and withdrawing them in pairs. We shall get approxi-

mately 25 all white pairs, 25 all red pairs, and 50 white and red.

The phenomenon of dominance may then be illustrated by placing

the red counters above the white in all the mixed pairs. Pairs

of characters such as those we have been considering are known
as allelomorphic pairs, or pairs of allelomorphs. Zygotes formed
by the union of like gametes are called homosygotes. those
formed from unlike gametes hcterozygotes. The table below
shows at a glance the theoretical constitution of gametes and
zygotes on Mendel's hypothesis. The supposed separating out
of the characters borne by the gametes at the formation of the
latter is called the segregation of the allelomorphic pairs.

A ?

a o

A 3
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A.B.c? A.b.<f a.B.,? a.b. J

383

A.B. 2
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calculated on the assumption that instead of the gametes segre-

gating in the proportion of i.A.B.: i.A.b. : i.a.B.: i.a.b., we have
7.A.B. : I.A.b.: La.!).: /.a.b., agree very closely with observation.

(Other examples give numbers approximating to a 15: i : i : 15

basis.) An example of this is found in certain sweet-peas. In

this case two of the allelomorphic pairs involved are purple (D)
and red colours, and long (D) and round pollen-grains. Here
we find that in F.2, considering the two pairs separately, we
have the normal ratios of 3 purple: i red. and 3 long: T round,

but if we examine the ])ollen of flic f^itrplc only we find a much
larger proportion of long grains, virs.. 12: 1, while in the reds the

])roportion of longs is only i : 3.2. Coml)ining the two, we find

that the ])ro])ortions in F.2 are approximately as follows (actual

numbers in brackets) :

—

Purple flower and long ])ollen 177 ( 1528) 1 I 9
Purple flower and round pollen is (106) . 13
Red flower and long pollen 15 (117)

'"stead ot
j ^

Red flower and round i)ollen 49 (
381 )

) ' i

In other cases of Mendelian inheritance we meet with the

remarkable phenomenon usually called " reversion," or some-

times " latency of characters." This may be best explained by
an example, and two varieties of sweet-pea wdll again be used.

These are two which difl^er in the colour of the seed-coat, one
being grey, and the other colourless (or white) F.i showed a

testa with purple dots on a grey ground ( pnrPlc) F.2 showed
a proportion of 9 purple: 3 grey: 4 white. The explanation is

that there are two pairs of allelomorphs

—

(t) purple and its

absence; (2) grey and its absence. But ]nirple is apparently

unable to appear without grey, hence :

—

[
purple

]
(no purple) I purple

|
j
no purple]

9 : 3 - [:3
\

-I
I grey

) (
grey i (no grey) ( no i^rey

j

appears as above, since ' ' I equals white. It is evident
'

'

I
no grey

)

that the original "white" parent was reallv
P^'^P ^ [,

'
-^

( no grey
1

A second example where two latent characters give rise to a
new character is furnished by the sweet-pea known as " Emily
Plenderson." This is found to exi.st in two forms only dift'ering

in the shape of the pollen-grains, which are "long" (D) or
" round." The flowers are pure white in both cases. F.i lias

flowers with a purple standard and blue wings (the type known
as "Purple invincible"). F.2 (from self-pollinated F.i) shows
the following proi)ortions :

—

" Purple invincibles
"

81) ,3
" Picotee

"
27

i

°''
1 1

" Painted lady
"

27; f
3

" 1 mged white 9 > (1
"White" 112 - - -
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" i'ainted lady " lias a red standard and white wings; " Picotee
"

and " Tinged white " appear as " dilnted " forms of the Purple

invincible and " Painted lady " respectively. The latter are

dominant over the former, owing to the presence of a
" strengthening " factor which we may call. S. All the coloured

forms are due to the meeting of two dominant factors which

may be called X and Y, one borne by one parent and one by the

other. This gives the ratio 9XY : 3Xy : 3xY : ixy; that is,

9 coloured : 3 + 3 -h ^ white. To explain the two primary

colours we require a fourth pair of allelomorphs, namely, a
' purple "' factor P, and its absence. Thus PXY gives purple

flowers, but pXY gives red flowers. The relation between the

shape of the pollen grains and the purple and red flow^ers has

already been, described, as an example of "gametic coupling."

This last example is one of the most complex of those worked
out by the Mendelian school, and has been chosen as one which

appears at first sight to be quite of a difiFerent nature. Very
few cases of heredity in hybrids, however, have been definitely

proved to be non-Mendelian.

One of the recent developments of Mendelism is the idea

that sex may be a hereditary character, inherited according to

Mendelian laws. Owing to the nature of the case, the inheri-

tance of sex cannot be investigated in the ordinary manner, but

quite a number of carefully devised experiments have now been

<:arried out, most of which indicate that females are really

Jieterozygotes in which femaleness is dominant and maleness

recessive, while males are homozygous recessives. This, at any
rate, explains the approximate equality of males and females,

since all the male gametes bear only the male character, w^hile

equal numbers of " male " and " female "* gametes (i.e.. gametes
beariiig the characters of '' maleness " and " femaleness " respec-

tively) are produced by the female. These, then, mating at

random, will produce equal numbers of heterozygotes (females)

and homozygous males. It would take too long to explain the

experiments on which this idea is based.

It is known that some diseases and certain peculiarities in

man are inherited according to Mendelian laws—as, for instance,

colour blindness and red hair—but the difficulty of collecting

data and the impossibility of experiment have made progress in

this direction very slow.

In another direction Mendelian experiments have given

exceedingly valuable practical results, namely, in the breeding of

7vheats which combine many useful characters. By the use of

Mendelian methods we can choose almost any characters

occurring in dififerent varieties of wheats and combine these in

one breed. Two of the most important of these are " strength
"

(a quality very important in baking the flour), which is dominant

over " weakness," and immunity to the attacks of " rust," which
is recessive to susceptibility. By the introduction of an immune
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parent, the immune character can be combined with ahnost any

other desirable characters existing in a susceptible wheat, and

the type thus built up may be " strengthened " by the aid of

crossing with a " strong " parent. Similar experimental

breedings have been carried out with other plants.

TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES.

South African Institution of Engineers.—Saturday, March gth

:

Mr F H Davis, President in the chair.—" Loss due to impact in Call

-

fornian stamps": A. S. Ostreicher. The author had investigated the

impact between cam and tappet by the work due to deformation. Equa-

tions were given for determining the limiting values of percentage loss.

Chemical Metallurgical, and Mining Society of South Africa.—

Saturdav, March i6th : Mr. W. R. Dowling, M.I.M.M., Vice-President,

in the "chair.—"The Luminator purification treatment of water for

.'^teani boilers": W. Cullen. The treatment consists in running the

water over aluminium plates under certain conditions. This prevents

scaling and loosens anv scale previously formed. The author had tried

the method for fifteen months with two 25 h.p. boilers, using about 3,000

gallons of water per twenty-four hours, and characterised the improve-

ment noticed at first as remarkable and striking, though subsequently

it was less marked. Before the application of the aluminium launders

so mucli adherent scale used to be formed that the boilers needed

cleaning every three or four weeks. The first result of this treatment-

was to loosen what scale there had been formed and render it capable

of being blown off. The scale subsequently formed was much less than

usual and easily removable. The author was unable to explain the under-

lying principle.

Geological Society of South Africa.—Monday, March iSth
:
Mr.

H. S. Harger, President, in the chair.—"The Palabora plutonic complex

of the Low countrv, and its relationship to the pegmatites of the

Leydsdorp mica fields :" A. L. Hall. A considerable area, south of the

Murchison Range, is covered by a group of plutonic rocks intrusive into

the older granite. This group—the Palabora plutonic complex—is made

up of a genetically connected series of massive granites, syenites, and

pyroxenites. Its age cannot be definitely fixed, but its intrusion probably

belongs to a period intermediate between the older granite and the

Bushveld igneous rock^. A large number of coarse quartz-albite-

pegmatites are associated with the margin of the complex, and probably

represent its residual motherliquor, but have no connection with tJie

older granite.
—

" The crystalline metamorphic limestone of Lulukop, and

its relationship to the Palabora plutonic complex:" A. L. Hall. The

intrus ion of the Palabora complex was accompanied by pronounced

contact metamorphism, particularly on the limestone of Lulukop. The
latter, especially at the Guide Copper Mine, contains admixtures of

igneous material, represented by pyroxene and orthoclase. A_ large mass

of th? limestone had evidently been caught up by the ipvading magma
and intensely altered.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Wednesday, .\pril loth : Mr.

W. F. Long. President of local section, in the chair.—Presidential

address: W.F. Long. A review was given of the electrical industry in

the Cape Peninsula s:nce its inception in 1882, by a private company,

which was bought up In' the Table Bay Harbour Board in 1886. The
Harbour Board then took over the lighting of the Houses of Parliament,

the electricity for which had been supplied since 1885 by a special steam

driven generator. The Harbour Board plant also supplied the Cape
Town Railway Station with energy until 1889. when the Railway Elec-

trical Department was inaugurated, electrical train lighting being then for
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the rirst time undertaken. Public supply of electricity in the City of

Cape Town w;is not started until 1895, several years later than in the

southern suburbs. The first Central Station, near the Molteno Reservoir,

was then opened. The present Central Power Station in the Dock
Road was opened in 1904. There are at present seven central stations

between the docks and Kalk Bay. Great changes were about to take

place and the Dock Road Power Station would increase its output from
six million units during 19 12 to nine millions during 1913.

Capf. Chemical Society.—Friday, April 19th: Dr. C. F. Juritz,

M.A., F.LC. President, in the chair.
—

" Investigation of chemical

problems in a new country" (Presidential address): Dr. C. F. Juritz.

Chemistry bears a constant and intimate relation to every aspect of

individual and social life, and needs patience and promptitude in dealing

with its various aspects. To direct the course of enquiry men of eflficient

chemical vision and the best brain power were needed. The author
referred to the position of chemical research in England, America, and
Australia, contrasting therewith the position in South Africa, where
chemical research was almost impracticable except with respect to agri-

cuture. In the latter there was a wide field, but euphemism with regard

to the work done thereon was apt to distort the view : to attain success

co-ordination of etifort and unity of plan were necessary. The Bureau
of Chemistry of the United States Department of Agriculture was cited

as an example of this.

Royal Society of South Africa.—Wednesday, April 17th: .S. S.

Hough, M.A., F.R.S., President, in the chair.
—

" Some recent improve-
ments m transit observing" (Presidential Address): S. S. Hough.
The address was intended to illustrate how, in connection with meridian
observing, personal errors of Right Ascension observations could be
eliminated. In connection with the new transit circle of the Cape Ob-
servator}^ the erection whereof was begun in 1901, Repsold's single moving
web system of observing had been introduced, in conjunction with a

mechanical method of driving the moving wire at a speed capable of
adjustment to correspond with that of the moving star in the telescopic

field. During ion com.parativc observations were made systematically

by seven observers, and as a result the author stated his conclusion thot

practically the problem of the elimination of personal errors had been
solved, all observations having been made by means of an equal number
of transits in each direction, right to- left and left to right, the out-
standing personal discordances being of a scarcely detectable character.

Wednesday. May 15th: L. Peringuey, D.Sc, F.E.S., F.Z.S.. President,
in the chair.

—"A revision of the genus /J/?^?V/('a, Delaroche" : R. Dummer
Twenty-three known species of the genus were described. ile\en heinr;

new.—" Positive electrical change in isolated nerve '"
: Prof. W. A. Jolly.

The theories regarding causation of positive electrical change in isolated

nerve are critically discussed, and the results obtained by different in-

struments and methods of investigation correlated. The positive after

variation is differentiated from positive change produced during a period
of stimulation, and regarded as dependmg on two factors: fi) A process
occurring in the uninjured part of the nerves subsequent to excitation,

and (2) increase in demarcation current.
—

'" Note on the occurrence of
a leucocytozoon infection—host—the ostrich "

: J. Walker. The author
proposes to name the parasite Leucocytozoon strnthioiiis, and describes
its microscopical appearance in stained Idood smears collected from sick

ostrich chicks on a farm in Middelburg, Cape Province.
—

" Valency and
chemical affinity": Dr. J. Moir. The author had previously shown thai
atomic H'cights could be fairly exactly calculated by assinning a proton
of atomic weight .009. It is now suggested that tins proton may be the
true cause of valency and chemical combination. Practically identical

values of this proton are given by the three most exact determinations
of molecular ratios that the author is acquainted with.

—"A new species
of Trygon from South Africa": Prof J. D. F. Gilchrist. Three species
of Trygon (Sting ray) from South African waters liad been recorded.
The author described a fourth—apparently a new species.
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Spengel, H., P.O. Box 3498, Johannesburg.
Teasdale, Miss E. L., Government School. Maraisburg. Transvaal.
Van Oordt, J. P.. B.A.. Harrismith, O.F.S.
Waldron, JFrank William, A. M.LC.E., Parliament Street, Cape Town.
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I. Introduction. ^vs.,.^^0 ^^^
To the mineralogist there can be very few locahties in the

world of such interest as Broken Hill in Northern Rhodesia.

The minerals occurring there in the deposits of zinc, lead and

vanadium have attracted considerable attention in spite of the

inaccessibility of the locality, which is some 300 miles north of

the Zambesi. The variety and the extreme beauty, together

with the rarity of several of the minerals occurring in the

deposit, render its study immensely attractive, and the unique

association of mineralized bones, the implements and other

evidences of human occupation of the caves in the deposit further

increase the interest of the subject. The deposits have been

opened up for mining.

The minerals in the mines and the materials affording

evidence of occupation of the caves by man and by beast have

been carefully collected from time to time by Mr. Franklin

White, Mi^ J. L. Popham, Mr. P. C. Tarbutt, and others, and it

is chiefly to these gentlemen that we are indebted for the beauti-

ful mineral specimens from Broken Hill which arc now to be

seen in the museums of almost every country.

The minerals have been identified and fully described by
Mr. L. J. Spencer (1) of the British ^Museum. South Ken- .

sington.

The mine, its surroundings and the cave have been described

by Mr. Franklin White (2). who has discovered evidences of

its occupation by man ; flu^ther evidences—worked and carved
bone, clinker, etc.—being described by the same author (3).

The fossil mammalian and other bones have been described

bv Mr. E. C. Chubb (4), and by Messrs. F. P. Mennell and E.

C. Chubb (5).

The ores of lead, vanadium, and zinc were briefly men-
tioned by the present writer (6).

The examination of the minerals in situ and survey of their

distribution bring out several points of interest regarding their

origin. The mining operations carried out by the Rhodesia
Broken Hill Development Co. enabled the writer to make during

a visit to the mine extending over some ten days a somewhat
hasty but detailed survey of the deposits, and he has thought
that it may be of interest to publish the results.

Acknowledgments are gratefully made to the following com-
panies and gentlemen who kindly gave the writer permission
to examine the mines, and assisted him in various ways during
his investigations:—Messrs. Percy Tarbutt and Co.. The
Bechuanaland Exploration Co., Messrs. A. M. Bentley, J. Blackie,
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H. U. Moffat, J. L. Pophani, J. Teagle, and Franklin White.

To Mr. H. S. Mc\'ey the writer is indebted for drawing the

diagrams which accompany this note. The photographs wer^
kindly lent for reproduction by Mr. Franklin White.

II. Geology of the Deposits.

The country in which the deposits are situated is fairly

flat exce])t for a series of small kopjes (named Nos. i. 2, 3, 4)
and one or two others. These kopjes consist, in some
instances entirely, and in others in large part, of the oxidised

compounds of zinc and lead and iron.* ( See Plate 4, upper

photograph. )t
The mining development work carried out consists| chiefly

several directions and at several levels ; from these are put out

a number of cross-cuts. A few rises between the levels and

several small winzes exist, also, several shafts are sunk from
the surface of the kopjes and between them; in the kopjes

several large quarries and benches have been made. In Kopje
Xo. I an incline passes down to water-level, where a drive exists,

and from the drive which extends from end to end of the kopje

two cross-cuts are made ; one of these opens into the lower
part of the bone cave. Nearly all the workings, therefore, are

in the oxidized zone, which has thereby been particularly well

exposed.

The accompanying geological sketch-map (Fig. i) is very
rough, but serves to give a general idea of the geology. The
rocks appear to be highly inclined or vertical and to be striking

about east and west.

In making a traverse from south to north the following
rocks are observed :

—

(a) Limestone.

(b) Phyllite (disturbed and contorted in places),

passing insensibly to

(c) Limestone (largely dolomitic).§

(d) Conglomerate.

(c) ?Phyllitic grit.

The rocks are members of an ancient schistose sedimentary
group, perhaps of the same general age as those occurring in

Matabeleland, but probably considerably younger.

No. I Kopje is situated on the limestone (c), and near '>t

are the smaller kopjes 3, 4, etc. No. 2 Kopje is situated alone
about half a mile S.S.E. of No. i, partly in the limestone (a)
and partly in the phyllite (b).

* White, loc. cit., voL vii., p. 14.

t The upper (smaller) photograph is a view of " Kopje No. 1 "; the gossan of

a deposit, containing the bone cave. The lower (larger) photograph is a view of

the east side of that kopje, shewing the cavernous nature of surface ore. and posi-

tion of a bone deposit (left-hand lower corner of photograph) at the east end of

water-level drive.

+ White, loc. cit., vol. vii., pp. 14-18.

§ Mennell and Chubb, loc. cit., p. 445.
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Rough Geological Sketch-Map ok Broken Hill.

III. The Deposits.

The distribution anc! association of the minerals are of

particular interest. Taking Kopje No. i as being the clearest

example and best exposed, the distribution may be diagrammati-
cally represented as follows (see Fig. 2):

—

Zone I.—The sulphide zone (occurring below water-level).

This consists of a hard crystalline limestone, fine-grained,

dolomitic and quartzose, usually considerably jointed, preva-

lently grey in colour, and containing scattered patches, particles

and small veins of zinc blende, galena and a little pyrite. The
water-level is very near the surface—some 17 feet below the

general level of the surrounding country.

Zone 2.—The gossan or oxidized ore. A highly fer-

ruginized and silicified limestone, rotted and cavernous (see

Plate 4, lower ])hotograph ) and very strongly impregnated

with carbonate of lead (and to a lesser extent carbonate of

zinc), silicate of zinc, and the other oxidized zinc and lead

minerals. This zone extends from the water-level to the top

of the kopje, which is about 50 feet high. Small patches of
unaltered crystalline limestone remain in this pale brown rock.

This zone (2) comprises at its base

—
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Zone 2a—the phosphate-vanadate zone, which occupies the
lower part of the oxidized portion, and consists of carbonates
and silicates, etc., mixed with phosphates and vanadates. It

is an irregular zone, in which the phosphates and vanadates are
locally much more abundant than tlie other oxidized minerals.
Presumably the pre-existent carbonates of zinc and lead have
reacted with phosphoric acid supplied by the extensive deposits

Fig. 2.

Diagrammatic Section across " Kopje No. 1,"

Shewing disposition of Mineral Groups.

2 = Carbonate-silicate zone (

(2a =: Phosphate-vanadate zone) '

1 =: Sulphide /.one

Oxidized zone.

of animal remains situated in this zone to produce the phosphates

of zinc and lead. The cave, which is situated in this zone,

contains a considerable thickness of mineralized bone-breccia.

Other accumulations of bone-breccia have been discovered in

various parts of this zone ; the positions of these are indicated

in Fig. 3 (a) and (&).

The upper part of zone 2 consists mainly of carbonate of

lead, silicate of zinc, oxide of iron, and carbonate of zinc. No
phosphates or vanadates are present.

The zones are fairly well marked, but a small amount of

galena was noted in the oxidized zone, and even on the surface
of the kopje. In one instance a very small amount of pyro-
morphite was found on the surface of the kopje at its summit,

IV. Mode of Occurrence of the AIinerals.

The details of the occurrence of the minerals are given
briefly hereunder :

—

Galena and Blende occur mainly below the water-level,
where exploited in Kopje No. i, in small but frequent dis-
semination and veinlets in the limestone. These veins are
generally not more than an inch or so wide. No sulphide
minerals have been exposed in Kopje No. 2, where work has
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same mineral was found by Mr. White* in the cave earth in the

form of small lumps. Pyritc and Chalcopyrite occur in very
small quantities with the blende and galena in the crystalline

limestone below water-level.

Ccrussitc is probably the commonest mineral in Kopje No.
I, but it was not found in Kopje Xo. 2. A little is present in

Kopje No. 3. The mineral occurs in magnificent crystal aggre-

gates encrusting the numerous cavities in Kopje No. i. These
cavities are sometimes several feet in diameter, and often con-

tain nothing but cerussite. The mineral is present intimately

mixed with hemimorphite, iron oxide, quartz, etc., in the pale

brown and whitish rock which forms the larger part of the

gossan right at the surface.f Sometimes the mineral is stalac-

titic, as was observed by Mr. Spencer.

|

Calamine (zinc carbonate) is present in very large mam-
millated masses in the phyllite and limestone of No. 2 Kopje,
apparently being associated there with no other zinc or lead

minerals. It also occurs rather commonly encrusting the

cavernous surfaces of Kopjes i and 2, and occasionally asso-

ciated with cerussite and liemimorphite in the crystal-lined

cavities in Kopje No. i.

Hydrozincitc is beautifully developed in mammillated and
rosetted crusts infilling cavities and seams in Kopje No. 2. It

is not uncommon on the exposed surfaces of Kopjes i and 2

as an amorphous crust. The hemispherical soft, white and
earthy masses believed by Mr. Spencer§ to be hydrozincite,

were found in several instances to be well developed in Kopje
No. 2.

Hemimorphite (zinc silicate) is largely present in Kopje
No. T. forming thick, partly crystallized and somewhat stalactitic

crusts in cavities, some of which are large and completely lined

with that mineral. Sometimes it is well crystallized. Often it

is associated with cerussite or calamine and cerussite. Sky-blue

hemimorphite occurs infilling smaller cavities. Perhaps the

chief development of this mineral is that which forms an inti-

mately intermixed aggregate with cerussite, quartz and iron

oxide,|| and constituting the bulk of the gossan of Nos. i and 3.

It also lines cavities in No. 3. A little doubtful hemimorphite

occurs in cavities lined with other minerals in Kopje No. i, and

it is " present in crystallized crusts on the bones and on the

bone-breccia in the cave."^
Pyromorphite mostly occurs with tarbuttite in Kopje No. 2

in. the extremely beautiful crystal-lined cavities. Like the tar-

buttite, it is deposited on spongy limonite. Exceptionally beau-

tiful bright-green crystals in loose aggregates are seen lining

cavities in Kopje No. 2. These sometimes have no associated

* White he. cit., vol. vii. p. 17.

f Spencer, loc. cit., p. 1.

J
IhicL, p. 36.

§ Ibid., p. 35.

i'
Ibid., p. 34.

ilbid., p. 35.
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tari)uttite. and almost continuously line cavities several feet in

diameter, thickly covering parts of the cavity. A little pyro-

morphite was found at the surface of Kopje No. i, and some
occurs in a drive near the bone cave. PAmorphous pyro-

morphite in curious very pale brown growths of small size was
noted in small cavities in Kopje No. 2.

Hopeite was only noted in Kopje No. i, where in the bone
cave it forms beautiful crystallized coatings* more or less com-
pletelv lining the cave as it existed when brokeiii into. The
thick mud and bone-breccia of the floor has plainly at some time

subsided in part, so that at present the roof and floor of the lower

cavity are composed of bone-breccia ; this is thickly covered with

vanadinite and hopeite resting directly on a very thin, minutely

crystalline crust of ?tarbuttite and Phemimorphite. The
corroded form of hopeite occurs as a thick encrustation on one
wall of the cave. In three other places in Kopje No. i a little

hopeite has been found either with or close by mineralized bones
( in one occurrence the mineral was only doubtfully determined,

and in one other the mineral has been removed).
Parahopeitc is so far the rarest of the zinc phosphates at

Broken Hill. It occurs m small rosettes in the highest part of

the bone cave, and perhaps to a very small extent in a drive in

Kopje No. 2. In the Rhodesia Museum is a specimen of coarsely

crystallised parahopeite in limonite. It is believed to have come
from Kopje No. 2.

Tai'buttitc is chiefly developed in Kopje No. 2. occurring in

magnificent crystal coatings of considerable extent and various

thicknesses in the numerous cavernous spaces of the dark-brown
cellular limonite which occurs in the central part of the Kopje.
In most instances it is associated with pyromorphite. A little

tarbuttite was noted crystallized upon descloizite in Kopje No. i

and in Kopje No. 3 ; a small development is also recorded from
the cave, from whence it was detected by 'Mv. SpencerJ as '' very

thin and minutely crystallized crusts on the hopeite specimens

and on some of the bones." Tarbuttite was not noted in associa-

tion with the fresh unaltered limestone.

?Go3larite.—A white, ]:)owdery mineral associated with

blende, and encrusting that mineral and small patches of a wall

of a lower drive in Kopje No. i, is^believed to be zinc sulphate,

but unfortunately the sample was lost in transmission.

Dc';cloisite is present in Kopje No. 3. occurring there in

rather large aggregates of crystals, thin seams and crusts lining

or infilling small fissures in the limestone and in small cavities

6 to 8 inches across, filled with coarsely crystallized descloizite on

a surface of massive descloizite. It is associated with a little

tarbuttite, etc. The mineral occurs as thin encrustations on

portions of the surface of Kopje No. i associated with calamine,

and close by an accumulation of mineralized bones.

On certain joint surfaces of the limestones containing cala-

* White, loc. cit , vol. vii., p. 17.

J Spencer, loc. cit., pp. 22, .30 and 38.
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mine and in ferruginized Plimestones of Kopje No. 2 small

groups and isolated crystals of descloizite were found to be
rather common.

Vanadinitc forms coraloidal growths and encrustations on
the surfaces of the bone-breccia of the cave in Kopje No. i. It

is intimately associated with hopeite. and is generally overgrown
by that mineral.

Limonite is exceedingly common in Kopje No. 2, being the

substance of the cavities in which the beautiful pyromorphite and
tarbuttitc occur. It is very cavernous and pseudostalactitic.

The mineral as yellow ochre is also common intermixed with

hemimorphite, cerussite, etc., in the gossan of Kopjes i and 3.

Massive limonite was noted in some of the drives of No. 2 Kopje.

A little Gothite is also present.

Quartz, as implanted crystals lining small cavities in the

gossan of Kopjes 3 and .\, occurs abundantly. To a lesser extent

it is similarly present in Kopje No. i.

Chalcedony is less common than c|uartz, but large masses are

present in Kopjes 3 and 4.

Psilouielane, in the form of wad, is present in Kopje No. 2

in small amount.
Malachite was found in very small amount in Kopjes i and 2

/Acui'lte also was found, in very small amount, partly

coating galena altering to cerussite.

Chrysocolla also was noted in Kopje No. i, together with a

little f Dioptase, which may, however, have been confused by
the writer with f Copper phosphate, the pale-green mineral noted

by ]\Ir. Spencer as occurring in small bright-green ( monoclinic?)

crystals, and suggested by that author to be a copper phosphate.

This mineral was noted in very small quantity in cavities in the

surface ore of Kopje No. i.

Dolomite is believed to be present in coarse aggregates in

Kopjes Nos. T and 2. but it was not found /// situ by the writer.

A white, pearly-lustred mineral in minute squat crystals

present in Kopje No. 2 is believed to be a phosphate of zinc, but

it is not yet identified. The form of the crystals does not seem
to conform with any 'of those of previously described zinc

phosphates.

No silicates of lead were detected, neither was greenockite

found. These minerals were carefully searched for. Willemite

is suspected, but could not be found by the author. Alelaconite

is suspected to be present in small quantity.

It is stated that traces of gold and silver have been detected

by assay of material from Kopje No. t.

V. Origin of the Pho.sphates and Vanadates.

By plotting out the results of the survey of certain of the
minerals, important considerations concerning the relationship

and origin of the beautiful phosphates and the vanadates are
suggested (see Figs. 3 and 4). Firstly, the phosphate minerals
of Kopje No. 1 are clearly restricted to the immediate
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viciiiitv of the bone deposits, with the exception of one

or two insigniticant occurrences which may be explained by

the movement of the phosphoric acid in solution from its source

of origin. The origin of the phosphate minerals occurring in

Kopje Xo. I is therefore evident, namely, the reaction of phos-

phoric acid supplied by the leaching of the animal remains with

the oxidized zinc and lead compounds. On Kopjes Nos. 2 and 3,

Fig. 4.

Diagrammatic Plan ok "Kopje No. .2,"

Shewing roughly the distribution of Tarbuttite and Pyromorphite in Drives and
Cross-cuts.

t = Tarbuttite

py = Pyromorphite

in both of which phosphate minerals are present, the evidences

of the occupation of small ledges and crevices by man or beast or

both are found. In Kopje No. 3. for instance, a large cavernous

ledge between craggy walls is about 30 feet by 12 feet, narrowing

at one end. Its floor, on which white quartz chips abound,

consists of several feet of whitish, soft material full of pebbles.

Further opening up of the deposit in Kopje No. 2 may almost

certainly reveal the presence of a large bone deposit close to

(probably above) the large phosphate zone which has been

exposed in the drives.

Secondly, it is most interesting that the vanadium minerals

are not found excepting close by, generally actually with, the

phosphates. This is especially to be noted in the western group

of Kopjes (Nos. i and 3). Conversely, most of the phosphate

mineral occurrences known at Broken Hill have vanadium
minerals either in actual contact or in close proximity. This

seems to be important and suggestive when it is remembered
that the element vanadium is one of a group—a'^senic, phos-
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phorus and vanadium—the members of which have a numljer 3f

properties in common, and isomorphously replace one another in

the mineral kingdom. Further work is necessary for the eluci-

dation of this matter, which is beyond the scope of the present

note.

A mixed sample of undecomposed blendiferous limestone of

Broken Hill was carefully tested by Mr. J. B. Bull for the

presence of vanadium; the concentrate of the limestone was also

separately tested, but no vanadium was found, neither were
vanadium minerals detected on examining microscopically the

blende-bearing limestone ; but it must be remembered that only

a comparatively small amount of the sulphide limestone has been

opened up. Further work may reveal the presence of vanadium
in the unoxidized zone ; meanwhile the author puts forward the

suggestion that the origin of the vanadium is in some way closely

connected with the presence of the phosphorus of the bones.
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ELECTORAL REFOR.M—PROPORTIONAL
REPRESENTATION.

P,v juiix Prowx, M.D.. CM., F.R.C.S., L.R.C.S.E.

(Ercniiuj discourse delivered in the Library Board Room,

Bii!aK'a\o. on Tuesday. July 4, 191 1.)

Abstraet.)

The lecturer began his acUh-ess by alhiding to a recent

debate in the Rhodesian Legislative Council, the outcome whereof

was the ado])tion of a motion requesting the Government to take

into early consideration the subjects of additional representation

and redistribution. Some of the speakers, he said, advocated

single-member constituencies, and some referred to the trans-

ferable vote—the best means of securing effective voting and

true representation. After outlining the method of employing

the transferable vote, the lecturer said that while single-

member constituencies result in strife and difficulties,, as the

Union of South Africa was already experiencing, transferable

voting tends to bring peace and progress and to promote united

action in the problems which a legislature has to face.

The question of real representation is at present occupying

a prominent place all over the world. Tasmania has secured

effective voting, and all over Australia men were calling out for

it. Every vote given should help to return a member, and thus

become effective. There would thus be no more majorities and

no more minorities, but every member would have his due share

of all the votes, and the elected body wotdd exactly represent

the electors. However impossible this may seem, it is regularly

carried out in the Pretoria and Johannesburg Municipal elections.

The speaker then referred to the meeting of the National Con-

vention at Durban, where, he said, its members began their work
with the most important and fundamental matters, including the

best method of Parliamentary election. They devised the most

perfect system of electing both Houses of Parliament that the

world had ever seen, one which made every vote effective, secur-

ing, as nearly as possible, one man, one vote ; one vote, one value

,

and each member the same number of votes. A few months
later, at Bloemfontein, this splendid system was given up, and
they fell back on the antiquated, inaccurate British plan of

single-member constituencies under which the non-effective

sometimes outnumber the effective votes by six to one.

For true representation, the lecturer continued, the elected

House should reflect, as in a mirror, the voters that elect it, but

in practice sometimes only 15 per cent, of the votes help to elect

the member, yet we delude ourselves with the idea that we have,
by a majority of votes, elected a representative. True repre-
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sentation can follow only when every possible vote is made
effective. This can be done by sectional election ; where each,

equal section of the voters elects not a member only, but a

representative of all that section by the votes of all the voters

in that section. By the British method of election this is abso-

lutely impossible.

Single-member elections are seen at their best when there

are only two candidates ; and in such a case two points should

be noticed : the number of voters that must of necessity be un-

represented, and the number of votes that are necessarily non-

effective. Both these are inherent in single-member

constituencies, and both are non-existent where there is trans-

ferable voting.

\Mien there are more than two candidates the number of

non-effective votes is enormously increased, for one more vote

than the second-best candidate obtains secures the election of
the member, and all the other votes are non-effective.

With our small number of voters in South Africa, the

number of unrepresented voters, though proportionally large,

looks small. In England it amounts to hundreds of thousands
in every election : and this recurs year after year. In the
General Election in 1906, in Wales 217,462 Ministerialist voters

elected 30 members, while 100,547 Unionist voters elected none,

and were unrepresented. On the other side again : in January,

1910. in Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, 218.000 Unionists got

30 members; 134,000 on the other side got none. Thus, in these

two districts, 235,000 were unrepresented voters.

We have discussed two drawbacks inherent to single-

member constituencies. A third, and very important one, is that

a minority of voters may, and often does, obtain a majority
of members : so that it is the minority which rules and not the

majority, in these cases, under the present system.

In ^^'arwickshire in 1906 there were four constituencies

;

three Liberal members were returned by 22,021 voters, and only

one Conservative, though the Conservatives had 22,490, i.c
,

a majority of 469 more votes. This resulted from the fact that

the larger Conservative majority was all in one division, while

the Liberal majorities were spread over the other three.

These drawbacks inherent in single-member constituencies

are entirely absent in the true representation that the transfer-

able vote secures in all cases.

By electing your members with the transferable vote, you
would gain the five following advantages :

—

The first is, that the mobile portion of your voters, who are

working in one place to-day and elsewhere soon after, would
suft'er no disfranchisement ; they could always vote wherever
they happened to be w^orking.

The second is a much more important matter. With a

growing p()i)ulation, the question of additional representation
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comes lip. With the transferable vote each member get> as far

as possible the same number of votes or the quota. When,
with an increased number of voters, there is an additional quota

to spare over and above that at the last election, you have this

increase very prominently made manifest, and you have an
automatic index to the expediency of your claim to have one
more member.

Thirdly, a very much more troublesome question-^that of
redistribution—would also be completely avoided. It is one of
the most difficult and troublesome questions to settle ; and with
an increasing population it will become, not only a chronic,

but a constant source of strife.

In the South African Union, after the Bloemfontein catas-

trophe, a Commission of highly-paid Judges—the verv best men
we could obtain—had to leave their judicial functions anil busy
themselves in settling the boundaries of 121 new constituencies,

each with as nearly as possiljle 3.000 voters. This thev accom-
plished with great difficulty just before the elections were held.

^^'ithin nine months the results of the new census showed us
that, owing to the diminution of voters in Cape Town at one
end. and owing to the influx of newcomers in the Rand at the

other end, there will have to be a new redistribution with fresh

boundaries, and the formation of fresh electoral divisions at

both these places.

With single-member constituencies this will be vour ex-

perience constantly, and time and energ)- will be frittered awav
on endless disputes, to the detriment of the country. All this

needless trouble and loss would be avoided by the adoption of

proportional representation and the transferable vote.

Fourthly, you would have one vote one value, and each
member elected by the same number of voters, an utter

impossibility with single-member divisions, or, in fact, with
more divisions than one ; for though each division might, as in

the Union, contain as far as possible an equal number of voters,

that would not ensure that in each an equal number of voters

voted ; and, unless they did, you can neither have one vote one
value, nor the same number of voters electing the member.

rifthly. by this system you would ensure the election of the

very best men in the country. Canvassing would become im-

possible, so far as the whole constituency was concerned, and
to a large extent unnecessary, so far as local interests go: for

the contest would no longer be with other local candidates.

Each division would have to concentrate on the strongest public

man with local influence. Instead of a contest between local

men, each spending money legitimately enough in asking for

votes to get him in, you will have the voters themselves doing
all this asking for votes, to procure the services of a good ]Miblic

man, who is willing to make the sacrifices that a devotion of

a large portion of his time and attention to the service of the
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public will entail. Instead of a voter having only a choice, as

often now, between two candidates, neither of whom he would

himself prefer, every voter all over the country has the chance

of selecting his candidates from the best men willing to serve.

The field for the selection of candidates is widened. With
the present necessary election expenses, some aspiring farmer,

for example, who has taken a prominent part in doing public

work among his fellows, promoting an agricultural society, or

trying experiments to find breeds of animals suitable for the

district he lives in ; who, perhaps, through these very efforts,

is not in a position to incur the necessary election expenses in a

contested election, would have the way open to him to become

a candidate ; and with the good opinion of his fellow farmers

miglit get in, and become a most valuable councillor. The same

applies to the aspiring miner or the merchant.

Local influence would have full sway ; for in most instances

the bulk of the quota would be supplied in this way.

The lecturer proceeded to say that the fact that the trans-

ferable vote makes every vote effective would entirely alter the

whole present situation as soon as the voter realised the power

it gives him. He is the one who would profit most; but the

benefits extend not only to the voter, but to the candidate, the

member, and the country.

The voter would see the absolute necessity of recording his

vote ; of getting every other voter to do the same ; of getting

every man qualified to vote to have his name entered upon the

register. Having the privilege of expressing his preference for

as many candidates as he chooses, he would exercise it, and thus

secure an eft'ective vote.

As concerns the candidates, with the importance of can-

vassing much diminished, and that of merit as the member's
qualification greatly increased, and with election expenses
diminished or abolished, the field of choice would be extended.

When past public services and the ability to render more are

what is looked for in the candidate, you would have the best

public men coming forward—not asking for votes, but ofifering

their services for the public good, if a large enough section of

the voters desired them. This honourable position would take

the place of the present personal contest, conducted in large

measure by the help of the candidate's purse.

As to the member, his position would be infinitely stronger.

Collectively, the members would represent the whole community,
and would thus be on a footing of periect equality with their

fellow-members on the opposite side of the House. Freed from
the troublesome contentious subjects of additional representation

and distribution, they could devote their energies entirely to the

pressing needs of the country, to the advancement of its material

interests, to profitable work, in the interests of those who elected

them.
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As to the country, its rate of progress would be increased,

the needs and the wishes of its inhabitants would find such

expression as they never had before, as an efficient instrument

for securing this would be in their hands.

To recapitulate : The Union of South Africa, through ignor-

ance of the great advantages the transferable vote confers, lost

the inestimable boon of true representation. The system of

single-member constituencies leaves large sections of the voters

unrepresented, and a large majority of the votes unused ; it

utterly fails to secure representation, and under it a minority of

the voters sometimes secures a majority of elected members;
and in the British House of Commons in only one election in

twenty-five years was there an approximation to representation.

These drawbacks are impossible with the use of the transferable

vote, which, through sectional representations, makes use of

every vote it is possible to use in electing the members, and thus

secures true representation. This system provides the question

of additional representation with easy and satisfactory settle-

ment ; the troublesome question of redistribution is avoided ; one

vote one value can be secured ; and the election is ensured of the

very best public men whose local influence secures the support of

those who know them best.

I have dwelt, the lecturer said in conclusion, on the enor-

mous change this system produces in the position of the voter,

the candidate, and the member, and of the good it would do in

advancing the practical interests of the country. I remind you
of your partnership with the Great Chartered Company of

British South Africa, of the identity of your aims and interests,

of the benevolent bureaucracy under which you live, and of the

certainty of your getting this boon of true representation, if you
can only spread the knowledge of its benefits far and wide.

As the best means of doing this I urge your forming at once
a local branch of the Proportional Representation Society.

\Mth you lies the great responsibility of preventing a repetition

in Rhodesia of the catastrophe the Union of South Africa
suffered at Bloemfontein.

THE GYROSCOPE.

By W. H. LoGEMAN, M.A.

(Evciiiiuj discourse delivered in the Library Hall, Biilazcayo. on
Thursday. 6th July, iqi i : illustrated by models and experi-

ments.)

The lecturer explained the working of Brennan's mono-rai'
railway, and the application of the gyroscope to the steadying o*"

ships.



A RELATION BETWEEN THE GEOLOGY AND
.METALLURGY OF GOLD.

By F. T. MuMFORD, A.LM.M.

(Abstract.)

The author classifies the best-known gold mines in Rhodesia

under three main heads, namely: (i) Deposits in which gold may
have been laid down wnth the strata owing to decomposition of a

gold-bearing rock; (2) reefs and masses of igneous origin where
the gold has crystallised out with the matrix; and (3) sedi-

mentary schistose deposits. The first of these three groups he

subdivides into (a) recent alluvial deposits, and (b) con-

glomerates. Group 2 is subdivided into (a) true fissure,

imbedded and gash veins, and (&) masses of igneous origin.

He then points out incidentally that diflferent treatment is re-

quired for schistose and for igneous deposits. He goes on to

bay that alluvial deposits (group la) are generally treated by
catching the coarse grains of gold in ripples and amalgamating
the fines, and that coniglomerates (group ib) may also be

amenable to direct amalgamation and cyanidization after reduc-

tion to a sufficiently fine state to allow of the fullest application

of those processes. The Witwatersrand, Shamva and Eldorado
occurrences are mentioned in illustration. Reefs and masses of

igneous origin, provided no base metal, such as copper, antimony,

or arsenic is associated therewith, would also be free milling.

Of the schistose deposits the author mentions the " Enterprise
"

find " Cam and Motor "" as examples. He explains the refrac-

tory nature of these deposits by assuming the metal to be either

in a state of chemical combination or present as brown
amorphous gold, and therefore gold in this condition needs for

its extraction specially designed plants. The " French Bobs "

and " Mount Morgan " occurrences are quoted as instances

hereof, and under the most favourable conditions, it is stated,

samples from these mines will not show more than a 50 per cent,

extraction with ordinary treatment. The geological formation

with which the gold is associated has. therefore, in the author's

opinion, a distinct bearing on the metallurgy of the ore.

ELECTRIC CLOCKS.

By Prof. Heixrtch Bohle, M.I.E.E.

[Not printed.)



ADDITIOXAL NOTES ON EVOLUTION.

By David Tkaii.i,. M.A.. ALB., Ch.M., B.Sc.

(Abstract.)

Assuming his previously advanced views* to be true,,

namely, that at the birth of organic life the earth's atmosphere

contained much carbon dioxide and little or no oxygen, and

that the quantity of the former has been gradually diminishing

and that of the latter increasing, the author considers the con-

clusion inevitable that there must have been a correspondingly

slow and steady change in all organisms living in this changing

atmosphere. Accordingly he restates the proposition enunciated

in the above-mentioned paper with regard to the existence of a

regulating centre in every organism. f He lays down, further,

that when the interests of the individual conflict with those of

the race the greatest good of the greater number determines

the issue. In plants, the author remarks, this is exemplified in

an individual, for whose growth conditions are favourable,

when all its individual needs are met and flower production is

not hurried on, but where some check or reminder tliat its

individual life is in danger is at once responded to by a stop-

page of the growth of leaves and branches and a devotion

of all energy to hastening on seed production and the fulfil-

ment of its destiny ere it is too late. In animals the author sees

an exemplification of his views in the changes that occur in a

mother during development of a foetus, the latter, as represent-

ing the race, being jealously cared for by the regulating centre

even at the expense of the mother who represents merely the

individual.

The author then offers some remarks on the subject of
heredity. He considers it agreed that innate or endogenous
qualities are transmissible, and as to acquired or exogenous
characters, he holds that if these are not inherited there cannot

be evolution. To Prof. Thomson's remark, that we do not

know of any clear case which would at present warrant the

assertion that an acquired modification is ever transmitted from
parent to offspring, he replies that the reason of this ignorance
lies in the brevity of human experience and its consequent
incapacity to measure nature's slow progress during thousands
of millions of years.

* Report S. A. Ass. for Adv. of Science ; Cape Town, 1910, pp. 290-305.

t Loc. cit., p. 300.



THEORIES OF ATMOSPHERIC VARIATION.

By David Traill, M.A., M.B., Ch.M., B.Sc.

(Abstract.)

The author refers to the views enunciated by him at

Beaufort West on the 13th June. 19 10. and in his previously

pubhshed paper* subsequent to which he had found similar

theories put forward by Prof. Arrhenius. The idea that there

had been successive waves of plant and animal life on the

earth, due to corresponding waves in the proportions of carbon

dioxide and oxygen in the air, he considers to be untenable. He
criticises adversely Sir E. Ray Lankester's statement that, in the

absence of green plants, animals would eat one another, use

up the oxygen of the atmosphere, and be suffocated for lack of

that gas. He holds that all the carbon in animal bodies, if the

latter formed a closely compacted layer round the earth, six

feet in height, would be insufficient to use up the ])resent atmos-

pheric oxygen : there would, the author considers, still remain

about 2,000 parts of oxygen and 4 parts of carbon dioxide

in everv to.goo parts of air. The output of carbon dioxide, he

states, is limited by the quantity of carbon available, and there

is not at present enough unoxidised carbon on the earth's sur-

face to increase the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmos-

phere from four to five parts per 10,000.

TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES.

Geological Sociktv of South Africa.—Monday, April 15th: Mr. H. S.

Harger, President, in the chair.
—

" Note on an interesting dyke intrusion

in the Upper Waterherg System :'" Dr P. A. Warner. The dyke referred

to is exposed in some excavations on the farm Buffelspriiit, north-west of

Warmbaths, the country rock being massive Waterberg sandstone. Accord-
ing to its mineralogical composition the rock is a camptonite, but on the

basis of its chemical constitution it may be grouped with the monchiquites.

Such dykes are invariably associated with the elasolite syenites and allied

plutonic rocks, but in the area where this dyke occurs no el?eolite syenite

is known to exist. This led the author to remark on the relative ages of

the plutonic members of the Bushveld Complex, and he concluded that

'there was no justification for assigning a post-Waterberg age to all

occurrences of eljeolite syenite in the Bushveld Complex.—" The Nama
System in the Cape Province :" Dr A. W. Rogers. The author showed
that the three series of rocks known as the Nieuwerust, Mahnesbury and
Ibiquas beds are parts of one great group, which is the same as that

known as the Nama System in German South-West Africa.

The true sequence of the three series is that given above, the Nieuwerust
beds being the oldest. The great gneiss and granite area, which extends

north from the Moed Verloren Hills to beyond the Orange River, include

acid intrusive rocks of two different dates, the earlier of pre-Nama age,

and the latter po.** r.Ialmesbury, and probably post-Ibiquas.

* Report S. A. Ass. for Adv. of Science ; Cape Town, 1910, pp. 290-305.
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Wanted :



' AFRICANA."
Smitb'b The Zoology of South Africa,

Complete (4 \'olimies in 3) A calf

£36 is

Layarcl & Sharpe's Pirdb of South Africa,

1875-84, with Coloured Plates, £6 10

Ditto, Uiicoloured, £3 3

Sims' The Forest & Forest Flora of the

Colony of the Cape of Good Hope.
Ilhistrations and 160 Plates, drawn by
the Author (only limited number issued

now out of print) £i

Barrow's Travels in Southern Africa,

1797-98 Charts and Plates, 2 vols. 4to,

(Fine Copy) Calf, 1801-4, £3 3

Ditto, 2ud Edition, with alterations and
coloured plates, from Daniell, '2 vols

,

4to, Calf 1806 (Very Fine (;opy)£ 5 10

Sim's The Ferns of South Africa, (with

159 plates), 1892 £5 5

The Fauna of South Africa. Edited by
W. L. Sclater, Birds, 4 vols. £6 12

Mammals, '2 vols. £2 2

The Great and Small Game of Africa,
Witti hand-coloured and numerous
Photo Illustration-. (Edition Limited
to 500 copies) £6 15

The Game Animals of Africa, by R.
Lydekker, Illustrated ... £1 10

Eltringham's African Mimetic Butter-
flies, with coloured plates, £3

Harvey's Genera of South African Plants,

1st edition 1838 £2 10

Bui-ehell's Travels into the Interior of

Southern Africa, 1810-14 Engravings
.*i (loloured Plates, 2 vols.. 4to (Fine
Copy) Full Morocco ... £28 10

Harris's Wild .-Sports of >outhern Africa,

Map & Coloured Plates, 8vo. £5
Ditto, Portraits of (xame & Wild Animals

of Southern Africa, Coloured Plates,

Folio (Fine Cbpy) £27 10

STANDARD LITERATURE.
The History and Ethnography of

South Africa, bv Dr. G. M. 'Ibeal.

8 volumes £3

The Yellow and Dark Skinned People of

Africa, by Dr. (i. M. Theal. lOs. 6d.

Geschiedenis van Zuid Afrka, by Dr. G.

M. Theal 7s. 6d.

Flora Capensis, being a systematic des-

cription of plants of (^ape Colony, by
Harvey and Sonder. Vols. 1, 2, 3, Now
Published £3 10

Old Cape Colony (A Chrouicleof her Men
and Houses), 1625-1806, .Mrs Trotter.

Illustrated 12s. 6d.

South Africa a Century Ago,
Anui^ Barnai'd

!>V Lady
7s 6d

Vol. IV., Sec. 1

,, IV., ,, 2

„ VI.

,; VII.

£3 3

£1 11

£1 11

£2 2

The Geology of Cape Colony, by Rogers
and Du Toit .. lis.

Causal Geology, by E.
Illustrated

H. L. Schwarz,
9s.

The J"tone Implements of South .Africa,

by J. P. Johnson lOs.

The Romance of Soutli Africa, by I. D.

Colvin 7s.

Bushman Folk Lore, by A. C. Lloyd, with
introduction by Dr Theal 21s.

Mendelssoliii's .^outh African Biblio-

graphy, 2 vols., tloth £2 10

Also :

Edition for Collectors, half calf, inter-

leaved with paper £4 10

The Zoology of South Africa, bj Dr. J.

D. P. Gilchrist Net lOs. 6d.

The Snakes of South Africa, by F. W.
FitzSimons (New \' Revised Edition,
Greatly Enlarged) ... Net lOs. 6d.

The Geology of South Africa, by Hatch
and Corstorphine 25s.

Ore Deposits of South Africa, by -I. P.

Johnson. 2 vols. Each 6s.

The Mineral Industry of Rhodesia, by J.

P. Johnson ... lOs.

Bushman Paintings, by H. M. Tongue
(54 Plates in Colour) & Letterpress

£3 15s

Old and Rare African Literature a Speciality.

Books Sought and Reported Free of Charge.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

T. MASKEW MILLER BOOKSELLER & PUBLISHER.

P.O. BOX 396. Adderley Street, CAF»E TOVITNT.
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I'he price of this Journal to the General PubHc is two shillings per copy.

'erv member of the Association is supplied with one copy free, and may
tain extra copies at one shilling per copy. x\pplications for copies should

addressed to the Assistant General Secretary, P.O. Box 1497, Cape Town.

I'he monthly numbers of the Journal are bound in such a manner as to

rmit of the whole volume being bound together, at the close of the year,

a style uniform with that of the Annual Reports hitherto issued by the

>sociation.

The proceedings of the GRAHAMSTOWN SESSION (Vol. 5,

108) being entirely out of print, the Council of the Association is

isirous of purchasing a few copies.

BINDING OF VOLUMES SIX AND SEVEN.—
Members and Institutions wishing to have cases for binding the

last two volumes of this Journal are asked to send in their orders at

once to the Assistant General Secretary, together with a remit-

tance to cover the cost of binding, and (if necessary) thie loose

parts which are to be bound should be forwarded at the same
time. The cost of supplying loose binding cases (uniform in all

respects with those of previous volumes) will be one shilling per

case
;
postage extra, sixpence. The cost of supplying cases and

binding them into volumes will be 2s. 3d. per volume
;
jwstage

extra, one shilling per volume.

All communications other than those relating to the Journal should be

{dressed to ,the Assistant General Secretary, P.O. Box 1497, Cape Town.
Telegraphic address: "Scientific," Cape Town.)

Communications for the Editor may also be addressed to P.O. Box No.

\.gy, Cape Town.

Members desiring to have reprints of papers contributed by them at the

ULAWAYO MEETINGS are requested to communicate with the Editor

ithout delay stating the number of reprints desired.

SUBSCRIPTIONS OF £1 FOR THE YEAR ENDING 30TH JUNE,
;)I2, ARE NOW DUE.

Members whose subscriptions are still unpaid are requested to be so

irid as to remit the amount as soon as possible to the Assistant General

ecretary, P.O. Box 1497.. Cape Town. Unless such Members pay the

mount due at an early date, great inconvenience and probably unnecessary

xpense will be caused, as it is very difficult to determine what number of

3pies of the Journal will be required. The Council therefore appeals to

^ery member for support and co-operation, and asks that outstanding sub-

:riptions be paid without delay. The Journal will be sent only to those

^hose arrear subscriptions are paid.

Cheques, etc.. should be crossed and made payaljle to the Association;

d. should be added to country cheques for exchange.

Cape Town. 21st August. 191 1.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

'Copies of the following volumes (Royal 8vo.) of the Association'

Reports may be obtained from the Assistant General Secretary (P.O. Bo:

1497, Ca])e Town) at the prices set against them:

Vol. I.—Cape Town. 1903. 556 pp. Price. 10s. net; to Members, 5s.

Vol. II.—Johannesburg, 1904. 598 pp. Price, los. net; to Members, 5s.

Vol. III.—Kimberley. 1906. 676 pp. Price, 20s. net ; to Members. los.

Vol. T\^—Natal, 1907. 230 pp. Price, lOs. net; to Members, 5s.

Vol. A" —Grahamstown, 1908., 436 pp. (Out of print).

Vol. Yl.—Bloemfontein. 1909. 538 pp. (In course of binding).

\'ol. \"1I.-—Cape Town, 1910. 480 pp. (In course of binding).

One shilling should be added to the cost of each of the ahove I'nJuyne

for postage.

The Association has also on hand a few copies of the Report of th

Meeting of the British Association in South Africa in ups ; price 24s. : ti

members, los. 6d.

''.Science in South Africa."—A few copies of this valuable hand

book, which was specially prepared for the Members of the British Associa

tion visiting South Africa in 1905, are for sale, price 7s. 6d. (or 8s. 6d., pos

free). ,

INFORMATION REGARDING THE ASSOCIATION.
|

Objects.—The objects of the Association are:—To give a strongej

impulse and a more systematic direction to scientific enquiry; to promot
the intercourse of Societies and individuals interested in Science in diflferen

parts of South Africa; to obtain a more generaP attention to the object

of pure and applied Science, and the removal of any disadvantages of i

|)ublic kind which may impede its progress.

Life Members.—Life ^Members shall be eligible for all offices of th

Association, and shall receive gratuitously all ordinary publications issue<

by the Association. Every Life, Member shall pay. on admission as such

tlie sum of Ten Pounds. An Ordinary Member may at any time become 1

Life Member by one payment of Ten Poimds in lieu of future xA.nnual Sub
'xriptions.

Ordtnarn- Members.—Ordinani- Members shall be eligiljle for all office

of the Association, and shall receive (/rafuifoitslv all ordinary publication

issued by the Association during the vear of their admission, and during th

years in which they continue to pay ivithout intermission their .A.nnual Sub
scription. The Entrance Fee for ordinary members is One Pound, and thi

Subscription is One Pound, payable first at election and thereafter on th(

1st of July of each year.

Associates.—Associates are eligible to serve on the Reception Com
mittee, but are not eligible to hold any other office, and they are not entitlec

to receive gratuitously the publications of the Association. The Subscrig
tion for Associates for a Session is Fifteen Shillings.

L.^DiEs.—Ladies may become Members or Associates of the Association

Townafaend, Taylor and SnSiShall, Printers, Cape Town.
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Wanted :



'AFRICANA.'
Smith's The Zoology of South Africa,

Complete (4 volumes in 3) i calf

£36 "15

Laj'ard c^- Sbarpe's Birds of South Africa,

1875-8J, with Coloured Plates, £6 10

Ditto, Uncoloured, £3 3

Sims' The Forest & Forest Flora of the
Colony of the Cape of Good Hope.
Illustrations and 160 Plates, drawn by
the Author (only limited number issued

now out of isrint) ... £10
Barrow's Travels in Southern Africa,

1797-98 Charts and Plates, 2 vols. 4t(),

(Fine Copy) Calf, 1801-4, £3 3

Dittt), 2nd Edition, with alterations and
coloured j)lates, from Daniell, 2 vols

,

4to, Calf 1806 (Very Fine Copy )£ 5 10

Sim's The Ferns of South Africa, (with

159 plates), 1892 ... £5 5

The Fauna of South Africa, Edited by
W. L. Sclater, Birds, 4 vols. £6 12

Mammals, 2 vols. £2 2

The Great and Small Game of Africa,

Witli hand coloured and numerous
Photo Illustrations. (Edition Limited
to 500 copies) .. £6 15

The Game Animals of Africa, by li.

Lydekker, Illustrated ... £1 10

Eltringham's African Mimetic Butter-
riies, with coloured plates, £3

Harvey's Genera of South African Plants,

1st edition 1838 £2 10

Burchell's Travels into the Interior of

Southern Africa, 1810-14 Engravings
& Coloured Plates, 2 vols., 4to (Fine
Copy) Full Morocco ... £28 10

Harris's Wild Sports of Southern Africa,

Map & Cooured Plates, 8vo. £5
Ditto, Portraits of Game & Wild Animals

of Southern Africa, Coloured Plates,

Folio ^Fine Copy) ... £27 10

STANDARD LITERATURE.
The History
South Africa,

8 volumes

and
by

Ethnography of

Dr. G. M. Theal.

£3

The Yellow and Dark Skinned People of

Africa, by Dr. G. M. Theal. lOs. 6d.

Geschiedenis van Zuid Afrika, by Dr. G.

M. Theal ... ... 7s. 6d.

Flora Capensis, beine a systematic des-

cription of plants of Cape Colony, by
Harvey and Soiuler. Vols. 1, 2, 3, Now
Published ... ... £3 10

Old Cape Colony (A Chronicle of her Men
and Houses), 1G25-180G, Mrs Trotter.

Illustrated ... ... 128. 6d.

South Africa a Century
Anne Barnard

Ago, by Lady
7s. 6d.

Vol. IV.,

,, IV.,

„ VI.

,; VII.

Sec. £3 3

£1 11

£1 11

£2 2

The Geolocry of Cape Colony, by Rogers
and Du Toit ... ... lis.

Causal Geologj",

Illustrated

hv E. H. L. Schwarz,
9s.

Mendelssohn's South African Biblio-

graphy, 2 vols.. Cloth ... £2 10

Also :

Edition for Collectors, half calf, inter-

leaved with paper ... £4 10

The Zoolojjy of South Africa, by Dr. J.

D. F. Gilchrist ... Net lOs. 6d.

The Snakes of South Africa, by F. W.
FitzSimons (New iV' Revised Edition,
Greatly Enlarged) ... Net lOs. 6d.

The Geology of South Africa, bj- Hatch
and Corstorphine ... 25s,

J. P.

The Stone Implements of South Africa,

by J. P. Johnson ... lOi.

The llomance of South Africa, by I. I).

Colvin 78.

Bushman Folk Lore, hy A. C.Lloyd, with
introduction by Dr. Theal 21s.

Ore Deposits of South Africa, l)y

Johnson. 2 vols. Each 68.

The Mineral Industry of Rhodesia, by J.

P. Johnson ... ... lOs.

Bushman Paintings, by H. M. Tongue
(54 Plates in Colour) X- Letterpress

£3 ISs.

Old ani Rare African Literature a Speciality.

Books Sought and Reported Free of Charge.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

T. MASKEW MILLER BOOKSELLER & PUBLISHER,

P.O. BOX 396. Adderley Street, CAF»E TOWN
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From Rhodesia to Egypt. By Theo. Kassner, P'.R.S.S. .. 14 6
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The Baganda : Their Countr)-, Life, and Customs. By Rev. John
Roscoe

Living Speech in Central and South Africa. By A. C. Madan, M.A.

A History of Christian Missions in South Africa. By Rev. J. du
Plessis

Breeding and the Mendelian Disco\er}-. Fy A. D. Darbishire

The Golden Bough : A Study in Magic and Religion. Third Edition.

Part L—The Magic Art and the Evolution of Kings. 2 Vols.

H.—Taboo, and the Perils of the Soul

HL— Osiris, &c.

Roman Sculpture from Augustus to Constantine. 2 Vols

Life of Sir William Howard Russell, the F'irst Special Correspondent
2 Vols.

The Life of George J. Goschen (First Viscount Goschen). 2 Vols. ..

Napoleon I : A Biography. By August Fournier. 2 Vols.

William Pitt and National Revival. By J. Holland Rose

(joldwin Smith's Reminiscences

l"he Voyage of the "Why Not" in the Antarctic. By Jean Charcot

[Modern Egypt. By the Earl of Cromer. Cheaper Edition

Rural Denmark and its Lessons. By H. Rider Haggard

Proportional Representation. By J. H. Humphreys

The Position of Woman, Actual and Ideal. Preface b}- Sir Oliver

Lodge

Dry Farming. By J. .A. Widsoe ..
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" 10th Edition, Revised ..

'..
.. ..150
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i'he price of this Jcjunial to the ("ieneral I'libhc is two shilhiij^s per copy,

ivery member of thfe Association is supplied with one copy free, and may

btain extra copies at one shilling per co])y. .\pi)lications for copies should

e addressed to the Assistant (jcneral Sccrctar\ , l'.( ). I'.nx 1497, Oiije Town.

I'He monthly numbers of the Journal are bound in such a maimer as to

ermit of the whole volume being bound together, at the close of the year,

a a style uniform with that of the Annual Reports hitherto issued by the

Association.

The proceedings of the GRAHAMSTOWN SESSION (Vol. 5,

908) being entirely out of print, the Council of the Associ&tion is

lesirous of purchasing a few copies.

BINDING OF VOLUMES SIX AND SEVEN.
Members and Institutions wishing to have cases for binding the

last two volumes of this Journal are asked to send in their orders at

once to the Assistant General 'Secretary, together with a remit-

tance to cover the cost of binding, and. (if necessary) the loose

parts which are to be bound should be forwarded at the same

time. The cost of supplying loose binding cases (uniform in all

respects with those of previous volumes) will be one shilling per

case
;
postage extra, sixpence. The cost of supplying cases and

binding them into volumes will be 2s. 3d. per volume ; i^ostagc

extra, one shilling per ^'olnme.

All communications other than those relating to the Journal should be

addressed to the Assistant General Secretary, P.O. Box 1497, Caf^c Toum.

(Telegraphic address: ''Scientific," Cape Town.)

Cotnmunications for the Editor may als(3 be addressed to i'.O. Box No.

1497, Cape Town.

Members desiring to have reprints ot papers contributed by tiicni at the

ipULAWAYO MEETINGS are requested to communicate with the Editor

without delay stating the number of reprints desired.

SUBSCRIPTIONS OF £ i FOR THE YEAR EN DIN ( ; 30T 11 j U N' E,

1912, ARE NOW EiUE.

Members whose subscriptions are .'^till unpaid are requested to be so

kind as to remit the amount as soon as possible to the Assistant General

Secretarv, P.O. Box 1497, Cape Town. Unless such Members pay the

amount due at an early date, great inconvenience and probably unnecessary

expense will be caused, as it is very difhcult to determine what number of

copies of the Journal will be required. The Council therefore appeals to

everv member for support and co-operation, and asks that outstanding sub-

scriptions be paid without delay. The Journal will be sent only to those

whose arfear subscriptions are paid.

Cheques, etc., should be crossed and niade payable to the A-soeiation;

6d. should be added to country cheques for exchange.

Cape Town, 2rst August, 191 1.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Copies of the following volumes (Royal '8vo.~) of the Association'

Re[»c»rts may be obtained from the Assistant General Secretary (P.O. P>o:i

1497. Cape Town) at the prices set against them:

Vol. I.—-Cape Town. 1903. 556 pp. Price, los. net; to Members, 5s.

Vol. 11.—Johannesburg, 1904. 598 pp. Price, los. net; to Members, 5s.

^^ol. ITL—Kimberley, 1906. 676 pp. Price, 20s. net; to Members, lOs.

Vol. TV.—Natal, 1907. 230 pp. Price, los. net; to Members. 5s.

Vol. V—Graliamstown. 1908. 436 pp. (Out of print).

Vol. VT.—Bloehifontein, 1909. 538 pp. (In course of binding).

\'ol. ATI.—Cape Town, 1910. 480 pp. (In course of binding).

One shilUnq should he added to the cost of each of the aboz'C 7'oliime.

for postage:

The Association has also on hand a few copies of the Report of th

Meeting of the British Association in South Africa in 1905 ; price 24s. ; t(

members, los. 6d.

' Science in South Africa."'—A few copies of this valuable hand

book, vrhich was specially prepared for the Members of the British Assock
tion visiting South Africa in 1903, are for sale, price ys. 6(1. (or 8s. 6d.. pos

freeV

INFORMATION REGARDING THE ASSOCIATION.

CVdject.s.—The objects of the Association are:—To give a stronge

impulse and a more systematic direction to scientific enquiry ; to promot
the intercourse of Societies and individuals interested in Science in differen

parts of South Africa; to obtain a more general attention to the object

of pure and -applied Science, and the removal of any disadvantages of :

public kind which may impede its progress.

Life Member.s.—Life Members shall be eligible for all offices of thi

Association, and shall receive gratuitously all ordifiary publications issuet

by the Association. Every Life Member shall pay, on admission as suclh

the sum of Ten Pounds. An Ordinai"y Member may at any time become i

Life Member by one payment of Ten Pounds in lieu of future Annual Sub
Ecriptions.

Ordinary AI embers.—Ordinary Members shall be eligible for all office

of the Association, and shall receive gratuitously all ordinary publication

issued by the Association during the year of their admission, and during th'

years in which they continue to pay zviihout intermission their Annual Stib

scription. The Entrance Fee for ordinary members is One Pound, and th'

Subscription is One Pound, payable first at election and thereafter on th-

I St of July of each year.

Associates.—Associates are eligible to serve on the Reception Com
mittee, but are not eligible to hold any other office, and they are not entitle(

to receive gratuitously the publications of the Association. The Subscrip
tion for Associates for a Session is Fifteen Shillings.

Ladies.—Ladies may become Members or Associates of the Association

ToWDsheud, Taylor and Snashall, Printers, Cape Tow«.
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Wanted :



''AFRICANA/'
Smrith's The Zoology of South Africa,

Com.plete (4 volumes in 3)i 5 calf

£36 15

Layard & Sharpens Birds of South Africa,.

1875-84, with Coloured Plates, £6 10

Ditto, Uncoloured, £3 3

Sims' The Forest & Foresi Flora of the

Colony of the Cape of Good Hope.
Illustrations and 160 Plates, drawn by
the Author (only limited num'ber issued

now out of print) ... £4

BaiTow's Travel's in Southern Africa,

1797-98 Charts and Plates, 2 vols. 4to,

(Fine Copy) Calf, 1801-4, £3 3

Ditto, 2nd Edition, with alterations and
coloured plates, from- Daniell, 2 vols

,

4to, Calf 1806 (Vei7 Fine Copy)£5 10

Sim's The Ferns of South Africa, (with

159 plates), 1892 .. £5 5

The Fa>una of South Africa, Edited by
W. L. Sclater, Birds, 4 vols. £6 12

Mammals, 2 vols. £2 2

The Great and Small Gam« of Africa,

With hand-coloured and nun>erous
Photo Dlusti-ations. (Edition Limited
to 500 copies) £6 15

The Game Animals of Africa, by R.

Lydekker, Illustrated ... £1 10

Eltringham's African Mimetic Butter-

flies, with coloured plates, £3
Harvey's Genera of South African Plants,

1st edition 1838 £2 10

Burchell's Travels into the Interior of

Southern Africa, 1810-14 Engravings
& Coloured Plates, 2 vols., 4to (Fine
Copy) Full Morocco ... £28 10

Harris's Wild Sports of 'Southern Africa,

Map & Coloured Plates, 8vo. di5

Ditto, Portraits of Game & Wild Animals
of Southern Africa, Coloured Plates,

Folio ^Fine Copy) ... £27 10

STANDARD LITERATURE.
The History
South Africa,

8 volumes

and
by

Ethnography of

Dr. G. M. fheal.

£3

The Yellow and Dark Skinned People of

Africa, by Dr. G. M. Theal. 10s. 6d.

Geschiedenis van Zuid Afrika, by Dr. G.

M. Theal 7s. 6d.
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The price of this Journal to the General Public is two shillings per copy.
Every member of the Association is supplied with one copy free, and may
obtain extra copies at one shilling per copy. Applications for copies should
be addressed to the Assistant General Secretary, P.O. Box 1497, Cape Town,

The monthly numbers of the Journal are bound in such a manner as to
permit of the whole volume being bound together, at the close of the year,

in a style uniform with that of the Annual Reports hitherto issued by the
Association.

The proceedings of the GRAHAMSTOWN SESSION (Vol. 5,
1908) being entirely out of print, the Council of the Association is

desirous of purchasing a few copies.

BINDING OF VOLUMES SIX AND SEVEN.—
Members and Institutions wishing to have cases for binding the
last two volumes of this Journal are asked to send in their orders at

once to the Assistant General Secretary, together with a remit-

tance to cover the cost of binding, and (if necessary) the loose

parts which are to be bound should be forwarded at the same
time. The cost of supplying loose binding cases (uniform in all

respects with those of previous volumes) will be one shilling per
case; postage extra, sixpence. The cost of supplying cases and
binding them into volumes will be 2s. 3d. per volume; postage

extra, one shilling per volume.

All communications other than those relating to the Journal shoidd be
addressed to ,the Assistant General Secretary, P.O. Box 1497, Cape Town.
(Telegraphic address: "Scientific," Cape Town.) *

Communications for the Editor may also be addressed to P.O. Box No,
1497, Cape Town.

Members desiring to have reprints of papers contributed by them at the

BULAWAYO MEETINGS are* requested to communicate with the Editor
without delay stating the number of reprints desired.

SUBSCRIPTIONS OF £1 FOR THE YEAR ENDING 30TH JUNE,
1912, ARE NOW DUE.

Members whose subscriptions are still unpaid are requested to be so

kind as to remit the amount as soon as possible to the Assistant General
Secretary, P.O. Box 1497.. Cape Town. Unless such Members pay the

amount due at an early date, great inconvenience and probably unnecessary

expense will be caused, as it is very difficult to determine what number of

copies of the Journal will be required. The Council therefore appeals to

every member for support and co-operation, and asks that outstanding sub-

scriptions be paid without delay. The Journal will be sent only to those

whose arrear subscriptions are paid.

Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to the Association;

6d. should be added to country cheques for exchange.

SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL AND FUND {Raised by Members
of the British Association to commemorate their visit to South Africa in

1905).—Nominations for the recipient of the 1912 award will be received

by the Assistant General Secretary, P.O. Box 1497, Cape Town, up to and
mcluding 31st December, 191 1. The rules for the award, a photographic
reproduction of the medal, and particulars of previous awards were printed
in the August number of this Journal, pp. vii, viii, ix, and xxiii.

Cape Town, ist October, 191 1.
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Copies of the following volumes (Royal 8vo.) of the Association's
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Vol. I.—Cape Town, 1903. 556 pp. Price, los. net; to Members, 5s.
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'One shilling should he added to the cost of each of the above volumes

for postage.

The Association has also on hand a few copies of" the Report of the

Meeting of the British Association in South Africa in 1905 ;
price 24s. ; to

members, los. 6d.

'' Sgience in South Africa."—A few copies of this valuable hand-

book, which was specially prepared for the Members of the British Associa-

tion visiting South Africa in 1905, are for sale, price 7s. 6d. (or 8s. 6d., post

free).

INFORMATION REGARDING THE ASSOCIATION.

Objects.—The objects of the Association are:—To give a stronger

impulse and a more systematic direction to scientific enquiry; to promote
the intercourse of Societies and individuals interested in Science in different

parts of South Africa; to obtain a more general attention to the objects

of pure and applied Science, and the renioval of any disadvantages of a

public kind which may impede its progress.

Life Members.—Life Members shall be eligible for all offices of the

Association, and shall receive gratuitously all ordinary publications issued

by the Association, Every Life Member shall pay, on admission as such,

the sum of Ten Pounds. An Ordinary Member may at any time become a

Life Member by one payment of Ten Pounds in lieu of future Annual Sub-
scriptions.

Ordinary Members.—Ordinary Members shall be eligible for all offices

of the Association, and shall receive gratuitously all ordinary publications

issued by the Association during the year of their admission, and during the

years in which they continue to pay zvithout intermission their Annual Sub-
scription. The Entrance Fee for ordinary members is One Pound, and the
Subscription is One Pound, payable first at election and thereafter on the

ist of July of each year.

Associates.—Associates are eligible to serve on the Reception Com-
mittee, but are not eligible to hold any other office, and they are not entitled

to receive gratuitously the publications of the Association. The Subscrip-
tion for Associates for a Session is Fifteen Shillings.

Ladies,—Ladies may become Members or Associates of the Association.

Towustaend, Taylor and Snashall, Printers, Cape Town.
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every member for support and co-operation, and asks that outstanding sub-

scriptions be paid without delay. The Journal will be sent only to those

whose arrear subscriptions are paid.

Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to the Association;

6d. should be added to country cheques for exchange.
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The Fauna of South Africa, Edited by
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Mammals, 2 vols. £2 2

The Great and Small Game of Africa,
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Photo Illustrations. (Edition Limited
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Lydekker, Illustrated ... £1 10

Eltringham's African Mimetic Butter-
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This book is the finest work
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Vide South African Press comments
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The story of Cape Colony is well and carefully
told . . The 11 hole of this vast area has been
visited by vir. Plavne and his collaborators. . .

—Gapf Times. 20/1/12,

A work dealing with every branch of South
.\frican life and activities. . . . Looking at the
book generally one wonders to whom it will prove
of gre-. ter value, to the farmer, thf tourist, the
politician, the business mail or the tituilent. All
these a e likely to fiui the work indispensable. .

lo is difflcLiit to And a side of C lue Coloaial
life that is not touched upon. . .—Cape Argus,
4/1/12.

So intensive is the whole nature of the volume,
that there should be a ready sale throiujhont the
British dominions . . The South African. Neivs,
11/1/12.

It presents a very pleasing appearance and can
only be greeted with praise Tne book is worthy
of recommendation and of having in one's posses-
sion. . . —0ns Land, 6, 1112,

The work is a remarkable and worthy monu-
ment of industry. . The book is a deriiled aquisi-
tion to tlie literature about South Afnca. and as
a standard work of reference to the Gape Pro-
vince it will stand alone . .

—The Bloemfontein
Friend, 13/1/12.

It is an amazing and entrancing narrative. Mr.
Somerset Playne has rendered signal service to
the Province by the publication of such an
arresting record . . desevves the widest circula-

tion among all classes of the comnninity . , .

—Biimond Fields Advertiser, 22/1/12.

Profusely and excellently illustrated . . The
information on the ether hand is not only
interest ng but valuable . . A perusal of the
Look is bound to be instructive. . The volume
is a distinctly valuable addition to South African
liter.ature, and should find a place in every

library, public or private . . —The East Lon-
don Daily Dispatch, 19/1,12.

This is a very handsome volume such as wa
expect when we see the name of Mr. Playne
associated with it. Author, Printers and Pub-
lishers may alike be cordially congratulated. . .

—Soutli Africa, 13/1/12.
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don Daily Dispatch, 19/1/12.

This is a very handsome volume such as wa
expect when we see the name of Mr. Playne
associated with it. Author, Printers and Pub-
lishers may alike be cordiallij congratulnted: . .
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The story of Cape Colony is well and carefully

roltl . . The vHiole of this vdst area has been

i-iaitedhy Mr, Playne and his collaborators. .

—Cape times. iOjlIU;

A work dealing with ever> branch of South
.African life and activities. . . . Looldnp; at the
book generally one wonders to whom it will prove
of t^reater value, in the farmer, the tourit^t, the

jioliticlaii, the busiiiesfi man or tlie ntudent. All

these are likelv to find the work indispensable. .

It is difficult' to find a side of Caoe Coloniai

life that is not touched upon. . .^Cajie Argxs,

1/1/12.

So intensive is the whole nature of the volume,

that there should be a ready sale thrniujhout the

British dominions . . The South African News,

11/1,12.

It presents a very pleasing appearance and can

only be greeted with praise ...Tne book is worthy

of recommendation and of having in one's posses-

sion. . . —Ons Land, 6 1112.

The work is a remarkable and worthy monu-
ment of indue.trv, . The book is a dt-cidrd acquisi-

tion to the literature about South AJrica, and as

a standard work of reference to the Cape Pro-

vince it will standalone . .—The Bloemfontem
Friend. 13,1/12.

It is an amazing and entrancing narrative. Mr.

Somerset Playne has rendered signal service to

the Province by the publication of such an

arresting record '.
. deserves the widest circula-

tion anioiui allclasses of tlie commuiiity . . .

—Diamond Fields Advertiser, 22,1/12.

Profusely and excellently illustrated . .
The

information, on the other hand, is not only

interesting but valuable . . A pernsal ot the

hook inbound to be instructive. . I he volume

is a distincdy valuable addition to South Alrican

literature, and should find a pl"ce'n every

library, public or private . . -The hast Lon-

don Dailij Dispatch, 19/1,12.

This is a very handsome volume :j"ch as we

expect when we see the name ol ^^^ J
layne

associated with it. Author, Printers and 1 ub-

lishers may alike be cordmlly con(ir<itul^te '. . .

—South Airiea,mV\i.
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The story of Cape Colony is well and carefully
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visited by Mr. Playne and his collaborators. .
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It is difficult to find a side of Caoe Colonial
life rhat is not touched upon. , ,—Cape Argus,
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So intensive is the whole nature of the volume,
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11/1/12.

It presents a very pleasing appearance and can
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—The Bloemfontein
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It is an amazing and entrancing narrative. Mr.
Somerset Playne has rendered uignal service to
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arresting record . . deserves the it'i^ie.st circitla-
tion among all classes of the comynunity . . .—Diamond Fields Advertiser, 1^2/1/12.

Profusely and excellently illustrated . . Th«
information, on the other hand, is not only
interesting but valuable . . A perusal of the
book is bound to be instructive, . The volume
is a distinctly valuable addition to South African
literature, and should find a, place in every
library, public or private . .

—The East Lon-
don Daily Dispatch, 19/1/12.

This is a very handsome volume such as we
expect when we see the name of Mr. Playne
associated with it. Author, Printers and Pub-
lishers may alike be cordially congratulated. ,

—South Africa, 13/1/12,





The price of this Journal to the General Public is two shillings per copy.
Every member of the Association is supplied with one copy free, and may
obtain extra copies at one-shilling per copy. Applications for copies should
be addressed to the Assistant General Secretary, P.O. Box 1497, Cape Town.

The monthly numbers of the Journal are bound in such a manner as to

permit of the whole volume being bound together, at the close of the year,

in a stjde uniform with that of the Annual Reports hitherto issued by the
Association.

Several cases for binding the BLOEMFONTEIN and

CAPE TOWN Session Proceedings (Vols. 6, 1909, and 7, 1910)

are still on hand, and Members are urged to send in their

orders at once.
.

. \

The BULAWAYO Session Proceedings (Yol. 8, 1911) are

now being bound. If applications for binding these a,re sent

in at once the Association will be saved much inconvenience

and probably expense.

All communications other than those relating to the Journal should be

addressed to the Assistant General Secretary, P.O. Box 1497, Cape Tozvn.
(Telegraphic address: "Scientific," Cape Town.)

Communications for the Editor may also be addressed to P.O. Box No.

1497, Cape Town.

Members desiring to have reprints of papers contributed by them at the

PORT ELIZABETH MEETINGS are requested to communicate with the

Editor without delay stating the number of reprints desired.

Subscriptions of £JL for the year ending 30th June, 1913,

are now due.

Members are requested to be so kind as to remit the amount as sqon

as possible to the Assistant General Secretary, P.O. Box 1497, Cape Town.
Unless sych members pay tlie amount d^ue at an early date, great incon-

venience and probably unnecessary expense wiU be caused, as it is very

difficult to determine what number of copies of the Journal will be re-

quired.^ The Council therefore appeals to every member for support and

co-operation, and asks that outstanding subscriptions be paid without delay.

The Journal will be sent only to those whose arrear subscriptions are paid.

Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to the Association

;

6d. should be added to country cheques for exchange.

Cape Town, 15th July, 19 12.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE ASSOCIATLON.

Copies of the fonowmg volumes (Royal 8vo.) of the Association's

Reports may be obtained from the Assistant General Secretary (P.O. Box
1497. Cape Town) at the prices set against them: ~

Vol. I.—Cape Town, 1903. 556 pp. Price, los. net; to Members, 5s.

Vol. IL—Johannesburg, 1904. 598 pp. Price, los. net ; to Members, 5s.

Vol. HI.—Kimberley, 1906. 676 pp. Price,..20S. net; to Members, los.

Vol. IV.—Natal, 1907. 230 pp. PricCj los. net; to Members, 5s.

Vol. v.—Grahamstown, 1908. 436 pp. (Out of print).

Vol. VI.^Bloemfontein, 1909. 538 pp. Price 30s. net; to Members, 15s

Vol. VII.—Cape Town, 1910. 480 pp. Price 20s. net; to Members, los. .

One shilling sk'Giild he added to the cost of each of the above volumes

for postage.
'

The Association has also on hand a few copies of the Report of the

Meeting of the British Association in South Africa in 1905; price 24s. ; to

members, los. 6d.

"Science in South Africa."—A few copies of this valuable hand-

book, which was speci^rlly prepared for the Members ofJhe British Associa-

tion visiting South Africa in 1905, are for sale, price 7s.'6d. (or 8s. 6d., post

free).

INFORMATION REGARDING THE ASSOCIATION,,

Objects.—The objects of the Association are:—To give a stronger

impulse and a more systematic direction to scientific enquiry; to promote

the intercourse of Societies and individuals interested in Science in different

parts of South Africa; to obtain a more general attention to the objects

of pure and applied Science, and the removal of any disadvantages of a-

pubhc kind which may impede its progress.

Life Members.—Life Members, shall be eligible for all offices of the

/Association, and shall receive gratuitously all ordinary publications issued

by the Association. Every Life Member shall pay, on admission as such,

the sum of Ten Pounds. An Ordinary Member may at any time become a

Life Member by one payment of Ten Pounds in lieu of future Annual Sub-

scriptions.

Ordinary Members.—Ordinary Members shall be eligible for all offices

of the Association, and shall receive gratuitously all ordinary publications

issued by the Association during the year of their admission, and during the

years in which they continue to pay without intermission their Annual Sub-
scription. The Entrance Fee for ordinary members is One Pound, and the

Subscription is One Pound, payable first at election and thereafter on the

1st of July of each year.

Associates.—Associates are eligible to serve on the Reception Com-
mittee, but are not eligible to hold any other office, and they are not entitled

to receive gratuitously the publications of the Association. The Subscrip-
tion for Associates for a Session is Fifteen Shillings.

Ladies.-—Ladies may become Members or Associates of the Association.

Townshend, Taylor and Snashall, Printers, Cape Town.
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